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In a preface, one can perhaps be allowed to make some personal remarks. In my own training in the Department of Phonetics of the University of Edinburgh, I had the great privilege of being taught by some of the leading phoneticians of the century. Foremost amongst these were David Abercrombie and Peter Ladefoged. Ian Catford was also in Edinburgh at that time, at the School of Applied Linguistics. The hallmarks of their teaching were a scrupulous attention to objective phonetic detail, the development of excellent practical skills of phonetic performance and perception, and a rigorous concern for the architecture of phonetic theory. The abiding motivation of their work was always the linguistic relevance of speech.

These attitudes were and are strongly held, but they are not novel. They have been a characteristic of professional phoneticians in what one might call the British school since the days of Henry Sweet in the nineteenth century (Henderson 1971). One may not completely agree with the full implications of Sweet's claim when he wrote in his Preface to *A Handbook of Phonetics* (1877), that ‘The importance of phonetics as the indispensable foundation of all study of language – whether that study be purely theoretical, or practical as well – is now generally admitted.’ There are some aspects of linguistics (defined as the study of language) where the connection with speech as such is very tenuous; phonetics is undoubtedly indispensable, however, to the study of any aspect of spoken language. Daniel Jones emphasized the utility of phonetics for this and other purposes when he wrote that ‘Phonetics is a means to an end’ (Jones 1937). But I believe that the approach to phonetics implicit in the teaching of Abercrombie, Ladefoged and Catford goes a long way further than this, and I would wish to insist on the merit of phonetics, not only as providing tools for a variety of applications, but also as an end in itself – as a subject worthy of study in its own right and as an equal of other university-level disciplines.
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Introduction

This book is designed to equip the reader with a foundation for independent research in the phonetic study of speech. It makes no assumptions about prior knowledge of the subject, and is meant to be suitable as a comprehensive reference textbook on phonetics for graduates with no previous direct experience in the subject, who are following conversion courses to prepare themselves for research in phonetics and related subjects. It can also be used as a textbook supporting undergraduate courses on phonetics from elementary to advanced levels.

The book is thus addressed to readers who wish to pursue the subject from an initial to an advanced stage. I have tried to offer a general orientation, and a framework which provides a guide to navigation through some of the central territory of phonetics. Above all, I hope that the book may stimulate readers to reflect on the theoretical foundations of the subject.

Speech is our most human characteristic. It is the most highly skilled muscular activity that human beings ever achieve, requiring the precise and rapid co-ordination of more than eighty different muscles, many of them paired. Even the expertise of the concert pianist pales into relative insignificance beside the intricately co-ordinated muscular vocal skills exercised by a ten-year-old child talking to friends in the school playground. A pianist playing a rapid arpeggio makes about sixteen finger strokes per second, each the product of multiple motor commands to the muscles of the fingers, wrist and arm. Speech is both faster and more complicated (Boomer 1978). The process of speaking at a normal rate is achieved by means of some 1,400 motor commands per second to the muscles of the speech apparatus (Lenneberg 1967). As children, we take a number of years to acquire the skills of producing and perceiving speech, but once we have learned these abilities, only pathology or accident deprives us of their use.

Speech is the prime means of communication for virtually every social group, and the structure of society itself would be substantially different if we had failed to develop communication through speech (Bickerton 1990:
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240). Furthermore, our social interaction through speech depends on much more than solely the linguistic nature of the spoken messages exchanged. The voice is the very emblem of the speaker, indelibly woven into the fabric of speech. In this sense, each of our utterances of spoken language carries not only its own message, but through accent, tone of voice and habitual voice quality it is at the same time an audible declaration of our membership of particular social and regional groups, of our individual physical and psychological identity, and of our momentary mood.

A comprehensive understanding of a phenomenon as complex and multi-stranded as speech necessarily has to draw on the resources of a large number of different disciplines. Given the prime communicative function of spoken language, one discipline that lies at the heart of any adequate study of speech is linguistics. But speech, as just indicated, is a carrier of more information than solely the meaningful patterns of individual utterances of spoken language. A vast amount of social and personal information about the speaker is carried as well. In this century, the horizons of communication through speech have expanded greatly, through telecommunications, broadcasting and computing. To reach a full understanding of the nature of communication through speech one would therefore have to appeal to concepts not only from linguistics, but also from sociology, anthropology, philosophy, psychology, anatomy, physiology, neurology, medicine, pathology, acoustics, physics, cybernetics, electronic engineering, computer science and artificial intelligence. The study of speech in this broad view thus covers a remarkably wide domain, embracing aspects of the social sciences, the life sciences, the physical sciences, the engineering sciences and the information sciences.

All the disciplines mentioned above take speech as part of their professional domain, though their principal focus is elsewhere. Phonetics is the discipline that takes speech as its central domain, and which stands at the intersection of all these disciplines. In the definition to be promoted in this book, phonetics is the scientific study of all aspects of speech. Phonetics and linguistics are seen here as sister sciences, together making up 'the linguistic sciences'. This allows one to say that phonetics is the scientific study of speech, and that linguistics is the scientific study of language. Their domains overlap in the area of spoken language, but each has legitimate concerns outside the professional remit of the other.

More traditional definitions of phonetics content themselves with a narrower range of territory, usually limiting the domain of phonetics to the study of those aspects of speech relevant to language, which locates phonetics within the encompassing discipline of linguistics. One candid objective of
this book is to persuade the reader that it is possible and reasonable for phonetics to have wider horizons. Embedding spoken language in a wider context of communicative behaviour, and integrating it within a wider descriptive model, brings a double benefit: it not only gives us a better understanding of the communicative texture of speech in general, but also gives us a better insight into the nature of spoken language itself. Unfortunately, space does not permit a full discussion of all the aspects of speech that accompany and complement spoken language, and the first priority of this book will be the exploration of the nature of spoken language. But every reasonable opportunity will be taken to exemplify the non-linguistic functions of each type of phonetic phenomenon in conjunction with the description of its use in spoken language.

Phonetics is sometimes thought by practitioners of other disciplines (and by the occasional phonetician, it has to be said) to be somehow a chiefly 'practical' subject, more properly conceived as an art than a science, preoccupied with the description of data but without a central interest in theoretical matters. It is certainly true that good phoneticians should be masters of the art of pronouncing and perceiving any and every speech sound used communicatively in the languages of the world. The term 'practical' is hence clearly applicable to the skills of performance and perception widely practised by phoneticians. The term 'practical' also applies, however, to the empirical speech data described by phonetics. To imagine that an interest in data can be sustained without the support of theory is to misunderstand the fundamental relationship between data and theory. As a basic aspect of the philosophy of science it is quite illusory to conceive of 'data' except in the context of a theory within whose framework the data are characterized.

Halle and Stevens (1979: 335) quote a comment addressed by Einstein (1933) to theoretical physics, which is as germane to phonetics, on the relationship between data and theory:

We are concerned with the eternal antithesis between the two inseparable components of knowledge, the empirical and the rational ... The structure of the system is the work of reason; the empirical contents and their mutual relations must find their representation in the conclusions of the theory. In the possibility of such a representation lie the sole value and justification of the whole system, and especially the concepts and fundamental principles which underlie it.

In phonetics just as much as in physics, the empirical should be married to the theoretical, each forming a balancing and inseparable reflection in the mirror of the other.
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The core of phonetics as a scientific discipline is the architecture and content of its descriptive theory. The focus of this book is the principles on which such a theory can be constructed. As with any comparable subject, phonetics can and should be judged by the adequacy of coverage offered by this theory, and by the degree to which, within the limits of current knowledge, the nature of its descriptive concepts furnishes an efficient explanation of the underlying relations which bind the data into a coherent and ( provisionally ) truthful whole.

A primary task of phonetics is therefore to provide an objective description of speech. The most widely accepted theory for doing this is the one that underlies the symbols of the phonetic alphabet of the International Phonetic Association, which was founded just over 100 years ago. The theory has been modified in detail since that time, but the basic structure of the accepted descriptive model is not substantially different (Ladefoged 1987b). Just after its centenary in 1986, the Association re-evaluated the stock of standard symbols in its phonetic alphabet and, by implication, reconsidered the shape of the underlying descriptive theory (MacMahon 1986). A convention of the International Phonetic Association in Kiel in August 1989 made a set of recommendations about a standard set of notational symbols to be used in phonetic transcription, which has recently been ratified by the Council of the Association for international use. These recommendations have almost all been adopted here. The descriptive theory which is put forward in this book is fully compatible with the implications of the Kiel decisions, though there are a number of further innovations, each of which is fully explained at the relevant point in the text. The 1989 version of the International Phonetic Association's phonetic alphabet is reproduced as appendix I.

A basic purpose of this book is thus to help people interested in speech to think about the subject in an objective way, with a concern for the architecture and efficiency of the descriptive theory being proposed, and with an appreciation of the full range of the subject. The book is inevitably concerned in part with specifying sets of symbols and diacritics for phonetic transcription, and with their relationship to descriptive phonetic concepts and labels. It is crucial that students of phonetics learn these concepts, labels and symbols of phonetic description as an interlinked set. It deserves emphasis, however, that the descriptive labels and transcriptional symbols are only the visible part of a large section of phonetic theory about the substance of speech. Each label, with its associated symbol, is a reflection of an underlying network of theoretical concepts and assumptions. Learning the appropriate use of the descriptive vocabulary of symbols and labels can only
be properly achieved by simultaneously absorbing the underlying structure of phonetic theory. For convenience of reference, the sets of symbols and labels relevant to each chapter are gathered together at the end of that chapter.

The sequence of presentation of the descriptive theory merits some comment. The book is divided into eight parts. Part I consists of three introductory chapters explaining general concepts used in the analysis of spoken language. Chapter 1 presents elementary ideas helpful in understanding the coded nature of spoken language and the different types of information available to the listener, and introduces a number of different levels of analysis. Chapter 2 offers a basic view of the relationship between phonetics and phonology, as the abstract set of sound-patterns that constitute the coded nature of linguistic communication through speech. Chapter 3 explores the distinction between an 'accent', a 'dialect' and a 'language', and touches on a number of linguistic disciplines to which phonetics makes a contribution, such as sociolinguistics, dialect geography and historical linguistics.

The two chapters of Part II then launch the more technical core of the book. Chapter 4 begins by considering the relationship between biological aspects of the speech apparatus and its phonetic use. It then explores different conceptual approaches to the question of how the stream of speech can be segmented for analysis, and proposes some fundamental units of phonetic analysis: features, segments, syllables, settings, utterances and speaking turns. The concept of the segment, as the phonetic manifestation of the linguistic units of consonants and vowels, is probably the one initially most familiar to readers of this book. Chapter 4 concludes with a preliminary identification of the six basic strands of speech production: initiation of an airstream, phonation, articulation, temporal, prosodic and metrical organization.

Chapter 5 is a pivotal chapter in the design of the book. Because chapters 6–17 look in turn at each strand of vocal performance in fairly extensive detail, it was thought helpful to the reader to have an initial summary overview of the whole architecture of the descriptive theory proposed in the book, before launching into the local detail of each of the following chapters. Chapter 5 is therefore designed to give the reader an architectural frame of reference within which to locate the remaining chapters of the book. By its nature it can only give a skeletal outline of a large and detailed area. But its summary form may also allow it to function as a review of the design of the descriptive theory to which the reader can return as desired. The principal innovations in the architecture of the descriptive theory
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presented in this book are the concepts of 'aspect of articulation', 'inter-segmental co-ordination' and featural 'settings'.

Part III consists of two chapters explaining initiation and phonation. Chapter 6 on initiation describes the mechanisms for setting a flow of air in motion for the purposes of speech. Chapter 7 on phonation explains the ways that the larynx can impose a variety of patterns of vibration on the flow of air from the lungs, to provide a source of acoustic energy which the articulatory apparatus can then further modify to produce the segments of speech.

The four chapters of Part IV present an analysis of the segmental performance of the sounds representing consonants and vowels. Stop articulations are described in chapter 8, fricative articulations in chapter 9 and resonant articulations in chapter 10. Chapter 11 explains the articulatory basis of segments made with more than one major articulatory constriction.

Part V explores the relationships between segments next to or near to each other in the stream of speech. Chapter 12 looks at how the articulation of adjacent segments is co-ordinated, especially in the events at the junction of the two sounds. Chapter 13 explores in more detail than is usual in phonetic textbooks the topic of phonetic similarity between segments, invoking the concept of a 'setting' as a feature running through several segments to explain degrees of similarity, and using setting-analysis as a basis for constructing descriptive 'vocal profiles' of the voices of individual speakers.

Part VI presents a temporal, prosodic andmetrical analysis of speech. Chapter 14 considers matters of the temporal duration of segments. Chapter 15 moves to the prosodic description of the use of pitch, in tonal and intonation functions of speech melody. It also discusses the control of loudness in speech. Chapter 16 integrates the temporal and prosodic material of the preceding two chapters, and presents a metrical analysis of speech where the focus is on stress and rhythm. Chapter 17 then presents a description of the way that speech can vary in its rate and continuity, as a final part of the temporal organization of speech.

Part VII examines the principles by which different types of transcription can be classified. Chapter 18 includes numerous examples of detailed phonetic transcriptions of utterances from native speakers of each of a number of languages from widely different parts of the world. These transcriptions were made jointly by the author and a colleague in the University of Edinburgh (Sandy Hutcheson), for the purpose of teaching postgraduate courses in the use of phonetic transcription for fieldwork. The transcriptions called potentially on the entire repertoire of general phonetic notation. The chapters leading up to chapter 18 explain the meanings and use of all the
transcriptional symbols available in this repertoire, and the relationships
between them. If, when chapter 18 is reached, the transcriptions in this
chapter are able to be interpreted by the reader with full and confident
understanding, then the book will have succeeded in a significant part of its
objective of providing a foundation for independent phonetic research.
Learning the meaning and use of the phonetic symbols has an obvious prac-
tical value, but the most important consequence of acquiring a deep under-
standing of the notation is the accompanying insight that is gained into the
underlying theoretical architecture that binds the concepts represented by
the symbols into a coherent framework.

Part VIII rehearses the main principles of phonetic description that have
been presented, placing them in a broader context of other approaches to
the description of speech. In addition, chapter 19 considers the question of
empirical justification for the architectural design of a descriptive phonetic
theory, by appeal to statistical facts about the relative frequency of occur-
rence of the different phenomena described.

Phonetic concepts presented in the book are illustrated from as wide a
range of different languages as feasible, drawn from reliable sources in the
literature of the subject and from personal experience. The linguistic exam-
pies are co-ordinated with the introduction of phonetic concepts and sym-
bols, and illustrations in phonetic transcription are offered from over 500
different languages. There are several reasons for choosing to illustrate the
book with copious examples drawn from this wealth of languages. A central
part of the motivation in drawing on a wide range of linguistic material is to
offer objective evidence to support the generality of the descriptive theory
being put forward. A related objective is to give the reader an appreciation
of the paradox that, underlying the apparently extraordinary diversity of the
patterns of spoken language, there is a remarkable unity in the phonetic
resources exploited by the languages of the world. The challenge of writing
this book lay above all in the attempt to capture the range and elegance of
this combination of diversity and unity.

Every effort has been made to account for all phonetic processes known
to be exploited by spoken language. If any reader knows of phonetic phe-
nomena in some language which are either not covered, or inadequately
described, I would be most grateful to receive information about the nature
of the phonetic process concerned, with phonetic transcriptions and glosses
of illustrative words, for possible inclusion in a later edition.

Another motivation for frequently drawing on illustrations from real lan-
guages is that the theoretical discussion of phonetic principles can become
very abstract without continual renewal of connection with the linguistic
material that the theory seeks to illuminate. A final part of the motivation is the belief that readers who experiment with their own ability to pronounce the illustrative material are more likely to reach an integrated understanding of the underpinning theoretical concepts. Readers are encouraged to use the linguistic examples for practical performance, especially (but not only) if the material can be practised with the help of an experienced phonetician.

The language material is normally presented in phonetic (rather than 'phonemic') transcription. Where no source is indicated for language examples, the illustration is offered from my own experience. The symbols used in the transcriptions of examples drawn from the work of other phoneticians and phonologists have been standardized wherever necessary to fit the conventions of this book. Where examples from a particular language have been borrowed from another writer, specific reference is always given, to give due acknowledgement and to allow consultation for further details.

Particular care has been taken to indicate, wherever feasible, the original source of technical concepts. I feel that it is important for students and professionals alike to appreciate the intellectual continuities in the broad landscape of the rich and well-populated literature of phonetics. Any reader fortunate enough to acquire the majority of the publications listed in the References to this book would possess the nucleus of a very good phonetics library. Recommended further reading is indicated at the end of chapters.

Wherever practicable, the language-family and the part of the world in which the language is spoken is given. Names of countries are as up-to-date as political developments at the time of going to press allowed. Each of the languages mentioned in the text is listed in appendix II, together with its language-family and geographical location. The affiliation identified in appendix II is normally the major language-group of which the language is a member; the language-family given in the body of the text usually indicates a lower-level grouping. Appendix II also serves as a Language Index, giving the page numbers of all mentions of the language concerned. The appendix is prefaced by a map of the world on which the locations of the major language-families are indicated (Crystal 1987: 294–5).

Examples are drawn from the language-families of every inhabited continent, but the languages of three particular areas tend to recur. One is Europe, with its relatively familiar (mostly Indo-European) languages. The other two are Africa and the Americas. The languages of Africa have received a good deal of attention from phoneticians and phonologists, and Africa (particularly the languages of the Niger-Congo family) is the area with which I am myself most familiar. The languages of North and South America and the Mesoamerican Indian languages of Central America have
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received particular attention from the phoneticians and linguists trained in the American tradition, especially from the many linguists associated with the Summer Institute of Linguistics. Both Africa and the Americas are areas rich in phonetic processes unfamiliar to the languages of Europe. For comprehensive information on the language-families of the world, the reader might like to consult the publications listed in the section on Further Reading at the end of chapter 3 and at the beginning of appendix II.

The language examples offered in the first four chapters are deliberately taken mostly from English. This is because it is likely to be the native or second language of the large majority of readers of this book, and therefore the examples will perhaps have a greater immediacy for these readers than they might otherwise have. But it is also directly because the detailed discussion of matters of pronunciation of less familiar languages really requires a prior understanding of the descriptive articulatory concepts offered in the later chapters, in which the examples drawn from languages other than English are concentrated.

The English examples are normally taken from an accent of England called Received Pronunciation (RP). RP is a non-regional accent of England, and is probably most familiar to the readers of this book as the accent used by most announcers and newsreaders on national and international BBC broadcasting channels. If no further identification is given to the term ‘English’, it can be assumed that reference is being made to English pronounced with an RP accent. RP is discussed more fully in chapter 3.

Words in many languages are contrastively identified by different patterns of pitch, or ‘tone’. Diacritic symbols marking such tonal characteristics are often included in the transcriptions of the linguistic examples, when known, for review purposes. They typically consist of acute or grave accent-diacritics, placed above the symbols representing vowels. They can perhaps be left unremarked during the first reading of the text until chapter 15, where tone is discussed in more detail.

Figures are numbered in sequence throughout each chapter, as are tables. Technical terms, on introduction and definition, and as topic identifiers in the recommendations for Further Reading at the ends of chapters, are printed in bold-face. The Subject Index prints the page numbers of these boldened items also in bold, for convenience of review.
PART I

General concepts
1

The semiotic framework

The point of departure for this book is that speech is the most subtle and complex tool of communication that man has ever developed. The aim of this chapter is to discuss the nature of spoken communication, and to offer a broad framework within which the analysis of speech in general, and of spoken language in particular can be set. Some basic concepts are defined for use throughout the book.

One of the most important concepts to be introduced is the notion of the acts of spoken language as artefacts, used as elements of a coded system of signs. As a code, spoken communication can only be successful when used between people skilled in the production and interpretation of the relevant signs. Another very important concept discussed in this chapter is the many-layered nature of speech, with each layer carrying a different type of information. The framework proposed here for the analysis of these concepts comes originally from the discipline of semiotics.

1.1 Semiotics as the general theory of signs

Semiotics is the study of all aspects of sign systems used for communication. The term ‘semiotic’ was first used in ancient Greek medicine, to refer to the theory of medical symptoms used in the diagnosis and prognosis of disease (Morris 1946: 285). The Stoic philosophers then used the term to refer to the general theory of signs. The semiotic analysis of speech can involve a consideration not only of the communicative signs themselves, but also of the mechanisms by which the signs are produced by the speaker and perceived by the listener, using the auditory and visual channels of communication. Also of semiotic interest are the ways in which the manufacture and use of particular signs can carry information about the characteristics of their producers.

There is a continual flow of information between participants in any conversation. The first step in setting up a convenient semiotic framework for the discussion of how speech works is to distinguish between three major
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types of information exchanged. In order, these will be called ‘semantic’, ‘evidential’ and ‘regulative’ information.

1.2 Semantic, evidential and regulative information in speech

The largest part of this book will be about the analysis of the aspects of speech that convey the first type of information mentioned above – semantic information. This is what most people think of as the direct ‘meaning’ of a spoken utterance. It is the propositional content of the communicative acts of conversation, and the more complex the proposition the more likely it is to rely on being communicated by spoken words. Simple semantic information can often be exchanged by other means, however. A message corresponding to the potential utterance ‘Come here’ can often be communicated perfectly unambiguously by a beckoning gesture, for instance, within the interpretive conventions of the particular culture for interpreting ‘meaning’. More indirect aspects of meaning, such as pragmatic meaning (where an utterance such as It’s cold in here is taken to constitute a request to shut the door rather than solely to offer a comment about the local temperature), will not be dealt with directly in this book. References to work on pragmatics can be found in the recommended publications for Further Reading at the end of the chapter.

Evidential information can be said to be conveyed by signs in speech which act as attributive markers (Laver and Trudgill 1979: 3). These are used by the listener as the basis on which to attribute personal characteristics to the speaker. The attributes of the speaker fall into three groups:

- **physical markers** – those that indicate physical characteristics such as sex, age, physique and state of health;
- **social markers** – those that indicate social characteristics such as regional affiliation, social and educational status, occupation and social role;
- **psychological markers** – those that indicate psychological characteristics of personality and affective state or mood.

Markers of physical characteristics lie, for example, in a speaker’s voice quality. Social markers often include such features as accent and choice of vocabulary. Psychological markers of personality and mood are often taken to reside in a speaker’s (habitual and momentary) tone of voice. In the sense that evidential markers of this sort can be said to be symptoms of a speaker’s individual characteristics, their semiotic status is close to the diagnostic role of signs in the medical origins of semiotic theory in ancient Greece.
The meaning of the term 'marker' as presented here is derived from the concept that Abercrombie (1967: 6) introduced to the semiotic study of speech under the name 'index'. Abercrombie drew this term, with its related adjective 'indexical', from the semiotic writings of Charles Peirce, the late-nineteenth-century American pragmaticist philosopher (Buchler 1940).

The markers that serve to identify an individual's membership of a given social group are of especial interest to the sector of linguistics usually called sociolinguistics or the sociology of language. Seminal work in this area was done by Labov (1966, 1972a, 1972b), and by Hymes (1974, 1977) and Trudgill (1974), to which interested readers are directed. Other useful sources on sociolinguistics are given in the list of Further Reading at the end of the chapter.

There is one particular sort of evidential information that it is helpful to label separately, which identifies the speaker's desire to retain or to yield the role of speaker in the time-course of a given conversation. This can be called regulative information, and it is used by the participants in a conversation to control the time-sharing of the interaction. In most conversations the participants take turns to occupy the role of speaker, and conventional mechanisms exist for managing smooth transitions at turn-boundaries. These are well understood by adult participants native to the culture. They are normally exercised outside conscious awareness, but the temporal structure of speaking-turns in conversation is a skilled product of co-operative work between the participants. The skill has to be learned by each speaker as part of his or her socialization into the use of spoken language. It is hence a skill whose details are specific to the language community concerned. Yielding the floor to the other speaker is managed in English by a variety of conventional signals. Some of them use the visual channel (head-movements and eye-contacts), and some of them use speech (mostly particular types of intonation and timing).

Having drawn this triple distinction between the semantic, evidential and regulative types of information exchanged in conversational interaction, we can now turn to a more detailed consideration of the different means available to speakers for transmitting this information. The chief distinction to be drawn here is that between vocal and non-vocal behaviour. By definition, vocal behaviour is audible, while non-vocal behaviour is visible.

1.3 Vocal and non-vocal behaviour

It will be clear from the discussion in the section above that the information imparted by the vocal behaviour of speech consists of more than the audible elements of spoken language. When we listen to a speaker, we
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perceive not only semantic information conveyed by the words the speaker is producing, but also regulative information about the conversational structure of the utterance. We also perceive evidential information marking the speaker's identity and his or her affective state. In the definitions used in this book, the analysis of speech covers the study of this whole complex of vocal behaviour – the coded vocal material of spoken language, the vocal shaping of conversational structure, and the vocal marking of speaker-attributes.

Conversation itself consists of more than just vocal behaviour, however. In all normal circumstances of face-to-face conversation, there is a constant two-way traffic of information on the visual channel (particularly of evidential and regulative information), communicated by non-vocal behaviour. Gesture, posture, head-movements, body-movements, facial expression, gaze and eye-contact behaviour are continually in play, complementing and supporting speech activity. These non-vocal aspects are themselves elements of a coded system of communication, which users have to learn. A small part of non-vocal communication (notably some aspects of facial expression) is thought to be of universal human significance, but most non-vocal communication consists of behaviour that is particular to the culture of the speaker. This too is therefore a skill whose performance has to be learned, albeit a somewhat less complex skill than that involved in spoken language. The analysis of non-vocal material lies outside the study of speech as such, but it is integral to the study of the communicative context in which speech is almost always performed.

1.4 Verbal and non-verbal behaviour

The second distinction to be drawn between different means of communicating information is that between verbal and non-verbal means. These terms are interpreted in many different ways in books on speech and conversational interaction. In this book, verbal elements are defined as any aspects of communicative behaviour that serve to identify individual words as units of spoken language; non-verbal elements are then any features of communicative behaviour that serve functions other than that of verbal identification. Vowels and consonants, for example, serve the verbal function, as does word-stress. Intonation, as pitch-melody associated with units of spoken language usually longer than individual words, is a non-verbal element, as is the use of stress for purposes of emphasis (emphatic stress). Linguistic communication is thus served by both verbal and non-verbal devices. Verbal devices are solely linguistic, but non-verbal communication includes both linguistic and non-linguistic processes (Key 1980). One such non-linguistic process is communication through tone of voice (discussed
below in section 1.10) as a non-verbal vocal element. Examples of non-verbal non-vocal means of communication include gesture, posture, looking-behaviour and facial expression.

1.5 Signs and symbols

The semiotic framework used in this book, following the precedent set by Abercrombie (1967), is largely derived from some of the key concepts in the writings of Charles Peirce, the pragmaticist philosopher mentioned earlier. Peirce defined semiotics as ‘the formal doctrine of signs ... [where] ... a sign is something which stands to somebody for something in some respect or capacity’ (Hartshorne and Weiss 1931–5, vol. II: 227–8). A three-way relationship is implied between a person, an entity and the sign used to refer to the entity. The referential link between the entity and the sign can be either non-arbitrary or arbitrary. The link between wind-direction and a weathercock is non-arbitrary, for example, and many signs which are used to communicate evidential information are of this non-arbitrary kind. The habitual pitch of a person’s voice, for instance, is often fairly direct evidence of the overall size of the vocal folds in the speaker’s larynx.

More tenuously, a non-arbitrary link is often claimed to exist between certain onomatopoeic signs used in language, such as the words clink and clank, and the entities to which they refer. But such onomatopoeic signs are a tiny minority of the signs used for linguistic purposes. Linguistic signs virtually all show a culturally determined, arbitrary link between the sign and the entity (or referent) to which reference is made. Linguistic signs of this latter sort are usually called symbolic signs. A symbol is a sign whose reference is arbitrary, and governed only by social convention. The meaning of a symbolic sign can thus only be appreciated by someone who has learned the appropriate referential convention. There is no element of necessity in the referential link between the linguistic sign cat and the feline animal which is its conventional referent in English, for example. The arbitrary convention linking such symbolic signs with their referents is a convention to which all users of a given language tacitly subscribe.

Words are symbolic signs, and the semiotic status of these linguistic elements is relatively clearcut. But the semiotic status of the individual consonants and vowels which make up the verbal means for differentiating one word from another is less obvious. It is helpful to draw a sharp theoretical distinction between an entity such as an individual consonant, and the actual event of pronunciation. We can call the act of pronunciation a speech-sound, for convenience. The semiotic position to be adopted here is that it is the speech-sound that ‘stands for’ the consonant, and that a conso-
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The status of an abstract element of the linguistic code. This may be
clearer if we consider the fact that any given consonant is represented in dif-
ferent contexts of utterance and in different speakers by a large number of
differentiable speech-sounds.

First, a given native speaker of English will produce two speech-sounds of
different quality for the English consonant s, for example, in the words soon
and seen. The former will typically be pronounced with a slightly rounded
opening of the lips compared with a more neutral position for the latter.
Second, the same speaker will very often (randomly) adopt slightly varying
positions for the shape of the lip-opening for repeated pronunciations of the 's'
consonant in any particular word. Third, different speakers nominally sharing
the same accent of English will often nevertheless show idiosyncratic differ-
ences of pronunciation, each having slightly different productions of s in the
same word. Yet native listeners ascribe the same linguistic value to all these dif-
fering speech-sounds – namely, that of the English consonant s. Speech-sounds
can hence be thought of as representing, or 'symbolizing' abstract linguistic
units such as consonants and vowels, in a many-to-one relationship.

1.6 Dual-level structure in the linguistic code

Two quite different levels of symbolization combine to give lan-
guage a unique semiotic nature. The higher level will be called here the gramm-
matical level. The grammatical level is made up of units which are capable of
having external reference to the semantic world, such as words, phrases,
clauses and sentences. The lower level is usually called the phonological level.
This is made up of units such as consonants and vowels whose sole function
is to act as building blocks for the construction of those higher-level gram-
matical units. This double level of grammatical and phonological structure in
the linguistic code is a defining characteristic of language, and has been vari-
ously called 'double structure', 'double articulation' or 'dual structure'
(Hockett 1958: 574–5, Lyons 1972: 65). To summarize this dual structure,
speech-sounds (as acts of pronunciation) represent abstract phonological
units in the language concerned. Grammatical units (made up of combina-
tions of phonological units) are the devices of the language whose function it
is to represent entities in the external semantic world.

This picture of the dual structure of spoken language is simplified, in
order to present the duality principle with clarity. However, it will be neces-
sary later in the book to allow the phonological level to consist not only of
'segmental' consonants and vowels, but also of a hierarchy of superordinate,
'suprasegmental' entities. These suprasegmental entities include syllables,
rhythmic units and units of intonation and tone. The syllable is a phonologi-
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cal entity which gives structure to sequences of consonants and vowels. Rhythmic units give form to sequences of syllables. Intonational and tonal units serve to relate the segmental, syllabic and rhythmic material to the higher-order grammatical level, and to the pragmatic level of interaction between the speaker and the listener. The grammatical level, made up of lexical, morphological, syntactic and semantic entities, will not be discussed in detail in this book except to the extent that it is relevant to phonological and phonetic distinctions. (Discussion of the different areas contributing to this grammatical level can be found in the publications indicated in Further Reading below.) The function of the present book is rather to explain how speech-sounds can be described, and to explore their relationship with the phonological level of structure. The later chapters offer a comprehensive account of the first objective, and we can turn now to an initial consideration of the relationship between acts of pronunciation and the phonological units they are held to represent.

1.7 Form and substance

Two crucial notions underlying the perception of spoken language are variability and pattern. It was said earlier that variability (some of it principled and some of it apparently random) is an inherent characteristic of pronunciation, both within and between speakers. For spoken language to work effectively, it is imperative that despite the variability of the speech produced the perceiver should be able to discern the distinctive patterns in the speech-sounds that identify the phonological units involved.

This is not to say that the full complement of relevant distinctive patterns is unfailingly represented in the speech-sounds produced in every linguistic utterance. On many occasions of real, spontaneous speech, the speech material produced is somewhat impoverished of relevant patterning, for many different reasons. Through lifelong experience, however, the human perceptual system is very adept at making educated guesses at the intended message from only partial clues. This usually involves the use of phonological and grammatical knowledge as a predictive resource. Listeners can normally reconstitute the full message with ease from a reduced, everyday utterance, as would be the case in the following example in which some of the speech sounds might be omitted by a speaker:

Reduced utterance She sh---d --v- giv-n -im the package
Full message She should have given him the package

We can leave aside this normal state of affairs for the moment, however, and focus in the remainder of this chapter on the more ideal situation. This
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is one where the relevant distinctive pattern is fully available to the listener in the actual pronunciation of the material concerned.

Pattern as such is an abstract concept. To exist in the real world, a given pattern has to have a physical embodiment (or realization, or manifestation). Terms often associated with pattern and embodiment are ‘form’ and ‘substance’ respectively (Abercrombie 1967). Form is to do with the identity of the pattern as a representative of a linguistic unit, and substance is to do with the medium in which linguistic patterns are embodied. In this connection, phonology is often said to be the study of the form of spoken language, and phonetics to be the study of the substance of spoken language. It would be rather more accurate, in terms of some of the attitudes espoused by this book, to say that phonology and phonetics both concern themselves with the form and substance of spoken language, though they vary in their primary focus. Phonology has a primary interest in the form of spoken language, while phonetics has a primary interest in the substance of spoken language. This book, however, goes further than this. It presents phonetics as a subject that also takes a legitimate interest in facets of the substance of speech other than solely those that embody the formal symbolic patterns of spoken language. Two of these facets have already been mentioned. One (the evidential aspect of speech) concerns the way that evidence about the identity of the speaker is carried in speech. Another (the regulative aspect of speech) concerns the way that participants in a conversation co-operate with each other in the management of taking turns to occupy the role of speaker.

1.8 Code and medium

Formal aspects of speech make up the code of spoken language. A speaker encodes a message into its particular linguistic form by creating appropriate patterns through his or her manipulation of the medium of speech (Abercrombie 1967: 1). Since the code must be embodied in a physical medium, all instances of coded linguistic messages are necessarily transmitted as artefacts created out of the substance of that medium. The listener decodes the message partly by attending to the distinctive patterns available in the artefacts of the substance of the utterance, and partly through predictive knowledge of probable grammatical sequences and likely choices of vocabulary.

The events of speech are artefacts of the spoken medium, just as the events of writing are artefacts of the written medium. Because these events are artefacts, they not only embody patterns, they also carry with them clear evidential information about their manufacture. This information indicates both the type of apparatus used to create the artefacts, and the personal style of
the artisan who made them. Evidence of the nature of the vocal apparatus lies in the characteristic voice quality of the speaker, and evidence of personal style lies for example in the details of the speaker’s habitual pronunciation. When we perceive a spoken message, therefore, we are able not only to decode the linguistic form of the message, but may also be able to identify the speaker, through his or her voice and accent. The symbolic information communicating the linguistic message and the evidential information marking the identity of the speaker are hence two sides of the same coin.

1.9 Communicative and informative behaviour

The term ‘communicative’ has been used so far without definition. It may now be helpful to make the meaning of this term more explicit. An important semiotic distinction can be drawn between ‘communicative’ and ‘informative’ aspects of signals used in speech. A signal is communicative if ‘it is intended by the sender to make the receiver aware of something of which he was not previously aware’. A signal is informative if, regardless of the intentions of the sender, ‘it makes the receiver aware of something of which he was not previously aware’ (Lyons 1977: 33). Linguistic activity is thus both communicative and informative, under these definitions.

1.10 Linguistic, paralinguistic and extralinguistic behaviour

It is convenient to draw a second set of distinctions between different means for conveying information in speech, differentiating between linguistic, paralinguistic and extralinguistic behaviour. All three types of behaviour are informative, in the terms introduced immediately above, but only linguistic and paralinguistic behaviour is coded and communicative.

The term linguistic is familiar from everyday use as an adjective associated with language. The commonest form of linguistic behaviour is communicative behaviour which uses the dual-level code of spoken language made up of the phonological and grammatical units discussed above. Other forms of linguistic behaviour are found in writing systems (and sign language), but it is worth pointing out that literate communication is still a minority activity in the language communities of the world.

Paralinguistic behaviour in speech is communicative behaviour that is non-linguistic and non-verbal, but which is nevertheless coded, and which is designed to achieve two goals of conversational interaction. These are the communication of the speaker’s current affective, attitudinal or emotional state (such as anger, sadness, excitement, disappointment, happiness, cordiality etc.), and the regulation of the time-sharing of the conversation.

The adjective ‘paralinguistic’ derives from the term ‘paralanguage’, which
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was first suggested by the American linguist Archibald Hill. Paralinguistic behaviour includes communication by tone of voice. As the label 'paralinguistic' suggests, it is in some respects similar to linguistic behaviour, and in some other respects dissimilar. It is similar to linguistic behaviour in that paralinguistic signs form a coded type of communication whose meaning is not necessarily obvious to all human perceivers on some universal basis. It is particular to the culture of the speaker, and its conventional interpretation must be learned. For example, the interactional meaning of the use of a falsetto tone of voice by an adult male speaker is not necessarily the same from one culture to another. One paralinguistic use of falsetto in English by male speakers is as a mocking device, where mimicking another participant's utterance with a falsetto phonation counts as an accusation of either effeminacy or whining complaint. In Tzeltal, a Mayan language of Mexico, however, the use of falsetto in greeting someone is a marker of honorific respect (Brown and Levinson 1978: 272). In Shona, a language of Zimbabwe, falsetto is used to mock someone thought to be boasting (B. Annan, personal communication).

Sequential structure is crucial to the way that language works, with grammatical units being given their distinctive shape by differing linear combinations of phonological units. Paralinguistic communication differs from linguistic behaviour in this respect, in that no meaningfulness is imparted by sequence, and there is therefore no possibility of meaningful structure. The choice from a conventional repertoire of a given paralinguistic tone of voice, for instance, involves no consideration of what the immediately earlier choice was, nor of what the next one might be, in terms of any 'tone of voice' structure. The only way in which sequential relationships carry any significance in paralinguistic communication is in judgements about the relative degree of manifestation of a feature. A judgement by the listener that a speaker has started to speak more slowly, for example, clearly depends on the speaker's earlier rate of articulation. But such a relationship is merely sequential and not structural, in the technical sense of 'structure' to be described in the next chapter.

Paralinguistic behaviour is also different from the linguistic behaviour of spoken language in that non-vocal elements play a very large part. Gesture, posture, body-movement, facial expressions and looking-behaviour all form part of the elaborate, coded, paralinguistic system of communication together with the vocal strand of tone of voice. Facial expression is the strand amongst these paralinguistic resources that is most similar to that of tone of voice.

**Extralinguistic behaviour** in speech is then the residue of the speech signal after analysis of all coded linguistic and paralinguistic aspects is complete. Non-coded, extralinguistic aspects of speech are often rich in evidential
information about the identity of the speaker, particularly with respect to habitual factors such as the speaker's voice quality, and overall range of pitch and loudness (Laver 1980). Extralinguistic behaviour is thus informative, in the terms introduced earlier, but not communicative.

One might think that conclusions about social characteristics are more likely to be drawn from linguistic and paralinguistic sources, since by definition social characteristics are learned, not innate. Similarly, conclusions about psychological states and attributes might be thought to depend on linguistic and paralinguistic information. Equally, conclusions about physical attributes might be assumed to rely mostly on organic, extralinguistic information. The attribution of social, psychological and physical characteristics from speech cannot, however, be correlated directly with linguistic, paralinguistic and extralinguistic information respectively. In drawing conclusions about the personality of a speaker, for example, a listener may impute psychological attributes to the speaker (sometimes mistakenly) from evidence taken from any or all of the three sources of information (Sapir 1927). A listener might conclude, for instance, that a loud, resonant voice is correlated with an authoritative personality. But if that voice were solely the outcome of a large and powerful physique, then the listener would erroneously be drawing psychological conclusions from extralinguistic sources. The cognitive processes of attribution by listeners of social, psychological and physical characteristics to speakers from the rich variety of markers in their speech remains a fertile potential area for research (Laver and Trudgill 1979).

1.11 The domain of phonetics

Many traditional approaches to phonetics take the domain of the subject to be the description of spoken language. As evident from the Introduction, and from the comments offered in this chapter, this book urges a wider semiotic perspective, in the belief that the proper domain of phonetics as a discipline is the study of all aspects of speech. We shall return in chapter 4 to a more detailed consideration of the specific objectives of the discipline of phonetics.

Further reading

Sebeok (1991) is a readable and wide-ranging book about semiotics in general. Hartshorne and Weiss (1931–5) is a substantial edition of the collected writings of the pragmaticist philosopher Charles Sanders Peirce. The most accessible general introduction to Peirce's philosophy is Feibleman (1970). Burks (1949) continues some of Peirce's semiotic themes in his article on iconic, indexical and symbolic signs.
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The relationship between phonetics and phonology

The point has now been reached where it is necessary to develop in more detail the concept of a number of levels of analysis of the material of speech production. This will be used throughout the rest of the book as a basic framework. The major part of the chapter will then focus on the discussion of the phonological level of analysis, and its relationship to phonetic analysis. A number of basic phonological concepts will be introduced, amongst which those of the phoneme and the allophone, together with the idea of phonological structure and system, are the most central.

2.1 The acoustic level

The initial level of analysis of speech production, closest to the physics of the original speech material itself, is the acoustic level. Two speech events can be considered to be different at the acoustic level, in either quality or timing, when an instrumental acoustic analyser of any sort can register discernible evidence of the difference. Two repetitions by a single speaker of vocal material that is linguistically and paralinguistically identical are most unlikely to be acoustically exactly the same. Two such utterances from two different speakers are virtually certain, except by the most random operation of chance, to be acoustically different (Perkell and Klatt 1986).

This level of analysis is the subject matter of acoustic phonetics, and will not be the principal concern of this book. Many good introductions to acoustic phonetics exist, including Baken (1987), Borden and Harris (1980), Fry (1979) and Ladefoged (1962). Other works on acoustic phonetics are suggested in the Further Reading at the end of the chapter.

2.2 The perceptual level

This level of analysis concerns the registration by the perceiver of sensory data of all relevant types. The sensory system which will figure most often in discussion in this book will be the auditory system and the sense of hearing, as a resource common to both the speaker and the listener.
But the senses of touch, pressure, muscle-tension and joint-position are all also relevant to considerations of how speakers control and monitor the actions of their vocal apparatus in the production of speech.

The auditory system is subject, as are all sensory systems, to psychophysical ranges and limits of sensitivity, and these are discussed at more length in chapter 15. The term perceptual will be used in the remainder of this book, if offered without further qualification, to refer specifically to auditory perception.

There are four perceptual domains available to the human auditory system which are exploited in listening to speech. These are the domains of perceptual quality, duration, pitch and loudness. The only way that sounds can differ audibly from each other is in terms of these four perceptual attributes. Chapters 6–13 offer a description of the ways that a speaker can control the production of sounds which differ in their perceptual quality. Chapters 14 and 17 describe the ways in which the units of speech can differ in terms of their temporal characteristics (duration, rate and continuity). Chapter 15 describes the prosodic attributes of speech (pitch and loudness). Chapter 16 then explores the way that facets of all four domains—quality, duration, pitch and loudness—are integrated to form the metrical structure of speech, in terms of its stress and rhythm.

2.3 The organic level

The next level of analysis to be discussed is the organic level. Speakers differ organically from each other in anatomical factors such as the dimensions, mass and geometry of their vocal organs. They will differ in such details as the overall length of the vocal tract; the volume and shape of the pharynx, mouth and nasal cavities; the nature of the dentition, the size and shape of the lips, tongue and lower jaw; the three-dimensional geometry of the structures in the larynx; and the volume and power of the respiratory system. People differ in the organic basis of their vocal apparatus no less than they do in the details of their facial appearance. That this should be so is less surprising than it might seem at first, given the anatomical connection that necessarily exists between the two.

More minor physiological factors may also play a role at the organic level, when the degree of muscular tonus changes for reasons outside the voluntary control of the speaker (such as excitement or fatigue), or when endocrinal or hormonal states have an effect on the detailed quality of the speaker’s vocal performance. A speaker may produce utterances which differ to some small degree in these more minor physiological factors, while still being identical in linguistic and paralinguistic respects. Utterances from
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a single speaker may also differ on a more striking organic basis when his or her state of health varies. A cold in the head, for instance, can often change a person's voice rather dramatically.

Two different speakers will almost always differ on the organic level, even though they may be judged to be producing linguistically and paralinguistically identical utterances. Only in the case of identical twins is it at all likely that the organic anatomical make-up of any two speakers could be more closely similar.

The extremely low probability of two speakers being organically the same, and therefore having the potential to produce very close copies of each other's utterances, has implications for the nature of imitative mimicry. Since mimics and impostors cannot change the organic basis of their vocal apparatus, even though they can to some extent compensate for organic differences by muscular adjustments, they are obliged to select individual features for imitation from the complex of features that characterize their target speaker. Mimicry is therefore necessarily a stereotyping process, not one of exact copying. The process of imitation, and by extension the process of a child's initial acquisition of patterns of speech, therefore depend on activities at the next level of analysis, the 'phonetic' level, which concerns voluntary, learnable movements of the vocal apparatus.

2.4 The phonetic level

If the organic foundation of a speaker's vocal apparatus endows him or her with quasi-permanent voice characteristics, the voluntary use the speaker can learn to make of the apparatus is much more plastic. The term phonetic will be used in this book to refer to any learnable aspect of use of the vocal apparatus. One could alternatively construe this as the aspect of speech under 'potential muscular control', but it is probably more helpful to insist on the 'learnability' of phonetic activity. This has the advantage of emphasizing the fact that the individual speaker acquires phonetic behaviour in a social context, guided by norms of phonetic similarity to the speech behaviour of the community in which the child grows up.

It is one of the most basic assumptions of phonetic theory that two organically different speakers should be able to produce phonetically identical utterances. This amounts to claiming that two spoken events can be phonetically identical but nevertheless sound acoustically different. The basis for maintaining this is that the phonetic level of description is abstract, not concrete. An assertion about phonetic sameness between two sounds is an assertion of comparability of particular abstract features in the sounds, rather than a claim about complete acoustic identity. To say that two sounds are
Phonetically equivalent rests on an idealizing assumption that organic differ-
ences between speakers can be ignored in evaluating phonetic quality, as if
both speakers could be held to be producing their performance on the same
notional vocal apparatus. Phonetic sameness, which has to be conceded as a
possibility before descriptive phonetic theory can work at all, is thus not a
simple concept.

A speech event capable of displaying phonetic equivalence between speak-
ers will be called a phone. The adjective from ‘phone’ will be taken in this
book to be ‘phonetic’. The notion of phonetic equivalence is one extreme of
the scale of phonetic similarity. This concept of phonetic similarity is
explored in detail in chapter 13.

Phonetic description is said to be based on the assumption that the
process of description does not require knowledge about the formal, linguist-
ic value that the event being described might have as a coded, communica-
tive element in some particular language. In this sense, phonetic description
of a given stretch of speech is held to be independent of the phonological
description of the language involved. This forms the basis on which
descriptive phonetic theory can be regarded as a general theory capable of
application to the sounds of any language in the world.

It is not completely true, however, that the categories of phonetic
description have evolved entirely independently of experience of typical
correspondences between phonological units and their phonetic manifesta-
tions in languages in general. The structure of general phonetic theory is
inevitably coloured to a certain extent by general phonological considera-
tions. This point is explored further in chapter 4, in the discussion of the
concept of phonetic units as basic descriptive categories.

2.4.1 Phonetic notation

One of the chief resources of phonetics is phonetic notation, as a
set of written symbols used for transcribing the phones of actual pronuncia-
tion. In order to distinguish phonetic transcription from orthographic and
other symbols, a widely followed convention will be adopted in this book of
enclosing phonetic symbols in square brackets. The orthographic representa-
tion seen will be transcribed phonetically as [sin], for example. The detailed
meaning of all the different phonetic symbols used will be introduced more
fully in appropriate chapters. When an understanding of the phonetic mean-
ing of a symbol is necessary for an appreciation of the theoretical point
under discussion in this chapter, a brief description will be offered. Chapter
18 provides a general discussion of different types of transcription, and sug-
gests principles for their classification.
2.5 The phonological level

The next level of analysis to be considered is the phonological level. Phonology is a very large and active subject with a very substantial literature, some of which is recommended in the section on Further Reading at the end of the chapter.

We have seen that the function of phonology is to relate the phonetic events of speech to grammatical units operating at the morphological, lexical, syntactic and semantic levels of language. Phonology is intimately connected with the phonetic study of speech – indeed it is not unreasonable to suggest that neither good phonology nor good phonetics is feasible without an adequate understanding of the other. For more comprehensive accounts of phonological theory as such, the references cited immediately above should be consulted. The central concern of this book is rather to give an account of a descriptive phonetic theory which will be of use in relating phonetic material to the study of phonology. The exposition given in this chapter on the relation between phonetics and phonology is therefore limited to an outline of the basic concepts necessary to understand the phonological roles of speech-sounds discussed in the later chapters on general phonetic description.

At the phonological level of analysis, two utterances are held to be different if the phonetic differences between them serve to identify the two utterances as representing different grammatical units of a given language. When two utterances are phonologically identical except for one distinctive difference, the two grammatical units involved are said to form a minimal pair of contrasting forms.

Limiting exemplification in the remainder of this chapter to grammatical units at the word level (lexical units), and to phonological units at the level of consonants and vowels, we can say, for instance, that a minimally different pair of words in English is pan and tan. The relevant phonetic difference that distinguishes them is that the consonant at the beginning of the first word is pronounced with the lips momentarily closing off the escape of the breath from the mouth, while the consonant at the beginning of the second word is pronounced with the tip or blade of the tongue sealing off the escape of the airflow. The two initial consonants, when they serve to distinguish different words in this way, are said to have a contrastive function, and to be in opposition to each other in the phonological code of which they are elements. The process of substituting one element for another to establish that an opposition exists in the language under examination is sometimes called a commutation test, and the elements which display such an opposition are said to have a commutative relationship with each other.
In order to be quite explicit about the level of analysis concerned, whenever phonological elements with a contrastive grammatical function are being discussed, their transcription will be enclosed in slant brackets. This convention is used very widely by linguists and phoneticians. The minimal lexical pair in English mentioned above, *pan* and *tan*, would be transcribed phonologically as */pan/* and */tan/* respectively. This means that comment on contrastive phonological elements involved, through the use of slant brackets, can be distinguished from the provision of detailed information on their pronunciation, for which square phonetic brackets are used.

Using the type of brackets as a signal of the level of analysis concerned allows not only a very desirable explicitness, but also provides a means for making concise statements about the phonetic manifestations of phonological elements. It is possible, for instance, to say that the word *pan* */pan/* in a given accent of English is pronounced as *[pʰan]*, where the phonetic meaning of *[p]* is that the onset of voicing for the vowel after *[p]* is audibly delayed for a fraction of a second. (Voicing, which is the buzzing sound which can be heard when the vocal folds in the larynx are made to vibrate, is fully explained in chapter 7.) A yet more compact version of the statement about the phonetic manifestation of the phonological elements would be the formula:

*/pan/* $\Rightarrow$ *[pʰan]*

where the arrow ‘$\Rightarrow$’ (or its equivalent ‘$\rightarrow$’) stands for the relation ‘is pronounced as’, or ‘is manifested phonetically as’, or ‘is realized phonetically as’. The formulaic device of the arrow will be used in the rest of this book in this realization sense.

As with phonetic symbols, the meaning of phonological symbols will be explained in this chapter only if they are crucial to an understanding of the discussion. Otherwise they are merely illustrated here, and explained in detail in later chapters. Before going further, it is necessary to discuss three major facets of phonological organization. Appeal will be made to the notions of ‘system’, ‘structure’ and ‘context’.

### 2.5.1 Phonological system

We have seen that there is a contrastive opposition in English between the initial consonants of the words *pan* */pan/* and *tan* */tan/*. In fact, the list of consonants which are in potential opposition at this initial place in the set of such words in English is larger than merely */p/* and */t/*. Other minimal pairs are provided by the availability, for example, of */k/* in *can*, */b/* in *ban*, */d/* in *Dan*, */m/* in *man*, */n/* in *Nan*, */f/* in *fan*, */v/* in *van*, */θ/* in *than* and
Thermal, field. In string, Chynan- and, concept end, eye sequence, etc. For, structure and, word, etc. The minimally contrasting word-sets which display permutations of possible consonants (or vowels) at one place in structure are said to constitute a paradigm of such words, and paradigmatic opposition is a synonym for ‘contrastive opposition’ as introduced above.

A different system operates at each different place in the structure of a given set of minimally contrasting words. So, for instance, a system of choices of vowels serves to contrast pan /pan/ with pin /pin/, pen /pen/, pawn /pon/ and pun /pun/. Similarly, a system of consonants (different from the initial-place system just described) yields contrasts at the final place in the word, between pan /pan/, Pam /pam/, pang /pan/, pal /pal/, pap /pap/, pat /pat/, pack /pak/, patch /pat/ and pad /pad/. The elements of each of these systems can be thought of as being in potential competition with the other elements of the same system to fill the relevant place in the structure of the word.

2.5.2 Phonological structure and the phonological syllable

The examples in the preceding section were all of words of identical phonological structure. All were words made up by a sequence of an initial consonant, followed by a vowel, followed by a final consonant. But words can differ from each other not only in the matter of which item is chosen from a relevant system for occupancy of a given place in the structure of the word, but also in terms of the chosen sequence of consonants and vowels that gives the word its structural shape. The three words in English tuck, truck and struck (transcribed phonologically as /tək/, /trək/ and /strək/) are all structurally different. Using C to mean ‘a consonant’ and V to mean ‘a vowel’, structural formulae for these three words are CVC, CCVC and CCCVC respectively.

Formulae of this sort are usually used to comment on the phonological structure of individual syllables. The examples in the previous paragraph happen to be monosyllabic words. When a syllable ends in a vowel, with no final consonant, it is said to be an open syllable. The English word bee /bi/ is an open syllable of CV structure. Another way of putting this is to say that the syllable ends in zero consonants. A general symbol for ‘zero’ is ‘∅’. The syllable-structure formula for an open syllable would then be CV∅. Conversely, when the syllable is terminated by a consonant, it is said to be a closed syllable. The English word bit /bit/ is a closed syllable of CVC structure. (The phonological syllable is a concept discussed at greater length in
chapter 4; it is sufficient here simply to note that one of its principal uses is to frame descriptive statements about the mutual distribution of vowels and consonants.)

Languages differ in the different syllabic structures they allow, in terms of how many consonants can begin or end a syllable, whether vowels can begin syllables, and whether both open and closed syllables are possible. It is a **structural** fact about the accents of the English language, for instance, that the maximum number of consonants that can make up the leading edge of a syllable at the beginning of an isolated word is three. The first of these can only be /s/, the second has to be selected from /p, t, k/, and the third from /r, l, w, j/, giving such words as the following:

**Three-consonant syllable onsets in English**
/spleید/ splayed /strenد/ strayed /skرپ/ scrape
/spجم/ spume /stجد/ stewed /skجد/ skewed
/sکوی/ squish /skوک/ squawk /skوی/ squeal

The syllables in all the words in the above examples show the structure CCCVC. Notice that when the third consonant is /w/, then the first two consonants in English are obliged to be /s/ and /k/. There are some further **combinatorial constraints** between these units in an initial cluster of three consonants: /spr-/ and /str-/ are both permitted in English, but /spw-/ and /stw-/ are not legitimate occurrences within the same syllable.

English is somewhat unusual in allowing syllabic onsets of a maximum of three consonants. Most languages do not allow as many. Another example of a language in which three-consonant onsets are permitted (though rare) is Qatari Arabic, which nevertheless has a somewhat different pattern from English. The first consonant must be /s/, as in English; the second can only be /t/; but the third can be drawn from a wider range, which includes /q, j, z/, m/ (Bukshaisha 1985: 33):

**Three-consonant word onsets in Qatari Arabic**
/stظید/ 'resign!' /stفیز/ 'consult'
/stفاکاْر/ ‘borrowing’ /stماراْر/ ‘a form’

Serbo-Croatian is similar to English in allowing three-consonant onsets, but the choice of consonants in this language is less restricted. Sloat, Taylor and Hoard (1978: 64) make the following comments about the Serbo-Croatian rules: 'In Serbo-Croatian, the first consonant of a three-part onset is not limited to s, but may be any of the fricatives [s, z, ж, ژ, ј, ʰ] or [ɡ]; the second may be a voiced or voiceless stop, or [m] or [n]; and the third may be a glide ([w] or [j]), a liquid ([ɾ] or [l]), or [ʋ] or [n].’ They give the following examples
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to illustrate their comments (ibid.). The transcription is enclosed here in square phonetic brackets because the exact phonological status of their transcription is unspecified.

Three-consonant syllable onsets in Serbo-Croatian

[smraad] ‘filth’     [3drijebac] ‘stallion’
[svjedok] ‘witness’     [3gloβ] ‘joint’
[trik] ‘rope’     [htjeti] ‘to want’
[Krina] ‘box’     [gdje] ‘where’
[zgneeʃiti] ‘to crush’     [zdvoji] ‘to get together’

The classic examples of languages with very long clusters of consonants as permissible syllable-onsets are the languages of the Caucasus. In Georgian, a South Caucasian (or Kartvelian) language, syllable-initial clusters of consonants can range from two to six, as in the following examples (Catford 1977b: 292):

Multiple consonant clusters as syllable-onsets in Georgian

[prfs'kvna] ‘to peel’     [fσ'vrtna] ‘to train’     [brfs'q'inv] ‘to shine’

The sequence ‘fσ’ in these Georgian examples functions as a single consonant in that language, so the word meaning ‘to peel’ has an initial consonant cluster of six consonants, the word for ‘to train’ has five, and the word for ‘to shine’ has four. The diacritic sign ['] means that the sound immediately preceding it is an ‘ejective’ sound; this is described in detail in chapter 6.

A vowel can be regarded as the nucleus of a phonological syllable. Every syllable in every language must obligatorily have a nucleus (though we shall see that in some circumstances in some languages the nuclear place in a given syllable may be filled by what some readers may prefer to call a consonant). However, even though every syllable must have a nucleus, it is not obligatory in every language that the syllable must have a consonantal onset. If the onset of a syllable is regarded as the initial place in the structure of the syllable, potentially fillable by one or more consonants, it is also possible for this place to be left empty (i.e. to be filled by zero consonants). Thus in English (RP), the syllable structure of a word such as ‘end’ /end/ can be represented as VCC (or 0VCC). Other examples of words with syllable structures showing zero-consonant onsets are:

Zero-consonant onsets to words in English

/ant/ ‘ant’     /iiz/ ‘eels’
/ist/ ‘east’     /oks/ ‘ox’

Some languages, such as Quileute, Coeur d’Alène and Puget Salish, which are all Amerindian languages, do not allow this vowel-onset structure, and
word-initial syllables all have a consonantal onset. The majority of the languages of the world, however, do permit zero-consonant onsets to word-initial syllables, as in the following illustrations from Hawaiian and Finnish (Sloat, Taylor and Hoard 1978: 64):

**Zero-consonant onsets to words in Hawaiian**

[ahi] ‘fire’  [ola] ‘life’

**Zero-consonant onsets to words in Finnish**

[on] ‘is’  [iso] ‘large’

Hawaiian, and Finnish differ from English, however, in that while their syllables may begin with either a consonant or a vowel, they cannot begin with more than one consonant.

English, as we have seen, allows open syllables and closed syllables. The number of final consonants in closed syllables in English can range from one to four consonants, as in ‘sick’ /stk/ (CVC), ‘six’ /stks/ (CVCC), ‘sixth’ /stksθ/ (CVCCC) and ‘sixths’ /stksθs/ (CVCCCC). In many West African languages, however, such as Etsako (Laver 1969: 49) and Urhobo (Kelly 1969: 157), only open syllables are phonologically permitted, as in the following instances:

**Open syllables in Etsako**

[uta] ‘to say’  [una] ‘to run’

[usa] ‘to shoot’  [ozi] ‘crab’

**Open syllables in Urhobo**

[se] ‘read!’  [so] ‘sing!’

[si] ‘write!’  [ho] ‘wash!’

In Etsako, the words are made up in these cases of two open syllables of structure V + CV. When words originally made up of closed syllables are borrowed into Etsako from another language, as in the case of a loanword borrowed from English with a structure -VC such as *bread* (CCVC), Etsako speakers regularize the syllable-structure pattern to conform to the rules of Etsako phonology. They insert an extra vowel in the appropriate places, thereby creating a CV+CV+CV syllable structure, to give the form /buredi/ (Laver 1969: 55). Firth (1948) refers to this process as naturalization, and gives the example of the English loanword *screwdriver* being naturalized in Hausa, a language of Northern Nigeria and sub-Saharan Africa, as [sukurudireba], in which all the syllables are made into open syllables. (The symbol ‘r’ in the above loanword examples in Etsako and Hausa is a general symbol for an ‘r-sound’, with no specific implication as to the exact phonetic real-
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ization). A similar example comes from Turkish, where the English loan-
word *sport* is naturalized as [siˈpɔr] (Waterson 1956), because of sequential
consonantal constraints in Turkish not allowing [s] and [p] to occur next to
each other at the beginning of a syllable.

2.5.2.1 Definition of a minimal pair of words

Now that the concept of phonological structure has been estab-
lished, the notion of a *minimal pair* of words can be amplified into a definition:

A minimal pair of words consists of two words of identical
structure in a given accent of a language, which differ in the
systemic choice made at only one place in that structure.

While */pan/ and */tan/, both of CVC structure, form a minimal pair in
English, */pan/ and */tap/ do not, though both are also of CVC structure,
because they differ in more than one structural place. The words */span/ and
*/tan/ do not form a minimal pair either, because their structures (CCVC and
CVC) are not identical.

2.5.3 Phonological context

When considering the characteristics of individual phonological
units such as consonants and vowels, it is important to know in which con-
texts they can be found. One aspect of *context* is the structural position in
which the unit can occur. This can be referred to as the unit's *structural
context*. In English, for instance, */h/ can occur in syllable-initial position, as
in *hat* /hat/, or in *perhaps* /pɒəhʌps/ (structurally CV + CVCC), but nowhere
else. The consonant */ŋ/, usually spelt *ng*, as in *hang* /hæŋ/ and *hanging* /hæŋɪŋ/
(structurally CVC + VC), can occur in syllable-final position, but nowhere
else. Unlike either */h/ or */ŋ/, */p/ can occur in either syllable-initial or syllable-
final position, as in *pip* /pɪp/, and so can */t/, as in *tot* /tɒt/, and */k/, as in *cook*
/kʊk/.

Another aspect of context is the identity of elements adjacent to the in-
dividual phonological unit such as a given consonant or vowel. This can be
referred to as the unit's *environment*, or *environmental context*. In terms of
preceding environmental context of this sort (*left-context*), in single words in
English */ŋ/ can only occur after vowels of relatively short duration. There
are many examples of words like *sing* /sɪŋ/ and *long* /lɒŋ/. But there are no
words in English which have relatively long vowels preceding */ŋ/, which
would have to be spelt *seeng* or *lawng* or *voong*, for instance. Similarly, at
the beginning of a word, */ŋ/ can only occur either by itself, as in *long* /lɒŋ/, or
after */p, b, k, g, f, s/, as in *played* /pleɪd/, *blade* /bleɪd/, *clay* /kliː/, *glade*
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/gleid/, /flayd/ or /sleay/. There are a few words used by English speakers which break this rule, such as *shlep* and *zloty*, but these are loan-words from other languages, and are signalled as such by having contextual shapes that are not a native part of the phonology of English.

In terms of succeeding environmental context (or right-context), in some accents of English /t/ is not able to be followed by another consonant within the same syllable, whereas in others (the majority) this is permitted. For example, the word *port* is pronounced /pot/ in RP and many accents of England, but /port/ in many American accents.

The importance of taking phonological context into account lies not least in the influence it has on the detailed phonetic manifestation of the phonological unit concerned. The pronunciation of a given consonant or vowel can be sensitive to either or both structural and environmental context. In English, /p/ has a number of different pronunciations depending on these two factors. As mentioned earlier, in initial position in a word like *pan* /pan/ \( \Rightarrow [p^a\text{na}] \), there is a moment of relative silence after the lips open for the release of the consonant, when only the outflowing breath is audible (signalled by the ["] in the phonetic transcription), before the pronunciation of the vowel can be heard. We shall use the phonetic term aspiration to refer to this detail of pronunciation, and the [p] can therefore be said to be aspirated. In *span* /span/’, pronounced typically as [span], there is no such momentary silence, and the onset of audible voicing for the vowel is simultaneous with the opening of the lips. The pronunciation of /p/ is therefore said to be unaspirated in English in this position. Aspirated and unaspirated sounds are discussed at greater length in chapter 12.

Different adjacent elements have their effect also. The pronunciation of /p/ in *span* /span/ \( \Rightarrow [\text{span}] \) is different from that in *spoon* /spun/ \( \Rightarrow [sp^w\text{un}] \), with the lips being held momentarily in a more rounded position for /p/ in *spoon* [sp"un] than for /p/ in *span* [span], (with the rounded position of the lips being signalled by the diacritic ["] in the phonetic transcription). This is because in the pronunciation of the /p/ of *spoon* the muscles that control the position of the lips are being made to anticipate the rounded posture needed for the pronunciation of the following /w/ vowel. We shall use the phonetic term lip-rounded, for the moment, to refer to this detail of pronunciation. The precise area and shape of the opening of the lips varies with that of the sound whose anticipatory influence is being exerted on the sound in question, but this fine degree of detail is not usually annotated by using different transcriptional diacritics. Lip-rounding (under the more technical label ‘labialization’) is discussed at greater length in chapter 11.
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2.5.4 **Phonological distribution**

An individual consonant or an individual vowel in the phonology of a given language can occur in different locations. This contextual concept has been expressed above in terms of the possibilities of location in different syllable structures and different environmental contexts. For any given consonant or vowel, the range of possible locations is constrained by the phonology of the language. This range of permitted locations constitutes the **phonological distribution** of that consonant or vowel. It is knowledge of constraints on such distributions that enables a speaker to decide that *zloty* cannot be a native word in English, because the sequence */zl/-* breaks the rules about contextual occurrences in syllable-initial structural position of the */z/-* and */l/-* consonants. The distributional range of contextual occurrences of a given consonant or vowel in an accent is said to constitute its **phonotactic range**.

The distributions of two consonants (or two vowels) are often compared, for purposes of describing the phonological function of the segments in question. When two consonants or two vowels share the same distribution exactly (that is, when they can be said to have exactly the same phonotactic range), they are said to be in **parallel distribution**, or to be **distributionally equivalent** (Lyons 1968: 70). When they share no locations, they are said to be in **complementary distribution**.

Consonants which are in parallel distribution are in contrastive opposition to each other, since by definition they are competing for occupancy of the same places in structure. Consonants which are in complementary distribution are not in contrastive opposition to each other, since by definition they are never in competition for occupancy of the same places in structure. There are also, however, many instances in languages where the consonants show an **overlapping distribution**, where some contexts are shared and some are not (Lyons 1968: 71). All the statements in this paragraph hold equally true for relationships between vowels.

In English, almost no two consonants (or two vowels) show precisely the same phonotactic range, and the condition of parallel distribution can therefore normally be achieved only on the more restricted consideration of overlapping distribution. Even */p/-* and */b/-* differ in their phonotactic range in English, though they are otherwise rather similarly distributed, in that */b/-* cannot occur in syllable-final position after */m/-*, though */p/-* can, as in */lamp/-* and */jump/-*.

2.5.5 **The phoneme as a contrastive and distributed phonological unit made up of phonetically similar allophones**

The discussion above has made appeal to the notion of a given consonant (or vowel) participating in two axes of interaction with other con-
sonants (or vowels). The two axes are the **systemic axis** and the **contextual axis**.

First, taking consonants as representative, each consonant is firstly a member of a number of consonantal systems whose other members compete with that consonant for occupancy of the relevant structural place in sets of English words. The systemic axis can be figuratively thought of as a ‘vertical’ axis of interaction, in that the system operating at syllable-final position for the sequence /pa_/ in the **paradigm** of existing monosyllabic English words in an American accent (*pap, pat, pack, pad, patch, path, pass, Pam, pan, pang* and *pal*) can be represented graphically in the following way:

```
 p
 t
 k
 d
 f
 θ
 s
 m
 n
 l
 /pa_/ 
```

This systemic, vertical axis is sometimes called the **paradigmatic axis**.

Second, each consonant participates in a ‘horizontal’ axis of contextual distribution into different phonotactic possibilities. This horizontal axis is sometimes called the **syntagmatic axis**, because of the underlying idea of ‘chaining’ that is implicit (‘syntagma’ is derived from the Greek word for a link in a chain). This notion of a linear ‘chained’ sequence of units is of course general to the different levels of linguistic analysis, and is of major importance at the phonological level. It was first explicitly introduced into linguistics by the structuralist teachings of the great Swiss linguist Ferdinand de Saussure nearly a century ago (Crystal 1985: 299). The general concept of a syntagma was described by de Saussure in an illustration of word-sequences (though the argument holds equally well for the sequence of phonological units):

words acquire relations based on the linear nature of language because they are chained together ... The elements are arranged in sequence on the chain of speaking. Combinations supported by linearity are **syntagms**. The syntagm is always composed of two or more
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consecutive units (e.g. French re-lire 're-read', contre tous 'against everyone', la vie humaine 'human life', Dieu est bon 'God is good', s'il fait beau temps, nous sortirons 'if the weather is nice, we'll go out' etc.).

In the syntagm a term acquires its value only because it stands in opposition to everything that precedes or follows it, or to both. (de Saussure 1916 (1966): 123)

We have seen that, from the perspective of different contextual possibilities, different consonants are often subject to different syntagmatic constraints. The consonant /j/, for instance, as in yet /jet/ can only occur syllable-initially in English by itself, or in consonantal contexts after /p, t, k, b, d, g, m, n, f, v, θ, s, z, l/. The consonant /w/, on the other hand, as in wet /wet/ can only occur by itself, or in consonantal contexts after /t, k, d, g, θ, s/. A partial syntagmatic constraint in English on /w/, therefore, is that it cannot occur syllable-initially in native English words immediately after a consonant from the set /p, b, m, f, v/, whose pronunciation, like that of /w/, involves the participation of the lips. This is true of English, but is not true of many other languages, such as French, where a pronunciation such as moi /mwa/ ('me') is fully orthodox.

The phrase introduced by de Saussure for the paradigm of choices made at any one place in a syntagmatic chain was an 'associative opposition'. He recognized that the two fundamental concepts of syntagmatic and paradigmatic organization expressed relationships that are not only ones of opposition, but also ones that serve to limit the otherwise apparently arbitrary multiplicity of the type and number of linguistic signs in a language. The structures and systems of a language (or of an accent) are finite in number and characteristic of that language. In a discussion of the 'motivation' of the design of language, de Saussure commented that:

The notion of relative motivation implies: (1) analysis of a given term, hence a syntagmatic relation; and (2) the summoning of one or more other terms, hence an associative relation ... Up to this point units have appeared as values, i.e. as elements of a (system or structure), and we have given special consideration to their opposition; now we recognize the solidarities that bind them; they are associative and syntagmatic, and they are what limits arbitrariness. Dix-neuf is supported associatively by dix-huit, soixante-dix, etc. and syntagmatically by its elements dix and neuf ... This dual relation gives it a part of its value ... In fact, the whole system of language is based on the irrational principle of the arbitrariness of the sign, which would lead to the worst sort of complication if applied without restriction. (ibid., pp. 132–3)
2.5.5.1 Definitions of the phoneme and the allophone

It is now possible to introduce two very widely used phonological concepts, that of the phoneme and the allophone. The notion of the phoneme has its roots in the alphabetic tradition of writing (Jones 1957), and there are almost as many definitions of the phoneme as there have been phoneticians and phonologists. It is a very convenient concept, but definitions of the phoneme should be understood as exemplary rather than theoretically strict.

In this book, a definition of the phoneme can be approached by invoking the phonological ideas introduced above of contrastive function, system, structure, context, parallel distribution, complementary distribution and overlapping distribution. The paradigmatic and syntagmatic axes of interaction described immediately above furnish the basis for the definition, which is presented here in two parts. The first part of the definition focuses on the issue of contrastiveness between one phoneme and another, and the second part on the issue of the contextually-distributed nature of the members of a phoneme conceived as a set of sounds.

The first part of the definition of a phoneme is as follows:

Two speech sounds are said to be manifestations of different phonemes in a given accent of a language when they act as the basis of a contrastive opposition that distinguishes a pair of words of identical phonological structure, differing in the systemic choice made at a single place in that structure.

In order to satisfy these conditions, the two speech sounds must thus show parallel distribution over the context in question, in that both sounds must have the potential of occupying the single place in structure concerned. Phonemes can be transcribed using symbols enclosed in slant brackets, as in the transcription of the English word cat /kat/, and such phonemic transcription will be treated as an instance of a phonological transcription, as introduced earlier.

This first part of the definition is idealistic in that it makes appeal to the notion of minimal pairs of words of identical structure, whereas in any accent of a given language such minimal pairs may be only sparsely available, through the accidental circumstances of the lexical evolution of the language. English is relatively rich in such minimal pairs, as it happens. Where minimal pairs of words are not available, then the weaker condition of overlapping (rather than fully parallel) distribution over the relevant subpart of the words in question can apply.
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The second part of the definition of a **phoneme** is as follows:

*Speech sounds regularly occurring in a number of different structures and contexts may be classified as members of a given phoneme if their occurrences are in complementary distribution, and if they display sufficient phonetic similarity to make it plausible to class them together as members of a common set.*

The members of a given phoneme are called **allophones**. Allophones can be transcribed by using phonetic symbols enclosed in square brackets, as in the pronunciation of the English word *peep* as [pʰɪpʰ]. The [ʰ] element of this transcription means that, after the tiny but audible explosion when the lips separate at the end of the pronunciation of the first [p], there is a perceptible delay of about a twentieth of a second before the buzzing sound technically called **voicing** begins for the following vowel; this is the same process as exemplified by [ʰ] in the transcription of *pan* [pʰ an] discussed earlier. The [ʰ] element of the transcription means that the second [p] sound typically lacks this audible explosion, when it is in final position in an utterance. We shall use the phonetic term **unreleased** to refer to this detail of pronunciation. Unlike the unreleased pronunciation of [pʰ], the pronunciation of [pʰ] is **released**, as well as being **aspirated**. The concept of release of particular types of sounds is discussed at greater length in chapter 12. In this example, the two [p] sounds are in complementary distribution, in that under the rules governing the phonetics of English [pʰ] is appropriate for the pronunciation of the /p/ phoneme as a single consonant at the beginning of a syllable, while [pʰ] is appropriate for a pronunciation of the /p/ phoneme in utterance-final position.

It is important to note that the concept of an allophone is itself an abstract concept, and is not to be equated directly with that of a phone, which is a single differentiable phonetic event. The phonetic manifestation of a given allophone may vary slightly, on a random basis. On each occasion that a phonetic difference is perceptible, a different phone is involved. To take the example given immediately above, the [pʰ] element in the allophonic transcription [pʰɪpʰ] can on different occasions represent several slightly different phones, where the duration of delay in the onset of voicing is fractionally but audibly different.

A more extended example of allophones in a Southern British English accent which satisfy the conditions of complementary distribution and phonetic similarity mentioned in the definition of the phoneme, and which are therefore candidates for being grouped into a single phoneme, can be found in the following illustration. This shows different phonetic realizations of the phoneme /p/ (coincidentally always spelled ‘p’ in the orthography of English) in words such as:
peat /pit/ ⇒ [phit], where the [pʰ] is aspirated, but where the lips are not rounded, because the lip position for the following vowel is unrounded;

pot /pot/ ⇒ [phwot], where the [pʰw] is aspirated and lip-rounded;

spot /spot/ ⇒ [spʰot], where the [pʰ] is lip-rounded but unaspirated;

pop /pop/ ⇒ [phwɔp'], where the lips can in some circumstances at the end of an utterance remain closed rather than opening to release the compressed air built up during the final [p], so that the [pʰ] is unreleased;

port /pot/ ⇒ [phwɔt], where the [pʰw] is aspirated and lip-rounded (with a degree of rounding of the lips which is slightly more extreme for port than for pot, because the lip position for the following vowel has a smaller, more rounded opening in the case of port).

In the above cases, the pronunciations of /p/ show a strong degree of phonetic similarity to each other, in that they all involve the lips momentarily closing completely, with a simultaneous absence of voicing. They also show a variety of phonetic differences from each other (differences of aspiration versus non-aspiration, release or non-release, and differences in the presence and degree of lip-rounding).

These phonetic differences can all be described in the accent concerned as tied either to particular structural contexts or to storable environmental contexts. For example, in terms of responsiveness to particular structural constraints, the aspirated version of /p/ occurs in these English examples when it is a single consonant onset at the beginning of a word, and the pronunciation of /p/ is (optionally) unreleased when it is in a final position in the utterance. In terms of being subject to the influence of environmental context, the pronunciations of /p/ in the above examples show lip-rounding in anticipation of vowels whose performance requires a lip-rounded position (in pot, spot, pop and port). Equally, lip-rounding is absent from the pronunciations of /p/ when the following vowel shows no lip-rounding (in peat).

The different pronunciations discussed above can therefore be regarded as satisfying the requirements for allophonic grouping into a single phoneme. These requirements are, in summary, that the different pronunciations are complementary in their distribution, that they show close phonetic similarity, and that their phonetic differences can be attributed either to their structural position, or to interaction with their environmental context.

Daniel Jones gives many examples of allophonic groupings into phonemes.
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in his book on the phoneme (Jones 1950), and in many articles (e.g. Jones 1944a, 1957). The following illustrations are taken from Jones (in W.E. Jones and Laver 1973: 170):

If one isolates the sounds of *goose* and *geese*, one hears them to be different, and one can feel that they have different tongue articulations: the second has a fronter articulation than the first. But from the point of view of the structure of the language the two sounds count as if they were one and the same. In the terminology I find it convenient to use they are 'members of a single phoneme'. One of the sounds is the variety appropriate in English to a following [u:], while the other is conditioned to the following [i].

Jones gives another example, from Italian, which shows that the allophones of a given phoneme can show tangible differences in some of the phonetic features involved, so long as a substantial degree of phonetic similarity exists in the remaining features. He also shows that the classification of particular allophones into a given phoneme is specific to the given language only:

In Italian and some other languages our English *ng*-sound occurs, but only in specific phonetic contexts, namely before [k] and [g]; it is used in these contexts to the exclusion of [n]. Thus the *n*s in the Italian words *banca* and *longo* are pronounced [n], and an Italian never uses an ordinary [n] in such a situation. He is not like a Russian who uses [n] before [k] and [g] as well as in other positions. The result is that an Italian whose attention has not been called to the fact is unaware that the sound of *n* before [k] and [g] is in any way different from that of any other *n*. To him these nasal consonants are one and the same, and for all linguistic purposes they count as if they were one and the same – the sounds [n] and [ŋ] are 'members of the same phoneme' in Italian. (They are not so in English or German). (in Jones and Laver 1973: 171)

It has to be acknowledged that the part of the definition of the phoneme which relates to phonetic similarity is clearly more convenient than rigorous, and gives the individual analyst more latitude. But it is an important practical ingredient in the definition, none the less. It is the case, for instance, that the sounds which typically represent consonants are in complementary distribution with those normally representing vowels, in that they seldom compete for the same place in the structure of a syllable. If the only relevant criterion were one of complementary distribution, then it would be theoretically possible to collapse the manifestations of consonants and vowels together into single phonemes (and some phonologists have indeed made such proposals for some languages – Kuipers (1960), for instance, suggests that Kabardian, a language of the Caucasus, can be analysed on this basis
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as if it had no independent vowel-phoneme at all). Most phoneticians would
resist such a solution, however, not least because it contravenes a reasonable
application of this second criterion of phonetic similarity. The definition is
also convenient rather than rigorous in that the idea of 'phonetic similarity'
is itself partly a matter of judgement on the part of the analyst as to what
model of descriptive phonetic theory should be invoked, and therefore as to
what should count as phonetically similar.

2.5.6 Formulaic phonological rule notation

The passage quoted above from Jones (1944a), on the status of
[n] in Italian as an allophone of /n/ in the context preceding /k/ or /g/, affords
the opportunity to introduce a useful expansion of the formulaic device ' ⇒ ',
explained in section 2.5 as meaning 'is realized phonetically as'. It is often
convenient to be able to express contextually or structurally determined allo-
phonic variation in a given language or accent as a formulaic rule, as intro-
duced into linguistics by generative phonology. More extensive descriptions
of the conventions of such rules are available in Clark and Yallo (1990: 156–69), Kaye (1989: 32–5) and Sommerstein (1977: 114–42). Formulaic
rules of this sort give a compact way of summarizing the conditions under
which phonological processes such as realization rules operate. Using A, B,
C, D as notional symbols, the most general form for a realization rule is:

$$A ⇒ B / C \_\_ D$$

The single slash symbol '/' means 'in the context of'. The symbol ' _ ' is
called an environment bar, and is a device for helping to identify the struc-
tural or contextual location of the item on which the rule is to operate. In
conjunction with a symbol placed to the left of the environment bar, left-
context can be specified, and right-context is indicated by a symbol placed
to the right. The rule as written above is thus interpreted to mean 'A is real-
ized as B when A occurs in a sequence with C as its left-context and D as its
right-context'. As well as this joint condition of both left- and right-contexts
being prescribed, this formalism allows the specification of a more limited
contextual condition, where the elements that trigger the realizational rule
are simply the occurrence of C as left-context, with D null (i.e. zero), or the
occurrence of D as right-context, with C null.

The entities in the formalism represented here by A, B, C and D may be
phonemes, phonetic events, groups of phonological or phonetic features etc.,
but for our immediate purposes we shall limit them to phonemic and pho-
netic symbols. A version of the above rule might then read:

$$/X/ ⇒ [y] / /C/ \_\_ /D/$$
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meaning ‘the phoneme /X/ is realized as the phonetic event [y] when the phoneme /X/ occurs in a sequence with the phonemes /C/ as its left-context and /D/ as its right-context’. The contextual specification can be made more comprehensive by including alternative realizations in different contexts in a composite rule, as follows:

\[
/X/ \Rightarrow \{ [y] / /C/ /D, E/ \} \\
\{ [z] / /F/ \} \\
[x]
\]

This is to be interpreted as ‘the phoneme /X/ is realized as its allophone [y] when the phoneme /X/ occurs in a sequence with the phonemes /C/ as its left-context and /D/ or /E/ as its right context, as its allophone [z] after the phoneme /F/, and as its allophone [x] everywhere else’. The use of the curly braces indicates options of choice subject to the constraints expressed by the placement of the environment bar relative to the symbols adjacent to it. Thus ‘/D, E/’ specifies the contextual position as ‘preceding /D/ or /E/’, and ‘/F/’ as ‘following /F/’. Absence of the environment bar indicates that the occurrence of the specified allophone is without contextual constraint except for the conditions listed above it inside the braces.

The specification of [n] and [ŋ] in Italian as contextually determined allophones of the /n/ phoneme in Italian can then be expressed formulaically as:

\[
/n/ \Rightarrow \{ [ŋ] / /k, ɡ/ \} \\
[n]
\]

The symbols [ŋ], [k] and [ɡ] are all called ‘velar’ sounds, specifying that part of their pronunciation in each case involves the back of the tongue touching the underside of the soft palate (or ‘velum’, to give it its technical anatomical name). It is this velar element of the pronunciation of [ŋ] that reflects the allophonic adaptation of /n/ to its contextual environment in this example.

Such an allophonic rule would apply in Spanish, but would not apply in German, nor in most accents of English (including RP). It would, however, apply in some accents of English, as Clark and Yallop (1990: 127) comment:

[there are] varieties of English in which ... words such as *sing*, *rang*, *singer* are pronounced with [ŋ] following the velar nasal (e.g. *sing* is *[ŋŋ]*). These varieties of English (chiefly found in the Midlands and north of England) are like Italian and Spanish in that [ŋ] occurs only immediately before a velar consonant and can therefore be analysed as a conditioned variant of /n/.

This general constraint in such accents of requiring velar allophones of /n/
before velar consonants can be expressed in a slightly more abstract form, as:

\[
/n/ \Rightarrow \begin{cases} \text{[n]} & /C_{velar}/ \\ \text{[n]} & \end{cases}
\]

A similar general constraint, this time on the occurrence of nasality on the realizations of vowel phonemes before nasal consonants in English, can be signalled by using a wider range of generic symbols. Thus

\[
/N/ \Rightarrow \begin{cases} \text{[V]} & /C_{nas}/ \\ \text{[V]} & \end{cases}
\]

means that any vowel phoneme in English is pronounced with nasality when placed before a nasal consonant, and without nasality elsewhere. An equivalent formula could have replaced the general symbol /C_{nas}/ with a corresponding general symbol /N/ meaning ‘any nasal consonant’ (i.e. in English /m, n, n/).

2.5.7 Polysystemic and monosystemic approaches to phonology

The notion of a (phonemic) system was introduced above in a two-part definition. The first part of the definition constrained the segments in a given system to show contrastive opposition in parallel distribution in comparable structures. If this strict definition were maintained, then a given accent could be partly defined by multiple, separate systems, each operating at a different place in structure. Such an approach is sometimes called a polysystemic approach. The second part of the definition, where the criterion of phonetic similarity is invoked to group phones showing complementary distribution into class-membership of a given phoneme, is actually in tension with the first part of the definition, and pulls the perspective towards what has been called the monosystemic approach. This is where the multiple, separate systems of the polysystemic approach are treated as if they were welded into a single, monolithic system. In this monosystemic approach, phonetic similarity is the unifying principle which justifies allocating a single phonemic symbol to all the members of the complementarily distributed set of allophones. It has to be said immediately that a monosystemic approach often forces anomalies on the description of the data. Having to set up a notion of defective distribution, for instance (where one phoneme is in other respects in parallel distribution to another, but fails to occur in a particular contextual or structural place), is the consequence of taking a distorting monosystemic view of patterns of phonology.

In the monosystemic approach, it is possible to speak broadly of ‘the con-
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sonant system of English’ and ‘the vowel system of English’ (or of Zulu, or of any given language). In the polysystemic approach, one has to speak in a more restricted and specific compass, of a given system operating at a particular place in the structure of a given type of larger linguistic unit such as the syllable, or the word. The monosystemic approach lends itself to a panoramic view of the sound-system of a language at large, and its transcriptional devices tend to be alphabetic in nature. The polysystemic approach perhaps favours a more microscopic attention to phonological and phonetic detail, and its transcriptional formulae are seldom devised with easy legibility in mind – that is not their prime purpose, which is rather to act as a powerful tool for professional phonologists.

A polysystemic approach of this sort has been associated with the work of J.R. Firth and his associates in the School of Oriental and African Studies in the University of London, in the approach usually called ‘Prosodic Analysis’ (though the term ‘prosodic’ is used in that approach in a somewhat different sense than in this book, mostly to refer to what we shall be calling ‘features’). The single most influential paper in this tradition was probably Firth’s own ‘Sounds and prosodies’ (Firth 1948), reprinted in Firth’s collected papers (Firth 1957). There is only a limited opportunity in the present book to refer to the work of this school in any detail, but the serious student of phonetics and phonology is urged to become familiar with these publications, which explore a very wide range of oriental and African languages. Although most of the scholars actively subscribing to the Prosodic Analysis approach have now retired, the contributions achieved under the aegis of this tradition still reflect some of the theoretically most sophisticated ideas in the history of the British school of phonetics and phonology. In particular, their rejection of the validity of a monosystemic approach to phonology, in favour of a polysystemic perspective, is increasingly finding echoes in the work of modern phonologists.

The comments that follow in later chapters will mostly be based on the monosystemic approach, explicitly relying on the concepts of the phoneme and the allophone. It will sometimes be convenient, nevertheless, to consider the systems operating at different structural places separately from each other. To the extent that separate sub-systems are under consideration at any point, we will have moved away from a fully monosystemic approach towards a polysystemic approach.

2.6 **Language-system and language-behaviour**

It may be helpful to conclude this chapter on the relationship between phonetics and phonology with a brief mention of a basic but some-
what problematic distinction that readers are likely to encounter in their wider reading of textbooks on general linguistic theory. Different linguists use different terms, but the concept is long-established in modern linguistics. It is characterized by Lyons (1981: 10) as a distinction between a **language-system** and **language-behaviour**: ‘A language-system is a social phenomenon, or institution, which of itself is purely abstract, in that it has no physical existence, but which is actualized on particular occasions in the language-behaviour of individual members of the language-community.’ The distinction was originally introduced by de Saussure (1916 (1959)), in his differentiation of **langue** and **parole**, and was reinforced by Chomsky (1965) in a broadly comparable distinction between ‘competence’ versus ‘performance’. De Saussure, in the fragmentary notes on his work collected by his editors Bally, Sechehaye and Riedlinger (de Saussure 1916 (1966)), gives only discursive descriptions of the concepts of **langue** and **parole**, but the essence of his concept of **langue** refers to the collective language-system shared by a community of speakers, and **parole** to concrete utterances produced in the act of speaking by an individual in actual situations (Crystal 1991: 194, 251). **Langue** is a social fact, while **parole** is an individual act, said de Saussure (1916 (1966): 13).

Chomsky (1965) called the tacit operational knowledge of the language-system possessed by typical speaker/listeners their linguistic **competence**, and called the exploitation of such knowledge by speakers and listeners in actual language-behaviour their linguistic **performance**. The description of linguistic competence, which many theoretical linguists take to be their primary task, concentrates on a highly idealized perspective of language. Chomsky and Halle (1968: 3), for example, describe the distinction between competence and performance in the following terms:

The performance of the speaker or hearer is a complex matter that involves many factors. One fundamental factor involved in the speaker-hearer’s performance is his knowledge of the grammar that determines an intrinsic connection of sound and meaning for each sentence. We refer to this knowledge – for the most part, obviously, unconscious knowledge – as the speaker–hearer’s ‘competence’. Competence, in this sense, is not to be confused with performance. Performance, that is, what the speaker–hearer actually does, is based not only on his knowledge of the language, but on many other factors as well – factors such as memory restrictions, inattention, distraction, nonlinguistic knowledge and beliefs, and so on. We may, if we like, think of the study of competence as the study of the potential performance of an idealized speaker–hearer who is unaffected by such grammatically irrelevant factors.
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Chomsky (1965: 3) offered a more outright indication of the way that this distinction focuses the objectives of linguistic study: 'Linguistic theory is concerned primarily with an ideal speaker–listener, in a completely homogeneous speech community, who knows its language perfectly and is unaffected by such grammatically irrelevant conditions as memory limitations, distractions, shifts of attention and interest, and errors (random or characteristic) in applying his knowledge of the language in actual performance.' An important difference between de Saussure's *langue* and Chomsky's 'competence' is thus that while *langue* as a social concept emphasizes the institutional character of a language-system as a property of the whole language-community, 'competence' as a cognitively oriented concept refers not so much to the speaker-general language-system as such, but to the 'typical speaker's knowledge of the language-system' (Lyons 1981: 10). An intrinsic part of competence, for Chomsky and for the whole generativist tradition of linguistics, is that it reflects the fact that the generative 'capacity to produce and understand syntactically well-formed sentences is a central part – indeed, the central part – of a speaker's linguistic competence' (Lyons 1981: 234). The notion of competence in this respect is especially valuable in that the rule-governed ability which is the basis for producing and understanding a virtually infinite potential number of sentences begins to explain the 'creative' nature of language.

The distinction between competence and performance has been widely adopted by generative linguistics, though scholars such as Hymes (1971a) have argued for an enrichment of the concept of competence to include not only narrowly linguistic but a wider range of knowledge about other sociocultural communicative systems relevant to the use of language in different circumstances and for different purposes, in the notion of *communicative competence*. Others, such as Linell (1979: 17–26), have contested the psychological validity of the distinction.

The general concepts of language-system and language-behaviour are clearly useful for the discipline of phonetics. Phonetics has a part to play in the study of spoken language in both perspectives. It may be relevant, however, to signal some reservations about the full utility of these and related concepts for the discipline of phonetics. First, all three pairs of distinctions (language-system and language-behaviour, *langue* and *parole*, competence and performance) incorporate an assumption that it is sufficient to frame the concepts in terms of the typical speaker/listener, and to seek to characterize the linguistic attributes of the language-community. But phonetics, while being centrally interested in speaker-general phenomena in the same way, is also necessarily interested in the individual speaker/listener. Some
very important applications of phonetics, such as speech pathology and speech technology, have an absolute need to be able to relate the speech patterns of the individual, however idiosyncratic, to the generalized patterns that characterize their sociolinguistic community. This has implications for the need to study and define the language-system that can be taken to underlie the utterances of that individual speaker's language-behaviour, even if he or she is unique in using the systematic patterns concerned. From both a social and a theoretical point of view, it is in any case arguable whether the number of speakers of a given language is at all a relevant measure of the degree of interest that linguists should properly take in the properties of that language. In a discussion of how to choose the world's major languages for a descriptive survey, Comrie (1987: ix-x) offers a salutary comment on this point: 'When the world's linguists learned in 1970 that the last speaker of Kamassian, a Uralic language originally spoken in Siberia, had kept her language alive for decades in her prayers—God being the only other speaker of her language—they may well have wondered whether, for this person, the world's major language was not Kamassian.' General phonetic theory should have the capacity, so long as deviations from standard anatomy are not in question, of describing the articulatory strategies of production of any type of speech sound used by any speaker for communication through spoken language, not only by those who conform more closely to the norms of their sociolinguistic group.

Second, to address the specifics of the competence/performance dichotomy, if competence reflects the structure and content of a mental grammar and the operational knowledge necessary to generate sentences by means of this grammar, then any overall model of performance would need to incorporate a component representing this competence, as the quotation above from Chomsky and Halle (1968: 3) indicates. One view of the relationship between competence and performance is thus that the former is included within the latter. The highly abstract view of linguistic competence as taken by the generativist tradition has had the result of promoting a focused interest in a narrow definition of grammar, to the considerable benefit of formal aspects of linguistic study. But such a promotion of interest in competence at the expense of the wider concept of performance has had the inevitable disadvantage of holding performance-related issues other than those of competence somewhat at arm's-length. It remains true, nevertheless, as Chomsky (1965: 15) comments, that although 'there has been a fair amount of criticism of work in generative grammar on the grounds that it slights study of performance in favor of study of underlying competence', the study of competence itself 'can provide some insight into performance'.
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Third, the true complexity of an adequately comprehensive model of the performance of utterances of spoken language is astonishing, and phonetics and linguistics are still very far from a full understanding of the cognitive and motor processes involved. The spoken performance of even the most simple sentence necessarily exploits the full depth of a speaker's operational knowledge of neurolinguistic and neuromuscular strategies of planning and executing ideational, pragmatic, semantic, lexical, syntactic, morphological, phonological and motor programs for the production of the utterance involved. It also exploits highly complex perceptual and neurolinguistic strategies of self-monitoring for the orthodoxy of what was actually said against what the speaker intended to say, and of planning and executing appropriate corrective material (Fromkin 1980; Laver 1991). The listener's perceptual and neurolinguistic performance in decoding the linguistic meaning of the acoustic material produced by the speaker is no less complex (Caplan 1987; Flores d'Arcais 1988).

The term 'neurolinguistic' is used here to emphasize the eventual need, at some stage in the modelling of how speakers and listeners process the production and perception of spoken language, to address the question of the real strategies and mechanisms used by the human neurological apparatus in achieving these operations. The more familiar term for the study of such processes is psycholinguistics (Garman 1990), reflecting what is sometimes a more abstract cognitive approach to the problem.

Psycholinguistic research in cognitive aspects of spoken language has tended to be atomistic, with individual researchers specializing in a given area, such as syntax, morphology, phonology, phonetics etc. Each of these areas can be hypothesized to be an (internally complex) module in the overall cognitive process which begins with the generation of some initial idea and ends in its eventual articulation as an audible utterance. There is now some evidence, however, that cognitive research into speech production and perception is beginning to address the challenge of modelling the possible links between the different modules, fashioning the beginnings of an understanding of the complete cognitive chain from ideation to articulation (Garrett 1988; Laver 1989).

Within the study of spoken language, phonetics as a discipline needs to be able to describe the phonetic substance of any communicative aspect of speech, as well as accounting for the formal aspects of the phonological level of description. It needs to be able to describe what real speakers actually do on real occasions of utterance, as well as to identify the social value of that performance as a manifestation of a sociolinguistic code. Phonetics thus has the responsibility of providing a well-founded description of the substance
of speech, in a descriptive theory whose architecture is shaped in part by the need to provide explicit linkage to phonological use, and in another part by the need to provide descriptors for individual speech behaviour.

**Further reading**


Good accounts of the *anatomy and physiology of speech* which are reflected in the *organic level* of speech analysis are available in Dickson and Maue-Dickson (1982), Hardcastle (1976) and Kaplan (1960).


The main articles characterizing the **Prosodic Analysis** approach to phonology, apart from Firth’s own work, can be found in a number of collections (Bazell *et al.* 1966; Jones and Laver 1973; Mitchell 1975; Palmer 1970; Robins 1970). The collection edited by Palmer (1970) is particularly valuable, and the article on “Openness” in Tigre: a problem of prosodic
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statement', by the editor himself (Palmer 1956), is a classic statement of the technique of prosodic analysis, as is the article on prosodies in Siamese (Thai) by Henderson (1949). Discussions of Firth's ideas, and the relation between the Prosodic Analysis school of thought and other approaches to phonology can be found in Anderson (1985: 169–93), Fischer-Jørgensen (1975: 59–63), Langendoen (1968) and Sampson (1980: 212–35).

3

Accent, dialect and language

The purpose of this third preliminary chapter is to introduce some further basic concepts, this time to do with the variations of accent, dialect and language between speakers, and of these aspects of language across space and time. The discussion will include issues in dialectology, sociolinguistics, linguistic geography and historical linguistics. It is necessary to say from the outset that this chapter thus touches on disciplines to which phonetics makes a contribution, but which in themselves are not traditionally central to phonetics as such. It is also the case that the contribution of phonetics to these disciplines has so far not been as extensive as it might profitably be, and there is considerable room for further phonetic research in these areas. The treatment of these neighbouring disciplines is inevitably presented in rather general terms, but readers are likely to encounter in their wider reading in linguistics all the speech-related technical concepts introduced here.

An important initial distinction needs to be introduced between ‘accent’ and ‘dialect’. The technical meanings of both these terms differ from their everyday meanings. The technical meaning of the term accent is simply manner of pronunciation. In this sense, everyone speaks with an accent. Technically, it is not possible to speak aloud without speaking with an accent. The notion of accent is a phonological and phonetic concept, with some implications for the lexical level of analysis as well.

The technical meaning of the term dialect covers the types and meanings of words available and the range of grammatical patterns into which they can be combined. Dialects are discernibly different to the extent that they involve different morphological, syntactic, lexical and semantic inventories and patterns. A dialect can be expressed in either spoken or written form. In spoken form, a given dialect can often be associated with more than one accent. Many writers draw no specific distinction between the concepts of dialect and accent, but this book will maintain the distinction where feasible.

A language is the entity made up of a group of related dialects and their associated accents. From a technical point of view, it is not only impossible
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to speak a given language without exhibiting some particular accent, it is also impossible to speak (or write) without exemplifying a choice of dialect, in terms of the vocabulary used and the sequences in which the words are combined. This book exemplifies a written dialect that is very largely common to educated use throughout the English-speaking world. To that extent, it could be referred to as Standard English. It is standard in the sense that it is a dialect understood and used in a relatively standard way by a very large number of people. The term 'standard' is here being employed in a descriptive, not a prescriptive mode. A prescriptive attitude would flavour the definition if 'standard' were to be interpreted to mean 'considered to represent correct and socially acceptable usage for educated purposes'. Such views about 'correctness' and 'social acceptability' would be undesirably self-regulating, in that it would be the self-selected people who use the dialect who would be ruling on its acceptability. Prescriptivist attitudes about 'correctness' have no place in a scientific approach to the description of speech that seeks to maintain objectivity.

3.1 The Standard English dialect, and non-regional and regional accents

An implication might be drawn from the comments above that Standard English is invariant over the English-speaking world. There are of course a number of detailed differences of usage between different national groups. British and American versions of Standard English, for example, will in fact be treated later as different dialects, for the sake of illustrating dialectal differences with familiar material. But such differences as exist between the various national forms of Standard English (American, Australian, British, Canadian etc.) are nevertheless small compared with the differences between these and other dialects of English. For the moment, then, it will be useful to maintain the convenient fiction that Standard English is a single dialect.

Since Standard English is by definition a dialect, unlike other dialects only in its unusually wide geographical scope, it follows that Standard English can be spoken with a variety of accents. Accents always mark the geographical origin of the speaker. Some accents mark regional origin very locally, and some mark only the fact that the speaker is an American, or is Australian, Canadian, English, Irish, Scots, Welsh etc. To the extent that a particular accent marks a speaker as having a very specific regional origin, it can be called a regional or local accent. Highly localized regional accents of this sort are also often called broad accents. To the extent that the speaker's local origin can be marked only within national boundaries, the accent can be said to be a non-regional accent.
A given speaker may be able to speak with two or more accents, with one accent often being broader than the other(s). Furthermore, a given speaker may well be able to use more than one dialect. A speaker native to Scotland will normally speak either the Standard English dialect with a regional Scottish accent, or a Scottish dialect of English with either the same or a broader Scottish accent, as the social occasion requires. Equally, a speaker native to Kentucky might speak Standard English with a regional Kentucky accent while working as, say, a receptionist for a multinational corporation, but speak a Kentucky dialect with a broader Kentucky accent when visiting relatives in his or her home town.

Received Pronunciation (RP) is an example of a non-regional accent of British English, which has been described in detail by very many authors, amongst whom Jones (1962) and Gimson (1962, 1989) are outstanding. The pronouncing dictionary specifying the details of RP which has been regarded for very many years as the most authoritative source is the one first published by Daniel Jones in 1917. This has been updated in many successive editions. Gimson, as one of Jones’ senior colleagues, and the holder of the Chair of Phonetics at University College London immediately after Jones, was responsible for the 13th and 14th editions (Gimson 1967, 1977). This 14th edition was in turn the basis for a further revision by Ramsaran (1988). Another excellent and up-to-date pronouncing dictionary which describes RP (as well as a number of other accents of English) is Wells (1990). Wells maintains a historical continuity with Daniel Jones, being Gimson’s successor in the Chair of Phonetics at University College London.

The term ‘Received’, in its Victorian sense of being ‘received in polite society’, gives a historical clue to the origins of the RP accent. According to Abercrombie (1965), RP developed as an accent of the English public schools (i.e. private schools, in the paradoxical usage of the English), and ‘is maintained, and transmitted from generation to generation, mainly by people educated at [these] public schools’ (Abercrombie 1965: 12). Wells (1982, vol. I: 10) summarizes these characteristics of RP by stating that:

In England ... there are some speakers who do not have a local accent. One can tell from their speech that they are British (and very probably English) but nothing else ... It is characteristic of the upper class and (to an extent) of the upper-middle class. An Old Etonian sounds much the same whether he grew up in Cornwall or Northumberland.

Although the function of this accent as a marker of socioeconomic status is now a good deal weaker than previously, RP is still perhaps better regarded as marking social rather than narrowly regional aspects of identity.
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(Ramsaran 1990). The accent is non-regional in that the public schools themselves are regionally distributed throughout England (though it is true to say, demographically, that the population of RP speakers is denser in the south of England than anywhere else).

Petyt (1980: 29) suggests a descriptive link between the regional nature of accents and dialects and the socioeconomic status of the speakers concerned, such that the less regional variation is involved, the higher the status of the speaker. Crystal (1988: 63) comments that RP, like other accents, is subject to change with time:

Early BBC recordings show the remarkable extent to which RP has altered over just a few decades, and they make the point that no accent is immune to change, not even the ‘best’. In addition, RP is no longer as widely used as it was even 50 years ago. Only about 3 per cent of British people speak it in a pure form now. Most other educated people have developed an accent which is a mixture of RP and various regional characteristics – ‘modified’ RP, some call it, or perhaps we should talk about modified RP’s, as in each case the kind of modification stems from a person’s regional background, and this varies greatly.

Crystal also points out that the Victorian stigmatization of regional accents by educated British society is now fading, and that ‘several contemporary politicians make a virtue out of their regional background, and the BBC employs several announcers with regionally modified accents. Nor is it uncommon, these days, to find educated people expressing hostility towards RP, both within and outside Britain, because of its traditional association with conservative values’ (Crystal, ibid.). There are of course numerous other accents of British English, and a variety of different regional dialects within Britain. References on this topic are given in the recommended Further Reading at the end of the chapter.

Another example of a non-regional accent is the one that is often called General American. This name, according to Van Riper (1973: 232), was first promoted by Krapp (1925) and Kenyon (1930). Krapp characterized General American in the following terms: ‘One may say that in America three main types of speech have come to be recognized, a New England local type, a Southern local type, and a general or Western speech covering the rest of the country, and all speakers in the South and New England at the moments when their speech is not local in character’ (Krapp 1925, vol. I: 35, cited in Van Riper 1973).

Wells (1982, vol. I: 10) characterizes General American in the following terms, though with a reservation about the complete truth about the standard nature of the accent:
Accent, dialect and language

In the United States, it is true not just of a small minority, but of the majority, that their accent reveals little or nothing of their geographical origins. They are the speakers of General American ... This is a convenient name for the range of United States accents that have neither an eastern nor a southern colouring; dialectologically, though, it is of questionable status.

The claim to generality of the term ‘General’ American is thus somewhat too sweeping (McDavid and McDavid 1956), but the term is now thoroughly established. In the Random House Dictionary of the English Language (1966), the phrase ‘General American Speech’ is defined as ‘a pronunciation of American English showing few regional peculiarities: most U.S. radio and television announcers use General American Speech’. Bowen (1975) gives an outline of the pronunciations associated with General American. Kurath and McDavid (1961) offer an account of the accents associated with the dialects spoken along the eastern seaboard of the United States that are described in Kurath (1949). Kenyon and Knott (1944) cover the pronunciation of accents spoken in the Mid-West and Far West of the States in their pronouncing dictionary of American English. A general treatment of accents of English in both American and British English (RP) is given by Kurath (1964).

A large survey of Australian accents was conducted by Mitchell and Delbridge (1965). A commentator on the unusual uniformity of Australian English accents is Bernard (1969).

Canadian English is discussed by Avis (1986). Wells (1982) is an excellent and very detailed three-volume work on the accents of English round the world. Bailey and Görlach (1982) offer an edited collection of chapters on varieties of English dialects and accents in many different parts of the world, including Africa, Asia, the Pacific and the Caribbean as well as Britain, Ireland, Canada and the United States.

This book is centrally concerned with matters relating to pronunciation, rather than directly with higher-order linguistic phenomena at the level of dialects. But it is important to appreciate the distinction between dialect and accent, so in order to elaborate the distinction it may be helpful now to offer a few examples of specific differences between dialects, then of differences between accents, and then of differences within the accent of a single speaker speaking on different occasions. All the differences discussed below in this chapter fall within a definition of linguistic behaviour – differences due to paralinguistic changes of tone of voice signalling attitudinal and emotional information about the speaker are not considered here.
3.2 Differences of dialect between speakers

We can consider some examples of differences of dialect between speakers, at the morphological, syntactic, semantic and lexical levels of analysis of English. An example of a morphological difference between dialects can be found from a comparison of American and British English versions of Standard English. Where British English has only one past participle of the verb to get, namely got, according to Lass (1987: 7) American English has two, as in I've got ('I have') versus I've gotten ('I've obtained'). Another example cited by Lass (ibid.) is the American English dove as the past participle of to dive, in contrast with the British English dived.

Two speakers speaking the same language but different dialects can also differ syntactically, in phrases such as The kettle needs boiled in common use in Scots English versus The kettle needs boiling or The kettle needs to be boiled in most other dialects of English. Further examples of syntactic differences come from the Edinburgh dialect of Scottish English, here illustrated by a transcription of a colloquial Edinburgh accent as described by Brown and Millar (1978: 174, 164). Standard English equivalents are given in parentheses:

Syntactic forms in the Edinburgh dialect of Scottish English
[if 'ad a bin 'der] if I'd a been there ('If I had been there')
[if a 'hadne a bin 'der] if I hadnae a been there ('If I hadn't been there')
[if a 'hadav 'told am] if I had've told him ('If I had told him')
[jav 'goe no 'go] you've got to no go ('You musn't go')

(The [?] symbol represents a glottal stop, and the meanings of the symbols representing vowels are explained in chapter 10. The underlining of an individual syllable indicates that the syllable was made intonationally prominent in the utterance.)

An example of semantic differences between dialects can be found in British and American versions of Standard English where the form of the word is the same but the meaning is different. A lexical example is momentarily, which means 'for a moment's duration' in British English and 'in a moment, any minute now' in some dialects of American English. An announcement to passengers by an airline pilot to the effect that This flight to New York will be taking off momentarily could have quite different impacts on British and American listeners.

Some semantic differences between Scots English and other versions of Standard English are: to sort ('to mend'), to clap ('to pet' (an animal)), messages ('shopping') and bramble (referring to the fruit as well as the plant of the blackberry) (Lass 1987: 261). A phrasal example of semantic differences
between dialects is the difference between British and American usages of just in case, where this means ‘lest’ in British English, and ‘only in the case where’ in (some versions of) American English.

Differences of dialect very often show themselves as a matter of lexical differences, usually where two or more different word-forms in the two dialects have approximately the same meaning. An example of this is the very widespread current use in the Scots version of Standard English of the form outwith, as in out with the competence of this committee, or out with the city limits, where the comparable word in most dialects of England would be outside, or beyond.

Two other examples of lexical differences, this time between the colloquial Edinburgh dialect of Scottish English and Standard English, can be seen in the use of the Scottish English words ken (‘know’) and thole (‘bear, tolerate’) in the following phrases (Brown and Millar 1978: 167):

Lexical forms in the Edinburgh dialect of Scottish English
[
[\theta d\ i\ n\ a\ j\ a\ n\ i\ a\ j\ d\ a\ i\ n\ a\ j\ i\ a\ n\ i\ a\ j\ i] I dinnae ken (‘I don’t know’)
[\lambda k a n e 0\ o l r] I cannae thole it (‘I can’t bear/tolerate it’)

Other lexical items specific to Scottish English, cited in the Concise Scots Dictionary (Robinson 1985), include depute (‘deputy’), dreich (‘dreary, bleak’), fankle (‘tangle’), gean (‘wild cherry’), haar (‘sea-mist’), peelie-wallerie (‘under the weather’), pech (‘pant breathlessly’), rone (‘(roof)-gutter’), roup (‘public auction’) and swither (‘hesitate’).

Australian English has its own lexical items, such as outback (‘wilderness’), tucker (‘food’) and crook (adjective) (‘not as it should be’ or ‘ill’). A lexical difference between British English and English in North America is the British form cattle grid for the North American phrase Texas gate. Lass (1987: 285) mentions a number of lexical items specific to Canadian English. These include bush (meaning ‘wilderness’, shared with Australia, but not with the United States), corduroy road (‘road made with logs’, which is also known in the United States) and frost boil (meaning ‘a frost-induced eruption on the surface of a road’). Lexical items particular to South African English are often borrowed from Afrikaans, or from Bantu languages (Lass 1987: 307–8). Afrikaans-derived instances are: mealies (‘maize’, which is also known as ‘mealies’ in East African English), kloof (‘ravine’), vlei (‘shallow lake’), witblits (‘home distilled spirit’ (literally, ‘white lightning’)) and skolly (‘hoodlum’). Examples derived from Bantu languages (mainly Zulu and Xhosa) are: fundi (‘expert’), bundu (‘wilderness’), songololo (‘millipede’) and muti (‘herbal medicine’, ‘magical potion’). Loans from Khoi languages include dagga (‘cannabis’) and gogga (‘bug, creepy-crawlie’).
3.3 Differences of accent between speakers

Considerations of differences between accents invoke the concepts of system and structure introduced in chapter 2. It will be recalled that these concepts deal with the stock of phonological units used to distinguish different words in the language – in particular, with their number (the concept of ‘system’) and the permissible ways the phonological units can be arranged into sequences (the concept of ‘structure’). We shall deal here with systems and structures involving phonological units only at the level of consonants and vowels – in other words the phoneme. It should be noted, however, that there are other types of (non-segmental) phonological units, to do with prosodic and temporal features such as intonation, stress and rhythm, which would have to be included in an overall scheme.

At the segmental level of consonants and vowels, the overall inventory of consonant phonemes of a given accent makes up its consonant system, and the vowel phonemes its vowel system. (It should be remembered, nevertheless, that while this monosystemic approach is convenient for summary presentation, it brings with it the concomitant disadvantage that it obliges us to collapse all the contextually specific sub-systems of such units into a global single system, with a corresponding loss of polysystemic detail). RP has 24 consonants in its consonant system, and 20 vowels in its vowel system. General American, which is less homogeneous than RP, has 24 consonants and 15 or 16 vowels, depending on which sub-type of the General American accent is being considered (Kreidler 1989). Most Scots accents have 25 or 26 consonants and 13 or 14 vowels. Figure 3.1 lists these consonant and vowel systems for the three accents, with illustrative words. Differences between accents which involve the number and type of word-differentiating phonemic distinctions available to the accents are called systemic differences (Laver and Trudgill 1979: 16).

Examples of systemic differences can be seen in a comparison between RP and typical accents of Scotland. RP speakers differentiate between Sam and psalm by having two vowel phonemes available in their vowel system, which yield the pronunciations /sam/ and /sam/. Most Scots have only one vowel at this place in their vowel system, so that in their accents the two words have the same pronunciation – that is, they are homophones. Similarly, RP distinguishes between tot and taught, and between pull and pool, whereas most Scots have the same vowel in each pair of words, such that tot and taught are homophones, as are pull and pool. On the other hand most Scots have two vowel phonemes in their system to distinguish words such as tide and tied as /taɪd/ and /taɪd/, whereas most RP speakers have only one, which can be transcribed as /taɪd/. In the case of such RP speakers, there is therefore
### Consonant systems

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Keyword</th>
<th>Scottish English</th>
<th>RP</th>
<th>General American</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>pea</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tea</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>t</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lock</td>
<td>k</td>
<td>k</td>
<td>k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>loch</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bee</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dye</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>guy</td>
<td>g</td>
<td>g</td>
<td>g</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>me</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>knee</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>song</td>
<td>η</td>
<td>η</td>
<td>η</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>thin</td>
<td>θ</td>
<td>θ</td>
<td>θ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>then</td>
<td>ð</td>
<td>ð</td>
<td>ð</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fan</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>f</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>van</td>
<td>v</td>
<td>v</td>
<td>v</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>see</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>zoom</td>
<td>z</td>
<td>z</td>
<td>z</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>she</td>
<td>j</td>
<td>j</td>
<td>j</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>beige</td>
<td>ð</td>
<td>ð</td>
<td>ð</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>each</td>
<td>ð</td>
<td>ð</td>
<td>ð</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>edge</td>
<td>ð</td>
<td>ð</td>
<td>ð</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hat</td>
<td>h</td>
<td>h</td>
<td>h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lay</td>
<td>l</td>
<td>l</td>
<td>l</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ray</td>
<td>r</td>
<td>r</td>
<td>r</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yes</td>
<td>j</td>
<td>j</td>
<td>j</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>witch</td>
<td>w</td>
<td>w</td>
<td>w</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>which</td>
<td>w</td>
<td>w</td>
<td>w</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Vowel systems

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Keyword</th>
<th>Scottish English</th>
<th>RP</th>
<th>General American</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>bead</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bid</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bed</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>e</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sam</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>psalm</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cot</td>
<td>η</td>
<td>η</td>
<td>η</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>caught</td>
<td>η</td>
<td>η</td>
<td>η</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pull</td>
<td>u</td>
<td>u</td>
<td>u</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pool</td>
<td>u</td>
<td>u</td>
<td>u</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mud</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bird</td>
<td>(ir)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>heard</td>
<td>(er)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bay</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>e1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>side</td>
<td>η</td>
<td>η</td>
<td>η</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sighed</td>
<td>ae</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>boy</td>
<td>η</td>
<td>η</td>
<td>η</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cow</td>
<td>η</td>
<td>η</td>
<td>η</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>go</td>
<td>η</td>
<td>η</td>
<td>η</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>beer</td>
<td>(ir)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bare</td>
<td>(er)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>poor</td>
<td>(ir)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>taxi</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>axis</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>taxes</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>e</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>china</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>a</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

Figure 3.1 Consonant and vowel systems of Received Pronunciation, Scots and General American English (after Giegerich 1992)
no distinction between these words, which are homophones with the same pronunciation /taid/. A minority of RP speakers do maintain a distinction between the two words, but it is a distinction based on vowel quantity (length) rather than vowel quality. The same vowel quality [aɪ] is used in both words, but the vowel in *tide* is pronounced with a shorter duration, and the one in *tied* with a longer duration.

Scots accents have at least one additional consonant in their consonant system compared with RP, in that where RP has only the consonant /k/, Scots has /k/ and /x/. For instance, *lock* and *loch* are pronounced identically in RP as /loʊk/, with a final /k/. All Scots accents pronounce *lock* with a final /k/, where the back of the tongue rises up to contact the underneath of the soft palate, completely blocking off the flow of air from the mouth for a moment. But the word *loch* is pronounced by Scots with a final /x/, for which the back of the tongue is brought close to the soft palate, though without completely closing off the outflow of air from the mouth, which creates a soft hissing/hushing sound technically called a ‘fricative’ (described in more detail in chapter 9).

Many Scots accents also have an additional consonant /w/ in their systems (sometimes phonemically transcribed /hw/), which is used to distinguish the consonant at the beginning of *whine* /wʌɪn/ from the one at the beginning of *wine* /wʌɪn/. The majority of RP speakers (not all) make no such difference, using only /w/. The phonetic difference between /w/ and /w/, which are articulatorily identical, is that the former is voiceless and the latter voiced.

A **structural difference** between accents is a matter of the different rules governing the permissible sequences of phonemes in the phonemic make-up of word-shapes (Laver and Trudgill 1979: 18). It was mentioned earlier that a major structural constraint in RP is that /r/ is never pronounced before another consonant, whereas in very many other accents of English around the world, /r/ can be pronounced in this position. The type of accent where /r/ can be pronounced before consonants is called a **rhotic accent**, and the accents which do not allow this are called **non-rhotic accents**. Rhotic accents include all accents of Scotland, and all of the accents of the Mid-West and West of the United States. In addition to RP, many accents of England, the accents of Australia, New Zealand and South Africa, and many accents of the east and south of the United States are non-rhotic. On this, and related topics, see particularly Wells (1982).

The principal phonological differences between accents typically concern systemic and structural differences of the sort exemplified above. There is, however, a further type of difference of phonological relevance which deserves mention, though it is normally of a minor kind. This type of differ-
ence concerns the distribution of phonemic resources over the vocabulary of
the dialect, in terms of which phonemes are selected in which words.
Differences between two accents which are reflected in such variations of
distribution are therefore called **selectional differences**. (These are also some-
times called ‘distributional’ differences, but to avoid confusion this term will
not be used in this sense in this book.) A **selectional difference** is only rele-
vant when the two accents in question share the same phonemic sub-system,
but exploit the use of these phonemes differently in given words. A
selectional difference can exist between two accents which are otherwise
systemically and structurally identical, in the detail of the way that these
phonological resources are lexically distributed across small sub-sets of the
vocabulary (Abercrombie 1977: 22). An example of a selectional difference
concerning vowels, taken from RP and some otherwise comparable accent,
is the different distribution of the /a/ and /æ/ phonemes found in words like
*pat, past* and *photograph*. The two accents could both distinguish between
*pat* /pat/ and *past* /past/ in the same way, but one might use the /æ/ vowel of
*pat in photograph* /fəʊtəˈɡræf/ where the other uses the vowel /a/ of *past* in
*photograph* /fəʊtəˈɡræf/.

An example of a selectional difference concerning consonants, taken from
RP and General American, is the differing lexical distribution of the /h/
phoneme. General American has preserved the older (seventeenth-century)
pronunciation /əb/ (or /ərb/) of the word *herb* without an /h/, whereas RP
invariably uses the newer form /həb/. Another consonantal example is the
RP pronunciation of *suggest* /sədʒɛst/ where some American accents have
/səɡˈdʒɛst/.

All the systemic, structural and selectional differences between accents
that have been discussed so far have been differences at the phonological
level, concerning the number, sequence and lexical distribution of phonemes
characterizing a given accent. The final difference between accents to be dis-
cussed is at the phonetic level, and is to do with how speakers of the given
accents actually pronounce the phonemes of those accents. Since this is a
matter of detailed phonetic realizations, such a difference between accents
can be called a **realizational difference**. It was said above that many Scots
accents have only one vowel phoneme, which we shall transcribe /a/, in the
area of the vowel system where RP has two – /a/ and /æ/ – in words such as
*Sam* and *psalm*. The detailed phonetic realization of the Scots /a/ phoneme
varies widely between accents: if the phonetic realizations of RP /a/ and /æ/
([a] and [æ] respectively) were to be regarded as the end-points of a phonetic
scale of vowel quality, then the qualities found as realizations of the Scots
/a/ phoneme cover the whole of this scale. Where speakers of one Scots
General concepts

accent pronounce both Sam and psalm as [sam], speakers of another may say the pair as [səm], those of a third may use a pronunciation of a vowel mid-way between the two, and those of a fourth may choose a quality nearer one of the end-points.

Realizational differences occur not only between accents, but also between speakers of a single accent who may otherwise share systemic, structural and selectional characteristics. A consonantal example of realizational differences within one accent of English can be found in the rather variable pronunciation of /s/ by different speakers of RP. Some speakers make this sound very high-pitched and piercing, even to the point of producing a momentary soft whistle. Others round their lips. Some (a small minority) raise their bottom lip slightly. Yet others curl the tip of the tongue slightly up and back, which has the effect of making the hissing sound less loud, and the apparent pitch of the hissing sound lower.

Some speakers have one or a small number of phonetic realizations that are sufficiently unlike those of the majority of their accent-group that they strike the listener as notably idiosyncratic, and strongly mark the identity of the speaker as an individual within the group. In extreme cases, such idiosyncrasy is perceived as a speech defect. But as a more general comment, it will be apparent on reflection that the phonetic realizations of every phoneme of every speaker have the potential of being slightly different from those of many other speakers even of the same general accent. A lifetime of settling to a habitual mode of speaking has given the personal accent of every speaker an individualizing realizational flavour, within the overall systemic, structural and selectional conventions of his or her own accent-group.

The overall range of phonetic variation between speakers within the accent of a single social or geographical group must not be so extreme as to threaten the classification of the speech patterns of the group as a single group-accent. As a set of working criteria, an accent can be regarded as a unified entity if its speakers share a relevant social or geographical attribute, and if the speakers of the accent successfully maintain a uniform set of systemic and structural characteristics, despite a certain amount of limited realizational variation between speakers. In addition, selectional variation must be very strongly limited. This matter is further discussed in section 3.5 below.

3.4 Differences of style and free variation within the accent of a single speaker

The speech of a single speaker on different occasions and with different conversational partners, within the confines of what would qualify as a single group-accent, may nevertheless differ in two further ways. The
first of these types of differences is a matter of the style of speech, and the second concerns free variation of the phonemic and phonetic make-up of individual words within a given style. The approach to the style of speaking taken in this book will be to say that speech style is that part of linguistic behaviour that signals the speaker’s assessment of the relative formality or informality of the relationship between the participants in the interaction, on the occasion of the conversation. It should be distinguished from paralinguistic matters of tone of voice, signalling emotional and attitudinal information about the speaker such as feelings of anger, grief, complaint, commiseration, joy, amusement or exasperation. All these paralinguistic effects can be overlaid on the linguistic foundation of a speaker’s formal or informal style of speaking. It should also be distinguished from matters of genre, which are concerned with characteristics of language-use (spoken or written) which are particular to a given situation, such as television news reporting, academic lectures etc. Genres of language-use (particularly those showing variation across speech and writing) are discussed by Biber (1988).

Speech style in English relies on at least three different types of manipulation of the speech material of the utterance: re-organization of the phonemic structure of individual words, modifications of speech rate, and associated prosodic changes of pitch and loudness behaviour. In the progression from a formal to an informal style, the phonemic structure of individual words is often re-organized to reduce the complexity and number of syllables. An illustration of this process can be seen in the following set of progressively informal versions of the word actually, as pronounced by RP speakers (J. Harrington, personal communication):

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{maximally formal} & \quad /\text{ak}\text{j}\text{u}\text{ɔli}/ \\
& \quad /\text{ak}\text{ʃ}^\text{t}<\text{u}\text{ɔli}/ \\
& \quad /\text{ak}\text{ʃ}^\text{ʃu}l\text{i}/ \\
& \quad /\text{ak}\text{ʃ}^\text{ʃ}\text{əli}/ \\
& \quad /\text{ak}\text{ʃ}^\text{ʃ}^\text{ʃi}/ \\
& \quad /\text{ak}\text{ʃi}/ \\
\text{maximally informal} & \quad /\text{aʃl}/
\end{align*}
\]

Polysyllabic words in English have on average about two or three such re-organized pronunciations for use in informal speech (Laver 1989: 50), though some have very many more alternatives. Another form of phonemic re-organization for stylistic purposes is assimilation, which is discussed in more phonetic detail in chapter 12. Briefly, this process results in consonants at the margins of neighbouring words being made more similar to each other, by the phonetic identity of one consonant (usually the final one in the
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first word) being subordinated to that of another (usually the first consonant in the second word). Instances of this are the changes in the pronunciations of the final phonemes of the words *horse* and *can* from the formal to the informal versions of the (RP) phrase *Horse shoes can bring you luck* (Laver 1989: 50):

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{formal} & \quad /\text{hos } \text{fuz } \text{kan } \text{br\=n } \text{j\=u } \text{l\=a}k/ \\
\text{informal} & \quad /\text{ho}^\prime \text{fuz } \text{kom } \text{br\=n } \text{j\=u } \text{l\=a}k/ 
\end{align*}
\]

In both cases, the final consonant has been made more like the following initial consonant. In the case of *horse*, the informal version of the word-final consonant /ʃ/ is a result of copying the following word-initial consonant /ʃ/. In the case of *can*, the /n/ has been changed into an /m/ under the influence of the following /b/. The consonant /m/ is like a /b/ in that the consonant articulation in both cases is performed chiefly by the lips closing. Further re-organizational changes can also be seen in the vowels of *can* and *you*, where the pronunciation of these unstressed vowels is reduced (in both duration and vowel quality) compared with their more formal versions. The change in vowel quality, whose basis is explained in more detail in chapter 10, involves a reduction in the distance of the body of the tongue’s articulatory travel away from a neutral, central position in the mouth.

An illustration of style differences at a sentence level, showing an assimilatory change, vowel reductions and syllabic simplifications, can be seen in a comparison of two (RP) versions of the sentence *Do you actually know any solicitors?*:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{formal} & \quad /\text{du } \text{j\=u } \text{akt\=ju\=w\=l} \text{t\=a } \text{n\=a}o \text{ ent } \text{sol\=i} \text{s\=t\=a}z/ \\
\text{informal} & \quad /\text{d\=u } \text{af\=l} \text{t\=a } \text{n\=a}o \text{ ent } \text{s\=l\=i} \text{s\=t\=a}z/ 
\end{align*}
\]

The assimilatory change in this example takes place in the first two words, in a process where the vowel of *do* is dropped, the /d/ of *do* and the /j/ of *you* coalesce to form /d\=s/ (like the final consonant in *hedge*), and the /u/ of *you* changes to a reduced /\=u/. The [\=s] element is more similar to [d] than is [j], in that the front of the tongue is closer to the roof of the mouth for [\=s] than [j], and thus more like the tongue position for [d], where the tongue is in complete contact with the ridge behind the upper teeth. Sounds like [d\=s] (called ‘affricates’) are described in detail in chapter 12.

As speech style becomes more informal, with syllables often becoming structurally and articulatorily less complex, some authors (e.g. Jones 1962: 13) suggest that there is a tendency in English for the speech rate to increase. However, as mentioned in section 17.2 below, Ramsaran (1978) discovered no such correlation in her experimental investigation of speech style. With
increasing informality, it does seem to be the case that associated changes in pitch and loudness behaviour also occur, with pitch levels and ranges rising and loudness levels and ranges dropping (as a very broad generalization). Speech style is still a very under-researched area, however, and the ways in which pitch-patterns may change with increasing informality is not yet well documented for any language.

A final point to be made about the variations in the speech of a single speaker which are attributable to the style of speech used in different circumstances is that the phonological rules underlying casual, informal speech are often different from those applicable to formal speech. One example is the set of phonotactic rules which govern permissible sequences of consonants and vowels in syllable structure. The logical extreme of the reduction process mentioned above is deletion of individual segments from the pattern for individual words and phrases pronounced in isolation. This may give rise to syllable structures which are actually more rather than less articulatorily complex. Couper-Kuhlen (1986: 17) cites examples of this tendency from Bell and Hooper (1978: 18), commenting that '[In] casual speech even the phonotactic rules of a language may be violated: e.g. potato /ptəʊə/, tonight /tnaʊt/, fatality /fæltɪli/, so that the syllable-initial consonantal sequences /pt-, tn-, ft-/ can be found in informal speech in English but not in formal speech. More strictly, one might say that the phonotactic rules governing informal speech are different from those of formal speech, rather than that informal speech 'violates' the rules of formal speech style – since informal speech is no less a legitimate expression of spoken language than is formal speech.

The second type of variation to be discussed in this section is free variation. This is where a speaker speaking in a single accent is free to choose between two or more forms of a particular word, without stylistic implications. One instance from RP is the free choice by a speaker on different occasions between the pronunciations /ɪvəˈljuːʃən/ and /ˈɛvəljuːʃən/ for the word 'evolution'. This is an example where the choice lies between two of the vowel phonemes available in the speaker's vowel system. Free variation also occurs on a microscopic scale at the phonetic level within the speech of every individual speaker, where the exact quality of the realization of any given phoneme in a given context displays small phonetic differences (on an apparently random basis) on different occasions of utterance (Gimson 1962: 47).

3.5 Accent as a marker of the speaker's group-membership and individuality

The accent of a given speaker can be viewed in (at least) two perspectives. It can be seen as a group-marker of the speaker's membership
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of a variety of social groupings, and as an individuating marker uniquely identifying the speaker against the mass of other members of the wider group. A term used for an accent which characterizes the speech of a whole social group when speaking in a given style is sociolect. Within such a sociolect, the uniquely idiosyncratic accent of a given speaker speaking in a given style is called the speaker's idiolect. The term lect is then a neutral term for an accent without specific implications for its sociolectal or idiolectal status.

Comment on a sociolect considers the speaker as a member of a particular social group. Comment on an idiolect focuses on the speaker as an individual within his or her social group. A speaker-identifying idiolect typically relies for its individuating power on fine details of phonetic realizations. A group-identifying sociolect is usually chiefly signalled by more systemic, structural and selectional considerations.

Accent is a rich source of inference for the listener about the social attributes of the speaker (though it should be remembered that these judgements by the listener are not always reliably accurate). The syllable structures of the accent, together with the consonant and vowel systems, the lexical distributions of the phonemes and their phonetic realizations, are taken to mark the speaker's membership of a particular sociolinguistic community. As we saw earlier in this chapter, this marking can vary in its degree of geographical specificity, depending on whether the sociolinguistic community is non-regional (as in the case of the General American and Received Pronunciation accents), or regional (as in the case of Texan or Cockney accents).

Accent is also taken to mark a range of social attributes other than merely that of geographical origin. Wells (1970: 248), for instance, comments that 'Accent is still significantly linked to social class in England, and often constitutes an important index of class affiliation.' One particular facet of phonetic performance that serves this function in the accents of England is the detailed quality of the pronunciation of vowels. We shall see in chapter 10 that the pronunciation of vowel quality is an articulatory, auditory and acoustic continuum, and this makes it available to act as a marker of fine gradations of social status (Giles, Scherer and Taylor 1979: 361; Laver and Trudgill 1979).

The work of Labov (1966, 1972a, 1972b) has been very influential in the sociolinguistic study of speech, notably in understanding the role of accent as a sociolinguistic marker. In particular, Labov promoted the understanding that speakers' accents are not fixed and unchanging, but show many linguistic variables which can be manipulated (consciously or unconsciously) as
an adaptive response to the changing social situation in which the speakers find themselves. The changing social factors include such details as the relative social status of the speaker and listener, the familiarity of their acquaintance with each other, whether both participants are of the same sex and age, whether the conversation is within the hearing of bystanders, and the nature and purpose of the meeting itself. One of the responses by the speaker to these changing circumstances can be the degree of informality of the speech style adopted.

An example of sociolinguistic variability within an accent is discussed in the following comments:

Work in the field of sociolinguistics has shown that social groups may differ not simply in terms of their phonological systems or what pronunciation they use but in how often they use certain pronunciations. In the pioneering work in this field, Labov (1966) demonstrated that in New York City speech the pronunciation of /r/ in words such as farm (where the r occurs before another consonant) and far (where it occurs word-finally) is a linguistic variable. While very few New York City speakers actually pronounce the /r/ in these positions on every occasion, most pronounce it on some occasions ... In New York City the frequency with which /r/ in far, farm, etc. is pronounced correlates very clearly with the age and social class of the speaker, and with the social context in which he is speaking ... In the New York City study, counts of how many /r/s were actually pronounced, and how many could have been but were not, showed that middle-class speakers, on average, pronounced a higher percentage of /r/s than working-class speakers, that younger speakers had a higher percentage than older speakers, and that formal styles of speech produced more /r/s than informal styles. Interestingly enough, studies of English towns where /r/ is also a variable, such as Reading, show exactly the reverse pattern (see Trudgill 1975) – a good illustration of the arbitrary nature of linguistic markers of social categories. (Laver and Trudgill 1979: 19–20)

Many comparable sociolinguistic studies of individual cities in the English-speaking world have been stimulated by Labov's (1966) work on the sociolinguistic patterns of lower east side New York speech. A number of publications describing sociolinguistic work on communities in North America, Great Britain and Australia are given in the section on Further Reading below. 

3.6 Dialectology and dialect geography

The customary name for the discipline that studies the phonetic and phonological patterns of accents and dialects of languages, and their
geographical distribution in space and time, is dialectology (Chambers and Trudgill 1980). It should be said that the general use of this term is not consistent with the practice advocated in this book, where 'dialect' is reserved for description at a higher linguistic level than pronunciation. But 'dialectology' is so well established as a label that it would be counter-productive to insist on a division between 'dialectology' and 'accentology' or the like. Furthermore, the established scope of the term 'dialectology' encompasses more than matters of accent alone, in that it also deals with dialectal patterns of lexical, syntactic and morphological usage. Walters (1988) offers a compact and valuable account of the history and the methods of both the traditional and the more modern sociolinguistically and quantitatively inclined versions of dialectology in North America and Europe.

A very substantial body of work in dialectology has been invested in the mapping of the geographical distribution of different dialectal forms. This part of the subject is therefore sometimes called dialect geography, or regional dialectology. The traditional practice in dialect geography was for fieldworkers to conduct face-to-face interviews with speakers they had selected as authentic representatives of the sociolinguistic community they were investigating, and to transcribe the utterances the informants produced for the dialectal forms for objects or activities listed in a standard questionnaire or wordlist, in a phonetic notation whose conventions varied somewhat from one project to another. Cross-project comparability was hence somewhat impeded. The process of gathering adequate data for large-scale projects was typically very expensive in both time and effort, and organizing and preparing the data for publication correspondingly difficult. It is perhaps not then surprising that few large-scale projects have succeeded in reaching final publication.

Carver (1987), Chaika (1989) and Walters (1988) consider the history of dialect surveys in North America. A survey of the dialects of the United States and Canada began in 1931 that sought to register both phonetic and linguistic data of dialect variation (Atwood 1963). The project was entitled the Linguistic Atlas of the United States and Canada (LAUSC), and it accomplished a very significant amount of dialectological work. But it was eventually abandoned in 1949, as simply not feasible. McDavid (1958) described the very ambitious objectives of that project in the following terms: 'the American Atlas seeks to record data illustrating the social differences, the dimension of time, and the process of language and dialect mixture that has been going on everywhere since the New World was settled' (cited by Chaika 1989: 226). Walters (1988: 121) describes the history of the
LAUSC project and related dialectological projects in North America as follows:

In the United States and Canada, dialect geography is usually associated with the *Linguistic atlas of the United States and Canada (LAUSC)*, an as yet unrealized effort to produce a linguistic atlas for each of the regions of the two countries. The project was begun in the late 1920's in New England, yielding the *Linguistic atlas of New England (LANE)* (Kurath et al. 1939–43) and the *Handbook of the linguistic geography of New England* (Kurath et al. 1939). None of the other atlas projects has fared so well, with only the *Linguistic Atlas of the Upper Midwest (LAUM)* (Allen 1973–6) and a few fascicles of the *Linguistic atlas of the Middle and South Atlantic States (LAMSAS)* (R. McDavid et al. 1980–) reaching publication ... The single exception is the *Linguistic atlas of the Gulf States (LAGS)* (Pederson 1969, 1971, 1974, 1976; Pederson, McDaniel and Bassett 1984).

A current project (*DARE, the Dictionary of American Regional English*) is an on-going attempt to map the lexical forms of the dialects across the whole of the United States, comparing these forms with those recorded in the survey begun in 1931 (Cassidy 1985). Kurath (1972) gives a brief overall picture of the dialect geography of the whole of the United States.

A major project on lexical and phonetic aspects of dialects and accents in Scotland and nearby areas is the Linguistic Survey of Scotland, whose original design was outlined by McIntosh (1952), which resulted in the *Linguistic Atlas of Scotland* (Mather and Speitel 1975). As an illustration of such work, figure 3.2 is a reproduction of their map showing the distribution in different parts of Scotland, Northern Ireland, Orkney and Shetland of the words for 'splinter' in a number of different dialects (*skelf, stab, splice, stob, splinter, spell, spale, skelve, spelk, spilk* and *skelb*) (Mather and Speitel 1975: 33). The Linguistic Survey of Scotland includes an important Gaelic section, whose continuing work is described in Jackson (1958) and Gillies (1988). Wagner (1964–9) constitutes a monumental survey of the dialects of Irish. A comparable major work on the dialects of England is the *Linguistic Atlas of England*, published by Orton (1962), Orton and Barry (1969–71), Orton and Halliday (1962–3), Orton and Tilling (1969–71) and Orton and Wakelin (1967–8), and by Orton, Sanderson and Widdowson (1978). A dialect survey of Wales is reported by Thomas (1973).

One of the tools of the dialectologist is the isogloss. An *isogloss* is a line on a map drawn round all areas displaying the same pronunciation for a given consonant, vowel or word. A strong implication underlies the use of such a definite boundary – namely, that the phonetic and phonological characteristics of lects on one side of the isogloss are categorically different from
those of lects found on the other side. Figure 3.3 is adapted from Trudgill (1983: 84), and shows an isogloss on a map of England taken from work by the Survey of English Dialects, which acts as a boundary dividing the middle of England into two zones. The northern zone contains those lects that
use the same vowel in the words *stubble*, *dust* and *hub* as in RP *book*, *push* and *put* (/ɔ/), rather than the vowel in RP *fuss*, *stud* and *gush* (/ʌ/). The southern zone contains those lecs which share the RP pattern of /ʌ/ in *stubble*, *dust* and *hub*.

The picture offered by such an isogloss map is inadequate in at least two respects. The first is that the comments quoted in section 3.5 immediately above from Laver and Trudgill (1979) on sociolinguistic variation are
applicable – speakers may vary in how often they choose particular pronunciations within their range of possibilities. The second is that such geographical accent-boundaries are more often gradual than discrete. Figure 3.4 is taken from Trudgill (1983: 49–50), where he comments on previous work by Chambers and Trudgill (1980), to demonstrate that between the northern and southern zones there is actually a corridor of mixed and ‘fudged’ lects, which forms a transitional zone. He characterizes this ‘corridor of variability’ as containing the following mixed lects:

![Diagram of a map showing a corridor of mixed and 'fudged' lects.](image)

**Figure 3.4** Isogloss map showing a corridor of mixed and 'fudged' lects with differing patterns of usage of [u], [ʌ] and [v] in words such as *dust* and *push* (adapted from Trudgill 1983:49–50)
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(i) mixed northern lects: /ʌ/ and /o/ alternate, but /o/ predominates;
(ii) fudged northern lects: /ʊ/ alternates with an intermediate vowel [v];
(iii) fudged southern lects: /ʌ/ alternates with an intermediate vowel [v];
(iv) mixed southern lects: /ʌ/ and /o/ alternate, but /ʌ/ predominates. (Trudgill 1983: 49)

The symbol [v] that Trudgill refers to as an 'intermediate vowel' represents a pronunciation whose tongue position is close to that of [u], but with a lip position like that of [ʌ]. The detailed qualities of these sounds are discussed in chapter 10.

3.7 Language differences between speakers

The dialects of a given language can vary in their similarity to each other. Conventionally, the limit that is set to the maximum degree of difference between two dialects is one of mutual intelligibility. When two forms of language are mutually unintelligible, they are usually considered to be dialects of two different languages. Any two dialects of English and German, for example, though showing vestigial similarities that reflect their common genetic status as closely related languages in the Indo-European family of languages, are unintelligible to listeners of the other language. But there are many instances where the application of the criterion of mutual intelligibility fails to yield a satisfactory classification of the two language forms concerned. Norwegian and Danish are regarded as different languages, and yet their speakers can hold relatively successful conversations despite the grammatical and phonetic differences that exist. The factor that is decisive in Norwegians and Danes preferring to treat them as different languages rather than different dialects of the same language is less linguistic than political, with differences of language being identified with national differences.

There are other problems with the criterion of mutual intelligibility. One is that intelligibility is a multidimensional scale, when considered within and across the full range of linguistic levels. Setting a limit within such a scale for what counted as a dialect-differentiating versus a language-differentiating degree of intelligibility would be quite arbitrary. Another problem is that matters of intelligibility are themselves subject to the judgemental attitudes of the listeners involved. There are numerous cases where the listeners of language form A find the speakers of language form B quite intelligible, but where the listeners of B claim not to be able to understand the speakers of
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A. Once again, factors of social and political attitude dominate the question. It is therefore probably more practical to consider the differentiation of dialects and languages to be primarily a sociopolitical issue. One can perhaps accept the broad proposition that, in general, languages differ linguistically from one another in the same ways that dialects do, even if usually to a more extreme degree.

The concept of intelligibility itself is not a little problematic. A listener who understands French and Italian may be able to make partial sense of utterances heard from speakers of Spanish, because of the general relatedness of the three languages as members of the Romance language-family. But it would not be helpful to suggest that such a listener 'understands Spanish'. The field of cross-linguistic intelligibility offers interesting research possibilities.

3.7.1 First, second and foreign languages

Very many speakers, perhaps the majority of speakers in the world, understand at least one language other than their own. A speaker who understands only one language can be described as a monoglot, and one who understands two or several a polyglot. However, one could be basically a monoglot with only a smattering of knowledge of words and phrases in another language, without qualifying as a polyglot. To clarify the different status of a speaker’s experiences of other languages, it is helpful to differentiate between a first language, a second language and a foreign language. A first language is a speaker's native language, or mother tongue, whose learning normally begins in the speaker’s earliest experience of language-acquisition as a very small child. A second language is any other language that the speaker learns to control, at any time, to a level of near-native-like proficiency. Few speakers ever learn to control a second language to the point of being indistinguishable, in every linguistic and phonetic respect, from a native speaker of that language. If they do succeed in attaining this level of expertise, then they can properly be termed bilingual. True bilingualism in this strict definition is fairly rare, and most speakers of languages other than their native language show signs of their non-native status in their linguistic and phonetic performance. Any language spoken by a speaker to less than second-language level can be called a foreign language, and the state of being able to control more than one language (to any reasonable degree) can be referred to as multilingualism. In the literature of applied linguistics, the term bilingualism is often used in this looser sense of multilingualism.

Learning a language other than one's own native language is always a process in which the patterns of the first language interfere with the learning
of the foreign language. At any given stage of acquisition of a foreign lan-
guage, the linguistic competence underlying the utterances performed by the
learner will show some amalgam of the patterns of the two languages.
Selinker (1972) was amongst the first to develop the concept of an inter-
language, to account for the strategies deployed by learners of a foreign
language at any given stage in their progressive mastery of that language.

An area where multilingualism is a prime consideration is the teaching of
languages. This is a domain where acronyms abound. In the case of English,
one encounters acronyms such as ELT (English Language Teaching), which
is a relatively comprehensive term for teaching English to learners of all
types; TESL (Teaching English as a Second Language), where the learners
addressed are often immigrants to an English-speaking culture; TEFL
(Teaching English as a Foreign Language), where the learners are normally
neither native speakers nor immigrants; and TESOL (Teaching English to
Speakers of Other Languages), which is a slightly more neutral term
encompassing both TESL (mostly) and TEFL, but avoiding some of the
potentially prejudicial implications of labels such as ‘second language’ and
‘foreign language’. Accounts of these areas of English-language teaching can
be found in Stern (1983).

The very brief sketch above of terms applicable to speakers who under-
stand more than one language does not do justice to the diversity of the
topic of multilingualism. In the broad definition as a person’s ability to con-
trol two or more languages, even to an unequal degree, multilingualism (or
‘bilingualism’) is currently an intensive research area in applied linguistics
(Spolsky 1988).

The deviations in performance of a foreign language by a speaker from
native-speaker-like norms of pronunciation are almost all directly attribut-
able to the influence of differences between the phonetic and phonological
patterns of the foreign language and the speaker’s own native language. The
concepts introduced in section 3.3 of structural, systemic and realizational
differences between two accents of a language can equally be applied to this
situation of speakers trying to pronounce an accent of a language other than
their own. When French students beginning to learn English pronounce the
phrase *this red cart* as [zis ðɛd kɔrt], normally pronounced by native speak-
ers of RP as [ðɪs ðɛd kat], the replacement by the learners of the RP [θ] by [z]
in *this* reflects the systemic fact that while the consonant system of RP dis-
tinguishes two phonemes /θ/ and /z/, that of French uses only /z/. Similarly,
where the RP vowel system distinguishes between /u/ and /i/ (as in *hid /had/
and heed /hid/ respectively), French uses only /i/. The substitution of the RP
[z] by [s] has a realizational explanation, in that while the consonant systems
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of both RP and French include an /r/ phoneme, its realization in RP is (in this syllable-initial position) [l], with the tip of the tongue slightly curled, while that in French is [ʁ], which is made by bringing the back of the tongue near to the end of the soft palate at the back of the mouth. The French learners’ use of [d] for [d], and [t] for [t], also corresponds to realizational differences between the two accents, in that [d] and [t] in French are made partly by sealing off the flow of air through the mouth by the tip of the tongue against the upper front teeth, while [d] and [t] in English are characteristically made by the seal being made a little further back, on the ridge just above and behind the teeth.

The French insertion of [ʁ] before the consonant /l/ at the end of ‘cart’, as a pronunciation of an /r/ phoneme thought by the French learners to be implied by the spelling, is a structural matter. Where the RP accent of English is non-rhotic (i.e. excluding the pronunciation of /r/ before consonants, as described in section 3.3), all accents of French are rhotic.

Comparisons in such terms of the phonetic and phonological patterns of the target accent and that of the learner allow the teacher to predict typical errors likely to be made by beginners. They also enable the teacher then to plan appropriate strategies of pronunciation teaching, and to prioritize them in importance and sequence of learning. Two excellent books that have been recently published on learning English pronunciation based on this general approach are Gimson (1989, updated by Ramsaran) and Roach (1991).

3.7.2 Lingua francas, pidgins and creoles

Foreign languages are most often used for communication with speakers for whom the language concerned is their native language. A special case is where the language used is the native language of neither the speaker nor the listener, but where it may be the only medium of linguistic communication in common between the two, often for trade purposes. Where this practice is widespread in a given area, the status of the foreign language as an instrument of general communication is recognized by calling it a lingua franca.

The original ‘lingua franca’ (literally ‘language of the Franks’, the Arabic term of the day for all Europeans) came into being in the Eastern Mediterranean at the time of the Crusades about nine centuries ago, and evolved as a composite of Italian, Provençal, French, Spanish and Portuguese (Holm 1989: 607). Lingua francas in use today (or ‘lingue franche’, to recognize the phrase’s Italian origin) notably include English and Mandarin Chinese. Other large-scale lingua francas are Malay in Malaysia and Indonesia, Swahili in East Africa, Hausa in West Africa,
Arabic from West Africa to Afghanistan, Afrikaans in Southern Africa and Spanish in South and Central America. The reader is referred to Holm (1988, 1989) for a very comprehensive account of these and other related language forms around the world.

A lingua franca, despite the originating example above, is often a single homogeneous language. A *pidgin language*, by contrast, though used for much the same purposes of communication between speakers of mutually unintelligible languages (usually in the Third World), is developed out of a mixture of the languages of the communities concerned. Holm (1988: 5) gives one of the clearest definitions of a pidgin language:

A *pidgin* is a reduced language that results from extended contact between groups of people with no language in common; it evolves when they need some means of verbal communication, perhaps for trade, but no group learns the native language of any other group for social reasons that may include lack of trust or of close contact. Usually those with less power (speakers of *substrate* languages) are more accommodating and use words from the language of those with more power (the *superstrate*), although the meaning, form and use of these words may be influenced by the substrate languages. When dealing with the other groups, the superstrate speakers adopt many of these changes to make themselves more readily understood, and no longer try to speak as they do within their own group. They co-operate with the other groups to create a makeshift language to serve their needs.

Romaine (1988: 3) characterizes the linguistic properties of a pidgin language as follows:

the vocabulary of a pidgin is usually drawn primarily from the prestige language of the dominant group in a situation of language contact. Its grammar, however, retains many features of the native languages of the subordinate groups. The prestige language which supplies the bulk of the vocabulary is the one which is usually thought of as being pidginized, hence the name Pidgin English.

Mühlhäuser (1986: 4) cites a definition of pidgins by Hall (1966: xii) which emphasizes the reduction in scope of the language and the foreign status of the language for both speakers in a conversation in which ‘Two or more people use a language in a variety whose grammar and vocabulary are very much reduced in extent and which is native to neither side’. Romaine (1988: 1) illustrates this reduction in opening her book with an example of an utterance in Tok Pisin (Papua New Guinea Pidgin English) by the Duke of Edinburgh in a speech to the English-Speaking Union Conference in Ottawa
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in 1958, where he observed that 'I am referred to in that splendid language as “Fella bilong Mrs Queen” (Cohen and Cohen 1971: 67)', (though Romaine (1988: 3) points out that in a more authentic Tok Pisin he should have said ‘man’ rather than ‘fella’). Romaine (1988: 35) gives the following examples of lexical correspondences in Tok Pisin and English:

Lexical structures in Tok Pisin
(New Guinea Pidgin English) and English

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tok Pisin</th>
<th>English</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>gras</td>
<td>grass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mausgras</td>
<td>moustache</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gras bilong fes</td>
<td>beard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gras bilong hed</td>
<td>hair</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gras bilong pisin</td>
<td>feather</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gras antap long ai</td>
<td>eyebrow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gras nogut</td>
<td>weed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>han</td>
<td>hand/arm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>han bilong diwai</td>
<td>branch of a tree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>han bilong pisin</td>
<td>wing of a bird</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The characteristic linguistic structure of a pidgin is evident in the following impressionistic example of a text in Solomon Islands Pidgin given by Holm (1989: 534) from a personal communication by E. Lee:

Solomon Islands Pidgin text

Mitufala jes marit nomoci so mitufala no garem
we two just married only so we didn’t have
eni pikinini jet.
any children yet

Mi troehad fo fosim haosben blong mi fo mitufala go
I tried to force husband of mine for we two go
long sip but taeem ia
on ship but time that

hemi had tumas fo faendem rum long sip bikos
it was hard very to find room on ship because
plande pipol wandem
many people wanted

go-go hom fo Krismas tu.
to go home for Christmas too
The definitions of a pidgin language quoted above from Holm and Hall specified that a pidgin is native to no speaker. When a pidgin is acquired as the first, native language of a group of speakers (as happened historically to generations of speakers under the social and geographical displacement that accompanied slavery), it is said to constitute a creole language. Creole languages typically become more linguistically elaborated than their antecedent pidgins, and become autonomous languages in their own right. The evolution of creole languages, in the process called creolization, has claimed a good deal of recent research attention as an arena of creative language acquisition claimed to reveal universal aspects of the language faculty (Hymes 1971b; Romaine 1988). The potential for sociolinguistic research in this topic is also very substantial.

A large number of languages have contributed to the basis of modern creole languages via their parent pidgins, including Arabic, Dutch, English, French, Portuguese, Spanish and Swahili. Hancock (1971: 507–23), reprinted as an Appendix by Romaine (1988: 315–25), lists more than 200 pidgin and creole languages around the world. Well-known examples of creole languages based on English are Krio in Sierra Leone and Jamaican Creole in the Caribbean.

Holm (1989: 475) gives the following illustration of a less-known creole language from the Western Caribbean, Miskito Coast Creole English (the Miskito Coast runs from the northeastern coast of Honduras to the eastern coast of Nicaragua), where Creole English acts as a lingua franca for the various ethnic groups of the population:

**Miskito Coast Creole English text**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>wen i pik it op</th>
<th>now i no kom we a de.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>when he starts up (drinking) now he doesn't come where I am</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i tel mi lay</td>
<td>he tells me lies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wen i kom now. da iyvin i sey, 'mama,' i sey, 'a</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>when he comes now in the evening he says mama he says I</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>did tayad an</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANT tired and</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nevo kom'. a sey, 'yu dam lay. siy yu ay? yu mi</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>didn't come I say you damn liar see your eye you ANT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>drinkingkin; das wai</td>
<td>drinking that's why</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yu no mi wuhn kom ya.'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>you NEG ANT want to come here</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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The discussion above of pidgin and creole languages has concentrated to some extent on the lexical forms involved, but phonetic and phonological considerations also apply. Given the status of a pidgin language as a language foreign to both the speakers in a pidgin conversation, both speakers will pronounce their utterances in ways strongly coloured, if not fully determined, by the phonologies of their own native languages. Romaine (1988: 120–1) gives a very clear description of such differences between speakers of Chinook Jargon, a trade pidgin language of the Pacific Northwest of North America spoken over at least the last 300 years:

Johnson (1975) describes the phonology of Chinook Jargon as a reduction or generalization of the phonological distinctions which occur in the speakers' native languages. Speakers generally used only those sounds which were present in their native languages. When the phonological systems of their native languages permitted, they maintained the phonological distinctions of the native American Indian languages in words derived from those lexical sources. The distinctions made by English in the labial series /b, p, v, f/ were not matched by distinctions in the native Indian languages, such as Kwakiutl, which has /p, pʰ, p'/. Depending on the language origin of the speaker, different allophones may be used, eg [p] or [b], [f], [v]. All these distinctions were reduced to /p/ in the jargon used by most Indian speakers. English and French speakers sometimes maintained these distinctions. Thus, for the word 'fish' an English speaker might say /fis/, while a Kwakiutl might say /pis/. This means that lexical items exist in competing forms, eg 'fire' may be /paya/, /faya/ and /baya/.

When such languages become creolized, it seems likely that the phonology of the creole form of the language will acquire an autonomous impetus, and evolve an independent shape, though with traceable affiliations to its parental origins. Holm (1988: 105–37) gives an extensive account of such processes in creole phonologies.

3.8 The genetic relationship between languages

The social basis of every language-form gives it an ever-present momentum for change, given the universal tendency of sociolinguistic communities to adapt their linguistic behaviour towards or away from the accents, dialects or languages of the other groups with which they interact. All accents, dialects and languages are thus in a continuous state of evolutionary change, and describing and explaining the results and causes of such change is the function of comparative and historical linguistics. When an account of an accent, dialect or language is offered as a snapshot in time, describing its state at a given stage in its historical development, this is
usually called a **synchronic** description. When two or more stages in the evolution of a given accent or dialect are compared, this is usually called a **diachronic** description. A comparative interest in accents and dialects can be based on either synchronic or diachronic descriptions. The statements made earlier in section 3.3 about the systemic, structural, selectional and realizational ways that accents can differ from each other are comparative statements made on a synchronic basis. A description of the way that the accents and dialects of English have evolved over the centuries, as offered for instance by Wakelin (1988), involves a diachronic comparison of different stages of each of those accents and dialects. In both the synchronic and diachronic comparisons, we are dealing with the branch of comparative and historical linguistics that is often called **comparative dialectology**. A substantial part of this discipline is set in the older tradition of **comparative philology**. The part that approaches these questions from the perspective of the linguistic sciences is usually called **historical phonology**, as exemplified by Anderson and Jones (1977).

On a small timescale, changes of meaning, vocabulary, syntax and pronunciation are evident even within the lifetime of individual speakers. One of the ways that one can date a commentary by an RP speaker on an old newsreel recorded even in the 1940s, for example, is by the discernibly different realizations of some of the vowels used, in a process called **phonetic drift**. An example is the pronunciation of the /a/ phoneme in words such as *man*, where the quality of the sound used for the vowel is considerably closer to that currently used for the /e/ phoneme in *men* than it would be today in the speech of all except the most conservative speakers. Another example is the change in vocabulary and syntax represented by a spoken phrase of current colloquial English such as *Tabloid sleaze is for real*, which would probably have baffled a reader in the 1940s.

New words, especially in technical domains, are being created in languages such as English every year. New words also enter a dialect or language from other dialects and languages. Conservative speakers of French frequently lament the import of the ever-increasing number of English-based words into French, condemning it as the undesirable growth of a new hybrid ‘Franglais’. While new words are created, old words also die. Dictionaries such as the *Oxford English Dictionary* (1989), which reflect historical changes in vocabulary, are full of words which were current in Victorian or slightly earlier times which are now quite obsolete.

The rate of change of a language can be sensed in the development of the accents of North American English from its beginnings in Britain as Elizabethan English. In four centuries, the accents have diverged substan-
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Initially, even if the versions of Standard English as a dialect spoken in North America are still very largely the same as Standard English spoken in Britain. The forms of English spoken in Britain and North America are still considered to be versions of the same language. But on a longer timescale, had they diverged a thousand years ago they might well by now be candidates for being considered closely related but different languages. A larger difference exists between Yoruba and Igbo, spoken in West Africa, which are thought to have evolved from a common form into different languages several thousand years ago.

The timing of the divergence of language-forms into separate languages is hypothesized in historical linguistics by a comparative method which considers the scale of regular correspondences between the language-forms concerned, drawing on data from lexicostatistics and on assumptions about typical rates of language change from glottochronology. Gudschinsky (1956) and Hymes (1960) are still good outlines of basic concepts in this area.

The terminology of language classification that results from such enquiries is often couched in terms of a genetic metaphor. Languages such as Yoruba and Igbo are said to have descended from a parent-language, and to be genetically related to that ancestral language, to each other and to a number of other languages in a language-family. Common membership of a language-family qualifies the languages concerned as cognate languages. Within an overall language-family, relationships of varying degree can be established, within language groups and sub-groups. A language showing no discernible affiliation to other languages, perhaps as a relic of earlier languages displaced by invading populations, is called a language isolate. Basque is one such instance. Ainu, a language of Japan, is another.

At the broadest level of comparison, there are thought to be some thirty large, relatively distinct families of languages in the world. The genetic classification of languages is currently an active research field, and statements about the detailed affiliations of many less-researched languages within such large-scale genetic relationships remain hypotheses. Indo-European is the name for the language family uniting the Romance languages (Latin and its descendants, such as Italian, French, Provençal, Spanish, Catalan and Portuguese), and Germanic languages (such as English, German and Danish), with a very wide range of ultimately related languages extending eastwards to the Indian sub-continent, including Greek, Russian, Iranian, Hindi and Sanskrit.

The closer the genetic relationship between two languages, the more abundant the regular correspondences between them at the different linguistic levels of analysis. As an illustration of this phenomenon, table 3.1 presents some of the sound-correspondences between Latin, French, Italian and
Spanish (Lyons 1981: 193). If we convert the orthographic forms in Lyons' table to their approximate phonetic equivalents, with allowances for phonetic values known to be valid for earlier periods, then the correspondences shown in table 3.1 can be discerned (Lyons 1981: 195).

Table 3.1 Sound-correspondences between Latin, French, Italian and Spanish

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Latin</th>
<th>French</th>
<th>Italian</th>
<th>Spanish</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[k]</td>
<td>[l]</td>
<td>[k]</td>
<td>[k]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[pl, kl]</td>
<td>[pl, kl</td>
<td>[pj, k],</td>
<td>[k]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[kt]</td>
<td>[t]</td>
<td>[t]</td>
<td>[t]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[f]</td>
<td>[f]</td>
<td>[f]</td>
<td>[h]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(The meaning of the Spanish [k] in these correspondences – a voiced palatal lateral approximant – is explained in chapter 10.) In the case of Latin and its Romance daughter-languages, we have good written records that offer direct evidence of the earlier parent-language. But often the details of the parent-language, which may never have developed a writing system, have been lost in unrecorded prehistory. A possible form of a parent-language may nevertheless be reconstructed, through a comparison of such regular sound-correspondences between the surviving descendant languages whose linguistic affiliation to the parent-language is suspected. The resulting hypothesized reconstruction of a parent-language is sometimes called a proto-language. Words and other linguistic units of such a non-attested reconstruction are conventionally identified as such by prefacing the form by a superscript asterisk, as in Proto-Indo-European */dekrem* 'ten' (Lehmann 1962: 10), and are often referred to as starred forms.

The process of phonological reconstruction depends on the assumption that sound-change (or sound-shift) in a descendant of a parent-language is regular and widespread through the lexical stock of that daughter-language. Gleason (1961: 446) lays out the nature of the argument underlying reconstruction as follows:

> suppose the ancestral language has a phoneme /X/ which by regular change becomes /Y/ in language A, and by a different regular change becomes /Z/ in language B. We might then expect many words with /Y/ in A to correspond with words with /Z/ in language B. Conversely, suppose we observe that many words in language A containing the phoneme /P/ seem similar to words in language B containing /Q/. We may conclude that this is presumptive evidence that there was in the common ancestor a sound (perhaps a phoneme or an allophone) which...
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by separate changes became /P/ in A and /Q/ in B. We do not know what that sound was, but we may designate it by an arbitrary symbol, say [*R].

Gleason (1961: 447–8) compares sets of corresponding words from four cognate North American Indian Algonquian languages, Fox, Cree, Menomini and Ojibwa as a basis for re-constructing elements of the sound-system of Proto-Central-Algonquian. Gleason’s own Americanist phonemic word-transcriptions are preserved in table 3.2 here, since they do not affect the basis of the comparison.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fox</th>
<th>Cree</th>
<th>Menomini</th>
<th>Ojibwa</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>pemătesiwa</td>
<td>pimătisiw</td>
<td>pemătesew</td>
<td>pimătisi</td>
<td>'he lives'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pōsiwa</td>
<td>pōsiw</td>
<td>pōsew</td>
<td>pōsi</td>
<td>'he embarks'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>newăpamăwə</td>
<td>niwăpamăw</td>
<td>newăpamaw</td>
<td>newăpamă</td>
<td>'I look at him'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wăpănwə</td>
<td>wăpan</td>
<td>wăpan</td>
<td>wăpan</td>
<td>'it dawned'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nĭyawu</td>
<td>nĭyaw</td>
<td>nĭyaw</td>
<td>nĭyaw</td>
<td>'my body'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kenosiw</td>
<td>kinosiw</td>
<td>kenōsew</td>
<td>kinosi</td>
<td>'he is long'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>anemwa</td>
<td>atim</td>
<td>anem</td>
<td>anim</td>
<td>'dog'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nǐnemwa</td>
<td>nǐtim</td>
<td>nēnem</td>
<td>nǐnim</td>
<td>'my sister-in-law'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ineniwa</td>
<td>iyiniw</td>
<td>enēniw</td>
<td>ini</td>
<td>'man'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nēsēwa</td>
<td>yēhyēw</td>
<td>nēhnew</td>
<td>nēssē</td>
<td>'he breathes'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Assuming that the longer forms in Fox are older, and that the other languages dropped sounds from the corresponding words, it is straightforward to reconstruct a sub-set of Proto-Central-Algonquian sounds [*p], [*m], [*t], [*s], [*w], [*y] ([j] in IPA terms) and [*k] from the information in rows 1–6 above, which show unusual uniformity of correspondence (Proto-Central-Algonquian [*p] > Fox /p/, Cree /p/, Menomini /p/ and Ojibwa /p/, etc.). The hypothesized words in the proto-language for the first six items would then be [*pemătesiwa, *pōsiwa, *newăpamăwa, *wăpănwə, *nĭyawi, *kenosiw] respectively. They happen to be the same as the Fox forms, but Gleason emphasizes that these are merely formulae for the proto-language forms, from which the current forms in the four languages can be predicted. Their status as guesses about the actual pronunciations that characterized the proto-language is only secondary.

The information in rows 7–10 changes the uniformity of the correspondence slightly, in that /n/ in Fox, Menomini and Ojibwa corresponds in Cree
to /t/ in rows 7 and 8, and (in some cases) to /y/ in rows 9 and 10. On this basis, Gleason finds it convenient to reconstruct two more Proto-Central-Algonquian forms [*θ] and [*l] (partly because Arapaho, another cognate language, has /θ/ and /l/ as correspondences in these words). The reconstructed words in the proto-language for rows 7–10 above would then read [*aθemwa, *nθemwa, *elenyiwa, *lēhēwa]. Gleason (1961: 448) adds that the reconstructed form [*elenyiwa] ‘man’ in Proto-Central-Algonquian is the precursor (via French) of the modern American English name Illinois.

It was suggested earlier that historical sound-change from a phonological pattern in a parent-language was assumed to be regular and widespread through the lexical stock of the descendant language. In reality, such sound-changes are often partial and incomplete, leaving relics of older forms in the descendant language. Lyons (1981: 197) translates a comment by the great historical scholar Jacob Grimm to this effect: ‘The sound-shift succeeds in the majority of cases, but never works itself out completely in every individual case; some words remain in the form they had in the older period; the current of innovation has passed them by.’ These apparently anomalous cases often turn out to have developed under a different historical timetable, under the influence of different chronological stages of contact-languages, or to have been imported from other source-languages.

Appendix II lists every language mentioned in the text with an indication not only of where the language is spoken, but also of the major language family to which it is believed to belong. For convenience of reference, appendix II also shows a map of the geographical location of the world’s major language families.

**Further reading**

A good account of attitudes to ‘correct’ and ‘incorrect’ language, in a historical perspective of the way that such prescriptive attitudes about spoken and written norms in English have changed, is the book by Milroy and Milroy (1985). This also offers a good discussion of the history of the concept of Standard English. Trudgill and Hannah (1985) give a good account of national varieties of the Standard English dialect, and of regional accent features associated with them. O'Donnell and Todd (1991) are also of interest on this and related topics. A number of accents and dialects of English in Britain are described in Hughes and Trudgill (1979), Trudgill (1985, 1990), Trudgill and Chambers (1991), Wakelin (1972, 1977) and Wells (1982). The phonetics and phonology of Received Pronunciation are further discussed by Roach (1983a, 1983b, 1991). Lass (1987) considers in some detail the dialects and accents of England and what he refers to as ‘the
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Celtic countries’ – Scotland, Ireland, Northern Ireland and Wales. He also offers a valuable survey of what he calls *extraterritorial English*, with many lexical, phonological and phonetic details. By ‘extraterritorial’ he means the forms of English spoken in North America (Canada and the United States), Australia, New Zealand and South Africa.


An excellent recent collection of articles on principles and practices used in work on the *regional dialectology* of *English in Britain and Ireland* is Kirk, Sanderson and Widdowson (1985). An interesting discussion of work on English dialects is given by Wakelin (1972, 1977).

Amongst other noteworthy publications on dialectology discussing data from *American dialects of English* is Atwood (1962), a dialect atlas of Texas. An account of the word geography of the eastern United States is given in Kurath (1949), which covers the dialects spoken along a thousand miles of the Atlantic coast of the States, from New England to South Carolina, and in adjoining inland areas (see also Kurath and McDav1961). Walters (1988: 122) cites Allen (1977) and Pederson (1977) as two well-documented articles summarizing research in the regional dialectology of North America since 1945. McDav1956 is an earlier survey of investigations of the accent and dialect geography of the whole of the United States. A useful collection of articles on social factors in American dialects is
offered by Wolfram and Fasold (1974). Both social and geographical factors in dialect and accent variation are discussed in the volume edited by Allen and Linn (1986). Readings on American dialectology can be found in Allen and Underwood (1971) and Williamson and Burke (1971).


Historical phonology is the subject of publications by Jones (1989), Kiparsky (1988), Lass (1976, 1980, 1987), Lass and Anderson (1975) and Swadesh (1951), and is also discussed at length in Bloomfield (1933), one of the classic books on the general study of language. Historical linguistics more broadly is discussed by Bynon (1977) and Lehmann (1962).

PART II

The analytic framework
4

The phonetic analysis of speech

The aim of the first three chapters has been to discuss the nature of spoken communication. A broad framework has been offered for the analysis of speech in general, within which the analysis of those facets of speech that serve to carry spoken language can be set. In this framework, the role of general phonetic theory is to describe and explain the relationship between the medium of speech and the formal code of spoken language. We have seen that this relationship is semiotically rich and complex, and that speech is a vehicle for considerably more information than simply the symbolic communication of spoken language. However, it remains true that the principal traditional focus of general phonetic theory is to provide an objective description of the speech material underlying the contrastive and contextual patterns which constitute spoken language.

The task of this chapter is to give some consideration to the scope and coverage of a general phonetic theory, and to the initial identification of the types of analytic unit that might be recruited for the objective description of the phenomena of speech, especially those of spoken language.

4.1 General phonetic theory and general phonological theory

The purpose of the next thirteen chapters is to develop a descriptive vocabulary for a general phonetic theory that addresses this primary linguistic task, and which can also be extended to the task of describing paralinguistic and extralinguistic events in speech. Success in achieving this will be reflected in the ability to describe and explain the following:

- the phonetic basis for the differentiation of words and other linguistic units in every known human language;
- the phonetic regularities that serve to distinguish one accent from another accent and make each language sound different from other languages;
- the phonetic events that are conventionally used as paralinguistic signals of attitude and emotion in each culture;
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the paralinguistic phonetic cues that are conventionally used to claim and yield the floor in the control of speaking-turns in conversational interaction;
the phonetic phenomena that mark each individual speaker's extralinguistic identity.

Within the phrase 'general phonetic theory', the term 'phonetic' is perhaps now understandable. But the term 'general' may deserve some rehearsal. For a phonetic theory to constitute a general theory it has to be as comprehensive as possible. To what degree, in practice, could this be achieved? One could imagine, logically, that at some utopian date in the future, the full range of phonetic phenomena characterizing all languages known at that time might be able to be stated. But two factors conspire to frustrate the absolute comprehensiveness of such a description: first, some previously unknown language might come to light which exploited hitherto undescribed phonetic phenomena; second, spoken language is a social organism, with a life of its own. Like any organism of a more biological sort, it can be thought of as the product of an evolutionary process, subject to growth, change and decay. Consequently, even if it may in principle be possible one day to offer a detailed general phonetic description of all human languages then existing, it will still not be feasible to make completely confident statements about either the origin or the destination of the evolutionary course of the phonetic and phonological characteristics of that language.

There are two approaches to achieving comprehensiveness in phonetic theory. One can either aim to cover all currently known human languages, and allow the descriptive model to expand as new data about the distinctive and contextual properties of languages are discovered, or one can construct an 'anthropophonic' approach to phonetic description. An **anthropophonic approach** entails the construction of a descriptive model capable of accounting for all the sound-making potential of the human vocal apparatus. It is difficult, however, to know how one might set any practical bounds on this latter approach. It is clear that the sound-making capacities of the human vocal apparatus substantially exceed the range exploited by language (assuming that the sample of the languages of the world with which phoneticians are familiar is at least somewhat representative). As Lindblom (1983: 219) suggests, when the range of articulatory gestures is examined 'in relation to the potential capacity of the (physiological) system we note a tendency toward underexploitation'. A crucial question then arises as to the
principles on which linguistic selection from the broader range of anthropophonic possibilities might be evolutionarily based.

One principle might be the selection of those zones of articulatory performance ('quanta') within which the results of minor articulatory variation are not auditorily perceptible. This is the basis of the 'quantal' theory of speech (Stevens 1972). A quantal choice from the anthropophonic possibilities confers a valuable degree of stability on the system for spoken communication. This notion of **quantal properties of speech** is very attractive, but perhaps needs further development and investigation.

A second principle might be that of adequate perceptual contrast. The use of a contrast between two sounds of only marginal difference, close to the limits of psychoacoustic discriminability, is clearly less effective as part of a communication system than one where the two sounds are comfortably and easily distinguishable. This principle of adequate perceptual contrast is also ecologically stronger in that it is likely to yield perceptually robust distinctions which resist masking by environmental noise (including competing speech from other conversations).

A third principle might be ease and economy of articulatory performance. As Lindblom (1983: 219) comments, in a consideration of 'pronounceability':

> In normal speech the production system is rarely driven to its limits. Typically we speak at a 'comfortable' volume or rate and we use a degree of articulatory precision that seems 'natural'. On the other hand, we are of course occasionally perfectly capable of hyperarticulating (and hypoarticulating), that is, of adjusting the loudness, tempo, clarity, etc. of our speech to the needs of the situation, thereby exploiting more of the full range of phonetic possibilities ... this style of behavior can be observed not only phonetically in the pronunciation of individual utterances but also phonologically in the properties of segment inventories, sequences and rules.

Lindblom then goes on to suggest that the underexploitation of the anthropophonic possibilities

reflects not only speech production constraints but the **concurrent** demands of speech perception as well. These conditions interact to yield a subset of signals which are sufficiently adapted to their communicative purpose but at the same time put reasonable demands on the expenditure of physiological energy. In other words, underexploitation is, among other things, related to a criterion of physiological economy which participates in, as it were, a biological 'cost–benefit' conspiracy. *(ibid.)*
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The anthropophonic approach is currently gaining ground, not least through the sophistication of Lindblom's own 'ecological' perspective. However, the alternative preferred to date by most phoneticians is to consider general phonetic theory to be a provisional theory limited to known linguistic data. It is provisional, as are all theories with any claim to scientific status, in that it is open to progressive modification in the light of fresh information about the speech material exploited for phonological purposes in languages which are new (or sometimes not so new) to detailed phonetic investigation, or about novel evolutionary developments in languages. The coverage of such a theory is comprehensive, but its limits are set by the range of data for whose description and explanation the theory currently accepts responsibility.

The scope of a general phonological theory is intimately related to that of a general phonetic theory. We have seen that its function is to mediate the connection between phonetic phenomena, as characterized by a general phonetic theory, and linguistic entities at the levels above phonology – morphology, syntax, semantics and pragmatics. The generality of such a theory lies in its ability to describe the phonological relations observed to date in all the known languages of the world. Correspondingly, its coverage extends to all the observed phonological relations in these languages, and its responsibility is as provisional as that of general phonetic theory, needing to be extended or modified only under due cause – namely, the emergence of data incapable of description or explanation in the terms of the established theory.

4.2 The phonetic analysis of speech

The aim of the remainder of this chapter is to set the scene for the main body of the book, which attempts to offer a structured account of the concepts necessary for the comprehensive description of speech production, and of the classificatory labels and transcriptional symbols that are associated with these concepts.

The mastery of phonetic description in this area is a crucial task for every student of phonetics. Such a mastery is not in itself enough, however. Phonetic description is a tool of the subject, and is designed to fulfil a number of functions. The major purposes of phonetic description range from the provision of basic data for the discussion of contrastive and contextual patterns of phonological relevance to spoken language, to furnishing information for speech therapy and communications engineering. All such concerns with speech are less than competent if phonetic description is inadequate.

There are two particular motivations in this book for describing speech production. The first is a desire to understand how speech is produced in the
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quasi-mechanical phonetic operations of the speaker as an organic and phonetic machine. This constitutes a cybernetic interest in human biomechanics. The second is an interest in wanting to understand how speech functions as a signalling system for exchanging messages with other members of the speech community. This constitutes a semiotic interest in human communication.

At first sight, biomechanics and the semiotics of communication might seem to have only a distant relationship, but in the field of speech they have the most intimate of connections, and we shall see that it is impracticable to keep the two interests rigidly apart. As mentioned earlier, it is extremely difficult to set up descriptive phonetic categories for speech without frequent and necessary recourse at particular points to phonological assumptions about communication. In fact, the attitude is maintained in this book that a general phonetic theory free of general phonological assumptions of any kind is neither desirable nor feasible.

The study of speech production has been set by the comments offered immediately above in a biomechanical and semiotic perspective. Before embarking on a detailed discussion of speech production, it is perhaps worthwhile stepping back for a moment to a fully biological perspective, to pose the question of the status of the anatomical and physiological apparatus for speech as a biological system.

4.3 The biological basis for speech

Textbooks on phonetics typically use the term 'the vocal apparatus' as a basic concept. But in using this phrase, we make a questionable assumption. The phrase 'the vocal apparatus' implies that the organs used for the production of speech are to be thought of as biologically specialized for this purpose. In support of this assumption it could be argued, for instance, that the evolution of the physiological capacity for speech gave mankind a biological advantage that promoted our social and cognitive development to such an extent that it is the very nature of this sociocognitive organization that is the biologically unique characteristic of the species.

Against such a view, however, is the opinion that not one anatomical aspect of the so-called 'vocal' apparatus can be singled out as specialized for the purposes of producing speech as such, apart perhaps from some aspects of the neuroanatomy of the brain. One possible exception to this may be the evolution of one of the paired muscles of the larynx (the posterior cricoarytenoid muscle), whose normal function in animals generally is to help to control the inspiratory intake of breath. In man alone, it is also used to
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open the laryngeal valve during expiration for speech, as part of the pronunciation of sounds such as the [p] in English 'pet' (Hirose 1976, 1992).

Every action of the apparatus that is involved in speaking could be claimed to exploit the neuromuscular capabilities of an architecture whose primary biological functions are other than articulate speech – breathing, sucking, biting, chewing, swallowing, licking, spitting, sniffing, clearing the throat, coughing, yawning, phonating while laughing, crying, threatening and shouting, and bracing the chest walls while lifting heavy objects. Abercrombie (1967: 20) cites with approval Sapir's comments on this issue, when the latter wrote that 'Physiologically, speech is an overlaid function, or, to be more precise, a group of overlaid functions. It gets what service it can out of organs and functions, nervous and muscular, that have come into being and are maintained for very different ends than its own' (Sapir 1921: 9).

One of the underlying issues in a thoroughgoing approach to the production and perception of speech is therefore the question of whether the brain integrates the performance of a plurality of biologically more primitive functions to serve the singular purposes of speech, or whether it is more valid to propose that speech (and more generally, language), has its own biology.

Alvin Liberman (1984), the distinguished American experimental phonetician, characterizes his earlier work on speech synthesis and the perception of speech as espousing the non-specialized view, for which he suggests the metaphor of a 'horizontal' organization:

As applied to language, the metaphor is intended to convey that the underlying processes are arranged in layers, none of them specific to language. On that horizontal orientation, language is accounted for by reference to whatever combination of processes it happens to engage. Hence our assumption, in the attempt to find a substitute for speech, that perception of phonological segments is normally accomplished, presumably in the first layer, by processes of a generally auditory sort, by processes no different from those that bring us the rustle of leaves in the wind or the rattle of a snake in the grass ... We were not prepared to give language a biology of its own, but only to treat it as an epiphenomenon, a biologically arbitrary assemblage of processes that were not themselves linguistic. (Liberman 1984: 171)

In his more recent work, Liberman has abandoned this non-specialized view, in favour of an approach to the perception of speech and language as a specialized biological system. Liberman's more recent position that language is a specialized cognitive faculty is probably valid. It may also be that the perceptual system used for the registration and decoding of speech is to
some degree specialized for the purposes of linguistic performance. But a corresponding argument at the level of speech production does not yet seem tenable. No phonetic manoeuvre exploited for communicative purposes in speech production seems incapable of explanation as a component of some more primitive biological function. Had the biological apparatus for speech developed independently, perhaps thereby undergoing some process of evolutionary optimization for efficiency of communication, the characteristics of speech itself might well be different.

Until the availability of good evidence offers some resolution of the issue, it is probably safer to assume that speech, as Sapir (1921) maintained, is a function overlaid on more primary biological systems. What then is the objective nature of speech, and how might one go about the process of descriptive phonetic analysis?

4.4 Parametric and linear approaches to segmentation of the stream of speech

The stream of speech within a single utterance is a continuum. There are only a few points in this stream which constitute natural breaks, or which show an articulatorily, auditorily or acoustically steady state being momentarily preserved, and which could therefore serve as the basis for analytic segmentation of the continuum into 'real' phonetic units. On first reading, this statement must seem strange to most readers of this book who have been brought up in an alphabetic culture. Our modes of thought are so strongly conditioned by our literate education that nothing seems more 'natural' than the apparently 'real' phonetic segments of speech, correlated as they manifestly are with the alphabetic symbols of the written language. Yet the view that such segmentation is mostly an imposed analysis, and not the outcome of discovering natural time-boundaries in the speech-continuum, is a view that deserves the strongest insistence.

Given that the complex interaction of the different elements of vocal performance results in a continuously changing acoustic output from the vocal apparatus, with few natural breaks and steady-state stretches, what analytic approaches could be proposed for phonetic segmentation of the stream of speech? There are two chief possibilities, the parametric approach and the linear approach.

4.4.1 The parametric approach to segmentation

The first possibility is a parallel segmentation of speech, in which each component of vocal performance is treated as a parameter whose value is in a state of constant potential change. This can be called the parametric
approach to speech segmentation. An example illustrating this approach is reproduced in Figure 4.1, giving a parametric analysis of the activities of some of the vocal organs for a pronunciation of the English word *horse* /hɔːs/, adapted from Brosnahan and Malmberg (1970: 70). In this approach, the individual parameters can be seen rising and falling out of step with each other as their values change in time. Recurring tendencies towards particular combinations of values on the different parameters then represent the patterns of speech. This illustration is a fairly idealized version of the detail of articulatory movements in speech, and figure 4.3 below gives a more realistic picture. Tench (1978) offers a useful discussion of the concept of parameters in phonetic analysis.

A good example of an auditory component which changes parametrically in this way is the pitch of the voice. Another is the loudness of the voice. These are examples of parameters that run virtually throughout an utter-
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ance, with their values continually changing, interrupted only by the intermittent stretches where phonation is momentarily switched off. The mutual independence of such parameters can be envisaged through the example of two utterances both of which have a rising pitch-pattern, ending on a high note, but where the loudness parameter has in one case a very high value at the end of the utterance, and in the other case a very low value. Both utterances would have the same pitch-pattern, but one would end in a shout, the other in a murmur.

A parametric approach of this sort is especially helpful in speech technology, when trying to design computer-based machines that can produce or recognize speech. The interest there in the co-variation of phonetic parameters in time lies in the question of how activities on different parameters are co-ordinated to give appropriate temporal patterns of speech. Figure 4.2 is an illustration of a parametric acoustic analysis of the English (RP) utterance Our lawyer will allow your rule [a əʊjə wiəl əlaʊ jə rʊl], said in an informal style at a moderate rate by the author. The acoustic parameters shown have been measured automatically by computer, by means of the AUDLAB speech-signal processing package developed at the Centre for Speech Technology Research in the University of Edinburgh (Terry et al. 1986). The three acoustic parameters identified here are formants. They represent the acoustic consequences of the changing shapes of the mouth and pharynx in terms of the varying frequency-values of the resonances of the vocal tract. The three lowest-frequency formants are shown overlaid on a representation of the original acoustic material, called a ‘spectrogram’. A spectrogram is a three-dimensional display of acoustic energy across a range of frequencies, where the more intense the energy, the darker the display from which the formant-analysis was derived. The ‘formants’ are represented on this spectrogram by continuous bands of relatively intense energy of changing frequency. The vertical axis shows frequency, and the higher the location of a given formant on the spectrogram, the higher its frequency. Time runs from left to right throughout the spectrogram. There are no voiceless sounds in this utterance, so voicing is present throughout. The approximate alignment of the speech sounds involved is shown by the placement of the phonetic symbols below the parametric display. (The symbols /aa l oo y @ ... / correspond directly to a phonemic transcription, but were designed by the Centre for Speech Technology Research as part of a phonemic alphabet for English (RP) intended to be machine readable. The symbols are made up solely of ASCII characters, and the alphabet is called MRPA (Machine Readable Phonemic Alphabet).)

The (partial) parametric statement in this figure could be used as the basis
Figure 4.2 Parametric acoustic analysis of the English (RP) utterance *our lawyer will allow your rule* [ɔ lajə wil əlau jɔ juːl], automatically analysed by the AUDLAB computer-based speech signal processing package.
for specifying the command signals for controlling an acoustic speech synthesizer to produce an intelligible copy of significant aspects of the phrase. Alternatively, it could be used for initial processing of the acoustic input to an automatic speech recognition system, which would then try to recover the identity of the phrase partly on the basis of information associating typical correlations between formant-values and individual speech-sounds.

The changing frequency-values of the formants in figure 4.2, as acoustic parameters, are fairly slow-moving in time, and correspond to our perception of the changing auditory quality of the sounds involved. They are the product of co-ordinated physical movements of articulators in space and time which can individually be rather more rapid. The acoustic consequence of movements of several articulators for the overall shape of the vocal tract depends on the global interaction of these movements, and it is the overall momentary configuration of the whole vocal tract that determines the formant-frequency values that characterize individual sounds. The fast-moving nature of individual articulators, as physiological parameters, can be seen in figure 4.3, showing the respective movements of the velum (the soft palate at
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due to the back of the mouth, the tongue and the lips, taken from an analysis of a side-on cinefluorographic view of an American English speaker saying the short phrase Next Monday morning bring three tents for the camping trip (Kent 1983: 69). The figure is segmented into a sequence of articulatory events contributing to the identification of some of the individual speech-sounds.

The focus on matters of temporal co-ordination which is promoted by a parametric approach to the description of speech is of interest not only in speech technology, but also in areas like speech pathology, where patients whose speech is defective may often be failing to exercise appropriate timing control over the different parameters. In a related area, it is also relevant to the neurophysiological study of the strategic and tactical control of speech by the brain. The parametric management of the temporal relationships between the activities of different muscle systems constitutes one of the core problems for understanding how the brain controls serial order in particular, and voluntary muscular activity in general (Lashley 1951; Laver 1970, 1991).

4.4.2 The linear approach to segmentation

The second major method of segmentation of the stream of speech allows us to stay reasonably close to a quasi-alphabetic approach. This is the serial approach to speech segmentation. In the serial segmentation method, the time-continuum of speech is divided without residue into abutting units of varying duration, rather like a train made up of a number of wagons of varying length and type. This serial method of segmentation can alternatively be called the linear approach to speech segmentation. Each unit can then be characterized in terms of representative values shown during the production of that unit by the individual phonetic components making up the performance.

It is important to bear constantly in mind here that clues to the identification of an individual segment often lie not only in the properties of the segment itself, but also in properties of adjacent (and sometimes more remote) segments. An English example illustrating this is that the identity of the [u] segment representing the vowel in the English word soup [sʌup] is signalled not only by the phonetic characteristics of the pronunciation of the vowel itself, but also by the quality of the preceding [s]. The [ʌ] in this word is pronounced with a rounded lip-position which anticipates the one needed for the [u] segment to follow, and which affects the audible quality of the [s] sound. In addition, the quality of the [s] sound is also affected by the way in which the body of the tongue itself begins to anticipate the position necessary for the articulation of the oncoming vowel.

106
The distributed nature of the phonetic properties identifying individual segments also has an importance for speech perception, in that it allows speech communication to retain robustness of intelligibility in noisy environments. This springs from the fact that the identity of a segment is perceptually recoverable not only from the acoustic material internal to the segment itself, but also to a certain degree from the external clues to the segment's interaction with other segments nearby.

The concept that is shared between the linear and the parametric approaches is the notion of speech as the product of the action of a number of independently controllable components co-varying in time. We can refer to the product of each independently controllable component as a phonetic feature. The principal difference between the linear and the parametric approaches lies in the relation between a feature and its possible values. In a linear approach, a given feature can have only a limited number of values, or categories. For example, the phonetic feature pitch-height might be given solely the values 'high', 'mid' and 'low', and analysts would then have only these categories at their disposal for the description of the relative height of the momentary pitch of a speaker's voice.

Linear categories are thus discrete, not continuous. Conversely, in the parametric approach, the potential values that a feature may display are continuous, not discrete. They are limited in discriminative power only by the sensitivity of the measuring system available. The feature pitch-height could therefore have any distinguishable value from maximum to minimum. In a parametric approach, continuous feature-values are easy to draw as graphs and hard to talk about. In a linear approach, discrete featural categories are very convenient for use in spoken or written description, but impose a more selective view on the data to be described.

A parametric approach has the advantage over the rather more artificial linear approach that the former more transparently reflects the dynamic, time-varying nature of multi-stranded vocal performance. It has to be acknowledged, however, that a parametric approach, with its feature-values in constant variation, is conceptually distant from the more linear categories of alphabetic writing systems. Perhaps for this reason, the linear approach is the one taken in most textbooks on phonetics, and it will be the one chiefly used in this book from this point onwards.

Phonetic performance, in terms of the activities of the organs of the vocal tract in modifying the flow of an airstream that is set in motion usually by the respiratory system, has both spatial and temporal domains. The spatial domain concerns the geometric configurations taken up by the vocal tract, and the temporal domain concerns the time-course, or chronology, over
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which the changing configurations are organized. It has become conventional in phonetics to represent the segmental production of speech in terms of spatial configurations taken up by the vocal organs at selected intermittent points in the linear sequence of the time-course. The dynamically changing configurations are effectively reduced to a small, selected number of 'frozen', 'static' frames, represented as a linear sequence of spatial targets that the vocal apparatus achieves serially in an unspecified time-course.

A tempting analogy for the use of 'static' descriptive targets of this sort would be the frames of a cine-film. Taken individually, these frames 'freeze' the action they record into apparently immobile states. Replayed serially at the right speed, their images combine perceptually in time to give the illusion of the original action. The analogy is slightly misleading, however, because cine-films rely for their realism on a standard speed of playback being maintained. In speech, the 'linear sequence of spatial targets' mentioned above does not represent a sampling of the actions of speech at a standard time-interval; the frames of speech are abstractions of target positions achieved by articulatory actions of differing durations. The exact duration will depend on many factors, described in more detail in chapters 14–17. This linear mode of phonetic analysis can thus give a misleading impression if care is not taken to spell out some of the underlying theoretical assumptions, particularly those concerned with matters of timing.

For illustrative purposes, we can consider the way that a linear phonetic representation would conventionally analyse the performance of the English word fish [fɪʃ]. This utterance would be represented initially as a sequence of three target states of the vocal organs: one for the configuration corresponding to the [f], one for the [i] and one for the [ʃ]. The three target configurations are shown diagrammatically in figure 4.4. But underlying this very reduced representation of the dynamic vocal performance of [fɪʃ] there remains the theoretical understanding that the vocal organs have to manage complex transitions from and to the silence that borders the utterance, and to move within the utterance through each of the specified configurations in the specified sequence. In addition, there is the understanding that these events have to be performed in a time-course whose complexity research has still not entirely unravelled.

Some aspects of timing spring from organic factors of mechanical and neuromuscular limitations. Other aspects reflect the phonetic manifestation of linguistic and paralinguistic rules. To the extent that factors of timing, and detailed trajectories of transitions from one state to another, arise directly and inevitably from organic properties of the vocal apparatus, they
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Figure 4.4 Target configurations for the vocal organs in the articulation of segments in the production of the English word fish [fɪʃ]:
(a) [f]; (b) [i]; (c) [ʃ]

form part of its mechanical operational characteristics. As such, they do not need to be accounted for in the part of phonetic theory that deals with the control of the apparatus, except as imposing limiting conditions within which the control system has to operate. To the extent that spatial transitions and factors of timing are susceptible to control, a comprehensive description of the resources of speech production should ideally be able to
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specify them. Some of the prime phonetic differences between languages lie in the segmental control of transitions from one phonetic state to the next and in the detailed control of timing.

It is true, none the less, that in a linear representation of speech many of these phonetic factors of transition and timing are left to be assumed, and are seldom specified explicitly. To that extent, a linear, 'static', frame-by-frame-based representation of phonetic events gives the impression of being less complete than a parametric, 'dynamic' continuous representation.

The linear approach thus appears to be a less complete way of representing speech than the parametric approach. It is nevertheless normally considered to be a more convenient treatment, not least because of its closer relationship to the assumptions of an alphabetic writing system, as mentioned earlier. The requirements of most applications of phonetics are satisfied by a linear approach, provided its limitations and its underlying assumptions are very clearly understood. In particular, if some of the characteristics of temporal and spatial co-ordination of phonetic activity in speech can be made more explicit, as this book will attempt to do, then some of the deficiencies normally associated with the linear approach will be removed.

4.5 Linear units of phonetic organization: feature, segment, syllable, setting, utterance, speaking-turn

We can begin this account with a discussion of phonetic units set up under a linear approach to segmentation, to provide initial descriptive categories. The first question to be addressed in a linear approach is the decision about the nature and size of the units to be used. The six units chosen at the phonetic level of description are the feature, the segment, the syllable, the setting, the utterance and the speaking-turn, each of them covering a different span in the chain of speech.

4.5.1 The phonetic and the phonological feature

The set of general phonetic features constitutes the minimum set of descriptors for accounting for the way that segments, and other phonetic units that have been observed in the languages of the world, differ from each other. Two different segments in a minimal pair of linguistic units in some language may differ from each other, in the limiting case, by only one phonetic feature. This feature can then be considered to be playing a distinctive role in the phonological discrimination of the two linguistic units in the language under consideration. The term distinctive feature is normally applied in a phonological usage. The universal set of such distinctive features is made up of the comprehensive set of all such features that have so
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far been found to have a distinctive phonological function in the languages of the world.

Distinctive phonological features fall into classes, and this gives rise to superordinate (and hence yet more abstract) phonological features. An example is the phonological feature ‘sonorant’, which applies to the phonological units called vowels (e.g. /i/ and /u/), liquids (e.g. /r/ and /l/), glides (e.g. /j/ and /w/) and nasal stops (e.g. /m/, /n/ and /ŋ/) in English.

It has been conventional in much of phonology over the last forty years to represent the phonological attributes of segments in a particular language as a list of values – usually binary values of the distinctive feature-set, that is, present (+) or absent (−). The phoneme /t/ in English, for instance, can be represented as the product of the following distinctive features, each marked with a binary value: –sonorant, +consonantal, –syllabic, +coronal, +anterior, –high ... etc; while /i/ can be represented as the product of: +sonorant, –consonantal, +syllabic, –coronal, –anterior, +high etc. The exact nature of these phonological features need not detain us here. The chief early reference for this theory of feature-based representation is Jakobson, Fant and Halle (1952). Chomsky and Halle (1968) is also a standard reference, and a good discussion of the relationships between such features, in terms of what has been called ‘feature geometry’, is given by McCarthy (1988).

The set of distinctive phonological features needed to account for the phonological discrimination of linguistic units in the languages of the world is smaller than the set of general phonetic features needed to account for the objective differences between the phonetic realizations of such units. This is because the descriptive function of phonetic features is wider than solely to provide a support role for distinctive phonological differentiation. For example, some non-distinctive phonetic features account for the ways in which segments are allophonically adapted to their context, others distinguish the phonetic details of one community's accent from another, and yet others reflect the phonetic differences between individual speakers.

One source of frequent confusion for students is that distinctive phonological features are often given the same name as general phonetic features, leading to uncertainty about the level of description being applied. In the sense that a given phonological feature is chosen (because of its distinctive phonological role) from the group of phonetic features characterizing a particular segment, the motivation for using the same name for the feature at both the phonetic and the phonological level of description (say, 'labial') is understandable. Phonological discussion is often carried out in terms of the interaction of segments at a phonemic level, however, where phonetic detail about the realization of a given phoneme in all its different contexts is irrele-
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vant. In such cases, the phonological labelling of the phoneme in distinctive feature terms may simply have been chosen on the basis of some instance of the phoneme in a 'typical' context. A particular phoneme may be said to be 'voiced', say, even though some of its allophones, through contextual adjustments, may show no phonetic voicing at all. To avoid this source of confusion, when context is insufficient to indicate the level of discussion, the label for a phonological feature can be printed in capitals, as +VOICE, +LABIAL, −NASAL, for instance.

4.5.2 The phonetic segment

The concept of the segment is that of a linear unit typically anchored in a short stretch of speech by a set of phonetic feature-values which are relatively unchanging. The segment is a construct of phonetic theory which relies here on a related concept of three different phases of articulation of any segment. We shall see in chapter 5 that segments are articulatorily classified partly in terms of the maximum degree of constriction of the vocal tract reached during the production of the segment. The period during which the maximum constriction is achieved defines the medial phase of the performance of the segment. Preceding this medial phase, an onset phase embodies the approach of the vocal organs to the medial phase, and an offset phase shows the movement of the organs towards the medial phase of the next segment (and hence constitutes an overlapping phase with the onset phase of that next segment). A given feature may therefore run right through several segments (as a suprasegmental feature), or may be limited to the medial phase of a single segment (as a segmental feature). More seldom, it may begin or terminate within a particular phase (as a subsegmental feature).

An example of a suprasegmental articulatory feature would be the rounded lip position that runs throughout the pronunciation of all the segments in the word *forceful* ⇒ [fɔrfʊl]. An instance of a segmental feature would be the audible friction that characterizes the medial phase of the sound [s] in the word *east* ⇒ [ɪst]. An illustration of a subsegmental feature would be the nasality that can be heard beginning in the late part of the pronunciation of the vowel in *soon* [sʊn], in anticipation of the production of the following nasal consonant.

It would be intellectually satisfying to be able to offer a strict definition of the segment as a descriptive unit established on solely phonetic grounds. Phonetic criteria of course play a major part. Appeal will be made in chapter 5 to criteria of 'structural' degrees of relative constriction of the vocal tract, as mentioned earlier. Such discontinuities as can be discovered in the
time-continuum of speech production and perception will also be invoked in support of the notion of segmental boundaries. But general phonological considerations necessarily weigh heavily in traditional notions of segment-types, as discussed earlier. A segment will therefore be considered as a phonetic unit of description, defined as far as possible on strictureal and temporal grounds, supported by general phonological considerations. Segments will be classified in terms of the co-occurrence and relative timing of their constituent features. Utterances will be treated as being made up of a linear sequence of segments, which will be phonetic events of normally very short duration, manifesting the phonological units of consonants and vowels. A typical duration for a speech segment, at normal speaking rates, lies approximately between 30 and 300 milliseconds.

4.5.3 The phonetic and the phonological syllable
The syllable is a unit often posited at both the phonetic and the phonological levels of analysis. The notion of a phonetic unit the size of a syllable is a very attractive one, and it exercises a perennial attraction for phonetic research. But it is difficult to offer a definition of the phonetic syllable as a natural unit of analysis which has a claim to rigour, and which can show any demonstrable, objective correlates on physically measurable parameters. As Brosnahan and Malmberg (1970: 140–2) comment:

The syllable ... is by no means a simple concept. Within the one language a child can usually count on its fingers the number of syllables in a sequence, but no phonetician has succeeded so far in giving an exhaustive and adequate description of what the syllable is ... No physiological theory of the syllable so far developed seems sufficiently well founded instrumentally to be acceptable as definitive and exhaustive.

Attempts to provide acoustic or auditory definitions have so far proved equally unsatisfactory.

One of the chief difficulties lies in determining the possible boundaries of such a phonetic unit. In an utterance such as Eight sheep can each eat cheaply [eɪtʃɪpkanɪtʃɪtʃɪpl] (transcribed without word boundaries to reinforce the point), a decision about the syllabic affiliation of the segments corresponding respectively to the spelling sequences -ght sh-, -ch, and -t ch- cannot be taken with only phonetic criteria in mind. Phonological and lexical criteria necessarily play their part.

A different approach to the definition of a phonetic syllable will be taken in this book. No attempt will be made to justify the notion of a phonetic syllable as a natural unit of analysis. The concept of a phonetic syllable will be
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treated rather as a construct of general phonetic theory useful in explaining a number of co-ordinary relations between segments. The phonetic definitions of ‘aspiration’ and ‘final release’, for example, will be seen in chapter 12 to appeal to the idea of a phonetic syllable as a framing concept.

The concept of the syllable as an entity at the phonological level enjoys no more general a consensus than that of the phonetic syllable. As Bell and Hooper comment, ‘The syllable has a long and troubled history in the development of phonology. While the evidence for the syllable as a unit for segment organization exists all around in great abundance the various aspects of the syllable that have been investigated are kaleidoscopic and the pieces have not fallen into place’ (Bell and Hooper 1978: 4). Some scholars, such as Chomsky and Halle (1968), dispense with the phonological syllable altogether, relying on the segment and the word as basic units.

This book is not the relevant place for a detailed survey of the abundant theories of the phonological syllable, however. For this the interested reader should rather consult the references listed under Further Reading at the end of this chapter. We shall simply regard the phonological syllable as another convenient construct, following scholars such as Fudge (1969). In Fudge’s view, the phonological syllable fulfils two chief functions. The first is to act as the domain of linguistically relevant prosodic properties such as pitch, and the second is to give a basis for organizing and expressing constraints on possible phoneme sequences (Fudge 1969: 254). The attitude to be espoused in this book is therefore also sympathetic to that of O’Connor and Trim, who give a definition of the phonological syllable in a distributional mould from their statistical examination of the incidence of phoneme sequences in English: ‘the syllable may be defined as a minimal pattern of phoneme combination with a vowel as nucleus, preceded and followed by a consonant unit or permitted consonant combination’ (O’Connor and Trim 1953).

The concept of the phonological syllable will hence be adopted as a construct helpful for organizing the explanation of rhythm and prosodic facts at levels above the segment, and as a convenient domain for expressing the mutual distribution of phonemic segments. The phonological syllable will be defined in this book as a complex unit, made up of nuclear and marginal elements. Nuclear elements, as phonological entities, are what we have been calling vowels. Marginal elements are what we have been calling consonants. Phonetic segments that manifest nuclear elements of the phonological syllable will be called syllabic segments. Those that manifest marginal elements of the phonological syllable will be called non-syllabic segments. When the term ‘syllable’ is used in this book, it will be assumed to refer to the phono-
logical syllable, unless explicit mention is made of its status as a phonetic syllable.

4.5.4 The phonetic setting

If one examines an utterance from a single speaker delivered in a characteristic voice quality, it is often evident that the speaker is imposing a muscular bias on the vocal performance, tending to make the vocal organs keep returning during speech towards some habitual state (Honikman 1964). Examples would be the tendency of a particular speaker to keep the jaw in a relatively close position, or to set the lips in a habitually rounded position, or to have a rather whispery type of phonation. It is such biasing tendencies that constitute settings (Laver 1980, 1991). A setting is thus a featural property of a stretch of speech which can be as long as a whole utterance; but it can also be shorter, characterizing only part of an utterance, down to a minimum stretch of anything greater than a single segment.

Given that a setting is defined as a persistent tendency towards adopting some particular state, it follows that the presence in the chain of speech of a given setting in an utterance is likely to be continual rather than continuous. The example of a speaker having a rather whispery type of phonation makes this clear. Because voicing will typically be present intermittently, on phonetically voiced segments only, the setting of whispery voicing is unlikely to be continuously present. It will be audible on the pronunciations of about three-quarters of all the sounds in English (all vowels and a narrow majority of consonants).

In a parametric description, a setting could be characterized as the average value of a given parameter. In a linear description, a setting has to be specified in terms of a featural property shared by two or more segments which are either adjacent in the stream of speech or in close proximity. Settings (particularly those which are semi-permanently present) are frequently used as extralinguistic indicators of an individual speaker's identity, and as social indicators of regional group-membership. A smile, performed on part or all of an utterance, would be an example of the use of a medium-term setting for paralinguistic purposes of attitudinal communication. We shall also see that very short-term settings can be used as manifestations of phonological units of various sizes, often as a characteristic of the phonological syllable, or of some group of segments within it. Settings can also form part of the manifestation of higher-level units of language such as the morph, the word and the phrase, in such phenomena as vowel harmony, consonant harmony and co-articulatory feature-spreading.

The substance of both segments and settings is made up of phonetic
features. A major difference between a segment and a setting is that of span, with a setting being by definition multisegmental. A feature, on the other hand, is not constrained to any particular span. One of the benefits of setting up the concept of a setting is that it can be used as a theoretical device to explain the basis of phonetic similarity between segments. Any two segments that share a given setting are thereby phonetically more similar to each other than two segments that display no setting in common. The relationship between settings and segments, and the general issues underlying the idea of phonetic similarity, are discussed at length in chapter 13.

4.5.5 The utterance and the speaking-turn

The utterance is a stretch of speech by a single speaker bounded by silence and containing no internal pauses. The speaking-turn consists of one speaker's contribution to a conversation, up to the point in time where the floor is yielded to another participant. Each speaking-turn contains one or more utterances. Both the speaking-turn and the utterance are natural units of analysis. The other four phonetic units – the feature, the segment, the syllable and the setting – are analytically imposed. Speaking-turns from two or more participants may of course overlap, as when a previously silent participant starts talking before the current speaker has finished his or her speaking-turn. This is one way of seizing the floor, and competition to hold the floor will then continue until one or other speaker yields the floor by terminating his or her speaking-turn and falling silent.

4.6 Elements of speech production: initiation, phonation, articulation, temporal, prosodic and metrical organization

The production of audible speech is literally a superficial process. The changing shape of the passage formed by the vocal organs through which air flows is the surface product of underlying muscular actions. We shall exclude from our attention the physiological analysis of these muscular actions themselves, and concentrate solely on the nature of this consequent surface product and its audible effects. Even in this restricted frame of reference, however, speech is very far from being a simple activity, requiring the interaction of at least six elements of production.

The first essential for audible speech is an airstream mechanism, which initiates a flow of air for further phonetic modification. The second is phonatory action by the larynx, injecting various different types of acoustic energy into the vocal tract. The third element is articulation. Articulation consists of producing rapidly changing actions of the organs of the vocal tract to create short-lived phonetic patterns which can stand for consonants, vowels and
other types of phonological units. The fourth element is the **temporal organization of speech**, in terms of the duration of individual elements and the overall rate and continuity of speaking. The fifth element is the **prosodic** control of pitch and loudness. The sixth element of speech production is the overall **metrical organization** of utterances, which reflects the rhythmic interaction of syllables and stress.

The action of each of these six elements (airstream initiation, phonation, articulation and temporal, prosodic and metrical organization) can produce a number of relatively independently controllable features, or components, of speech. One of the tasks of students of phonetics is to learn to be able to control all of these componential features in their own phonetic production of speech. A competent phonetician, after adequate analysis of the material concerned, should be able to pronounce any sound used in any language of the world to the perceptual satisfaction of a native listener. By extension, the phonetician should be able to do the same for any word, or for any utterance made up of connected words, in the language concerned. The rationale for setting this goal of personal performance is partly the belief that perceptual discrimination is aided by the ability to produce corresponding articulations oneself, and partly a commitment to the view that the development of adequate perceptual skill is a prime prerequisite for competent personal work in phonological analysis.

The ability to produce an accurate pronunciation of any sound used in any language of the world may seem a daunting ambition to the beginner in phonetics, but it is in fact within the reach of virtually every serious student. Reaching this goal is directly facilitated by the componential nature of descriptive phonetic theory. Speech production can be characterized as the composite product of the actions of the independently varying components, and their actions are given correspondingly explicit identification in composite labels for the different sounds produced. A particular Zulu sound [ɓ], for example, does not need to be vaguely and ambiguously called 'a sort of “b”-sound'. An appropriate composite technical label for [ɓ] would be 'a voiced bilabial implosive'. The structure and meaning of such a composite label is discussed in the following chapters. Basically, each term in the composite label constitutes a choice from a small set of alternatives. Once the productive and perceptual meaning of these small sets have been learned, then the full power of descriptive phonetic theory is at the disposal of the user. The theory is powerful precisely because a componential system of this sort can generate very many different composite labels, within the conventions of combinability imposed by general phonetic theory, by the permutation of the members of the small sets of standard labels associated with the sepa-
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rately controllable components (Laver 1968, 1974). The strength of descriptive phonetic theory is hence that it is constructed on a componential base, and that the components have standard productive and perceptual definitions.

Further reading

Quantal properties of speech production and perception were the subject of a special issue of the Journal of Phonetics, for which Ohala was the guest editor (1989), and in which Stevens, the originator of the concept of quantal zones in speech production and perception, makes an important contribution. Carré and Mrayati (1990) consider the relationship between articulatory, acoustic and phonetic levels of analysis from a quantal viewpoint.

On the topic of the phonological syllable, Bell and Hooper (1978) offer a collection of articles debating the relationship between such a unit and the segment. Kloster Jensen (1963) debates both phonological and phonetic issues surrounding the definition of the syllable. Kohler (1966a, 1966b) can be consulted for the arguments displaying the most polar opposition to the concept of the phonological syllable. A countering, more supportive view is available in Anderson (1969).
The immediately following chapters are devoted in turn to a detailed consideration of each strand of vocal performance, from airstream mechanisms, phonation and articulation to prosodic, temporal and metrical organization. But this method of presentation, desirable though it is in other ways, is difficult to absorb without some initial frame of reference in which to integrate the different pieces of information. This chapter therefore begins with a brief sketch of the way that speech is typically performed, in order to give the reader a preliminary orientation.

The body of the chapter is then taken up with a summary of the principles on which speech can be classified at both the segmental and the suprasegmental levels of analysis. This offers the reader an overview of the architecture of the theoretical model to be developed in this book, before embarking on the full detail of segmental and suprasegmental description in the later chapters. Highlighting the main elements of theoretical structure in this way has the disadvantage that this chapter covers a great deal of ground very cursorily. But it may also have the compensating advantage of providing a summary to which the reader can return for review purposes after reading the later chapters.

5.1 A frame of reference for the production of speech

The basic function of the vocal apparatus in producing speech is to create audibly different patterns of sound. This can only be achieved by using the vocal apparatus to produce noises whose auditory quality, pitch, loudness and duration can be varied at will. We can begin to explore how the vocal apparatus is used to do this, and a first step is to become familiar with the anatomical landmarks of the vocal organs. A preliminary comment is that as part of the substantial organic variation between individuals, both the geometry and the relative proportions of the vocal organs can vary widely between individual speakers.
5.1.1 Anatomical landmarks in the vocal apparatus

Figure 5.1 is a view of a sagittal section of the vocal apparatus — that is, seen from the side, with the head sectioned from front to back along the mid-line — which shows each of the different vocal organs and identifies some of their sub-parts. The parts that make major contributions to the performance of
speech are the lungs, the larynx, the vocal tract (made up of the pharynx and the oral cavity, the tongue, the lips and the jaw), and the nasal system (made up of the soft palate and the nasal cavity). Other vocal structures that play a role in speech, albeit passively, are the teeth, the hard palate and the epiglottis.

The sagittal view of the speech organs in figure 5.1 affords an opportunity for a brief discussion of the tongue and its parts. The body of the tongue is divided for phonetic discussion into the root, the back and the front. The root of the tongue lies opposite the back wall of the pharynx, in front of the epiglottis. The back of the tongue and the front of the tongue lie under the soft palate and the hard palate respectively. The tongue ends in a rounded tip, and the zone just behind the tip is called the blade of the tongue. Many students have the initial impression that the tongue is basically a flat structure, somewhat like the deck of an aircraft carrier. In reality, the body of the tongue, which is made up of a nearly globular mass of a densely interlocking set of muscles, is much more like three quarters of a tennis ball, with a very highly extensible and manoeuvrable tip. The tongue is the most versatile and mobile of all the organs of speech, and gains its speech capacity for agile and precise positioning from its primary biological role in moving food around the mouth and pharynx during chewing and swallowing.
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Figure 5.2 is a view of the roof of the mouth, looking directly upwards from below. It may be helpful for readers, while reading the following account, to explore the roof of their own mouth (looking in a mirror with the head back, and gently feeling the surfaces mentioned with the tongue tip, thumb or finger). The upper jaw (called the 'maxilla' by anatomists) frames the palate and is the carrier of the upper teeth. The inner surfaces of each of the central upper teeth (the incisors) are gently curved, both vertically and from side to side. In most speakers, just behind the junction of these central upper teeth and the gum (or alveolus), is a rounded ridge. This is the alveolar ridge, and many sounds representing consonants in English and very many other languages are pronounced by placing the tip or blade of the tongue on or near this ridge. Just behind the alveolar ridge, the hard palate steepens into a slope that curves up to the highest point of the roof of the mouth. At the beginning of the slope, on the back part of the alveolar ridge, there are usually small corrugations. These are important in allowing the tongue to move food about in the mouth during eating, so that sticky food does not adhere unduly to the palatal surface, but they may also play a role in speech by providing small obstacles to the outflowing air, helping to make the airflow turbulent. This turbulence is responsible for the hissing noise that characterizes sounds such as [s] and [ʃ] in English see and she.

Most speakers have a thin central line running from the front to the back of most of the length of the hard palate. This is a relic of the growth pattern of the tissue and bones of the palate fusing before birth, and has no function in speech. But at the point where this line fades, towards the top of the palate, the tactile nature of the surface changes to from hard to soft. Gently pressing the beginning of this softer surface, one can still feel the hard bone of the vault of the palate above the fleshy tissue, until it ends abruptly in an edge more or less at a level with the rearmost (molar) teeth. The soft tissue further back in the roof of the mouth is the soft palate, or velum, and is made up of a complex of interwoven muscles. Exploring the feel of this yielding tissue of the body of the velum by touch should be done cautiously and slowly, because of the sensitivity in many speakers of the gag reflex. The soft tissue of the velum thus slightly overlaps the underlying bone of the hard palate, with the transitional zone being the forward attachment of the tissue of the velum. Elementary textbooks tend to imply that the soft palate begins where the hard palate ends, but this would in fact be an unusual anatomical arrangement. The velum ends in the uvula, which in most speakers is a single red-tipped extension hanging down as the tip of the soft palate in the centre of the back of the mouth. A very small minority of speakers will have a divided (double) uvula like an inverted 'V', which is the
most minimal version of a cleft palate. The uvular tip of the velum is often not visible unless the body of the tongue is held low in the mouth.

Returning to the sagittal view shown in figure 5.1, and continuing down the pharynx, we finally come to the epiglottis, the esophagus, the larynx, the trachea and the lungs. The chief function of the epiglottis, which is the relatively stiff, leaf-shaped cartilage at the base of the tongue, is to act as a deflector of food and drink in swallowing, thus acting as a protective lid for the larynx. When one swallows, the epiglottis folds down backwards over the larynx and diverts food into the esophagus, which normally lies flat, and whose opening is just behind the larynx. The esophagus expands, and muscular action provides a ring-like travelling wave to take the food down to the stomach. In relaxing from the swallow mechanism, the epiglottis then resumes its relatively upright position.

The chief biological action of the larynx is to act as a valve for the respiratory system. The speech functions of the respiratory system are discussed in chapter 6 on airstream mechanisms, and those of the structure and function of the larynx in chapter 7 on phonation, but one general point to make is that the larynx sits on a cartilaginous ring (the cricoid cartilage) at the top
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of the trachea, which leads to the lungs. The trachea is a tube reinforced by a series of horseshoe-shaped, incomplete rings of cartilage. The gap in each cartilaginous tracheal ring faces backwards, and the tissue that seals it forms a common wall with the front part of the esophageal tube, giving the respiratory system and the digestive system a rather intimate connection.

Figure 5.3 is the opposite view from figure 5.2, looking downwards at the top surface of the tongue from directly above. If one opens one's mouth as wide as possible with the lips well spread apart, one can get a somewhat similar view. The lower jaw, or the mandible, is the carrier of the lower teeth. Like the upper teeth, these are usually slightly curved, both vertically and from side to side. They very seldom play a direct role in speech, except passively as an obstacle to airflow. The mandible can be thought of as the carrier of the tongue, and makes visible movements during the speech of most speakers as the body of the tongue rises and falls. The tongue is of course capable of articulatory movement independently of the jaw, and a minority of speakers keep their jaw relatively immobile during speech. Perhaps the best way to think of the typical relationship between the tongue and the jaw is to consider the tongue as normally semi-independent of the jaw.

Looking carefully at the surface of the tongue, in most speakers one can see that the very tip is slightly redder than the surface of the blade and the body. In addition, the distribution of touch sensors just below the surface of the tongue is at its most dense around the tip, giving the tip and the blade an acute sensitivity to touch. In the large majority of speakers, one can see a central line running over the body of the tongue towards the back, dividing the body of the tongue into two longitudinal halves. This reflects the fact that the muscles of the tongue are mostly paired, and each side is capable of acting somewhat independently. This capacity to take unilateral action which differs from the contralateral action on the other side of the tongue can contribute to the articulatory performance of sounds such as those at the beginning and end of the English word *lull* [lʌl].

The surface of the tongue is highly adjustable in both the sagittal plane and in the transverse plane (the side-to-side dimension). The transverse profile of the body of the tongue can be adjusted to any curvature from a convex to a concave shape. It can also be more finely adjusted, especially in the region of the blade, to form a narrow central groove important for creating a jet of turbulent air in the formation of sounds like [s]. Looking further back to where the body of the tongue curves down into the pharynx at the very back of the mouth, the central line is usually lower than the two sides, giving the surface of the tongue facing the back wall of the pharynx a concave rather than a convex profile in the side-to-side dimension.
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The representation in figure 5.3 of the horizontal cross-section of the pharynx, looking down into it from above, shows the cut outlines of two pairs of muscles at the sides, enclosing the tonsils. The function of these two pairs of muscles is to pull the soft palate downwards, opening the back entrance to the nasal cavity when this is required (for breathing, or for speech purposes). The muscles form the pillars of two pairs of arches at the back of the mouth. These can be seen in a somewhat more familiar shape in figure 5.4, which is a transverse view of the head, schematically sectioned through a plane just forward of the last molar teeth. The arches on either side of the uvula run down into the forward set of pillars at the sides of the tongue (which eventually insert into the sides of the body of the tongue). Further back, and normally only clearly visible if one looks at oneself head-on in a mirror, and yawns with the body of the tongue as low as possible, is a posterior set of pillars. These run the length of the pharynx, and
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eventually insert into the top edges of the large cartilage that shields the larynx.

Together, the two sets of pillars are called the faucal pillars. When these muscles contract, they not only serve to pull the soft palate downwards, they also tend to narrow the side-to-side diameter of the pharynx. The faucal pillars are mentioned here partly to explain the visible geography of the vocal organs, but also to indicate that they are a prime example of a structure which acts as a physical linkage between the soft palate, the tongue, the pharynx and the larynx. Because of such muscular linkages, almost no articulatory action can take place in speech without some repercussion on the state of the vocal organs somewhere else. Muscular interactions of this sort in speech are described in more detail in Laver (1980).

One other structure in figure 5.4 should be explained. The convoluted areas at the top of the figure are part of the internal structures of the middle part of the nasal cavity. They are covered with mucal tissue like the inside walls of the cheeks, and their elaborately curled shapes maximize their surface area and enhance their ability to warm and clean the incoming air for respiration.

5.1.2 An illustration of respiratory, articulatory and phonatory action

In the production of a typical utterance, the respiratory system provides an outward flow of air from the lungs. On its way, the flow of air passes in turn through the larynx, up the pharynx, and out through the mouth and/or the nasal cavity. If the airflow is exclusively through the mouth, the articulation is said to be oral. If the air escapes through the nose either instead of through the mouth or as well as through the mouth, the articulation is said to be nasal. The flow of air can be directed to escape from the nose instead of the mouth, or vice versa, by means of the movable soft palate acting as a valve at the back of the mouth.

The outflowing air can be made to generate audible acoustic energy by the passage through which it has to flow being made to adopt various different shapes. For example, a hissing noise can be produced by suitably narrowing the vocal tract at any one of a number of different places. The oral sound [s], for instance, as in English soon [sun], is produced by narrowing the tract just behind the front teeth, using the tip or blade of the tongue to create an aperture for the escape of the outflowing air that is so small that the flow through it is made into a jet. This jet then hits the downstream obstacle of the inner surfaces of the upper and/or lower central incisor teeth, and the flow becomes turbulent, audibly causing a hissing sound. The sound for [s] is oral because the soft palate closes off the entry at the back of the mouth to the nasal cavity. The articulatory configuration for [s] is shown in a sagittal view in figure 5.5.
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In the production of [s], the vocal folds in the larynx (which are two ledges of muscular tissue with a forwards-pointing, horizontal V-shaped space between them) are held wide apart, letting the air flow through the larynx relatively silently. This gives a voiceless effect. The vocal folds can also be used to modify the area of this space, which is called the glottis. When the two vocal folds are adjusted to touch each other along their full length, closing the glottis and momentarily sealing off the escape of air from the lungs, any current of air which through increased respiratory effort succeeds in pushing its way up through the vocal folds sets them into vibration, and this is heard as a
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buzzing noise called voicing. If this buzzing noise from the larynx is added to
the production of [s], the voiced sound [z] is made instead, as in English zoom
[zum]. This difference between voiceless [s] and voiced [z] can be heard very
easily if one pronounces these sounds while covering the ears with the hands.

In the production of a sound such as the [m] in zoom [zum], the closed lips
prevent the air escaping from the mouth, and the soft palate, in an open
position, allows the air to flow through the nose instead, giving [m] its char-
acteristic nasal quality. A sagittal view of the articulatory configuration for
[m] is shown in figure 5.6. At the same time, the vocal folds are vibrating,
giving the typical buzzing sound of voicing, so that [m] can be made to
sound quite loud. The loudness of the voice can be flexibly manipulated, as
can the duration of the segment. The pitch of the voice can also be altered,
so that if [m] is prolonged, melodies can be hummed.

The following summary picture emerges from these illustrative comments
about typical respiratory, phonatory and articulatory actions. Air is made to
move by the action of the respiratory system, and flows out through the
vocal apparatus. The larynx can allow the air to flow through the glottis
freely, creating voicelessness, or it can adjust the vocal folds to modify the
airflow to produce audible voicing of variable pitch and loudness. The
tongue and lips can change the shape of the vocal tract, and further modify
the detailed route of the airflow, creating different patterns of auditory and
acoustic quality as a result. The soft palate, acting as a valve for controlling
the route taken by the escaping airflow, can also participate in this process.
The duration of all these activities is also open to control.

The full range of vocal performance of course has many more options of
phonic control than those described above. Air can be made to flow
inwards instead of outwards, and the airflow can be created by the activity of
other organs than the respiratory system. Airstream mechanisms are explored
in chapter 6. The vocal folds can be adjusted to give other effects than voice-
lessness and voicing. The glottal space can be slightly narrowed rather than
completely closed, giving rise to a whispery effect, for instance. All of these
modes of laryngeal control are discussed in chapter 7 on phonation.

The position of the tip, blade, body and root of the tongue, and the shape
of the tongue's surface, can also be used in a wider variety of ways than so
far mentioned, to give different three-dimensional configurations to the cor-
rider through which the air flows, and the lips can take up different posi-
tions, as can the lower jaw. In combination with the action of the velum
controlling the entry of air to the nasal cavity, the continually changing
shapes given to the vocal tract by the activities of the tongue, lips and lower
jaw are the basis for most of the audible differences of the sounds of speech,
other than those created by the larynx. These differences are explained in chapters 8–12 on articulation and co-ordination.

Chapters 13–16 look upwards from the segment towards whole utterances, in a more suprasegmental view of speech. Chapter 13 explores the relationship between settings, features and segments. Chapter 14 discusses the temporal organization of speech, in terms of factors of duration, rate and continuity. Chapter 15 considers the prosodic organization of pitch and loudness, in the variation of melody and sonority in speech. Chapter 16 examines the interaction of syllables and stress in the metrical organization of utterances. Chapter 17 returns to matters of temporal organization, and considers suprasegmental questions of continuity and rate of speech. After the chapters outlining the descriptive theoretical model being offered in this book, chapter 18 looks at principled ways of classifying different types of phonetic and phonological transcription.

We come now to the overall architectural design of the classificatory model for segmental description, whose individual components are the focus of chapters 6–12.

5.2 The traditional design of the classificatory model for segmental description

It is necessary to begin by making it clear that this book will depart to some degree from the traditional way of classifying segments. Some very brief preliminary comments about the traditional method may therefore be appropriate. Abercrombie describes it in his discussion of the analysis of articulatory action in segments representing consonants:

> We can arrive at a description of a consonant segment adequate enough for most practical purposes by answering seven questions about it (though we must remember that the answers to these questions will certainly not tell us everything about the segment in question). These questions are as follows:

Q1 What is the airstream mechanism?
Q2 Is the airstream ingressive or egressive?
Q3 What is the state of the glottis?
Q4 What is the position of the velum?
Q5 What is the active articulator?
Q6 What is the passive articulator?
Q7 What is the degree and nature of the stricture? (1967: 42)

The answers to these questions result in the choice of labels from a series of limited sets to give a composite label. An example would be: a 'pulmonic egressive voiced labial nasal' for [m], where the labels refer successively to
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the fact that air from the lungs ('pulmonic') is flowing outwards ('egressive'), through a vibrating larynx ('voiced'), with the oral exit to the outside air closed off by the lips ('labial') and the airflow being routed through the nasal cavity by the soft palate being in an open position ('nasal').

This widely followed method of classifying segments is usually called classification by place and manner of articulation. By 'place' is meant the location of the maximum constriction (or 'striction') of the air-channel. Abercrombie (1967: 47) describes 'manner' as meaning 'primarily the type of stricture which the articulators are making to produce the segment (i.e. the answer to question (7) above), but it may in addition include reference to the position of the velum (question (4)) and to the airstream (questions (1) and (2))'. As labels for the classes of segment to be described under 'manner', Abercrombie (1967: 48–50) lists the terms 'stop', 'nasal', 'fricative', 'trill', 'flap', 'lateral' and 'approximant'. These are not entirely mutually exclusive, in that the system Abercrombie describes allows combinations such as 'fricative-lateral', for instance. Other writers tend to use a closely similar classificatory design, and provide a comparable set of labels.

The classificatory architecture more or less as described by Abercrombie in the comments above has been current for over a century (Ladefoged 1987a: 10), and with minor differences is enshrined in the present structure of the International Phonetic Association's phonetic alphabet, even after the 1989 Kiel Convention's revisions. It is clear that the traditional concept of 'manner' is fairly complex, and makes appeal to a variety of cross-cutting classificatory criteria – see, for example, the criticisms offered by Roach (1987). The same general criticisms could be levelled at the traditional concept of 'place of articulation'. The traditional approach has not been exhaustively described here, because one clearcut objective of this book is to propose a more structured and coherent design for the classification of the phenomena normally covered by the terms 'manner of articulation' and 'place of articulation'. The analysis presented here is nevertheless not far from orthodox, and incorporates the essence of the very large majority of the Kiel revisions. In particular, the Kiel Convention proposals for phonetic symbols are adopted here.

5.3 Classification of segments by initiation, phonation, articulation and co-ordination

The suggested classification of segmental phonetic quality in this book identifies four major descriptive elements: initiation, phonation, articulation and co-ordination. The articulation element is the most heavily sub-divided of the four, and is made up of a triple sub-classification of segments in terms of 'place of articulation', 'degree of stricture' and 'aspect of articulation'. A sum-
Architecture of classification

Major categories of segmental classification

| Initiation | airstream mechanism
|            | airflow direction |
| Phonation  | phonation type     |
| Articulation | place of articulation |
|             | degree of stricture |
|             | aspect of articulation |
| Co-ordination | co-ordinary option |

Figure 5.7 Schematic diagram of the four major descriptive elements of speech production: initiation, phonation, articulation and co-ordination

mary schematic diagram of these elements and their sub-divisions is given in figure 5.7. The phenomena traditionally covered by ‘manner of articulation’ are partly redistributed in this book among the last two of these, ‘degree of stricture’ and ‘aspect of articulation’. The remaining phenomena under the traditional ‘manner of articulation’ are described here under the rubric of ‘co-ordination’, rather than under articulation as such. The restructuring proposed is not radical, but reveals a greater degree of order in the phenomena of speech.

Initiation concerns the nature of the mechanism that is responsible for setting the airstream in motion, and the consequent direction of the airflow. The airstream can be pulmonic, glottal or velaric. The initiator of the pulmonic airstream is the respiratory mechanism. In the case of the glottalic airstream, the initiator is the vertically moving larynx, with the glottis closed (in voiceless sounds) or vibrating (in voiced sounds), compressing or rarefying the air-pressure in the vocal tract above it. In the velaric airstream, the tongue is the initiator, trapping a body of air within the mouth and compressing or rarefying the pressure of the air so enclosed.

The direction of the airstream can be egressive (outwards from the body) or ingressive (inwards to the body). Most sounds are made on a pulmonic egressive airstream. Sounds made on a glottalic egressive airstream are called ejective sounds, and sounds made on a glottalic ingressive airstream implosive sounds. Sounds made with a velaric ingressive airstream are called click sounds. Sounds can also be made on some combinations of airstream mechanisms, in that pulmonic egressive voicing can be added to either velaric ingressive sounds (to give voiced clicks) or to glottalic ingressive sounds (to give voiced implosives). The different initiatory possibilities,
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Airstream mechanisms

- Pulmonic
  - Egressive
  - Ingressive

- Glottalic
  - Egressive
  - Ingressive

- Velaric
  - Egressive
  - Ingressive

Names for stop segments made on single and combined airstreams

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Airstream</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Airstream</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Plosive</td>
<td>Pulmonic egressive</td>
<td>Implosive</td>
<td>Pulmonic ingressive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ejective</td>
<td>Glottalic egressive</td>
<td>Voiced implosive</td>
<td>Pulmonic egressive + Glottalic egressive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Click</td>
<td>Velaric ingressive</td>
<td>Voiced click</td>
<td>Pulmonic egressive + Velaric ingressive</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Ejective fricative segments are also found

Figure 5.8 Summary of the categories of the initiation of speech production, and the associated segment-types

together with the direction of airflow, and the names for the consequent segment-types, are summarized in figure 5.8.

Phonation concerns the generation of acoustic energy (including zero energy) at the larynx, by the action of the vocal folds. The different major phonation types are voicelessness, whisper and voicing. Voicelessness is divided into nil phonation and breath phonation. Voicing is divided into normal voicing, creak and falsetto. Combinations such as whispery voice and creaky voice are possible and are used for phonological purposes in a variety of languages, and for paralinguistic purposes. More elaborate combinations, such as whispery creaky falsetto, are physiologically possible, but are not used for linguistic or paralinguistic purposes. The varieties of phonation type, and their possible combinations, are summarized in section 7.7.

Articulation concerns the contribution which organs along the vocal tract from the larynx to the lips make to shaping the airflow in audibly different ways. In addition, co-ordination is to do with articulatory and temporal co-ordination between neighbouring segments, and is explicitly linked to articulatory analysis. It is emphasized that articulation and co-ordination are seen as interlocked parts of the theoretical model.
Articulation and co-ordination are the most complex of the four major elements of segmental performance, and it may therefore be helpful to make slightly more extensive comments on the design of the classificatory system for these topics.

There are three sub-classifications of articulation that characterize the performance of any segment. First, the place of articulation is identified as the location of the maximum constriction, or stricture of the air-channel, that the configuration of the vocal tract imposes on the moving airstream. Second, the type of constriction is identified in terms of the degree of stricture involved. Third, comments can be made about a number of additional aspects of articulation.

It is convenient first to deal with the nature of the different degrees of stricture, then to discuss the technical vocabulary for describing the place of articulation, and then finally to come to the question of the different aspects of articulation.

### 5.4 Degree of stricture and phases of articulation

The definition of the relative degree of stricture achieved in any given segment requires the introduction of a general concept of a number of different phases of articulation of a segment, as mentioned in section 4.5.2 in the previous chapter. We shall distinguish three different phases, in all types of segments. The first is an onset phase where a moving articulator is approaching the position where its maximum degree of vocal-tract constriction is to be reached. The second is a medial phase where the target degree of constriction is reached (and sometimes held for a moment in an approximately steady state). The third is an offset phase where the vocal organs show a transitional move-

---

**Figure 5.9 Phases of segmental performance**

---
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ment away from the medial-phase position. In continuous speech, the onset phase of a particular segment will be the same as the offset phase for the previous segment, in an overlapping phase. The identifying degree of stricture for any given segment is the one reached in the medial phase. Figure 5.9 shows these phases of articulation of the performance of a segment.

The description of segment-types that follows will for the moment ignore any contextual effects of neighbouring segments on a segment’s marginal phases, and each segment-type will be described as if it were performed in isolation (that is, with silence as the surrounding context). The contextual adjustments between neighbouring segments that are in reality such a characteristic part of the articulation of continuous speech will be dealt with separately, in the discussion of co-articulation below and in chapter 12.

All segments will be described as having one of only three degrees of stricture. The maximum possible degree of stricture is the one where there is complete closure at some point along the vocal tract. When the medial phase of a segment shows this type of stricture it is called a stop segment. Because the outflowing air is momentarily prevented during this medial phase from escaping to the outside atmosphere, a rise in pressure occurs, and this is usually then released during the offset phase of the stop with a small but audible explosion.

The next degree of stricture to be distinguished is the constriction where there is a small aperture, sufficient to allow the airstream to escape continuously, but with a turbulent flow. Turbulence of this sort, because of the ‘friction’ of the air molecules, is audible as a hissing noise. Articulations whose medial phase is made with audible aerodynamic friction in this way are therefore called fricative segments. Because fricative articulations necessarily bring one articulator into very close proximity to another, they are said technically to show close approximation of the articulators.

Figure 5.10 The classification of segment-types on the basis of degree of stricture

![Diagram showing classification of segment-types based on degree of stricture]

- **Stop**: Complete closure during medial phase
- **Fricative**: Close approximation during medial phase, with audible friction
- **Resonant**: Open approximation during medial phase, with resonance, and without audible friction
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The third degree of stricture is any aperture that is large enough for airflow through it to be smoothly laminar, without significant turbulence. Segments whose medial phase is made with a relatively open stricture of this sort are therefore said to be made with an **open approximation** of the articulators. In this condition, the configuration of the vocal tract is optimal for being made to resonate, for example by injection of the periodic pulses of acoustic energy created by the voicing process. Segments made with open approximation of the articulators will therefore be called resonant segments. Not all resonant segments are voiced, but they are by definition free of audible local friction. Figure 5.10 shows this classification of segment-types on the basis of the degree of stricture involved.

A number of sub-divisions of these categories will be introduced below, but all segments in all languages fall without exception into one of these three stricture classes of stop, fricative or resonant.

5.5 **Place of articulation**

One way of identifying the place of maximum articulatory constriction that is sometimes used in acoustically oriented investigations is to specify its precise distance along the length of the vocal tract from the glottis. For a convenient articulatory labelling system, however, it is preferable to have a manageable list of labels that merely identify the main zones of the vocal tract that are typically involved in segmental articulation. Figure 5.11 shows these zones, in relation to the individual vocal organs. The articulatory zones are labelled from the lips to the glottis as follows: **labial** for articulatory

![Figure 5.11 Labels for some of the principal zones of segment-articulation](image-url)

- 1 Labial
- 2 Dental
- 3 Alveolar
- 4 Palatal
- 5 Velar
- 6 Uvular
- 7 Pharyngeal
- 8 Epiglottal
- 9 Glottal
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Constrictions made at, near or opposite the lips; **dental** at the upper teeth; **alveolar** at the ridge just behind the upper front teeth; **palatal** at the hard palate; **velar** at the velum (soft palate); **uvular** at the uvula (the very tip of the soft palate); **pharyngeal** in the middle of the pharynx; **epiglottal** in the lower part of the pharynx; and **glottal** in the glottis.

More specific positions can also be identified in the margins of these zones, by prefacing the relevant label with **pre-** for a constriction made slightly further forwards towards the lips, and **post-** for one made slightly further back towards the glottal end of the tract. This yields labels such as **post-alveolar**, **pre-palatal** and **pre-velar**, for example. These modifiers signal small adjustments of the exact place of maximum constriction away from the centres of the zones identified by the chief labels. But in one case it is convenient to identify a place of articulation between two of the main zones that are relatively close together. These two zones are dental and alveolar, and **denti-alveolar** is the label given to the place of articulation at the junction of the upper teeth and the alveolar ridge. Another intermediate zone is helpful to break the large span between the alveolar and palatal zones. This intermediate zone is called **palato-alveolar**. The progression of main labels for place of articulation, moving backwards along the vocal tract from labial to glottal, is thus labial, dental, denti-alveolar, alveolar, palato-alveolar, palatal, velar, uvular, pharyngeal and glottal.

One further label that needs to be added to this list is ‘alveolo-palatal’. This is used in different textbooks in a variety of ways, sometimes referring to a place of articulation between alveolar and palato-alveolar, more often to one between palato-alveolar and palatal. The term **alveolo-palatal** will be adopted here to refer to the articulatory zone between palato-alveolar and palatal. For articulations between alveolar and palato-alveolar, we shall use the modifier ‘post-’ to give **post-alveolar**, and for articulations between alveolo-palatal and palatal, we shall use the modifier ‘pre-’ to give **pre-palatal**.

All the above locations relate normally to articulations where the constriction is achieved by an articulating organ, usually the tongue, moving upwards towards the roof of the mouth. The moving articulator is called the **active articulator**, and the stationary part of the vocal tract that it moves towards is called the **passive articulator**. Segmental constrictions, considered in isolation, are normally made by the active movement of the articulator that lies anatomically directly below the passive articulator. Velar segments such as the [k] in the English word **cat** [kat], for example, are made by the back of the tongue as the active articulator rising into complete closure with the undersurface of the soft palate as the passive articulator. Alveolar segments such as the [t] of **cat** are made by the tip or blade of the tongue as the
active articulator rising into complete closure with the surface of the ridge just behind the upper front teeth.

This configuration of the vocal organs, where the active articulator is able to create constrictions by interaction with the passive articulator that lies anatomically directly opposite, constitutes an important reference configuration. It will be given technical status, and called the neutral configuration of the vocal tract. Figure 5.12, which is based on a xeroradiographic photograph of the author, shows this anatomically neutral position. It should be noted that the vocal tract is as nearly as anatomy allows in a posture giving equal cross-section to the tract along its full length, that the tongue is in a regularly curved convex shape, that the velum is in a position of closure with the back wall of the pharynx except for phonemically nasal segments, and that the lower jaw is held slightly open, as are the lips. Segments made by an active articulator interacting with its anatomically neutral passive articulator will be said to produce place-neutral articulations.

A smaller number of segment types are made with what is called displaced articulation, where the active articulator is displaced from its anatomically neutral position. These will be described in detail in the relevant chapters, but one familiar example is a labiodental articulation, where the lower lip is displaced from its neutral position opposite the upper lip to form a constriction with the biting edge of the upper front teeth, in segments such as the [f] in the English word fish.

Another (rare) example of displaced articulation is a linguo-labial articula-
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tion, where the tip or the blade of the tongue is displaced forwards from its neutral position opposite the alveolar ridge to make a constriction with the upper lip. This is found in some languages of the Pacific.

Further examples of displaced articulations concern some articulations of the tip and blade of the tongue. In the neutral disposition, the tip lies opposite the upper front teeth, and the blade lies below the alveolar ridge. Displacement would therefore be involved when the tip of the tongue (technically called the apex of the tongue) is used as the active articulator in segments where the passive articulator is not the upper front teeth, or where the blade of the tongue (technically the lamina of the tongue) is used in segments for which the passive articulator is not the alveolar ridge. Apico-dental segments are thus neutral with respect to displacement, as are lamino-alveolar segments. Apico-alveolar segments, on the other hand, are displaced articulations, as are lamino-dental segments. Equally, when the tip or blade of the tongue is brought forward to protrude between the upper and lower teeth, in an interdental place of articulation, this too counts as displaced.

As general labels, apical will be the label used for segments made with the tip of the tongue as the active articulator, and laminar will be the label for those made with the blade of the tongue as the active articulator. Articulations made by the body of the tongue can be divided into those made by the upper part of the body, or dorsum, which will therefore be called dorsal articulations, and those made by the root, or radix, which will be called radical articulations.

A segment can be characterized by simultaneous strictures made at more than one place of articulation. When there are two major constrictions of the vocal tract, a distinction can be drawn in terms of the relative degree of the strictures concerned. Where the two strictures are of equal degree, the segment is said to show a double articulation. Where one stricture is of less degree than the other, the stricture of greater degree is called the primary stricture, and the one of lesser degree is called the secondary stricture. A segment made in this way is said to show secondary articulation. The question of how many strictures need to be accounted for by the concepts of degree of stricture and place of articulation is a matter of a ‘conformational aspect of articulation’, which is discussed in section 5.6 below.

A familiar example of a segment made with a double articulation is the resonant segment [w], in the English word wet [wet]. Here, one (labial) stricture of open approximation is made by a rounded position of the lips. The other (lingual) stricture of open approximation is made by the back of the tongue being raised close to the soft palate (though not close enough, by definition, to cause audible friction). In cases of double articulation, both strictures are given their own label for place of articulation, giving rise to a two-part label: in the exam-
ple quoted, the label for the place of articulation of [w] would be **labial velar**. Other examples of similar labels for segments with double articulation exploited by different languages of the world are **labial alveolar** and **labial palatal**.

In the case of a segment with secondary articulation, the places of articulation of both the primary and the secondary stricture are identified in the composite label, but the secondary stricture is given the suffix -**ized** to indicate its non-primary nature. An example of this is the pronunciation of *s* in the English word *soup*. This word was described earlier as being pronounced as [sʰʌp], which indicates that the [s] is produced with the lips being in a rounded position. The primary (alveolar) stricture is of greater degree, being one of close approximation. The secondary (labial) stricture is one of open approximation. The sound is labelled as 'a **labialized** voiceless alveolar fricative'. Other typical labels for secondary articulations encountered in languages, which are discussed in detail in chapter 11 on segments made with multiple articulations, are **labiodentalized**, **palatalized**, **velarized**, **pharyngealized** and **laryngealized**.

Figure 5.13 The labels for place-neutral, displaced, double and secondary articulations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Place of articulation</th>
<th>Neutral</th>
<th>Displaced</th>
<th>Double</th>
<th>Secondary</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>labial</td>
<td>linguo-labial</td>
<td>labial alveolar</td>
<td>labialized</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>dental</td>
<td>labiodental</td>
<td>labial palatal</td>
<td>labialized</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>denti-alveolar</td>
<td>interdental</td>
<td>labial velar</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>alveolar</td>
<td>lamino-dental</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>palato-alveolar</td>
<td>apico-alveolar</td>
<td>labial alveolar</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>alveolo-palatal</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>palatal</td>
<td></td>
<td>labial palatal</td>
<td>palatalized</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>velar</td>
<td></td>
<td>labial velar</td>
<td>velarized</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>uvular</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>pharyngeal</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>pharyngealized</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>epiglottal</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>glottal</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>laryngealized</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Modifiers: pre-, post-, as in pre-velar, post-velar, pre-palatal, post-alveolar, etc.
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Figure 5.13 shows the relationship between all the labels for neutral, displaced and double segments which typically represent consonants, together with a list of labels for secondary articulations.

5.6 Aspect of articulation

It is often helpful or necessary to make explicit reference in a segmental label to factors of articulation over and above those relating merely to the location and degree of stricture. These factors can include matters of general conformation of the total air-channel, details of the topographical shape of the surface of the active articulator, and the nature of articulatory transitions and their timing.

All of these conformational, topographical and transitional factors of segmental performance will be described under the general rubric of aspect of articulation, which is a term originally suggested (in a much more restricted sense) by Elizabeth Uldall. Each particular aspect of articulation will be described fully at the point in the text where it first becomes directly relevant, and comment here is restricted to an outline of the basis for classification under the different aspects.

The underlying motivation in setting up the concept of aspect of articulation, apart from making the overall classification of segments more rational, is the fundamental conviction that the concept of degree of stricture is articulatorily, acoustically and auditorily dominant in the way that languages exploit the phonetic possibilities of speech. Stops, fricatives and resonants, as defined above, are regarded in this book as the basic entities in the structure of every spoken language. The phenomena covered under aspect of articulation appear to be different in kind from those discussed under degree of stricture, and therefore deserve to be separately described in the structure of the classificatory phonetic theory. Chapter 19 will return to the question of differences in the statistical take-up by the languages of the world of the various aspects of articulation, compared to the exploitation of the basic categories of stops, fricatives and resonants.

Conformational aspects cover the detailed routing of the air channel. The categories of conformational aspects of articulation include oral versus nasal patterns of airflow, and central versus lateral routing of the air-channel. The decision about how many strictures need to be accounted for in single and double articulations, and in occurrences of secondary articulations, is also handled as a matter of a conformational aspect of articulation.

Logically, segments are not limited to a maximum of two degrees of stricture of equal rank, nor to one secondary articulation being applicable. It is physiologically possible to produce a triple articulation, with stop closures
at three places of articulation. An example would be a triple oral stop combining velar, alveolar and labial closures. A quadruple articulation could actually be produced by adding a simultaneous glottal stop to the triple velar, alveolar and labial example. Multiple fricative articulations combining several strictures of close approximation can similarly be produced. In practice, however, languages do not seem to exploit the option of multiplicity of strictures beyond double articulations. Multiplicity of secondary articulations on a given segment is perhaps less constrained in language use, but combinations of more than two simultaneous secondary articulations (for example simultaneous labialization and velarization) have seldom been noted in the linguistic phonetic literature.

Topographical aspects concern categories of the shape of the tongue surface which are distinct from its convex curvature in the neutral configuration. There are two major divisions of topographical aspects of articulation, relating to two of the planes of the vocal tract. The first is a group of deviations from the longitudinally regular neutral curve of the tongue's profile in the sagittal front-to-back plane; the second is a group of deviations from the side-to-side cross-sectional curvature of the front and blade of the tongue in its convex neutral configuration.

Longitudinal topographical aspects are made up of four individual categories. First, retroflexion of the tongue tip, curling it so that it points either upwards or slightly backwards, presenting either the tip or the undersurface of the tip as the active articulator to some part of the palate as the passive articulator. Retroflexion, as well as involving adjustment away from the longitudinal convexity of the neutral tongue configuration, also involves displacement of the active articulator relative to the neutral passive articulator. The second of the longitudinal categories is bunching of the anterior part of the tongue, which is produced by withdrawing the tongue tip into the body of the front of the tongue. The articulatory consequence of this withdrawn tongue tip is to enlarge the volume of the front oral cavity. This is also normally a consequence of retroflexion, and bunching and retroflexion have a very similar acoustic and auditory effect when applied to resonant segments, as discussed in chapter 10. The third longitudinal aspect is extension of the tongue tip, in the production of displaced segments such as interdental and linguo-labial articulations. Extension of the tip may also be a concomitant of extreme retroflexion.

The fourth longitudinal category is advancement of the tongue root (sometimes abbreviated to 'ATR' in the phonological literature). This has the effect of enlarging the middle and lower pharynx, and gives the longitudinal profile of the root of the tongue a tighter curve than it has in its neutral con-
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figuration. In this regard it is articulatorily somewhat similar to bunching of the anterior part of the tongue, which comparably produces a tighter-than-neutral curve to the tip/blade part of the tongue. Advancement of the tongue root is a modification which some languages apply to the production of sub-sets of resonants representing vowels. This is a basis in a number of languages for the phonological process called vowel harmony, where all the vowels in a given word are chosen from one of two mutually exclusive (or partially exclusive) sub-sets of the overall inventory – in this case one set using a neutral position of the tongue root and the other an advanced tongue-root position which expands the front-to-back diameter of the pharynx.

Transverse topographical aspects of articulation consist of two categories of adjustment of the surface of the tongue away from the neutral convex shape of its side-to-side cross-section. The first is grooving of the surface of the blade of the tongue, in which a more or less deep and narrow furrow is formed, through which a jet of air flows in the production of fricative segments such as the alveolar [s], as described in section 5.1 above. The function of the groove in the blade of the tongue in the production of [s] is both to produce the accelerating effect necessary to create the jet, and to steer it onto the inner surfaces of the upper (and/or lower) teeth, where the flow is made turbulent (and hence noisy) by its impact on this obstacle. It is possible to make fricatives at the alveolar place of articulation which do not have such a grooved aspect, but a grooved [s] (and its voiced counterpart [z]) is overwhelmingly the more common of these two alveolar possibilities.

The second transverse aspect of articulation is cupping of the tongue surface, which gives a concave hollowed shape to the tongue body by allowing the midline of the tongue body to drop lower than the sides. Cupping often involves the whole body of the tongue, and does not involve the formation of a narrow local groove as such (though cupping may be combined with local grooving of the tongue blade for an alveolar fricative [s]. Retroflexion may also involve cupping.

Transitional aspects of articulation concern the articulatory manoeuvres of the vocal organs when a steady state is not maintained during the medial phase of segments. Transitional processes include flapping, where the active articulator hits the passive articulator in passing; tapping, where the active articulator is thrown very rapidly against the passive articulator in a ballistic action; and trilling, where the active articulator is momentarily positioned in such a way that aerodynamic forces can set it into regular vibration against the passive articulator. Many of these transitional aspects of articulation can give rise to sub-divisions of the major segmental categories of stop, fricative
and resonant. Stops and fricatives can be trilled, tapped and flapped. Lateral resonants can be flapped or tapped.

A central resonant representing a vowel can also be subject to transitional aspects of articulation, in that (as a single segment representing a single vowel within a single phonological syllable) it can show either a relatively unchanging quality through the medial phase of its production (producing a monophthong), or it can display changing qualities through the medial phase. A unidirectional change gives a diphthong, and a double change within the same medial phase gives a triphthong.

Figure 5.14 summarizes the structural relationships between all the different aspects of articulation and the segment-types to which they potentially apply.

5.7 Major aspects of articulation
There are three widely occurring aspects of articulation among the groups just described, which merit a fuller treatment. For clarity, they will be illustrated as far as possible from English. Two of these are conformational aspects, which can potentially modify virtually all the basic cate-
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gories of stop, fricative and resonant. The first concerns a distinction between a central versus a lateral course for the airflow channel. The second concerns a distinction between an oral versus a nasal routing of the airflow channel. The third aspect of articulation to be given more extended discussion here is the transitional aspect, concerning the processes of trilling, tapping, flapping, diphthongization and triphthongization.

5.7.1 Central versus lateral aspects of articulation

The routing of the airflow channel in those segments where air can escape orally during the medial phase of the segment is central for the great majority of sounds in each of the languages of the world. In other words, in a head-on view of the speaker, air flows out of the vocal tract along the longitudinal mid-line of the tract. This is true of all the sounds in the English words see [si], shoe [ʃu], ease [əz] and thief [θif], for instance. But it is also possible to use the active articulator to form a partial blockage in the vocal tract in such a way that the air is forced to escape round one or both sides of the obstacle, with a lateral routing of the airflow. In English, the [l] segment at the beginning of the word law [lɔ] shows a lateral aspect of articulation of this sort, while [ɔ] is characterized by a central aspect.

This distinction between central and lateral airflow logically applies to all degrees of stricture except that of complete closure, where there is no escape of oral airflow anyway. Fricative and resonant categories can both be affected, giving central fricatives, lateral fricatives, central resonants and lateral resonants. In English, [s] in the word seat [sit] is a central fricative, [ʃ] in young [ʃʌŋ] is a central resonant, and [l] in leaf [liːf] is a lateral resonant.

When the conformational aspect of routing of airflow is not explicitly specified in a segment label of this sort, then it is to be assumed that the fricative or the resonant displays a central aspect of articulation.

5.7.2 Oral versus nasal aspects of articulation

Virtually all segment-types can be made in an oral or a nasal aspect. When a segment is oral, air flows only through the mouth, and not through the nose. When it is nasal, air flows through the nose. Whether air flows through the mouth as well as the nose in nasal segments will depend on whether or not there is a simultaneous closure in the oral cavity. The factor that controls whether air flows through the nasal cavity is the position of the soft palate (the velum) relative to the back wall of the pharynx. In oral segments, the velum is held in a raised position, making a closure against the
back wall of the pharynx. This is called a **velic closure**. In nasal segments, the velum is held in a position of **velic opening**. Figures 5.15 and 5.16 show the vocal organs during the performance of [d], a pulmonic egressive voiced oral stop with alveolar and velic closure, together with one for [n], its nasal counterpart with alveolar closure and velic opening.

5.7.3 **Transitional aspects of articulation: tapping, flapping, trilling, monophthongs, diphthongs and triphthongs**

Tapping and flapping are aspectual processes that concern the speed or nature of the articulatory transitions involved. In **tapping**, the active articulator moves at a higher speed, and for a shorter duration, in all three phases (onset, medial and offset phases) than in the corresponding non-tapped articulation. This tapping process can be applied to at least some of the members of all segment-categories except central resonants. The languages of the world thus include not only **tapped stops**, but also **tapped fricatives**. **Tapped lateral resonants** can also occur phonetically, but seem not to be used as the basis for phonemic oppositions in the languages of the world.

**Flapping** is an aspectual process that is also normally characterized by a higher speed of articulation, but in addition involves the active articulator striking the passive articulator in a passing trajectory. Flapping is found as an aspect of articulation applied to stops and lateral resonants. When a stop
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is flapped, the active articulator makes a brief, sliding contact of complete
closure with the passive articulator. When a lateral resonant is flapped, the
contact between active and passive articulators, though brief and sliding, is
only partial, making a central contact, and air can flow continuously
through the open lateral approximation. Logically, fricatives (central or lat-
eral) could be flapped, but flapped fricatives do not seem to be used con-
trastively in languages.

Trilling is a rather different aspectual mechanism. Here the active articulator
is positioned either in contact with or close to the passive articulator, in such a
way that an egressive flow of air sets the active articulator into regular viba-
tion. Both trilled stops and trilled fricatives can be found in linguistic use.

A transitional aspect of articulation also applies to central resonants rep-
resenting vowels. These can show a stable medial phase of relatively
unchanging quality, in which case they are classified as monophthongs, as in
the (RP) pronunciation of the vowel in the English word met [met]. When
the medial phase shows an audible change of quality, with the change con-
sistently progressing towards a single target, as it were, then the sound is
classified as a diphthong. An example can be found in the (RP) pronuncia-
tion of the vowel in the English word might [mart], where the starting-point
for the diphthong is [a], and the target end-point is [i].

Monophthongs and diphthongs are both common types of articulations in
the languages of the world, though diphthongs are considerably rarer than
monophthongs. The third type of transitional aspect applicable to central res-
onants representing vowels is much rarer yet. This is the case of triphthongs,
where an audible change of quality in the medial phase moves first towards
one target and then undergoes a change of target in mid-course. An example
of a triphthong in English is the (RP) pronunciation of the vowel in the
English word flower when pronounced as a monosyllable [flauə] (often with a
starting-point closer to [a], giving [flauə]). Another example comes from the
(RP) pronunciation of the vowel in the English word dire when pronounced
as a monosyllable [daə] (sometimes with a starting-point closer to [a], giving
[daə]). It should be noted that the description of a triphthong here is a pho-
netic definition, not a prescription of how RP speakers necessarily pronounce
the illustrative words. In the idiolects of some individual speakers of the RP
accent, these triphthongs can be reduced to diphthongs, as in [flə] and [daə],
or even long monophthongs, as in [flə] and [daː]. In such idiolects, words such
as tire and tower become indistinguishable homophones, both pronounced as
[taː] or [taː].
5.8 Contoid, approximant and vocoid segments

The distinction between central and lateral aspects of articulation will be applicable in the chapters below on fricatives and resonants, but they were mentioned in section 5.7.1 in order to set up helpful superordinate distinctions between several general classes of segment which will be useful in later discussion – namely, distinctions between contoids and non-contoids, and within non-contoids, between approximants and vocoids.

The relationship between contoids, non-contoids, approximants and vocoids is represented in Figure 5.17. The term ‘contoid’ is taken from Pike (1943) and, although its phonetic meaning is slightly different, it is used for a similar purpose – that is, to help to distinguish the phonetic versus the phonological status of segments. A contoid will be defined here as any segment other than a central resonant, and includes, therefore, all stops, fricatives and lateral resonants. All central resonants will be called non-contoids.

Contoids are most frequently found in the marginal positions in the syllable, in which case they will be classified as non-syllabic contoids. When they are in the syllable-nuclear position, they will be called syllabic contoids. The initial and final segments of the English (RP) pronunciations of the words *cat* [kat], *dog* [dog], *seize* [siz] and *loop* [lup] are all non-syllabic contoids in this definition. Examples of syllabic contoids in English (RP) are the nasal stop [n] in *garden*, when this word is pronounced with no segment intervening between the [d] and the [n], as in [gædn] (the diacritic symbol [n] being used to make the syllabic nature of [n] explicit). A similar example is the syllabic lateral resonant [l] in the word *cattle*, pronounced as [katl]. A less obvious example is the syllabic fricative [s] in the phrase *opera* *tic* *society* pronounced as [opərətɪk ˈsəʊsɪti], when the segment normally representing the
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o in the spelling of the first syllable of society has been lost in the elision process associated with informal style.

The non-contoid class of segments (i.e. all central resonants), can also occur in marginal or nuclear positions in the syllable. When they are marginal (i.e. non-syllabic), they will be called approximants. Examples of approximants are the initial segments [j], [w] and [ɹ] of the (RP) pronunciations of the English words yes [jes], went [went] and red [red]. When non-contoids are nuclear in the syllable (i.e. syllabic), they will be called vocoids. The category of vocoid is exemplified by the segments making up the pronunciations of the English (RP) words awe [aʊ], E (name of the letter) [i], I (personal pronoun) [ai] and ah (exclamation) [ə]. Further examples are the non-final segments [i], [au] and [əi] in the English (RP) pronunciations of ease [ɛizi], owl [auə] and ears [εəz]. The terms ‘approximant’ and ‘vocoid’ are borrowed from Ladefoged (1964) and Pike (1943) respectively, though both are defined here in senses slightly different from their original meanings.

By keeping these phonetic classes of segments distinct in both their articulatory classification and their phonological positioning, it is possible to use ‘consonant’ and ‘vowel’ as unambiguously phonological terms. Given that consonants are marginal and vowels nuclear in the syllable, consonants are phonetically manifested by (non-syllabic) contoids and by approximants. Vowels are phonetically manifested most frequently by vocoids, and, less frequently, by (syllabic) contoids. Figure 5.18 exemplifies these relationships with instances of relevant segments from English (RP).

The pronunciations of [θ] and [ɹ] in the English (RP) words thief [θif] and leaf [lif] are both non-syllabic contoids representing the consonants /θ/ and /ɹ/ respectively. The (RP) pronunciations of [j], [w] and [ɹ] in the English words yen [jen], when [wen] and wren [wen] are all non-syllabic approximants

Figure 5.18 Examples from English of syllabic and non-syllabic contoids and vocoids
representing the consonants /j/, /w/ and /r/ respectively. Both [a] and [n] in the RP pronunciation of garden /gadn/ cited above as [gadn], where the [n] is acting as the nucleus of the second syllable, are syllabic – [a] is a vocoid and [n] is in this case a syllabic contoid. Both represent vowels, therefore, from a strict phonological point of view.

5.9 Articulatory co-ordination

The classification of segments so far has concentrated on the internal articulatory properties of the segments themselves. There are some articulatory and timing processes, however, that are better described as properties of a co-ordinate relationship between adjacent segments, rather than as an internal matter specific to a single segment. These include the devoicing process, stop release modes, aspiration and affrication.

5.9.1 Co-ordination between adjacent segments

All these co-ordinate processes concern articulatory and timing events during the overlapping phase of adjacent segments, where the offset of the first segment completely overlaps with the onset phase of the second. Utterance-marginal silence is here treated as if it were a segment, for the purposes of the classification. In partial devoicing, an otherwise voiced segment loses voicing (becoming whispered or voiceless) in one of its marginal phases under the influence of a neighbouring voiceless segment or utterance-marginal silence. The partial devoicing can be initial devoicing or final devoicing. Devoicing is symbolized by a subscript [\']. If fine detail is needed, the diacritic can be displaced to the left of the segmental symbol, as in [\'z], to represent initial devoicing. If it is displaced to the right, as in [z\'], this indicates final devoicing.

In matters of the release of oral stops, the co-ordinate options are for the compressed air built up during the medial phase either to be released during the offset phase, or to be non-released. Release is symbolized by adding a superscript [h] between the stop and the following segment, when this is required to be made explicit, as in /at/ \(\Rightarrow [a\text{th}]\), and non-release is symbolized by means of the superscript [\'] in the same position, as in /at/ \(\Rightarrow [a\text{t}]\). When the compressed air is not released, because the overlapping phase with a following stop prevents the escape of air (as in some pronunciations of the [k] in the English word act /akt/ \(\Rightarrow [ak\text{t}h]\)), the stop involved is said to be auditorily incomplete, in that it lacks an audible offset phase. In this example, [k\'] is non-released and incomplete, but [th] is released and complete.

Additionally, stop releases can be oral or nasal, central or lateral. This means that the compressed air built up during the medial phase of an oral
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stop is released during the overlapping offset phase, called plosion in this case, either through the mouth in oral plosion, or through the nasal cavity in nasal plosion. Oral plosion is assumed to be the neutral case, and nasal plosion is symbolized by inserting a superscript [ʰ] between the stop and the next segment, as in English [goodʰn]. In the case of central versus lateral plosion, the compressed air built up during the medial phase of an oral stop segment can be released during the offset phase either centrally (the neutral case), or laterally. In lateral plosion, the air escapes through a lateral channel, guided by the appropriate conformational aspect of tongue articulation. It is symbolized by means of a superscript [l] added between the stop and the following segment, as in English bottle [botl].

Both voiceless stops and voiceless fricatives can have an aspirated relationship in the overlapping phase with their following voiced neighbour. This involves an audible delay in the onset of voicing for the second segment after the release of the first segment, and is symbolized by insertion of a superscript [ʰ] between the two segments, as we saw in chapter 2 in English words such as peat /pit/ ⇒ [pʰit]. Voiced stops and fricatives can also have voiced aspirated relationships with their following neighbours, in which case the delay is in the onset of normal voicing, and the preceding phonation shows breathy or whispy voice, symbolized by [ʰ], as in Sindhi [dʰaɾo] 'a kind of measurement'.

Some languages show pre-aspiration, in which a delay in the offset of normal voicing occurs in the overlapping phase between a syllable-nuclear vocoid and a succeeding voiceless stop. It is symbolized by either a superscript [ʰ] being placed between the two relevant segments, as in Gaelic [kʰaɾt] 'cat' (which shows both aspiration and pre-aspiration), or by a corresponding [l] when the phonation shows whispy voice, as sometimes happens in particular accents of Gaelic.

Oral stops can have an affricated co-ordinary relationship in the overlapping phase with their following neighbours, in that the offset phase of the stop can be released slowly enough to allow a moment of audible friction, made homorganically (i.e. at the same place of articulation as the preceding stop). This is symbolized by means of a superscript small fricative symbol inserted between the stop and its neighbour, as in [tʰa] 'grass' in Sherpa (alternatively by using a linker diacritic (\(^\sim\)) placed over the stop and the fricative symbols, as in [tʰa], or by joining the symbols together, as in [tʰa]).

It is also possible for pre-affrication to occur as a particular type of co-ordinary relationship in the overlapping phase between a syllable-nuclear vocoid and a following syllable-marginal voiceless stop. This is where the onset phase of the stop is produced slowly enough to allow a moment of audible friction,
made at the same place of articulation as the stop. Once again, this is symbolized by inserting a superscript symbol for the relevant fricative between the two segments, as in [aʰk]. Pre-affrication of this sort is sometimes found in languages as a correlate of pre-aspiration in cognate languages.

5.9.2 Co-ordination between multiple segments

Co-ordinary relationships can also exist between two or more segments, in adaptive phenomena such as co-articulation. In **co-articulation**, there is a discernible degree of accommodation between the articular features of a given string of adjacent segments. This reflects the fact that in the neuromuscular planning and execution of speech, there is a tendency for the performance of a segment to anticipate the articular characteristics of one or more nearby segments yet to be pronounced. The span of this influence can be as few as two segments, or as many as all the segments in a short utterance. This is an example of an **anticipatory co-articulatory** influence being exercised. To a weaker extent, **perseverative co-articulatory** effects show themselves as well, where the prolonged influence of a given segment is exercised on segments which follow it in the stream of speech.

An example of anticipatory co-articulation can be seen in the English (RP) word **zoom** [z*um], where the lip position for [z] anticipates to some degree that for [u]. An example of perseverative co-articulation lies in [i*ik] in the English word **ake**, where the articulation of [k] is further forward, under the influence of the front articulation of the [i] preceding, than would be the case in the RP pronunciation of **are** as [a*ik], where the articulation of [k] is further back, under the influence of the back articulation of the preceding [a].

5.10 The duration of segments

The duration of a segment can vary for a number of reasons, explored in detail in chapters 14–17. The first reason for variations of duration is phonological contrast. Many languages exploit relative duration as a contrastive cue. To identify the level of analysis used, **duration** can be reserved for phonetic description and **length** for contrastive phonemic use. The colon can be used at the phonemic level to indicate contrastively greater length, as in Finnish /kisa/ ‘a game’ versus /kisaː/ ‘a cat’. Both consonants and vowels can exploit contrastive length. In some languages several degrees of contrastive length are used, with a double colon being used to mark the longest degree. Scottish Gaelic shows a triple length contrast on the representation of some vowels, as in /tuː/ ‘to go’, /uːː/ ‘apple’ and /suːːː/ ‘eye’ (Ternes 1973).
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The duration of a segment can also be subject to allophonic adjustments which are part of the pattern appropriate to its given context. In most accents of English, the duration of the segment representing the vowel in *bead* /bid/ is longer than that representing the vowel in *beat* /bit/, even though the same vowel phoneme is involved in the two cases. Greater relative duration of this sort can be indicated transcriptionally by use of a colon to mark the longer allophone, giving *bead* /bid/ ⇒ [bid], versus *beat* /bit/ ⇒ [bit].

The duration of a segment is also affected by whether it occurs in a stressed or unstressed syllable. In English syllables of otherwise identical phonemic make-up, the segment representing the vowel in the stressed syllable will be of greater duration than the allophone of the same vowel in the unstressed syllable. When the stressed syllable happens also to have been made the perceptually most prominent syllable of the whole utterance, by intonational means discussed in chapter 15, then the duration of the stressed vowel allophone will be even greater.

Finally, the duration of all segments will be affected by any variation in the overall rate of speaking, though not necessarily in a linear proportion.

5.11 The suprasegmental analysis of speech

The suprasegmental level of the description of speech considers all factors which can potentially be prolonged beyond the domain of the segment. An analysis of settings explores the suprasegmental distribution and relation of features which run through sequences of two or more segments, up to whole utterances. The analysis of settings is summarized in section 5.11.1 below. Other suprasegmental factors are normally regarded as properties of units larger than the segment, such as the syllable and the utterance. Examples of these are the suprasegmental patterns of pitch, loudness, rate, continuity and rhythm. Pitch and loudness are the perceptual correlates of the frequency of vibration of the vocal folds and the acoustic intensity of the voice respectively. Rhythm is the complex perceptual pattern produced by the interaction in time of the relative prominence of stressed and unstressed syllables. Rate is the overall tempo of speaking. Continuity is a matter of the incidence of pauses in the stream of speech. The prosodic analysis of pitch is outlined in section 5.11.2 below, and the metrical interaction of loudness, stress, rhythm, rate and continuity is summarized in section 5.11.3.

5.11.1 Settings

A setting, as defined in section 4.5.4 in the previous chapter, is constituted by any tendency for the vocal apparatus to maintain a given
configuration or featural state over two or more segments in close proximity in the stream of speech. Any segments sharing a given setting are to that extent **phonetically similar** to each other.

Settings can be used for a wide variety of semiotic purposes. Linguistically, a setting can be the vehicle for a co-ordinary adjustment towards greater phonetic similarity in **co-articulation** between adjacent segments within a word, and in **assimilation** between adjacent segments across a word boundary. Paralinguistically, a setting can be used as the basis for a particular **tone of voice**. A smile held while talking was one paralinguistic example of a setting given in section 4.5.4 above. Using a whispery voice for signalling confidentiality over a whole utterance would be another. Extralinguistically, phonetic settings characterize the habitual **voice quality** of individual speakers. The idea of a setting is hence sufficiently productive that a slightly extended summary here may be helpful.

The notion of a setting is applicable at every level of phonetic description from **articulation**, **phonation** and **overall muscular tension** factors to **prosodic** activities in speech. Each of these groups of settings can be related to an appropriate **neutral reference setting**, as a baseline from which to measure the deviation of the individual setting concerned. The amount of deviation can be labelled in terms of a **scalar degree** of deviation on a scale of 1 to 3, where 1 is a slight deviation, 2 is moderate and 3 is as extreme a deviation as is found in typical sociolinguistic accent-characterizing functions. In the idiosyncratic or pathological speech characterizing individual speakers, settings can take on more extreme degrees.

Individual segments are influenced by each type of setting in a gradient of **susceptibility** ranging from maximally susceptible to non-susceptible. This susceptibility depends chiefly on the physiological relationship between the muscle-systems concerned in the production of the segment and the setting. Vocoid production is heavily susceptible, for example, to the effects of a setting which constrains the body of the tongue to try to stay relatively close to the hard palate in a **palatalized voice**. In this case, the vocoid space would be compressed towards the roof of the mouth, and vocoids which in another speaker might be very open, such as the [a] in *bat* [bat], might become so raised as to be phonetically almost [e], for instance. Listeners unfamiliar with such a speaker might then think, on hearing the speaker’s pronunciation of *bat* as [bet], that the word *bet* was intended. Only greater familiarity would allow listeners to retune their perceptual registrations of the speaker’s utterances to make allowance for the distorting effects of the setting on the vocoid segments.

Different settings co-occur in the speech of a given individual. Only physi-
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Setting</th>
<th>Scalar degrees</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Longitudinal</td>
<td>Laryngeal</td>
<td>neutral</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>raised larynx</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>lowered larynx</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Labial</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>labialization</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>labial protrusion</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Labial</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cross-sectional</td>
<td>lip-rounded</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>lip-spread</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mandibular</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>close jaw</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>open jaw</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lingual up blade</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>advanced lip blade</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>retracted lip blade</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lingual body</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>advanced body</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>retracted body</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>raised body</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>lowered body</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lingual root</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>advanced root</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>retracted root</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Velopharyngeal</td>
<td>Velic coupling</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>nasal</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>oral</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Articulatory range</td>
<td>Labial</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>narrow range</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>wide range</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mandibular</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>narrow range</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>wide range</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lingual</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>narrow range</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>wide range</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Setting</th>
<th>Scalar degrees</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Supralaryngeal tension</td>
<td>tense</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>lax</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laryngeal tension</td>
<td>tense</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>slightly harsh</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>moderately harsh</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>lax</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>slightly breathy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>moderately breathy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phonatory</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>modal voice</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>falsetto</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>creaky</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>whispery</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prosodic</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>pitch</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>mean</td>
<td>high</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>range</td>
<td>wide</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>variability</td>
<td>high</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>low</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>mean</td>
<td>high</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>range</td>
<td>wide</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>variability</td>
<td>high</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>low</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5.19 Protocol for annotating the scalar degrees of settings of articulation, phonation, overall muscular tension and prosodic performance shown by an individual speaker's vocal profile.

...logical compatibility constrains the combinability of such settings, in principle, although in the very large majority of cases only a few settings in the speech of a single speaker will show any substantial deviation from the neutral reference settings.

Key susceptible segments for analysing the effect of a setting deviating from neutral to each particular scalar degree are given in chapter 13, where settings are discussed in detail. The different types of settings are too numerous to be discussed further here, but the complete range of settings is named in Figure 5.19. This is a protocol allowing written annotation of the settings analysed in the speech of any given individual of normal anatomy, divided
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into settings of articulation, phonation, overall muscular tension and prosodic behaviour. The record for each setting allows judgements of ‘neutral’, ‘scalar degree 1’, ‘scalar degree 2’ or ‘scalar degree 3’ to be registered. By appropriately filling in the complete protocol for the individual speaker, the analyst gains a record of the speaker’s Vocal Profile.

5.11.2 The prosodic analysis of speech

The pitch of a speaker’s voice varies within the physiologically imposed limits of an organic pitch range which derives from his or her personal laryngeal anatomy. The habitual range of pitch exploited by a speaker in ordinary conversation can be called the speaker’s linguistic pitch range. If this range is adjusted for purposes of paralinguistic communication, it can be called the speaker’s paralinguistic pitch range.

Within a speaker’s linguistic range, the momentary pitch values of the voice during a given utterance will vary between a local maximum and minimum. This can be called the speaker’s pitch-span. Individual pitch values tend to become progressively lower through the course of an utterance, in a process called declination. The exact placement of the pitch of a syllable within a given pitch span is termed its pitch-height, and the shape of the pitch value within the duration of the syllable can be referred to as its pitch-contour. Pitch-height can be high, mid or low, or have an intermediate value such as high-mid or mid-low. The pitch-contour can either be level, or can fall or rise, or display more complex shapes such as fall–rise, rise–fall, fall–rise–fall or rise–fall–rise.

Different linguistic functions of pitch can be distinguished. If standard patterns of pitch contribute to the identification of words over a variable number of syllables, this is referred to as word-based tone. If the domain over which pitch is distinctive is the syllable, this will be called a use of syllable-based tone. Many languages of Africa, Southeast Asia and the Americas exploit this syllable-based use of pitch. Both lexical tone and syllable tone can be regarded as fulfilling a tonal function.

Patterns of significant pitch movement over domains longer than the word, that is, word-groups, phrases or whole utterances, fulfil an intonational function. All languages show intonational uses of pitch, whether they display tonal functions or not. An example of an intonational function of pitch can be seen in English, where a strongly rising pitch-contour at the end of an utterance such as Seal-culling is humane carries a different message from the same phrase said with a strongly falling pitch-contour at the end of the utterance.

Matters of the mean value, overall ranges and the typical degree of fluctu-
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...ation which characterize the pitch behaviour of a speaker can be described alternatively as types of setting. Such **pitch-settings** are considered at the end of chapter 15.

Analogously to pitch, loudness varies within the speaker’s **organic loudness range**, **linguistic loudness range**, **paralinguistic loudness range** and **loudness-span**. Loudness values also show a somewhat similar **declination** effect. Such loudness effects have received very little research to date. The inherent loudness of individual segment-types has been called their **sonority**. A hierarchy of such sonority has been proposed as a basis for explaining a number of phonological issues such as syllable-structure constraints on the syllabic location of particular segment-types, discussed in chapter 15.

### 5.11.3 The metrical analysis of speech

The prosodic and metrical properties of speech are described in this book on the basis of their musical attributes. Thus the prosodic analysis of speech, summarized in the preceding section, considers matters to do with the melodic performance of speech. Metrical factors are taken to include stress and rhythm. The domain of stress is the syllable, and in those languages which exploit stress linguistically we can refer to **syllable-stress**. Broad divisions are normally made between a maximum of three degrees of **lexical word-stress** — **primary stress**, **secondary stress** and **unstressed**. In some languages lexical stress falls on a fixed syllable in the structure of the word, and in others it is more variable. Lexical word-stress, as part of the make-up of individual words, should be distinguished from **emphatic stress**, which is a property of utterances, with optional location on the syllables of the utterance.

Stress is one way of making a syllable perceptually more **prominent**. Another way is **syllable weight**, where the prominence of the syllable derives from its segmental and structural make-up. **Heavy syllables** are those, for example, with either a long vowel, or a short vowel followed by a long consonant or at least two consonants. **Light syllables** are those which do not fulfil these conditions.

The interaction of syllabic timing with stress and syllable weight gives speech a perceived **rhythm**, and different types of interaction lead to different perceptions of rhythm. A tenacious but controversial view of rhythm in speech suggests that all speech tends to be performed in an **isochronous** way, that is, with given units of speech recurring on a regular basis. When a language shows a tendency for every syllable to be heard as lasting very approximately for the same amount of time (at a given rate of speaking), it is said to exploit a **syllable-based rhythm**. An example of such a language is said to be Spanish. When a language shows a rhythmic patterning perceived
as based on the intervals between stressed syllables tending to sound approximately equal, it is said to use a stress-based rhythm. English is often said to use a stress-based rhythm, and a typical consequence for unstressed syllables following a stressed syllable within the rhythmic unit in English is for these unstressed syllables to be compressed in time, more or less in proportion to the number of syllables in the rhythmic unit (the 'foot'). This compression can be facilitated by processes of syllable re-organization, and/or by mechanisms of vowel reduction (making the pronunciation of a vowel shorter, less loud, lower in pitch and more central in quality). In some languages the perception of rhythm is said to be constrained by considerations of syllable weight, rather than stress. Such languages are said to show a mora-based rhythm, and an often-cited example is Japanese.

The timing constraints on which these categories depend are in fact extremely difficult to establish empirically by instrumental measures of actual speech production. Hypotheses about isochronous rhythmic phenomena in speech are then sustainable only by appeal to a number of factors (such as syllabic structure, and utterance-marginal effects which act as a brake on the rate of speech at the beginnings and ends of the utterances) which can be held to exercise a perturbing influence on the supposed rhythm of a given utterance. The concept of speech rhythm as isochronous then entails positing an underlying regularity which can be recaptured only on a perceptual basis, and normally only by native listeners, through their deep knowledge of the phonological forms of the lexicon of the language. A more profitable view is that perceived rhythm is a property of speech arising from the interaction of segmental sonority, syllable structure, syllable weight and lexical stress, in the timing relationships and fluctuations of prominence perceived as existing between successive syllables. The view that the rhythm of speech is dominated by perceptual, cognitive and phonological factors, and that in addition listeners have a universal tendency to impose a certain degree of rhythmicity on their perception of speech material, will be explored in chapter 16.

5.11.4 The temporal organization of speech

The speaking-turns of real speech vary in their continuity, with the speaker signalling hesitation by pausing, or by pronouncing various hesitation noises. Equally, real speech varies in its speed of utterance. The continuity and the rate of speech are non-linguistic factors, available for signalling both paralinguistic information about the speaker’s attitudinal or emotional state, and/or extralinguistic information about attributes of speaker-identity and personality.
5.11.4.1 Continuity of speech

Pauses in speech can be divided into filled pauses and silent pauses. Filled pauses are pauses during which some non-linguistic material such as *er, um, mm* is pronounced. Silent pauses contain no such fillers. Continuous speech can then be described as a speaking-turn without pauses of any sort (and without the prolongation of linguistic material that is another sign of hesitation). Non-continuous speech is any speaking-turn which includes one or more of these signals of hesitation. Chapter 17 also discusses the further matter of fluent versus interrupted speech (which is not quite synonymous with continuous and non-continuous speech respectively).

5.11.4.2 Rate of speech

Two different concepts are necessary to come to grips with the rate (or tempo) of speech. One is articulation rate, which is the rate at which a given utterance is produced. The speech material measured by articulation rate therefore excludes silent pauses by virtue of the definition of an utterance, which begins and ends with silence. But it includes all audible speech material within the utterance – the syllables (however prolonged they might be for reasons of hesitation) that make up the linguistic message of the utterance, together with any filled pauses. Speaking rate, on the other hand, relates to the rate of speech of the whole speaking-turn. It therefore includes all speech material (linguistic or non-linguistic), together with any silent pauses, that are contained within the overall speaking-turn.

Articulation rate can be measured in units such as syllables per second, and speaking rate in words per minute. For English, a medium articulation rate is about 5.3 syllables per second, and a medium speaking rate a little over 200 words per minute. It is probably necessary to distinguish only between three tempos of speech, slow, medium and fast, and two changes of tempo, accelerating and decelerating. Articulation rate and speaking rate are not necessarily dependent on each other, because of the role played by pauses in their definitions. Nor are fast rates necessarily correlated with informality of speech style.

Further reading

Orthodox treatments of the classification by place and manner of articulation of segmental description, along the lines of the traditional International Phonetic Association model, can be found in most phonetic textbooks, such as Abercrombie (1967), Gimson (1989) and Ladefoged (1975).
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Airstream mechanisms

All speech is made by setting a flow of air in motion, and then modifying its progress by superimposing on it some phonatory and articulatory configuration of the vocal organs. The purpose of this chapter is to describe the different ways in which such a flow of air can be made to move, either outwards from the body to the outside atmosphere, or inwards.

There are several different mechanisms for setting a sufficient volume of air in motion to allow audible speech to be produced by phonatory and articulatory modification of the airflow. By far the most common mechanism exploited by the languages of the world is the use of the respiratory system, to provide an outward-flowing stream of air which the larynx and supralaryngeal organs then modulate by phonatory and articulatory action. There are, however, two other mechanisms which are used in a number of different languages to provide the airflow for a usually rather limited number of sounds; one involves the larynx being used as a kind of piston, moving vertically in the cylinder of the pharynx; the other involves the tongue trapping a volume of air between the velum and some point further forward in the mouth.

Two important concepts in classifying the generation of airflow are firstly the identity of the organ that is operative in making the air move, and secondly, the direction of flow of the airstream that is thereby set into motion. The organ that sets the airstream into motion can be called the initiator of the airstream, and the different airstream mechanisms can be identified by the initiator concerned. The airstream mechanism which uses the respiratory system as the initiator will be called the pulmonic airstream mechanism; the one that uses the larynx as a piston moving in the pharynx will be referred to as the glottalic airstream mechanism, and the one that uses the tongue to trap air in the mouth will be referred to as the velaric airstream mechanism. The direction that the airflow takes can be labelled with respect to whether it moves outwards from the body, in which case it will be referred to as an egressive airflow, or inwards into the body, which will be called an ingressive
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airflow. Combining the labels for the airstream mechanism and the direction of airflow gives the possibility of discriminating between pulmonic egressive, glottalic egressive and velaric ingressive airstreams, for example. In these cases, the airstream mechanisms are single; but it is also not uncommon for languages to use, for some of their articulations, a simultaneous combination of different airstream mechanisms.

6.1 The pulmonic airstream mechanism

The respiratory system is the initiator of the pulmonic airstream mechanism, providing a flow of air which can be modified by phonatory and articulatory action. The activities of the respiratory system during speech are very different from those during quiet breathing. In quiet breathing, most people breathe in and out about twelve times a minute, with the act of breathing out (expiration) taking only slightly longer than that of breathing in (inspiration). In speaking, the expiratory phase is very much longer than the inspiratory phase. In addition, where quiet breathing chiefly exploits muscular action for inspiration, and largely mechanical and elastic recoil forces as the principal means of expiration, the pulmonic egressive mechanism in speaking depends on positive muscular action as well as on these recoil factors.

Few textbooks on speech give more than the most cursory account of the working of the respiratory system. The impression often given is that the function of the respiratory system in producing an outflowing stream of air of sufficient volume for the needs of speech is relatively simple, and that the significant complexity in speech production lies more in the articulatory domain. An outstanding exception to this tradition is the chapter by Hixon (1973: 73–125). As he comments, 'actually, there is great complexity in the events of respiration during speech, complexity that equals and in many respects surpasses that of events in other parts of the speaking machinery' (ibid.: 99). This foundational textbook is not the place to explore the full intricacy of this complexity, but the comment offered by Hixon is a salutary reminder that the customary focus of phonetic textbooks on largely articulatory matters is a highly partial view of the complex physiology that the brain routinely controls to produce the patterns of speech.

The account offered here will be limited to a simplified presentation of the main mechanical, muscular and aerodynamic principles of controlling the pulmonic egressive airstream predominantly used in speech. (Readers for whom this may seem too detailed could move now to section 6.1.1.)

The principal task of the respiratory system in its role as a contributor to the performance of a given utterance is to provide an outflowing stream of
pulmonic air at the required pressure and flow-rate, against the dynamically changing moment-to-moment resistance superimposed on the flow by phonatory and articulatory actions. There are three concepts related to air-pressure that will be useful here. One is atmospheric pressure, the general external pressure caused by the weight of air in the atmosphere above the speaker. Another is intra-oral pressure, the air-pressure inside the mouth which rises and falls under the joint influence of the pulmonic (or other) airstream and the presence of articulatory constrictions preventing the easy outflow (or inflow) of air to (or from) the external atmosphere. The third concept is air-pressure in the lungs, which can be called pulmonic pressure. Pulmonic pressure can be equated to sub-glottal pressure, a phrase more normally found in phonetics textbooks to mean the air-pressure in the pulmonic airstream just below the vocal folds. Sub-glottal pressure variation in speech has been extensively investigated, and it is possible to say on this basis that perceived loudness is broadly proportional to sub-glottal pressure (Isshiki 1964; Ladefoged 1967), though in a non-linear way.

Clark and Yallop (1990: 26) suggest that sub-glottal pressure is 'relative to the overall level of vocal effort'. This notion of 'vocal effort' is well established in the phonetic literature, but it is highly underspecified. We shall see below, for example, that a given sub-glottal pressure could well be generated on different occasions by different degrees of counter-balancing inspiratory and expiratory muscular effort, depending on the current state of inflation of the lungs.

In order to approach a description of the mechanisms exploited by the respiratory system in producing various flow-rates and sub-glottal pressures, it will be helpful to begin with a small number of technical distinctions between the capacity of the lungs and different volumes within this capacity. (In the discussion below, the term 'lung' will be taken to mean 'lungs and airways'.) Figure 6.1, after Hixon (1973: 95) (who adapted it in turn from Pappenheimer et al. 1950), shows four different lung volumes and four different lung capacities. A concept applied to normal breathing is that the regular respiratory cycle of inspiration and expiration can be regarded as 'tidal'. The tidal volume is then the volume of air breathed in and out during this cycle. This volume is responsive to the current oxygen requirements of the body. When the person is at rest, normal patterns of breathing are realized as quiet tidal breathing. The minimum value of this quiet tidal breathing can be called the resting expiratory level.

There is a limit to how much air a person can take in by inspiration beyond the peak of the tidal volume, set by anatomical and physiological constraints. This volume is called the inspiratory reserve volume. Similarly,
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![Diagram of lung volumes and capacities](image)

Figure 6.1 Classification of lung volumes and capacities in the respiratory system (adapted from Hixon 1973: 95, after Pappenheimer et al. 1950)

There are anatomical and physiological constraints on how much air an individual can breathe out in expiration beyond the minimum values of the tidal volume. This is called the *expiratory reserve volume*. Exhausting the expiratory reserve volume – using up all the available air in breathing out from the minimum of the tidal volume – is nevertheless not the same as exhausting the total capacity of the lungs. A *residual volume* always remains.

The *inspiratory capacity* of the lungs is the maximum amount of air that can be breathed in from the minimum value of the tidal volume. The inspiratory capacity is thus made up of adding the inspiratory reserve volume to the tidal volume. The *vital capacity* of the lungs is the maximum amount of air that can be exhaled after a maximum inspiration. The vital capacity is therefore made up of the combination of the tidal volume, the inspiratory reserve volume and the expiratory reserve volume. The *functional residual capacity* is the amount of air in the lungs at the minimum of the tidal volume – it hence includes the expiratory reserve volume and the residual volume. Finally, the *total lung capacity* is the volume of air in the lungs after a maximum inspiration. Table 6.1 shows all of the above lung volumes and capacities in litres, for a typical healthy young adult male speaker, standing upright, in atmospheric pressure at sea level (Hixon 1973: 96). It is important to specify that the speaker is standing, since lung volumes and capacities change when a speaker changes posture, because of the effect of gravity on the configuration of the respiratory system. It is also relevant to indicate that atmospheric pressure is a factor, since it is the relative balance between
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atmospheric pressure and the air-pressure in the respiratory system that determines whether pulmonic air flows egressively or ingressively.

Table 6.1 Lung volumes and capacities
for a young, healthy, adult male speaker, standing upright

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lung volume or capacity</th>
<th>Magnitude in litres</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tidal volume</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inspiratory reserve volume</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expiratory reserve volume</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residual volume</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inspiratory capacity</td>
<td>3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vital capacity</td>
<td>5.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Functional residual capacity</td>
<td>4.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total lung capacity</td>
<td>7.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: After Hixon (1973: 96)

A key concept in understanding how the respiratory system works is that of relaxation pressure. This is the pressure in the lungs and airways which is produced by non-muscular forces. Whether the pulmonic air will flow egressively or ingressively whenever the respiratory muscles are relaxed will depend on whether the lungs are currently expanded or contracted relative to their volume at the resting expiratory level. If the lungs are more inflated than the resting expiratory level, then non-muscular relaxation forces generated by elastic and mechanical recoil factors in the lungs, chest, diaphragm and abdomen will have the effect of compressing the lungs back to the resting level, and expiration will result. If the lungs are relatively deflated compared to their volume at the resting expiratory level, then the same non-muscular relaxation forces will have the effect of allowing the lungs to reflate back to the resting level, and inspiration will occur. In either case, unless positive muscular effort is recruited to over-ride the relaxation pressure effect, the return to a resting level is involuntary and automatic.

The action of relaxation pressure can be thought of as exercising a spring-like effect on lung-volume. The result of the spring is to cause expiration at high lung-volumes and inspiration at low lung-volumes, relative to the resting expiratory volume. Relaxation pressure is in direct proportion to lung-volume in the middle of the volume range, while in the extremes of the range pressure changes more abruptly. It follows that the amount of muscular pressure required at a given instant during speech depends upon the
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[pulmonic] pressure needed and the relaxation pressure available at the prevailing lung volume' (Hixon 1973: 97). The type of muscular control needed for pulmonic egressive airflow during speech is hence a collaboration between expiratory and inspiratory efforts, being used in a balanced 'pushing' versus 'checking' mode. After taking a relatively deep breath, for example, a speaker is likely to need to use a partly 'checking' action of the inspiratory muscle system in the early part of a long utterance, to control the expiratory contribution of the relaxation pressure in a fine-tuned way for the purposes of speech, before switching over to a predominantly 'pushing' action of the expiratory muscle system to counter-act the now-inspiratory effect of relaxation pressure once that pressure becomes less than the atmospheric pressure.
Figure 6.2 gives a graphical example of this counter-balancing process, in describing the way in which inspiratory effort switches over to expiratory effort at the point where relaxation pressure becomes inadequate to support the steady outflow of air required for the production of a sustained voiced vowel. The figure is adapted from Clark and Yallop (1990: 28), in which they incorporate information from Hixon (1973: 102) and Agostoni and Mead (1964), showing the change-over point from inspiratory checking to expiratory pushing relative to the contribution from relaxation pressure, against the steadily dropping percentage of vital capacity after a maximum inspiration. In this figure, the timecourse of the production of the vowel can be read as running from top to bottom, as the remaining percentage of vital capacity decreases. The abbreviation ‘Psg’ in the figure stands for ‘sub-glottal pressure’.

It is therefore much too simplistic to suggest that the positive muscular action needed to control egressive pulmonic airflow is exercised by the expiratory muscle system alone. As Hixon (1973: 106) comments:

> the respiratory pump accomplishes the task which speech imposes upon it by adding, at each instant, a muscular pressure that is precisely equal to the difference between the (pulmonic) pressure desired and the relaxation pressure available. The important implication of this statement is that each (pulmonic) pressure produced in speech demands a different muscular pressure at each lung volume.

(emphasis as in original)

The complexity of the brain's task in controlling the muscular support for an aerodynamic situation that dynamically changes throughout an utterance is evident.

### 6.1.1 Respiratory support for syllables, stress and loudness

A distinction can be drawn between the use of the respiratory system to provide a continual flow of air as the basis for whole utterances of normal pulmonic egressive speech, and the more momentary requirements of individual syllables. Many writers on phonetics from the time of Stetson (1928, 2nd edn 1951) have made appeal to what Hixon (1973: 119) calls 'pulsatile' variations in the pulmonic flow for speech, with each muscilarly initiated pulse corresponding to a phonetic syllable. Ladefoged (1967) and his co-workers, however, have shown very clearly that in normal speech there is no clear one-to-one correlation between syllables at a phonological level and pulsed, muscular acts of the respiratory system at a phonetic level.

It may be that in conditions of unusual emphasis, such as in a sergeant-
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major's shouted commands on the parade ground, a more clearcut relationship exists. For everyday speech, nevertheless, it seems unnecessary to posit a respiratory pulse as an obligatory part of the phonetic manifestation of each phonological syllable. Broad tendencies for the respiratory system to increase expiratory effort when phonologically stressed syllables are being uttered can characterize the phonology of many languages, but this is the only type of pulsatile respiratory variation to which explicit appeal will be made here. Chapter 16 discusses in more detail the respiratory support for the production of stressed syllables. The use of the respiratory system for controlling loudness as a part of paralinguistic behaviour will also be discussed below, in chapter 15.

6.1.2 The pulmonic ingressive airstream

Speech is possible on a pulmonic ingressive airstream – speaking on an indrawn breath – but this has not so far been found to operate systematically for distinctive phonological purposes in any language of the world. There is, however, one speaker of one language who has been reported as using a pulmonic ingressive airstream on an allophonic basis, and that is a speaker of the Punguu accent of the Tsou dialect of Tsou, an Austronesian language spoken on the slopes of Mount Ali in Southern Taiwan (Fuller 1990: 9). Tsou has three dialects, spoken by some 3,500 speakers distributed in eight villages, but Fuller notes that the use of this airstream 'may be a sub-dialectal feature unique to the village of Punguu'.

Punguu Tsou is said to use the pulmonic ingressive airstream on two structurally conditioned allophonic segments. Using the diacritic [\ ] to represent an ingressive pulmonic airstream, placed after the relevant segmental symbol, these are [f\ ] and [h\ ]. These labiodental (fricative) and glottal (approximant) segments occur word-initially before stops (usually glottal stops, but including affricated stops), and pulmonic egressive segments occur everywhere else. Expressed in phonological rule notation, this constraint could be summarized as:

\(/f\) => \{[f\ ] / #___ Stop \} \\
{\[f\ ]

where the symbol '#' means a preceding word boundary. The only other voiceless fricative phoneme in Punguu Tsou is /s\ , and this has only pulmonic egressive allophones, as in [smo\t\o\p\a\] 'to hit' and [s\b\e\o\x\a\] 'to fall'. Examples of the ingressive and egressive segments given by Fuller (1990: 10–11) are:

168
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Pulmonic ingressive and egressive labiodental segments in one
Punguu Tsou idiolect

[‘fʔuHU] ‘back’  [mafuʔu] ‘woods’
[‘fʔtsuju] ‘egg’  [fu] ‘meat/fish’
[‘fʔhnu] ‘head’  [fui fuu] ‘sand’
[‘fʔisi] ‘hair’  [fuʔu] ‘tree bark’
[‘fʔkoi] ‘snake’  [fʔue] ‘sweet potato’

Pulmonic ingressive and egressive glottal segments in one
Punguu Tsou idiolect

[‘hʔuju] ‘blood’  [fuʔhumu] ‘water’
[bʔisi] ‘ashes’  [pa’hiisi] ‘wing’
[‘hʔisuju] ‘mountain, hill’  [ho’fia] ‘yellow’

As noted above, these articulations were identified in the speech of a single speaker. Subsequent investigation has shown, however, that these patterns are at least partly inconsistent with those of fourteen other speakers of Punguu Tsou who were interviewed, all of whom pronounce a labiodental ejective [‘f’] where this speaker uses a pulmonic ingressive fricative (P. Ladefoged, personal communication).

6.1.2.1 Paralinguistic use of the pulmonic ingressive airstream

Pulmonic ingressive speech is used paralinguistically in a number of Western cultures. In Norwegian, for example, there is a not uncommon pulmonic ingressive pronunciation of ja [jæ:] (‘yes’) and nei [næ:] (‘no’), where the whole syllable is pronounced on an indrawn breath. It may be voiceless throughout, or may be made with breathy or whispery voice for the first part. (Breathy and whispery voice are described in detail in the next chapter). The word ja pronounced in this way expresses sympathy, agreement or commiseration, and nei expresses surprise (A. Foldvik, personal communication). In Danish, a pulmonic ingressive [jæ:] for ‘yes’ is commonly used in the same way as in Norwegian. In addition, a pulmonic ingressive pronunciation of [næ:] for ‘no’ can be used in Danish to express sympathy. This pronunciation can also apparently be used as a ‘weak rejection by children of an accusation by parents, implying that the accusation is correct’ (J. Verhoeven, personal communication), as in:

Parent : ‘You did take the money, didn’t you’
Child : [næ:] ‘No’

A somewhat similar usage occurs in English, where yes [jes] can be pronounced with the [jɛ:] sequence performed on a pulmonic ingressive airstream
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(often with breathy voice), followed by [s] being uttered on a normal pulmonic egressive airflow. The paralinguistic meaning of pronouncing yes in this way seems to be to communicate an attitude of reluctant and slightly exasperated compliance with the exigent wishes or assertions of an insistent interlocutor. Ohala (1983: 192) describes 'pulmonic ingressive vocalization' as 'a stylistic variant of pulmonic egressive speech', giving the example of 'Swedish [ja] (on ingressive voice) "yes" (emphatic), French [wi] (ingressive voice) "yes" (used primarily by females)'. A more extended example comes from Finnish, where speakers who run out of breath towards the end of a long utterance sometimes complete it on a pulmonic ingressive airstream, often substituting whisper for voicing (A. Foldvik, personal communication).

Speech performed on a pulmonic ingressive airstream typically uses a slightly different phonatory quality from speech produced on a pulmonic egressive airstream, with ingressive phonation showing a less efficient mode of vibration than the more habitual and practised egressive mode. Perhaps because of this difference, pulmonic ingressive speech is sometimes used for the purpose of ritual disguise. Catford (1977a: 68) cites Dieth (1950) as discussing the Swiss-German custom of 'Fensterle', in which a village boy speaks to his sweetheart through her window, conventionally disguising his voice from her parents by using a pulmonic ingressive airstream. A similar function of ritual voice disguise during courtship is reported by Conklin (1959) as occurring in the Hanunóo culture of the Philippines, where a suitor is said to hide his visible identity from a girl's parents by covering his head with a blanket, and to conceal his audible identity by speaking on an ingressive pulmonic airstream.

A somewhat similar usage in Greek is described by Catford in a later book (1988: 31), where he comments that pulmonic ingressive speech can be used to disguise the voice, and that he has 'heard Greek spoken with pulmonic suction initiation for precisely this purpose by disguised mummers on a feast-day in a village in Cyprus'. In his earlier book, he also mentions a segmental case of the pulmonic ingressive airstream being used in Damin, an Australian (North Queensland) ritual language of the Lardil of Mornington Island, but thinks that this use (to create a 'pulmonic suction' [l]) may have been a deliberate invention (Catford 1977a: 65).

6.1.3 Segmental use of the pulmonic egressive system

A pulmonic egressive airstream is overwhelmingly the most common airstream used in speech, and the majority of sounds in every language are performed on this basis. Unless explicit mention is made to the contrary, it will be taken from this point onwards that the airstream involved in the
production of any sound under discussion is provided by the pulmonic egressive mechanism.

Some sample symbols for sounds made with a pulmonic egressive airstream, which may be helpful in interpreting the comments below on non-pulmonic sounds, are as follows. The symbols [p, t, k, q] all represent voiceless oral stops made on the pulmonic egressive airstream mechanism, with the vocal tract being momentarily closed to allow air-pressure to build up before being released with a tiny but audible burst of noise. The closures are made for the stop sounds mentioned above by the action of the lips closing against each other (voiceless labial stop [p]), or the tongue against the alveolar ridge just behind the upper teeth (voiceless alveolar stop [t]), against the underside of the velum (voiceless velar stop [k]), or against the uvula at the very end of the velum (voiceless uvular stop [q]). The pulmonic egressive voiced oral stop counterparts respectively to these sounds are labial [b], alveolar [d], velar [g] and uvular [g]. Other pulmonic egressive symbols (voiceless alveolar fricative [s], voiced alveolar fricative [z] and voiced labial nasal stop [m]) were mentioned in the previous chapter.

6.2 The glottalic airstream mechanism

The initiator in the glottalic airstream mechanism is the whole larynx, which is either pulled upwards by the laryngeal elevator muscle groups, in the production of sounds made on a glottalic egressive mechanism, or downwards by the laryngeal depressor muscle groups, for sounds made with a glottalic ingressive mechanism (Abercrombie 1967: 28; Catford 1977a: 68). When the glottalic mechanism is the sole airstream mechanism involved, the glottis is closed, with the vocal folds together, blocking off the volume of air in the lungs from air in the rest of the vocal apparatus. During this time, speakers are in effect 'holding their breath'. Because the larynx moves vertically in the pharynx in this mechanism, it has also been called the 'pharyngeal' airstream mechanism (Pike 1943:90). The term 'glottalic' is preferred here because it more memorably reflects the involvement of the closed or nearly closed glottis.

Sounds made on a glottalic egressive airstream are called ejectives. These are usually made with the vocal tract momentarily either completely blocked, or nearly blocked, by the tongue or the lips at some location along its length. The velum blocks off escape of air through the nasal tract, so that the effect of the abrupt rise of the larynx, with the glottis closed and the upper larynx possibly constricted, is to compress the air in the vocal tract. If the vocal tract is completely closed (in a stop articulation), when the closure is released the compressed air bursts out in a vigorous explosion. If the vocal tract is
only nearly closed, leaving a very narrow gap (in a fricative articulation), the
compressed air hisses out briefly but audibly through the constricted passage.

It is also physically possible to make a variety of other types of sound on
a glottalic egressive mechanism, such as tongue trills of a short duration, but
the only ejective sounds that have been found in languages so far have been
those described above – ejective stops and ejective fricatives, together with
ejective affricates, a type of articulation where a stop is released with a short
fricative offset phase.

Ejectives are found in many languages in Africa, and in North, Central and
South America. They are found occasionally in Asia, for example in the Indian
sub-continent in one dialect of Gujarati, in Bishnupriya and some East Bengali
dialects (Masica 1991: 104). They are also characteristic of the Caucasian lan-
guages, such as Georgian and Circassian (Adyghe) (Catford 1977b: 70). The
transcriptional convention for identifying ejective sounds is to put an apostro-
phe after the segmental symbol, as in [k’] for an ejective velar stop with a clo-
sure made by the back of the tongue against the velum, or [t’] for an ejective
alveolar stop with a closure made by the tip or blade of the tongue against the
alveolar ridge, or [s’] for an ejective alveolar fricative where the air is forced
through a very narrow constriction between the blade of the tongue and the
alveolar ridge. Examples of ejective sounds used in Zulu are:

**Ejectives in Zulu**

*[t’we:t’we] ‘nervousness’  *[umt’aat’a] ‘a bay’
*[isk’e:be] ‘boat’  *[k’ok’a] ‘surround’

Examples of a contrast between pulmonic egressive voiceless stops and
glottalic egressive ejective stops in K’ekchi, a Quichean language of
Guatemala (Pinkerton 1986: 130) are:

**Ejectives in K’ekchi**

*[t’oqok] ‘to throw’  *[toqok] ‘to break’
*[fa’t’ok] ‘you threw it’  *[fa’tok] ‘you broke it’

Sounds made with a glottalic ingressive airstream mechanism are called
**implosives.** The larynx, with the glottis closed, is pulled downwards, and any
air trapped between the larynx and any closure higher up the vocal tract is
rarified in pressure. When the vocal-tract closure is released, the outside air
flows in at atmospheric pressure to fill the relative vacuum. Only oral stops
seem to be made on this mechanism for linguistic use. Ashby (1990)
describes a range of other implosive articulations which are articulatorily
feasible, but which do not seem to be used in spoken languages.
The transcriptional convention for identifying a (voiceless) implosive is to add a right-curling diacritic to the top corner of the segmental symbol, as in the voiceless velar implosive symbol [k]. We shall see that this is the same diacritic device as is used in voiced implosives, and the generalization of the right-curling diacritic being added to the top corner of the segmental symbol to mean 'implosive', rather than as previously merely 'voiced implosive', was one of the innovations recommended by the 1989 Kiel IPA Convention on phonetic symbols.

Voiceless implosives of this sort are rare in languages. Tojolabal, a language spoken in Mexico, and Cakchiquel, another Quichean language of Guatemala in Central America, are said to use them (E. Pike 1963: 104, 107). Campbell (1973), cited by Pinkerton (1986: 126), notes that in fact all the Quichean languages, spoken in the area round Guatemala city, make phonologically contrastive use of [q], a voiceless uvular implosive made by rarefying the pressure between the larynx and a closure made between the very back of the tongue and the uvula (the rearmost part of the velum). Illustrations from Tojolabal and Cakchiquel are shown in the following examples:

Voiceless ejectives and voiceless implosives in Tojolabal

[∫oβ] 'to be able'   [pʰoβ] 'straw mat'
[sk'aβi] 'her sleeve' [βa'kʰet] 'meat'

Voiceless ejectives and voiceless implosives in Cakchiquel

[k'olonel] 'a gatherer' [kʰolonel] 'a deceiver'
[c'olonel] 'Saviour' [χolonel] 'a stripper of bark'

(In the above examples, the symbol [∫] means a voiceless type of [l] produced with friction, and [χ] refers to a voiceless fricative made at the same uvular place as [q]. Both [l] and [χ], as examples of fricative segments, are explained in detail in chapter 9.)

Implosives which are made on a complex airstream mechanism, combining a glottalic ingressive mechanism with egressive pulmonic voicing to give a voiced implosive, are much more frequently found than implosives made only on a glottalic ingressive airstream. The production of these voiced implosives is discussed below in section 6.4 on combined airstream mechanisms. The production of voicing is discussed separately, in chapter 7.

6.3 The velaric airstream mechanism

This mechanism is sometimes called the 'oral' airstream mechanism, because all the actions involved happen in the mouth. It might reasonably be called the 'lingual' airstream mechanism, since the prime initiator is the tongue, but it is commonly called the velaric airstream mechanism. This
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is because a major ingredient in the production of the airstream is a complete closure made by the back of the tongue against the velum. A second closure is also made, further forward in the mouth, either by the tip, blade or front of the tongue, or by the lips. The back of the tongue, maintaining its contact with the soft palate, is then drawn backwards and downwards along the slope of the roof of the mouth. Alternatively or simultaneously, the front of the tongue is drawn downwards. This action expands the volume of air trapped between the two closures, rarefying the intra-oral air-pressure. When the more forward of the two closures is released, the outside air at atmospheric pressure flows in to fill the partial vacuum.

Sounds made on this ingressive velaric mechanism are called clicks, and only stops and affricates have been found in phonological use in languages. The use of the term ‘click’ already indicates that the velaric airstream mechanism is being used to perform a stop articulation, so it is not normally necessary to specify ‘velaric ingressive’ or ‘stop’ in the label for such a segment. There are no reports so far of any linguistic use of sounds made with a velaric egressive airstream mechanism, though it is physiologically possible to make sounds in this way.

Examples of languages that use clicks as part of their consonantal stock are the Khoisan languages of Southern Africa, such as: Bushman; Nama (previously called Hottentot, e.g. by Beach 1938, which is now regarded as a pejorative name); !Xóõ which is spoken in Botswana and Namibia (Ladefoged and Traill 1993); and !Xū, spoken in Angola and Botswana (Snyman 1969; Traill 1973). Clicks are also found in the Southern Bantu languages Xhosa and Zulu (Doke 1926, Ladefoged 1971: 28). Two East African languages which use clicks are Sandawe and Hadzapi (Hatsa), in Tanzania (Catford 1977a: 72).

The original IPA-approved phonetic symbols for click segments at different places of articulation used to have the form [ɀ, Ñ, Ç, ʘ]. These symbol shapes (except for the shared [ʘ]) are at typographical odds with the symbols [ʘ, !, ɀ, ǁ, ǃ] originally devised for transcribing clicks by Lepsius (1855), and traditionally used by Africanists. Köhler et al. (1988) made a proposal to the 1989 Kiel Convention of the IPA that the Lepsius symbols should be substituted, because of the widespread use of these symbols in the extensive literature on the predominantly African languages using click segments. This proposal was accepted by the IPA, and is now incorporated in the IPA phonetic alphabet reproduced in appendix I. Köhler et al. (1988:140–1) lists a summary of the Lepsius-based symbols actually used by a number of Africanist and phonetician authors for their accounts of the Khoisan languages. For mnemonic convenience, to help in interpreting pre-1989 non-
Africanist writings on clicks, a comparison of the old and the new IPA symbols is given in table 6.2.

Table 6.2 A comparison of the old (pre-1989) IPA symbols for click segments and the current symbols recommended by the 1989 Kiel Convention of the IPA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Place of articulation</th>
<th>Old IPA symbol</th>
<th>Current IPA symbol</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>labial</td>
<td>[k]</td>
<td>[k]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dental</td>
<td>[t]</td>
<td>[t]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>alveolar</td>
<td>[l]</td>
<td>[l]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>post-alveolar</td>
<td>[l]</td>
<td>[l]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>alveolar lateral</td>
<td>[l]</td>
<td>[l]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>palato-alveolar or palatal</td>
<td>[l]</td>
<td>[l]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Adapted from Köhler et al. (1988: 140)

Clicks are also used in a paralinguistic function. Because of the wide familiarity of these paralinguistic clicks to many readers, these will be described before transcriptions of linguistic examples are introduced, to facilitate understanding of the articulatory actions involved. In English, and in many Western cultures, a click made with the front closure on the inner surfaces of the front upper teeth, with the influx of air flowing in over the central part of the tongue blade, signifies impatience or exasperation. Orthographically it is often written tut tut, or tsk tsk, and the recommended IPA phonetic symbol given in table 6.2 is [l]. The phonetic label for this sound is a voiceless dental click, and the sequence of initiatory actions used to produce the click are shown in figure 6.3a–c. Because of the necessity in clicks of two closures being formed simultaneously in the mouth, one of them always being a velar closure, clicks are by definition double articulations. The category of double articulations is dealt with in detail in chapter 11, but to give recognition to the essential velar closure in clicks, the symbol for voiceless clicks used in this book will follow the precedent set by Ladefoged and Traill (1984, 1993) of including [k] in the formation of a more explicitly complete symbol, as in [k], rather than the more implicit IPA convention of the single [l] etc.

The composite shapes of other click symbols to be used in this book are [k] (labial), [kl] (alveolar or post-alveolar), [k] (alveolar lateral), and [k] (palato-alveolar or palatal). The most universally familiar of these clicks is the voiceless labial click [k], which represents the action of kissing, with the front closure made and released by the lips. In the voiceless alveolar or post-alveolar click [kl], the influx of air occurs centrally over the
Figure 6.3 The action of the vocal organs in producing a velar ingressive voiceless dental click [k]: (a) first stage, velic and anterior closure; (b) second stage, expansion of the enclosed oral space; (c) third stage, release of the anterior closure.

tip or blade of the tongue as it is released from full contact with the alveolar ridge or the post-alveolar region. In the voiceless post-alveolar click [k], the tongue tip/blade is sometimes allowed to be sucked upwards and inwards by the negative intra-oral pressure created by the velar mechanism, while still maintaining complete post-alveolar closure. When the tongue tip/blade is removed from complete contact, the tongue is in a slightly curled retroflex position, and in uncurling, the underside of the tip of the tongue often (but
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not necessarily) strikes the floor of the mouth with a resonating percussive effect. It is this resonant percussion, following an instant after the release of the front oral closure, that gives the voiceless post-alveolar retroflex click the onomatopoeic basis that children exploit in their imitations of the clacking and clapping of horses' hooves. The full phonetic label for a click performed in this way would be a voiceless post-alveolar retroflex click. The shape of the earlier IPA symbol [k] gave mnemonic recognition to this retroflex possibility, in that the symbol for the alveolar/post-alveolar click shared with other retroflex symbols such as [t] a descender curling to the right.

In the voiceless alveolar lateral click [k], the influx of air flows in over the side of the tongue, with the tip or blade of the tongue being held in central contact with the alveolar ridge. In English, this click is used to persuade horses to start or to accelerate (to 'gee-up'), and is used by extension as a paralinguistic signal of similar encouragement to human listeners. The influx of air for the voiceless palato-alveolar or palatal click [k] is central, as an extensive domed contact formed between the blade and front of the tongue against the palato-alveolar or palatal region is released.

Linguistic examples of some clicks can be found in the following instances from Nama and !Xôô (Ladefoged and Traill 1993):

Voiceless dental, alveolar, palatal and alveolar lateral clicks in Nama

[k]oa] 'put into'  [k]ais] 'calling'
[k]oas] 'hollow'  [k]aos] 'writing'

Voiceless labial, dental, alveolar, palatal and alveolar lateral clicks in !Xôô

[k]ôô] 'dream'[k]â] 'move off'
[k]aa] 'wait for'  [k]a] 'poison'
[k]aâ] 'bone'

Because the defining initiatory actions for clicks take place in the mouth, the possibility arises of simultaneously using a second airstream with the click. Logically, either a pulmonic or a glottalic airstream could be brought into play, but the only option found to be exploited so far in spoken language is the addition of a pulmonic egressive airstream. In fact, when a velaric ingressive click is embedded in continuous speech made with a pulmonic egressive airstream, it is likely (unless a simultaneous glottal stop intervenes) that pulmonic egressive air will fill the pharynx behind the velar closure, and become compressed in exactly the way that a pulmonic
egressive voiceless velar stop [k] is formed. In this sense, all such voiceless clicks not only have a [k] component as part of their status as double articulations, but can also be said to be performed on a double airstream mechanism.

The availability of the pulmonic egressive airstream during the performance of clicks brings with it a further option of adding voicing to the pulmonic air flowing through the glottis. Because the back of the tongue is by definition in a position of velar closure, the result is the simultaneous production of a [g] with the click. This is the basis for the category of voiceless clicks, and the phonetic symbol for a voiceless click is made by joining the appropriate click symbol to a [g] symbol with a linker [¨], to make the composite symbol [g], which represents a voiceless dental click. Other examples of symbols for voiceless clicks are [g] (labial), [g] (alveolar or post-alveolar), [g] (palato-alveolar or palatal) and [g] (alveolar lateral), which are all used in contrast to their voiceless counterparts in !Xóò (Ladefoged and Traill 1993):

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Voiceless labial, dental, alveolar, palatal and alveolar} \\
\text{lateral clicks in !Xóò} \\
\text{[g]ou 'wild cat'} & \quad \text{[g]aa 'rub with hand'} \\
\text{[g]aç 'hunt'} & \quad \text{[s]á } \text{ 'thigh'} \\
\text{[g]aa 'conceal'} & \quad \text{[s]á } \text{ 'thigh'}
\end{align*}
\]

The [ .. ] diacritic under the symbols in the !Xóò word for ‘hunt’ above signify a whispery voice phonation type, described in the next chapter.

This pattern of combining a velaric ingressive airstream with a pulmonic egressive airstream in a double mechanism has yet another possible expression. Given that the movements necessary to make a click are performed solely within the mouth, the soft palate is free to take up either an open or a closed position, without affecting the articulatory actions of the click itself. If the soft palate is in a lowered position during the performance of the click, and if there is a simultaneous pulmonic egressive airstream, then the result will be a voiceless nasal click. The symbol for a voiceless nasal click is made by linking a voiceless velar nasal stop symbol [ã] to the relevant click symbol with a linker, as in [ã] by Ladefoged and Traill (1993) give the following examples of voiced nasal clicks in !Xóò:
Voiced labial, dental, alveolar, palatal and alveolar lateral nasal clicks in Xòô

\[ h\mathring{a}je \] 'tree' \hspace{1cm} \[ h\mathring{aa} \] 'to suit'
\[ h\mathring{an} \] 'lie horizontal' \hspace{1cm} \[ h\mathring{ah\ddot{a}} \] 'amount'
\[ h\mathring{a\ddot{a}} \] 'right side'

The articulatory closures for click segments can also be released in a variety of ways, some of them involving variations in the control of their timing relationships with phonatory actions. Some of these modifications are described in chapter 12 on co-ordination.

6.4 Combined glottalic and pulmonic airstream mechanisms

Another example of sounds made with combined airstream mechanisms involves the simultaneous use of a pulmonic egressive and a glottalic ingressive airstream to produce a category of sounds called voiced implosives, mentioned briefly in section 6.2. In this type of sound, the larynx is drawn downwards, giving a glottalic ingressive airstream, but with the vocal folds held only lightly closed. At the same time, a pulmonic egressive airflow rises through the vocal folds, setting them into voiced vibration. The influences of the two initiators, the larynx and the respiratory system, are thus exercised in momentarily opposite directions. The egressive effect of the pulmonic mechanism is enough to cause audible voiced vibration of the vocal folds, but not enough to overcome completely the rarefaction of the enclosed volume of air in the vocal tract caused by the descending larynx. The overall effect is for air momentarily to flow ingressively into the vocal tract from the outside atmosphere, when the articulatory closure is released.

A question arises about how the airflow through the vocal folds is actually made to move. Catford (1977a: 75) suggests, on the basis of cineradiographic films, that the pulmonic initiator is not in fact active, but merely static, in a fixated position which only provides an unchanging respiratory pressure. The egressive airflow necessary for voiced vibration of the vocal folds would then be the direct product of the movement downwards of the larynx against this fixed pressure. This is an interesting suggestion, and may characterize the careful performance of voiced implosives in short demonstration utterances. In the dynamic activity of continuous speech, though, it seems more likely that voiced implosives embedded in a context of continuous egressive pulmonic airflow would be performed with a more positive expiratory effort.
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Catford (ibid.) also points out that fully voiced stops ostensibly made solely on an egressive pulmonic mechanism are in fact typically made with a certain amount of progressive lowering of the larynx, in order to preserve transglottal airflow for voicing. The difference between pulmonic egressive voiced stops and voiced implosives lies in the relative speed and distance of the larynx lowering movement, with voiced implosives using a faster, larger movement.

Voiced implosives are found in many languages, including Sindhi, Maidu and Uduk (Ladefoged 1971: 26–7). Greenberg (1970) offers a survey of these and other sounds made on the glottalic airstream mechanism in a wide range of languages. The transcriptional convention for identifying a voiced implosive, invented by Doke (1926: 60), is to take the symbol for the corresponding egressive pulmonic voiced stop, say [b], [d], or [g], and add a right-hand curl to the top corner of the symbol, giving [b], [d] or [g]. (As noted earlier, this use of the right-hand curl diacritic attached to the top corner of the segmental symbol was generalized by the IPA in 1989 to all implosive symbols, whether voiced or voiceless). Examples of voiced implosives can be seen in Zulu, and in the West African languages Hausa, and Margi:

Voiced implosives in Zulu
[bizza] ‘call’ [biza] ‘have concern’
[buzza] ‘ask’ [buzza] ‘buzz’

Voiced implosives in Hausa
[babe] ‘estrangement’ [babe] ‘grasshopper’
[daka] ‘inside of house’ [daka] ‘pounding’

Voiced implosives in Margi
[babal] ‘hard’ [babal] ‘open place’
[didi] ‘flatus’ [didi] ‘dirt’

One final comment on combinations of airstream mechanisms needs to be made. During continuous speech, the articulatory movements of the tongue are sometimes both swift and of large extent. Under these circumstances, the tongue can act as a piston in the cylinder of the mouth, and either push air out, momentarily adding to the overall egressive flow initiated by the respiratory system, or suck air in, counteracting the egressive pulmonic flow. If the ingressive tendency of the lingual airstream (properly so labelled) that is thus initiated by the tongue is vigorous enough, it can briefly overcome the pulmonic egressive outflow, and cause an overall ingressive flow for a moment. Airflow records of syllables such as [kwa] occasionally show an ingressive effect of this sort. Such a contextual effect is the incidental result
of particular combinations of suitable segmental articulations, however, and is not used contrastively.

6.5 Phonological use of non-pulmonic airstreams

It was said at the beginning of this chapter that the pulmonic egressive airstream mechanism was by far the most common airstream exploited for phonological purposes. The typology of consonant systems in the different languages of the world is dominated by sounds made on a pulmonary airstream. It also seems to be the case that within any given language that makes phonological use of segments made on a non-pulmonic airstream, such segments are out-numbered in the huge majority of cases by comparable segment-types made on the pulmonic airstream mechanism. Pinkerton (1986: 125) lists the relevant part of the consonant system for Hausa illustrating this:

*Asymmetric pulmonic and non-pulmonic consonant system
(partial) of Hausa*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>t</th>
<th>k</th>
<th>kʷ</th>
<th>kʲ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>b</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>g</td>
<td>gʷ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k'</td>
<td>kʷ'</td>
<td>kʲ'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Pinkerton (1986) also offers a counter-example to this typological tendency towards asymmetry of pulmonic and non-pulmonic stops, from her own investigations. She gives a table of the inventory of stop consonants in phonological contrast in the Quichean (Mayan) languages – Cakchiquel, Chamelco K’ekchi, Quiché, Tzutujil, Carcha K’ekchi, San Cristobal Pocomchi, Coban K’ekchi and Tactic Pocomchi – using the term ‘glottalized’ for what have here been called ‘glottalic’ sounds. This is reproduced in table 6.3 (where there is a typologically unusual symmetry between the pulmonic and the glottalic stops).

Pinkerton cites an observation by Campbell (1973) to the effect that implosives in the Mayan languages ‘do not seem to have originated from any of the kinds of sources identified in the development of implosives in other languages (e.g. voiced stops, in the case of Sindhi). Campbell provides examples which suggest that many of the implosives in Mayan languages come from original ejectives. Also, in one case, an ejective, a labial one, has come from an implosive’ (Pinkerton 1986: 138). Given that the Quichean (Mayan) languages she is discussing are languages closely historically related to each other, Pinkerton goes on to make suggestions about the way that implosives and ejectives may be related to each other in the evolutionary development of language change, illustrating her comments from the data in table 6.3:
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**Table 6.3 Stops made on pulmonic and glottalic airstreams in the Quichean (Mayan) languages of Guatemala**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Pulmonic egressive</th>
<th>Glottalic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cakchiquel</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>voiceless</td>
<td>p t k q</td>
<td>- t' k' q'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>voiced</td>
<td></td>
<td>6 - - -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chamelco K'ekchi</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>voiceless</td>
<td>p t k q</td>
<td>- t' k' q'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>voiced</td>
<td></td>
<td>6 - - -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quiché</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>voiceless</td>
<td>p t k q</td>
<td>- t' k' q'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>voiced</td>
<td>(b) - - -</td>
<td>(6) - - -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tzutujil</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>voiceless</td>
<td>p t k q</td>
<td>- k' q'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>voiced</td>
<td></td>
<td>6 q - -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carcha K'ekchi</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>voiceless</td>
<td>p t k q</td>
<td>- t' k' q'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>voiced</td>
<td>b - - -</td>
<td>- - - -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Cristobal Pocomchi</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>voiceless</td>
<td>p t k q</td>
<td>b t' k' q'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>voiced</td>
<td>- - - -</td>
<td>- - - -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coban K'ekchi</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>voiceless</td>
<td>p t k q</td>
<td>- t' k' q'/q'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>voiced</td>
<td>- - - -</td>
<td>6 - - -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tactic Pocomchi</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>voiceless</td>
<td>p t k q</td>
<td>b t k' q'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>voiced</td>
<td>- - - -</td>
<td>- - - -</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Source: Adapted from Pinkerton (1986: 137)*

It is interesting, then, that the dialect data for Pocomchi and K'ekchi also suggest a close relation between ejectives and implosives. In Pocomchi, the alveolar and uvular glottalized stops are ejective in the San Cristobal dialect but implosive in Tactic. In K'ekchi, the uvular glottalized stop is an ejective in Carcha but an implosive in Chamelco. Finally, in Coban K'ekchi, the uvular glottalized stop is an ejective in word-initial position and an implosive in word-medial position. If it is accepted that in order to explain how sound A can develop into sound B, it would be helpful to identify a situation in which both appear as natural, presumably phonetically caused variants, then it is interesting to speculate that the development of implosives from ejectives in these languages may come about due to ... variation in the timing of articulatory gestures (laryngeal, pharyngeal etc.) ... or ... phonetic differences created by position within the word. (Pinkerton 1986: 138)
6.6 Symbols for segments made on various airstream mechanisms

Phonetic symbols for the different types of sounds made on the various airstream mechanisms can be found in appendix I, which reproduces the phonetic alphabet of the International Phonetic Association.

Further reading

Good presentations of the function of the respiratory system can be found in Baken (1987), Clark and Yallop (1990), Hixon (1987), Ladefoged (1967) and Warren (1976). Ohala (1990) is a good overall account of respiratory activity in speech. The detailed technical description offered by Hixon (1973) is particularly recommended for further reading.
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Phonation

The purpose of this chapter is to describe the different ways that the larynx can produce sound, in the process called phonation. More precisely, phonation is the use of the laryngeal system, with the help of an airstream provided by the respiratory system, to generate an audible source of acoustic energy which can then be modified by the articulatory actions of the rest of the vocal apparatus.

The primary biological function of the larynx is to control the airway to and from the lungs, in support of the breathing process. It also has a protective function, to prevent food and liquid from invading the delicate pulmonary tissues of the lungs. In order to achieve these respiratory and protective functions, the larynx has evolved into a compact and intricate muscular organism, built around a framework of three chief cartilages. As a by-product of these biological functions of the larynx, humans have developed a versatile secondary capacity to exploit the laryngeal apparatus for making and controlling sound through phonation.

Figures 7.1, 7.2 and 7.3 show three views of the larynx. Figure 7.1 is a highly schematized diagram of the cartilaginous frame within which the muscular control of phonation is achieved, showing the relationship between

Figure 7.1 The cartilaginous framework of the larynx
(from Laver 1980: 100).
1. Thyroid cartilage. 2. Cricoid cartilage. 3. Arytenoid cartilages.

Front view  Rear view  Side view
the thyroid, cricoid and arytenoid cartilages. Figure 7.2 is similarly schematic, and represents the cartilaginous framework together with some of the associated muscles. This view shows parts of the vocal folds, which are the immediately relevant parts of the larynx for this chapter. They are attached at the front of the larynx to the thyroid cartilage and at the back to the arytenoid cartilages. The arytenoid cartilages can be made both to rotate in a swivelling movement, and to slide apart along the thyroid cartilage on which they sit. Both actions open a three-dimensional triangular space between the inner edges of the vocal folds that is called the glottis. When the
vocal folds have been drawn apart in this way, they are said to have been **abducted**. When they have been drawn together, obliterating the triangular space of the glottis, they are said to have been **adducted**. Figure 7.3 combines a view of the larynx from behind, showing some of the muscles responsible for moving the arytenoid cartilages on the back edge of the
thyroid cartilage, with a schematic view of the glottis from above. Various parts of the glottis are labelled that will be mentioned in the explanation of different ways the vocal folds can be made to vibrate. For more ample detail of how the muscle systems work to adjust the vocal folds for speech, Laver (1980: 93–140) offers a schematized account of the main principles of laryngeal physiology for phoneticians and speech scientists.

The discussion of phonation in this chapter will be largely limited to a consideration of the different types of phonation that have been shown to be used phonologically in languages, together with the use of phonatory settings that serve the purposes of paralinguistic communication. Occasional comment will also be made about the use of phonatory settings for marking extralinguistic speaker identity.

The larynx is capable of producing a wide variety of different modes of phonation. Figure 7.4a–d shows four views of the glottis in action, taken with a Nagashima SFT-1 fiberoptic telaryngoscope (Harris, personal communication). A detailed discussion of modes of phonation is available in Catford (1964, 1977a: 93–116), who is a major pioneer in the description of phonation types, as well as in Laver (1980). The first distinction to be drawn here is logically the most basic one – that between nil phonation, where the input of acoustic energy into the vocal tract is zero, and phonation where the acoustic energy is more than zero.

7.1 Voicelessness: nil phonation

The larynx can be set in two different modes to achieve nil phonation. The vocal folds can be widely abducted (Figure 7.4d), or they can be fully adducted (Figure 7.4b), blocking off any flow of air from the lungs. In the first condition, with the glottis wide open, the acoustic input to the vocal tract will be zero provided that the rate of transglottal airflow is below the level that would generate local turbulence at the glottis. A smooth, laminar flow is silent. A turbulent flow creates an audible hiss. Whether the flow is laminar or turbulent depends mainly on two factors: first the rate of airflow, and second the area of the gap, in this case the glottis, through which it is flowing. A man with a large glottis will therefore require a higher absolute rate of airflow to reach the threshold of turbulence than will a woman or a child with a smaller glottis.

In the second condition, where the glottis is held closed, the acoustic input to the vocal tract will be zero only for as long as the glottis is kept closed. In connected speech, if pulmonic egressive effort is being continuously exerted, there will be a surge of transglottal airflow on the release of a short-term glottal closure, usually with a positive, low-level input of acoustic energy
into the vocal tract in consequence. The maintenance of a glottal closure is called a **glottal stop**, for which the phonetic symbol is [ʔ].

Nil phonation thus covers only two activities of the larynx: a silent, smooth laminar airflow through a wide open glottis, or zero airflow with the glottis held closed in a glottal stop. All other states of the glottis used in speech generate measurable acoustic energy. Three of these, on a scale of increasing acoustic energy, **breath phonation**, **whisper phonation** and **voiced**
phonation, will be discussed first. Then two types of phonation related to voiced phonation, creak and falsetto, will be described. Finally, compound phonations showing combinations of the above types will be mentioned.

7.2 Voicelessness: breath phonation

Breath phonation is Catford's term (1977a: 95) for the condition of slightly turbulent flow through the widely abducted glottis described immediately above. He suggests that the threshold of airflow through a typical adult male glottis for creating turbulence is of the order of 200–300 cubic centimetres per second (cc/s). Below this threshold the flow is laminar and silent, giving nil phonation, and above the threshold it is turbulent and audible, though still not loud, giving breath phonation. Impressionistically, the characteristic auditory quality of breath phonation is of a very gentle, rustling sound. The pronunciation of [h] at the beginning of the English word hat is an example of breath phonation, and has a volume-velocity flow of about 1000 cc/s (Catford, ibid.).

Both nil phonation and breath phonation will be covered by the term voicelessness. Voiceless sounds include the (RP) pronunciations of the initial and final English consonants in words like myth /mʌθ/ [mθ], buff /bʌf/ [bʌf] and hiss /hɪs/ [hs]. Vowels can also be pronounced with voicelessness, but when voiceless almost always show breath phonation rather than nil phonation. It is controversial whether voiceless pronunciations of vowels are used in a contrastive linguistic function, or are only phonetic events whose voicelessness is predictable in terms of their phonological context (Ladefoged 1971: 11). But voiceless pronunciations of vowels occur, on at least the phonetic level of description, in many languages. In some languages, and in individual speakers, a whisper phonation (described in the next section) can be used as a variant of such voicelessness.

Some of these instances of voiceless/whispered pronunciations of vowels are illustrated in chapter 10 on resonants. They are a characteristic of the Amerindian languages of the Plains and the Rockies such as Comanche (Canonge 1957) and Cheyenne (E. Pike 1963). Another example is Nitinahht (called Ditidaht by the speakers themselves), which is a Nootka language of the Pacific Northwest coast of British Columbia. Voiceless/whispered vowels also occur in the contextually predictable 'devoicing' process in many languages discussed in chapter 12, including French, English, Qatari Arabic, Greek, Portuguese, Japanese and Turkana.

Many voiceless sounds have their own transcriptional symbol, such as [p], [t], [s] and [f]. In those cases where there is no independent symbol, voicelessness in a sound can be shown by adding the diacritical marking of a subscript
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small open circle directly beneath the symbol for the equivalent voiced sound:

\[ \text{Subscript voiceless diacritic for symbols without descenders} \]

\[ [\text{m}] [\text{n}] \]

If the equivalent voiced symbol has a descender, as in [\text{n}], which in combination with the voiceless diacritic would make for illegibility, then the diacritic can be centred superscript above the symbol, as in [\text{n}].

7.3 Whisper phonation

The airflow through the glottis in whisper is turbulent, giving a characteristic 'hissing' quality, usually more intense than that in breath phonation. The area of the glottis is smaller, and this is achieved by the vocal folds being positioned much closer together. At a minimum, the only opening of the glottis is at the cartilaginous end, between the two arytenoid cartilages that serve to position the vocal folds, with the rest of the glottis closed. This gives a small triangular opening at the back of the larynx, making up about one third of the full length of the glottis, through which pulmonic air flows in a high-velocity jet into the pharynx, with considerable turbulence (Catford 1964: 31; Laver 1980: 121). Whisper can also be produced with a slightly more open glottis (as in figure 7.4c), so long as the wide-open position for breath phonation is not reached.

Breath and whisper phonation are presented here as different descriptive categories, and this is clearly convenient. But it should not be overlooked that in fact they are really only the product of different degrees of constriction on a scale of decreasing width of glottal opening, as can be seen in figure 7.5, with turbulent airflow. Catford (1977a: 96–7) suggests that the voiceless adjustments of the glottis are typically set to between 60 and 95 per cent of the maximum possible glottal area. The adjustment for whisper is probably normally less than 25 per cent of the area, with characteristic flow rates through the very constricted glottis for whisper being only about 25–30 cc/s.

It was mentioned in the previous section that whisper can be used as a phonation type in the pronunciation of some vowel sounds in some languages of North America. It was also mentioned as a phonetic characteristic of sounds in a number of languages in some pre-pausal and pre-voiceless or post-voiceless contexts, in the devoicing process which will be described in detail in chapter 12. Apart from these rather restricted linguistic uses, whisper is widely used paralinguistically. The use of whisper in a paralinguistic function to signal secrecy and confidentiality, is found in very many cultures (Laver 1980: 122). It is perhaps important to point out that the technical use of the term 'whisper' in the context of paralinguistic communication is dif-
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Figure 7.5 Schematic views of the glottis showing the configurations for (a) breath and (b) whisper phonation

Different from the everyday use of that term. In common usage, it is reasonable to use a phrase like 'Come and sit beside me,' she whispered secretly. But technically it would not be the case that every sound in such an utterance would have a whisper phonation. The sounds that are normally voiceless, such as the [s] and [t] of *sit*, remain voiceless, and it is only the sounds that would normally be voiced, such as the pronunciations of the vowels, that become whispered. There are no independent transcriptional symbols for sounds made with whisper phonation. When it is necessary to show whisper, a diacritic subscript of a solid dot, centred underneath the relevant segmental symbol can be used, as in the paralinguistically whispered vowel in *sit* giving [s\*t]. A more extended example of an utterance that everyday usage would say was 'whispered', which technically shows whisper phonation only on the sounds that would normally be voiced, with [J], [f], [p] and [t] remaining voiceless, is the RP English phrase:

Subscript dot diacritic for marking whisper phonation

Orthographic Where should the flowers be planted?
Transcription [wɛə jʊd ðə flaʊəz bi plæntɪd]

7.4 Voiced phonation

The phonation state called voicing is acoustically different from the breath and whisper phonation states in that while breath and whisper inject a continuous acoustic input into the vocal tract, vibration of the vocal folds in voicing creates a pulsed input, with the frequency of the pulsing being the interactive product of muscular and aerodynamic factors. The complex interplay of these factors in producing the successive cycles of pulsed energy for voicing created by vocal-fold vibration is briefly summarized here.
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The widely accepted model of vocal fold vibration in voicing is called the aerodynamic–myoelastic model of phonation. The ‘aerodynamic’ component refers to the relationship between the air-pressure and airflow factors. The ‘myoelastic’ component concerns the contribution of mechanical factors in the muscles that position the vocal folds and their associated cartilages. This myoelastic component of the overall model was established by Johannes Müller in 1837, and the aerodynamic elements were first explained by van den Berg and his colleagues in the 1950s and 1960s (van den Berg 1958, 1962).

The aerodynamic–myoelastic model specifies the course of events in one cycle of pulsed energy as beginning with the glottis closed, or nearly closed, by the adductor muscles of the larynx (Laver 1980: 95–9). When closed, a small vertical section of the inner edges of the vocal folds is in contact. In an average male larynx, the depth of this contact section is between 2–5 mm (Fant 1960: 266). Respiratory pressure from the pulmonic egressive airstream mechanism builds up, and subglottal pressure rises in consequence. As soon as the subglottal pressure becomes sufficiently high to overcome the muscular forces which are holding the vocal folds in their closed position, the vocal folds are blown slightly apart (as in figure 7.4d), with the lower parts of the edges of the vocal folds separating before the upper parts, in a vertical phase difference, as diagrammed in figure 7.6. The compressed air below the glottis now bursts through the narrow gap into the pharynx, in a jet of air which reaches speeds of between 2,000 and 5,000 cm/s (Catford 1977a: 98). The high velocity of this air-jet is partly the direct product of the subglottal over-pressure, and partly the result of the fact that the narrow constriction bordered by the edges of the separated vocal folds acts as a venturi tube, which has the effect of accelerating the flow of air through the constriction. A related aerodynamic factor, called the Bernoulli effect, results in a very local drop in air-pressure in the zone of the glottal constriction, so that the action of the high-speed jet itself tends to suck the soft tissue walls of the vocal-fold edges inwards towards renewed contact with each other.

There are thus two factors which are now conspiring towards re-establishing glottal closure: the Bernoulli effect in the transglottal air-jet itself sucking the vocal fold margins back towards renewed closure, and the elastic tension in the laryngeal muscles working to close the glottis against the diminishing subglottal air-pressure, which is leaking away very fast into the pharynx at average flow rates of between 100 and 350 cc/s (Catford 1977a: 99). The point is very rapidly reached where the combined force of these two aerodynamic and myoelastic factors is sufficient to overcome the force of the respiratory pressure, and the vocal folds snap shut. The instant of glottal
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![Diagram of vocal folds](image)

**Opening phase**
- Subglottal pressure forces folds apart

**Closing phase**
- Elastic recoil and Bernoulli effect

Figure 7.6 Schematic representation of vertical phase differences in the cross-sectional configuration of the vocal folds in one cycle of voiced vibration (after Clark and Yallop 1990: 38, adapted from Schneiderman 1984: 76)

Closure sends an acoustic shock-wave travelling up through the air column in the vocal tract. It is this point in the phonational cycle at which the acoustic output of the larynx is at its most intense, and which provides the maximum excitation of the resonances of the vocal tract. The detailed values of these resonant frequencies are determined by the overall shape and dimensions of the vocal tract, and form the acoustic counterpart to the audible articulatory quality of the sound being produced. With the vocal folds now successfully closed, the subglottal pressure, driven by the respiratory system, begins to rise once again towards the point where it can overcome the muscular tensions holding the vocal folds closed.

This cycle of events is repeated very fast, and in the voiced phonation of an ordinary adult male larynx recurs on average about 120 times a second. In a typical adult female larynx it repeats itself approximately 220 times per second. (Further discussion of these and related values can be found in chapter 15.) The notation that will be used for indicating the frequency of recurrence of cyclic behaviour of this sort will be Hz (after the name of the nineteenth-century German physicist Heinrich Hertz), in preference to the older cps (cycles per second). The two notations are equivalent. The
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frequency of recurrence of these laryngeal pulses can vary in each speaker over a wide range. An average adult male speaker's habitual frequency range typically spans very approximately 50–250 Hz, and an average adult female's 120–480 Hz. The auditory correlate of the frequency of vibration of the vocal folds is the pitch of the voice. During normal speech, the pitch of the voice is in continual variation, and in English constitutes the basis of intonation, or pitch-melody. This too will be discussed in detail in chapter 15 on the analysis of prosody, as will matters of the loudness of speech.

The interactive relationship between the larynx (as a source of energy-input) and the resonatory system of the vocal tract (as an acoustic filtering process modifying that energy) lies at the heart of the acoustic source/filter theory of speech production (Fant 1960). Further reading on this topic is recommended in the list at the end of the chapter.

The distinction between sounds made with voicing and those made with voicelessness is one which is exploited for phonological contrast in all languages. Languages vary in the ratio of voicing to voicelessness that occurs in connected speech: this is a product partly of the types of sounds making up the phonological systems of the language concerned, and partly of the relative incidence of the individual sounds in the words making up the vocabulary of the language. In continuous speech in English, voicing normally makes up a greater proportion of utterances than voicelessness, and Catford (1977a: 107) points out that this is largely true of most West European languages. It is perhaps this predominance of voicing that has led some writers, such as Chomsky and Halle (1968), to regard the voiced state as the 'neutral' or 'unmarked' phonatory state, to which all other states should be compared. This predominance is not necessarily true of all languages, however. Catford (1977a: 107) calculates from samples of text that the voiced:voiceless ratio of phonemes in French is 78:22; in English 72:28; in Russian 61:39; in Abkhaz (a language of the Caucasus) 56:44; and in the Chinese spoken in Canton it is 41:59.

Since voiced sounds are relatively so frequent in European languages, and given that the majority of phoneticians in the history of the subject have been native speakers of European languages, it is perhaps no accident that virtually all the voiced sounds have specific phonetic symbols devoted to them, without the need for a diacritic marking.

7.5 Creak phonation

Creak phonation is also called 'vocal fry' or 'glottal fry' in the American phonetic literature. Like the voiced phonation described above, which we can refer to as modal voicing, it provides a pulsed input of energy
to the vocal tract, but the pulses occur at a very low frequency, and are usually somewhat irregularly spaced in time. One characteristic pattern that can often be seen in detailed instrumental records is a pulse-grouping into alternations of long and short intervals between pulses. The auditory effect of creak has been compared to hearing a stick being run along railings (Catford 1964: 122). One practical way to produce creak is to pronounce the lowest pitch possible in one’s range of voiced phonation, and then try to produce an even lower note. One has the impression of almost being able to hear the individual pulses, in a frequency range that is often as low as 25–50 Hz.

The detailed glottal adjustment for creak is still problematic, with the possibility that different speakers use somewhat different mechanisms (Henton and Bladon 1988: 7–9; Laver 1980: 122–6). Catford (1964: 32) suggests that the low-frequency pulses rise through a small opening near the front end of the glottis, and the very clear photographs taken of the glottis in action by Ohala and Vanderslice, reproduced in Ladefoged (1971: 6), support this view. Hollien et al. (1966: 247) say that in the production of creak the vocal folds are loosely pressed together, with a thick vertical contact, giving a highly ‘damped’ movement of the vibratory opening, and that a very low subglottal pressure, with a very low airflow, is used. Catford (1977a: 101) mentions a flow-rate of 12–20 cc/s.

Creak also seems to be able to occur in simultaneous combination with voicing, to give the compound phonation of creaky voice. Compound phonations are discussed in more detail below, but it is appropriate to mention creaky voice here for two reasons. First, it is not certain that the two components one seems to be able to identify perceptually as creak and voicing correspond in fact to separate physiological mechanisms. It may be that creaky voice reflects a particular sub-category of pulse-grouping in creak phonation, and that the impression of two separable auditory components is a perceptual artefact. Second, the distinction between creak and creaky voice does not seem to be exploited for purposes either of linguistic or of paralinguistic contrast. The two labels can be used interchangeably for most purposes.

Ladefoged (1971: 15) mentions that creak/creaky voice (as part of a process he refers to as ‘laryngealization’) is used for phonological contrast in the Chadic languages of West Africa, such as Hausa, Bura and Margi, to distinguish certain types of consonants, and in the Nilotic languages such as Ateso (Teso) and Lango, to distinguish types of vowels, from sounds with normally voiced phonation.

Creak/creaky voice is also often part of a similar segmentally focused laryngealization process known in Danish as ‘stød’, discussed in chapter 11.
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Because of the relationship between creak and very low pitched voicing, it is also often the case that where linguistic rules prescribe very low pitch, creak or creaky voice is used. In tonal functions of pitch (discussed in chapter 15 on prosody), where words can be contrastively identified by the use of different tonal pitch-patterns on the component syllables, a low falling tone is sometimes terminated phonetically by creak or creaky voice. Such syllables sometimes also end in a final glottal stop.

In intonational functions of pitch (also discussed in chapter 15), where pitch-pattern contrasts are relevant over units longer than a single word, a low falling intonation is also often terminated by creak or creaky voice. In English, termination of this sort is sometimes used for a regulative function, as mentioned in chapter 1, with the speaker using a creaky termination as a signal of yielding the floor to the other speaker, at the end of the speaker-turn. For speakers who adopt this convention, a low falling intonation before a silent pause, but without a creaky termination, and particularly with simultaneous avoidance of eye-contact, signifies that the speaker has not yet reached the end of his or her turn, and is resisting the possibility of take-over of the speaker-role by the other participant.

A creaky phonation is used paralinguistically as a setting in a number of cultures. In English (RP), it can be used to signal bored resignation, when used throughout an utterance (Laver 1980: 126). In Tzeltal, the Mayan language mentioned earlier, creaky voice is used 'to signal commiseration and complaint, and to invite commiseration' (Brown and Levinson 1978: 272). In the Totontepec dialect of Mixe (an Otomanguean language of Central America), Crawford (1963), cited in Suárez (1983: 48), describes creaky voice – which like Ladefoged he refers to as 'laryngealization' – as being used to communicate apology or supplication.

A habitual phonatory setting of creak or creaky voice is also used extralinguistically, as a marker of personal identity. It is not uncommon in American male speakers, for example, and is not infrequently heard in older American female speakers. It is also found in a minority of British speakers as a personal characteristic. In a study of eighty male speakers of RP and an accent referred to as ‘Modified Northern’ (English), Henton and Bladon (1988: 23) report that ten of these speakers were 'persistent creakers'. In Copenhagen Danish, habitual creaky voice used as a pervasive phonation type throughout voiced segments is said to function as a social marker of upper-class speech (J. Verhoeven, personal communication).

A creaky phonation can be transcribed with a diacritic tilde placed underneath the corresponding voiced symbol, as in:
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Subscript tilde diacritic for marking creak/creaky voice phonation

Orthographic Where should the flowers be planted?

Transcription \[ \text{weə fəd ðə flauəz bi plantəd} \]

An alternative to this, when creak or creaky voice is being used paralinguistically or extralinguistically as a phonatory setting over whole utterances, is to preface the whole transcription with the symbol 'C', or with the general pre-facing symbol 'V' with the creak diacritic attached, as in:

Prefacing setting symbols for marking creak/creaky voice phonation

Orthographic Where should the flowers be planted?

Transcription C [weə fəd ðə flauəz bi plantəd]

or

V [weə fəd ðə flauəz bi plantəd]

The implication of such a transcription is that all (and only) the segments in the utterance which are susceptible to the effect of the phonatory setting – that is, only the voiced segments, and thus none of [ʃ, f, p, t] – will be pronounced with a creaky phonation.

7.6 Falsetto phonation

Falsetto is another method of providing a pulsed source of phonatory energy. In this case, however, the top of the fundamental frequency range is markedly higher than in ordinary modal voiced phonation. The bottom end of the falsetto range overlaps with the top end of the voiced phonation range: Hollien and Michel (1968: 602) report that the average pitch-range for male falsetto is 275–634 Hz, as against their estimate of 94–287 Hz for ordinary voiced phonation.

In producing falsetto, the vocal folds are stretched longitudinally from front to back, so that they become relatively thin in cross-section, with the glottal margins of the folds being particularly thin-edged. The glottis is often left very slightly open, and this has several results. Firstly, falsetto phonation is often accompanied by a slight whisperiness, as the pulmonic airflow is able to escape continuously through the glottal gap. Secondly, the sub-glottal pressure is characteristically lower than in ordinary voiced phonation (Kunze 1964), partly because of the continuous transglottal leakage.

Falsetto is not used systematically for contrastive phonological purposes. But it is heard not uncommonly as a phonatory setting in a certain style of male pop singing. Falsetto can also be used paralinguistically. Grimes
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(1959), cited in Suárez (1983: 48) notes that 'falsetto in voiced sounds is used in Huichol to express excitement'. (Huichol is a Uto-Aztecan Mesoamerican language of Mexico.) It was also noted in chapter 1 that speakers of Tzeltal can use a sustained falsetto setting as an honorific device. Brown and Levinson (1978: 272) comment that in Tzeltal, such a use of falsetto 'is enjoined in greeting formulae, and may spread over an entire formal interaction'. Finally, it was mentioned in chapter 1 that speakers of Shona in Zimbabwe use falsetto as a setting in utterances mocking someone thought to be boasting (B. Annan, personal communication).

Since falsetto is typically used for whole utterances rather than for individual segments, the domain of transcription for falsetto can be the utterance itself. This can be indicated by prefacing the transcription of the utterance by the symbol 'F', to indicate that all susceptible voiced segments in the transcription are performed with a falsetto phonation, as in:

Prefacing setting symbol for marking falsetto phonation

Orthographic  Where should the flowers be planted?
Transcription  F[weə ʃud ə ˈflaʊəz ə bi ˈpləntd]

7.7 Compound phonation types

Modal voice and falsetto are mutually incompatible, from a physiological point of view. Because they compete for different use of the same laryngeal apparatus, they cannot occur simultaneously. Whisper and creak are not only able to occur alone, but can also modify modal voice and falsetto, and each other. This leads to the possibility of various sorts of compound phonation types. Combinations of two phonation types give whispery voice, whispery falsetto and whispery creak. Triple combinations give whispery creaky voice and whispery creaky falsetto. The combinability of phonation types is summarized in figure 7.7. All of these may be used extralinguistically, as a personal phonatory setting characteristic, (though falsetto is very rare in any compound combination, at least in male speakers, just as it is rare by itself as a simple phonation type).

The only compound phonation types that are used for linguistic purposes are creaky voice, which has already been discussed, and whispery voice. In whispery voice, the vocal folds are brought close enough to each other to cause vibration, with the Bernoulli effect helping to give the voicing component, but not close enough to seal the glottis between laryngeal pulses. The gap that is left, through which turbulent air flows in a continuous audible stream, can be either between the two arytenoid cartilages at the back of the glottis, or it can be larger, involving part of the glottis further forward as well.
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Phonation types

Whisper Voicing Voicelessness

falsetto creak modal voice

whispery falsetto creaky falsetto creaky voice

whispery creak

whispery creaky voice

whispery voice

Figure 7.7 Constraints on the combinability of different modes of phonation

The presence of whispery voice can be transcribed by adopting Ladefoged's (1971: 13) convention of putting a double-dot diaeresis diacritic under the symbol:

Subscript diaeresis diacritic for marking whispery voice phonation

Orthographic Where should the flowers be planted?
Transcription [weə fud be flauəz bi plante]d

Alternatively, whispery voiced phonation running through all the susceptible segments of an utterance can be transcribed by means of the general prefacing symbol V, accompanied by the modifying subscript diaeresis, as in:

Prefacing setting symbol for marking whispery voice phonation

Orthographic Where should the flowers be planted?
Transcription V [weə fud be flauəz bi plante]d
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>simple phonation types</th>
<th>modal voice</th>
<th>i</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>creak/creaky voice</td>
<td>i</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>whisper</td>
<td>i</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>voicelessness</td>
<td>i</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>compound phonation types</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>whispy voice</td>
<td>i</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>whispy creak/creaky voice</td>
<td>i</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 7.8 Diacritic symbols for indicating different phonation types

Ladefoged's term for whispy voice is **murmur**, and he cites murmur as being the basis for segmental contrasts in (Indo-European) languages such as Hindi, Sindhi, Marathi, Bengali, Assamese, Gujarati, and Bihari (Bhojpuri). He also says that murmured consonants figure contrastively in (Niger-Congo) languages such as Shona and Tsonga, and (Benue-Congo) languages such as Ndebele and Zulu (Ladefoged 1971: 12–14). Examples are given in later chapters.

Whispy voice is used in very many cultures (including all European languages) for paralinguistic purposes to signal confidentiality. In the Totontepec dialect of Mixe, however, the Otomanguean language of Central America mentioned in section 7.5, Crawford (1963) states that a whispy or breathy quality marks excitement or emphasis (cited in Suárez 1983: 48).

### 7.8 Symbols for phonation types

Figure 7.8 gathers together all the diacritics for indicating phonation types that have been discussed in this chapter. Examples will be given in each of the following chapters on stops, fricatives and resonants of the contrastive use of different modes of phonation on individual segments.

**Further reading**

The **aerodynamic–myoelastic model** of phonation is discussed further in van den Berg (1968), van den Berg, Zantema and Doornenbal (1959), Broad (1973) and von Leden (1961). Details of individual modes of phonation can be found in Hollien (1972), Hollien and Michel (1968) and Moore and von Leden (1958) for creak phonation; Hollien (1972) and Hollien and Colton (1969) for **falsetto** phonation; and Catford (1964) and Laver (1980) for compound phonations such as **whispy voice**. Hirano (1981) gives an excellent account of phoniatric investigations of the larynx from a clinical viewpoint, as one of the world’s leading laryngologists.
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Further description of the source/filter theory of the acoustics of speech production is available in Flanagan (1965), Fry (1979), Kent and Read (1992) and Lieberman and Blumstein (1988). More detail about the acoustics of speech in general can be explored by consulting the references recommended in the list of Further Reading in chapter 2.
PART IV

Linear segmental analysis
A stop segment is defined as a segment whose medial phase is characterized by a stricture of complete oral closure made by the active articulator against the passive articulator. This prevents the escape of air from the mouth, and if a simultaneous velic closure is maintained so that the air cannot escape through the nasal cavity either, then under conditions of positive egressive pressure, the intra-oral pressure (i.e. the pressure of the air within the vocal tract) will rise. These conditions constitute the minimum requirements for the specification of a pulmonic egressive oral stop segment.

When the oral closure is released in the offset phase of an oral stop of this sort, the compressed air escapes to the atmosphere with a small but audible explosion, sometimes referred to in the acoustic phonetic literature as the stop burst. In the case of a pulmonic ingressive airstream, the intra-oral pressure of the volume of air which is sealed from the outside atmosphere by the oral and velic closures drops. When the seal is released, the higher-pressure air of the outside atmosphere implodes in to fill the relative vacuum in the vocal tract.

Stops, like other segment-types, have three phases. These all relate to the oral closure that characterizes the medial phase. The onset phase, as the articulatory transition towards complete closure, can be called the closing phase. The medial phase of a stop segment (from the moment full closure begins to the moment it ends) can be referred to as the closed phase. The offset phase in stop production begins at the instant that complete closure ends, and will be referred to as the release phase. In stops made on an egressive airstream, the releasing offset phase is sometimes called release or plosion. Oral stops made on a pulmonic egressive airstream are therefore often called plosives.

Partly because of this triple sequence of their closing, closed and release phases, stops in connected speech can have complex co-ordinary relationships with their contextual neighbours, especially in the closing and release phases of the stops. These relationships reflect more general principles
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common to many types of segments concerning both articulatory and temporal co-ordination, and are separately discussed in chapter 12.

Figure 8.6 at the end of this chapter lists the symbols for pulmonic egressive stop articulations. The symbols for non-pulmonic stop segments can be found in the IPA alphabet reprinted as appendix I.

8.1 Place-neutral stop articulations

There are eight chief places of articulation in which stop articulations are performed which are place-neutral, without displacement of the active articulator from its neutral relationship to the passive articulator. These neutral places of articulation, and the symbols for the corresponding voiceless and voiced oral stop segments, are as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Place of articulation</th>
<th>Voiceless oral stops</th>
<th>Voiced oral stops</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>labial</td>
<td>[p]</td>
<td>[b]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dental</td>
<td>[t]</td>
<td>[d]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>alveolar</td>
<td>[t]</td>
<td>[d]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>palatal</td>
<td>[c]</td>
<td>[J]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>velar</td>
<td>[k]</td>
<td>[g]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uvular</td>
<td>[q]</td>
<td>[g]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>epiglottal</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>[?]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>glottal</td>
<td>[?]</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Since a glottal stop (mentioned in the earlier section on nil phonation) by definition requires complete closure of the vocal folds, it is physiologically impossible to make a voiced glottal stop. On the other hand, although there is no IPA symbol for a voiceless epiglottal stop, this is an articulatorily possible sound. This reflects the more general position that the sound-types associated with the specific IPA symbols listed above do not exhaust the possible range of place-neutral articulations. They happen to be the set of place-neutral stop segments typically found to be exploited by the languages of the world for manifesting phonemic distinctions. But it would be physiologically possible to make place-neutral stop articulations at virtually any point along the continuum of the vocal tract from the lips to the larynx. The general question of the communicative and articulatory principles on which the languages of the world might base this restricted set of choices in this regard remains an open research question.

Figures 8.1a–8.1f respectively show sagittal cross-sections of the vocal organs during the medial phases of the production of a voiceless labial stop [p], a voiceless dental stop [t], a voiceless alveolar stop [l], a voiceless palatal stop [c], a voiceless velar stop [k] and a voiceless uvular stop [q].
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Examples of place-neutral oral stops made at different places of articulation can be found in probably every one of the world's languages. Contrasts amongst oral stops with labial, alveolar and velar places of articulation are very common, as in the following English examples:

**Labial, alveolar and velar plosives in English**

[p] pill  [t] till  [k] kill  
[b] bill  [d] dill  [g] gill (of a fish)

Labial, dental, alveolar and velar stops are in four-way contrast in Isoko, a Kwa language of midwestern Nigeria (Mafeni 1969: 115–16):

**Labial, dental, alveolar and velar stops in Isoko**

[epé] ‘kind of tree’  [ébé] ‘leaves’  
[ọtú] ‘louse’  [ọdù] ‘farm’  
[útì] ‘sugar cane’  [údì] ‘drink’  
[úkó] ‘cup’  [úgó] ‘tie-beam (of a house)’

Another four-way contrast, this time between labial, alveolar, palatal and velar places of articulation, can be seen in Urhobo, another language of mid-western Nigeria (Kelly 1969:154–5):

**Labial, alveolar, palatal and velar stops in Urhobo**

[úpe] ‘scar’  [obọ] ‘hand’  
[ete] ‘ward’  [údu] ‘chest’  
[oce] ‘water-pot’  [ọja] ‘soap’  
[ako] ‘tooth’  [ọgụ] ‘bottle’

Labial, alveolar, palatal and velar stops can also be found in Lhasa Tibetan, in the following illustrations – which are shown without indication of pitch features (Sprigg 1961):

**Labial, alveolar, palatal and velar stops in Lhasa Tibetan**

[pha:la] ‘between’  [phʌ:tu] ‘as far as’  
[pho:ge] ‘Tibetan’  [du:ge:] ‘Bhutanese’  
[ce:de:] ‘speech’  [ce:gu:] ‘interpreter’  
[ma:bu:] ‘many’  [dza:gu:] ‘green (adj.)’

A slightly less common instance of a three-way contrast between plosives at the palatal, velar and uvular locations is found in Quechua, a Southern Amerindian language, according to Ladefoged (1972: 9):

**Palatal, velar and uvular plosives in Quechua**

Figure 8.1 Sagittal cross-sections of the vocal organs during the production of the medial phases of a number of oral stop segments: (a) a voiceless labial oral stop [p]; (b) a voiceless dental oral stop [t]; (c) a voiceless alveolar oral stop [l]; (d) a voiceless palatal oral stop [c]; (e) a voiceless velar oral stop [k]; and (f) a voiceless uvular oral stop [q]
Another three-way contrast, between labial, dental and velar stops, is shown by Tigre, one of the North Ethiopic Semitic languages spoken in Eritrea (Palmer 1956):

*Labial, dental and velar stops in Tigre*

[ɡoraːdo] 'scimitar'  [dak'ala] 'bastard'
[keberoc] 'drum'  [baʃel:laː] 'spade'

Labial, dental, palatal and velar stops occur in modern Greek. In the data here, palatal and velar stops are in contrast before [a], but are in complementary distribution elsewhere, in that palatal stops (which may in fact be fronted velar stops) occur only before [i] and [e], and velar stops [k] and [ɡ] occur in other environments (Mackridge 1985: 18–30):

*Labial, dental, palatal and velar stops in Greek*

['paŋda] 'always'  [ba'bas] 'daddy'
['tama] 'vow'  [da'da] 'wet-nurse'
['kalos] 'and another'  ['kalos] 'corn (callus)'
['cerasa] 'I treated (to a drink)'  ['torjerasa] 'I treated him (to a drink)'
[kar'pos] 'fruit; wrist'  [stɔŋgar'po] 'on the wrist'

Voiceless velar and uvular stops are found in contrast in the Suleimaniya accent of Kurdish of North Eastern Iraq (A. Ferhardi, personal communication):

*Velar and uvular stops in Kurdish (Suleimaniya accent)*

[kʰ ir] 'laconically quiet'  [qʰ ir] 'parched thirstiness'

Examples of voiceless and voiced palatal and velar stops can be seen in Modern Standard Turkish, where they can be treated as allophones of the same phoneme as they are in complementary distribution. Palatal stops occur before front vocoids, and velar stops before back vocoids (H. Kopkalli, personal communication):

*Palatal and velar stops in Turkish*

[çır] 'dirt'  [çır] 'come/go in'
[çεɾ] 'blind'  [çεɾ] 'see'
[çel] 'bald'  [çel] 'come'
[kas] 'snow'  [gau] 'depot'

### 8.2 Oral versus nasal aspects of stop articulations

In the default case, where no further specification is made, a stop segment is assumed to be oral, as described above, with one closure made by the active articulator. In stops made with a nasal aspect of articula-
Figure 8.2 Sagittal cross-sections of the vocal organs during the production of the medial phases of a number of nasal stop segments: (a) a voiced labial nasal stop [m]; (b) a voiced dental nasal stop [n]; (c) a voiced alveolar nasal stop [n]; (d) a voiced palatal nasal stop [n]; (e) a voiced velar nasal stop [n]; and (f) a voiced uvular nasal stop [N]
tion, the oral closure is not matched by a velic closure. The velum is held in an open position for the medial phase of the stop. The intra-oral air-pressure therefore has no opportunity to rise, and the pulmonic egressive airflow escapes continuously to the outside atmosphere through the nasal cavity. The volume of air in the cul-de-sac formed by the oral cavity behind the oral stricture acts merely as a side-chamber to the main flow.

The size of the side-chamber necessarily varies with the place of articulation of the oral stricture. This side-chamber configuration can be seen in each of figures 8.2a–8.2f, which respectively show sagittal cross-sections of the vocal organs during the medial phases of the production of a voiced labial nasal stop [m], a voiced dental nasal stop [n], a voiced alveolar nasal stop [n], a voiced palatal nasal stop [n], a voiced velar nasal stop [ŋ] and a voiced uvular nasal stop [ŋ]. It is the presence of a side-chamber, acting as a side-branch resonator, that gives nasality its characteristic damped acoustic and auditory quality.

Amongst the conformational aspects of articulation, stops are subject only to this oral/nasal dichotomy. They are logically excluded from any choice between central versus lateral routing of the oral airflow since complete oral closure during the medial phase is a prerequisite for being classified as a stop segment.

The very large majority of nasal stops in the languages of the world are made with a voiced phonation type. But voiceless nasal stops can also be found, in languages such as Burmese (Ladefoged 1971: 11) and Oaxaca Chontal of Mexico (Pike 1963: 48):

*Voiceless versus voiced nasal stops in Burmese*

[ᵐà] 'order'      [ⁿà] 'nose'        [ⁿà] 'rent'
[mà] 'healthy'   [nà] 'pain'       [ŋà] 'fish'

*Voiceless and voiced nasal stops in Oaxaca Chontal*

[pampa] 'he sat'   [pn̪̊ta] 'he will go and stay'
[lifuŋpa] 'the fat person'   [panta] 'bag'

Almost all languages have one or more nasal stops in their phonemic consonantal inventory. Maddieson (1984: 61) mentions that in his survey of 317 of the languages of the world, he found only ten of which this was not true. Of these ten, four not only had no nasal stops, but were said to have no nasal segments of any kind. These were Rotokas (a Bougainville Indo-Pacific language), Quileute and Puget Sound (Pacific Northwest Amerindian languages), and Mura (a Chibchan Southern Amerindian language). The phonological inventory of the other six included either pre-
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nasal stops (discussed further below in this chapter), or nasal vocoids (described in chapter 10). However, at least one of these languages said to use no nasal segments of any kind (Rotokas) is claimed by other investigators to show voiced nasal stops being used in free variation with voiced oral stops and voiced approximants (Firchow and Firchow 1969, cited by Herbert 1986: 21).

There is one stop where the oral/nasal dichotomy is inapplicable, and that is the glottal stop [ʔ]. Since the outflowing pulmonic airstream meets the glottal closure before coming to the velum, there is logically no possibility of the air escaping, while under subglottal compression, through the nasal cavity. In Terena, an Arawakan language of the Brazilian Matto Grosso, parts of words can be characterized by a setting of nasality as an indicator of the grammatical category of first person: the one segmental exception to this is any glottal stop that participates in the stretch of speech, as in the following example (Bendor-Samuel 1960):

*Glottal stop interrupting nasality in Terena*

[emo'u] 'his word'  [e̞mõ'ũ] 'my word'

Nasal stops, as indicated earlier, occur in virtually all the languages of the world. In Brazilian Portuguese (São Paulo accent), three nasal consonants occur whose pronunciations show labial, denti-alveolar and palatal places of articulation (Cagliari 1977: 9–20):

**Labial, denti-alveolar and palatal nasal stops in Brazilian Portuguese**

['somũ] 'I sum'  ['soŋũ] 'sleep'  ['soŋũ] 'dream'

The voiced palatal nasal stop [ɲ] also occurs in other Romance languages, such as French, where it is in contrast with voiced nasal stops at the labial ([m]) and dental ([n]) places of articulation (Tranel 1987):

**Labial, dental and palatal nasal stops in French**

[mo] 'word'  
[ŋo] 'our'  
[ɲoŋ] 'lamb'

[pom] 'apple'  
[pan] 'breakdown'  
[pan] 'loin-cloth'

[vjen] 'comes'  
[fiŋ] 'thin'  
[ʒvap] 'joins'

(3rd pers. pl.)  
(3rd pers. sg.)

[sebeŋe]  
[liŋ] 'line'  
[ŋoŋ] 'onion'

'to go swimming'

[ŋol] 'booz'  
[ŋaŋa] 'namby-pamby'  
[ŋoŋo] 'trash'

Javanese, like English, uses contrasts between labial, alveolar and velar nasal stops (Clark and Yallop 1990: 138):
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Labial, alveolar and velar nasal stops in Javanese

[anaʔ] 'child' [marjanake] 'cause to eat' [təməwake] 'cause to meet'

Sundanese, from West Java, displays an opposition in oral and nasal stops between dental [t], alveolar [d] and [n], palatal [n] and velar [ŋ], [k] and [g] (Robins 1953):

Dental, alveolar, palatal and velar oral and nasal stops in Sundanese

[ninum] 'to drink' [nahanfa] 'to work'
[nawidan] 'to dry skins' [naliwat] 'to pass'
[nokot] 'to take' [naboron] 'to buy (an entire stock)'
[nadahar] 'to eat' [nadjawab] 'to answer'
[nacan̄i] 'to change' [nusap] 'to stroke'

Tigre, the Ethiopic language mentioned above, contrasts oral and nasal stops at the dental place of articulation (Palmer 1956):

Oral and nasal dental stops in Tigre

[debe:la:] 'he-goat' [nəbi:] 'wine' [taskeba:] 'her mat'

In Dyirbal, an Australian language of North Queensland, oral and nasal stops are found at the bilabial, alveolar, palatal and velar places of articulation (Dixon 1972: 42):

Oral and nasal bilabial, alveolar, palatal and velar stops in Dyirbal

[jamani] 'rainbow' [jamaniga] 'at the rainbow'
[midin] 'possum' [midinda] 'on the possum'
[jawal] 'man' [jawanga] 'on a man'
[jiŋjiŋiŋ] 'small lizard' [jiŋjiŋiga] 'on a small lizard'

In the above examples, Dixon makes it clear that the sounds here represented as palatal are in fact lamino-alveolopalatal stops; in addition, the velar stop [g] 'normally involves double articulation, the front of the tongue also touching the alveolar ridge' (1972: 37). In the terms of this book, one would have to say that the blade (rather than the front) of the tongue made the anterior contact, and that such a stop was technically a double 'alveolar velar' stop [dɡ]. Stops made with such double articulation are described in detail in chapter 11.

Walmatjari, another Australian language, shows velar oral and nasal stops in syllable initial position (Hudson 1978, cited in Clark and Yallop 1990: 105):
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Oral and nasal velar stops in Walmatjari

[njapa] ‘water’  [kurapa] ‘hand’  [narpu] ‘father’

One language with the unusually large number of seven different nasal stops is Yanyuwa, another Australian language. Ladefoged (1983a: 180) gives the following illustrations:

Nasal stops in Yanyuwa

[umuwaçala]  [wunuru] ‘cooked’  [wunala] ‘kangaroo’

‘in the canoe’

[wanura]  [naŋalu] ‘tea’  [luwunu] ‘strips of fat’

‘white crane’

[warulu] ‘big boy’

(The symbol [n] immediately above stands for a nasal palato-alveolar stop made with a displaced retroflex aspect of articulation, which is discussed in section 8.4 below.)

8.3 Displaced stop articulations

A number of languages use stop articulations for contrastive phonological purposes where the active articulator is displaced from its neutral position to form the stricture of complete closure. One fairly extreme such articulation has recently been discovered in linguistic use, in V’enen Taut (‘Big Nambas’), one of several Austronesian languages spoken in Vanuatu (Fox 1979), of which three at least display the sounds in question. This is a set of ‘linguo-labial’ sounds in which a stricture is created between the upper lip as the passive articulator and the tip or blade of the tongue as the active articulator. Maddieson (1987a: 26) describes the articulation, on the basis of his personal work with these languages, as ‘highly distinctive, with the tongue tip frequently protruding forward of the upper lip’. These linguo-labial sounds are said to have developed from Proto-Oceanic labial sounds in the languages concerned.

Linguo-labial stops (and fricatives) are used in V’enen Taut in a fully contrastive function, competing with sounds of the same degree of stricture at both the labial and alveolar places of articulation. To represent the voiceless linguo-labial oral stop and the voiced linguo-labial nasal stop, the 1989 IPA Kiel Convention proposed the symbols [t] and [m] respectively. This is a difficult set of sounds to symbolize satisfactorily: the IPA proposal makes a valiant attempt to construct a symbol-shape with intuitive interpretability, combining an element signalling closure achieved by the tip/blade of the tongue with a diacritic implying labiality. The corresponding symbol for a voiced nasal linguo-labial stop, by extension, would be [m]. These symbols
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will be adopted here. Maddieson (1987a: 27) gives the following examples of contrasts involving oral and nasal linguo-labial stop articulations:

*Oral and nasal linguo-labial stops versus labial and alveolar stops in V'en En Taut*

- [tates] 'breadfruit'
- [pɔtək] 'my head'
- [tates] 'father'
- [namɔk] 'my tongue'
- [namɔk] 'my spirit'
- [nani] 'goat'

Maddieson (*ibid.*) further states that 'linguo-labial sounds with a more marginal linguistic function are also reported in Chaga (Maddieson 1987b), and in Piràha (Everett 1982), where a sublaminal linguo-labial occurs with a socio-linguistically restricted function'.

Another example of a displaced stop articulation is the voiced labiodental nasal stop [m], for which the lower lip as the active articulator makes a closure against the upper front teeth as the passive articulator. This is used contrastively in Teke (Paulian 1975), a language of Zaîre. Another example occurs optionally (non-contrastively) before the labiodental consonants /f/ and /v/ in some environments in English, in words such as *envy* and *invade*, when pronounced as [envi] and [mvead], instead of the more formal [envi] and [mvead]. The symbol [ŋ] can be proposed for a voiced labiodental oral stop, as in some pronunciations of /d/ in English before [l] and [v], in phrases such as [hɔŋʃt] *head first* and [uŋvən] *road van*. When a symbol is needed for a voiceless labiodental oral stop, [ŋ] can be used, as in some labiodental realizations of /t/ in English before labiodental fricatives [l] and [v], in utterances such as [hɔŋtʃ] *hurtful* and [bəŋvən] *that van*.

The use of apical articulations at the alveolar place of articulation for stops (and for other categories) can be regarded as examples of slightly displaced articulations. Since the blade of the tongue in the fully neutral position lies directly beneath the alveolar ridge, laminal alveolar articulations can be thought of as neutral with regard to displacement, as mentioned in chapter 5. Speakers of English seem roughly equally divided between those who perform alveolar stops with an apical articulation, and those who use laminal articulations. As far as English is concerned, the choice made by any individual speaker between apical and laminal articulations in the production of alveolar stops has semiotic value only as a marker of personal identity.

### 8.4 Topographical aspects of stop articulations

Stops are logically excluded from exploiting one of the topographical choices of aspect — namely that of grooving of the tongue blade. But another member of this aspect group, that of retroflexion, is found relatively often in stop articulations. A retroflex stop segment is one where the
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tip of the tongue is curled upwards and backwards, such that either the tip or the undersurface of the tip makes an airtight seal at the post-alveolar or palato-alveolar place of articulation. By definition, retroflexion also involves a degree of displacement of articulation.

The phonetic symbols for retroflex stops all have descenders of the symbol curling to the right, as in the voiceless retroflex palato-alveolar oral stop [ɾ], the voiced retroflex palato-alveolar oral stop [d] and voiced retroflex palato-alveolar nasal stop [n]. Figure 8.3a shows the configuration of the vocal organs in the formation of [ɾ], and figure 8.3b for [n], based on x-ray data on Tamil from Balasubramanian (1972). Asher (1982: 212), Balasubramanian and Asher (1984: 51) and Soundararaj (1986: 32–4) give some illustrative words:

*Dental and retroflex palato-alveolar plosives in Tamil*

[pətɭi] 'flower-bed'      [pətɭi] 'grandmother'
[ʈəɾɭo] 'garden'          [vanaɖi] 'cart'
[vanaɖi] 'vomit'           [mαnɖɛ] 'skull'
[pitɭɔlaɭo] 'deceit'       [toʈəa] 'gun cartridge'

In the transcription here, [ɾ] is a voiced labiodental approximant (see chapter 10), and [ɾ] and [ɾ] are used as diacritics to indicate slightly versus substantially greater duration respectively (see chapter 14).

A three-way opposition occurs in Malayalam of Southern India, where stops in dental, alveolar and retroflex post-alveolar places of articulation are in phonemic contrast (Ladefoged 1972: 9):

*Dental, alveolar and retroflex post-alveolar plosives in Malayalam*

[kutɭi] 'stabbed'          [kutɭi] 'peg'            [kutɭi] 'child'

Retroflexion is a perceptually striking aspect of articulation, and is strongly characteristic of a number of language groups in the Indian subcontinent and its vicinity, and in many languages in Australia. Masica describes the retroflex aspect of pronunciation as a pan-Asian areal feature which Indo-Aryan languages:

share with Dravidian, Munda, and also certain nearby Tibeto-Burman and Eastern Iranian languages (and Burushaski). Just as clear is the concentration of this feature (in terms of both systemic development and lexical frequency) in the west and south of the subcontinent and adjacent Eastern Iranian languages such as Pashto ... and in Dravidian and its fadeout toward the northeast. The latter makes it difficult to connect the sporadic manifestation of the feature in Southeast Asia (Vietnamese) and Indonesia (Javanese), as well as
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Figure 8.3 Sagittal cross-sections of the vocal organs during the production of the medial phase of (a) a voiceless retroflex palato-alveolar oral stop [ᵰ] and (b) a voiced retroflex palato-alveolar nasal stop [ŋ] (both based on X-ray information on Tamil in Balasubramanian 1972)

its strong development in Australian languages, with the Indian phenomenon. (Masica 1991: 131)

In the above quotation, Burushaski is a remote mountain language which, though sharing some phonetic (and grammatical) features with neighbouring languages, is a language isolate without known genetic affinities. Masica (1991: 41) describes it as being spoken by 'about 30,000 persons in Gilgit-Hunza in the extreme north of Pakistan, in the valleys of two upper tributaries of the Indus'.

Examples of stops made with a retroflex aspect of articulation in Australian languages are given by Breen (1981: 273–97), in a chapter on the Pama-Nyungan language Margany of South Queensland. They contrast with dental, alveolar, palatal and velar oral and nasal stops:

*Oral and nasal retroflex post-alveolar stops in Margany*

[baŋ]</sup> 'maybe'     [badi] 'to cry'    [waɾin] 'right'
[baŋa] 'goanna'      [dan] 'they (pl.)'
[ɡuŋma] 'wood duck'  [gunma] 'to break'
[wakan] 'crow'       [wakan] 'father's sister'

Further illustrations of oral and nasal stops made with a retroflex aspect of articulation are given by Esling (1991), in his discussion of Nyangumarta, another Pama-Nyungan language of about 700 speakers from northern Western Australia:
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Oral and nasal retroflex palato-alveolar stops in Nyangumarta

[ŋʊŋdi] 'shoulder'    [ŋʊŋŋan] 'chin'
[ŋʊfəŋbuŋ] 'chest'    [ŋʊɾbi] 'back'

Examples from another continent of languages involving retroflexion in stops are found in Herero, a language of Southwest Africa, in contrast to dental stops, and in Ewe, a language of Ghana, in contrast to alveolar stops (Westermann and Ward 1933: 55):

Dental versus retroflex palato-alveolar plosives in Herero

[ʈa] 'to die'    [ʈa] 'to fit'

Alveolar versus retroflex palato-alveolar plosives in Ewe

[de] 'to reach'    [ɖe] 'to take away'
[du] 'town'    [ɖu] 'powder'

8.5 Transitional aspects of stop articulation: tapped, flapped and trilled stops

This is a sub-group of the stop category whose aspects of articulation, as mentioned above, require different aerodynamic or articulatory relationships between the active and the passive articulators than in the stops described so far, though still necessarily requiring a phase of articulatory closure. This is the class of stop segments that in very many different languages have traditionally been regarded as forming part of the phonetic repertoire for manifesting 'r' sounds, in a 'rhotic' phonological role. Trilled and flapped stops are almost always regarded as playing this particular rhotic phonological role.

Tapped stops are also often given a rhotic phonological role, but there are a number of languages where their identity is seen as phonologically closer to that of alveolar plosives. This is the case in American English, for example, where the allophone of /t/ between vowels is realized phonetically in many accents as [ɾ], as in city /sʌtɪ/ ⇒ [sɾɪ]. In addition, as mentioned earlier, tapping and flapping can be applied as aspectual processes to more segment-types than merely stops. It is therefore probably sensible to treat the phenomena of trilled, tapped and flapped stops individually, rather than try to force them all into membership of an overall 'rhotic' class of events.

8.5.1 Trilled stop articulations

We can consider first the stop usually referred to as a trill (which is also sometimes referred to as a 'rolled r'). Because it is regarded here as a stop made with a trilled aspect of articulation, it should strictly be referred
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to as a **trilled stop**. (For convenience, and in sympathy with the traditional usage, the term ‘trill’ can be used alone to refer to a trilled stop. For fricative strictures, it will be necessary to add the stricture type and use the full label of a ‘trilled fricative’ or its alternative ‘fricative trill’).

Trills can be made in a number of different places of articulation, although alveolar and uvular trills are by far the most common of the trills in the languages of the world. The active articulator in an alveolar trill is usually the blade and sometimes the tip of the tongue, vibrating against the alveolar ridge. In the uvular trill it is the uvula, vibrating in a broad channel formed in the centre of the back of the tongue. The symbol for a voiced alveolar trill is [r], and for the voiced uvular trill is [ʁ].

Trills are made by a mechanism similar to the aerodynamic–myoelastic action of phonation. Taking the alveolar trill as the detailed example, the tongue blade or tip is brought into complete closure with the alveolar ridge (or very nearly so), often in a slightly cupped aspect. Contact pressure is relatively light, and oral pressure builds rapidly to the point of forcing its way through the closure. A high-speed jet of air escapes through the gap, and a combination of elastic muscle forces and the sucking action of the Bernoulli effect in the air-jet bring the tongue surface very quickly back into renewed contact. The cycle is then repeated for as long as the stricture and the air supply are maintained. In those languages that exploit an alveolar trill as part of their phonological repertoire, apical trills are more common than laminal trills, according to Ladefoged, Cochran and Disner (1977: 49).

In connected speech, seldom more than two or three successive cycles are used, at a typical repetition frequency of between 26 and 32 Hz (Ladefoged, Cochran and Disner 1977: 52). These authors analysed the frequency of repetition of the individual cycles in labial trills used in Kele and Titan (Austronesian languages of Papua New Guinea), alveolar trills in Hausa (of Nigeria), Spanish and Italian, and uvular trills in a prestige accent of Italian and in the accent associated with the Scanian dialect of Swedish. There was no statistically significant difference in the rate of vibration of the trills at different places of articulation.

Tigre is an example of a language that uses a voiced alveolar trilled stop (Palmer 1956). The symbol [ɾ] in the transcription of the word for ‘sky’ refers to a voiced pharyngeal fricative, which is described in chapter 9:

*Alveolar trill in Tigre*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>[ɾəɾad]</th>
<th>‘revolver’</th>
<th>[ɾastəɾ]</th>
<th>‘sky’</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[kɔɾɛʃ]</td>
<td>‘stomach’</td>
<td>[kɔɾəmba]</td>
<td>‘cabbage’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Another example of a language using a voiced alveolar trilled stop is Sundanese (Robins 1953):

**Alveolar trill in Sundanese**

[ŋadahar] 'to eat'  [narawat] 'to look after'
[ŋirim] 'to send'  [ŋaboron] 'to buy (an entire stock)'

A voiced labial trill has been reported in contrastive use in Ngwe, a language of Cameroon (Dunstan 1964), in Amuzgo and Isthmus Zapotec (Pike 1963), which are Mesoamerican Amerindian languages, and in Kele and Titan (Ladefoged, Cochran and Disner 1977: 50). The official symbol in the International Phonetic Association alphabet for a voiced bilabial trill is [β], as originally suggested by Ladefoged and his co-workers. (The symbol [β] should not be confused with the typographically similar symbol [β], which is the symbol for a voiced labial fricative, to be more fully described in the next chapter.) An example of a word with a voiced (pre-nasal) labial trill in Kele is [məBen] 'fruit'. (Pre-nasality of this sort is explained in a later section of this chapter.)

Ladefoged, Cochran and Disner (1977: 49) point out that 'very few languages have any trills at all, and even fewer contrast trills of two different kinds'. They cite the example of Malayalam, which uses two different kinds of trill, both made with the tongue tip as the active articulator. One is slightly advanced from the alveolar place of articulation, and is symbolized [ɾ], and the stricture for the other is post-alveolar (Ladefoged and his colleagues characterize it as 'almost retroflex'). It will be symbolized here as [ɾ]. Sample words are:

**Pre-alveolar and retroflex post-alveolar trills in Malayalam**

[purA] 'root'  [kAɾA] 'border'  [maɾAm] 'tree'
[purA] 'outer'  [kAɾA] 'stain'  [niɾAm] 'colour'

Alveolar and uvular trills were said by Coustenoble, a colleague of Daniel Jones, to be in contrast in the Arles accent of Modern Provençal (Coustenoble 1945), in word pairs such as [səro] 'evening' versus [səro] 'a saw', and [aɾi] 'to cure' versus [aɾi] 'oak'. It is not clear that the contrast between alveolar and uvular trills is still maintained in the Provençal spoken today. It is, however, maintained in Modern Northern Tepehuan, a Uto-Aztecan Mesoamerican Indian language (Suárez 1983: 32).

In Dutch, individual speakers vary with respect to alveolar and uvular trills, in that some use one and some the other. The two trills are not, however, in free variation within the speech of single speakers, and the use of one trill versus the other is not restricted either to a given geographical area.
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or to a given social group (J. Verhoeven, personal communication). Examples are:

Alveolar and uvular trilled stops as speaker-specific options in Dutch

\[ \text{[pəːrt]} 'horse' \text{ varies with } \text{[pəːrt]} 'horse' \]
\[ \text{[ɣrote]} 'big' \text{ varies with } \text{[ɣote]} 'big' \]

As a member of the overall category of stop contoids, a trill can be either oral or nasal in aspect. The large majority of alveolar trills used in the languages of the world are oral, but Igbo (of Eastern Nigeria) is one example of a language where both nasal and oral trills participate in a minimal pair of words (Williamson 1969a: 87):

Nasal and oral alveolar trills in Igbo

\[ \text{[tɪɬ]} 'to climb' \text{ [tɪɾɪ]} 'to creep' \]

A phonemic transcription might choose to locate the contrastive nasality on the vowel phonemes, reducing the status of the nasality on the trills to contextually specified allophonic value. Nevertheless, nasality on trills in Igbo is part of the complex which signals the distinctive identity of these words.

Another language which uses a nasal (alveolar) trilled stop is Zande, a Ubangi language of Zaire and the Central African Republic spoken by over a million people (Bright 1992, vol. IV: 204). Herbert (1986: 254), citing Tucker and Hackett (1959), suggests that the [t] in Zande [t'zɔrɔ] 'bell', for example, is the customary phonetic realization of /\text{m}_v/\text{t}/, and suggests that 'the group /\text{m}_v/, /\text{z}_v/, /\text{n}_v/ functions as a class, as opposed to the pre-nasalized stops /\text{m}_\text{b}, \text{n}_\text{d}, /\text{ŋ}_\text{b}, /\text{ŋ}_\text{b}/', noting that /\text{m}_v/ and /\text{z}_v/ are similarly often realized phonetically as [v] and [z]. Symbols written with a prefaced superscript nasal stop element such as [m_b] represent 'pre-nasal' segments (stops and fricatives). Pre-nasal stops are discussed in detail in section 8.6 below on complex oral/nasal stop articulations. The symbol [\text{ŋ}_{\text{m}}\text{b}] stands for a stop made with a simultaneous double stricture of complete closure (velar and labial), prefaced by a homorganic nasal stop element. Segments made with double articulations are described in detail in chapter 11. Nasal and pre-nasal fricatives such as [v] and [z] are discussed in chapter 9.

8.5.2 Flapped stop articulations

Flapped stops are made by a process which involves the active articulator hitting the passive articulator in passing. The most commonly
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cited example of this is the flapped stop made in languages such as Hausa, where the tip of the tongue starts from a curled retroflex position, with the tip behind the alveolar ridge. It is made to uncurl forwards rapidly, and in uncurling hits the alveolar ridge, momentarily making an airtight seal against the ridge while sliding forward. For the very short duration of the airtight seal, egressive airflow rises in pressure within the oral cavity. On release of the alveolar closure, as the uncurling tongue allows the tip to continue on its way towards the floor of the mouth (sometimes audibly hitting the floor behind the lower front teeth), the compressed air escapes in a slight, audible plosion. The transcriptional symbol for a retroflex alveolar flapped stop is [ɾ]. A diagram of the actions for [ɾ] is given in figure 8.4a–c. The right-curling descender of the symbol is the indicator that retroflexion is part of the articulation of this segment.

The place of articulation of all other retroflex segments is post-alveolar or palato-alveolar rather than alveolar, and the only relevant property that the flapped stop shares with the other members of the retroflex class of segments is that the onset phase for the flapped stop begins in approximately the same curled position as the rest of the class. As with all other members of the retroflex class of segments, the retroflex flapped stop thus gives a strong ‘r-colouring’ to the perceptual effect of any preceding vocoid segment, because of the curled shape of the tongue tip/blade in the overlap phase between them.

In this book, ‘retroflex’ will be reserved for a conformational aspect of tongue shape, and will not be used as a direct identification of place of articulation. The appropriate label for the flapped stop described above would therefore be a voiced retroflex alveolar flapped stop. The shorter label ‘retroflex flap’ can be used for brevity, provided one remembers that the place of maximum stricture is alveolar not palato-alveolar, and that the degree of stricture is that of a (momentary) stop.

Masica (1991: 97) describes the widespread occurrence of the voiced retroflex alveolar flapped stop [ɾ] in the Indo-Aryan languages. He mentions that it is in contrast with a voiced retroflex palato-alveolar stop [ɖ] in Panjabi, as in [səɾ] ‘burnt’ versus [saɖi ‘our (fem. sg.)’, as it is in Sindhi and Modern Standard Hindi. He adds that ‘it may be or is reputed as phonemic also in Shina and some other Dardic languages, Dogri, Rajasthan... various Western Hindi dialects, and in several West Pahari dialects... It remains subphonemic in Marathi, Gujarati, Eastern Hindi, Bhojpuri, Maithili, Kumauni, Kashmiri... and probably also Nepali’ (Masica ibid.).

Amongst Australian languages, Yallop (1982: 61–2) states that a few languages, including Maung and Warlpiri, make contrasts between three rhotic segments, of which one is the voiced retroflex alveolar flapped stop [ɾ]. The
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Figure 8.4 Sagittal cross-sections of the vocal organs, showing sequential stages in the production of a voiced retroflex alveolar flapped oral stop [r]: (a) first stage – retroflex onset; (b) second stage – sliding alveolar closure; and (c) third stage – releasing offset.

Amongst the languages of Mexico and Central America, Suárez (1983: 32) cites Huichol, the Uto-Aztecan Mesoamerican Indian language mentioned earlier, as using a voiced retroflex alveolar flapped stop [r] as the phonetic manifestation of the only rhotic segment in the language. Another Mesoamerican Indian language in this area which contrasts a
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voiced retroflex alveolar flapped stop [ɾ] with a voiced alveolar trilled stop [ɾ] is Tarascan (Suárez 1983: 37).

Trills and flapped stops are in phonemic contrast in a number of African languages. One example comes from Gbaya, a language of the Sudan (Westermann and Ward 1933: 76):

*Trilled and flapped stops in Gbaya*

[ere] 'hen'    [ere] 'beans'

The flapped stop just mentioned uses the tongue as the active articulator. A second type of flapped stop has been described by Tucker, as used in Gbaya, and by Doke, in Shona (a language of Zimbabwe), both cited in Westermann and Ward (1933: 77). This involves the lower lip as the active articulator against the upper front teeth. Ladefoged (1964: 18) describes a possibly similar flapped labial stop in Margi, a language of Northern Nigeria, used in an 'ideophonic' word [bovu] (whose sound is supposed to illustrate the concept concerned) to refer to the sudden appearance and flight of a bird, where 'the articulation consists of drawing the lower lip back inside the upper teeth, and then allowing it to flap against the teeth as it returns to its normal position'. There is no conventional symbol for a labial flapped stop. The symbol [vʰ] is Ladefoged's tentative suggestion (1964: 18).

8.5.3 *Tapped stop articulations*

Tapping as an aspect of articulation is often said to be closely related to trilling. A frequent decription of a tapped stop is that it is the limiting case of a trill, with only one contact of complete closure instead of repeated closures. This is rather dubious. In the case of a trill, the tongue is positioned in a near-static posture, and the aerodynamic Bernoulli effect is instrumental in bringing the tongue into repeated contact with the passive articulator in the onset of each individual closure. In the case of a tapped stop, the tongue moves very fast through the onset phase, the closure is extremely brief and the tongue then retreats from closure in a very fast offset phase.

The difference between [d], an ordinary voiced alveolar plosive, and [ɾ], a voiced alveolar tapped stop, may therefore be chiefly speed, as Ladefoged (1975: 147) suggests. If tapped stops and 'one-tap-trills' both occur as phonetic events, it would ideally be necessary, in accounting for phonetic differences between languages, to set up both possibilities as articulatorily and aerodynamically different categories. It is likely that they do occur as different phenomena in the speech of different individuals, but they have never
been shown to participate in a contrastive difference within a given accent of any language discovered to date. For convenience it is probably sufficient to include them both under the general category of ‘tapped stop’, until observed data obliges expansion to separate categories.

Tapped stops are very common in different accents of English. A tapped alveolar stop is widespread in many accents of Scots English, as the manifestation of the /s/ phoneme in various segmental contexts. Tapped stops are also extremely common in North American English, not as manifestations of /r/, but as the pronunciation of /t/ between vowels, as in latter [larə]. These tapped stops can be either voiced or voiceless, depending on regional accent. When the pronunciation of /t/ between vowels is a voiced alveolar tapped stop in North American accents, it can lead to a neutralization of phonological contrast with /d/, when this also has the same phonetic manifestation in this position. Pairs of words which are not homophones in other accents, such as latter [larə] and ladder [larə], and waiting [werə] and wading [werə], then become auditorily indistinguishable (Wells 1982: 249).

Yoruba, spoken in Nigeria and Benin, is a West African example of a language which uses a voiced alveolar tapped stop, as in [ri] ‘to see’ (Bamgbose 1969: 164). Another Nigerian example is Ijo. The following examples showing the use of [r] as the realization of the single rhotic consonant in the language come from the Kalabari accent of Ijo described by Williamson (1969b: 103):

*Tapped stops in Kalabari Ijo*

[kiri] ‘ground’  
[kiri] ‘work/message’  
[bére] ‘case/trouble’  
[bére] ‘hand/arm’  
[bọru] ‘to be rotten’  
[bọru] ‘yam’

Tapped stops and trills are found in phonemic contrast in the Suleimaniya accent of Kurdish (A. Ferhardi, personal communication), and in European Spanish. In European Portuguese, the tapped stop is alveolar and the trilled stop is uvular (Parkinson 1988: 138):

*Tapped and trilled stops in Kurdish (Suleimaniya accent)*

[brin] ‘wound (injury)’  
[brin] ‘cutting’

*Tapped and trilled stops in European Spanish*

[ˈpero] ‘but (conj.)’  
[ˈpero] ‘dog’

*Tapped and trilled stops in European Portuguese*

[ˈkaru] ‘dear’  
[ˈkaru] ‘car’
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Amongst Mesoamerican Indian languages, Suárez (1983: 36) mentions Coastal Chontal, a Tequistlatec-Jicaque language, as contrasting a voiced alveolar tapped stop [ɾ] with a voiced alveolar trilled stop [r]. In Hausa, the language of Northern Nigeria and other parts of West Africa, tapped stops are found in phonemic contrast with flapped stops, but with the tapped stops being optionally interchangeable with trills in free variation, in examples such as [bærə:] ‘servant’ versus [barə] or [bara] ‘begging’ (Ladefoged 1964: 30).

An interestingly complex contrast between a flapped stop or trill versus a tapped stop or an approximant is found in Urhobo, the language of Southeastern Nigeria cited earlier. Urhobo uses a distinction between a voiced retroflex alveolar flapped stop ‘with a lateral on-glide’ (Kelly 1969: 156) which will be symbolized here as [ɾ], and a consonant which is manifested in careful speech by a voiceless alveolar trill [ɾ], and in casual speech by a voiced alveolar tapped stop [ɾ], or a voiced post-alveolar approximant [l]. In careful speech in Urhobo, therefore, there is a distinction between [oɾi] ‘tsetse fly’ and [oɾe] ‘plantain’ (Kelly 1969: 154).

Esling (1991) describes the accent of Scottish Gaelic spoken on the Hebridean island of Lewis by some 15,000 speakers, where (as a partial allophonic statement) the phoneme /r/ is realized phonetically in a number of different positions as a voiced dental trilled stop [ɾ] after voiced oral stops; a voiceless dental trilled stop [ɾ] or a voiceless tapped stop [ɾ] after voiceless oral stops; and a voiceless dental tapped stop [ɾ] intervocally. The symbol [ə] in the word for ‘bread’ stands for a slightly closer and nasal version of an [a] vocoid, and is described in more detail in chapter 10:

Tapped and trilled allophones of /r/ in Scottish Gaelic (Lewis)

[ιŋɹʌsti] ‘now’    [tɹi] ‘three’
[tʰɹiʰkʰ] ‘often’    [aɹəɾ] ‘bread’

There is no articulatory reason why flapped and tapped stops should not be produced with a nasal aspect of articulation. Nasality in Urhobo is a feature which may extend over the whole of a word, running through phonologically selected consonants. The voiced flapped stop is one of these, and it can therefore occur as a flapped nasal stop, as in [eɾaɾe] ‘meat/animal’. The voiceless trill/voiced tapped stop/voiced approximant acts as a phonological block to the spread of nasality, and thus does not occur in a nasal version in Urhobo, as evidenced in the form of words such as [oɾwə] ‘hunter’ (Kelly 1969: 155). The symbols [u] and [w] stand for approximants, and these are explained in chapter 10 below.

Nasality on tapped stops can also be seen in some accents of English, and
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in Yoruba. Wells (1982: 252) cites Trager (1942: 146) as maintaining that in his own Northern accent of American English, a voiced alveolar tapped nasal stop was in contrast with a voiced alveolar tapped oral stop, in the word-pair *winter*, pronounced [wiːnə], and *winner*, pronounced as [wɪnə]. In Yoruba, /t/ before nasal vocoids is manifested phonetically as a voiced alveolar tapped nasal stop, as in [oːtʊ] 'sun' (Bamgbose 1969: 165).

8.6 Complex oral/nasal stop articulations

In section 4.5.2, the concept of the segment was described as a 'linear unit consisting of a short stretch of speech of relatively unchanging feature-values'. The implication was allowed to stand that the features whose combination makes up the substance of speech all change their values in synchrony with each other, at the phase-boundaries of the segment. This synchronization of features for the whole of the medial phase of a phonetic segment was a convenient concept for initial presentation, and can be allowed to remain in force for many types of segmental behaviour. In a number of different circumstances, however, there is a greater degree of asynchrony shown by phonetic features than this would suggest. Some of these will be explored in chapter 12 on co-ordination, in the discussion of three areas of the desynchronization of articulatory and phonatory features in phenomena such as aspiration; sub-segmental events being inserted in the overlapping phase between two segments in processes such as affrication; and feature-timing strategies of co-articulation. But we have reached the point in the present chapter where the convenient fiction of feature-synchrony must be modified in order to account for a number of different types of complex oral/nasal stops.

The oral stops and nasal stops that have been described so far can be considered to be simplex stops. Part of the definition of a simplex oral stop is that oral closure and velic closure should co-exist throughout the medial phase of the segment. Similarly, by definition, in a simplex nasal stop, oral closure and velic opening must co-exist throughout the medial phase. These timing relationships, where the feature-values are held constant throughout the medial phase, and are allowed the option of synchronized change only at the boundaries of the medial phase, are shown diagrammatically in Figures 8.5a and 8.5b respectively. When the feature of velic state is allowed to change its value within the medial phase of the segment concerned, asynchronously from the continuing oral closure, four candidates for complex oral/nasal stops emerge. Diagrams for the relative timings for these are also shown in Figures 8.5c–8.5f. These can be called a pre-nasal oral stop (Figure 8.5c), a post-nasal oral stop (Figure 8.5d), a pre-occluded nasal stop (Figure 8.5e), and a post-occluded nasal stop (Figure 8.5f).
Figure 8.5 The timing relationships of oral closure and velic state during the production of (a) a simplex oral stop; (b) a simplex nasal stop; (c) a complex pre-nasal oral stop; (d) a complex post-nasal oral stop; (e) a complex pre-occluded nasal stop; and (f) a complex post-occluded nasal stop.

Whether one classifies a particular sequence of a nasal and an oral element within a complex stop as a pre-nasal oral stop or a post-occluded nasal stop will clearly depend on the relative durational balance of the oral and nasal components within the medial phase of the complex stop. Thus the [m + b] pattern within a complex stop would be classified as a pre-nasal oral stop [mbH] if the duration of the oral element predominates, and as a post-occluded nasal stop [mɒ] if the duration of the nasal element is dominant. A similar criterion of durational balance applies in the comparison between a post-nasal oral stop [bᵐ] and a pre-occluded nasal stop [mʰ]. Different languages, and speakers of a given language on different occasions, probably vary phonetically to some degree between the members of the relevant pair of possibilities. If the exact phasing of the two elements is less important than the fact of complexity in the production of the stops concerned, then an ambiguous transcription can be tolerated in which both elements are given full status, joined by a linker diacritic. The composite symbol [m̓b]
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would then stand equally for a pre-nasal oral stop and a post-occluded nasal stop. The composite symbol [bm] would stand equally for a post-nasal oral stop or a pre-occluded nasal stop.

One reason for setting up the notion of stops with complex oral/nasal medial phases (in preference to the theoretical alternative of distinguishing between sequences of simplex nasal and oral stop segments of varying durational relationships) is that, in pre-nasal and post-nasal stops the duration of the nasal element is unusually short. Equally, the duration of the oral element in pre-occluded and post-occluded nasal stops is unusually short. Armstrong (1940: 30–1), using oral and nasal airflow measurements, was able to show that in Southern Kikuyu (a language of East Africa) the nasal elements initial in pre-nasal stops are very short, in utterance-initial position at least. Armstrong comments that ‘the plosive sounds’ [b, d, ɡ] and the voiced pre-palatal affricate [ʣ] ‘exist only in conjunction with nasal ... sounds; they are inseparable from the nasal sounds’. (Affricated sounds are described below in chapter 12.) Armstrong continues ‘It is phonetically sound to consider [mb, nd, ɲɡ] and [ndz] as single consonant sounds with a nasal “kick-off”’ (1940: 31). Words showing these complex segments in Kikuyu are:

Pre-nasal stops in Kikuyu

[mˈbura] ‘rain’       [dˈdɔru] ‘herds’
[pˈɡɔrɔ] ‘heart’      [ʣɔrɔ] ‘branding irons’

In order further to justify inclusion of these segment-types in a general phonetic theory as complex single segments, as opposed to independent sequences of oral stop followed by nasal stop (or vice versa), it would be persuasive if languages could be found where words are contrastively identified by means of these complex stops versus comparable sequences of their simple nasal and oral stop counterparts. This seems feasible. An illustration is given by Jones (1950: 79–81), in his discussion of the ‘compound’ nature of pre-nasal stops (though he does not use the term ‘pre-nasal’) in Sinhalese (a language of Sri Lanka). A triplet of Sinhalese words shows a pre-nasal alveolar stop in contrast to a corresponding sequence of a full nasal stop followed by a full oral stop which is homorganic, versus a word with only the corresponding simplex oral stop. The triplet is:

Pre-nasal alveolar stop in Sinhalese

[kədˈda] ‘trunk’
[kandə] ‘hill’
[kədə] ‘shoulder pole carrying weights at each end’
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(Esling 1991 describes the pre-nasal stops in the cases of the first two words in their current pronunciation as dental for both elements.) Jones states that in the pre-nasal stop the nasal element is so short that the word [ka'da] ‘trunk’ has the ‘same rhythmic pattern as [kada]. It is not at all like the English word “candour”’ (Jones 1950: 78–9). Similar comments are reported for Fijian, discussed further below in this chapter.

Another instance of a complex stop versus a sequence of nasal stop followed by an oral stop can be found in Nyanja, a Bantu language of Malawi, which distinguishes between [mbale] ‘plate’ and [mbale] ‘brother’ in this way. Using ‘+’ to indicate syllable division, the pronunciation of the first word is disyllabic, as [mba+le], and the second word is trisyllabic, as [m+ba+le] (Herbert 1986: 161).

Although pre-nasal stops are reported in a number of languages, fully comparable word-pairs are not often included in the summary accounts of phonological systems given in the literature, and constraints on possible syllable structures also often prevent full comparability. Arnott (1969b: 143–51) offers an outline of the consonantal system of Tiv, a language of Northeastern Nigeria, however, where pre-nasal oral stops and pre-nasal oral affricates are in contrast with their simplex stop correspondents:

*Pre-nasal stops and pre-nasal affricates in Tiv*

- [mbara] ‘those people’
- [samba] ‘slap’
- [pduhwar] ‘hoe’
- [pkiye] ‘rubbed between the hands’
- [pghwar] ‘leg/foot’
- [mbogom] ‘approached’

*In many accents of Tiv, [r] is in free variation with [l] (Arnott 1969b: 143). The initial stops in the final pair of words, [mbogom] ‘approached’ and [gba'de] ‘plate’ are double stops (which are discussed in chapter 11). In [samba] ‘slap’, the syllable-affiliation of the segments is said to be [sa] +[mb], and not [sam] + [be]. The structure of these syllables is thus CV + CV and not CVC + CV. In [mbee] ‘I have finished’, the [m] is both syllabic and carries its own tonal value (syllabic tone is discussed in chapter 15).

Fula, spoken throughout the sub-Saharan belt of West Africa, also has pre-nasal oral stops and pre-nasal affricates in its consonantal system. Arnott (1969a: 57–71) lists [mb, nd, pde, d]. An example of a language using pre-nasal stops from a very different part of the world is Kalam, spoken by some 13,000 people in Papua New Guinea, on the northern slopes of the central highlands at the junction of the Madang and Western Highlands Provinces.
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Foley (1986: 51), in his survey of the Papuan languages of New Guinea, cites the following words from a study by Pawley (1966):

*Pre-nasal stops in Kalam*

- [mbenep] 'a man only'
- [mbim] 'down valley'
- [jaŋ] 'I'
- [kiŋdi] 'sinew'
- [woŋ] 'garden'
- [koribaŋ] 'he spoke at the house'

While the nasal element of a pre-nasal stop is necessarily homorganic with that of the oral stop element, it does not follow that the phonatory state is always identical in the two elements, as evident from the words for 'I' and 'garden' in the Kalam example above. However, the nasal element of pre-nasal stops seems most frequently to be voiced. Voiceless exceptions are found in Amahuaca, a Panoan language of the Amazon headwaters spoken by less than 2,000 speakers (Bright 1992, vol. III: 153). Herbert (1986: 202) characterizes the realizations of /p, t, k, θ/ in Amahuaca as 'voiceless stops which are voiced when morpheme-initial after a morpheme ending in a nasalized vowel. When morpheme-initial after a nasalized vowel, /p, t, k, θ/ appear as [mp, nt, nk, nθ], as in the following examples:

*Voiceless nasal elements of pre-nasal stops in Amahuaca*

- /wɨpis/ ⇒ [wiŋpis] 'guayaba'
- /kati/ ⇒ [kŋt] 'cooking pot'

Pre-nasal oral stops at various places of articulation are not extreme rarities in the languages of the world (Herbert 1977, 1986). For the pre-nasal bilabial stop [mb], for example, Maddieson (1981, 1984: 206) cites from his sample of 317 languages: Luvale, Gbeya, Yulu, Sara, Berta, Ngizim, Sedang, Alawa, Hakka, Washkuk, Selepet, Kewa, Wantoat, Nambakaengo, Páez, Apinayé and Sirionó.

*Post-occluded nasal stops* are reported by Bauernschmidt (1965) in Amuzgo, the Amerindian language mentioned earlier, which she describes as being spoken by some 15,000 speakers in Southeast Guerrero and Southeast Oaxaca in Mexico. For our purposes we can consider two representative contrasts out of a much larger potential set that she offers. The first is between a (tonally equivalent) sequence of a voiced alveolar nasal stop followed by a voiceless alveolar oral stop in [nta] 'liquor' and a post-occluded alveolar nasal stop in [n̥ta] 'our children', where the post-occluding oral element can be voiceless. The second contrast is between an analogous pair of words: a sequence of two independent consonantal alveolo-palatal segments initial in [ŋco?] 'bread (pl.)' versus a post-occluded alveolo-palatal nasal stop in [ŋ̊co?] 'itchy'.

Bauernschmidt established durational and voicing facts acoustically by
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spectrographic measurement. Taking the first pair cited above as representative, she comments that in the sequence of two independent consonants, by contrast with the post-occluded nasal stop, ‘the nasal is short, the stop is of greater duration and fortis articulation. There is no carry-over of voicing from the first to the second segment’ (Bauernschmidt 1965: 480). She then says that, in the post-occluded nasal stop, by comparison, ‘the nasal is longer, the stop shorter and lenis. There is often but not always a carry-over of the voicing from the nasal to the stop.’ (The terms ‘fortis’ and ‘lenis’ here can be regarded as meaning muscularly tense and lax articulation respectively. The terms are discussed in more detail in section 12.1.)

The mirror-image of pre-nasal stops, namely post-nasal stops, are also found occasionally. One example comes from Kaingang, a South American language, where the allophonic realizations of voiced plosive phonemes in final position are \([b^m, d^t, g^r]\) (Herbert 1986: 206). Another example comes from Içua Tupi (Abrahamson 1968), a lowland South American language, where ‘the voiced stops are \([b^m, d^t, g^r]\) finally after an oral vowel whereas they are \([m, n, n']\) in this position after a nasal vowel’ (Herbert ibid.).

Anderson (1976: 332) collapses together the categories of post-nasal oral and pre-occluded nasal stops, and says that they are found ‘in a number of South American languages, in some Indonesian languages, in some of the languages of New Caledonia, and in some of the phonologically aberrant languages of Australia, and perhaps elsewhere’. Anderson discusses in some detail (ibid: 336–7) data on complex oral/nasal stops in Apinayé, a South American language described originally by Callow (1962). Apinayé is said to have an opposition between a series of voiceless oral stops and a corresponding voiced series. These voiced stops ‘can be nasal, pre-nasal, post-nasal or oral depending on the adjacent vowels’ (ibid. p. 336). Anderson lists two sets of data, one for a VCV sequence where either one or both of the vowels can be oral or nasal, and a corresponding data set for a VCCV sequence where there are two independent consonants. The two sets are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Contextual conditioning of complex oral/nasal stops in Apinayé</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VCV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[VbV]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Vm̄bV]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Vb̄mV]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Vm̄V]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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The symbols [V, ˘V, b, d, m, n, ˘m, ˘m] stand respectively for oral vowels ([V]), nasal vowels ([˘V]), fully oral stops ([b,d]), fully nasal stops ([m,n]), pre-nasal stops ([˘m]), and post-nasal stops ([˘m]). In the case of the second set (VCCV), the oral or nasal status of the adjacent vowel allophonically conditions the oral or nasal status of the consonant next to it. In the case of the first set (VCV), the single consonant has to be regarded as potentially complex. If the two neighbouring vowels are identical in oral or nasal status, then the consonant takes on that status, and is a simple stop, oral or nasal. If the vowels differ in oral/nasal status, then the stop becomes complex, and the oral/nasal status of the individual component of the complex stop is allophonically determined by that of the adjacent vowel. A similar patterning is found in Maxakali, a language of Brazil (Gudschinsky, Popovitch and Popovitch 1970).

Anderson mentions a further possible degree of oral/nasal complexity, as found in Kaingang, reported by Wiesemann (1972). This involves triple complexity in the medial phase of the stop. Anderson calls the type a 'medio-nasalized stop', and says that such segments 'which occur as conditioned variants of pre-nasalized stops between oral vowels, begin oral, are briefly nasal, and then end oral. They can be transcribed [˘mb, ˘nd] etc.' (Anderson 1976: 335). This triple complexity is the consequence of an adjustment of a pre-nasal stop to a preceding oral context, and is therefore a matter of a particular co-ordinary allophonic relationship between two segments. However, the internal segmental intricacy of complex oral/nasal stops challenges the theoretical construct of the complex but single phonetic segment to a degree where further discussion is necessary.

It will be recalled that an essential part of the phonetic classification of a given segment is the medial phase where the maximum degree of articulatory stricture is reached and maintained. The notion of this medial phase remains reasonably straightforward in the case of complex oral/nasal stops, even of the triple oral/nasal/oral complexity of the Kaingang data from Wiesemann (1972) and Anderson (1976), provided that the segment-defining medial phase is held to be that of the stricture of oral closure involved. The nasality which then arises from velic opening during any part of this oral closure is a phonetic feature which is physiologically quite independent of the actions needed to maintain the oral closure. The subsegmental timing of the beginning and ending of nasality within the medial phase of the segment defined by the persisting oral closure is correspondingly unconstrained except by factors of maximum speed of velic adjustment and perceptual factors of minimum duration of nasality for audibility.
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A similar example is offered by the more familiar case of anticipatory nasality during the medial phase of a vocoid before a nasal stop. This is a phenomenon found in very many languages including English, and is discussed in detail in chapter 10. It is perhaps sufficient to say here that languages vary in the exact subsegmental timing of the onset of nasality within the medial phase of such a vocoid, once again reflecting the physiological freedom of the velic process relative to oral actions.

A theoretical position is thus maintained in this book that the construct of the single phonetic segment, allied to the concept of a defining medial phase, remains a sufficient basis for explaining the articulatory make-up of segments such as complex oral/nasal stops as well as vocoids displaying anticipatory nasality, provided that the relative freedom of the mutual timing of oral and nasal events in such segments is understood. The phonetic complexity of such stops is matched by the intricacy of the phonological considerations that need to be brought to bear on such cases. For discussion of this phonological topic, the reader is referred to Anderson (1974: 267–74) and Herbert (1977, 1986: 201–11).

Complex oral/nasal stops have been plausibly shown to be the product of historical development, in at least some languages, from an original nasal stop. In the Southern Paman languages of Australia’s Cape York region, the word for ‘man’ is hypothesized to have been *[bama]* in an earlier form (where it will be recalled that the use of the *asterisk* is a technical means of signalling the hypothesized rather than the *attested* nature of this earlier form). In one Paman language (Olgolo) this has become *[aVm]*, with a pre-occluded nasal stop. In another Paman language, Lama-Lama (Lamu-Lamu), it has become *[mba]*, with a pre-nasal oral stop (Dixon 1980: 200).

Pre-nasality participates in an unusual segment-type in Fijian, where in addition to pre-nasal labial, pre-nasal alveolar and pre-nasal velar stops, a pre-nasal post-alveolar stop is found in which the release of the post-alveolar stop is sometimes trilled, as a **pre-nasal post-trilled stop**. Maddieson (1989: 60) gives the following examples:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Initial position</th>
<th>Medial position</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><em>[mbaka]</em> ‘banyan tree’</td>
<td><em>[kaVba]</em> ‘climb’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>[dala]</em> ‘dal’</td>
<td><em>[kaVda]</em> ‘run’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>[qVata]</em> ‘sit’</td>
<td><em>[qVga]</em> ‘dream’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>[gara]</em> ‘hole’</td>
<td><em>[raVga]</em> ‘show off’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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From spectrographic measurements on these pre-nasal stops, Maddieson is able to confirm that:

the role of pre-nasalized stops in the timing pattern of Fijian is generally similar to that of other single segments. They neither have longer duration themselves nor do they shorten a preceding vowel, as might be expected if they had a timing pattern like that of geminate consonants or consonant clusters ... Fijian temporal patterns appear to be strictly based on the CV syllable, place and manner differences in following consonants having no effect on preceding vowel duration. (Maddieson 1989: 64-5)

(Geminate consonants, and contextual influences on allophonic segment duration, are discussed in chapter 14.)

Fully independent pre-nasal trills have also been reported in linguistic use. In Kele, the Austronesian language of Papua New Guinea mentioned earlier, a triple contrast exists between an alveolar trill, a pre-nasal alveolar trill and a pre-nasal labial trill (Ladefoged 1983a: 179; Ladefoged, Cochran and Disner 1977: 50):

Alveolar trilled stop versus pre-nasal alveolar and pre-nasal labial
trilled stop in Kele

[rarai] ‘a fish’ [m‘rilen] ‘song’ [m‘Ben] ‘fruit’
[m‘Bulim] ‘face’ [m‘Buwen] ‘testicle’

Another Austronesian language of this region, Titan, also uses pre-nasal trills. According to Ladefoged and his colleagues (ibid.), in Kele and Titan ‘these sounds occur in numerous words in which the neighbouring languages have pre-nasalized /b, d/. In many Austronesian languages the voiced stops are always pre-nasalized. They are the only sequences of consonantal articulations that can occur in these languages, and are usually analyzed as unit phonemes.’ The examples from Titan cited by Ladefoged and his colleagues (ibid.) are:

Pre-nasal labial trilled stop versus alveolar trilled stop in Titan

[m‘Butukei] ‘wooden plate’ [d‘drake?in] ‘girls’
[m‘Bulei] ‘rat’ [b‘druli] ‘sandpiper’

8.7 Stop segments and phonation types

It is physiologically possible to produce stop articulations with a wide variety of phonation types. The phonatory states predominantly
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exploited by languages for stops are voicelessness or normal voicing. Other phonation types sometimes encountered include whisper, whispepery voice, and creak or creaky voice.

Examples of stops made with a creaky voice (or creak) phonation type, in phonemic contrast with stops made with normal voicing and with voicelessness, can be found in Margi, a language of Northern Nigeria (Hoffmann 1963):

Stops with creaky voice versus stops with modal voicing and voicelessness in Margi

[tátá] ‘that one’ [dálma] ‘big axe’ [dádáhu] ‘bitter’

Ladefoged (1971: 14) cites examples suggested by George Fortune of nasal stops produced with a 'murmured' phonation type which in the terms of this book would be called whispepery or breathy voice, versus nasal stops made with normal voicing, in Ndebele, a Benue-Congo language:

Whispepery/breathy voiced nasal stop versus nasal stop made with modal voicing in Ndebele

[úmúma] ‘my mother’ [úmúntu] ‘person’

Another example of a Bantu language exploiting murmur versus modal voicing for phonological contrast is Tsonga, spoken in Mozambique and South Africa. Traill and Jackson (1988: 386) offer the following illustrations:

Whispepery/breathy voiced nasal stops versus nasal stops made with modal voicing in Tsonga

[mkawúri] ‘August’ [mkákalá] ‘slap’
[málá] ‘type of antelope’ [másasáni] ‘righteous person’
[máká] ‘matter’ [másáná] ‘sun’s rays’
[nárú] ‘three’ [nálá] ‘enemy’
[nwáti] ‘type of bird’ [njánjání] ‘type of bird’

The distinction between murmured segments and segments made with normal (modal voice) phonation may in different languages be placed on different parts of the continuum between these polar extremes (Jackson, Ladefoged and Antoñanzas-Barroso 1985; Ladefoged 1983b; Traill and Jackson 1988). This may also be true of different individual speakers within a single language. But in all these cases it also seems to be true that whispepery/breathy voice on syllable-initial contoid segments spreads into the following syllable-nuclear vocoid. The phenomenon of murmur will therefore be treated in this book as a matter of co-ordination between a contoid and a
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following vocoid, under the rubric of ‘voiced aspiration’, rather than as an attribute solely of a single segment. Both voiceless aspiration and voiced aspiration will be dealt with in chapter 12 on co-ordination.

8.8 Stop articulations and non-pulmonic airstreams

It is often convenient to use special labels for stops made on particular types of airstream mechanism. These have been mentioned in the relevant sections above on airstream mechanisms. They include ejective stops, made on the egressive glottalic airstream; implosive stops, made on the ingressive glottalic airstream; voiced implosive stops, made on the compound mechanism involving both the ingressive glottalic and egressive pulmonic airstreams; and clicks, made on the ingressive velaric airstream. Within the overall category of stops, only plosives and clicks have nasal counterparts. Only a limited number of languages use non-pulmonic stops for phonological contrast, however.

Stop segments can be made on both glottalic and velaric airstream mechanisms. Ejective stop segments made on the egressive glottalic airstream can be found in many languages, and a number of examples were given in chapter 6. Further illustrations can be found in Xhosa (Kelly, personal communication), Hausa (Hoffmann and Schachter 1969: 75) and Tigre (Palmer 1956):

*Ejective velar stops in Xhosa*
[uk'uxula] 'to tow' [uk'waлуla] 'to divide'

*Ejective velar stops in Hausa*
[k'jamâ:] 'aversion' [k'wai] 'egg(s)'

*Ejective versus plosive dental stops in Tigre*
[jənat'a:] 'her haversack' [salsalatə:] 'her bracelet'
[ʃarit'] 'line' [nabit] 'wine'

Another set of contrasts involving ejective versus plosive stops is offered by Esling (1991), in his discussion of Skagit, a northern dialect of Puget Salish (also known by its native name of Lushootseed), which is a Coastal member of the Salish language family, spoken in Skagit County of Western Washington State by a small number of hundreds of speakers. Esling (*ibid.*) also describes a similar set from a related language, Spokane-Kalispel-Flathead, which is an inland member of the Salish language family, spoken in Northeastern Washington, Northern Idaho and Northwestern Montana. The illustrations given below come from Skagit and from the Chewelah accent of Kalispel:

Stop articulations
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**Ejective versus plosive stops in Skagit**

- [tʰʼqʰad] ‘to stick on’
- [kʰʼiP] ‘look at it’
- [qʼwʼ:i:(b)] ‘to unload it’
- [qʼapʼ] ‘bird landing’

- [tʼqʼad] ‘to close it’
- [kʼwhil] ‘pick’
- [qʼwʼi(b)] ‘to fix it’
- [qʼap] ‘foolish’

**Ejective versus plosive stops in Kalispel (Chewelah)**

- [pʼeχʼpʼ:iχʼwʼot] ‘old’
- [qʼwʼiqʼwʼai] ‘buffalo’

- [pisʼte?pm] ‘when’
- [qʼwʼatsqʼbən] ‘hat’

The symbol [ʔp] in the Kalispel word for ‘when’ above is a double stop (see chapter 11), with equal strictures of complete closure made at the glottal and labial places of articulation.

The mechanism for combining the ingressive glottalic and egressive pulmonic airstreams to produce voiced implosive stops was described in section 6.4. In addition to the examples given there, voiced implosives are found in such languages as Fula (Arnott 1969a) and in the Kalabari accent of Jjó (Williamson 1969b):

**Voiced implosives in Fula**

- [kikιxe] ‘evening’
- [joxε] ‘herons’

- [didi] ‘leather loincloths’
- [juxi] ‘huts/rooms’

**Voiced implosives in Kalabari Jjó**

- [bεrε] ‘case/trouble’
- [bεru] ‘to be rotten’

- [bαra] ‘hand/arm’
- [buru] ‘yam’

Another example of a language using voiced implosives is Zibiao Guéré, a Kru language spoken in Bangolo Tahouaké in the Ivory Coast. Paradis and Prunet (1989: 339–40) give the following illustrations (tone-marking has been omitted):

**Voiced implosive stops in Zibiao Guéré**

- [kba] ‘rat’
- [ba] ‘robe’
- [bide] ‘swim’

- [kafe] ‘monkey’
- [bui] ‘ashes’
- [dau] ‘smoke’

The formation of click segments was described in chapter 6 on airstream production. The comment was made there that it is physiologically possible to make a variety of sound-types using a velaric ingressive airstream mechanism, but that only stops (and affricated stops, as explained in chapter 12) had been found in linguistic use. As an illustration of stop segments made
on the velaric ingressive airstream mechanism, we can consider a language which makes considerable use of different click sounds – Xhosa, a Bantu language of the Transkei, spoken by some 4 million speakers. Xhosa exploits voiceless, voiced oral and voiced nasal clicks at the alveolar and palatal locations. In Xhosa, the three voiceless clicks [k], [t], [k] are each also in contrast with their voiceless aspirated correlates [k\textsuperscript{h}, [t\textsuperscript{h}, [k\textsuperscript{h}]. We shall confine our attention in this chapter to the non-aspirated contrasts, as exemplified by Esling (1991). (Aspiration is described in detail in chapter 12.) It should be noted that Esling’s versions are detailed observations of what he heard on a specific occasion of pronunciation, and some fine discriminations are included that would probably be collapsed in a more phonologically oriented approach. Tonal indications have been omitted, and the transcription modified to fit the conventions of this book:

\textit{Voiceless and voiced alveolar, alveolar lateral and palatal oral and nasal clicks in Xhosa}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Alveolar click</th>
<th>Aveolar lateral click</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[k\textsuperscript{u}k\textsuperscript{b}] ‘to be clear’</td>
<td>[k\textsuperscript{u}\textsuperscript{a}k\textsuperscript{e}] ‘to have difficulty; obstruct’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[uku\textsuperscript{u}q\textsuperscript{bq}] ‘to apply an ointment’</td>
<td>[i\textsuperscript{u}\textsuperscript{g}\textsuperscript{g}] ‘poor man’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[\textsuperscript{\textit{n}}\textsuperscript{\textit{a}}\textsuperscript{\textit{am}}\textsuperscript{\textit{a}}] ‘to suck’</td>
<td>[\textsuperscript{\textit{n}}\textsuperscript{\textit{p}}\textsuperscript{\textit{h}}\textsuperscript{\textit{a}}\textsuperscript{\textit{a}}\textsuperscript{\textit{a}}] ‘anger, displeasure’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Palatal click</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[\textsuperscript{\textit{i}}\textsuperscript{\textit{u}}\textsuperscript{\textit{a}}\textsuperscript{\textit{a}}\textsuperscript{\textit{a}}\textsuperscript{\textit{a}}] ‘polecat’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[\textsuperscript{\textit{u}}\textsuperscript{\textit{g}}\textsuperscript{\textit{a}}\textsuperscript{\textit{e}}\textsuperscript{\textit{e}}] ‘doctor’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[\textsuperscript{\textit{u}}\textsuperscript{\textsuperscript{\textit{k}}\textsuperscript{\textit{a}}\textsuperscript{\textit{b}}\textsuperscript{\textit{a}}] ‘to be scarce’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It will be recalled that the diacritic [:] stands for relatively long duration, and [\textsuperscript{\textit{r}}] for ‘half-long’ duration. The subscript diacritic [\textsuperscript{\textit{a}}] signals (in these cases, utterance-final) devoicing, which is discussed at length in chapter 12 on coordination.

### 8.9 Syllabic stop segments

Ejectives, implosives and clicks (and of course plosives) are almost entirely found in syllable-marginal positions. One exception to this is found in some of the Amerindian languages of the Pacific coast of Canada and the United States, where a complete syllable may be represented by a single stop. An instance comes from Bella Coola, a Pacific Northwest Indian language, in which even citation forms of some particular words in isolation show no vocoids (Hoard 1978: 67). Syllable boundaries are indicated by ‘+’.
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Syllabic stops (including ejectives and affrication) in Bella Coola

\[t^i + p^b + t\chi\] ‘cut it’  \[k' + x + \chi\] ‘open your eyes’

Two examples from Nez Perce, an Amerindian language of the Sahaptian family (Hoard 1978: 66), spoken in northern Idaho (Bright 1992, vol. III: 178) are:

Syllabic voiceless oral stops (plosive and ejective) in Nez Perce

\[t^h\alpha + q^h\alpha + k'\alpha + k^h + t^h] \text{ ‘to close a door’}
\[q^h\alpha + q^h\alpha + q^h\alpha + k^h + t^h] \text{ ‘galloped’}

One objection to the status of the plosive stops as truly syllabic in the Bella Coola and Nez Perce examples cited above could be that the release of each plosive is followed by a voiceless vocoid, and that such a vocoid might act as the syllabic nucleus. Newman (1947), cited by Hoard (1978: 72), believed that the releases of the stops in Bella Coola were manifested in this way by voiceless vocoids, held to be representing vowels. Hoard’s objection to Newman’s position is that the quality of such releases, although characteristic of stop releases at the relevant places of articulation, carries no audible information such as would typify the auditory quality of any particular voiceless vocoid following the stop.

Given that Hoard’s position is accurate, the use of the \([\mathbf{t}]\) diacritic to indicate the release of a stop may be a little misleading here, since \([\mathbf{t}]\) is often taken as a kind of cover symbol for stop releases when followed by a voiced vocoid. The auditory quality of the \([\mathbf{t}]\) will under those circumstances be coloured by the quality of the vocoid about to follow. It is in that sense that \([\mathbf{t}]\) is usually taken to act as a cover symbol for a whole variety of voiceless onsets (of discernibly different vocoid-colouring) to voiced vocoids. A preferable way to transcribe the Bella Coola and comparable examples might therefore be to use some appropriate superscript symbol which merely implied ‘release’ for the stop, rather than the \([\mathbf{t}]\) diacritic. One possibility might be the use of the reversed diacritic \(\overline{\mathbf{t}}\). Bella Coola \([t^h + \overline{\mathbf{t}}]\) (‘strong’) would then preferably be transcribed as \([t^i + \overline{\mathbf{t}}]\), for example.

Examples of a nasal stop segment occurring as the nucleus of a syllable are much more common in languages than syllabic oral stop segments. Syllabic nasal stops are very common in informal speech in English as instances of ‘nasal plosion’ (a phenomenon discussed in detail in chapter 12 on co-ordination). Briefly, nasal plosion occurs when the oral air pressure built up during the articulation of an oral stop is released through the nasal cavity rather than through the mouth, without an intervening vocoid being
pronounced. In such circumstances, the resulting nasal stop (which is necessarily homorganic for place of articulation with the preceding oral stop) functions in a syllabic role. Illustrations are:

*Syllabic voiced nasal stops in English*

\[
\begin{align*}
[\text{itn}] & \text{ eaten} & [\text{idn}] & \text{ Eden} \\
[\text{beknt}] & \text{ bacon} & [\text{kabnboi}] & \text{ cabin-boy}
\end{align*}
\]

In the case of the transcription for *bacon*, the syllabic diacritic is placed above the [n] symbol because of legibility conflicts with the descender on that symbol.

An interesting occurrence of syllabic nasal stops can be found in Quiotepec Chinantec, an Otomanguean Mesoamerican Indian language of Mexico (Suárez 1983, citing Robbins 1975), where labial nasals, together with glottal stops, can make up entire words. The numbers attached to the following examples are one method of indicating the pitch of tonal contrasts, where five degrees of tone-level (1 representing the highest and 5 the lowest) within the speaker's pitch range are distinguished as end-points (in the case of falling or rising pitches) or as level tones. A more detailed analysis of the contrastive use of pitch in languages is available in chapter 15.

*Syllabic nasal stops in Quiotepec Chinantec*

\[
\begin{align*}
[m^{21}] & \text{ 'ant'} & [m^{23}] & \text{ 'sandal'} \\
[m^{23}] & \text{ 'tomato'} & [m^{3}m^{4}] & \text{ 'you pinch (pl.)'}
\end{align*}
\]

In the above examples, the pronunciation of [m] can thus be relatively short or long, may be checked by a glottal stop, may have a voiceless onset, show contrasting tones, and in all four cases is syllabic. The words are pronounced with labial closure throughout, with no intervening vocoids.

**8.9.1 Ejective syllabic trilled stops**

The possibility in Pacific Northwest languages of making stops segments syllabic is combined in Wenatchee-Columbia (Hoard 1978: 63–4), which is a Salishan language spoken in and around the Columbia basin in Washington State, with a rare instance of adding a transitional aspect of trilling to an ejective version of such a stop:

*Pulmonic egressive trilled stops and syllabic ejective trilled stops in Wenatchee-Columbia*

\[
\begin{align*}
[\text{ki}+\text{jer}-k^{w}+\text{kan}] & \text{ 'cup'} & [\text{jer}+\text{r}] & \text{ 'tangled up'} \\
[\text{a-ra-sik}^{w}] & \text{ 'turtle'} & [\text{stør-eq+xan}^{2}] & \text{ 'mud-hen'}
\end{align*}
\]
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Place-neutral articulations</th>
<th>Displaced articulations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>oral stop</td>
<td>nasal stop</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>labial</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lingualabial</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>ŋ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>labiodental</td>
<td>v₁</td>
<td>v₁</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dental</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>ŋ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>alveolar</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>ŋ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>palatoalveolar</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>ŋ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>palatal</td>
<td>c</td>
<td>ŋ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>velar</td>
<td>k</td>
<td>ŋ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uvular</td>
<td>q N R ŋ R ŋ R ŋ</td>
<td>v₁</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>epiglottal</td>
<td>v₁</td>
<td>v₁</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>glottal</td>
<td>v₁</td>
<td>v₁</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 8.6** Summary of the phonetic symbols for place-neutral and displaced pulmonic egressive simplex stop segments

### 8.10 Symbols for stop articulations

Figure 8.6 summarizes symbols for pulmonic egressive voiceless and voiced simplex stop segments, for both place-neutral and displaced articulations. The symbols for non-pulmonic simplex stops can be seen in the International Phonetic Association’s alphabet reproduced in appendix I.
Further reading


Herbert (1986) contains a detailed discussion of complex oral/nasal stop segments in a variety of languages. For discussion of stops made on non-pulmonic airstreams (implosives and clicks), see the references listed in the Further Reading section in the preceding chapter. Maddieson (1984) sets out the use of stops of all types in the 317 languages of the UCLA Phonological Segment Inventory Database (UPSID).
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Fricative articulations

A necessary condition for a segment to be classified as a fricative is that the degree of stricture reached and held during the medial phase of the segment must be that of close approximation. That is, for any given rate of airflow, the cross-sectional area of the constricted aperture has to be small enough to cause audible friction. This friction (or turbulence of the molecules in the airflow) can either be local, at the exit to the constriction, or it can be caused by the constriction having the effect of directing a jet of air onto a nearby obstacle such as the teeth.

The interaction between airflow and acoustic factors in fricative production is very delicate. For any given small aperture, there is a critical rate of airflow through the gap below which the airflow is laminar and relatively silent, and above which the airflow is turbulent and noisy, producing a 'hissing' or 'hushing' sound. The criteria for classifying a segment as a fricative thus include acoustic/auditory and aerodynamic considerations, as well as articulatory factors. Catford (1977a: 121) suggests that the typical cross-sectional areas of the maximum constriction in a fricative segment range from about 3 sq. mm at a minimum to about 20 sq. mm at a maximum. For normal airflow rates in speech, a gap larger than 20 sq. mm restores laminar, silent flow. In the majority of fricatives, constrictions are estimated to have cross-sectional areas between 6 and 12 sq. mm, with typical airflow rates very roughly of 330 cc/s for a voiceless fricative and 240 cc/s for a voiced fricative (Catford 1977a: 123–4). In addition, the adjustment of the spatial relationship between the active and passive articulators has to be very precisely controlled. Ladefoged and Maddieson (1986) make the following comments:

in a fricative a variation of one millimeter in the position of the target for the crucial part of the vocal tract makes a great deal of difference. There has to be a very precisely shaped channel for the turbulent airstream to be produced. [In] a stop closure the strength of the closure does not have to be constant throughout the gesture. But in many
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Fricatives... an exactly defined shape of the vocal tract has to be held for a noticeable period of time. These demands result in a fricative such as s having a greater constancy of shape in varying phonetic contexts, in comparison with the corresponding stops t, d and nasal n (Bladon and Nolan 1977, Subtelny, Oya and Subtelny 1972, Lindblad 1980). (Ladefoged and Maddieson 1986: 57)

9.1 Place-neutral fricative articulations

There are ten places of articulation in which fricative articulations can be performed which are place-neutral, without displacement of the active articulator from its neutral relationship to the passive articulator. These ten neutral places of articulation, and the symbols for the corresponding voiceless and voiced fricative segments, are as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Place of articulation</th>
<th>Voiceless fricatives</th>
<th>Voiced fricatives</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>labial</td>
<td>[f]</td>
<td>[β]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dental</td>
<td>[θ]</td>
<td>[ð]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>alveolar</td>
<td>[s]</td>
<td>[z]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>palato-alveolar</td>
<td>[ʃ]</td>
<td>[ʒ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>alveolo-palatal</td>
<td>[ɕ]</td>
<td>[ʑ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>palatal</td>
<td>[ɣ]</td>
<td>[ʝ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>velar</td>
<td>[x]</td>
<td>[ɣ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uvular</td>
<td>[ʁ]</td>
<td>[ʁ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pharyngeal</td>
<td>[h]</td>
<td>[ɣ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>epiglottal</td>
<td>[h]</td>
<td>[ɣ]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figures 9.1a–9.1j respectively show sagittal cross-sectional diagrams of the vocal organs during the medial phases of the ten voiceless place-neutral fricatives listed above.

The sounds represented by the symbols [h] and [ɦ], which might also be thought to be place-neutral articulations, are often called 'glottal fricatives', because friction can sometimes be heard at the glottal location. But the position to be taken in this book is that this is a category mistake, and that these are better thought of as approximants with whiskery phonation. They are therefore discussed in section 10.11.1 and section 10.11.2 in the next chapter.

If no further comment is made in such a classificatory label for a fricative, then the following assumptions apply. These are that the airstream mechanism is pulmonic, and the direction of airflow egressive; that the conformational aspects of routing of the airflow are oral and central; that
the topographical aspect of the shape of the surface of the tongue is neutrally convex; that the transitional aspect of the production of the segment is that the medial phase is momentarily held in a steady state; and that only a single major articulatory stricture is applicable. (Fricatives made with double stricutures are discussed in chapter 11 on multiple articulations.)
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Fricative constrictions can potentially be produced at any point along the vocal tract from the lips to the larynx, though the local length of the 'corridor' of close approximation will depend chiefly on the characteristics of the active articulator. Perhaps because so many audibly different fricatives can be produced, there are more transcriptional symbols for fricatives than for any other stricturel category of contoids.

Fricative segments are used in the very large majority of the world's languages as the basis for contrastive oppositions, though one often-cited exception to this is Hawaiian, which has no fricatives in its eight-consonant system (Hockett 1955: 98, 108). There is however one major language group in which it is rare to find fricatives at all. This is the group of languages found in Australia; of the nineteen Australian languages in Maddieson's (1984) survey of the languages of the world, fifteen have no fricatives.

One uncommon fricative segment, that needs to be mentioned in passing, is a bidental fricative where the upper and lower teeth act as the articulators. Because the upper and lower teeth lie opposite each other in the neutral disposition of the vocal organs, such a segment would not be classified as an example of a displaced articulation. Ladefoged and Maddieson (1986) cite Passy's and Catford's descriptions of this apparently rare articulation in the following terms:

Passy (1899) describes a fricative in the Shapsug dialect of Adyghe, a Circassian language, which has 'the lips fully open, the teeth clenched and the tongue flat, the air passing between the teeth; the sound is intermediate between /f/ and /v/' (Passy 1899: 110, L&M translation.) This sound was noticed independently by Catford who comments that 'the Adyghe (Circassian) bidental fricative is, in fact, a variant of x, occurring for the x in such words as xə "six" and دولة "pretty" in the Black Sea sub-dialect of Shapsug' (Catford, personal communication). (Ladefoged and Maddieson 1986: 64)

There are a number of sub-divisions possible within the overall class of fricative segments. The first concerns displaced articulations. The second includes different aspects of articulation, involving detailed variations of topographical shape of the tongue surface, oral versus nasal airflow routing and central versus lateral airflow routing.

9.2 Displaced fricative articulations

There are at least seven types of fricatives with displaced articulation, some of which shown diagrammatically in sagittal cross-section in figure 9.2a–9.2d. The first set are linguo-labial fricatives, which are found as
Figure 9.2 Sagittal cross-sections of the vocal organs during the production of the medial phase of a number of oral fricative segments with displaced articulation: (a) a voiceless labiodental fricative [f]; (b) a voiceless apical post-alveolar fricative [j]; (c) a voiceless laminal flat post-alveolar fricative [ʃ] and (d) a voiceless retroflex palato-alveolar fricative [ʂ]

counterparts to the linguo-labial stops in the Austronesian languages spoken in Vanuatu mentioned in the previous chapter. Just as in the production of the stops, the tongue tip or blade is protruded to articulate with the upper lip, in this case to create a stricture of close approximation with audible friction. Maddieson (1987b: 27) states that in V'enen Taut, a voiced oral linguo-labial fricative [ʃ] is in contrast with the corresponding bilabial fricative
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[β]. The symbol [z] for the voiced oral linguo-labial fricative has been constructed here according to the 1989 Kiel IPA Convention recommendations. The examples from V'enen Taut given by Maddieson (ibid.) are:

*Linguo-labial fricative in V'enen Taut*

[nazat] 'stone'  [naβal] 'songfest'

The second set of displaced fricatives is made by the lower lip acting as the active articulator against the lower edge of the front upper teeth, with the air flowing out through the small gaps between the curved corners of the biting surfaces of the teeth. These actions produce the **labiodental fricatives** [f] and [v], as in English *fan* [fan] and *van* [van]. Languages differ in the exact location of the contact by the edge of the teeth on the inner or upper surface of the lower lip. In English the contact is mostly on the inner surface.

Examples of labiodental fricatives can be seen in English, Ewe (Ladefoged 1972: 9), Tigre (Palmer 1956) and Portuguese (Johns 1972):

**Labiodental and dental fricatives in English**

[fat] fat  [vat] vat
[θaθ] thigh  [ðaθ] thy

**Labiodental and labial fricatives in Ewe**

[ɛvɛ] 'two'  [ɛβɛ] 'Ewe'

**Labiodental and alveolar fricatives in Tigre**

[fɛɾəs] 'horse'  [fəɾəʃ] 'wood'
[fəɾɛl] 'thread'  [kəɾfarə] 'her lip'
[sanduʃ'ɑ] 'her box'  [kɪ:s] 'pocket'

**Labiodental fricatives in Portuguese**

[f'aka] 'knife'  [v'aka] 'cow'

The third set of displaced fricatives are the **interdental fricatives** made by protruding the tongue tip between the upper and lower teeth, allowing the airflow between the tongue surface and the upper teeth to become turbulent. In the neutral configuration, the tip of the tongue lies behind the lower front teeth, and only has to be raised to achieve the articulation of the (neutral) dental fricatives [θ] and [θ], as in most Southern English speakers’ pronunciations of *bathos* [bəθəs] and *bathers* [bəðəz]. For interdental fricatives, which are more common as phonetic realizations of /θ/ and /θ/ in speakers of Californian English (Ladefoged 1983a: 187), the tip has to be displaced slightly forwards from its neutral position, as well as upwards, in order to achieve interdental frication. Symbols for the interdental fricatives can be
created by adding the centred subscript diacritic [.] to [θ] and [ð], giving [θ] and [ð], following the suggestion of Ladefoged and Maddieson (1986: 62).

The fourth set of displaced fricatives also concerns dental fricatives (and denti-alveolar fricatives), but where the surface of the tongue is locally grooved rather than flat. They are discussed below under the topographical aspect of grooved fricatives.

The fifth set of displaced fricative articulations consists of segments made with the tongue tip slightly retracted from its anatomically neutral position, creating a constriction in the post-alveolar zone, normally with a slightly cupped aspect to the configuration of the body of the tongue. The symbols for these (apical) cupped voiceless and voiced post-alveolar fricatives are [ʃ] and [ʒ]. The subscript diacritic [.] is used here, as recommended by the 1989 Kiel IPA Convention, to indicate a closer, fricative adjustment on symbols which would otherwise be taken to represent approximant segments made with strictures of open approximation. The superscript diacritic ['] in the composite symbol [ʃ] (representing voicelessness) is placed above the symbol rather than below it because of legibility problems that would otherwise be caused by the pre-emptive presence of the raising diacritic. The segments [ʃ] and [ʒ] are heard in many accents of English as manifestations of /ɹ/ in words such as try [tɹai] and dry [drɹ], where the onset of the segments representing /ɹ/ typically show a moment of audible friction before becoming vocoid articulations. Segment-marginal phenomena at the junction of segments of this sort are discussed in chapter 12.

The sixth set of displaced fricatives is closely related to the preceding set of post-alveolar fricatives [ʃ] and [ʒ], in that it consists of fricative strictures made at a place of articulation slightly retracted from alveolar, but without either grooving or substantial cupping. Furthermore, the active articulator is the blade of the tongue rather than the tip, and these are therefore laminal articulations. The articulations in question are the (laminal) voiceless and voiced flat post-alveolar fricatives, which can be symbolized [ʃ] and [ʒ]. The [ʃ] articulation is thus like [ʃ] in place of articulation, and like [s] in the involvement of the blade of the tongue as active articulator. But it is unlike [ʃ] in that the articulation is laminal not apical, and unlike [s] in that the surface of the blade of the tongue is flat, not grooved. It is also unlike [ʒ], in that the place of articulation is slightly further forward. This is one justification for retaining ‘palato-alveolar’ as a term in the place of articulation series, rather than collapsing this category with ‘post-alveolar’, as the 1989 Kiel IPA Convention urged. But [ʃ] is more like [ʃ] with respect to the overall posture of the blade and front of the tongue than it is to [s].

An example of a (voiceless) flat post-alveolar fricative of this sort is found
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in Standard Chinese as spoken in Beijing (Ladefoged and Wu 1984; Ladefoged and Maddieson 1986: 69), in contrast with (voiceless grooved) alveolar and (voiceless) alveolo-palatal fricatives. All the words in this example are spoken on a high level tone:

Flat post-alveolar fricative in Standard Chinese (Beijing)

[fa] 'to issue'  [sa] 'three'  [a] 'sand'
[ca] 'blind'  [xa] 'sound of laughter'

The seventh set of displaced fricative segments is made up of the voiceless and voiced retroflex fricatives [s] and [z]. These are made, as the the label suggests, by the tongue tip being curled upwards and presented to the roof of the mouth in a stricture of close approximation.

The place of articulation for retroflex fricatives ranges from post-alveolar to palato-alveolar. This is because a retroflex aspect covers three possibilities of adjustment of the tip and blade of the tongue. The tip may be only slightly curled, or pointing vertically, or may be curled right over so that the underside is forming the maximum constriction with the passive articulator. The first two positions give apical retroflex articulations, and the third a sub-laminal retroflex articulation. The degree of curling of the tongue and the degree of retraction of the place of articulation tend to be correlated. Apical retroflex fricatives are usually made at the post-alveolar place of articulation, and sublaminal retroflex fricatives at the palato-alveolar place of articulation.

If no further specification of place of articulation is given on a particular occasion than 'retroflex fricative', it can be assumed either that the place of articulation involved is palato-alveolar, or that it is not necessary for the purposes of the discussion to distinguish between the palato-alveolar and post-alveolar possibilities. On the symbol charts presented in this book, it will be assumed that the retroflex fricatives [s] and [z] are performed at the palato-alveolar place of articulation.

A retroflex fricative stricture at any place of articulation constitutes a 'whistle' stricture for many speakers, and a momentary whistle during the production of these segments is not uncommon, though this will only happen at particular flow rates. The fact that a momentary whistle may be heard in the production of these retroflex fricatives should not lead to their being confused with the so-called 'whistled' fricatives of, for example, the Zimbabwean language Shona. In this language, the whistled fricatives are in fact double labial alveolar fricatives made with a rounded lip position. (The whistled fricatives of Shona are described in detail in chapter 11 on multiple articulations.)
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### 9.3 Examples of fricative segments in languages

Examples of fricative segments at a variety of places of articulation can be seen in the material below from the following languages: Kikuyu of East Africa, Urhobo of Southern Nigeria and Polish (all from J. Kelly, personal communication); Mossi (Moore) of West Africa, Somali of North-East Africa, Chuana (Tswana) of South Africa, Pedi of Northern Transvaal, Ewe of Ghana (all from Westermann and Ward 1933: 78–85); Tigre (Palmer 1956); Kurdish of Iraq (Arbili accent, A. Ferhardi, personal communication); Isoko of Nigeria (Mafeni 1969); German (Hall 1989); Greek (Mackridge 1985); and European Portuguese (Johns 1972). It may be helpful to emphasize again that these transcriptions are all at the phonetic level – some of the examples (e.g. from German) would be subject to more reduced (and hence more abstract) phonemic analyses. The meanings of all the vowel symbols are explained in chapter 10.

**Fricative segments in Kikuyu**

| [dɔvu]  | 'soup'                  | [yeˈdima]  | 'a well'         | [yeˈkavu] | 'basket'               |

**Fricative segments in Urhobo**

| [uʃo]   | 'throat'                | [eˈbe]     | 'goat'           |
| [efi]   | 'climbing rope'        | [uvi]      | 'a paddle'       |
| [osə]   | 'debt'                 | [uzo]      | 'bushbuck'       |
| [oʃə]   | 'fear'                 | [oʒa]      | 'suffering'      |
| [exə]   | 'dance'                | [aʒa]      | 'broom'          |

**Fricative segments in Polish**

| [bref]  | 'eyebrow'              | [vɾɔna]    | 'crow'           |
| [pjɛs]  | 'dog'                  | [mɛʃ]     | 'moss'           |
| [vjeʃ]  | 'village'              | [vjeʃ]     | 'you know (sg.)'|
| [kaʃa]  | 'Kate'                 | [kaʃa]     | 'buckwheat'      |
| [srɔka] | 'magpie'               | [ʃɾɔda]    | 'Wednesday'      |
| [ʃɾon]  | 'hoarfrost'            | [ʃɾɔbri]   | 'bold (masc.)'   |
| [ʃɾɔbiʃ] | 'to do'               | [ʃɾɛbak]   | 'foal'           |
| [ʃɾetu] |                       |           | 'to consume'     |

| [dʒvi]  | 'a lift'               | [ʃvi]      | 'door'           |
| [ʒɔwo]  | 'herb'                 | [ʒʊnɛʃ]   | 'soldier'        |
| [tɛɛtu] | 'father-in-law'        | [dɛˈʃi]   | 'rain'           |

**Fricative segments in Mossi**

| [çaɡabo] | 'bread, cake'         | [moce]     | 'the Mossi people' |
| [zero]   | 'soup, sauce'         | [zugu]     | 'head'            |
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Fricative segments in Somali

[saʔ] ‘cow’ [sɐʔɔtɔ] ‘traveller’
[seːoɔ] ‘go to sleep’ [libæːh] ‘lion’

Fricative segments in Chuana

[jome] ‘ten’ [dʒo] ‘food’
[sejɔba] ‘bundle’ [sa] ‘to eat’

Fricative segments in Pedi

[ʃoʃa] ‘to fly’ [ʃeʃa] ‘to pass’
[βoŋa] ‘to see’ [βula] ‘to open’

Fricative segments in Ewe

[ʃo] ‘bone’ [fu] ‘feather’
[ʃo] ‘beat’ [fo] ‘to tear off’
[βu] ‘boat’ [vu] ‘to tear’
[βo] ‘python’ [vo] ‘to be finished’

Fricative segments in Tigre

[h armaʃ] ‘elephant’ [mafaʃɔ] ‘keys’
[faraʃ] ‘clan’ [feres] ‘horse’
[gəŋdeʃeː] ‘kind of tree’ [məŋgag] ‘scratch’
[jəŋaʃa] ‘her haversack’ [hajuʃ] ‘lions’
[məŋkaŋu] ‘his spoon’ [ʔesəŋdəj] ‘necks’

Fricative segments in Kurdish (Arbili accent)

[sin] ‘letter “s” (Arabic loan)’ [zin] ‘saddle (for horse)’
[jin] ‘blue’ [sin] ‘life’
[səwɔ] ‘young (children)’ [zəwɔ] ‘bridegroom’
[dəzi] ‘thread’ [dəzi] ‘lives (3rd p.sg.)’
[dəkuʃi] ‘squeezes’ [dəkuʃi] ‘kills (3rd p.sg.)’
[bəʃ] ‘enough’ [bəʃ] ‘fat (n.)’ [bəʃ] ‘share (n.)’

Fricative segments in Isoko

[iʃe] ‘sacrifice’ [uʃo] ‘money’
[ʃuʃ] ‘hen’ [ʃuʃ] ‘anger’
[ɛʃi] ‘horse’ [ezi] ‘period of time’

Fricative segments in German

[ziʃ] ‘sickly’ [buʃ] ‘book’
[peʃ] ‘bad luck’ [koʃ] ‘cook’
[hoʃətʃ] ‘highly’ [hoʃ] ‘high’
[leʃəln] ‘to smile’ [maʃən] ‘to make, to do’
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[çemi:] 'chemistry'          [knɔxɔn] 'bone'
[taoɔɔn] 'little rope'       [taoɔɔn] 'to dive'
[p'ɔaoɔɔn] 'little peacock'  [p'ɔaoɔɔn] 'to hiss'
[kɔjo] 'bunk'               [bojɔ] 'buoy'

Fricative segments in Greek
[fθiŋo] 'I decline'          [fθiŋo] 'I spit'          [kapsimo] 'burning'
[efxari'stɔ] 'thank you'      [kafsimo] 'combustible (n.sg.)'
[mi'stɔs] 'salary'            [sçeðio] 'plan, pattern'
[ˈvɔntɔva] 'bomb'            [ˈrevma] 'current'
[siŋya'feas] 'author'        [ɡɔyma] 'battalion'
[ex'tros] 'enemy'            [ekɔro'mi] 'excursion'
[sti'co] 'ghost'             [sti'cio] 'element, feature'
[komuni'stis] 'communist'    [komuni'zmos] 'communion'
[xɔni] 'he thrusts'          [tɔni] 'snow'

Fricative segments in Portuguese
[ja] 'tea'                   [aʃa] 'thinks'          [vɔʃ] 'you (pl.)'
[ʒa] 'already'              [aʒa] 'let there be'    [vɔʒ] 'voice'

9.4 Conformational aspects of fricative articulations

Fricatives can be made with either oral or nasal aspects of airflow, and with central or lateral aspects of routing of the flow. Oral and central fricatives have already been considered. The following sub-sections will explore nasal fricatives first, and then lateral fricatives.

9.4.1 Nasal fricative articulations

All fricatives have the possibility of being made with a nasal aspect of articulation, giving nasal fricatives. This is seldom exploited in spoken language for contrastive purposes. It is more common to find nasality on fricatives in contextual sequences where the fricative is surrounded by or adjacent to other nasal segments. It would not be unusual to hear nasality on the [z] in the English word damson, for instance, pronounced as [dʌmən]. In Igbo, the language of Eastern Nigeria commented on earlier, nasality is a property of whole syllables, and when [f, v, s, z, j, ʒ, ʃ, ʒ] occur in such syllables, they are pronounced as nasal fricatives. The following examples are taken from Williamson (1969a: 87):
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Nasal fricatives in Igbo

[ɪfá] 'to shriek'  [ɪfa] 'to wedge in'
[vwə] 'to hatch'  [vwa] 'to be big'
[ısı] 'to wash (face/pot)'  [isa] 'to spread out'
[izu] 'to steal'  [izu] 'week (of four days)'
[ijii] 'six'  [a:t] 'bead'
[eəi] 'pig'  [o5i] 'message/errand'

A further example of the use of nasal fricatives comes from Waffa, a language of the East New Guinea Highlands (Stringer and Hotz 1973, cited by Ladefoged and Maddieson 1986: 52). It may be that the nasal fricatives are contextually conditioned by nasality on the following vocoids, but Stringer and Hotz offer no comment on contrastive vowel nasalization in Waffa:

Nasal fricatives in Waffa

[βaat] 'ground'  [ja:βə] 'reed skirt'
[βain] 'close by'  [o0βə] 'type of yam'
[məte] 'now'  [kamə] 'round yam'

9.4.2 Pre-nasal fricative articulations

As in the case of stops, fricatives can occur with pre-nasal onsets. Bendor-Samuel describes Terena, the Arawakan language of the Matto Grosso in Brazil mentioned earlier, as having pre-nasal fricatives /pζ/ and /pɔ/. He presents the duration factors of the pre-nasal fricatives in the following terms: 'when sequences such as [iwuθjo] “he rides” and [iwuθ̱ jo] “I ride” are compared, the rhythm and length of the last two syllables are similar' (Bendor-Samuel 1960). Herbert (1986: 202) cites an example from Amahuaca, the language spoken in the area of the headwaters of the Amazon mentioned in the previous chapter, where the nasal element of the pre-nasal fricative is voiceless, agreeing in phonation type with the oral fricative element, in /wθ̱θi/ \Rightarrow [w6θəθi] 'animal'. Herbert transcribes the nasal element without indication of dentality, but a dental place of articulation is virtually certain, given the homorganic relations between the elements of adjacent pre-nasal stops and fricatives that are observed in all other known languages.

Zande, the Ubangi language spoken in Zaïre and the Central African Republic mentioned in the previous chapter in connection with an alveolar nasal trilled stop [ɾ] as a phonetic realization of /pr/, also has pre-nasal fricative phonemes /pɔv/ and /pɔz/. In intervocalic position, these are often manifested phonetically as fully nasal fricatives [v] and [z], as alternatives to their pronunciation as phonetically pre-nasal fricatives /əv/ and /əz/ (Herbert 1986: 254, citing Tucker and Hackett 1959).
9.4.3 Central versus lateral airflow in fricative articulations

The point has now come where a particularly important aspect of articulation, briefly mentioned earlier, has to be discussed in more detail. This is the distinction between central and lateral aspects of articulation. The aperture through which the airstream flows in fricative production is located for most segments in the centre of the vocal tract, looking at it from a head-on perspective. This is true of all the fricatives we have considered so far, and these are therefore examples of central fricatives. An alternative possibility is to block the central passage and allow the air to escape laterally instead, though still through a stricture of close approximation, with audible friction. This constitutes a lateral fricative segment. This is feasible at many points in the vocal tract, but the most frequent examples are found at the alveolar and dental places of articulation.

The symbol for the voiceless alveolar lateral fricative is [ɬ], and for its voiced counterpart is [ɮ]. In these fricatives, the tip or blade of the tongue contacts the central part of the alveolar ridge, and air flows round one or both sides of the partial closure, becoming turbulent as it passes through the constriction(s). The two sounds [ɬ] and [ɮ] are both used contrastively in Zulu (Doke 1926: 99–100), in Xhosa (J. Kelly, personal communication), and in the West African Chadic languages Margi (Hoffmann 1963: 23–5) and Warja (Jungraithmayr 1967: 57):

**Alveolar lateral fricatives in Zulu**
[ɬupha] ‘trouble’  [ukuɬa] ‘to eat’
[ɬaːleːla] ‘sing’  [iːɬeːlo] ‘pasture-ground’

**Alveolar lateral fricatives in Xhosa**
[uphaːla] ‘roof’  [izilâŋgu] ‘shoes’
[umzala] ‘cousin’  [umɬalo] ‘game’

**Alveolar lateral fricatives in Margi**
[la] ‘cow’  [ɡa] ‘fall’  [la] ‘to dig’

**Alveolar lateral fricatives in Warja**
[luni] ‘they’  [ɡaɬa] ‘eight’

In the above examples, [ɬ] stands for a voiced alveolar lateral resonant, and such resonants are discussed in detail in chapter 10.

In North America, in Maddieson’s (1984) survey, examples of Amerindian languages using the voiceless dental or alveolar lateral fricative are Navajo, Haida, Tlingit, Tolowa, Hupa, Nootka, Tiwa, Zuni, Wiyot, Yuchi, Alabama, Nez Perce, Kwakw’ala, Quileute, Puget Sound and Diegueño. Eunice Pike (1963: 37–8) gives the following examples from Navajo of the Southwest United States and from Morelos Aztec of Mexico:
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Voiceless alveolar lateral fricatives in Navajo

[təfˈlitil] ‘they eat it’ [təledi] ‘that which will be’
[piʃe̞kə]e ‘I sat with him’ [tsitləti] ‘match’
[niʃi]l ‘they are placed in a row’ [naːnələzi] ‘the other side’

Voiceless alveolar lateral fricatives in Morelos Aztec

[tʃspəti] ‘zapote fruit’ [ʃeltʃb] ‘coins’
[sɨ’talə] ‘star’ [sɨ’taləte] ‘stars’

A European language which uses a voiceless alveolar lateral fricative in contrast with a voiced alveolar lateral approximant is Welsh. Examples from North Welsh (Albrow 1966: 2) are:

Voiceless alveolar lateral fricative in North Welsh

[iʔon] ‘her ship’ [iʔon] ‘his ship’

9.5 Topographical aspects of the shape of the tongue in fricative articulations

The next aspect of articulation to be discussed concerns the dimensions of the stricture aperture through which the turbulent air flows in fricative production. The size and shape of this aperture are controlled by the surface configuration of the active articulator, which is in most cases the tongue. The neutral condition is one where the tongue is maintained in a convex configuration. For some fricatives whose stricture is made within the front part of the oral cavity, the surface of the tongue is modified to produce a longitudinal, central groove.

In articulating the voiceless and voiced alveolar fricatives [s] and [z], the surface of the blade of the tongue opposite the alveolar ridge is adjusted by the lingual muscles to be deeply grooved, in a narrow, longitudinal furrow. In the voiceless and voiced dental fricatives [θ] and [ð], the surface of the tongue tip or blade is relatively flat in its slightly convex neutral shape, giving a slit aperture whose longer dimension is side to side. Such adjustments then form the basis for a descriptive distinction between grooved and flat fricatives, as mentioned in section 9.1 above. English exploits a difference between alveolar and palato-alveolar fricatives of this sort:

Grooved alveolar fricatives versus palato-alveolar fricatives in English

[lis] lease [liz] lees [lθ] leash
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An important difference between the grooved alveolar and palato-alveolar fricative configurations is that, while the place of articulation is alveolar for [s] and palato-alveolar for [ʃ], the longitudinal 'corridor' of maximum constriction for the audibly 'high-pitched' [s] is much shorter than for the audibly 'low-pitched' [ʃ].

It is possible to make a grooved fricative at the dental place of articulation. A grooved dental fricative of this sort can be transcribed by adding a dental diacritic to the symbol, giving [s]. The comparable voiced symbol is [z]. A small number of languages exploit contrasts between grooved fricatives at the dental and alveolar places of articulation. Ladefoged and Maddieson (1986: 64) cite two such languages, both from the Amerindian group of languages. One is Karok (Karuk) (Bright 1978), a Hokan aboriginal language of California, and the other is Luiseño, a Uto-Aztecan language:

Grooved dental versus grooved alveolar fricative in Karok
[suf] 'creek' [suf] 'backbone'

Grooved dental versus grooved alveolar fricative in Luiseño
[suka] 'deer' [sukmal] 'fawn'

When the displacement is of a lesser degree, so that the fricative stricture lies at the junction of the dental and alveolar zones, at the denti-alveolar place of articulation, then the [,] diacritic can be added to [s] and [z] to give [ʃ] and [ʒ]. Instances of voiceless and voiced grooved denti-alveolar fricatives can be found in English. A voiceless example is in the pronunciation of the word aesthetic ⇒ [ʃætistik], where the articulation of /s/ is sometimes fronted to the denti-alveolar zone, with the blade of the tongue as active articulator retaining its grooving. The tongue tip is raised towards the upper teeth, taking the fricative stricture slightly further forward in an apical dental articulation for [ʃ]. A similar voiced example can be heard in informal pronunciations of /ʒ/ in phrases such as these things ⇒ [dizθənz] as a type of assimilatory adjustment. (Assimilation is discussed further in chapter 12 on co-ordination.)

Denti-alveolar fricatives are also used in the Lisbon accent of European Portuguese (Johns 1972):

Denti-alveolar fricatives in Portuguese
[ʃelu] 'stamp' [ʒelu] 'zeal'
[aʃu] 'steel' [aʒu] 'pretext'

The frontmost part of the depression for grooving of the tongue surface in dental and alveolar articulations begins in the blade of the tongue just
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behind the tip. Producing a grooved dental or denti-alveolar fricative therefore requires the tongue, as the active articulator, to be brought slightly forward from the neutral position in which it is the tip rather than the blade that lies opposite the central upper teeth or the teeth–gum junction. Grooved dental or denti-alveolar fricatives also are hence examples of displaced fricatives, to add to those mentioned in the earlier section on displaced fricative articulations.

It is also possible for alveolar fricatives to be flat rather than grooved. We have seen earlier that flat post-alveolar fricatives occur in the Standard Chinese of Beijing. Flat alveolar fricatives also occur in Icelandic. Ladefoged and Maddieson (1986: 63) quote data from Petursson (1971) showing that the voiceless flat alveolar fricative in Icelandic is made with the blade of the tongue as the active articulator, while the voiced flat alveolar fricative is made by the tip of the tongue. In such a case, the laminal alveolar articulation would be place-neutral, while the apical alveolar articulation would count as displaced. The voiceless flat (laminal) alveolar fricative can be symbolized as [θ], and the voiced flat (apical) alveolar fricative as [ð]. (If attention needs to be drawn to the fact that the voiceless fricative here is laminal and the voiced fricative is apical, then the subscript [ₐ] laminal diacritic can be added to the voiceless symbol, and the subscript [ₐ] apical diacritic can be added to the voiced symbol.)

Flat alveolar fricatives in Icelandic
[θaðið] 'roof' [vaðan] 'whence'

Flat alveolar fricatives can also be heard in many accents of Irish English, as phonetic realizations of /t/ in intervocalic and final position, in words such as patting [pʰaðɪn] and cat [kʰað].

9.6 Auditory characteristics of fricatives
Fricative segments can vary, from an auditory perspective, in their apparent 'pitch' and in their intensity. Some, such as [s], sound relatively high-pitched and intense, and some, such as [θ], sound low-pitched and less intense. Those that sound high-pitched and intense are characterized acoustically by displaying greater amounts of energy at higher frequencies than those which sound lower-pitched and less intense. Such a scale of sibilance, or stridency, is a continuum, and the rich contrastive and contextual variety of fricative segments of the languages of the world gives the scale a dense population.

Sibilance as an auditory scale could potentially allow the sounds of one language to be differentiated from those of another, and could be used to help to
differentiate the contrastively and contextually different sounds within a single language from each other. But an adequate general phonetic theory should explain as well as describe, and unless the articulatory and aerodynamic bases for such auditory differences are well understood, the use of a solely auditory scale eludes the full obligation of theory to offer due explanation.

One explanatory basis that has been posited for the differences in sibilance shown by fricative segments is that, from an aerodynamic and articulatory perspective, there are actually two ways of creating turbulence in an airstream, as mentioned at the beginning of this chapter. The first involves an adjustment of airflow rate and cross-sectional area of constriction so that the flow through the constriction causes turbulence immediately downstream of the location of the maximum constriction. The voiceless and voiced labial fricatives [φ] and [β] would be examples of this. The second method, however, uses the narrow articulatory constriction to form a shaping channel which guides the jet of air onto a downstream obstruction, such as the teeth, where the impact of the air-jet on the obstacle produces edge-effect turbulence at that point. The English fricatives [s] and [ʃ] and their voiced counterparts [z] and [ʒ] are examples of such a process. Fricatives whose turbulence is due to edge effects from airflow hitting an obstruction of this sort are characteristically more sibilant, or strident, in the above terms, than those where the turbulence is due only to the interaction of the airflow and the constriction.

Many phonologists and phoneticians from Jakobson (1949) to Shadle (1985) and Ladefoged and Maddieson (1986) have suggested that a scale of sibilance forms the basis for a phonological feature which has been called STRIDENT/NON-STRIDENT, or SIBILANT/NON-SIBILANT, or OBSTACLE/NON-OBSTACLE. Ladefoged and Maddieson (1986), for instance, following work by Shadle (1985), suggest a distinction between sibilant fricatives and non-sibilant fricatives in which 'sibilant or obstacle fricatives are those such as s, z, in which the constriction at the alveolar ridge produces a jet of air that hits the obstacle formed by the teeth. In non-obstacle fricatives, such as θ, ð, the turbulence is produced at the constriction itself' (Ladefoged and Maddieson 1986: 58). Shadle's own terms for these are 'obstacle fricatives' versus 'non-obstacle fricatives'.

Unfortunately, consensus as to where on the scale the division is to be drawn between the two different classes is notably absent. Chomsky and Halle (1968) include English [f, v] with [s, z, j, ʒ] as strident fricatives. Ladefoged and Maddieson (1986: 92) say (properly) that they can see neither phonetic nor phonological justification for this. One problem here is that groupings on a solely acoustic basis will not necessarily give the same
results as those based on articulatory and aerodynamic criteria of edge turbulence effects being created by a downstream obstruction.

Since the phonetic difference between the two mechanisms for creating fricative turbulence relies on the detail of the exact routing of airflow, it could potentially be straightforwardly incorporated in the framework for general phonetic theory offered in this book, under the rubric of aspect of articulation.

The book by Ladefoged and Maddieson (1986) is recommended to interested readers. The specific SIBILANT/NON-SIBILANT distinction will not be incorporated here, however. The reason for not yet adopting the suggestion is the absence of a more fully worked-through model of the aerodynamics and acoustics of fricative production. Without such a model, the phonetic basis of the SIBILANT/NON-SIBILANT distinction relies to some unspecified extent on an auditory evaluation. As a phonological feature, +/− STRIDENT (or +/- SIBILANT) remains available, subject to the definitions offered by the analysts concerned.

One important rider to the definition of fricative segments that was offered at the beginning of this chapter emerges from this discussion, however. It was said earlier that, for a segment to be classed as fricative, 'for any given rate of airflow, the cross-sectional area of the constricted aperture has to be small enough to cause audible local friction'. In the light of the comments in this section, the interpretation of what is meant in the definition by 'local' has to be understood to mean turbulence effects which can be caused in two different ways. One is turbulence caused directly by the constriction, occurring immediately downstream of the constricted channel. The second is where the turbulence occurs slightly further downstream, when the impact of the air-jet channelled by the constriction hitting an intervening obstacle causes turbulent edge-effects.

We can nevertheless take note of the general fact that fricatives vary in the frequency-distribution of their energy and in their intensity, and thus vary in their relative perceptual prominence. It is worth briefly considering the case of the fricatives which show low perceptual prominence. Miller and Nicely (1955), in a famous experiment on perceptual confusions among consonants, showed that when noise is used to mask the stimuli, the realizations of /θ/ and /ψ/ versus /θ/ and /ð/ are amongst the most confusable sounds in the English consonant system. Harris (1958) showed that the relatively weak voiceless fricatives used in English to represent /θ, ð/ and /θ, ð/ rely for their perceptual identification more on transitional information in neighbouring vowel manifestations than on information audible during the medial phase of the fricatives themselves. Heinz and Stevens (1961) confirmed the results
reported by Harris for the voiceless fricatives. The English consonants /s, z, 
ʃ, ʒ/ remain independent and perceptually robust in comparison, which gives
some support to the general notion of a sibilant/non-sibilant distinction.
However, as Goldstein (1977) cited in Maddieson (1984: 51) has pointed
out, the perceptibility of a sound is a product not only of acoustic factors
but also of response bias in the subjects. This response bias is directly influ-
enced by the frequency of occurrence of the sounds in question, and /s/ is by
far the most frequent of the English sounds concerned, with /ʃ/, /ʒ/ and /θ/
being substantially less frequent, in that order.

9.7 Transitional aspects: flapped, tapped and trilled fricatives

The flapped, tapped and trilled aspects of articulation were
described in the preceding chapter on stops. One articulatory difference
between a flapped stop and a flapped fricative would be that instead of the
active articulator making a momentary complete closure as it passed
through the phase of maximum constriction as it does in a flapped stop, in
the case of a flapped fricative it would only come close enough to the pas-
sive articulator to cause a momentary stricture of close approximation. A
flapped fricative would consequently show a brief period of audible friction
and no moment of complete closure. While flapped fricatives are articulator-
arily feasible, however, they do not seem to be used linguistically. Tapped
and trilled fricatives on the other hand, analogous to the flapped fricative
just described, can both be found in a number of languages.

A tapped fricative is made by a swift movement of the active articulator
towards the passive articulator, but where the maximum degree of stricture
reached is that of close approximation rather than one of complete closure.
Etsako, the Nigerian language mentioned earlier, uses a tense voiceless
tapped alveolar fricative, which can be symbolized phonetically as T[ɬ] in
contrast with a lax voiced alveolar tapped stop L[r] (Laver 1969: 49). The
subscript diacritic element [,] in the composite symbol for the tense voiceless
tapped alveolar fricative T[ɬ] is meant to indicate that the articulation is
more open than the tapped stop symbol alone would imply. The voiceless
diacritic (normally subscript) has been placed above the symbol for reasons
of legibility:

Tense voiceless alveolar tapped fricative versus lax alveolar
tapped stop in Etsako
T[ɑːɬ] 'hat'   L[ɑru] 'louse'

In those General American accents that manifest /t/ between vowels as a
voiceless alveolar tapped stop rather than as a voiced tapped stop, in words
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like *city* [sɪɹ], the tapped stop is often in free variation with a comparable tapped fricative, giving [sɪɾ] as an alternative.

The case of a **trilled fricative** is more problematic. In the formation of an alveolar trilled stop, in the brief intervals between the repeated closures of the trilling the escaping air normally flows out in a relatively silent, laminar stream. If the respiratory pressure is high, or if the maximum aperture in the intervals between the repeated closures is small enough, this airflow can become turbulent, and cause pulses of audible friction. In traditional terms this is usually called a **fricative trill**, and it is used in Czech, for example. The 'i' spelling in the name of the Czech composer Dvořák represents this voiced alveolar trilled stop with intermittent friction, and the (pre-Kiel) phonetic symbol for it is [ɾ]. Ladefoged (1971: 49) suggests that 'what characterizes the Czech variant of the trill manner of articulation is that it is a laminal (and not an apical) trill, and that the stricture is held for longer (but probably with a shorter onset and offglide). It is physically possible, and may indeed happen occasionally in Czech, that instead of allowing the tongue to make repeated closures in such a trill, it is limited to a vibratory pattern within the zone of close approximation, so that audible friction is continuous rather than intermittent. This would be a true trilled fricative, in strict technical terms. It is probably over-delicate, however, to insist on a descriptive distinction between trilled stops with intermittent friction on the one hand and trilled fricatives with continuous friction on the other, and the traditional term 'fricative trill' can conveniently be used to cover either possibility.

Another example of a fricative trill is [ʃ], the voiced uvular fricative trill used in French in some contexts, as in *rater* [ʁaʁɛ] 'to fail', together with [χ], its voiceless counterpart, as in some pronunciations of *quatre* [kɔʁɛ] 'four'. (The symbols [ʃ] and [χ] are ambiguous between a uvular fricative and a uvular fricative trill. The symbol for a voiced uvular trilled stop without friction is [k].) The active articulator here is not only the tongue, but also the uvula, vibrating in a broad channel formed along the centre of the back and root of the tongue. In addition, unlike the tongue tip/blade in alveolar trills, the uvula sometimes tends to vibrate rather irregularly.

**9.8 Syllabic fricatives**

Fricatives typically act as consonants, at syllable-margins. But some languages allow fricatives (voiced and voiceless) to fill the nuclear position in syllables in certain circumstances. English is one such language, in that the processes of syllable re-organization in unstressed syllables in informal speech often result in both the deletion of vocoids representing nuclear elements, and the prolongation of a fricative element, which in effect takes over
the role of syllable nucleus. An example in British English (RP) is the follow-
ing:

**Syllabic fricatives in informal style in British English (RP)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Orthographic form</th>
<th>Formal utterance</th>
<th>Informal utterance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No solicitor will ever support that view</td>
<td>[nəʊ ˈsəlɪkət ə ˈvɪk ə ˈsəpət ʊt vju]</td>
<td>[nəʊ ˈsəlɪkət ə ˈvɪk ə ˈsəpət ʊt vju]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There are a number of differences between the formal and the informal ver-
sions of the above sentence. Some are irrelevant to the present discussion, such
as the insertion of a so-called linking-\( r \) at the end of ‘solicitor’ once the follow-
ing /\( w \) which normally blocks its occurrence has been removed. What is cen-
tral to the point being made here is that it is reasonable to suggest that the first
segments in the pronunciations of both solicitor and support have taken over a
syllable-nuclear role in the informal version. In the case of support, the dura-
tion of the [s] segment will tend to be relatively longer, except at the extreme of
informal style, than in the corresponding pronunciation of sport. In this perspec-
tive, the informal pronunciation of the word support continues to represent
two syllables, with the first syllable being manifested solely by [s].

A small number of languages accept fricatives as syllable-nuclear entities
even at the most formal levels of style. One example is Bella Coola, the
Pacific Northwest Indian language mentioned in the previous chapter
(Hoard 1978: 67). Examples (with ‘+’ once again being used to indicate syl-
lable boundaries) are:

**Syllabic fricatives in Bella Coola**

\( [t̪h]+[l] \) ‘strong’ [\( t̪ + q \)] ‘wet’

\( [k̇]+[s] \) ‘rough’ [\( p̪+t̪h \)] ‘thick’

\( [q̇]+[l] \) ‘crooked’ [\( s+ps \)] ‘north east wind’

\( [s+t̪h+t̪] \) ‘birthmark’ [\( l+mi+l \)] ‘it’s us’

A longer Bella Coola sequence cited by Hoard (1978: 68) is [\( n+\text{jam}+\]
\( l+l+l+l \)] ‘we used to sing’, where [\( nj+\text{am} \)] + [\( l \] + [\( l \] + [\( l \]) = ‘sing’, + \( p\)ast + \( \text{pa}\)st + ‘we’.

There are many similar instances from other languages of the Pacific
Northwest, including Wenatchee-Columbia, Quileute and Puget Salish (or
Lushootseed), and from Nez Perce of the Sahaptian language family

### 9.9 Fricative articulations and phonation types

Voiceless fricatives seem to be more numerous in the consonant
systems of the languages of the world than voiced fricatives. In Maddieson’s
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survey of 317 languages, the ratio of voiced to voiceless fricatives is 43:57 (Maddieson 1984: 45).

Fricatives are less versatile than stops in the range of phonation types that are exploited linguistically. While voicelessness and normal voicing are common, whispery voice, creak and creaky voice do not seem to have been established as the basis for contrastive oppositions between pairs of fricatives. At an allophonic level, whisper is sometimes used in the co-ordinary process of 'devoicing' that is discussed in chapter 12.

9.10 Fricative articulations and non-pulmonic airstreams

Fricative articulations can be made on any airstream that can initiate sufficient airflow through a narrow articulatory constriction to make the resultant escape of air turbulent. The glottalic airstream mechanism is easily capable of doing this, though necessarily for a very short duration, limited to the amount of time during which the larynx is moving in its initiating movement. Only egressive use seems to be made of this possibility in languages, and ejective fricatives are not uncommon. One example comes from Amharic, a language of Ethiopia, where Westermann and Ward (1933: 97) cite the use of a voiceless alveolar ejective fricative in the word [as'e]. meaning 'His Majesty'. Further examples are found in Xhosa (J. Kelly, personal communication), Hausa (Westermann and Ward ibid.) and Kabardian (Catford 1984: 33), for instance:

_Ejective fricative segments in Xhosa_

[ux'ot'i] 'bravery' [uk'ux'wempa] 'to scratch'

_Ejective fricative segments in Hausa_

[s'ara] 'contemporary' [sara] 'cut down'

_Ejective fricative segments in Kabardian_

[bzu'wuf'] 'good bird' [fə'zeʃ] 'good woman'

9.11 Symbols for fricative articulations

Figure 9.3 summarizes symbols for pulmonic egressive voiceless and voiced fricative segments, for both place-neutral and displaced articulations.

Further reading

Maddieson (1984) sets out the use of fricatives of all types in the 317 languages of the UPSID database. Shadle (1990) presents an account of the relationship between articulatory and acoustic events in fricative production, and Jassem (1965) describes acoustic cues to place of articulation in
### Fricative articulations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Place-neutral articulations</th>
<th>Displaced articulations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>oral fric.</strong></td>
<td><strong>nasal fric.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>labial</td>
<td>( \phi )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lingual-labial</td>
<td>( \check{\theta} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>labio-dental</td>
<td>( \theta )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dental</td>
<td>( \delta )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>alveolar</td>
<td>( \check{\theta} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>palato-alveolar</td>
<td>( \phi )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>alveolo-palatal</td>
<td>( \alpha )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>palatal</td>
<td>( \check{\alpha} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>velar</td>
<td>( \chi )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uvular</td>
<td>( \breve{\chi} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pharyngeal</td>
<td>( \hat{\eta} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>epiglottal</td>
<td>( \breve{\eta} )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Single fricative segments**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>diacritics:</strong></th>
<th>voiceless, ( \breve{\cdot} )</th>
<th>fricative, ( \check{\cdot} )</th>
<th>flat, ( \breve{\theta} )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>oral fric.</strong></td>
<td>( \breve{\theta} )</td>
<td>( \check{\theta} )</td>
<td>( \breve{\theta} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>nasal fric.</strong></td>
<td>( \breve{\theta} )</td>
<td>( \check{\theta} )</td>
<td>( \breve{\theta} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>oral fric. tap</strong></td>
<td>( \check{\theta} )</td>
<td>( \breve{\theta} )</td>
<td>( \check{\theta} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>nasal fric. tap</strong></td>
<td>( \check{\theta} )</td>
<td>( \breve{\theta} )</td>
<td>( \check{\theta} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>oral fric. trill</strong></td>
<td>( \check{\theta} )</td>
<td>( \breve{\theta} )</td>
<td>( \check{\theta} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>nasal fric. trill</strong></td>
<td>( \check{\theta} )</td>
<td>( \breve{\theta} )</td>
<td>( \check{\theta} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>oral fric. flap</strong></td>
<td>( \check{\theta} )</td>
<td>( \breve{\theta} )</td>
<td>( \check{\theta} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>nasal fric. flap</strong></td>
<td>( \check{\theta} )</td>
<td>( \breve{\theta} )</td>
<td>( \check{\theta} )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 9.3 Summary of the phonetic symbols for place-neutral and displaced pulmonic egressive fricative segments

Fricatives. Docherty (1992) is recommended for theoretical and quantitative details of fricative segments in *British English*, especially on matters of timing of voicing in relation to articulatory events.

Phonetic and phonological publications dealing with the notion of
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10 Resonant articulations

All resonants have a stricture of open approximation. A necessary condition for the performance of resonants is that the airstream passes through the vocal tract in a smoothly laminar flow, with no audible local friction. Resonants were said in chapter 5 to be classifiable into central resonants and lateral resonants. This chapter will begin by describing the production of central resonants. The description of lateral resonants is presented later, in section 10.13.

Resonants which are central are classified as non-contoid segments. When non-contoids are marginal in the syllable, the label attached to them in the descriptive model offered in this book is that of non-syllabic approximants (or approximants, for brevity). When non-contoids are nuclear in the syllable – that is, when they are syllabic, they are classified as syllabic vocoids (or vocoids, for brevity). Figure 10.1 shows these relationships, replicating part of figure 5.18 for convenience. Approximants by definition always function phonologically as consonants. Vocoids by definition always function phonologically as vowels. In these senses, the pronunciation [j] corresponding to the letter ‘y’ in the English word yes [jes] is an approximant, and that to the ‘e’ is a vocoid. Similarly, the pronunciation corresponding to the letter ‘w’ in the English word wit [wt] is an approximant, and that to the ‘i’ is a vocoid.

Figure 10.1 The relationship between contoids, non-contoids, approximants and vocoids
**Linear segmental analysis**

The term ‘approximant’, which was invented by Ladefoged (1964), is in the usage of this book broadly comparable to the traditional phonetic terms ‘semi-vowel’ and ‘frictionless continuant’ (though the category of ‘frictionless continuants’ is sometimes taken to include the concept of lateral resonants).

The term ‘vocoid’ corresponds straightforwardly in this book to the traditional phonetic term ‘vowel’. But it would be unhelpful to adopt the traditional usage of ‘vowel’ here as a phonetic term, since the use of the term ‘vowel’ for units at both the phonological and the phonetic levels reflects an uncomfortable degree of theoretical ambivalence, and can lead to more than a little confusion in the minds of students. Within the definitions proposed above, vocoids will be discussed first and then approximants. Finally, lateral resonants will be considered.

### 10.1 Syllabic vocoids

The very large majority of vocoid articulations in the languages of the world are voiced. As was stated in chapter 4, when the articulators are in a stricture of open approximation, the vocal tract is in an optimal configuration for it to be made to resonate by the pulsed acoustic energy injected into it by the vibrating larynx.

There are two active articulators in vocoid articulations, the tongue and the lips. Since the stricture to which they jointly contribute must by definition be limited to one of open approximation, neither has strictural priority over the other. All such vocoid segments are therefore examples of double articulation, a category of place of articulation in which there are two concurrent strictures of equal degree. Double articulation is discussed separately in detail in the following chapter on multiple articulations, but it is mentioned at this point to explain a decision to present the description of vocoids in two sets. The first set of vocoid segments to be presented will be those varying in lingual articulation but with their labial articulation showing non-rounded positions of the lips. The second set of vocoid segments to be presented will be those with the same lingual articulations as the first set but with their labial articulation characterized by lip-rounding.

Almost all vocoids representing vowels show the body of the tongue to have a regularly curved convex surface, with the tip of the tongue held lower than the body. It is possible to modify these articulations by curling the tongue tip up in a retroflex aspect. As was mentioned earlier, this is called ‘rhotacization’, (or ‘r-colouring’) (e.g. in Wells 1982: 139). Vocoids pronounced with this retroflex aspect are found in many British and North American accents of English, in words like *bird* and *myrrh*, whose articula-
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Figure 10.2 Sagittal cross-section of the vocal organs during the production of the medial phase of a vocoid articulated with a retroflex aspect

...tory configuration is shown in figure 10.2. The means of transcribing rhotacization on vocoids is to add a right-hook diacritic to the symbol for the vocoid, as in [ʔ].

Vocoids pronounced with the tongue curved in a convex shape, in both front-to-back and side-to-side dimensions, are nevertheless overwhelmingly the most common type. Problems arise when one tries to devise a method for the unambiguous description of the configuration of the vocal tract based in some way on the disposition of this regularly curved convex surface of the body of the tongue. There is a considerable weight of tradition, going back to Alexander Melville Bell’s book on Visible Speech published in 1867, behind the description of the disposition of the tongue in terms of the location in the mouth, vertically and horizontally, of the highest point of its curved surface. As Ladefoged points out (1980: 488), there is unfortunately then no way so far proposed of distinguishing between two different configurations of the vocal tract that happen to share a common position for the highest point of the tongue body. This is a serious drawback, because the factor determining the resonatory characteristics of the acoustic output, and hence of the auditory quality of the sound produced, is not the position of the highest point of the tongue as such, but the overall configuration of the vocal tract. In other words, two vocoids can share the same position of the highest point of the tongue and nevertheless still sound different in quality. A further drawback is that, considering the muscular anatomy of the vocal tract, the customary vertical and horizontal dimensions of the space within...
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which the location of the highest point of the tongue falls do not correspond in any direct, simple way to the modes of action of the musculature associated with the tongue.

The traditional ‘highest-point’ method of description should therefore best be regarded only as a convenient way of discussing the pronunciation of vocoid sounds, well understood and widely used, but with only moderate descriptive power and without strong explanatory insight into the underlying physiology. Because its use is so widespread, a version of the traditional method will be described here; but Ladefoged (1980) and Wood (1977, 1979) have proposed descriptions of tongue action which though less well known are more explanatory and less ambiguous, which are recommended to the reader who wishes to follow the matter further.

10.2 Charts of the vocoid space

The location of the highest point of the regularly curved surface of the body of the tongue falls, in the production of vocoids, into an area which lies below the palatal and the velar zones of articulation. This can be called the vocoid space. The actual shape of this space, in the sagittal plane, is that of the tilted ovoid shown in figure 10.3 (adapted from Abercrombie 1967: 157). The limits of the vocoid space are conditioned by the fact that if the highest point of the tongue were raised further, the degree of stricture

Figure 10.3 The tilted oval shape of the vocoid space, within which the highest point of the body of the tongue is placed in the production of vocoids (after Abercrombie 1967: 157)
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Figure 10.4 Stylized chart of the vocoid space (adapted from Jones 1962:37 and Abercrombie 1967: 157)

would become fricative, as it would if the tongue were retracted into the pharynx so that the highest point of tongue body lay beyond the rearmost boundary of the space. If the highest point of the body of the tongue were advanced beyond the front edge of the vocoid space, front oral friction would be similarly caused. For a given jaw position, anatomical constraints prevent the tongue being lowered beyond the lower limit of the vocoid space. The ovoid shape of this space can be stylized for convenience, and vocoid articulations could be represented by locating the highest point of the tongue as a point in the two dimensions of a slightly stylized vocoid chart (adapted from Jones 1962: 37 and Abercrombie 1967: 158), shown in figure 10.4.

In the early part of this century, Daniel Jones made charting the vocoid space into an effective practical instrument for phoneticians, by means of his 'Cardinal Vowel' system. Abercrombie (1967: 176–7) comments that Jones 'used the Cardinal Vowels for identifying the vowels of English in the first edition of [his] English Pronouncing Dictionary (1917) [and] they were made use of in the 2nd ed. (1922) of Daniel Jones's Outline of English Phonetics, but not in the 1st (mostly in print by 1914, though not published till 1918)'.

The Cardinal Vowel system developed by Jones was a method for locating vocoids on the chart by reference to the relationship between their auditory and articulatory characteristics and those of certain selected vocoids of agreed quality. In particular, Jones made two selected vocoids at the extremes of the vocoid space in his own pronunciation the hinges (hence, 'cardinal', from the Latin cardo, cardinis, 'a hinge') of the descriptive system. He described the first of these in the following terms: 'Cardinal vowel No. 1 (i) is the sound in which the raising of the tongue is as far forward as
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possible and as high as possible consistently with its being a vowel ... the lips being spread.' The second was described as follows: 'Cardinal vowel No. 5 (a) is a sound in which the back of the tongue is lowered as far as possible and retracted as far as possible consistently with the sound being a vowel ... and in which the lips are not rounded' (Jones 1962: 31).

Jones then specified a set of six other vocoids – Cardinal Vowels 2 [e], 3 [e] and 4 [a] as a front series on the periphery of the vocoid space dividing the vertical (and auditory) distance between Cardinal Vowels 1 and 5 into equal intervals. Cardinal Vowels 6 [o], 7 [o] and 8 [u] were chosen to continue this series of equal auditory intervals upwards again, along the back periphery of the space, with progressive degrees of lip-rounding, ending in a 'close lip rounding' position for No. 8.

These cardinal vowels were presented as the 'primary' cardinal vowels, and Jones specified a further set of 'secondary' cardinal vowels with reversed lip positions, together with additional secondary cardinal vowels in the central area of the space. Taken together, the primary and secondary Cardinal Vowels thus provided a set of points in auditory and articulatory vocoid space whose location can be conventionally agreed. These then constitute a basis for a chart with a co-ordinate system for locating the auditory and articulatory characteristics of any vocoid segment encountered from any speaker of normal anatomy. According to Windsor-Lewis (1976: 29), the practical chart he devised for the presentation of these Cardinal Vowels, now known as the 'Cardinal Vowel diagram', first appeared as such in Ward (1929). It is shown as figure 10.5, with the highest points of the tongue representing Cardinal Vowel positions falling on the intersections of lines delimiting zones of the chart. The zoning has been adopted by the IPA, as have most of the phonetic symbols for the primary and secondary Cardinal Vowels. The labels given for the different zones are as now recommended by the IPA.

![Figure 10.5 The Cardinal Vowel diagram devised by Daniel Jones, with its associated phonetic symbols](image-url)

Figure 10.5 The Cardinal Vowel diagram devised by Daniel Jones, with its associated phonetic symbols
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The Cardinal Vowel diagram is yet more stylized than the previous chart shown in figure 10.4. It is worth noting (for purposes of reproduction of the chart) that its trapezoid shape is formed from that of a rectangle three units deep and four wide (with) the base, the right-hand upright side and the top ... in the proportions 2:3:4' (Windsor-Lewis 1976: 29–30).

Most professional phoneticians trained in the British tradition are still taught this auditory and articulatory scheme of vocoid description. It will not be dwelt upon here at greater length, partly because, as Jones said, 'The values of the cardinal vowels cannot be learnt from written descriptions; they should be learnt by oral instruction from a teacher who knows them' (Jones 1962: 34). As Abercrombie (1985) comments:

The system of Cardinal Vowels constitutes a technique, not a theory. It is a technique of description, a technique for providing much more precise specifications of vowels than the traditional kind of taxonomic approach is able to do. It is a technique that is not used in America, and not much used by continental phoneticians; it belongs more or less exclusively to the British tradition, though, as we know, it was adopted by the I.P.A. The idea of cardinal vowels was put forward by Ellis, the word ‘cardinal’ by Bell, and Henry Sweet, too, spoke of ‘cardinal vowel positions’. But only Daniel Jones produced a fully worked out system. Sweet said that Phonetics is both a science and an art. It should be remembered that the Cardinal Vowel technique belongs to the art, and not to the science, side of the subject. (Abercrombie 1985: 17–18)

Ellis, Bell and Sweet were all Victorian predecessors of Jones. We can close this brief mention of the Jones Cardinal Vowel technique by noting that the scheme raises some very interesting questions about the theoretical basis of the notion of phonetic equivalence of acts of vocal performance by speakers endowed with very different vocal apparatus, and about concepts of phonetic similarity and phonetic distance.

There are yet other ways of constructing a map which stylizes the tilted oval space of possible locations of the highest point of the tongue shown in figure 10.3, over and above the general method advocated by Daniel Jones and the specific way adopted by the IPA. An additional possibility is offered by Catford (1977a: 184–6), in which he presents the possible space in terms of a segment of a circle of a little more than 90 degrees, pivoted on [a]. The locations of the individual vocoids are represented on a set of polar coordinates. This polar chart is reproduced for interest in figure 10.6. One of the advantages of Catford’s system, which he agrees has accompanying deficiencies, is that the means of describing vocoids can be unified with the means for describing contoids, with a common method of specifying
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![Vowel diagram](image)

Figure 10.6 Polar chart of the vocoid space (adapted from Catford 1977a: 185)

The location and degree of maximum stricture. The labels given are Catford's.

The symbols currently accepted by the IPA as representing vocoid qualities correspond closely to those used by Jones, and these are shown, in the positions on the vocoid chart to which they relate, in figure 10.7. It should be noted that this chart, authorized by the IPA after the 1989 Kiel Convention, is slightly different (especially in the way that the central area is designed) from the Jones Cardinal Vowel diagram. The Cardinal Vowel diagram will be the one adopted in this book, but we shall adopt the IPA labels for the zoning of the chart. Taking the horizontal dimension first, corresponding to place of articulation, there are three divisions, called front, central and back. The highest point of the tongue in front vocoids lies on the front of the tongue, underneath the palatal zone. The highest point in back vocoids is on the surface of the back of the tongue, below the velar zone. Central vocoids are intermediate between front and back.

The vertical dimension is divided into four areas, in effect sub-dividing the degree of stricture of open approximation. Vocoids made in the area closest to the roof of the mouth are called close vocoids; those occurring in the lowest part of the chart are called open vocoids; the space between the close and open zones is equally divided vertically into two further zones, the upper being called close-mid and the lower open-mid. The terms 'close-mid' and 'open-mid' were agreed at the 1989 Kiel IPA Convention as replacing
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the former labels 'half-close' and 'half-open' respectively. ('Half-close' and 'half-open' were widely used before 1989 by British-trained phoneticians, though a widespread American practice preferred 'mid'.)

### 10.3 Phonetic symbols for vocoids

The vocoid space is an articulatory, auditory and acoustic continuum: vocoids can be located in any part of it, and many hundreds of audibly different qualities can be produced by adopting slightly different tongue (and lip) positions. There would be no practical way of inventing independent phonetic symbols for every discriminable vocoid, so a smaller set of symbols has evolved in which each symbol can either be taken to stand for any vocoid occurring in a small, general area of the chart, or can identify more precise locations by the addition of modifying diacritics.

Figure 10.8 shows the phonetic symbols which represent the areas round the intersections of the zone-boundaries on the vocoid chart, all with a non-rounded configuration of the lip-space. Both the area of lip-opening and the vertical position of the jaw are physiologically independent of the position of the tongue body, strictly speaking, but there is a broad tendency for width of the lip space to be correlated with tongue height, with close vocoids having a slightly wider lip-opening than open vocoids. Similarly, the jaw, being the carrier of the tongue, tends not surprisingly to be held in a slightly closer position for close vocoids than for open vocoids.

The modifying diacritics mentioned above signal small adjustments of a vocoid's position from the reference area of the intersection of the zone-boundaries. For a position adjusted towards the front of the mouth, the general diacritic for articulatory 'advancement', [\vasive], can be used, as a sub-
script to a given vocoid symbol. For a retracted position, subscript [.] can be used. A closer position is indicated by subscript [,], and a more open position by subscript [,].

10.4 Labial elements of vocoid segments

In traditional descriptions of vocoid articulations, the configuration of the lips is described with three main labels: spread, neutral and rounded. In the terms introduced in this section, the non-rounded vocoids shown in figure 10.8 are divided into those with spread and those with neutral lip positions. The vocoids with close tongue positions (front [i], central [i] and back [u]) and close-mid tongue positions (front [e] and back [e]) have a spread lip position; those with open-mid tongue positions (front [e] and back [a]) and open tongue positions (front [a] and back [a]) all have neutral lip positions. There is no currently IPA-approved symbol for a close-mid central vocoid with spread or neutral lips.

Rounded configurations are sometimes further divided into close rounding and open rounding. For the purposes of describing the phonetic basis of phonological distinctions between vocoid articulations, these labels are probably sufficient. But for describing the articulatory differences between different languages, or between different accents of the same language, or for describing different (extralinguistic) speaker-characterizing settings of the lips or (paralinguistic) attitude-marking settings, we need a more specific vocabulary. This can be achieved by describing the modification of the interlabial space in the side-to-side and vertical dimensions (Laver 1980: 35–43). Figure 10.9 shows the neutral configuration of this interlabial space as a dashed outline in a schematized, head-on view. Superimposed on this are the eight general labial configurations that arise from the effect of changing one
or both of the vertical and horizontal axes of the space, either by expansion or by contraction.

Any position with horizontal expansion of the interlabial space corresponds to the traditional descriptive label of a 'spread' lip position. Any position with horizontal contraction of the interlabial space corresponds to a 'rounded' label: 'open rounding' involves contraction of the horizontal dimension and simultaneous expansion of the vertical dimension; 'close rounding' needs either horizontal contraction alone, or horizontal contraction with simultaneous vertical contraction.

In addition to modifications of the area and shape of the interlabial space, the lips can also be protruded forwards from the neutral position. Open rounding tends to protrude the lips to a more marked degree than does close rounding. Figure 10.10 shows the phonetic symbols for vocoids which correspond to the vocoids made with the same tongue positions as those in figure 10.8, but with rounded lip positions. The rounded vocoids made with close tongue positions (front [y], central [u], and back [u]) or close-mid tongue positions (front [ø] and back [o]) have close lip-rounding; those with open-
mid tongue positions (front [œ], and back [ɔ]) and open tongue positions (front [æ] and back [ɔ]) have open lip-rounding. No current IPA-approved symbols exist for central open-mid or central open vocoids with lip-rounding.

10.5 Intermediate vocoids

Figure 10.11 shows a number of vocoids found fairly frequently in languages, whose positions are distant from the intersections of the zone-boundaries of the vocoid chart. The lip positions for [i], [æ] and [u] are neutral, and for [y] and [u] are slightly more open than for close rounding.

There are two central vocoids whose height is also central (i.e. between close-mid and open-mid). The symbol for this central vocoid made with neutral lips is [ə]. This is the vocoid produced when the vocal tract is in its neutral configuration, and is hence often referred to in other terminologies as 'the neutral vowel'. Another common name for this vocoid is 'schwa' [ə] or 'shva' [ø], a term taken from traditional Hebrew grammar (Pullum and Ladusaw 1986: 45). The symbol for a comparable central vocoid made with rounded lips is [ø]. Both [ə] and [ø] can be used as cover symbols for vocoids in the general central area of the vocoid chart with an appropriate lip position.

An additional symbol for a central vocoid comparable in quality to [ə] is [a]. As a general phonetic symbol, no qualitative difference from [a] is implied by [ə]. Both symbols are often used in phonologically oriented transcriptions of English (RP), as a mnemonic reminder of the stress-status of the syllable concerned, with [ə] being reserved for the realization of the vowel in unstressed syllables and [a] for its manifestation in stressed syllables (where the pronunciation of the vocoid is usually of greater relative duration). Examples of this practice are the transcriptions of the words bird
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Figure 10.11 Vowoi chart of non-peripheral, intermediate vowels, with associated symbols

[bɔd], curler [kɔlɔ] and murmur [mɔmɔ]. It would be no less phonetically acceptable to transcribe these words as [bɔd], [kɔlɔ] and [mɔmɔ].

10.6 Exemplification of vowel symbols

Languages showing the different vowel articulations mentioned in all the sections above are illustrated below. The examples of Bafang (Fe'Fe) words (a language of Cameroon) are from Westermann and Bryan (1952: 130), the Danish and Ngwe (another language of Cameroon) from Ladefoged (1972), the Dutch from J. Verhoeven (personal communication), the Lhasa Tibetan from Ohala (1981: 184) citing Michailovskyy (1975), and the Sindhi from Nihalani (1973). The Kurdish examples are from A. Ferhardi (personal communication) and the Sundanese from Robins (1953).

**Vowoids in Bafang**

[zd̪] 'thigh'  
[zɔk] 'knee'

**Vowoids in Danish**

[viːz̪] 'know'  
[veːz̪] 'wet'

**Vowoids in Dutch**

[bit] 'beetroot'  
[byt] 'neighbour'  
[bot] 'boat'

**Vowoids in Ngwe**

[mbi] 'cowries'  
[mbi] 'dog'

**Vowoids in Lhasa Tibetan**

[lyi] 'body'  
[pʰwɔː] 'Tibet’  
[phɔː] ‘price’
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*Vocoids in Sindhi*

[pʊə] 'a curse'  [pʊə] 'sonny'

*Vocoids in Kurdish (Suleimaniya and Arbili accents)*

[mɪɾ] 'grim-faced'  [mɔɾ] 'sheep (sg.)'

*Vocoids in Kurdish (Arbili accent)*

[bez] 'squeamishness'  [bɛz] 'fat (n.)'
[baz] 'hawk'  [buz] 'ice (cubes)'
[sɔɾ] 'red'  [sur] 'salty'
[sɪɾ] 'garlic'  [sɔɾ] 'head'

*Vocoids in Kurdish (Suleimaniya accent)*

[mɪl] 'hand of a clock'  [mɪl] 'neck'  [mæl] 'bird'

*Vocoids in Sundanese*

[nɔkɔt] 'to take'  [nʌŋvɔl] 'to beat'
[njɪrim] 'to send'  [nɪusul] 'to pursue'

The [ŋ] symbols in the Danish examples (which in Ladefoged's more general transcription are shown as [ŋ]), represent voiced alveolar approximants, a sound-type discussed later in this chapter. The [ˌ] subscript diacritic placed below the [ŋ] symbol (normally a fricative) is again used to mean 'more open', as in the case of the lamino-lingual vocoid in a Swedish regional dialect accent introduced above.

It perhaps deserves repeating at this point that, in allocating distinct labels, symbols and descriptions to vocoid articulations, one risks giving the impression of 'freezing' into a static representation something that in real, connected speech is a dynamic, continuously changing configuration. Figure 10.12 is revealing in this connection. It is a sequence of tracings from the frames of a cine-film of lip articulation through the time course of two single syllables, one with a lip-rounded vocoid and one with a vocoid without rounding, in Tamil (Balasubramanian 1972: 152). However, the use of discrete labels and symbols is simply intended as a way of selecting and grouping in attention representative facets of articulatory performance.

10.7 Transitional aspects of vocoid production: monophthong, diphthong and triphthong

The involvement of a category of place of articulation involving two strictures of equal degree, in a double articulation of lingual and labial elements has already been noted. Many languages show a transitional aspect of articulation of vocoids which controls the complexity of the articulatory
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Figure 10.12 Tracings from a cine-film of lip position through the production of two syllables in Tamil, one with and one without lip-rounding (after Balasubramanian 1972:152)

target for individual segments. Like other segment-types, vocoids can be regarded as normally having three component phases: an onset phase during which the body of the tongue is approaching the representative target location in the vocoid space, a medial phase where the target location is reached or most nearly reached, and an offset phase where the vocal organs begin to take up the appropriate articulatory configuration for the performance of
the next segment. Labial activity in vocoids shows a similar pattern, and is normally synchronized with lingual activity.

The notion of articulatory transitions forms the basis for making a distinction of aspect of articulation between three auditorily different types of syllabic vocoid, as mentioned in chapter 5. These are monophthongs, diphthongs and triphthongs. In all three cases, the performance of the vocoid is within the articulatory span of a single syllable.

A monophthong is a vocoid where the medial phase shows a relatively stable articulatory position of the tongue and the lips. Auditorily, monophthongs produce an impression of relatively unvarying quality. The open-mid, front unrounded vocoid [e] in met [met] is an example of a monophthong in nearly all accents of English. Figure 10.13 shows representations of the articulatory positions of all the twelve monophthongs of RP plotted on a vocoid chart. Another example of a monophthong is the close, front spread vocoid [i] in [ki] qui (‘who’) in French.

Notwithstanding the comments offered immediately above, it should be remembered that this analysis of segmental performance into phases, even though convenient, is at its most arbitrary for vocoids, compared with other segment-types. In the articulation even of monophthongal vocoids, the vocal organs are seldom in a truly static position, and the discussion above concerns relative stability of the vocal tract more than any real tendency to momentary immobility.

A diphthong is a vocoid in which the medial phase explicitly consists of an articulatory trajectory across the vocoid space, giving an auditory impression of a changing quality. If the trajectory moves upwards in the vocoid space, the resulting diphthongs are called closing diphthongs. Examples are the vocoids in English flight [flait] and flout [flaut], where the body of the tongue starts in the open zone and moves up towards either the close-mid or the close zone. Centring diphthongs have articulatory trajectories which start nearer the periphery of the vocoid space, and move towards the central zone. Examples are the diphthongs in Received Pronunciation in British English, where post-vocalic orthographic ‘r’ has no rhotic pronunciation except before a vocoid, of pair [peә], pier [piә] and poor [poә].

It is customary to transcribe diphthongs by using the symbols that correspond to the start-point and end-point of the trajectory. In the perception of ordinary English speech, the end-point that is inferred as the intended target from the evidence of the trajectory seems to be perceptually more important than the particular end-point actually reached along the articulatory journey towards the goal. Languages differ, however, in the degree to which speak-
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Figure 10.13 Vowel chart of twelve monophthongs of English (Received Pronunciation)

ers 'dwell' on either the start-point or the end-point, as compared with the time spent on the trajectory between these points.

The majority of languages of the world do not use diphthongs in their phonological inventory. When two given languages do use diphthongs phonologically, the realizations in the two languages of diphthongal phonemes transcribed with the same phonemic symbol can differ in a number of phonetic respects. The end-points chosen for the diphthongs can differ in the fine detail of their phonetic quality, and the relative speed with which the diphthongal trajectory is performed need not be the same in the two languages. Taking data from Gay (1968) on American English diphthongs, Lindau, Norlin and Svantesson (1990) made an acoustic analysis of the pronunciations representing the diphthongal phonemes /ai/ and /au/ in American English (5 speakers), Arabic (6 speakers from Cairo), Chinese (4 speakers from Beijing) and Hausa (10 speakers from Kano). They selected the /ai/ and /au/ diphthongs because they are by far the most frequent types of diphthong found in the languages of the world. Using a sample of 300 genetically balanced languages taken from Maddieson's (1984) survey of sound-patterns, they found that diphthongs of these two types occur in about one third of the languages sampled. The /ai/ type of diphthong is found in about 75 per cent of the languages showing one or both of these diphthongs, while the /au/ type of diphthong was found in 65 per cent (Lindau, Norlin and Svantesson 1990: 10).

Lindau and her colleagues were able to show that the amount of (acoustic) distance from the start-point of the trajectory to the end of the movement differed between these languages. The amount of time taken to perform these trajectories also varied between the languages, measured as a
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percentage of the duration of the whole diphthong. Figure 10.14 (adapted from Lindau, Norlin and Svantesson 1990: 13) compares the transition duration percentages against the acoustic distance (measured in the units of a perceptually related 'mel' scale) for the realizations of /ai/ and /au/ in Arabic, Chinese, English and Hausa. It can be seen from this figure that in Arabic and Hausa the transitional trajectory takes up only about 20 per cent of the overall duration of the diphthongs, while in Chinese it occupies about 50 per cent and in English about 70 per cent. It is also noteworthy that the Arabic and Hausa realizations of /au/ are comparable in the time taken to move from the start-point of the trajectory to the end of the diphthongal movement, as a percentage of the overall duration of the diphthongal segment; but the realization of the Arabic /au/ shows a travel over a much greater acoustic (and hence articulatory) distance. Chinese and English realizations of /au/ share about the same acoustic distance measure, but both show a percentage transition measure greater than either Hausa or Arabic, with English having substantially the greatest value.

Some illustrations of languages showing diphthongal pronunciations are given below. The examples from Dutch are from J. Verhoeven (personal communication), Hausa from Schachter (1969: 73–7), omitting tone, and North Welsh from Albrow (1966: 2–3):

*Diphthongal vocoids in a number of languages*

**Diphthongs in Dutch**
- [laï] 'lazy'
- [lei] 'slate'
- [laʊ] 'lukewarm'

**Diphthongs in Hausa**
- [ra-da] 'evidence'
- [bɛu-na] 'bush cow, buffalo'
- [kwe:] 'egg(s)'
- [kju-tʃ] 'gift'

**Diphthongs in North Welsh**
- [jaiθ] 'language'
- [brauð] 'brother'
- [nain] 'grandmother'

In the Hausa examples given above and in the next sentence, the transcription has been adapted to the conventions of this book. Schachter (1969: 78) comments on the high degree of variability shown by such diphthongs on different occasions of utterance: '/ai/' varies from [ei] to [əi] to [ei] to [ɛi] in quality ... /au/ varies from [ɛu] to [əu] to [ɔu] to [o:] in quality'.

Diphthongs are characterized by a relatively simple trajectory from one point towards an intended target. **Triphthongs**, by contrast, have a more complex trajectory, involving a change of direction in mid-course. They are transcribed by using a triple phonetic symbol, identifying the start-point, the mid-course target and the intended final target. Examples are Received
Pronunciation triphthongs in *flour* [flaʊə] and *fire* [faɪə]. (Since the start-
point for these triphthongs in RP is a vocoid intermediate between [a] and
[a], either could be used in a transcription not making use of modifying dia-
critics, giving the options of [aʊə] or [aʊə], and [aʊə] or [aʊə].) It is perhaps
not altogether surprising that such articulatory complexity is often simpli-
ﬁed in connected speech, and the reduced forms [flaɪə] and [faɪə], and even [flaɪə]
and [faɪə] are not uncommon as pronunciations of these words in certain idio-
olets of RP. Figures 10.15a and 10.15b show examples of the articulatory trajecto-
ries of the different types of diphthongs and triphthongs in RP.

As an illustration of another language with monophthongs, diphthongs
and triphthongs (many of which can also be contrastively nasal), it may be
of interest to consider the following representative phonetic realizations of
the Brazilian Portuguese oral vowel system, as spoken in São Paulo
(Cagliari 1977: 5–7):

*Oral vocoids (monophthongs, diphthongs and triphthongs) in
stressed and unstressed syllables in Brazilian Portuguese*

---

**Monophthongs in stressed syllables**

[xɪma] ‘rhyme’  
[ʃəma] ‘row’

[xəma] ‘boughs’  
[xɔma] ‘Rome’

[xumə] ‘head for’  
[ɮɛlə] ‘beautiful’

[ˈbɔlə] ‘ball’
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![Diagram of articulatory trajectories for diphthongs in English](image)

**Figure 10.15a** Vovoid chart of articulatory trajectories performed for diphthongs in English (Received Pronunciation)

![Diagram of articulatory trajectories for triphthongs in English](image)

**Figure 10.15b** Vovoid chart of articulatory trajectories performed for triphthongs in English (Received Pronunciation)

**Monophthongs in unstressed syllables**

- [ɪlu'zʊ] 'illusion'
- [e'taʀə] 'of age'
- [uˈriːna] 'urine'
- [kafe'ziɲʊ] 'coffee'

**Diphthongs ending in [ɪ]**

- [ˈxeɪs] 'kings'
- [ˈpæɪ] 'father'
- [ˈbɒl] 'bull'

**Diphthongs ending in [ʊ]**

- [ˈviʊ] 's/he saw'
- [ˈsɛʊ] 'sky'
- [ˈsʌ] 'sun'
- [ˈsuː] 'south'
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Diphthongs beginning in [ʊ]
[ˈlikwido] 'liquid' [eˈkoevu] 'of the same age'
[eˈkuɛstri] 'equestrian' [kɔaliˈdaʃ] 'quality'

Triphthongs in unstressed syllables
[kuaisˈkeɾ] 'any (sg.)' [kuaʊˈkeɾ] 'any (pl.)'

Triphthongs in stressed syllables beginning in [ʊ] and ending in [i]
[averiˈgœi] 'I examined' [ˈkuais] 'which (pl.)'

Triphthongs in stressed syllables beginning and ending in [ʊ]
[koau] 'which (sg.)' [dɛlinˈkuiu] 'offended (3 sg.)'
[averiˈgœu] 's/he examined'

Figure 10.16 shows the articulatory positions of the Brazilian Portuguese oral triphthongs, plotted on the vocoid chart.

10.8 Tongue-root position in vocoid articulations

A phonetic feature that was first described by Pike (1947: 21–2) is a modification of (chiefly) vocoid performance that consists of advancing the root of the tongue. Pike suggested that this modification made vocoids sound (impressionistically) 'fuller' and 'deeper'. In 1963, as described in his article published in 1967, the Africanist phonologist Stewart developed this possibility as a hypothesis for explaining the division in some languages such as Twi of vowel phonemes into two sets occurring in mutually exclusive types of words, in the process called 'vowel harmony' (described in more detail in chapter 12). The pronunciation of one such set, Stewart suggested, might involve adjustments of the root of the tongue, and this could be tested by x-ray investigation. In 1962, before Stewart had thought of the tongue-root hypothesis, he had had a conversation with Ladefoged, urging him to investigate the physiological basis of distinctions between vocoids, which were at that time ascribed to differences of lax and tense muscle tension (Stewart 1967: 198). Ladefoged then independently reached the conclusion, from x-ray investigations of vowel harmony in the West African language Igbo, that a tongue-root advancing feature was indeed instrumental, at least in Igbo, for creating audible and distinctive differences of vocoid-quality (Ladefoged 1964). Tracings from two of Ladefoged's cineradiographic diagrams for vocoid pairs in Igbo are shown in figure 10.17.

Adjustment of the root of the tongue in this way constitutes a topographical aspect of articulation. It has come to be called advanced tongue root (often abbreviated to ATR, mostly by phonologists using it to characterize
vowel-harmony effects). But the articulatory mechanism is probably better described as a longitudinal bunching of the whole tongue (Ladefoged 1975: 203). Ladefoged uses the terms ‘wide’ and ‘narrow’ for advanced versus non-advanced tongue-root positions, reflecting the differences in the front-to-back dimension of the pharynx. Lindau (1979) refers to this feature of pharyngeal diameter as ‘expanded’.

Ladefoged comments that:

In English, there are no pairs of vowels that are distinguished simply by one being wide and the other being narrow. But this aspect of vowel quality does operate to some extent in conjunction with variations in vowel height. The high vowels [i] and [u], as in ‘heed’ and ‘who’d’, are wider than the mid high vowels [i] and [u], as in ‘hid’ and ‘hood’. (Ladefoged 1975: 203)
It is the members of pairings of vowels such as these that are often called 'tense' and 'lax' by phonologists working on English and similar languages.

Another term that is sometimes applied to segments with advanced tongue-root positions involved in languages exploiting vowel harmony such as Twi is 'covered', a term adopted from the terminology of singing by writers such as Chomsky and Halle (1968: 314–15). Painter (1973) investigated the articulatory basis of vowel harmony in Twi using cineradiography, and concluded that 'covered' does not usefully add to the descriptive phonological vocabulary, and that while 'tense/lax' might be useful as an abstract feature at the phonological level, vocoids characterized as 'tense' were more accurately described as being pronounced with a widened pharynx.

The IPA-approved diacritic for segments made with an advanced tongue root is a centred subscript [-]. Retraction of the tongue root is discussed below in section 10.11.

### 10.9 Nasal vocoid articulations

A further aspect of vocoid articulation found in almost every language of the world is nasality. Nasal vocoids occur both in allophonic contextual adjustments to a neighbouring nasal contoid segment (virtually universally), and (less often but still frequently) in phonological contrast to oral vocoids. Examples of vocoids showing contrastive nasality can be found in many languages, including Hindi (M. Ohala 1975: 317), Sioux and Yuchi (J. Harris, personal communication), Yoruba (Bangbose 1969: 165–6), Polish (Rubach 1977: 17) and Brazilian Portuguese (Cagliari 1977: 31–3). Sioux and Yuchi are both Amerindian languages. Sioux is spoken in the western plains of the United States and Yuchi in the Oklahoma area. Yoruba is a Kwa language spoken widely throughout many parts of West Africa, from Nigeria to Sierra Leone. The following illustrations are
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phonetic in status, and in many cases a variety of phonemic solutions could be devised:

Nasal and oral vocoids in Hindi
[hɛ] 'are' [he] 'is'
[sâs] 'breath' [sas] 'mother-in-law'
[bâs] 'bamboo' [bas] 'bad smell'

Nasal and oral vocoids in Sioux
[wî] 'woman (abbrev. form)' [wi] 'sun'

Nasal and oral vocoids in Yuchi
[dotû] 'I will suck' [dotû] 'I suck'

Nasal and oral vocoids in Yoruba
[kû] 'to be full' [kû] 'to die'

Nasal diphthongs in Polish
[skëôsa] 'eye-lash' [kłëôska] 'defeat'
[kšôsat] 'bite' [všôsci] 'narrow'
[prëôjitc] 'tighten' [dšôjitc] 'aspire'
[vëôx] 'a sense of smell' [vzšôfji] 'having taken'

Nasal diphthongs in Brazilian Portuguese

Monophthongs
[siɲ] 'yes' [iʃta'laɾ] 'to install'
[sêɲ] 'without' [tɾem] 'trembles (3 sg.)'
[sâɲ] 'healthy' [sɔmen] 'man'
[sõɲ] 'sound' [kõmpriʃa] 'long'
[xũɲ] 'rum'

Diphthongs
[siɲ] 'yes' (variant pronunciation) [sêɲ] 'without' (variant pronunciation)
[mẽɲ] 'mother' [põɲ] 'put'
[pũɲu] 'fist' [fiom] 'film'
[xẽôma'tizmu] 'rheumatism' [sõma] 'a name'
[kõõma] 'calm' [sõõ] 'sound' (variant pronunciation)
[pšõ] 'bread' [põõ] 'bread' (variant pronunciation)
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[kūōmina'sēθ] ‘culmination’
[ko̞iŋkwe'naʊ] ‘quinquennial’
[sa̞gōōns] ‘lobbies’

[ko̞iŋkwe'naʊ] ‘quinquennial’
[sa̞gōōns] ‘lobbies’

Hombert (1986) offers a commentary on the proportion of languages of the world that exploit nasality on vocoids for contrastive purposes, and their geographical distribution:

Recent surveys of vowel systems based upon the different language samples indicate that slightly less than one-fourth of the world’s languages (24% in Crothers (1978a), 22.4% in Maddieson (1984), 21% in Ruhlen (1978)) have nasalized vowels. Geographically, most of these languages are located on the American continent (North, Central and South), in Northern India and in the western part of Sub-Saharan Africa. Among languages with nasalized vowels, none have more nasalized than oral vowels. In addition, contrary to what was commonly believed, those with an equal number of nasalized and oral vowels are not a rarity since they constitute half of the sample (Crothers 1978a). (Hombert 1986: 359-60)

Co-ordinary nasal accommodation in contextual adjustments is seen most frequently in an anticipatory mode: where a nasal contoid follows a vocoid articulation, the velum typically opens early, before the beginning of the contoid segment itself, the latter part of the vocoid being made nasal. Different languages vary in the timing of the anticipatory velic opening. English, which has no phonemically contrastive nasal vocoids, shows relatively early opening of the velum in contextual allophonic accommodations of vocoids to nasal contoids. French, which has contrastive nasal vocoids, in words such as un bon vin blanc [œ bɔ vɛ blɔ] (‘a good white wine’), typically shows later velic opening when a vocoid is succeeded by a nasal contoid, in an utterance like il a neuf ans [il ã nɔ̃ a] (‘He is nine years old’). (Placing the superscript tilde diacritic centrally above the vocoid symbol is intended to indicate that the vocoid is fully nasal throughout its duration; displacing it rightwards with respect to the centre of the vocoid symbol signals that the onset of nasality is late.)

Clumeck (1975: 133-4) discusses such timing differences between English and French, citing a study by Ali et al. (1971), in which they took English
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words where vocoids were followed by nasal stops, cut the nasal stops out of the recording and played the remaining vocoids to native listeners. The vocoids were still perceived as nasal in quality, presumably because of the continuing presence of their early anticipatory nasality. When Clumeck repeated this experiment with comparable French words (Clumeck 1971), listeners were unable to judge reliably whether the vocoids had been followed by a nasal stop or not. Clumeck (1975: 141) suggests that the relatively later nasalization of vocoids before nasal stops in French reflects an apparent attempt by speakers of the language to preserve the contrastive power of nasality. Since English does not use nasality for contrastive purposes on vocoids, speakers of English are thus more free to allow early anticipatory nasality for contextual functions.

Kawasaki (1986: 83) suggests that ‘In general, a syllable-final nasal nasalizes a vowel more than a syllable-initial nasal. Some languages with anticipatory nasalization are Azerbaijani, Cayapa, Chipewyan, Delaware, English, Hupa, Kashmiri, Malay, Nahuat, Nez Perce, Panamanian Spanish, Tagalog, Tewa, Tolowa, Tunica and Wolof. Languages with perseveratory nasalization are Greenlandic, Kunjen, Kurux, Land Dayak, Loma, Mazatec, Nama, Paez, Sundanese, Ticuna and Yuchi’. Kawasaki (ibid.) cites the following examples from this list:

Anticipatory and perseveratory contextual nasality in a number of languages

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tagalog</td>
<td>[mánjánák] ‘to give birth’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tunica</td>
<td>[ʔimápän] ‘I, too’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cayapa</td>
<td>[ʔupaŋ] ‘hurry!’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kurux</td>
<td>[mée] ‘body’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American English</td>
<td>[kʰænt] ‘can’t’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The allophonic nature of contextual nasality provides one hypothesis for an evolutionary basis for the development of contrastive nasality through sound-change: ‘Diachronically, the most general process from which nasalized vowels evolve is through regressive assimilation (whereby) an oral vowel becomes phonetically nasalized when it precedes a nasal consonant; after the loss of the nasal consonant, nasalization on the vowel becomes distinctive’ (Hombert 1986: 360).

Some languages are said to show two degrees of nasality on vocoid articulations. Typically, the lesser degree is the product of co-ordinary anticipation or preservation of nasality from a neighbouring nasal segment such as a nasal stop, and the greater degree is reserved for contrastive function. This
is claimed to be the case in Scottish Gaelic, as spoken in Applecross on the west coast of Scotland, where the vocoid in [mʊɾ] ‘sea’ is nasalized under the perseverative influence of the preceding nasal stop, while the vocoid in [mʊ̃k] ‘pig’, which is contrastively nasal, shows stronger nasality (Ternes 1973: 125). But the dominance in phonetic degree of contrastive nasality over contextual nasality is claimed not to be universal. In commenting on this topic, Ruhlen (1978: 209) suggests that although this pattern of dominance is certainly true for French, for example, it is not the case in some other languages. He cites Jackson (1967: 42) as indicating that in the Léonais dialect of Breton, contextual nasality may be as strong as contrastive nasality, and quotes Ferguson and Chowdhury (1960: 37) as reporting that in Bengali contextual nasality is of even greater phonetic degree than contrastive nasality.

An instance of a language unusually showing two contrastive degrees of nasality is claimed to be Palantla Chinantec, an Otomanguean Mesoamerican Indian Language of Central America, where a triplet of words contrasts an oral vocoid with one which is ‘slightly nasal’, versus another which is ‘strongly nasal’ (Suárez 1983: 47, citing Merrifield 1963). The three words are distinguished by the absence or presence of nasality, and its degree. They are identical in their use of other features such as pitch, all having the same tone pattern, a slight rise starting at mid-low and rising to the mid-point of the speaker’s pitch range (see chapter 15 for a discussion of the contrastive use of pitch in languages):

Two degrees of contrastive nasality in Palantla Chinantec


A question arises as to how speakers of languages such as Breton, Bengali and Chinantec achieve variations in the audible degree of nasality, in articulatory terms. One way would be through a greater durational proportion of a given vocoid being made nasal in the case of stronger nasality. But there is evidence from combined acoustic and cineradiographic research that slight and heavy nasality is correlated with velic adjustments producing different cross-sectional areas of the velopharyngeal opening into the nasal cavity. Björk (1961) showed that slight nasality was correlated with cross-sectional areas of about 60 mm², compared with areas of some 250 mm² for heavy nasality.

10.10 Voiceless and whispered vocoids

A minority of vocoid articulations found in the languages of the world are without voicing: vowels represented by voiceless and whispered
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vocoids are found in phonemic contrast to vowels manifested by voiced vocoids in some Amerindian languages, as mentioned in chapter 7. Casagrande (1954), Canonge (1957), Osborn and Smalley (1949), Riggs (1949) and Smalley (1953) give extensive accounts of voiceless/whispered realizations of vowels in Comanche, for example. The following illustrations are taken from Canonge (1957: 64):

Voiceless/whispered versus voiced vocoid in Comanche

[namaka\^muk\^ik\^ai\^i\^u\?] ‘he dressed himself and went on’
[namaka\^muk\^ik\^ai\^i\^u\?] ‘he went to dress himself’

Maddieson (1984) cites only two languages in his survey of 317 languages as having voiceless vocoids. These are Ik, an Eastern Sudanic language with five voiceless vocoids [i, e, a, o, u] in contrast with eight voiced vocoids [i, i, e, e, a, o, o, u] (Heine 1975), and Dafla (Nisi), a Sino-Tibetan Mirish language with two voiceless vocoids [i, u] in contrast with seven voiced vocoids including [i, u] (Ray 1967). A language from a very different language family which also exploits voiceless vocoids is the Australian language Nyangumardia (Nyangumarta) (Hoard and O’Grady 1976).

Eunice Pike (1963: 41–2) gives examples of voiceless vocoids from Comanche, and from Tlingit (Alaska), Enga (New Guinea), Machiguenga (Peru) (where the voiceless vocoids seem to be in free variation with their voiced counterparts) and from Highland Totonac (Mexico). She makes no comment on whether the phonation type involved is true voicelessness or whisper, and she makes no typographical distinction here between [a] and [o]:

Voiceless vocoids in Comanche (length omitted)

[nak\^i] ‘ear’ [ma[matsy\^bak\^ka] ‘when he stuck it’
[pak\^a] ‘arrow’ [ma[mu\^sq\^a] ‘when he blew his nose’

Voiceless vocoids in Tlingit

[nak\^u] ‘medicine’ [na[dak\^u] ‘table’

Voiceless vocoids in Enga

[pen\^dok\^a] ‘Adam’s apple’ [\^ke\^nk\^e] ‘hand’ [\^kn\^k\^i] ‘name’

Voiceless vocoids in Machiguenga

[p\^tom\^i] ‘your son’ [ak\^ots\^i] ‘hand’ [tsi\^beta] ‘flat basket’

Voiceless vocoids in Highland Totonac

[sku\^ta] ‘sour’ [sku\^ta] ‘to untie’

It seems probable that many of the Amerindian languages actually use
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whisper rather than voicelessness as the phonation type in non-voiced vocoids. J. Harris (personal communication) represents Cheyenne, an Algonquian language of the western plains of the United States, as using whisper in the following examples:

*Whispered vocoids in Cheyenne*

[ʔʊʃʊʊmen̪otse] ‘corn/maize’  [mqhtseʔko] ‘foot’

Harris also suggests that whisper is used as a phonation type in Malagasy, an Austronesian language spoken in the island of Madagascar:

*Whispered vocoids in Malagasy*

[boti] ‘a button, an orphan’  [maso] ‘eye’  [eto] ‘here’

Vowels in some pre-pausal contexts in English and French are represented by partially or wholly voiceless or whispered vocoid allophones, in the ‘devoicing’ process to be discussed in chapter 12. A number of other languages where the allophonic devoicing process has major scope are exemplified in that chapter, including Qatari Arabic, Greek, Portuguese, Russian and Turkana.

10.11 Non-syllabic approximant articulations

Approximants as a group include some segments which are comparable to the syllabic vocoids discussed above in terms of location of the tongue body in the vocoid space and configuration of the lips, but which differ both in their syllabic function and in their timing characteristics. Operating typically at the initial margin of the syllable, these non-syllabic approximants are of short relative duration, and act as very brief transitional onsets to the vocoid at the nucleus of the syllable.

An example is the initial segment in the English word *yell* /jel/ ⇒ [jel]. From an articulatory point of view, the description of the starting-point in the vocoid space for this segment, transcribed as [j], is identical with that of a vocoid in the general articulatory region of [i] and [l]. Perceptually, the essence of [j] as an approximant is that the body of the tongue and the lips start in an [i]-like position and move very quickly to the configuration for the following syllable-nuclear vocoid. Just as there is an articulatory relationship between [j] and [l] (the close front unrounded vocoid), so there are corresponding articulatory parallels between [w] and [u] (the close back rounded vocoid), between [u] and [u] (the close back unrounded vocoid), and between [u] and [y] (the close front rounded vocoid).

The descriptive label for [j] is a voiced palatal approximant. Omitting any mention of the lip position permits us to assume that the lips are in a non-
rounded position. Similarly, the neutral lip position for [u] allows it to be labelled as a voiced velar approximant. In [u] and [w], however, which both have a rounded lip position, the labels have to indicate the labial involvement more explicitly. The label for [u] is therefore a voiced labial palatal approximant, and for [w] is a voiced labial velar approximant.

French exploits three of these syllable-marginal approximants – the voiced palatal approximant [j], the voiced labial palatal approximant [u] and the voiced labial velar approximant [w], as in the following examples (Tranel 1987: 108–9):

**Approximants in French**

| [mje] 'crumb' | [müe] 'mute' | [mwé] 'seagull' |
| [bjë] 'well' | [üi] 'eight' | [bwa] 'box' |
| [pjës] 'coin' | [lüi] 'him' | [mwa] 'me' |
| [pje] 'foot' | [nüi] 'night' | [wi] 'yes' |

The same set of syllable-marginal approximants is used in the Ngembi accent of Tikar, a language of Cameroon, in the following illustration (Westermann and Bryan 1952: 125–6):

**Approximants in Tikar**

| [buküe] 'mats' | [bükswabéji] | [bukwe] 'skins (n. pl.)' |
| 'hoes (of) women' |

English uses [w] as well as [j], in words such as *west* [west] and *yet* [jet], and as elements in clusters of consonants, reserved for the position next to the syllabic vocoid, in words such as *quick* [kwik], *cute* [kju], *squiggle* [skwgl] and *skew* [skju]. In detail, when [j] precedes [i] in English, in such words as *yield*, the articulatory starting point for [j] is normally slightly closer and fronter in the vocoid space than for [i]. The same is true when [j] precedes [æ], in *year* [jə]. A similar relationship holds between [w] and [u] in a word like *woo*, and between [w] and [u], in pronunciations of the word *wood* [wod] in the Received Pronunciation accent of British English and in General American. Here the starting point for [w] is both closer and further back in the vocoid space, and the degree of lip-rounding is slightly greater, than for [u] and [u] respectively. Comparable relationships exist between the syllable-marginal approximants and their following syllable-nuclear vocoids in the following instances from the Chengtu accent of Chinese (Chengtu Szechuanese) spoken in Sechuan in Southwest China (Fengtong 1989: 61):

**Approximants and close vocoids in Chengtu Chinese**

| [ji] 'one' | [wù] 'five' | [qy] 'rain' |
The approximants in these positions in English and Chinese can thus act as auditorily distinctive syllable-onsets to the following vocoids.

In addition to the approximants which share articulatory characteristics with syllabic vocoids, it is possible to produce an approximant segment at any place of articulation where a fricative stricture can be made, simply by relaxing the degree of stricture from that of close approximation to one of open approximation. The approximant of this sort that is found most frequently, and which can be found in either syllable-initial or syllable-final position next to the syllable-nuclear vocoid, is the **voiced post-alveolar approximant** [ɾ], used in many British accents as a manifestation of /r/ (e.g. in *red* [red]).

There are a number of symbols for other (slightly more rare) approximants, beyond those already mentioned. One is [ʍ], the voiceless equivalent of [w], which is used in many Scots accents of English, in some dialects of RP and in some other accents of English, to represent the 'wh' spelling in words like *why, where* and *when*. The others are: the **voiced labiodental approximant** [v], which occurs in many languages of the Indian subcontinent, such as Tamil (Asher 1985: 217):

*Voiced labiodental approximant in Tamil*

[ʋɔːɡi] 'path'  
[kɔːɡɔːl] 'god'  
[ʊɡaːɡar̃] 'business'  
[ʊɡaːɡɛːzɒmɛ] 'Thursday'  
[ʊɡuːɡiːl] 'bat (animal)'  
[ʊɡuːɡiːl] 'one by one'

The half-colon diacritic after the [k] in ‘Thursday’ above means that this stop is made slightly long in relative duration (but not as long as is indicated by the use of the full-colon diacritic [:]).

Another symbol for a sound-type that is fairly rare in the languages of the world is the **voiced retroflex palato-alveolar approximant** [ɻ], which is used as a pronunciation of /r/ in a number of American accents of English and of rhotic accents of Southwestern England. The articulation of this sound has the tip of the tongue more curled than is the case in the post-alveolar approximant [ɾ], and presents the tip of the tongue or even the underside of the tip/blade to the palato-alveolar part of the hard palate. In the latter case, the tip may show an extended aspect of articulation. The syllable-nuclear vocoid corresponding to the syllable-marginal retroflex palato-alveolar approximant [ɻ] is [ʂ], the rhotacized vocoid introduced earlier in this chapter.

Having distinguished between the voiced retroflex palato-alveolar approximant [ɻ] and the rhotacized vocoid [ʂ], this is perhaps the appropriate place to introduce a different type of non-retroflex vocoid in a rhotic consonantal
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function. In Western American accents (and perhaps some other American accents) of English, the consonantal phoneme /t/ in pre-vocalic position can be pronounced either as a voiced retroflex palato-alveolar approximant [ɹ], or as an approximant in the close front or central area of the vocoid space with the tongue tip not retroflex but drawn back from the front oral cavity into the body of the tongue. Such a vocoid, when used in a rhotic consonantal function, is often called a **bunched-r**, because of the bunching caused by the retraction of the tongue tip into the tongue body, or a **molar-r** (Uldal 1958). A justification for the term ‘molar’ is given by Uldal in the following terms, describing her own articulation:

[the sound] is articulated by contracting the tongue in a fore-and-aft direction and bunching it up toward the upper back molars. The tip draws back and retreats into the body of the tongue, which presents an almost vertical surface toward the front of the mouth. Some sideways pressure is exerted by the sides of the tongue against the upper molars. (Uldal 1958)

The auditory impression of the two types of sounds, when used as approximant onsets to a syllable-nuclear vocoid, is remarkably similar. This may in part be due to the acoustic effect on higher resonances of the relatively large volume of the front oral cavity, of approximately the same size, in both cases. Delattre (1965: 91) describes the distribution of the two types of sound in these accents:

The Western American /t/ can be articulated in two different ways, known as **retroflexed** or **bunched**. They are identified by ear as similar sounds, and both cause a lowering of the third formant on spectrograms. For the retroflexed /t/, the palatal constriction is produced by raising back the tip of the tongue towards the hard palate, leaving the tip down or absorbed in the ball-shape of the mass of the tongue. Some American speakers use the retroflexed /t/ in all positions, others use the bunched /t/ in all positions. Still others use both types of /t/, and these speakers use the retroflexed /t/ in strong (pre-vocalic) position, and the bunched /t/ in weak (post-vocalic or inter-vocalic) position.

Lass and Higgs (1984), Lindau (1980) and Zawadski and Kuehn (1980) have confirmed that the bunched vocoid pronunciation of /t/ in fact predominates in pre-vocalic position in these accents. Figure 10.18 shows tracings of frames from a cineradiographic film made by Delattre (1965: 92) of comparable sequences for a Western American speaker pronouncing **rouge** /roʒ/, with a voiced retroflex palato-alveolar approximant [ɹ] allophone, versus **Arab** /arəb/ with a bunched vocoid allophone. Figure 10.19 is adapted from 300
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Figure 10.18 Tracings from cineradiographic film of a Western American speaker of English pronouncing rouge /ruz/ with a voiced retroflex palato-alveolar approximant allophone [ɾ], versus Arab /'arab/ with a 'bunched-r' allophone [w] (a voiced labial pre-velar approximant with tongue-tip retraction) (from Delattre 1965: 92)
another x-ray study by Kent (1983: 66–7), showing the two types of segment produced by a single speaker. The lower part of figure 10.19 shows that the bunched vocoid may be produced either in the front part of the vocoid space or further back, in the central part. The solid dot on the surface of the tongue is a radio-opaque pellet, placed there for spatial reference purposes.

Bunching of the tongue in this way, withdrawing the tongue tip into the body of the tongue, is handled in the phonetic framework presented here in terms of a topographical aspect of articulation of the longitudinal profile of the tongue, comparable to adjustments of the tongue root at the other end of the vocal tract in its deviation from the assumption of minimum distortion of the parallel configuration of the neutral vocal tract. No conventional symbol has been allocated by the IPA to a bunched vocoid produced in this way. One possibility would be to use the IPA-approved symbol for tongue root retraction (a centred subscript [-]), but placing it in a centred superscript position, over an existing approximant symbol of suitable lingual and labial attributes. Another possibility would be to suggest a specific new symbol, such as [ᵰ]. Lass and Higgs (1984: 96), in a re-examination of Delattre’s data, state that all his subjects showed labialization in this pre-vocalic position. They also state that the place of maximum oral stricture, for the largest group of subjects, was at the junction of the hard and soft palates. They describe the place of articulation as ‘advanced velar’. The appropriate label for the bunched-r approximant [ᵰ] might then be a voiced labial pre-velar approximant with tongue-tip retraction.

Lass and Higgs (1984: 107) also describe the vocal-tract configuration for the speakers in Delattre’s study as showing a secondary articulation of pharyngeal constriction (as described in more detail in the next chapter). But some British speakers with otherwise similar articulations in the same study displayed no pharyngealization. One can therefore regard pharyngeal constriction as optional for the production of sounds in this general category, rather than a necessary attribute.

Apart from the symbols specified above, all other central approximants can be transcribed by adding a subscript diacritic [ , ] to the corresponding fricative symbol, meaning ‘more open stricture’. All such symbols, together with the approximant symbols given above, are shown in the IPA phonetic alphabet in appendix I.

Two languages which use many approximants are Spanish and Danish. In Spanish, when compared with other Romance languages, approximants often take the place of voiced fricatives and voiced stops in intervocalic position. An example is the pronunciation of the Spanish word *abogado*
Resonant articulations

Figure 10.19 Tracings from a cineradiographic film of a single speaker performing a voiced retroflex palato-alveolar approximant [ɹ] compared with a voiced labial pre-velar approximant with tongue-tip retraction [ʁ] (from Kent 1983: 66–7). The solid dot on the surface of the tongue is a radio-opaque pellet placed as a reference

('lawyer') as [aʃɔyɑŋ]. A further example of a voiced alveolar approximant can be found in Danish (J. Verhoeven, personal communication):

Voiced alveolar approximant in Danish

[ɑ̃ɛqə] 'street'  [kaŋə] 'chain'

The use of the diacritics on the [q] symbol in this Danish example are intended to show that the sound is alveolar not dental, and that it is approx- imant not fricative.

One approximant for which there is no agreed symbol, and for which a corresponding fricative has not been observed in linguistic use, is the voice- less bidental approximant reported by Catford (1977a: 148) as occurring in a variety of Shapsugh, the Western dialect of Adyghe in the Northwestern Caucasus mentioned in the previous chapter.

Central approximants and their corresponding fricatives are not often found in lexical contrast. One example, however, is Margi, the Chadic West African language mentioned earlier. In Margi, a contrast is exploited
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between a voiced palatal stop, a voiced palatal fricative and its voiced palatal approximant counterpart (Ladefoged and Maddieson 1986: 79), in such triplets of words as:

*Palatal stop, fricative and approximant contrast in Margi*

\[\text{[ja?dǐ]} \text{ ‘hump of a cow’} \]
\[\text{[jaja?du]} \text{ ‘picked up’} \]
\[\text{[ja]} \text{ ‘give birth’} \]

When it is necessary to distinguish between the voiced palatal fricative and the voiced palatal approximant, and if the [j] symbol for the fricative is not available in the printing technology, then the distinction can be made by using the ‘raised’ [\(\hat{\text{j}}\)] diacritic subscript to the [j] symbol to mean ‘fricative’.

A contrast between a voiced palatal fricative and a voiced palatal approximant is also found in Isoko, a Kwa language of mid-western Nigeria (Mafeni 1969: 116):

*Palatal fricative and approximant contrast in Isoko*

\[\text{[já]} \text{ ‘to strive’} \quad \text{[já]} \text{ ‘to swim’} \]

In another more complex opposition, Isoko also contrasts a voiceless post-alveolar fricative [\(\text{j}\)] with a voiced post-alveolar approximant [\(\text{s}\)] and a voiced alveolar tapped stop [\(\text{r}\)] (in free variation with a voiced alveolar trilled stop [\(\text{r}\)] (Mafeni *ibid.)*):

*Post-alveolar fricative, approximant and alveolar tapped/trilled stop contrast in Isoko*

\[\text{[ójé]} \text{ ‘advice’} \quad \text{[óúá]} \text{ ‘flight’} \quad \text{[órá]} / [\text{órá}] \text{ ‘yours’} \]

Another example of a contrast between an approximant and the corresponding fricative is found in Scottish Gaelic, as spoken in the Isle of Lewis (Shuken, personal communication)

*Approximant and fricative contrast in Scottish Gaelic (Lewis)*

\[\text{[joùsiç]} \text{ ‘learn!’} \quad \text{[joùsiç]} \text{ ‘learned (preterite)’} \]

10.11.1 *Whispered or breathed approximant [\(h]\)]

Two special cases of non-syllabic approximants are [\(h]\) and [\(\text{[f]}\)]. Both of these are performed with the vocal tract in a stricture of open approximation. Both are somewhat unusual in their phonation type. In the case of [\(h]\), the phonation type is either whisper, or breath phonation. In the labelling system of this book, [\(h]\] can be called a *whispered approximant*, or a *breathed approximant*. No label for place of articulation is given, because [\(h]\] is in fact a
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cover symbol for a whispered or breathed onset to a syllable-nuclear vocoid of any quality, and the quality of the resonance that any laryngeal friction excites in the vocal tract will be that appropriate to the following vocoid, for which the vocal tract will already be in position. In English, the resonant quality of [h] in a word such as he [hi] is that of a whispered or breathed version of [i], and in hoop [hup], the quality anticipates that of [u].

In a number of other textbooks, [h] is sometimes called a ‘voiceless glottal fricative’, because the major degree of stricture is thought to be at the glottis. Strictly, one might take the position that this involves a category mistake, in that the fact of glottal friction contradicts identification of the phonatory state of the segment as ‘voiceless’. More broadly, it is important to remember that to apply the label ‘voiceless’ to [h] would be accurate only to the extent that ‘voiceless’ was being used to mean ‘lacking voicing’, and was therefore being used as a cover term to include voicelessness (narrowly defined) and whisper.

10.11.2 Whispy voiced or breathy voiced approximant [fi]

The case of [fi] is exactly analogous, in that the phonation type is that of whispy voice (‘murmur’ in the terminology of some other writers), and it is a cover symbol for a whispy voiced onset to a normally voiced vocoid whose quality determines the resonances heard in the preceding [fi]. It can be called a whispy voiced or breathy voiced approximant, without identification of the place of articulation. The sound [fi] sometimes occurs in English, as an allophone of /h/ in intervocalic position, instead of [h], in some pronunciations of such words as perhaps [pɔfiaps], ahead [ə'fied] and behind [brfiamd].

10.12 Nasal approximants

All approximants may be made with a nasal aspect of articulation. In Terena, the Arawakan Brazilian language of the Matto Grosso mentioned earlier, a voiced palatal nasal approximant [j] participates in a contrast with its oral counterpart [i], as does a voiced labial velar nasal approximant [w] with its oral counterpart [v] (Bendor-Samuel 1960). It should be noted that the status of the following transcription is phonetic. The phonemic allocation of the nasality to the consonants involved, or to the neighbouring vowels, is a matter of analytic choice:

Nasal versus oral approximant contrasts in Terena

[ˈʒiŋ] 'my brother'                [ˈaŋo] 'his brother'
[ˈɔwongu] 'my house'               [ˈowoku] 'his house'
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An example of a nasal/oral contrast involving the whispered/breathed approximant [h] can be found in Igbo, in Nigeria. A similar choice faces the analyst for the phonemic allocation of the nasality. Williamson offers the following comment on the situation in Igbo:

After a nasalised consonant, a vowel is nasalised. Nasalisation thus runs through the entire syllable. There is therefore a choice as to whether one marks the consonant occurring at the beginning of the syllable as nasalised, with the understanding that this nasalisation is present in the following vowel; or whether one marks the following vowel nasalised, with the understanding that nasalisation is present in the preceding consonant. (Williamson 1969a: 88)

No such problem exists at the phonetic level of notation, where the task is to indicate unambiguously the exact location of the nasality, without regard to its phonemic versus allophonic function in a phonological perspective:

Nasal and oral whispered/breathed approximants in Igbo

[ihn] 'to see' [ohu] 'twenty'

At a phonetic level of analysis, nasal approximants also occur in English, when embedded in a stretch of speech where no obligatorily oral consonants intervene, as in the following RP utterance:

Nasal approximants in English (RP)

[ai hɔup sɔmɔwɔn jɔn wɔn hɔndɔdz əv paʊndz]

I hope someone young won hundreds of pounds

10.13 Lateral resonants

All the classificatory relationships concerning resonants were summarized in figure 10.1. That figure showed that, when lateral, a resonant qualifies as a contoid. The theoretical decision to distinguish between a lateral resonant and a central resonant in terms of making the former a contoid and the latter either an approximant or a vocoid is motivated partly by a criterion connected with stricture-type. While lateral resonants and central resonants both show a degree of stricture which is classified as open approximation, lateral resonants obstruct the airflow to a greater (sub-)degree by interposing a central contact round which air is obliged to flow. In central resonants, the air escapes more directly. In this respect, lateral resonants are articulatorily somewhat more like other contoids than are either approximants or vocoids. Similarly, from this articulatory point of view, the central resonants have more in common with each other than they do with the lateral resonants.
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Several different solutions to this general area of the classification of resonant segments could be devised. If lateral resonant segments were to be grouped with non-contoidal segments, as a number of authors suggest, then non-contoids could be distinguished from contoids on a straightforward criterion of major degree of stricture. But one would then either have to abandon the rather convenient position that enables one to use distinct terms ('approximant' versus 'vocoid') for non-contoidal articulations in different syllabic positions, or accept the position that lateral resonants, like central resonants, should be called 'vocoids' when syllabic and 'approximants' when non-syllabic. (It should be acknowledged, in passing, that the position taken in this book is different from that of the consensus of phoneticians reflected in the 1989 Kiel Convention of the International Phonetic Association, which preferred the term 'lateral approximant' over the label advocated here of 'lateral resonant'.)

**Lateral resonants** constitute an unusual group, from both a phonetic and a phonological point of view. In order to qualify as a resonant segment, the articulation involved has to show a stricture of sufficient aperture that the airflow through it remains laminar and non-turbulent. The lateral escape can vary in location from an anterior position beside the canine teeth to a posterior position opposite the molar teeth.

The lateral resonant segment most commonly found in the languages of the world is the **voiced alveolar lateral resonant** [l], used in most accents of English to represent /l/ (e.g. in lull [lʌl]). A slightly less common lateral segment is the **voiced dental lateral resonant**. Examples from a number of European languages include:

---

**Voiced alveolar and dental lateral resonants in some European languages**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Alveolar</th>
<th>Dental</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>English</td>
<td>[lɛk] 'lake'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italian</td>
<td>[lupo] 'wolf'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portuguese</td>
<td>[liʃu] 'rubbish'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

In some accents of English, including RP and some accents of American English, the pronunciation of pre-consonantal and utterance-final allophones of the /l/ phoneme shows an adjustment of the body of the tongue in a 'velarized' secondary articulation in which the back of the tongue is raised towards the soft palate. This allophonic adjustment in such accents serves to mark the place in syllable structure occupied by the lateral segment. The velarized type of secondary articulation is described in more detail in the next chapter, but it can be seen in the English illustrations in figure 10.20, which is adapted
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Figure 10.20 Tracings from cineradiographic films showing inter-speaker and inter-language differences in the articulatory configurations for lateral resonants in English, French, Spanish and German (from Delattre 1965: 103, 109)
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from Delattre’s comparison of the phonetic features of English, French, German and Spanish (Delattre 1965: 103, 109). In figure 10.20, the diagrams are taken from x-ray analysis of speech of native speakers taken at 24 frames per second. The right-hand column shows the tongue configuration for the word-initial [l] in English lead, word-final [l] in French ville, (in the case of this speaker’s pronunciation of this word) denti-alveolar [l] in German Lied and Spanish lista. The left-hand column shows the pronunciations of /l/ for the same languages in English film (in which the velarized secondary articulation can be seen), French film, German filmen (in this case more alveolar than in the same speaker’s pronunciation of Lied) and Spanish filmar. It is evident that different speakers, and different languages (to the extent that these speakers can be taken to be representative), show subtle differences of articulation even within the same overall phonetic category, such as ‘dental lateral resonant’.

Some languages have no lateral resonant segment in their inventory. Many languages have one lateral resonant segment, which often shares a phonological distribution with a rhotic segment. It is somewhat unusual for a language to have phonological contrasts between lateral resonant segments at different places of articulation (Ladefoged, Cochran and Disner 1977: 46). The lateral resonants that have been found in linguistic use include segments made at the following places of articulation: dental [l]; alveolar [l]; post-alveolar [l]; retroflex palato-alveolar [l]; palatal [k]; and velar [l].

Portuguese exploits a phonemic distinction between lateral resonant segments at two places of articulation, alveolar and palatal. Examples from the São Paulo accent of Brazilian Portuguese (Cagliari 1977) are:

**Alveolar and palatal lateral resonants in Brazilian Portuguese**

[‘mala] ‘suitcase’  [‘maːlɐ] ‘sweater’

Tamil also exploits a phonemic distinction between lateral resonant segments at two different places of articulation, in this case alveolar and retroflex palato-alveolar (Soundararaj 1986: 32–3):

**Alveolar and retroflex palatoalveolar lateral resonants in Tamil**

[‘baːlɐ] ‘(a proper name)’  [‘meːlɐ] ‘festival’

[‘polɔːvi] ‘fried, spiced rice’  [‘paːsi] ‘old, stale’

Melpa, a language of the Eastern Highlands of Papua New Guinea, is a comparative rarity among languages in having a triple contrast of place of articulation between lateral resonants, with dental, alveolar and velar laterals. Ladefoged, Cochran and Disner (1977: 47) give the following illustrations:
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*Lateral resonants in Melpa*

[kialtn] ‘fingernail’    [lola] ‘to speak improperly’    [paLa] ‘fence’

Watjarri (Douglas 1981: 207), spoken in the Murchison River area of Western Australia, is another language with a three-way contrast between lateral resonants. In this case, the contrast is between lateral resonants which are (all voiced) dental, alveolar and post-alveolar (slightly retroflex). Instances are:

*Lateral resonants in Watjarri*

[kulu] ‘sweet potato’    [kulu] ‘flea’
[puli] ‘cockatoo’    [puli] ‘carpet snake’
[kaJa] ‘armpit’    [kaJa] ‘fire’

An interesting example also mentioned by Ladefoged, Cochran and Disner (1977) is Kanite, a Papua New Guinea language related to Melpa, which has only one lateral, but it is the **velar lateral resonant**, for which the 1989 Kiel IPA Convention assigned the symbol [l]. The language exploiting the greatest number of lateral resonant segments is probably Kaitij, an Arandic language of central Australia spoken near Alice Springs, which uses contrasts between interdental, alveolar, retroflex palato-alveolar and palatal lateral resonants. Sample words are (Ladefoged, Cochran and Disner 1977: 49):

*Lateral resonants in Kaitij*

[alunj] ‘burrow’    [alunj] ‘to chase’
[aat] ‘sacred board’    [aXilk] ‘smooth’

The palatal lateral is not confined to contextual positions before palatal (front) vowels, as it is also found in such words as [kukuŋk] ‘to light’ and [ŋkuraŋ] ‘rib’ (Ladefoged, Cochran and Disner *ibid.*).

There is at least one language which has more than four lateral segments in its phonemic inventory (depending on the phonemic analysis), but in this case only three of them are lateral resonants. The others are voiceless lateral fricatives (together with a laterally affricated ejective stop – see chapter 12 on co-ordination for a discussion of affricated stops). The language in question is Coastal Chontal, a Tequistlatecan Otomanguean Mesoamerican Indian language of Central America (Suárez 1983: 36, citing Waterhouse 1962 and Waterhouse and Morrison 1950). The contrasting lateral segments concerned are [l, ñ, ñ̃, l, ñ, ñ̃], which are, respectively, a voiced lateral resonant, a voiced palatalized lateral resonant, a glottally checked lateral resonant, a voiceless lateral fricative, a voiceless palatalized lateral fricative, (and a glottally checked laterally affricated ejective stop). In the case of the first
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five of these, if palatalization and glottal checking were abstracted as separate phonological processes, then the phonemic inventory of lateral segments would drop to two, /l/ and /ɾ/. However, in Suárez’s account of this language, while glottal checking is a quite widespread process through the consonant system, palatalization is confined to lateral segments.

Lateral resonants can also be performed without voicing. In French, utterance-final dental lateral resonants following a voiceless oral stop have a contextually devoiced phonation type, as in [sup] ‘supple’. Word-internal lateral resonants in English are also devoiced, in many pronunciations of /l/ after a stressed syllable-initial voiceless oral stop, as in [pjɪz] ‘please’. (An alternative treatment of this as an example of aspiration is given in chapter 12, where the phenomenon of devoicing is also discussed).

Voiceless lateral resonants are occasionally found in contrastive use. One example comes from Burmese (Ladefoged 1971: 11), though Catford (1977a: 132) suggests that this case is in fact fricative not resonant:

Voiceless lateral resonants in Burmese
[la] ‘beautiful’ [la] ‘moon’

10.13.1 Flapped lateral resonant articulations

Neither trilled nor tapped resonants seem possible, for aerodynamic reasons, given the need to maintain a stricture of open approximation, avoiding audible friction. There are, however, a number of recorded examples of a flapped resonant in linguistic use, with a lateral aspect of articulation. Ladefoged (1971) makes the following comments:

The central-lateral dichotomy may be applied to flaps, but not to taps and trills. There are a number of languages in which sounds having the characteristic gesture involved in making a flap may have in addition a distinctly lateral quality; when the articulation is formed there is contact only in the center of the mouth, so that momentarily there is a position similar to that of an l. This kind of sound often occurs in languages which do not make a contrast between l and any form of r (e.g. Haya); but it also occurs as a third item contrasting with both l and some form of r in a number of languages. (Ladefoged 1971: 51–2)

Ladefoged (ibid.) then goes on to give some examples from Chaga (Chagga):

Alveolar trilled stop and alveolar flapped lateral resonant versus alveolar lateral resonant in Chaga
[riha] ‘to mash’ [liho] ‘exciting’ [liʃa] ‘something good’
[rina] ‘a hole’ [lika] ‘hide something’
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Vocoid symbols

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>unrounded</th>
<th></th>
<th>rounded</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>front</td>
<td>central</td>
<td>back</td>
<td>front</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>close</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>u</td>
<td>y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>close-mid</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>η, η</td>
<td>θ</td>
<td>θ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>open-mid</td>
<td>η</td>
<td>η</td>
<td>θ</td>
<td>θ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>open</td>
<td>η</td>
<td>η</td>
<td>θ</td>
<td>θ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Approximant symbols

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>unrounded</th>
<th></th>
<th>rounded</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>central</td>
<td>lateral</td>
<td>central</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>convex</td>
<td>retroflex</td>
<td>convex</td>
<td>retroflex</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>labiodental</td>
<td>v</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>alveolar</td>
<td>l, l</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>post-aveolar</td>
<td>l</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>palato-aveolar</td>
<td>l</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>palatal</td>
<td>j</td>
<td>η</td>
<td>η</td>
<td>labial-palatal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>velar</td>
<td>η</td>
<td>η</td>
<td>η</td>
<td>labial-velar</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

whispered/breathed approximant [ h ]
whispery voiced/breathy voiced approximant [ fi ]
('bunched'/'molar' 'r') voiced labial pre-velar approximant with tongue-tip retraction [ ψ ]

Figure 10.21 Summary of the phonetic symbols for vocoid and approximant segments of all types

Masica (1991: 97), in his account of Indo-Aryan languages of the Indian sub-continent, describes a voiced alveolar flapped lateral resonant [ l ] contrasting with an ‘ordinary’ voiced alveolar lateral resonant [ l ] as ‘a prominent feature of Oriya, Marathi-Konkani, Gujarati, most varieties of Rajasthan and Bili, Punjabi ... most dialects of West Pahari, and Kumauni’. He comments that it is absent from most other Indo-Aryan languages.
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10.14 Symbols for resonant articulations

The phonetic symbols for resonant segments of all types are summarized in figure 10.21. They can also be found in the IPA alphabet, reproduced in appendix I.

Further reading

The use and value of Daniel Jones' *Cardinal Vowel* scheme are discussed at length by Abercrombie (1967, 1985), Catford (1977a) and Ladefoged (1967).

Laver (1980: 68–92) offers a detailed review of the anatomy, physiology and acoustics of *nasality* on resonants and other segment-types, and of nasality as a personal extralinguistic feature of voice-quality.

Further reading on the typology of *vowel systems* in the languages of the world is given at the end of chapter 19, in the recommendations for phonetic 'universals' involving vowels.
11

Multiple articulations

The notion of **double articulation** has already been mentioned, in connection with vocoids made with simultaneous lingual and labial strictures of open approximation. This conformational aspect of articulation, where a segment is made with strictures of equal degree at two different locations, is applicable not only to vocoids, but also to stops and fricatives. Double articulation is transcribed by putting a superscript linker above the symbols for the two contributory articulations, giving [kp], for instance. (The tradition of placing the symbol for the velar element first, against the sequence of the general labelling convention adopted in this book, comes from long-established use in Africanist linguistics.)

11.1 **Double stop articulations**

Double stops occur in a number of languages, especially those of West Africa. Examples are Idoma (Ladefoged 1971: 59) and Isoko (Mafeni 1969: 116–117), which contrast voiceless and voiced double labial velar stops with the corresponding single labial and velar stops. Another example is Yoruba (Bamgbose 1969: 164–5), where double labial velar stops are in contrast to single velar and (voiced) labial stops:

*Labial velar stops in Idoma*

[agba] ‘jaw’  [aba] ‘palm nut’  [aga] ‘axe’

*Labial velar stops in Isoko*

[okpo] ‘namesake’  [ogbo] ‘plantation/orchard’
[uko] ‘cup’  [ugo] ‘tie-beam (of a house)’
[epe] ‘kind of tree’  [ebe] ‘leaves’

*Labial velar stops in Yoruba*

[kpe] ‘to call’  [gbe] ‘to carry’
[ke] ‘to cry’  [ge] ‘to cut’
[bo] ‘to peel’
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Figure 11.1 Sagittal cross-section of the vocal organs during the production of the medial phase of a voiceless labial velar stop [kp]

Figure 11.1 shows a sagittal view of the articulatory configuration of the vocal organs for the medial phase of the labial velar stop [kp].

In most West African languages, a nasal stop preceding an oral stop is made homorganic in place of articulation with the oral stop. When this oral stop is a double stop, the preceding nasal is also double. Efik thus has words like [jım̩k̩pep] 'I am teaching' (Cook 1969: 39). Efik is also unusual in West Africa in having the possibility of syllable-final consonants, and the situation arises where two single oral stops can follow each other. In such circumstances, the first stop is audibly released, and sequences like [ndepʰke] ‘I am not buying’ occur in Efik (Cook 1969: 38), in distinction to the earlier example.

One type of double stop occurs in English. In many British accents, when a word ending in a single oral stop is in utterance-final position, the oral stop is very often accompanied by a simultaneous glottal stop. In addition, such oral-plus-glottal double stops are not often audibly released (non-release, marked as [p'], is considered in more detail in chapter 12). The place of articulation of the final segment in each of the three English words map [məp'], mat [maʔtʰ] and mac [maʔk'], is then able to be identified, in this utterance-final position, only by the audible evidence of the articulatory offset transition at the end of the syllable-nuclear vocoid. A different type of double stop occurs in some individual accents of English in the United States. At the end of chapter 3, the example was cited of an American pronunciation of suggest as /səɡˈdɛst/. As well as the sequential form [səɡˈdɛst], the phonetic realization of this can involve a simultaneous double closure,
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giving an alveolar velar stop [ɬd], resulting in [soɬdəkst] (P. Roach, personal communication). A continental European example of double nasal stops comes from modern-day Provençal, the language still spoken by small numbers of speakers in the Provençal area of Southern France. Jones (1950: 43) cites Coustenoble's description (1945) of a labial velar nasal stop in [ɛɾjɪmpl/ɡɛːdo] 'employee', and of an alveolar velar nasal stop in ['kærɪnte] 'I sing'.

The majority of double stops in the languages of the world are probably labial velar combinations. A less frequent example is a possible labial alveolar double stop, said to be found in Bura, another West African language (Ladefoged 1971: 61, basing his comments on information from Carl Hoffman), where a voiceless labial alveolar stop is in contrast with a voiceless labial stop:

*Labial alveolar stops in Bura*

| [pɪʈa] 'bare'  | [paka] 'search' |
| [pɪsə] 'roast' | [psa] 'lay eggs' |
| [pʊʃi] 'sun'   | [pʃaəri] 'spread a net' |
| [bʊda] 'chew'  | [bala] 'dance' |

However, Maddieson (1983, basing his comments on an acoustic analysis of data supplied by Schuh and fieldwork tapes supplied by Ladefoged) partly counters this suggestion, stating that the performance of the words in Bura cited above often shows a sequence of a labial stop followed by an alveolar stop rather than a double labial alveolar stop. Maddieson does nevertheless concede that sometimes there is a brief period of simultaneous double closure during an overlap between a preceding labial stop and a following alveolar stop (1983: 290).

Labial alveolar double stops are also found in the Northwest Caucasian languages Abkhaz and Ubykh, where there is a triple contrast between [pɪ], [bɒ] and an ejective double labial alveolar stop [pɪɬ']. The labial element in these instances corresponds in other Northwest Caucasian languages to a secondary articulation (see section 11.4.1 below) of labialization of alveolar stops (Catford 1977b: 290).

11.2 Double fricative articulations

Double fricatives also occur. The accents associated with some dialects of Swedish are said to use a voiceless alveolar velar double fricative [ʃx], according to Abercrombie (1967: 65). Catford (1977a) reserves his position on the possibility of a double fricative articulation in the accent associated with the Skåne dialect of Swedish, and leans towards analysing it as a
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Secondary articulation. He suggests that 'apico-postalveolarised articulation possibly occurs in the south Swedish (Skåne) variant of [j], which appears to be apico-postalveolarised velar fricative [x'] – unless the articulation is actually co-ordinate' (Catford 1977a: 191).

Double labial velar fricatives, made with lip-rounding, occur in Urhobo of Southeastern Nigeria in contrast with double labial velar stops. Kelly (1969: 155) gives the following examples:

Labial velar fricatives in Urhobo

[oxʰ*o] 'person'  [oyβ*o] 'soup'
[ak̚po] 'world/earth'  [ogba] 'fence'

Kelly (1969: 156) describes these double fricatives as 'double articulations, like the plosives /kp/ and /gb/', but uses the symbols [x] and [yw].

The so-called 'whistling fricatives' of the African language Shona, spoken in Zimbabwe, are further examples of double fricatives, with one stricture being made at the alveolar place of articulation with a laminar aspect of tongue articulation, and the other at the labial location, with lip-rounding. They have been described by Bladon, Clark and Mickey (1987), Carter and Kahari (1979), Doke (1931a, 1931b), Fortune (1955), Ladefoged (1971) and Pongweni (1977, 1984). Bladon and his colleagues also mention that they have observed whistling fricatives in another language, Jibbali.

Ladefoged (1971: 60) gives examples of Shona contrasts between both voiced and voiceless double fricatives with corresponding single fricatives, one at the alveolar place of articulation with an apical tongue aspect, and the other at the alveolo-palatal place with a laminar aspect (Ladefoged's term for what is here called alveolo palatal is 'prepalatal'). Ladefoged (ibid.) says that 'In going from s to ðs to c there is increasing retardation and flattening of the tongue.' These comments are similar to Doke's, cited by Bladon, Clark and Mickey (1987: 40), where he states that:

In the formation of these peculiar sounds the tongue is not troughed as much as for [s] and [ðs]; but it is considerably flatter and there is a much wider space between the forward tongue-contacts. The main difference in sound, however, between [s] and [ðs] is due to the raising of the lower lip and general rounding of the lips in such a way as to lessen materially the opening. (Doke 1931a: 47–8)

Carter and Kahari (1979, part II: 3), also cited by Bladon, Clark and Mickey (1987), suggest that the non-labial part of the double fricatives is characterized by some degree of retroflexion.

Ladefoged's examples (suggested to him by George Fortune) are:
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Double labial alveolar fricatives versus alveolar and alveolo-palatal fricatives in Shona

[ʃʊʃʊse] ‘sugar ant’  [masoro] ‘big heads’  [mucoma] ‘be hoarse’
[βzoze] ‘all’  [mazorɔ] ‘turns’  [zozoma] ‘tuft of hair’

Bladon, Clark and Mickey (1987: 39) use the symbols [s*] and [z*] for the voiceless and voiced labial alveolar fricatives respectively. This is satisfactory from a language-internal point of view, where the prime need might be for a visible distinction to be simply drawn between the double fricatives and other fricatives in phonological opposition to them. But it is less satisfactory from a general phonetic perspective, in that it fails to acknowledge the double nature of the fricative structure (whistling is a special case of friction), and is confusable with alveolar fricatives that show only a secondary articulation of labialization.

When the two places of articulation in a fricative segment with a double structure are next to each other, the result is a longer corridor of constriction, forming a continuous extended stricture. Catford (1977a: 194–5) gives an example of what he calls a ‘contiguous’ articulation of this sort from the Bzyb dialect of Abkhaz, where a voiceless double uvular–pharyngeal fricative is in contrast with both a single uvular fricative and a single pharyngeal fricative:

**Voiceless double uvular–pharyngeal fricative versus voiceless single uvular and pharyngeal fricatives in Abkhaz (Bzyb dialect)**

[a ɣə] ‘head’  [a ɣə] ‘lead (n.)’  [a ʰawə] ‘air’

11.3 Resonant articulations with multiple strictures

It was said in chapter 10 on resonants that the performance of every vocoid qualifies by definition as a double articulation, since two structures of equal rank co-exist (both of open approximation), in the lingual and labial zones. The purpose of this section is to draw attention to the possibility of a third stricture being applied to the performance of certain types of vocoids.

The implication was allowed to stand in chapter 10 that the single active articulator within the mouth for the performance of vocoids was the body of the tongue, in dorsal articulations. For the vast majority of vocoid sounds in the languages of the world this is certainly true (Lindblom 1983: 239). The tip/blade of the tongue is relatively passive during the production of these vocoids, participating only to the extent that it shows traces of the perfor-
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mance of some preceding segment, or begins to anticipate the performance of some following segment. The only exception mentioned was a retroflex vocoid produced with the tip/blade of the tongue curled to present the tip or undertip to the roof of the mouth in a stricture of open approximation.

It is clear from the example of the retroflex vocoid that the tip/blade is sufficiently independent of the action of the body of the tongue that it can make its own contribution to the quality of the sound produced. Indeed, when a voiced alveolar fricative [z] is produced the tip/blade system is the principal active articulator, producing a stricture of close approximation, with the contribution of the body of the tongue being reduced to an enabling role. It is physiologically possible in the production of a vocoid for the tip/blade to be raised to the point where it contributes an audible colouring to the perceived quality of sound produced, but where the degree of stricture remains one of open approximation, at the alveolar place of articulation. In such a situation, one would have to say that a vocoid segment was being produced with a double oral articulation, one (dorsal) made by the body of the tongue and the other (apical or laminal) by the tip/blade. It would be a double apical dorsal vocoid (or, correspondingly, a laminal dorsal vocoid), where most vocoids are solely dorsal in their production. They are sometimes referred to in the phonetic literature as ‘apical vowels’, ‘coronal vowels’ or ‘blade vowels’. In the following discussion of an apical dorsal vocoid, the term ‘laminal’ could be interchanged with the term ‘apical’.

An apical dorsal vocoid is relatively rare in the languages of the world, but it occurs in at least two widely different geographical areas: in Szechuanese and (possibly) other dialects of Chinese; and in Swedish. In all four cases, the phonological status of the sound-type is allophonic, not phonemic. In Szechuanese, Scott (1947) states that in the pronunciation of ‘si, dzi, tsi and zj’, the fricative part of these articulations ‘is followed by a voiced sound made with the tip and blade of the tongue in approximately the position for z, little or no friction being produced. The sound has some resemblance to a retracted i’.

Norman (1988: 194) describes Mandarin Chinese, and especially the accents associated with the Northern and Central groups of Chinese dialects as using ‘apical vowels’. His description, however, is not of apical dorsal vocoids as such but of weak syllabic alveolar fricatives. In this description of Mandarin, Norman (1988: 142) writes that /i/ is represented as a weak syllabic [z] after [ts] and [tsʰ], but refers to it as an apical vowel. It is not quite clear whether Norman is using the term ‘vowel’ phonetically or phonologically. Ramsey (1987: 45) describes this Mandarin (Standard Chinese) sound only as ‘a syllabic z – like the buzzing noise American children make when they imitate the
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sound of a bee'. To the extent that local friction is audible on any individual occasion, then the phonetic status of the sound would no longer qualify as a vocoid, but straightforwardly as a syllabic fricative segment.

The positioning of the tongue tip/blade in producing an apical dorsal vocoid is quite critical, in that if the tip/blade is raised too little, it will have no audible contribution. If it is raised too much, local friction will be created. It would not be surprising if there were a good deal of free variation between the vocoid and the fricative type of segment in such circumstances, in the speech of an individual speaker. One would also expect that the fricative version would sound palatalized. Palatalization, as a secondary articulation, is explained in the next section.

At least one accent of Swedish is said to use apical dorsal vocoids, to represent a long, stressed /i:/ vowel. This accent is the one found in the eastern and northeastern part of the Östergötland dialect area, on the coast of Sweden, southeast of Stockholm. Pamp (1978, in Swedish) describes the sound involved as a 'strange, muffled buzzing sound' (translated by G. Blom, personal communication). It may be that what Pamp calls a 'buzzing sound' is a transitional element towards the end of the production of the apical dorsal vocoid when a short period of local alveolar friction may be produced.

An apico-dorsal resonant related to the segment described immediately above is also used in syllable-marginal position as an approximant, by speakers of Burushaski, the language isolate spoken by the Burusho tribe in Northwest Kashmir (Crystal 1987: 327), and in part of neighbouring Pakistan and Northwest India. Catford (1977a: 192) describes speakers of the Nagir dialect of Burushaski as using an 'apico-postalveolarized, dorso-palatal approximant', which he symbolizes as [y:], in words such as [ay.a] 'my-father' and [ba'y.am] 'mare'.

A possible symbol for this apical dorsal alveolar palatal resonant is [ʰi:]. The subscript diacritic symbol [.] associated with [ʰ] means 'more open', when attached to a symbol normally taken to represent a fricative segment. Another phonetic symbol for the apical dorsal alveolar palatal vocoid sound that has been used, which is probably preferable in its legibility, is [ɾ] (Lindblom 1986: 40). Catford’s symbol [y:], adopted from Lorimer (1935), is also legible, but runs the risk of confusion with the use of [.] as an indicator of phonological syllable division suggested in the 1989 IPA alphabet.

11.4 Secondary articulations

Double stops and double fricatives are comparatively rare in linguistic use. Much more frequently found in the languages of the world are examples of segments made with two simultaneous strictures, but where one
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is of a lower degree than the other. In these cases, the stricture with the greater degree of constriction is said to be the **primary stricture**, and the one of less degree the **secondary stricture**; the segment concerned is said to be made with **secondary articulation**.

11.4.1 **Labialization**

One very obvious example of segments made with a secondary articulation superimposed on the more primary stricture is that of a stop or a fricative made with the lips in a rounded position of open approximation. Sounds made in this way can be described as labialized sounds. **Labialization** is transcribed with a subscript or superscript 'w', as in English [ʃ'w] 'shoe'.

The segments representing consonants in the English utterance *Who'd choose prune juice?* are all labialized, as

\[
[h\text{wud}w f'\text{uz}w p'\text{wun}w ð'\text{wus}w]
\]

An alternative transcription for increased legibility would be one which abstracted the secondary articulation as a setting applying to all susceptible segments in the utterance, giving

\[
V[w[hud f'uz p\text{un} ð\text{us}]]
\]

The notion of segmental susceptibility to the effect of individual settings is more fully explained in chapter 13 below.

**Labialization** is found as a secondary articulation in virtually every language of the world. Labial action of this sort seems less focused in the stream of speech than some other articulatory features, and spreads easily from its major segmental origin to neighbouring segments, particularly in an anticipatory direction (Benguierel and Cowan 1974). In connected speech, when a segment occurs whose phonological identity requires a rounded lip position, it is usually the case that the preceding segments in the same syllable (and sometimes earlier ones) become labialized, provided that a different lip position is not phonologically mandatory for those segments. The relative independence of labialization from the articulatory activities which it colours is easily explained. The control of the lips as an articulatory system is physiologically independent of the control of the tongue and jaw as articulatory systems. Co-ordination in time of the labial system with the lingual and mandibular systems therefore tends to be loose, unless phonological requirements for more precise action are imperative.

Labialization of contoids can play a contrastive phonological role in a number of languages. These include Twi, a language of Ghana (E.K.
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Brown, personal comunication), and Luganda, a language of East Africa (Ladefoged 1971: 65):

Contrastive labialization in Twi
[èɛ̃'i] 'it thrusts'    [èɛ̃i] 'it fears, shuns'    [èɛ̃i] 'it wrings'
[âk'â] 'a round'    [âkâ] 'sonebody')
about way' has bitten'

Contrastive labialization in Luganda
[mb'ro] 'dog'    [mbala] 'termite'

Labialization also plays a contrastive role on non-labial stops and fricatives in the languages of the Northwest Caucasus, occurring not only on alveolar, alveo-lo-palatal and velar segments, but also on uvular ones, in such languages as Abkhaz, Abaza and Ubykh (Catford 1977b: 290). It is the contrastive use of secondary articulations that make the consonant systems of the languages of the Northwest Caucasus famously complex. In one analysis, Ubykh, for example, has eighty contrastive elements in its phonemic consonantal system (Comrie 1981:202). To a less extent, this complexity is also characteristic of the languages of the Northeast Caucasus. Tabassaran, a Lezgian language of the Dagestan highlands of the Northeast Caucasus, uses labialization contrastively on uvular ejective stops (Comrie 1981: 201):

Labialization on uvular ejective stops in Tabassaran
[naq'] 'grave'    [naq'] 'yesterday'

A rather unusual incidence of labialization in a contrastive role is found in the accent of the Bzhedug dialect of Adyghe in the Northwest Caucasus, where it is applied to a glottal stop (Comrie 1981: 203). In a very different language group, Thompson, which is a Salishan language spoken in the southern part of British Columbia, uses labialization contrastively on ejective velar stops (J. Harris, personal communication):

Labialization on ejective velar stops in Thompson
[ëk'inh ] 'to scrape off (anything)'
[ e:k'inh] 'to scrape hair off a hide'

11.4.2 Labiodentalization

Labiodentalization is a secondary articulation where the lower lip is brought into open approximation with the upper front teeth simultaneously with some other more primary stricture. It is rare in a contrastive role. It is found in Abkhaz in the Northwest Caucasus, on alveolar affricate segments (affricates are explained in chapter 12 below). It is also found in some neigh-
bouring Lezgian languages, including Tabassaran, where [s] and the affricate [ts] are contrastively labiodentalized, according to Catford (1977b: 290).

Labiodentalization, which can be marked with a superscript [u], is quite common as an extralinguistic idiosyncrasy of particular individuals. In English, it is sometimes heard as a segmental feature modifying [s] and [z], and is not uncommon as a modification of [i].

Two other secondary articulations are also not uncommon in languages, either with a contrastive or a contextual phonological function. These are **palatalization** and **velarization**.

### 11.4.3 Palatalization

Palatalization involves the body of the tongue being used to constrict the vocal tract in a stricture of open approximation at the palatal location, as an accompaniment to a stricture of greater degree. Auditorily, the effect of palatalization is often impressionistically described as giving a segment a 'clear' quality. The body of the tongue is in a position analogous to that of a close front vocoid. In the performance of palatalized segments in many languages, the secondary stricture tends to be relaxed from the palatal location relatively slowly, and this then gives the offset phase of the palatalized segment a characteristically [j]-like offset (or, to put it another way, gives the following segment a [j]-like onset).

Palatalization is transcribed by attaching a small superscript [i] to the relevant segmental symbol, as in [z]. Figure 11.2 shows a sagittal view of the articulatory configuration for the medial phase of a palatalized (voiced)

---

**Figure 11.2** Sagittal cross-section of the vocal organs during the production of the medial phase of a palatalized voiced alveolar stop [d̪]

---
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alveolar stop [d]. Catford (1977a) discusses the case of Russian (the symbols quoted here are adapted to the conventions of this book):

Russian, and several other Slavic languages, opposes a whole series of palatalized consonants to non-palatalized ones. Thus, in addition to [p, b, m, f, v, t, d, n, l, r, s, z] Russian has [pl, bl, ml, fl, vl, dl, nl, l, r, sl, zl]. In the bilabial and labiodental series, where the secondary articulation is formed by a quite separate organ from the primary articulation, consonants such as [pl, bl] simply consist of simultaneous (not successive) articulation of [p, b] and [fl]. In the palatalized consonants of the dentalveolar zone some modification of the primary articulation occurs. Thus, while Russian [l] and [dl] as in [lot] 'that' and [da] 'yes' are normally apicodental, the [fl] and [dl] of [flota] 'aunt' and [dleto] 'uncle' are normally lamino-alveolar or even lamino-postalveolar; moreover, they are often somewhat affricated, sounding rather like palatalized lamino-(post)alveolar [tsl, dsl]. (Catford 1977a: 192)

Catford (1977a: 183) gives some examples of palatalized and non-palatalized stops in Russian:

*Palatalized and non-palatalized stops in Russian*

[pil] 'drank'  [plp] 'glow'
[lul] 'tulle'  [ut] 'here'

Among the languages of the Northwest Caucasus, Abkhaz, Abazin and Ubykh all have palatalized uvular stops and fricatives, in contrast with corresponding uvular segments with no secondary articulation. In the palatalized uvular segments, the part of the body of the tongue forward of the primary uvular stricture 'is raised up towards the hard palate, forming a longitudinally extended articulation' Catford (1977b: 290). In the Abdzakh dialect of Adyghe, the Northwest Caucasian language mentioned above, palatalization plays a contrastive role on a glottal stop (Catford 1977b: 289).

Many accents of English use a secondary articulation on [l] involving simultaneous palatal stricture of open approximation, before vocoids and [j], giving 'clear' [l] sounds in words like leaf [lif], laugh [laf] and value [val]. Since [l] is itself a segment made with a stricture of open approximation, this could qualify as an example of double articulation, rather than as secondary articulation. To retain consistency of usage with the majority of textbooks, we can accept that the lateral resonant stricture is of higher (sub-)degree in one respect than the secondary palatalizing stricture, in that lateral aspects of articulation by definition entail a partial blockage in the necessary central contact between active and passive articulators. It was this fact of partial
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(central) blockage, it will be recalled, that qualified lateral segments as con-
toids rather than vocoids. A clear [l] can thus perhaps reasonably continue
to be called a palatalized [l], maintaining the implication of a primary and
secondary articulation, rather than of a double articulation.

Another instance of palatalization comes from the very different group of
example from Waalubal, a dialect of the Pama-Nyungan language Banjaland:

**Palatalization in Waalubal Banjaland**

[bandan] 'other'  [bandanibe] 'only covered'

It is possible that in the Waalubal word above meaning ‘only covered’ that
what is here transcribed with [d] is in fact rather a voiced palatal stop [j].
This possibility is reinforced by noting that the voiced nasal stop preceding
[d] has a palatal place of articulation, and although it is articulatorily possi-
ble to make a palatal-to-alveolar-to-palatal segmental sequence in the way
transcribed, it is more likely that palatality runs right through the sequence.
If what is transcribed in fact [j], then this would no longer be an example
of secondary palatalization, but merely of the palatal off-glide normally
associated with the release of a palatal stop into a following vocoid.

11.4.4 **Velarization**

Velarization, where the body of the tongue constricts the vocal
tract in a stricture of open approximation at the velar location simultane-
ously with another stricture of greater degree at some other location, is tran-
scribed by placing a small superscript [v] after the relevant symbol for the
primary articulation, as in [l̩]. (The usage of indicating velarization by writ-
ing a tilde through the body of the segmental symbol, as in [l], is also
approved under the agreements of the 1989 IPA Kiel Convention, though
this sometimes results in relatively illegible composite symbols.)

Velarization is used in Russian. The non-palatalized series of Russian
c Sonorants mentioned in the section immediately above ‘tend to be velar-
ized, some more than others’ (Catford 1977a: 192). Figure 11.3 gives a sagi-
tal view of the articulatory configuration for the medial phase of a velarized
(voiced) alveolar stop [d̩].

The auditory effect of velarization is often said impressionistically to give
a ‘dark’ quality to the segment concerned. When the velarizing component is
relaxed relatively slowly, the offset of the primary stricture (or the onset of
the following segment) has an [u]-like quality. In many English accents, an
[l] which is often described as ‘dark’ is used in post-vocoid syllable-final
position, in words like ‘feel’ [fi̞l] (in some accents, for example of New York
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Figure 11.3 Sagittal cross-section of the vocal organs during the production of the medial phase of a velarized voiced alveolar stop [d̚]

English, darkness is a characteristic of [l] in all contextual positions). The same comments apply to the ‘secondary’ nature of velarization on lateral resonants as to palatalization.

According to J. Harris (personal communication), contrastive velarization is used in the accent of the Tarawa dialect of Ikiribati (Gilbertese), an Austronesian language spoken in the Gilbert Islands, and in Marshallese, another Austronesian language spoken in the Marshall Islands:

*Velarization in Ikiribati*

[m̚iː] ‘to dream’ [m̚iː] ‘result’

*Velarization in Marshallese*

[l̚e] ‘Mr, Sir’ [l̚e] ‘Ms, Madam’

A paralinguistic use of velarization is also reported by Harris (personal communication), as a marker of a threatening tone of voice in the Bangkok accent of Thai, in an otherwise identical sequence using the same lexical tones:

*Paralinguistic use of velarization in Thai (Bangkok).*

[t̚iːn̚a] ‘(I’m going to) hit (you)’ (neutral statement)

[t̚iːm̚a] ‘(I’m going to) hit (you)’ (very threatening statement)

11.4.5 *Pharyngealization*

*Pharyngealization*, where the root of the tongue is drawn back towards the back wall of the pharynx (or alternatively where the constrictor
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muscles of the pharynx reduce its diameter), gives a similar auditory effect as a secondary articulation to that of velarization. Like velarization, pharyngealization is often described impressionistically as imparting a 'dark' quality to segments, and can be transcribed by using a superscript ['] diacritic, as in [n'].

Pharyngealization occurs as an important vehicle for phonological contrasts in the different dialects of Arabic, as the manifestation of 'emphasis' (Al-Ani 1970). Emphasis is a common feature of the many different Arabic languages, and of some other Semitic languages. Arab grammarians have commented on the phenomenon since the eighth century, and traditionally ascribe emphasis (mutbaqa in Arabic) to consonants rather than vowels, giving rise to the phrase 'emphatic consonants' (Kuriyagawa et al. 1988: 117), although pharyngealization of a given consonant inevitably has an influence on the detailed articulation of neighbouring (especially preceding) vocoids.

Emphasis in this sense is a phonological concept, not to be confused with the everyday notion of emphasis meaning 'making more prominent'. Examples of pairs of words from the Arabic of Qatar whose identification depends on the presence versus absence of pharyngealization are (Bukshaisha 1985):

Pharyngealization in Qatari Arabic

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Non-emphatic</th>
<th>Emphatic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[t̪̥^ir] 'she sprinkles'</td>
<td>[t̪̥^iːr] 'she harms'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[χal] 'to leave'</td>
<td>[χal] 'vinegar'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The effect of this sort of pharyngealization often spreads considerably back beyond the syllable-final segment, into the syllable-nuclear vocoid, distorting the onset to the vocoid (Norlin 1985). When both initial and final consonants are emphatic, the effect of pharyngealization spreads throughout the syllable, retracting front vowels to a more central position. Further examples of emphasis, manifested as secondary pharyngealization, are found in Tamazight, a Berber language of North Africa (Saib 1978: 940), and in Jordanian Arabic (Kuriyagawa et al. 1988):

Pharyngealization in Tamazight Berber

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Non-emphatic</th>
<th>Emphatic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[iβːa] 'he divided'</td>
<td>[iβ̣ːa] 'he started'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[izi] 'gall-bladder'</td>
<td>[iẓi] 'a fly'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Pharyngealization in Jordanian Arabic

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Non-emphatic</th>
<th>Emphatic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[si:b] 'let go (imp.)'</td>
<td>[sʰi:b] 'hit a target (imp.)'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[siːh] 'travel (imp.)'</td>
<td>[sʰi:ʃ] 'cry (imp.)'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[tuːb] 'repent'</td>
<td>[tʰuːb] 'bricks (noun)'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Retraction of the body and root of the tongue into the pharynx in pharyngealized segments tends both to retract the position of vocoids, and to lower them. It also tends to cause retraction of the place of articulation of associated contoids. This was made clear by a radiographic study of retraction (tafkhim) associated with emphasis in Egyptian (Alexandrian) Arabic by Al-Ani and El-Daleel (1984). Figure 11.4 is a reproduction of their tracings of sagittal sections of the midline of the tongue in comparisons of plain versus emphatic versions of the pronunciation of /t/, in three contexts – before /u/, /i/ and /a/. In all three cases, the emphatic articulation shows not only relative retraction and lowering of the body of the tongue, but also retraction of the tongue tip/blade contact for the alveolar closure.

Pharyngealization is used contrastively in some of the languages of the Caucasus. Catford (1977b: 290) reports that 'pharyngalization occurs with labials and uvulars in Ubykh, and with uvular fricatives only in the Bzyb dialect of Abkhaz. In both these languages we have the usual phenomenon of the co-occurrence of the features labialized and pharyngalized on uvulars'.

Catford (1977a: 182,193) also mentions that pharyngealized 'vowels occur in several Caucasian languages of Dagestan, notably in the Tsez languages Tsez and Khwarshi, and in several of the Lezgian languages'. He gives the example of Tsakhur, in which 'pharyngealized [i, e' a, o, i] all occur, in contrast with non-pharyngealized vowels of the same types'. Catford (1977a: 193) adds that 'pharyngealized sounds involve some degree of contraction of the pharynx either by the root of the tongue, or by lateral compression of the faucal pillars and some raising of the larynx, or a combination of these'. The (rear of the two sets of) faucal pillars are a pair of muscles which link the soft palate to the larynx, whose function is to lower the velum or raise the larynx, depending on which structure is braced against their pull. They run vertically down the side walls of the pharynx, and in contraction narrow the side-to-side dimension of the pharynx.

The auditory effect of pharyngealization gives an impression of slight 'strangulation'. Catford (1977a: 182) describes it as adding a slightly 'squeezed' quality to the Tsez and Lezgian speech-sounds mentioned above, and says that it 'tends to impart a somewhat “fronted” [advanced] quality to back vowels, both in terms of auditory impression and (acoustically)'. An
apparent contradiction thus exists between the auditory effects of pharyngealization in Arabic (where it supports the articulatory evidence that the tongue body and blade are retracted), and its effects in Caucasian languages (where the auditory effect gives an impression of fronting of the tongue body). There are several possible explanations. One is that pharyngealization in Arabic is chiefly a matter of an articulatory adjustment of the body
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of the tongue towards the back wall of the pharynx, but that pharyngealization in Caucasian languages is achieved principally by an adjustment of the root of the tongue. If this movement of the root of the tongue is associated with a raising of the larynx, then the consequence for the tongue body could well be a rotational adjustment upwards and forwards, resulting effectively in the articulatory (and hence auditory and acoustic) fronting of vocoids. Another possibility is that retraction of the tongue root combined with vocal-tract shortening by raising the larynx results in an acoustic adjustment which is analogous to (and hence heard as) the acoustic correlate of fronting of the tongue body. This second hypothesis would be an instance of acoustic equivalence.

11.4.6 Laryngealization

The final type of secondary articulation to be discussed is laryngealization. This is a process where the primary supralaryngeal articulation is accompanied by a secondary stricture at the glottal level. This consists of an articulatory tendency to create a glottal constriction, which normally fails nevertheless to reach the maximum stricture of a full glottal stop.

The mode of phonation associated with laryngealization tends to be one of creaky voice or creak. It is therefore a moot point whether laryngealization should be regarded chiefly as a modification of phonation type, as Abercrombie (1977: 101) and Ladefoged (1971: 61) suggest, or whether, because a gesture towards glottal constriction is involved, it should be regarded as having an articulatory component as well. The latter position is adopted in this book. In either characterization, laryngealization is not completely tied to a particular segmental location, and can spread fairly freely into the other parts of the host syllable. Laryngealization which falls short of a complete glottal stop will be symbolized here by using the subscript tilde for creaky phonation. If the laryngealizing gesture results in a complete glottal stop, then the full linear symbol for a glottal stop [ʔ] will be used.

In Danish, laryngealization is given the name ‘stød’. Fischer-Jørgensen (1985: 58) offers the following description:

The Danish stød is a prosodic phenomenon connected with certain syllables. It generally shows up as a decrease in intensity and (often) pitch, in distinct speech ending in irregular vibrations (creaky voice), in very emphatic speech probably sometimes in a glottal closure. A distinction is often made between ‘stød in the vowel’ and ‘stød in the consonant’. But the stød is not, primarily, connected with the specific segments. The irregularities (or dip of the F0- or intensity curves) are generally found about 10–15 cm after the start of the vowel: therefore,
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if the vowel is long they will coincide with the end of the vowel, and if
the vowel is short with the beginning of the following sonorant
consonant. The stød therefore requires for its manifestation a certain
stretch of voicing.

(The term 'sonorant' in the above quotation refers to resonant contoid and
approximant segments. 'Fθ' stands for the fundamental frequency, or pitch,
of the voice, which is discussed in chapter 15 below.)

give the following pairs of words testifying to the phonemic status of stød in
Danish:

Laryngealization ('stød') in Danish

[ven] 'friend'          [ven] 'turn!' (imp.)
[vel] 'well'            [vel] 'spring!' (imp.)
[du] 'you'              [du] 'tablecloth'
[ben] 'beans'           [ben] 'peasants'
[man] 'one' (impers.)   [man] 'man'
[doi] 'you' (obl.)      [doi] 'dough'
[sbel] 'play' (noun)    [sbel] 'play' (imp.)

The transcriptions in Anderson, Ewen and Staun (1985) actually use [?] instead of the symbol [ ], characterizing the use of a glottal stop symbol as a 'broad' usage. Their choice is less desirable than the one made in this book, because they are choosing to represent a scalar phenomenon by its extreme value. In addition, Lehiste (1970: 89) cites Ringaard (1960, 1962) in support of her view that stød should not be analysed as a glottal stop in Danish, in that there are some dialects where stød is actually in contrast with a glottal stop. Fischer-Jørgensen (1985: 197) is emphatic that stød in normal Danish speech is not a glottal stop. She does suggest though, that 'one might describe an exaggerated stød as a glottal stop, a strong stød as a creak, and a milder stød as creaky voice' (1985: 181).

The phonology of stød in Danish is complex (Basbøll 1972, 1985), as is its history (Fischer-Jørgensen 1987), which is probably related to that of word accents in the Scandinavian languages (Gårding 1977, Liberman 1976, Ringaard 1978), described in chapter 15. According to Anderson, Ewen and Staun (1985), who cite the work of Pedersen (1973), the phonetics of stød in Danish are fairly well agreed to consist of a glottal constriction which seldom reaches complete closure, with creak or creaky voice as the accompanying phonation type. It is clear from the quotation above from Fischer-Jørgensen (1985), however, that this is only part of the physiological process associated with the production of stød.
Linear segmental analysis

Laryngealization also occurs in English, particularly in Received Pronunciation as pronounced by many speakers, and in a number of other British accents, in a process which has been variously called ‘glottal reinforcement’, ‘pre-glottalization’ and ‘glottalization’ (Andræsen 1968; Christopherson 1952; Higginbottom 1964; O’Connor 1952; Roach 1973). Roach (1973: 10) describes ‘glottalization’ as follows: ‘The essential characteristic of this glottalization is that the oral closure for /p/, /t/ or /k/ is preceded by a glottal closure, but there is much variation from one accent to another in terms both of the distribution of the glottal closure and of its articulatory characteristics (especially the duration of the closure)’. Roach transcribes glottalization by means of a [ʔ] symbol inserted before the relevant voiceless oral stop symbol, and gives the following rule as one amongst several for his own accent: ‘the plosives /p/, /t/ and /k/ are glottalized in my accent when they follow a vowel (whether stressed or unstressed) and precede one of certain consonants. This set of consonants comprises plosives, fricatives (including /h/, affricates and nasals), but excludes /l/, /r/, /w/ and /j/’ (Roach 1973: 12). He gives the following examples:

*Laryngealization in British English (RP)*

[ɑʔtɪk] ‘arctic’  
[prʔkɔn] ‘popcorn’  
[drʔkʰteɪɾn] ‘dictation’  
[ɪlʔktrɪfrɪkeɪɾn] ‘electrification’  
['stalaʔktant] ‘stalactite’

Because glottalization does not occur when the consonant after the /p, t, k/ is one of /l, r, w, j/, words such as *mattress, chocolate, accurate* and *equal* show no inserted glottal element. Another rule Roach gives is that voiceless fricatives before the oral stop suppress glottalization, hence *bests* [bests] and *whisks* [wɪks]. But a preceding nasal stop or lateral resonant does not suppress the glottalization, hence *belts* [bɛlts] and *winks* [wɪŋks].

If laryngealization, to revert to the term preferred in this book, were to consist in these cases solely of an inserted glottal stop, then a multiple articulation would exist only as a laryngealizing influence on the preceding segment before the inserted stop. If the form of the laryngealization were a complete glottal closure, and it were to be prolonged into the closure phase of the following oral stop, then this would be an example of a double stop articulation. In some speakers of Received Pronunciation, complete glottal closure does not appear to be reached, at least not before the oral closure for the following stop is achieved. In such cases, the laryngealizing tendency will be audible as a secondary articulation on the segments preceding the oral stop, and will be comparable to the descriptions given above for *stød* in Danish.
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Roach followed his earlier study on laryngealization in British English with an instrumental investigation, examining the actions of the larynx by means of a direct-viewing fiberoptic laryngoscope and cineradiography (Roach 1979). He was able to establish that the process of laryngealization in his own RP accent was achieved by closure not only of the vocal folds but also of the ventricular vocal folds and aryepiglottic folds (structures in the upper part of the larynx above the true vocal folds). He also observed that 'the larynx is raised during the laryngeal closure, causing a rise in intraoral air pressure before release of the closure' (Roach 1979: 2). Laryngealization is thus an appropriate name for the action concerned, since it involves the whole larynx rather than only the vocal folds. Roach also comments that 'complex laryngeal closure similar to this has been observed in Danish (Ringaard, 1960, 1962) and in Swedish (Lindqvist-Gauffin, 1969, 1972; Gauffin, 1977) and in American English (Fujimura and Sawashima, 1971) by means of a fiberoptic laryngoscope' (Roach ibid.).

Laryngealization has a contrastive status in Bwe Karen, a central dialect of Karen, which is a tonal language of the Tibeto-Burman family spoken in Burma (Henderson 1982: 10–11). Tonal phenomena are more fully discussed in chapter 15, but in this case the contrasts between the words involved also exploit a choice between three patterns of relative pitch on the individual syllables – high level, mid level and low level. Laryngealization in this language is independent of the tonal elements, however.

Laryngealization in Bwe Karen

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>High level tone</th>
<th>Mid level tone</th>
<th>Low level tone</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[ʰwi] ‘prophet’</td>
<td>[wi] ‘tasty’</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[wa] ‘finished’</td>
<td>[we] ‘rain’</td>
<td>[we] ‘smelt’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

11.5 The phonological patterns of secondary articulations

In languages such as Russian, English and Arabic where secondary articulations like palatalization, velarization or pharyngealization play a contrastive or contextual phonological role, it is more usual for segments with a secondary articulation to be differentiated from segments which have only a single stricture ('plain' segments), rather than from segments with a different secondary articulation. In Arabic, pharyngealized (or velarized) consonants are in contrast with plain segments. In Russian, depending on the accent involved, palatalized consonants are in contrast with plain consonants, or plain consonants in contrast with velarized consonants. An example from the Moscow accent (J. Harris, personal communication) is:
Linear segmental analysis

Plain versus velarized stops in Russian (Moscow)
[dal] 'distance'          [dal'] 'gave'

Ward (1964: 389) gives a different transcription (for an unspecified accent of Russian), where he indicates a contrast between palatalized and plain consonants:

Plain versus palatalized stops in Russian
['nos/ti/] 'carries'       [na'sit/] 'to carry'
['vinas] 'carrying out'    [vinasit] 'to give birth to'

In Malayalam, a language of South India, however, there is a triple distinction between three different 'r'-sounds, two with secondary articulation. These are 'a short alveolar trill with slight secondary velarization', 'a denti-alveolar or dental trill with secondary palatalization' and a retroflex palato-alveolar resonant (Butlin 1936):

Secondary articulations in Malayalam
[kar'ya] 'sap'     [kapi] 'coast'     [kapi] 'punt-pole'

In Gaelic, as spoken in Applecross on the west coast of Scotland, secondary palatalization is in contrast with secondary velarization, on both nasal stops and lateral resonants (Ternes 1973, reviewed by Wells 1975):

Secondary articulations in Scottish Gaelic (Applecross)
[tayun'a] 'two men'   [tayun'vo] 'two guns'
[salvik] 'to salt'    [salvox] 'dirty'

In the case of /r/ in Applecross Gaelic, a plain version [r] is in contrast with a velarized [r'] (Ternes 1973), as in:

Plain versus velarized [r] in Scottish Gaelic (Applecross)
[r'in] 'shared'          [r'in'] 'to share'

The diacritic ['] in the examples immediately above indicates a slightly longer duration for the vocoid concerned. Matters of relative duration are dealt with in chapter 14.

11.6 The ambiguous use of 'ization' labels

The place of articulation of the secondary stricture is labelled by an appropriate adjective ending in 'izated': hence 'labialized', 'palatalized', 'velarized', etc. It is important to be aware that terms such as 'palatalized' are frequently encountered in the literature of general and historical linguistics in a quite different sense. Lass makes a useful distinction, commenting on 'palatalization and the like'. He writes:
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These are used in two basic ways: **statically**, as names for secondary articulations (a palatalized consonant has superimposed [i]-colour), and **dynamically**, as names for processes (to palatalize is to impose such colour). But this isn't as troublesome as the ambiguous use of the process sense: 'to palatalize' can not only be to impose [i]-colouring, but to turn a non-palatal into a palatal. Thus not only [t] > [tʰ], but [tʰ] > [c] or [k] > [c] are palatalizations, as traditionally are [k] > [tʃ], [s] > [ʃ], etc. The same holds for the other '-ization' terms. (Lass 1984a: 169)

The use of terms such as 'palatalization' will be reserved in this book to refer only to secondary articulation, whether this is in a static or dynamic sense.

11.7 **Symbols for double articulations and secondary articulations**

Symbols for double and secondary articulations are presented in the IPA alphabet reproduced in appendix I.

**Further reading**

**Primary, secondary and double articulations** are discussed at some length in Brosnahan and Malmberg (1970) and Pike (1943) – both in a slightly different terminology – and in Catford (1977a).
PART V

Articulatory co-ordination and phonetic settings
12

Intersegmental co-ordination

Segments have been described so far as instances of segment-types, and discussion has been focused on the defining characteristics of the segments concerned, as if each were occurring as an individual event isolated in time and independent of neighbouring articulatory context. This was helpful for initial exposition, and at that stage it was unnecessary to say very much about the detailed nature of the onset and offset transitions of segments. We now need to move beyond this initial approach, however, because in real speech segments cannot occur in isolation. As serial elements of a multisegmental utterance of continuous speech, all segments have contextual neighbours. These are either adjacent segments on both sides, or a segment on one side and utterance-marginal silence on the other. Even as single segments, a segment has contextual neighbours of utterance-marginal silence on both sides. In all cases, the articulatory events that make up the segment concerned have to be co-ordinated with those of the neighbouring context.

The detailed mode of this integrating co-ordination is open to phonetic and phonological control, and the articulation of segments can therefore show a variety of co-ordinary relationships with the contexts in which they are embedded. These relationships involve some of the most interesting and intricate phenomena in the control of speech production, and give rise to issues that have often been found problematic. A range of different types of co-ordination is described in the sections below. The first type to be discussed is the temporal integration of articulatory and phonatory events at the margins of segments in the onset and offset phases, in the devoicing process.

12.1 The devoicing process

The timing of voicing relative to that of articulatory events, as a reflection of the interplay between contextual factors and options of phonetic control, is one of the prime examples of intersegmental co-ordination. A wide-ranging review of issues associated with the control of timing of voicing relative to articulatory actions can be found in Docherty (1992).
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In the discussion of articulation in the preceding chapters, segments have been characterized as voiced, voiceless or whispered. But because the control of the phonatory system is physiologically independent of that of the articulatory system, segments can vary in the detailed timing of onset or offset of a given phonatory state in such a way that voicing would have to be described as starting late, or as ending early, in relation to the supralaryngeal articulatory events of a segment.

When the voicing for a given segment starts late, or ends early, in the above terms, it is said to be partially devoiced. When the voicing starts late, the segment is said to be initially devoiced. When the voicing ends early, the segment is said to be finally devoiced. Different languages (and different accents within a given language) can partly be characterized by their different choices of such co-ordination of articulatory and phonatory timing.

Instances of different onset and offset timing of voicing within segments

![Figure 12.1 Schematic diagram of different categories of devoicing](image)
can be seen in the relationship between voicing and alveolar friction in the realizations of /z/ in different contexts in English (RP). In utterance-initial *zoo* (/zu/), voicing for the alveolar fricative [z] typically begins (in most accents) slightly later than the alveolar friction, showing initial devoicing. This late onset can be thought of as an accent-specific accommodation of phonatory behaviour to the preceding silence. The initial devoicing in late voicing-onset can be transcribed by using the subscript 'voiceless' diacritic, placing it to the left of the symbol, giving [zu].

Early offset of voicing can be heard in the realization of /z/ in utterance-final *ooze* (/uz/), where voicing characteristically fades out earlier (in most accents) than the alveolar friction, as a similar accent-specific accommodation to silence. Final devoicing in early voicing-offset of this sort is transcribed by displacing the subscript voiceless diacritic to the right, giving [uz]. Utterance-medial /z/, by comparison, in words like *oozing* /uziŋ/, tends in most accents of English to be pronounced with voicing throughout the

---

**Figure 12.1** (for legend, see opposite page)
fricative duration, as [uzn]. The different categories of devoicing are shown diagrammatically in the two parts of figure 12.1.

A distinction can thus be drawn between full voicing for a segment, where voicing lasts for the whole duration of the segment, and partial voicing, where it lasts for only part of the segment’s duration. A small problem of analysis needs to be clarified at this point. When considering the onset and offset of segments internal to an utterance, one segment’s offset transition overlaps with the onset of the next segment. This could result in confusion in particular cases about whether devoicing of an individual segment was full or partial, unless some convention about phasing is agreed. It may be helpful, therefore, to emphasize again that the boundaries of the medial phase of approximants and other vocoids are less distinctly identifiable than those in stops and fricatives. In a stop segment, the medial phase lasts from the first to the last instant of complete closure. In a fricative segment, the medial phase lasts from the first to the last instant of close approximation and audible friction.

In both cases, there are clearcut articulatory and auditory criteria for locating the boundaries of the medial phase, and hence for the onset and offset phases. In the case of approximants and other vocoids, however, when these occur in connected speech, it is not as practicable to isolate the precise boundaries of a medial phase. The vocal organs will tend to pass through the articulatory target identified by the representative phonetic label, but the essence of nearly all syllable-marginal approximants, and of all syllable-nuclear vocoids except monophthongs, is that the active articulators are in continuous movement from onset to offset. Even in the case of monophthongs, auditory or instrumental identification of the boundaries of any medial phase can seldom be exact. This difficulty notwithstanding, it remains convenient to persist with the convenient notion of a medial phase in approximants and other vocoids, in order to relate the notion of a representative target position to articulatory action, even if the exact boundaries of the phase cannot be precisely identified on given occasions.

In the light of this discussion, it becomes possible to say that for a stop or a fricative to have full voicing, this voicing must be in evidence throughout the medial phase of the segment. Any devoicing of stops or fricatives therefore has to involve an absence of voicing during some part of the medial phase of such segments. In approximants and other vocoids, full voicing must involve continuous voicing throughout onset, medial and offset phases — throughout the whole segment, in other words. This convention will be particularly helpful when we come to consider the phenomenon of aspiration, or voice-onset delay, in section 12.2.
Partial voicing in the devoicing process is the product of adjustment to a neighbouring voiceless context, (either silence or an adjacent voiceless segment). A classificatory problem potentially arises from the case where, on a particular occasion of utterance, the devoicing process becomes so extensive as to result in a segment entirely without voicing throughout its medial phase. (For convenience of discussion, this might be described as **fully devoiced**; it will be identified by adding a centred subscript voiceless diacritic to the corresponding voiced symbol, as in [\(\tilde{z}\)].) Should [\(z\)] and voiceless [s] be regarded as fully identical? Or should [\(z\)] be classified as a separate type of segment from [s]? This classificatory dilemma typically gives rise to such frequent misunderstanding in the minds of students that a brief discussion may be helpful.

From a phonatory point of view, a fully devoiced segment such as [\(\tilde{z}\)], and the voiceless segment symbolized as [s], are identical. The phonatory equivalence between fully devoiced and voiceless segments is underlined by the practice of transcribing sounds which are voiceless, but for which no separate voiceless symbols exist, by adding the voiceless diacritic to the corresponding voiced symbol. This creates full ambiguity between the representations of the relevant pair of devoiced and voiceless segments. It will be recalled that voiceless nasal stops, for instance, have no independent symbols. A voiceless labial nasal stop, to take one example, is therefore transcribed by using the symbol [\(\hat{m}\)]. A fully devoiced labial stop would also be symbolized as [\(\hat{m}\)]. However, when separate symbols are available for the devoiced and the voiceless segments, such as [\(\tilde{z}\)] and [s], the use of the devoiced symbol [\(\tilde{z}\)] in such a case, in preference to [s], might have a number of motivations.

First, there is an obvious phonological basis for identifying some particular segment as being devoiced – that is, as having 'lost' the voicing that in some sense 'belongs' to the phonetic manifestation of that phonological unit in other contexts and other circumstances. Using the convention of capitalizing phonological feature labels introduced in section 4.5.1, one could say that in these cases the phonetic realization of a phonological unit characterized as +VOICE had been fully devoiced.

Second, a question is prompted about whether devoiced and voiceless segments are phonetically identical in all respects. One possible ground for maintaining that they are not identical would be that when a segment is fully voiced, various phonetic features (over and above the phonatory difference) have different values than when the corresponding voiceless segment is produced. These differentiating factors may include, potentially, the degrees of muscular effort being exerted throughout the vocal system, particularly in
the muscle systems of the supralaryngeal vocal tract. Such differences of overall muscular effort have been posited as the basis for a distinction that is sometimes drawn between fortis sounds with high overall muscle tension (normally voiceless) and lenis sounds with low overall muscle tension (normally voiced). The argument would then run on to say that if the only change from a lenis voiced segment in producing its devoiced counterpart were a change of phonatory state from vibrating vocal folds to an open glottis, then the lenis devoiced segment would still be differentiated from its fortis voiceless counterpart by factors of overall muscular tension.

The fortis/lenis distinction remains to be confirmed empirically, however, and until it is, a more cautious position would be to accept the equivalence of fully devoiced and voiceless sounds, as a limit to the descriptive power of phonetic theory. Both categories should then be treated as instances of voiceless sounds.

A further point remains to be explained in the relationship between devoiced and voiceless sounds, however. The phonatory state in devoiced segments is not necessarily that of a fully open glottis. In theory, there is a potential continuum of glottal opening from the vibrating position for voicing, where the vocal folds are held lightly together, to the fully open position for voicelessness. Intermediate between these two extremes is the position for whisper, where the glottis is open, but where the vocal folds are still close enough to create turbulence in the transglottal airstream, with audible friction. It is not unusual for the devoicing process to substitute an intermediate, whispered phonation for a voiced one, rather than substituting full voicelessness. In these circumstances, there is of course no phonetic ambiguity between the whispered product of devoicing and the voiceless counterpart. A fully devoiced version of the /z/ in English zeal /zil/ where the [z] happened to be pronounced with whisper, giving [zil], would remain perceptually distinguishable from seal /sil/ [sil].

For maximum clarity, it is therefore probably desirable to limit the implications of devoicing to the phonatory level alone. In the case of segments representing phonological units characterized as +VOICE that are nevertheless pronounced without any phonetic voicing, the only change of phonetic performance that should be implied is a change of phonation type from voicing to either true voicelessness, or whisper.

In summary, in those languages whose phonology exploits a devoicing process, the phonetic products of this process can show partial devoicing or full devoicing. Partial devoicing displays whisper or voicelessness instead of normal voicing either at the beginning of the medial phase (initial devoicing) or at the end of the medial phase (final devoicing). Full devoicing results in
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a segment whose entire medial phase is characterized by whisper or voicelessness. A fully devoiced symbol such as [z] should be regarded (within the limitations of the descriptive theory advocated in this book) as being synonymous with [s]. It should also be recognized that a preference for the use of a symbol such as [z] over [s] on some particular occasion reflects a motivation that is ultimately phonological in nature. It is phonological in that the analyst is thereby drawing attention to the role of such a segment as an allophone of a +VOICE phoneme the majority of whose other allophones are normally phonetically voiced.

12.1.1 Devoicing as an allophonic process
Languages differ both in the degree to which devoicing is allowed to affect the proportion of voicing in a segment, and in the detailed glottal adjustment used. French, for instance, shows much less tendency to initial devoicing than English, and utterance-initial +VOICE consonants are often pronounced with full phonetic voicing. In utterance-medial positions, particularly when between two vowels, French +VOICE consonants are almost always pronounced with full phonetic voicing. In final devoicing, French also restricts the glottal adjustment more often to whisper than does English. The French pronunciation of the word oui ('yes') in utterance-final position as [wi], where the [w] is fully voiced, and the [i] is fully devoiced, but with a whisper phonation as [i] rather than a voiceless phonation as [j], is common. With the higher airflow-rate that is a consequence of substituting a more open glottis (either in the constricted whisper position or fully open) for the intermittently closed position of the glottis for voicing, one also often hears the pronunciation of the vowel in oui in utterance-final position being realized as a fricative, as a whispered or voiceless palatal fricative.

Devoicing is a very common allophonic process in many languages, in the circumstance where a +VOICE consonant finds itself next to a voiceless segment. This process is often constrained to apply under the influence only of preceding context, or only of succeeding context. An optional allophonic rule in the Moscow accent of Russian, for example, has the effect of devoicing the realizations of all word-final occurrences of /l/, /ʎ/, /ʃ/ and /θ/ when these phonemes are found after a preceding voiceless (or devoiced) segment. Barry (1989) investigated the phenomena of devoicing by means of acoustic and laryngographic techniques, and clearly showed that these segments can be subject to both partial and sometimes full devoicing in these contexts. Sample words drawn from her data are:
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Devoicing after voiceless or devoiced segments in Russian

(Moscow accent)

\[\text{[mis\textsuperscript{l}] = ‘thought’} \quad \text{[ze\textsuperscript{p}] = ‘baton’} \]
\[\text{[vop\textsuperscript{l}] = ‘cry’} \quad \text{[vnu\textsuperscript{p}] = ‘inside’} \]

In Qatari Arabic, on the other hand, the following illustrations show the effect of this process on the phonetic realizations of consonantal phonemes where adjacency rather than precedence or succession is a sufficient condition, across syllable boundaries as well as within the syllable (Bukshaisha 1985: 14–25):

Devoiced allophones of consonantal phonemes in Qatari Arabic

\[\text{/sabt/} \Rightarrow \text{[sabt]} = \text{‘Saturday’} \quad \text{/b\textsuperscript{X}al\textsuperscript{v}a/} \Rightarrow \text{[b\textsuperscript{X}al\textsuperscript{v}a] = ‘misers’} \]
\[\text{/dfasf/} \Rightarrow \text{[dfasf]} = \text{‘cloaks’} \quad \text{/gtirij/} \Rightarrow \text{[gtorei]} = \text{‘Qatari (masc.)’} \]
\[\text{/\textit{t}am\textsuperscript{th}al/} \Rightarrow \text{[\textit{t}am\textsuperscript{th}al]} = \text{‘hills’} \]

‘examples’
\[\text{/tra:b/} \Rightarrow \text{[tra:b]} = \text{‘earth’} \quad \text{/t\textit{dir}/} \Rightarrow \text{[t\textit{dir}]} = \text{‘she scatters’} \]
\[\text{/hzam/} \Rightarrow \text{[hzam]} = \text{‘belt’} \quad \text{/zka:m/} \Rightarrow \text{[zka:m]} = \text{‘influenza’} \]

In modern Standard Greek, Dauer (1980a, 1980b) has shown instrumentally that, as part of a phonologically conditioned reduction process that also includes the alternatives of extreme shortening or elision, unstressed high vowels /i/ and /u/ in the Athens and Thessalonica accents are often fully devoiced, being realized phonetically as whispered vocoids. She gives the following examples (Dauer 1980b: 18):

Devoicing of unstressed vocoid segments in modern Standard Greek

\[\text{/isixos/} \Rightarrow \text{[isixos]} = \text{‘quiet’} \quad \text{/ki\textsuperscript{t}sane/} \Rightarrow \text{[ci\textsuperscript{t}sane]} = \text{‘they watched’} \]

Position in the phrase, and intonational context, are also allophonically relevant in these accents of modern Greek. Dauer states that ‘a pause or potential pause indicated by a slowing down at the end of a syntactic group in a sentence will block high vowel reduction’, but that ‘at the end of a sentence said with a rising intonation pattern, vowel reduction does not usually take place’ (Dauer 1980b: 25). She gives examples of two phrases – both presumably said with falling intonation patterns as declarative sentences, so that the unstressed /i/ at the end of the first sentence is phonetically devoiced (whispered). In the first sentence, the vowel in /tus/ is also phonetically devoiced by being whispered, but in the second, the vowel is phonetically voiced, because ‘the possessive pronoun /tus/ appears at the end of the
Devoicing and blocking of devoicing by phrasal position in modern Standard Greek

/afisan tis taftoties tus sto 'spiti/
[afisan tis taftoties tus sto 'spiti]
'they left their identity cards at home'

/i taftoties tus(.) 'vjenun stin astinomia/
[i taftoties tus 'vjenun stin astinomia]
'their identity cards are issued by the police'

In the Lisbon accent of Portuguese, an allophonic rule has the effect of devoicing pre-pausal realizations of consonants, and of /i/ and /u/ in pre-pausal syllables. The devoicing may extend throughout such unstressed syllables, and even into the realizations of certain final consonants of preceding syllables, as in the following examples (Johns 1972: 42–64):

Devoicing of pre-pausal segments in Portuguese (Lisbon accent)

[mo] 'bad'          [fo 'ze'] 'to do'
[mejmu] 'the same'  [fiu] 'son'
[pijiqu] 'danger'    [nopi] 'brain'
[bwati] 'rumour'    [emo] 'I love'
[purnu] 'pure'      [mori] 'death'

One of the best-known examples of a language which shows allophonic devoicing of vowel phonemes is Japanese. Shibatani (1990: 161) discusses the allophonic devoicing of the high vowel phonemes /i/ and /u/ in the Tokyo accent, and states that devoicing occurs when these phonemes are found in a voiceless context in an unaccented (non-prominent) syllable, provided that they are not contiguous to a voiced sound, and that they are not initial in the word. He also suggests that devoicing is also responsive to the tempo of the utterance, in that devoicing in Japanese is less frequent in slow, deliberate speech. Shibatani (1990: 161) gives the following examples of allophonic devoicing applied to /i/ and /u/ in the Tokyo accent of Japanese (where /u/ is realized as [ui]):

Allophonic devoicing in Japanese

[kutsu] 'shoes'       [haji] 'chopsticks'      [sutsuki] 'eulalia'

Allophonic devoicing of vowels may well be a source of historical change in a language. Shibatani (1990: 161) comments that 'Vowel devoicing is less noticeable in the Kyôto dialect, but occurs in a number of Kyôshû and
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Okinawan dialects, e.g. Kumamoto, Kagoshima, and Bisara. For example, in some of these dialects the process of devoicing has advanced to the extent where the vowels have completely dropped out, e.g. /katu/ \( \Rightarrow [kat] \) “to win”.

12.2 Aspiration

Devoicing has just been described as it applies allophonically to utterance-marginal segments adjacent to silence, and in particular phonological and phonetic contexts. There is a particular type of late onset of voicing which occurs only syllable-internally, and which can play a distinctive phonological role. This is a phenomenon found in many languages of the world, called aspiration, which was briefly mentioned in chapter 2. Aspiration is a feature which can manifest a co-ordinary relationship between a voiceless segment and a following voiced segment at the leading edge of a syllable. In aspiration, the onset of voicing for the second of the two segments is delayed for an audible period of 30–40 msecs or more beyond the end of the medial phase of the preceding segment, giving an onset to the second segment that has a phonatory state that is sometimes whisper but more usually voicelessness. Aspiration is hence sometimes called voice-onset delay though ‘aspiration’ is by definition a term with a more restricted application than the more general ‘voice-onset delay’.

In the framework introduced here, aspiration is strictly a property of the relationship between two segments in sequence in the leading edge of a syllable – a voiceless segment followed by a voiced one. But it is customary to say that it is the first of the two segments that is ‘aspirated’. The phonetic diacritic for transcribing aspiration, as indicated in chapter 2, is a small superscript ‘h’ placed to the right of the aspirated segment, as in the English word *pan* \( [\text{p}^h\text{an}] \). A more extreme degree of aspiration can be transcribed phonetically by writing the [h] symbol on the line, rather than as a superscript diacritic, giving \( [\text{phan}] \). Alternatively, the two usages can be regarded as synonymous, with criteria of legibility and printability governing the choice between them.

The auditory quality of the aspiration in any particular instance of an aspirated relationship between a voiceless segment and a following voiced segment is strongly coloured by the articulatory quality of the second segment. This reflects the fact that the relevant articulators are typically already in position for this second segment, or are approaching their target. If the generality of the aspiration process were put on one side, it would therefore be as satisfactorily accurate, from the point of view of phonetic observation, to transcribe the aspirated sequence by means of a superscript devoiced
vocoid symbol identical with the linear vocoid symbol immediately following, as in English *peat [piːt], pet [pʰet], pat [pʰat]* and so forth.

As a third alternative approach to the transcriptional problem, the aspirated relationship could be represented by the use of a subscript symbol indicating initial devoicing of the linear vocoid segment, as in *peat [p̩iːt], pet [pʰat], pat [pʰat]*, etc. This, too, would be as phonetically accurate as other means of representing aspiration. The use of the [h] or [h] symbols for indicating aspiration is the conventional way, however, of capturing the generalization relevant to phonology.

Hirsh (1959), Pisoni (1977) and Stevens and Klatt (1974) have shown very clearly that two auditory stimuli with relative onset times of 20 msec or less are perceived as simultaneous events. Lisker and Abramson (1964, 1967, 1970) have used instrumental techniques to reveal three general categories of timings of voice onset, as found in stop segments. Taking the moment of release of the articulatory closure as a reference zero point, the continuum of possible relative timings is divided into: long voicing lead onsets, where the beginning of voicing precedes the release of closure by a substantial and perceptible amount (typically more than about 25 msec); a timing relationship where the onset of voicing falls within +/− 20 msec of the stop release, and which therefore counts psychophysically as a simultaneous onset; and long voicing lag (more than about 25 msec), where the relative delay in the onset of voicing is substantial and perceptible. The three perceptual categories are thus: early onset of voicing, simultaneous onset of voicing and late onset of voicing. Only the last of these, late onset with a perceptible voicing lag, qualifies as aspiration.

A phonemic contrast between unaspirated and aspirated voiceless stops is found not infrequently. One instance comes from the Chengtu accent of Chinese (Chengtu Szechuanese) (Fentong 1989: 63-4). The members of each pair of words in this illustration carry the same tonal pattern, making the role of aspiration fully distinctive:

*Unaspirated and aspirated voiceless stops in Chengtu Chinese*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Unaspirated</th>
<th>Aspirated</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[tou] ‘a unit of dry measure for grain (a decalitre)’</td>
<td>[tʰou] ‘to tremble’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[kai] ‘to cover’</td>
<td>[kʰai] ‘to irrigate; general, approximate’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A second example of the distinctive use of aspiration comes from Thai, which distinguishes a tonally equivalent triplet of words by means of a voiced alveolar stop, a voiceless unaspirated alveolar stop and a voiceless aspirated alveolar stop (Ladefoged 1971: 12):
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Voiced, voiceless unaspirated and voiceless aspirated alveolar stops in Thai

[dam] 'black'  [tam] 'to pound'  [tʰam] 'to do'

The relationship of aspiration involves a hierarchical ordering of the two segment-types concerned, in that the second segment is always of a more open degree of stricture than the first. There are three general cases. The first, and the most frequent case in the languages of the world, seems to be the one where the first segment is a voiceless stop and the second a voiced syllable-nuclear vocoid. Also common is the second type, where aspiration is a property of a sequence where a voiceless stop is followed by a voiced syllable-marginal resonant such as [j], [w], [u], [ɪ] or [l] and comparable segments. Less common, though still possible, is the third type of sequence, where the first segment is a voiceless fricative, followed by a voiced vocoid. Examples of all three types are given below.

The first general case, where the first segment is a voiceless stop and the second a voiced syllable-nuclear vocoid, is exemplified from the African languages Swahili (East Africa) and Sutu (Tanzania, Mozambique and Malawi) (Westermann and Ward 1933: 50–1):

Voiceless unaspirated and aspirated stops in Swahili

[tembo] 'palm wine'  [tʰembo] 'elephant'
[kata] 'ladle'  [kʰata] 'head pad'

Voiced stops and voiceless unaspirated and aspirated stops in Sutu

[diba] 'encircle'  [tiba] 'to stamp'  [tʰiba] 'to stop up'
[dila] 'to smear with'  [tila] 'avoid'  [tʰili] 'udder'

The first segment in this general case of aspiration can also be an ejective stop or a click. The Ndua language of Zimbabwe contrasts (unaspirated) ejective stops with their aspirated pulmonic egressive counterparts (Westermann and Ward 1933: 52):

Unaspirated ejective stops and voiceless aspirated plosives in Ndua

[k'amba] 'be a magician'  [kʰamba] 'leopard'
[p'anda] 'perhaps'  [pʰanda] 'to scratch'

Sutu contrasts an unaspirated palato-alveolar click with an aspirated version of the same segment (Westermann and Ward 1933: 100):
Unaspirated and aspirated palato-alveolar clicks in Sutu
[\(\text{\textipa{\textswash i\textipa{\textld}}\text{i\textipa{\textld}}}\)] ‘to stamp up’  [\(\text{\textipa{\textld}a\textipa{\textld}}\)] ‘to begin’  [\(\text{\textipa{\textld}e\textipa{\textld}}\)] ‘to finish’
and down’
[\(\text{\textipa{\textld}e\textipa{\textld}k\textipa{\textld}}\)] ‘old man’  [\(\text{\textipa{\textld}a\textipa{\textld}}\)] ‘to scatter’  [\(\text{\textipa{\textld}u\textipa{\textld}h\textipa{\textld}}\)] ‘to trot’

English offers another instance of this first general case of aspiration, involving plosive segments. In RP (and the majority, but not all, of the other accents of English), aspiration is an allophonic feature, in that it is contextually predictable. The allophones of voiceless plosives which occur in syllable-initial position in stressed syllables and which are followed by a syllable-nuclear voiced segment are all aspirated. The words *pall*, *tall*, and *call* all have aspirated plosives, as [\(\text{\textipa{\textld}l}\textipa{\textld}]\], [\(\text{\textipa{\k}}\textipa{\textld}\)] and [\(\text{\textipa{\k}}\textipa{\textld}\)], and voicing for the realizations of the following vowels is audibly delayed. The plosives in *spy*, *sty* and *sky* are unaspirated, however, for the phonological reason that they are not initial in their syllables, and voicing for the vowels is perceived as beginning immediately at the release of the stops concerned, giving [\(\text{\textipa{\textld}p}\textipa{\textld}\)], [\(\text{\textipa{\k}}\textipa{\textld}\)] and [\(\text{\textipa{\k}}\textipa{\textld}\)] respectively.

The second general case of aspiration, where a voiceless stop is followed by a voiced syllable-marginal resonant, is also exemplified from English (RP). We can consider the case of voiceless plosives initial in stressed syllables in English (RP), followed by a voiced syllable-marginal resonant, as in /\(\text{\textipa{\k}}\textipa{\textld}/, /\(\text{\textipa{\k}}\textipa{\textld}/ or /\(\text{\textipa{\k}}\textipa{\textld}/ followed by /\(\text{\textipa{\k}}\textipa{\textld}/, /\(\text{\textipa{\k}}\textipa{\textld}/ or /\(\text{\textipa{\k}}\textipa{\textld}/, in *pry* /\(\text{\textipa{\k}}\textipa{\textld}\textipa{\textld}\), *try* /\(\text{\textipa{\k}}\textipa{\textld}\textipa{\textld}\), *cry* /\(\text{\textipa{\k}}\textipa{\textld}\textipa{\textld}\), *play* /\(\text{\textipa{\k}}\textipa{\textld}\textipa{\textld}\), *clay* /\(\text{\textipa{\k}}\textipa{\textld}\textipa{\textld}\), *poor* /\(\text{\textipa{\k}}\textipa{\textld}\textipa{\textld}\), *tune* /\(\text{\textipa{\k}}\textipa{\textld}\textipa{\textld}\), and *cure* /\(\text{\textipa{\k}}\textipa{\textld}\textipa{\textld}\), *twin* /\(\text{\textipa{\k}}\textipa{\textld}\textipa{\textld}\) and *queen* /\(\text{\textipa{\k}}\textipa{\textld}\textipa{\textld}\). In all these cases, the voicing for the second segment begins late. They are frequently described as examples of partial devoicing of the second consonant, and transcribed using the initial devoicing diacritic. Sample transcriptions in this usage would therefore be *cry* [\(\text{\textipa{\k}}\textipa{\textld}\textipa{\k}\)], *clay* [\(\text{\textipa{\k}}\textipa{\k}\textipa{\k}\)], *cure* [\(\text{\textipa{\k}}\textipa{\k}\textipa{\k}\)], and *queen* [\(\text{\textipa{\k}}\textipa{\k}\textipa{\k}\)], for example. It is as phonetically accurate, and more revealing of a general phonologically-relevant co-ordinatory process of aspiration at work, to transcribe words such as these as *cry* [\(\text{\textipa{\k}}\textipa{\k}\textipa{\k}\)], *clay* [\(\text{\textipa{\k}}\textipa{\k}\textipa{\k}\)], *cure* [\(\text{\textipa{\k}}\textipa{\k}\textipa{\k}\)], and *queen* [\(\text{\textipa{\k}}\textipa{\k}\textipa{\k}\)] respectively.

The third general case of aspiration, where the first segment is a voiceless fricative followed by a voiced voicoid, can be found in a (relatively small) number of languages. Burmese is one instance. Burmese contrasts voiced, voiceless unaspirated and voiceless aspirated fricatives (Ladefoged 1971: 12):

Voiced, voiceless unaspirated and voiceless aspirated alveolar
fricatives in Burmese
[\(\text{\textipa{\k}\textipa{\k}\textipa{\k}\textipa{\k}}\)] ‘levitation’  [\(\text{\textipa{\k}\textipa{\k}\textipa{\k}\textipa{\k}}\)] ‘example’  [\(\text{\textipa{\k}\textipa{\k}\textipa{\k}\textipa{\k}}\)] ‘rice’
[\(\text{\textipa{\k}\textipa{\k}\textipa{\k}\textipa{\k}}\)] ‘edge’  [\(\text{\textipa{\k}\textipa{\k}\textipa{\k}\textipa{\k}}\)] ‘harp’  [\(\text{\textipa{\k}\textipa{\k}\textipa{\k}\textipa{\k}}\)] ‘winter’

Affricated stops can also participate in aspirated contrasts. These are discussed in section 12.4.5 below.
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Aspiration is sometimes conceived as a limited phenomenon without connection to other phonetic processes. It is more profitable, in terms of a general phonetic theory, to see it as part of the overall topic of co-ordination, and as one application of the general strategy of voice-onset timing. Aspiration therefore has wider potential scope than traditional presentations suggest. In the definition offered in this book, we have seen that delay in the onset of the voice is identified as a phonetic relation between two segments, not the exclusive property of one. This encourages a more general phonological statement to be made about the scope of aspiration in languages such as English, to cover the relation between voiceless stops initial in stressed syllables and any following syllable-marginal resonants as well as the following syllable-nuclear vocoids.

Secondly, it is evident that aspiration is sometimes part of a yet more widely relevant language-characterizing process. For instance, Klatt (1975), Lisker and Abramson (1964) and Zlatin (1974) all show that the aspirated voiceless stops of English are organized in a hierarchy of voice-onset delay not only between themselves on the basis of place of articulation (which had been shown by Peterson and Lehiste (1960) and by Fischer-Jørgensen (1964)), but also relative to the fully or partially devoiced utterance-initial voiced stops that are characteristic of many accents of English in corresponding contexts. Within the ‘voiced’ and ‘voiceless’ sub-series, labials show the shortest voice-onset delays, then alveolars, with velars showing the longest.

It is also the case that individual languages differ in the relative timings of voice onset within the general categories. Ladefoged (1971: 20) compares French, English and Thai for their characteristic placement on the continuum of possible voice onset timings. This is shown in figure 12.2.

Figure 12.2 Comparison of timing of typical voice onset in French, English and Thai with respect to medial phase of oral stop (after Ladefoged 1971: 20)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>voicing throughout</th>
<th>French</th>
<th>English</th>
<th>Thai</th>
<th>voiced</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>voicing in part</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>partly voiced</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>voicing starts</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>voiceless</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>immediately after</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Thai</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>voicing starts</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>slightly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>shortly after</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>English</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>voicing starts</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>considerably later</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Thai</td>
<td>aspirated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Voice-onset time after voiceless stops varies with the type of vocoid following them (Fischer-Jørgensen 1964). Ohala (1975) discusses evidence from English, Japanese and Russian showing that there is a longer voice onset delay before close vocoids than before open ones. The explanation offered for this is that the high tongue-body position for close vocoids offers greater resistance to the outflow of air from the vocal tract, thus delaying to a greater extent the onset of a transglottal airflow of sufficient volume for voiced vibration of the vocal folds (Kozhevnikov and Chistovich 1965; Ohala 1976).

The relative degree of aspiration can also serve to differentiate two accents of the same language. Fengtong (1989: 63) comments that initial voiceless stops in the Chengdu (Szechuanese) accent of Chinese are ‘produced with a stronger puff of air’ than in the case of comparable stops in the Beijing accent.

Some languages exploit aspiration to achieve triple distinctions, between unaspirated, moderately aspirated and strongly aspirated segments. Korean is one example (Abberton 1972: 71):

Unaspirated versus moderately and strongly aspirated stops in Korean

[pul] ‘horn’  [pʰul] ‘fire’  [phul] ‘grass’

It seems likely in such cases, however, that more phonetic factors are involved in manifesting the phonological distinction than solely the relative duration of voice-onset delay. Abberton shows, using an electrolaryngographic technique which measures the fine detail of each cycle of voicing, that the detailed mode of vibration of the vocal folds is different in the onset of voicing in the three types of words. Kim (1970) proposed that an independent ‘tensity’ feature is used in Korean, where the unaspirated and the strongly aspirated stops are also ‘tense’, and the moderately aspirated stop is ‘lax’. Abberton (1972:68) cites Lisker and Abramson (1964:442) as concluding, however, that ‘voicing, aspiration, and force of articulation seem to be best considered as predictable consequences of a single underlying variable, namely “the differences in the relative timing of events at the glottis and the place of oral occlusion”’.

12.2.1 Voiced aspiration

One not infrequently meets the term ‘voiced aspiration’ in the phonetic literature. Its connection to the notion of aspiration as outlined above needs some explanation. It concerns a phenomenon found in a number of Indo-European languages such as Gujarati, Sindhi, Marathi and
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Bengali, and some Central and Southern African languages such as Shona, Zulu and Ndebele, where syllables beginning with a voiced stop (and in some cases a fricative or a lateral resonant) may be pronounced with a whis-pery or breathy voice phonation, as a phonologically contrastive alternative to ordinary (modal) voicing. This is the same phenomenon that was described in chapter 8, where nasal stops with ordinary voicing in Ndebele and Tsonga were shown in contrast with their murmured (voiced aspirated) equivalents.

Voiced aspiration is usually transcribed phonetically by writing a whis-pery voiced approximant symbol [vi] after the syllable-initial contoid, as in Gujarati [bviəɾ] (or [bʰviəɾ]) ‘outside’ versus [bar] ‘twelve’. An alternative method would be to give explicit recognition to the fact that different modes of phonation are involved, with the syllable beginning with whis-pery or breathy voice and changing in mid syllable to ordinary voicing. Gujarati [bviəɾ] could thus be phonetically transcribed [bəɾ]. The whis-pery component of the whis-pery voice tends usually to fade before the end of the vocoid, leaving ordinary voicing, and this can be transcribed explicitly by displacing the whis-pery voice diacritic to the left of the second symbol, giving [bəɾ]. If it is thought that breathy voice is involved, with its higher airflow, then the diacritic can be correspondingly changed to a subscript diacreses, to give [bəɾ], for instance.

Some languages make contrastive use of both aspiration and voiced aspi-ration. An example involving oral stops comes from Sindhi (Nihalani 1975: 91):

Contrastive aspiration on voiceless and voiced oral stops in Sindhi

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>[pɔla] ‘a kind of fish’</th>
<th>[bɔla] ‘a snake’</th>
<th>[bfiɔla] ‘good’</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[lɔɾo] ‘bottom’</td>
<td>[lʃiɾo] ‘a buttoc’k</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[θəɾo] ‘a heap’</td>
<td>[θfiɾo] ‘a kind of measurement’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ɛɾu] ‘get away’</td>
<td>[lɾu] ‘be cool’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[dɾu] ‘fear’</td>
<td>[dʃiɾu] ‘slackness’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ɔɾo] ‘come in’</td>
<td>[ɔɾho] ‘white’</td>
<td>[ɔʃiə] ‘shelter’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[kɔla] ‘fort’</td>
<td>[ɡila] ‘to speak ill of’</td>
<td>[ɡfiə] ‘wet’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>others</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sindhi also shows examples of voiced aspiration in syllables with tapped stops, nasal stops and lateral resonants (P. Nihalani, personal communication):  
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Voiced aspirated tapped stops, nasal stops and lateral resonants in Sindi

[karo] 'black'  [kařio] 'a potion'
[mē] 'in'       [mfiē] 'a buffalo'
[ali] 'wet'     [sonhi] 'thin'
[kal'dal] 'a lesson (learned the hard way)'  [kalfia] 'yesterday'
[tʰal'i] 'a dish (plate)'             [tʰolfii] 'thick'

One apparent rarity that needs to be mentioned under the general heading of aspiration concerns voiceless stops released with breathy or whispery voice, as a special category of voiced aspiration. Maddieson (1984) cites Chao (1970) and Horne (1961) as describing the occurrence of these sounds in Changchow Chinese (Wu) and Javanese respectively. Maddieson (1984: 206) suggests the diacritic symbol [pʰ] (or [tʰ], [kʰ] etc.) for a voiceless stop released with breathy voice.

12.2.2 The unification of voiceless and voiced aspiration

A question that needs to be addressed is whether or not voiceless aspiration and voiced aspiration can profitably be regarded as instances of the same underlying phenomenon. Catford (1977a) proposes that a unifying phonetic definition could be one where aspiration involves a delay in the onset of normal voicing. Both voiceless and voiced aspiration meet this condition, in that the phonation type during the aspirated period is not normal voicing (i.e. it is not modal phonation), but voicelessness, whisper or whispery or breathy voice. In addition, Ladefoged et al. (1976) have given instrumental data for Igbo, a language of Eastern Nigeria, which show that the aerodynamic events of both sets of aspirated sound-types are similar.

12.2.3 Aspiration versus final release

The second point of clarification concerns the notion of ‘final release’, where [h] can be used as a phonetic diacritic to indicate the audible release of a voiceless stop which is final in the utterance. Release of a stop in this way is dealt with in section 12.4.1, but it is mentioned here because this too is sometimes (misleadingly) referred to as ‘aspiration’. The conventional transcription consists, perhaps confusingly, of a superscript small [ʰ] placed after the stop symbol, as in English [ɪtʰ] (eat /ɪt/). The description of final release of this sort as ‘aspiration’ may arise from the shared use of the diacritic [ʰ], but it is important to note that final release is a quite different phenomenon from aspiration as defined in this book. It concerns a co-ordinate relationship between a stop and utterance-final silence, and not
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one between two utterance-internal segments. Aspiration in this book will be reserved for the latter phenomenon only.

12.3 Pre-aspiration

Voiceless aspiration has been characterized above as a co-ordinatory relationship between a voiceless segment followed by a voiced one, and examples have been given of this feature occurring in syllable-initial sequences. An analogous feature is occasionally found as a mirror-image process in syllable-final sequences where a syllable-nuclear voiced segment precedes a syllable-marginal voiceless segment. This involves early offset of normal voicing in the syllable-nuclear voiced segment, anticipating the voicelessness of the syllable-final voiceless segment. It is called pre-aspiration.

Pre-aspiration can be transcribed in three ways to indicate this early offset of voicing. The first method is to place a subscript [.] displaced to the right of the syllable-nuclear voiced segment; the second is to put a superscript [ʰ] (or a linear full [h]) in the same place; and the third is to substitute for this a small superscript devoiced vocoid symbol corresponding to the quality of the syllable-nuclear vocoid. Applied to the word for ‘grasp! (imp.)’ in the Gaelic of the Hebridean island of Lewis (Borgström 1940: 20, cited by Ewen 1982: 58), this would give the following equivalent transcriptions – [glæk], [glähk], [gła-hk] or [gla-k].

Pre-aspiration seems rare among the world's languages. Ñí Chasaidé and O Dochartaigh (1984: 141) suggest that ‘Preaspiration of a postvocalic voiceless stop is found as a phonetic feature in a number of languages which have been called circumpolar languages. These include the Nordic group with Icelandic, Faroese, some West Norwegian dialects, and also Finnish, Lappish and most dialects of Scottish Gaelic.’

A number of authors discuss pre-aspiration phenomena in Icelandic (Arnason 1980; Ewen 1982; Haugen 1958; Malone 1923; Pétursson 1972; Thráinsson 1978). There is a discussion of pre-aspiration in a survey of West Scandinavian and Lappish languages by Kylstra (1972), and Engstrand presents an acoustic investigation of Lappish (Lule Sami) which includes measures of the duration of the ‘voice-offset time’, which is defined as ‘the time lapse between the offset of voicing related to a prestop sonorant sound (e.g. vowel or liquid) and the beginning of the silent interval related to stop closure’ (Engstrand 1987: 105).

Ñí Chasaidé and O Dochartaigh (1984) examine instrumentally analysed data from Icelandic, from the Scottish Gaelic-speaking Outer Hebridean islands of Lewis, Harris and North Uist, and from Irish. Pre-aspiration in
Lewis Gaelic is discussed by Ofstedal (1956), and the Gaelic of the Hebrides and North West Scotland by Borgström (1940, 1941), and by Ternes (1973). Ni Chasaide and O Dochartaigh give the following auditorily based comments on the realizations of pre-aspiration in the different languages they examined:

In Icelandic, with our informant we always hear a voiceless glottal fricative. In the Scottish Gaelic dialects there seemed to be two major groupings of realisations. In Lewis, preaspiration ranges from a period of what we can only describe as silence – that is, with no audible friction – to a weak glottal fricative. In the other Hebridean dialects we hear a stronger glottal fricative, very similar to that heard in the Icelandic realisations, and for the Gaelic velar and palato-velar stops the preaspiration appears as a homorganic fricative. In Irish, the preaspiration has never been noted as such or described by phoneticians. It is barely audible to us and sounds like a very weak glottal fricative or period of silence, somewhat similar to the Lewis varieties. (Ni Chasaide and O Dochartaigh 1984: 142)

(By ‘palato-velar’ the authors cited here mean a pre-velar place of articulation.) The mention of pre-aspiration (in the Hebridean Gaelic of Uist and Harris) taking the fricative form of what later in their article (1984: 152) they call ‘pre-affrication’ is interesting. A similar comment is made by Engstrand (1987) for some contexts of Lappish (Lule Sami). Engstrand states that:

Preaspiration is ... a feature of several northern European languages and dialects. e.g. Icelandic, Faroese and Scottish Gaelic (Pétursson, 1972; Shuken, 1979; Ni Chasaide, 1985), where its detailed phonetic realization may vary with context. In Lule Sami, too, the noise sound in question is frequently fricative rather than aspirative, particularly in palatal and velar contexts. (Engstrand 1987: 105)

Examples of both the ‘fricative’ and the ‘aspirative’ types of pre-aspiration given by Engstrand (ibid.) are:

_Pre-aspiration in Lappish_

[ˈpɑ̂lkauː] ‘(paid) salary’  [ˈpɑ̂lahkam] ‘(give as) salary’

It is noteworthy that, in the case of the Lappish example above glossed as ‘(paid) salary’, the friction is homorganic not with the following stop, but with the preceding lateral approximant. The general concept of preaffrication will be briefly discussed further in the section below on affrication.

Ewen (1982) cites work by Thráinsson (1978), supported by Arnason
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(1980), illustrating word-pairs from Icelandic which show contrasts between aspirated, pre-aspirated and unaspirated stops:

\[ \text{Aspirated, pre-aspirated and unaspirated stops in Icelandic} \]
\[
\begin{align*}
[k^h\text{ahpi}] & \text{ ‘hero’} & [\text{tha}hka] & \text{‘thank’} \\
[\text{hat}^h\text{yr}] & \text{‘hate’} & [\text{ha}ht\text{yr}] & \text{‘hat’} & [\text{hat}:/\text{yr}] & \text{‘hair’}
\end{align*}
\]

In the definition of pre-aspiration, as in that of ‘aspiration’, it is necessary to use the term ‘normal’ voicing. This is because Shuken (1980: 455) has shown by instrumental examination of airflow and acoustic details of pre-aspiration that the transition from the voiced state of the preceding segment to the voiceless state of the next segment often passes through an intermediate period of whispery voicing. This is the case in Scottish Gaelic, as spoken in the Isle of Lewis (Shuken \textit{ibid.}), and in Irish (Ní Chasaide and O Dochartaigh 1984: 144). Sample words from Lewis Gaelic are (Shuken 1984: 127):

\[ \text{Whispery voiced pre-aspiration in the Hebridean Gaelic of Lewis} \]
\[
\begin{align*}
[p^h\text{fik}] & \text{‘bag’} & [\text{pafitofih}] & \text{‘boat’}
\end{align*}
\]

In addition to the cases of the circumpolar languages, Holmer (1949) states that pre-aspiration is a feature exploited in Guajiro (a Southern Amerindian Arawakan language). Catford (1977a: 114) also mentions that pre-aspiration occurs in the North Caucasian languages Chechen and Ingush.

Pre-aspiration can also be said to occur as a phonetic phenomenon in the Andalucian accent of Spanish, and in some South American accents of Spanish (P. Roach, personal communication). Roach describes a phonological rule of the form

\[ /s/ \Rightarrow [h] / V - C \]

which is to be interpreted as ‘the phoneme /s/ is manifested phonetically as [h] when /s/ occurs in the context of a preceding vowel and a following consonant’. In these circumstances the [h] is of very brief duration. Roach gives the following examples:

\[ \text{Phonetic pre-aspiration in Andalucian Spanish} \]
\[
\begin{align*}
\text{este} & /\text{este}/ \Rightarrow [\text{eh}^h\text{t}e] & \text{‘this’} \\
\text{es que} & /\text{eske}/ \Rightarrow [\text{eh}^h\text{ke}] & \text{‘that is’} \\
\text{los dos} & /\text{lodsos}/ \Rightarrow [\text{lo}^h\text{do}] & \text{‘the two’}
\end{align*}
\]

12.4 Co-ordination of the marginal phases of stop segments

We have already seen that stop segments can participate in a variety of co-ordinary relationships with the segments that follow them, in
terms of the relative timing of articulatory and phonatory activities. Stops also participate in a yet wider range of co-ordinary relationships with adjacent segments, in several different types of articulatory co-ordination, all involving one or both of the marginal phases of the stop.

12.4.1 Release and non-release of stop segments

There are two contextual circumstances in which stops may optionally be incomplete, in lacking one of their marginal phases. The first is where the stop is followed by another stop. An example from English would be stacked /stakt/, where speakers have two options. The first option is to release the velar closure for [k] before making the alveolar closure for [t], giving [stakʰt], where the [k] represents a complete stop (and where superscript [ʰ] is used to show release of a stop). The second option is to make the alveolar closure for the final [t] before releasing the velar closure for [k], so that the release of the [k] would be auditorily incomplete. It is incomplete in the sense that the compressed air behind the velar closure is prevented from causing an audible explosion by the alveolar closure in front being already established. Oral stops lacking an audible explosion at the release phase can be called unreleased stops. These are sometimes called ‘unexploded’ stops, but it should be noted that this is an asymmetric relationship. All unexploded stops are by definition unreleased, but not all unreleased stops are unexploded. As in the case of the English stacked /stakt/ just described, where the release of the velar closure for [k] occurs after the onset of the further forward alveolar closure for [t] has been established, the [k] can be regarded as having been exploded (inaudibly) but not released. The phonetic diacritic for an unreleased stop (strictly defined) is a superscript right-angle placed after the stop symbol, as in [stakʰt].

Examples of unexploded oral stops are found in Bamun, a language of the Bamileke group spoken by some 75,000 speakers in Cameroon. Westermann and Bryan (1952: 131) give the following instances:

Unexploded oral stops in Bamun

[lwɔp] ‘fish-hook’  [ndápɨndáp] ‘houses’
[ftúfəwɛt] ‘winds’  [ikˈwʊt] ‘legs’

In English, the first of two oral stops can optionally be incomplete, even when a word-boundary intervenes. One frequently hears a phrase like good times pronounced as [gʊdtʰəzamz]. In this example, both stops involved are incomplete, in that the [dʰ] lacks an audible explosion, both auditorily and articulatorily, and that the [tʰ] lacks an onset phase, since the tongue tip/blade is already in a position of alveolar closure. The two stops here are
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**homorganic** – that is, they are made at the same place of articulation. In all cases of sequences of two homorganic stops, the second stop is by definition incomplete, in lacking its onset phase. Some of the most widespread examples of this are found in homorganic sequences of a nasal followed by an oral stop. Instances of an oral stop lacking its onset phase in such circumstances would be the [d] in English *band* [band], the [t] in Spanish *fuente* [fueñe] (‘fountain’), the [b] in Italian *Umberto* [umberto], the [d] and the double stop [kp] in the West African language Efik in [ndap] ‘dream’ and [ŋmk𝑝𝑝], ‘I am teaching’ (Cook 1969: 37–9), or the [ɡ] and the [b] in Fula [ŋɡari] ‘bull’ and [mbin] ‘sound of drum beat’ (Arnott 1969a: 60). In cases such as the English phrase *slipped disc*, when pronounced as [slipt’diskʰ], multiple incompleteness can be analysed.

The second circumstance in which a stop may be incomplete is where, as an alternative to final release, an utterance-final stop is unexploded. This is transcribed in the same way as word-internal unreleased stops, giving *bat* as [batʰ]. In English, utterance-final unreleased voiceless stops are often accompanied by a simultaneous glottal stop, as an unreleased double stop articulation, giving pronunciations like [ baño]. If no diacritic is attached to a stop, it can be assumed that the stop is either released or that the fact of release/non-release is irrelevant to the point being made. The final release of voiced stops can be explicitly indicated by a small superscript [ʰ] after the stop symbol.

French tends to differ from English with respect to release versus non-release of oral stops. Table 12.1 compares these, emphasizing the tendency for French to release stops in the positions where English characteristically does not release them.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>English</th>
<th>French</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[kap] ‘cap’</td>
<td>[kapʰ] ‘cape’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[sak] ‘sack’</td>
<td>[sakʰ] ‘bag’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[bag] ‘bag’</td>
<td>[bagʰ] ‘ring’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ak'to] ‘actor’</td>
<td>[akʰ'otʰ] ‘actor’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Source: Based on Tranel (1987: 133)*

**12.4.2 Lateral and central release of oral stop segments**

When an oral stop is followed immediately by a segment made with a lateral aspect of articulation, and which is homorganic in place of articulation, there are two co-ordinary options for the releasing offset
phase of the stop. The air which is compressed during the medial closure phase of the stop segment can be released before the central contact for the homorganic lateral segment is made – in which case, the route taken by the escaping airflow is central. This can be transcribed with a superscript vowel symbol, or a full vowel symbol can be written on the line, as either [bot]\(^\text{ɪ}\) or [bot\(\text{ɪ}\)] for English bottle. Central release of this sort is sometimes also called central plosion. The alternative to this mode of release is to leave the central part of the contact between the active and passive articulators in contact, and release one or both sides of the closure laterally. This can be transcribed by using a superscript [ˈ] after the stop symbol, as in [bot\(\text{ɪ}\)] – in English in these conditions the [ɪ] would be pronounced as a syllabic lateral. Lateral release of this sort is also called lateral plosion.

The articulation of the active articulator is quite different in central versus lateral release. In central release of the sequence [t\(\text{ʊ}\)], the tip/blade of the tongue makes contact with the alveolar ridge on two separate occasions, with the air escaping centrally between the two moments of contact. In lateral release of [t\(\text{ɪ}\)], the tip/blade makes central contact only once, and the air escapes immediately on the release of the [ɪ] through a lateral channel.

Lateral release is frequent in many accents of English in homorganic sequences of stop plus lateral, even across word boundaries. One thus hears not only little, riddle and Atlantic as [lɪt\(\text{ɪ}\)]\(^\text{ɪ}\), rɪdl\(\text{ɪ}\)\(^\text{ɪ}\), atl\(\text{ɪ}\)nt\(\text{ɪ}\), but also examples such as cut lip \(\Rightarrow\) [k\(\text{ɪ}\)\(\text{ɪ}\)l\(\text{ɪ}\)]. If no diacritic is attached, then lateral release can be assumed if there is no vocoid symbol intervening between the stop and the lateral segment.

Another example of lateral release comes from Qatari Arabic. Buksaisha (1985: 16) says that /d/ is 'usually realized as a voiced apico-laminal denti-alveolar plosive'. When it is followed by a lateral consonant, it is 'laterally exploded', as in /dlaːl\(\Rightarrow\) [d\(\text{l}\)aːl] 'coffee pots'.

12.4.3 Oral and nasal release of oral stop segments

When there are two homorganic stops in sequence, the first of which is oral and the second nasal, as in English hidden /h\(\text{id}\)\(\text{ɪ}\)/, the air which is compressed during the closure phase of the oral stop can be released in two different options of co-ordinatory control. The first type of release is through the mouth, and oral release of this sort is also called oral plosion. A short voiced vocoid often intervenes between the two stops in oral release, so that hidden can be transcribed as [h\(\text{id}\)\(\text{ɪ}\)\(\text{n}\)]. After voiceless stops before a word boundary, oral release can be transcribed with the stop release diacritic, as in cut now pronounced as [k\(\text{ɪ}\)\(\text{ɪ}\)\(\text{ɪ}\)\(\text{n}\)au]. In sequences like this, the active articulator makes two separate contacts with the passive one.
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The second type of release is through the nasal cavity, and can be referred to as nasal release. It can also be called nasal plosion. In nasal release the oral closure for the first stop is maintained through the closure phase of the second, contact being made only once, and it is the lowering of the velum that permits the escape of the compressed air. The nasal stop involved in nasal release is always incomplete, since by definition it is homorganic with the preceding oral stop and therefore lacks an onset phase. Nasal release is explicitly transcribed with a superscript [ⁿ] after the oral stop, giving [hudⁿn]. In English in these circumstances the [n] is pronounced as a syllabic nasal. The fact of nasal release can alternatively be left transcriptionally implicit, to be implied by the absence of any orally released segment intervening between the oral stop and the nasal stop.

Nasal release is very frequent in many accents of English, in homorganic sequences of oral plus nasal stops in word-internal and across-word-boundary contexts, though not within a syllable. So one often hears, in informal connected speech at least, not only happen as [hapʰm], ribbon as [ribʰm], kitten as [kɪtnʰn], hidden as [bɪdnʰ], bacon as [beɪkʰn] and bargain as [bɑrgʰn], but also oddness as [ɔdⁿəʊs] and what name as [wɒtʰnəim].

Nasal release is found in many languages. An example from Qatari Arabic is [ hudⁿni ] ‘peace’. Another, from German, is bieten [ bitʰn ] ‘to offer’. Nasal release is almost always a matter of contextual interaction between an oral stop and a following nasal stop. But nasal release can occasionally be found in a contrastive function. Catford (1977a: 214–15) reports that ‘several south Australian languages ... Aranda, Arapana and Wailpi, have a series of nasally released stops contrasting with orally released stops (O’Grady, Voegelin and Voegelin 1966, Wurm 1972)’. Catford (ibid.) also cites data from Coustenoble (1929) showing contrastive use of nasal versus oral release from Wolof, the Niger-Congo language spoken in Senegal:

Contrastive nasal versus oral release of oral stops in Wolof

[ hapʰ ] ‘to drown’  [ apʰ ] ‘be thin’
[ ɡɔkʰ ] ‘horse’s bridle rope’  [ ɡɔkʰ ] ‘white chalk’

12.4.4 Release requirements of taps, flaps and trills

The comments offered above have concerned oral and nasal stops in various circumstances. But one aspectual group of stop segments exists to which some of the co-ordinatory options discussed above are not open. This is the group made up of taps, flaps and trills. The aerodynamic requirements of the aspect of articulation for each of these categories are
such that an oral airflow is essential during both the onset and the offset phases of the segment in question.

Taps, flaps and trills have the option of having either velic closure or velic opening during their articulation, but even in the latter, nasal case, oral airflow has to be present throughout all three phases in order to achieve the aerodynamic conditions necessary for the formation of these sounds. Taps, flaps and trills are therefore never incomplete, and are always released orally, whether nasal airflow is present or not.

12.4.5 Affrication of stop segments

When a stop is followed by a resonant, the release of the air compressed during the medial phase of the stop normally occurs very rapidly, and it makes its explosive exit to the outside atmosphere so quickly that the moment of release is characterized by a burst of acoustic energy that is only very short-lived. The release of the stop in its offset phase is simultaneous with the onset phase of the resonant that follows, making up the shared overlap phase between the adjacent segments. There is, however, another phonetic option of co-ordinary control which can be exercised in this overlap phase between the two segments. It consists of prolonging the release of compressed air during the overlap phase, by allowing the active articulator to pass slightly more slowly through the zone of close approximation before reaching the stricture of open approximation for the medial phase of the resonant. The brief period of audible friction that results has a perceptible duration, and is necessarily homorganic with the place of articulation for the stop. This phonetic process of making the overlap phase between a stop and the following articulation audibly and momentarily fricative is called affrication.

In the perspective of the phonetic theory proposed in this book, affrication is a co-ordinary property of a relationship either between two segments, or between a segment and utterance-final silence. The first element in both cases must be an oral stop. If another full segment follows, then it must be a resonant. This follows from the requirement that the friction in the overlap phase between the two segments (which counts as both the release phase for the stop and the onset phase for the resonant) should be only momentarily audible, dying out as the stricture of the second segment quickly reaches open approximation at the beginning of its medial phase. The same supposition applies in the case of an affricated stop segment followed by utterance-final silence. The momentary audibility of the friction in utterance-final affrication is terminated by the articulators rapidly relaxing to a position of open approximation.
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More traditional analysis has conceptualized the process of affrication as a unisegmental property of stop articulation, perhaps because of the fact that the affrication necessarily involves friction during the offset phase of the stop being made at the same place of articulation as the stop. In this more traditional approach, the stop and its affricated release together are conventionally said to form an affricate. One can also refer to such stops as affricated stops. For expository convenience, we can follow the same practice, while acknowledging the stricter underlying bisegmental relationship of co-ordination.

Affrication is transcribed in any of three ways. One way is to write a small superscript homorganic fricative symbol after the stop symbol, as in [tʰ, tʲ, dʰ, c₇, j, kʰ, gʲ]. The alternative modes of transcription involve writing both components on the line and either joining them with a linker diacritic, as in [ʃs], or joining the two symbols physically together, as in [ts].

Affricates can be articulated at any place of articulation where oral stops can be formed, and on any airstream mechanism. Two affricates which will be familiar to most readers are the voiceless and voiced palato-alveolar affricates of English [tʃ] and [dʒ]. In the American tradition of phonetics these are also sometimes transcribed as [ʃ] and [ʒ] (Pullum and Ladusaw 1986), though this is not a practice given formal approval by the IPA. These affricates are found in English (RP) as pronunciations for the spellings ‘ch’ in cheet [ʃəʊ], ‘j-’ in joy [dʒəʊ], ‘gr’ in geode [dʒaʊd], ‘-ch’ in each [ɪtʃ], ‘-tch’ in pitch [pɪtʃ], ‘-ge’ in urge [ədʒ] and ‘-dge’ in hedge [hɛdʒ] respectively.

Palato-alveolar affricates occur in many languages other than English. Maddieson (1983) lists 141 out of his survey of 317 languages as using the voiceless palato-alveolar affricate [tʃ], with eighty using its voiced counterpart [dʒ]. The illustrations below are from modern Standard Turkish (H. Kopkallı, personal communication) and Sundanese of West Java (Robins 1953):

* Palato-alveolar affricates in modern Standard Turkish
  [hɑʃˈu̯] ‘cross (accusative)’  [hɑдʒu̯] ‘pilgrimage (accusative)’

* Palato-alveolar affricates in Sundanese
  [n̥an̥aʃə] ‘to work’  [n̥aŋaʃabu] ‘to answer’

Palato-alveolar affricates also occur in Nupe, spoken in the northern states of Nigeria, where a voiceless alveolar affricate is found in limited contrast with a voiceless palato-alveolar affricate. Smith (1969: 135) describes their mutual distribution as follows: ‘/ts/ normally only occurs before back vowels, /tʃ/ only before front vowels, but both occur and contrast before /a/’. Smith cites the contrasting examples /tsa/ ‘to choose’ and /tʃa/ ‘to begin’.
An example of a contrast between a pair of affricates at the alveolo-palatal place of articulation comes from the Suleimaniya accent of Kurdish (A. Ferhardi, personal communication):

\textit{Alveolo-palatal affricates in Kurdish (Suleimaniya accent)}

\[\text{\textsuperscript{[c\textsuperscript{\varepsilon}]}}\] 'where' \hspace{1cm} \[\text{\textsuperscript{[z\textsuperscript{\varepsilon}]}\] 'ear'

The concept of an affricate offered here is at the phonetic level of description. Whether the affrication of some oral stop in a particular language is solely a matter of phonetic realization, (either as an extralinguistic idiosyncrasy of the individual speaker, or as an accent-specific allophonic adjustment to the stop's contextual or structural environment), or plays a phonological role in serving to represent a unitary phoneme in that accent, is a question that can only be settled at the phonological level. Equally, there are often phonological reasons in particular languages, mostly to do with distributional facts and symmetry of patterning, to analyse phonetic affricates as representing a phonological sequence of a stop and a fricative, as two phonologically independent elements.

In a phonetic affricate, the audible friction is a property of the overlap phase of two adjacent segments where the first is a stop and the second a resonant. In a triple sequence of an oral stop followed by a full fricative followed by a resonant, the friction that is audible is a property of the medial phase of the full independent fricative segment (as well as necessarily of the overlap phase with the preceding stop). As such, the friction in a full fricative is normally of longer duration than that in the affricated case. The reason for the cautious use of the term `normally' in the above statement, however, is that it is impossible, in a strict analysis, to avoid appeal to general phonological criteria in assessing how long the duration of audible friction needs to be to distinguish between a phonetic affricate and a sequence of oral stop plus full fricative. In English, a distinction which depends partly on the relative duration of audible friction in the two cases is made between \textit{why choose} [\textit{wan}\textsuperscript{f}u\textit{z}], with a palato-alveolar affricate [\textit{f}], and \textit{white shoes} [\textit{wan}\textsuperscript{t}u\textit{z}], with a sequence of an alveolar stop [\textit{t}] followed by a full palato-alveolar fricative [\textit{f}] (Jones 1931). The friction in \textit{why choose} is relatively short, and the friction in \textit{white shoes} is relatively long.

There are comparable cases in modern Standard Turkish (H. Kopkalli, personal communication), where [\textit{t}\textsuperscript{f}\textit{md}t] `it was my “inside”' is pronounced with an affricate, and is phonologically distinct from [\textit{tfmd}t] `push now', which is pronounced as a sequence of a stop followed by a full fricative. Another Turkish example is found in [\textit{saf}on\textsuperscript{un}] `it's his/her hair', with a
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voiceless palato-alveolar affricate, versus [səfənən] 'sell that', with a sequence of a stop followed by a phonetically and phonologically independent palato-alveolar fricative.

In many accents of English, syllable-initial /t/ and /d/ are pronounced as post-alveolar affricates [ɾ] and [dʒ], where the onset of [ɾ] is fricative in both cases before reaching its resonant medial phase. The phrase we dressed [wɪdɪrest] shows an affricated pronunciation of the [d], while we'd rest [wɪdæst], shows no audible friction on the release of [d] (Jones 1931). Similarly, nitrate [nætɹɛt] shows affrication while night rate [næɪtɛst] does not.

Affrication is sometimes confused by beginning students with aspiration. There are crucial differences between the co-ordinatory phenomena of affrication and aspiration. Affrication must involve a stop segment, while aspiration can apply to both stops and fricatives. Affrication is a co-ordinatory relationship solely of articulatory control, while aspiration is a co-ordinatory relationship involving both the articulatory and the phonatory systems. The confusion is nevertheless not entirely without basis. An affricated voiceless stop where the affrication in the overlap phase before a voiced vocoid is also voiceless, as in English cheap [tʃɪp], simultaneously also satisfies the technical conditions for aspiration, in that normal voicing for the vocoid is audibly delayed beyond the release of the stop. Equally, the English (RP) example of nitrate [nætɹɛt] quoted in the paragraph above is an instance of the overlap phase between a stop and a resonant displaying both affrication and aspiration, in that it is characterized both by momentarily audible friction (homorganic with the stop) and by voice-onset delay beyond the release of the stop.

In the cases just described it is the stop that participates in the aspired relationship, not the affricate, since normal voicing starts immediately at the termination of the affricate (or, more strictly, at the termination of the affricated overlap phase, and hence at the beginning of the medial phase of the resonant segment). Affricates can themselves be aspirated, however, in that the onset of voicing can be audibly delayed beyond the end of the fricative overlap phase into the medial phase of the following vocoid articulation. This is found contrastively in Igbo, the language of Eastern Nigeria (Williamson 1969a: 92):

Aspirated and unaspirated palato-alveolar affricates in Igbo
[ɛfʰe] ‘to rub/smear’ [ɛfɛ] ‘to laugh’

A similar example comes from Neo-Aramaic, the modern form of Old Aramaic spoken by Christian minorities in the Middle East, where aspira-
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tion is used contrastively to distinguish between two voiceless palato-alveolar affricates (Odisho 1977: 80):

Aspirated and unaspirated palato-alveolar affricates in Neo-
Aramaic

\[ [tʰamʰim] \text{‘to hurl’} \quad [tʰantʰin] \text{‘to hum’} \]

Another example is found in Thai, where voiceless alveolo-palatal affricates can be either unaspirated or aspirated (Henderson 1949). Sample words, though with different tonal pitch patterns, are:

Aspirated and unaspirated alveolo-palatal affricates in Thai

\[ [tʰon] \text{‘water’} \quad [tʰon] \text{‘noise of Malay drum’} \]

Sherpa, a Sino-Tibetan language spoken by some 50,000 people in Eastern Nepal, uses aspiration contrastively on two sets of affricates, alveolar and palatal. Examples of this, on tonally matching pairs of words, are (Maddieson, Hargus and Naraye 1980: 140–1):

Aspirated and unaspirated alveolar and palatal affricates in
Sherpa

\[ [tʰa] \text{‘salt’} \quad [tʰa] \text{‘grass’} \]

\[ [cʰam] \text{‘beer’} \quad [cʰam] \text{‘north’} \]

Affricates where the stop element is voiceless but the fricative offset phase is voiced are very much rarer in the languages of the world than the case where the two elements share the same phonatory state. Languages do exist, however, in which the fricative component of affrication has a different phonatory state from the stop component that precedes it. In Szechuanese, two alveolar affricates are used for lexical distinctions in which the stop component is voiceless in both cases. Examples are given by Scott (1947) (who does not provide word-glosses). The differences lie in two facts: in one case, voicelessness continues to run throughout the fricative component, and is prolonged beyond it into aspiration, giving [tʰu]. In the other case, voicing may begin during the fricative component, so that voicelessness is not able to be prolonged beyond the end of frication into an audible period of aspiration, giving [ʔzu]. There is also a comparable pair of alveolo-palatal affricates, [kʰe] and [ʔe] (Scott 1947).

A language with an unusually large number of phonological contrasts between four voiceless affricates (alveolar, alveolar with trilled fricative release, palato-alveolar, retroflex palato-alveolar) is the San Vicente Coyotepec dialect of Popoloca, a Mesoamerican Otomanguean language. Suárez (1983: 44–5) cites Barrera and Dakin (1978) as stating that this lan-
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guage contrasts /t, ðs, t', ň, ź/. (The voiced/voiceless status of the trilled element of the affricate [t'] is not made clear in Suárez's account).

12.4.5.1 Lateral affricates

All the examples of affrication discussed so far have involved release of the stop element of the sequence as having occurred centrally. It is also possible, however, for the stop closure to be released into (homorganic) lateral frication. Instances can occur in English. In the RP pronunciations of *Atlantic*, one often hears not only lateral release of the first [t], but also lateral affrication fading into a resonant, as in [sɨɪləntʊk]. A comparable example would be _cut lip_, pronounced as [kʰʌɪlɪp]. Such pronunciations can be called lateral affricates.

Suárez (1983) mentions the occurrence of lateral affricates in some of the languages of Mesoamerica and Mexico. He draws information on central and lateral affricates in Nahuatl (an Uto-Aztecan language) from Andrews (1975) and Newman (1967), and gives examples from Texcoco Nahuatl (Suárez 1983: 32) and Classical Nahuatl (Suárez 1983: 47):

_Central and lateral affricates in Texcoco Nahuatl_

[jɪt'lali] 'sit down!'  [jɪmoʊt'laɪtsɪno] 'sit down please!'

_Central and lateral affricates in Classical Nahuatl_

[nɪktʃ'ɾwa] 'I do it'  [miʃʊt'koajot] 'he named you'

[iɬa'katekoloɪ] 'demon'

Maddieson (1984: 225), in his survey of 317 languages, lists a small number of languages (nearly all of them Amerindian) as exploiting pulmonic egressive lateral affricates of various sorts: voiceless dental or alveolar lateral affricate (Haida, Tlingit, Chipewyan, Nootka, Squamish); voiceless aspirated dental or alveolar lateral affricate (Chipewyan); palatalized voiceless dental lateral affricate (Kabardian); voiced dental or alveolar lateral affricate (Haida, Tlingit); voiceless alveolar lateral affricate (Navaho, Wintu, Quileute); voiceless aspirated alveolar lateral affricate (Kwak'wala [Kwakiutl]); voiced alveolar lateral affricate (Navaho, Kwak'wala).

12.4.5.2 Ejective affricates

Affricated stop segments made on an egressive glottalic airstream mechanism are uncommon, but not rare. An example comes from Tigre, the language of Eritrea mentioned earlier. In Tigre, both ejective alveolar and ejective palato-alveolar affricates occur (Palmer 1956):
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Ejective alveolar and palato-alveolar affricated stops in Tigre

[falofis’] ‘wood’ [hafs’hafs’] ‘pebbles’
[ramafl] ‘embers’ [f’abel] ‘ashes’

Maddieson (1984) lists the following voiceless ejective affricates (given here with his labels, phonetic symbols in the style of this book and names of languages, or figures for larger language numbers, in his 317-language survey in brackets):

- voiceless dental ejective affricate [θ’] (Chipewyan);
- voiceless dental sibilant ejective affricate [ś’] (Tzeltal, Squamish, Acoma, Gununa-Kena, Kabardian);
- voiceless dental/alveolar or alveolar sibilant ejective affricate [śś’] (29 languages);
- labialized voiceless dental/alveolar sibilant ejective affricate [śś’][w’] (Lak);
- voiceless palato-alveolar sibilant ejective affricate [ʃ’] (35 languages);
- labialized voiceless palato-alveolar sibilant ejective affricate [ʃ’][w’] (Lak);
- voiceless retroflex sibilant ejective affricate [ʂ’] (Tolowa, Acoma, Jaqaru);
- voiceless palatal ejective affricate [cç’] (Gununa-Kena);
- voiceless velar ejective affricate [kx’] (Tlingit);
- voiceless dental/alveolar or alveolar lateral ejective affricate [ɬ’] (13 languages);
- voiceless laterally released velar ejective affricate [kɪ’] (Zulu).

It would not be unreasonable to think that the label ‘voiceless’ is redundant in the above list. But it is used here to draw attention to the inclusion in the same list by Maddieson of a ‘voiced palato-alveolar sibilant ejective affricate’ ([dụ’]) in !Xu, the Khoisan language of Southern Africa, citing Snyman (1969). Earlier presentations of ejective segments in this book may have led the reader to conclude that these ejective sounds are always voiceless. Physiologically, however, there is no reason why the respiratory system should not supply the rising larynx of the glottalic egressive airstream mechanism with vigorous enough subglottal pressure from the pulmonic egressive mechanism to cause the vocal folds to vibrate for voicing. But this particular combination of airstream mechanisms, though physiologically possible, is certainly exploited extremely rarely in the languages of the world, if at all.

The reason for the caveat ‘if at all’ in the last sentence above is that it
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seems dubious whether a voiced ejective sound is really used in !Xû itself. Snyman (1969: 37-45) describes those !Xû sounds which are orthographically indicated as combining voicing and ejective effectiveness as in reality being made up of a rapid sequence of a voiced element and a voiceless ejective stop. Snyman (1969: 37fn) states that 'What actually happens is that the vocal cords are activated by pulmonary air and they produce a voiceless unmitted sound ... Both the nasal and oral passages are closed ... The unmitted sound ... is swiftly followed by the articulation of the ejected sound ... In close sequence [they] are perceived as a vocalised sound.' Snyman applies this description to the pronunciation of six different phonemes, including the sound that Maddieson lists as a 'voiced palato-alveolar sibilant ejective affricate'. An appropriate phonetic symbolization for the complex !Xû sound in question would therefore be [ŋ'æ]. The phonetic label for what Snyman calls 'a voiced unmitted sound' would in the terms of this book be pre-voicing, in that the brief period of pulmonically initiated voicing can be regarded as a property of the beginning of the medial, closure phase of the stop, before the initiation of the glottalic airstream starts. It can be thought of as analogous in its timing to the pre-nasal element of complex pre-nasal stops. The complex affricated stop [ŋ'æ] would then be characterized as 'a pre-voiced voiceless palato-alveolar ejective affricated stop'.

Examples of voiceless alveolar lateral ejective affricates are found in several of the languages of the Pacific Northwest. One of them, mentioned earlier, is Wenatchee-Columbia (Hoard 1978: 64):

Alveolar lateral ejective affricates in Wenatchee-Columbia

[³t̚'ok̚b³t̚'ik̚b³t̚'ik̚b³] 'Brewer's blackbird' [³t̚'ok̚x³t̚'ok̚x³t̚'ok̚x³] 'spotted fawn'

Another language exploiting voiceless alveolar lateral ejective affricates is Nitinaht (also called Ditidaht by its speakers), a Nootkan group member of the Wakashan family spoken on Vancouver Island. A phonemic opposition between the pulmonic egressive affricate and its ejective counterpart is shown in the following examples from Esling (1991: 2):

Alveolar lateral pulmonic egressive versus ejective affricates in Nitinaht

[³tu̐l̐] 'good' [³tu̐l̐] 'touch, lay hands on'
[³tu̐j̜as] 'pole on the ground' [³tu̐j̜as] 'dry ground'

An example of a language which exploits voiceless alveolar lateral ejective affricates in a way which provokes an interesting problem for descriptive phonetic theory is Akhwakh, a Caucasian language of the Andi group of 370
West Dagestan (Catford 1977a). In this language, a phonemic contrast is maintained not only between a glottalic egressive voiceless alveolar lateral ejective affricate [இ'] and a corresponding pulmonic egressive voiceless alveolar lateral affricate [இ], but each of these also counts as a ‘plain’ or ‘weak’ version in phonemic contrast with a ‘strong’ version. Each of the so-called ‘strong’ affricates is characterized by a ‘relatively long and noisy fricative phase, lasting on average 160 ms [இஇ], 84 ms [இஇ]’ in isolated words. The weak lateral affricate, however, has a fricative phase of on the average 70 ms [இ] 43 ms [இ], that is, no longer than the aspiration of many an aspirated stop’ (Catford 1977a: 214). Catford gives the following illustrations.

**Weak and strong pulmonic egressive voiceless alveolar lateral affricates and glottalic egressive voiceless alveolar lateral ejective affricates in Akhwakh**

[இுஇு] ‘blow! (imper.)’
[இஇ] ‘wedge’
[இ’இ] ‘malt’
[இஇ’இ] ‘sleeps’

A similar durational pattern exists in the weak and strong central velar and uvular affricates of Avar, another Caucasian language (Catford 1977a: 202). To the extent that increased muscular effort is necessary to prolong the fricative phase of the ‘strong’ affricates (especially in the case of the strong ejective affricate), these ‘strong’ affricates are in principle not unlike the tense members of the tense/lax pairings of consonants in languages such as Etsako. But the provocative element of the Akhwakh and Avar strong affricates lies in the role that duration plays in the theoretical characterization of the fricative phase of affricates in general. This situation is quite different from the one where it is the stop closure phase that is prolonged to give long affricates, which is unproblematic from the point of view of classificatory phonetic theory.

The ‘weak’ affricates in the Akhwakh and Avar pairings clearly meet the durational prescription of ‘momentary friction’ for normal affricates in the framework of this book in a satisfactory way. The fricative release is short enough to be plausibly attributable to a normal intersegmental overlap phase between the stop and the following resonant. But the fricational elements of the ‘strong’ affricates equally clearly meet plausible durational criteria for phonetic status as independent fricative segments.

One solution might be to regard the strong Akhwakh and Avar affricates as a special type of affricate, made up of a stop with a prolonged fricative release. But this would then impair the capability of distinguishing at a phonetic level between affricates versus sequences of a stop followed by an
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independent homorganic fricative, for those languages (such as English) which exploit both possibilities.

In order to resolve the theoretical phonetic problem of how to classify these 'strong' lateral affricates with longer fricative elements, the position that will be taken in this book will be to preserve momentary frication in the overlap phase as the criterion for the classification of affricates at a phonetic level of analysis. From a phonetic point of view, the 'strong' affricates of Akhwak and Avar would then be regarded as affricates followed by homorganic independent fricatives. The phonological analysis of these complexes as affricates functioning as unitary phonemes would (as elsewhere) have to be based on phonological criteria such as symmetry of patterning with other comparable phonological units, rather than on phonetic criteria.

12.4.5.3 The status of affrication and aspiration as co-ordinatory phenomena

Both affrication and aspiration are more complicated phenomena than their initial presentation suggested. These complexities put the simple structures of the proposed phonetic theory to a test which now calls for some justification.

The proposition that affrication is a co-ordinatory relationship contracted between a stop and a following resonant segment, with the friction realized as a property of the brief overlapping phase between the two segments, can reasonably be defended when the two segments share the same airstream mechanism and phonation. In such cases, affrication is plausibly suggested to be a mutual attribute of the two segments, without primary affiliation to either. When either the type of airstream initiation or the phonation type differs between the two segments, then the balance of affiliation of the fricational element might be thought to alter somewhat towards the segment whose initiatory or phonatory characteristics it shares.

One case in point would be an ejective affricate, where the fricational phase shares a glottalic egressive airstream with the preceding stop segment, but where the following resonant is made on a pulmonic egressive airstream. In this case, and to this degree, the affrication might be thought to have a more primary affiliation to the stop than to the resonant. The opposite affiliation might be thought to obtain in the case of an affricate where the fricational element was voiced, like the following resonant, while the preceding stop was voiceless (as in the example from Szechuanese given in section 12.4.5 above).

This reservation is mentioned in order to draw attention to the fact that designing the shape of a phonetic theory necessarily involves choices being
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made between options on a cost–benefit basis. In the case of affrication, the preferred choice in this book is to opt for treating affrication as a co-ordinatory relationship between adjacent segments rather than as a property of one single segment of the two involved. The benefit lies in the treatment being more general, in that it covers the vast majority of cases of affrication in the languages of the world. Cases where the fricational element differs from the stop in its phonatory state, or differs from the resonant in its initiatory state, and hence supporting a single-segment-affiliation model, constitute a small minority of affricated sounds in the languages of the world. The benefit of the generality also lies in putting affrication as an intersegmental phenomenon on a par with comparable intersegmental processes such as aspiration and devoicing. That the generality of the proposed solution is not fully universal, however, is the cost that should not be overlooked.

It should be noted that the same type of arguments apply to the phenomena of aspiration. Voiceless aspiration shares its phonatory state with the preceding stop and not with the following resonant, but the phonetic quality of the aspiration is conditioned more by the articulatory characteristics of the resonant than by those of the stop. In voiceless stops which show voiced aspiration (such as in Changchow Chinese or Javanese, as mentioned in section 12.2.1 above) before voiced resonants, the whispery/breathy voicing phonation type of the aspiration is more akin to that of the resonant than to that of the stop. In cases of voiced aspiration, where both the stop and the resonant segments involved show normal voicing (such as in the examples from Sindhi in section 12.2.1), the phonation type of the aspirated phase is equally similar (or dissimilar) to that of the medial phases of the two segments. Voiceless aspiration between a voiceless stop and a voiced resonant is by far the most frequent type of aspiration in the languages of the world, and the theoretical status of aspiration in this book as a feature shared by two adjacent segments is therefore set by that generality.

12.4.5.4 Symbols for pulmonic and non-pulmonic affricated stops

Symbols for pulmonic affricated stops can be formed from the combinations of the individual stop and fricative symbols found in the IPA alphabet reproduced in appendix I.

12.4.6 Pre-affrication of stop segments

As with affrication, pre-affrication is a property of a co-ordinatory relationship between two segments, but in this case the relationship is between a vocoid and a following oral stop. In pre-affrication, the
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onset phase of the stop is made briefly but audibly fricative in the transition to full closure. The friction is by definition homorganic with the place of articulation of the stop.

The transcription of pre-affricated stops can follow the pattern set by affricated stops. The pre-affrication can be identified by a superscript small fricative symbol of the same place of articulation as the relevant stop, as in [ʰk] in the Gaelic examples below, or it can be made linear and joined to the stop symbol by a linker, as in [xk].

The phonetic differentiation of a pre-affricated stop of this sort from a sequence of an independent fricative followed by an oral stop will normally be a matter of relative duration. But the final arbitration of this decision, as with the comparable situation with affrication, once again rests on general phonological criteria, such as typical distributional and durational facts. The decision about how to treat a phonetically pre-affricated stop in the phonology of the language concerned will always necessarily rest on phonological criteria particular to that language.

A brief comment was made earlier about this (apparently rare) possibility of stop segments being pre-affricated, in a mirror-image process to affrication of the offset phase of an oral stop preceding a segment with open approximation. The example given was that of Gaelic, where pre-affrication in the accents associated with some dialects was the (phonetically stronger) reflex of pre-aspiration in cognate languages such as Irish. It is worth pointing out that, in the examples given in chapter 17 of general phonetic transcriptions of utterances from native speakers of a number of languages made by the author of this book and a colleague, the Gaelic of both Harris and the more inshore Hebridean island of Islay shows pre-affrication in the (very few) words examined from single informants. Anticipating chapter 17 for the purposes of this section, those examples are:

*Pre-affrication in Scottish Gaelic (Harris)*

\[ [a^hk^b] \text{ ‘seven’} \quad [o^h^w^k^h] \text{ ‘eight’} \]

*Pre-affrication in Scottish Gaelic (Islay)*

\[ [k^h_wu^z^w_i^z^w] \text{ ‘cat’} \quad [k^h_wu^z^w_i^z^w] \text{ ‘cats’} \]

Since labialization runs throughout both the examples cited from the Scottish Gaelic of Islay, a more economical transcription could isolate the labialization component, and signal it by a prefacing utterance-general symbol, as in \(V^w[k^h_u^z_i^z] \text{ ‘cat’} \) and \(V^w[k^h_u^z_i^z] \text{ ‘cats’} \). This convention of indicating utterance-general settings applicable to all susceptible segments within the utterance is discussed more fully in chapter 13.
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Co-ordinatory features in click releases

Some of the most complex co-ordinatory actions occur at the release of velaric ingressive click articulations. Perhaps this is not so surprising, given that the initiation of a velaric ingressive airstream involves two closures, one posterior (which can be velar or uvular), and one anterior, both of which have to be released in the overlap phase with the next segment. The release of the anterior closure normally takes place while the posterior closure is still being maintained, so that co-ordinatory options such as affrication can be applied to either stage of release. If affrication is applied to an anterior lingual release, then this may take the form of central or lateral frication. If the affrication is a characteristic of the posterior release, then the local friction will normally be central, and will be velar or uvular.

The phonatory component of clicks, since the formation of the velaric ingressive airstream is physiologically independent of the pulmonic mechanisms, can potentially take any form from voicelessness to normal, whispery, breathy or creaky voicing. It is also straightforward to accompany a click with a glottal stop, to prolong the glottal stop beyond the supraglottal release stages of the click, or to make the posterior closure of the click into a velar (or uvular) ejective or implosive or voiced implosive stop. Clicks can therefore be voiced, voiceless, whispery voiced (murmured) or creaky voiced (laryngealized), and can involve a velar or uvular ejective or implosive element. The velar state of a click has been described in chapter 6 as free from the intra-oral constraints of click formation, and it was noted that clicks can therefore be oral or nasal. The posterior release of a click can also be made either orally, without or with local velar (or uvular) friction, or nasally. The articles by Traill (1991) and Ladefoged and Traill (1993) are recommended for very clear descriptions of the phonetic intricacies of click articulations in the Khoisan languages such as !Xôdô, !Xû and Nama, Bantu languages such as Zulu and Xhosa, and the Tanzanian languages Sandawe and Hadzapi. No other general category of speech sound seems to involve such extreme complexities of production.

All the phenomena described so far that can be related to the activities of the posterior element of click formation have been called click accompaniments (Ladefoged and Traill 1993). But we need to distinguish between those accompaniments that are an integral part of the medial phase of the click, such as the voicing state or velic state during the medial phase, and those which are a matter of co-ordinatory control. Affrication, aspiration and nasal release all qualify as options of co-ordination. Ladefoged and Traill (1993) give examples from Nama (all with high tone, explained in chapter 15) of contrasts between a voiced nasal click, a voiceless unaspirated
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click, a voiceless aspirated click (i.e. with voicing delay), and a click with delayed aspiration (i.e. with yet further delayed onset of voicing, also involving voiceless nasal escape of the air-pressure that would have built up behind a velar + velic closure), and a click with an accompanying glottal stop. Some of these are shown in table 12.2. A full account of the articulatory and phonatory basis of Nama clicks is given in Ladefoged and Traill (1984).

Table 12.2 Co-ordinatory phenomena in contrasting clicks in Nama

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Anterior stricture</th>
<th>Voiced nasal</th>
<th>Voiceless unaspirated</th>
<th>Voiceless aspirated</th>
<th>Delayed aspiration</th>
<th>Glottal closure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dental</td>
<td>[ŋo]</td>
<td>[kloa]</td>
<td>[kʰo]</td>
<td>[ŋho]</td>
<td>[ʔkʰoa]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alveolar</td>
<td>[ŋo]</td>
<td>[kloas]</td>
<td>[kʰoas]</td>
<td>[ŋhoas]</td>
<td>[ʔkʰoas]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Palatal</td>
<td>[ŋais]</td>
<td>[kʰais]</td>
<td>[kʰarís]</td>
<td>[ŋías]</td>
<td>[ʔkʰías]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lateral</td>
<td>[ŋjaes]</td>
<td>[kjaorás]</td>
<td>[kʰarós]</td>
<td>[ŋjaorás]</td>
<td>[ʔkʰjaorás]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Ladefoged and Traill (1993)

12.5 Articulatory feature sharing

A close examination of the phonetic make-up of any utterance often reveals that neighbouring segments exercise a certain degree of mutual influence on each other's articulatory characteristics. This influence can be exerted at a number of different levels of analysis. Phonetically, adjacent segments can show an articulatory 'feature-copying' process at work as part of their accommodation to their occurrence in the particular context. Phonologically, segments can show an (optional) mutual influence being exercised across word-boundaries, in assimilation. Finally, segment harmony is a phonological phenomenon which constrains the choice of segments within a word to either of two mutually exclusive sets, each characterized by one or more shared phonological feature(s). This phenomenon is usually called vowel harmony, or consonant harmony. Each of these feature-sharing phenomena will be considered in turn.

12.5.1 Co-articulatory feature spreading

Accommodation of at least some of the articulatory characteristics of any segment to those of its contextual neighbours is so universal a
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phenomenon in the languages of the world that it is reasonable to suppose that it reflects inherent principles of strategic neuromuscular control. The purpose of this section is to consider some of the phonetic details of the ways in which adjacent segments exercise their mutual accommodatory influence on articulatory features.

Figure 12.3 Sagittal cross-sections of the vocal organs during the production of the medial closure phases of: (a) a voiceless pre-velar stop [k]; (b) a voiceless post-velar stop [k]; (c) a voiceless fully velar stop [k]
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The pronunciations of the two English (RP) words *keys /kiz/* and *cars /kaz/* can be transcribed phonetically as [kʰiz] and [kʰæz], using the subscript diacritics [ ] and  to mean advanced and retracted places of articulation within the relevant zone. The pronunciations reflect a tendency, present in virtually all languages, for accommodations of place and aspect of articulation to occur between adjacent segments, particularly, but not only, within the same syllable. This tendency is normally strongest in accommodations between syllable-initial consonant and syllable-nuclear vowel realizations, and less strong between vowel and syllable-final consonant realizations.

The accommodatory adjustments visible in the transcribed examples can be thought of as a ‘spreading’ of articulatory features from one segment to another. The detailed place of articulation of the [k] segments in both cases is an anticipatory copy to some degree of that for the following vocoid, with the advanced, pre-velar [k] anticipating the front tongue-body position for [i] and the post-velar [k] anticipating the back tongue-body position for [a]. In the case of a third word *cool [kʰwʊl]*, there is no adjustment of the velar stop away from a centrally velar position, because the articulatory position for the body of the tongue in the performance of the following vocoid is also centrally below the soft palate, in the middle of the velar zone. Figures 12.3a–c show the articulatory positions for these three types of [k]-segment, in sagittal cross-section.

Lip position is also anticipated in an accommodatory way, as could be seen from the English example of *cool* quoted above. In English *keel [kʰiːl]* and *cool [kʰwʊl]*, the (unmarked) lip-spreading of [k] in *keel* and the rounded labial position of [kʰ] in *cool* anticipate the lip positions of their respective vocoid neighbours.

Velic position participates in feature-copying in a similar way. In the English words *seen [sʰɪn]* and *soon [sʰʊn]*, the velic position for the syllable-final [n] is anticipated during the production of both vocoids, though the effect here is less strong, with the velum opening before alveolar closure for the [n] is reached, but late in the course of production of the vocoids. In all three cases, the features of tongue position, labial position and velic position have spread anticipatorily from their segmental ‘origin’. Conversely, the tongue position for the vocoids has exercised a perseverative influence on the detailed place of articulation of the syllable-final [n] segments, with the back vocoid [u] causing the articulation of the following [n] to be made slightly further back on the alveolar ridge than is the case in *seen*. Perseverative effects tend usually to be weaker than anticipatory effects (Gay 1978), and the lip-rounding in ‘cool’ is normally fading by the onset to the final [lʰ].
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The co-ordinary phenomenon of accommodatory spreading of articulatory features of this sort has come to be known as co-articulation. This term was first introduced by Menzerath and Lacerda (1933), but its use became widespread in phonetics only after the publication of two influential papers by the Swedish phonetician Sven Öhman (1966, 1967). The phenomenon has also been called ‘similitude’ (Jones 1918, 9th edn 1960: 217) and ‘articulatory smoothing’ (Fujimura and Lovins 1978: 108). The term anticipatory co-articulation will be used here to mean the articulatory influence exercised by a segment on segments that precede it in an utterance. Perseverative co-articulation will be the term used for the articulatory influence exercised by a segment on segments that follow it in the utterance. The direction of co-articulatory influence in the chain of speech here labelled ‘anticipatory’ has also been called ‘right-to-left’ co-articulation (Lukber 1981: 129), and alternatives to ‘perseverative’ have been ‘carry-over’, ‘retention’ and ‘left-to-right’ co-articulation (Lukber 1981: 128).

Co-articulatory feature-copying makes the segments involved more similar to each other than they are in other contexts. Some of this increased similarity may conceivably be due to mechanical factors constraining the actions of the vocal apparatus. Ohala (1981b: 112) mentions such factors as ‘inertial properties of the articulators, the anatomical connections between articulators, the elasticity of articulator tissues, aerodynamic factors etc.’. It deserves emphasis, however, that many characteristics of co-articulation reflect options of positive co-ordinary control, and are not solely the consequence of mechanical necessity. This point of view is based on the fact that both speakers and languages differ in the degree of co-articulatory influence exercised on adjacent segments.

Such lingual adjustments of velar stops as there are in English, in anticipation of front and back vowels, are relatively small in comparison with some other languages. Robins (1956) describes anticipatory and perseveratory adjustments applied to velar consonants in Sundanese in the following terms:

Consonants of the velar group enjoy the greatest phonetic latitude of any of the Sundanese consonants in their realization, being articulated as pre-velar, mid-velar, or post-velar according to the nature of the preceding or following vowel, with noticeably greater variation than occurs in the Standard English k- and g-sounds in their different phonetic contexts.

The timing and degree of labial co-articulation also differs from speaker to speaker, and from language to language. Perkell (1986) measured the degree of lower-lip protrusion in the repeated performance of the segment-sequences [kaṭu] and [kaṇṭu] in individual speakers of English, Spanish and French (presumably pronounced as [kaṭu] and [kaṇṭu] by the Spanish and
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Lower lip protrusion vs. time
Line-up point: onset of voicing for [u]

Figure 12.4 Differences of timing of lip-protrusion during the performance of [katu] and [kantu] in English, and [kaṭu] and [kanṭu] in French and Spanish (from Perkell 1986: 261)

French speakers). The segment-sequences were embedded within carrier phrases appropriate to each language. Figure 12.4 shows the results of his experiment (Perkell 1986: 261), in which the jaw position of each speaker was standardized by the insertion of a small bite-block. The traces are mutually aligned in time with respect to the onset of voicing for the vocoid [u]. Perkell describes the data in the figure in the following terms:

Note that in all cases, protrusion beginning occurs just before the end of the [a]. However, other aspects of the movement patterns are quite different for the different speakers. Protrusion for the speaker of English, at the left, reaches the target for the [u] just before the [t] release, then a second, more gradual protrusive movement occurs after onset of voicing for the [u], presumably to produce an appropriate pattern of diphthongization. The protrusion movement for the Spanish speaker, in the middle, consists of one single gesture which reaches its extreme after the almost coincident [t] release and onset of voicing for the vowel. Protrusion for the French speaker, on the right, reaches a
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maximum before release of the [t], and gradual retraction with some hesitation occurs throughout the vowel. (Perkell 1986: 260)

It was also pointed out earlier that in French the velum opens anticipatorily on vocoids before nasal consonant realizations, as it does in English, but with a characteristically later onset.

The timing of the phonetic features involved in co-articulatory action does not respect segmental boundaries. Lisker (1978: 133), describing co-articulation, states that

When we examine closely the operation of the various structures making up the vocal tract we find that they do not in general shift position in close synchrony and at the rate at which the phonetic segments are emitted. Thus lip-rounding and nasalization are segmental features of English that refuse to be contained within their 'proper' segmental boundaries, as these are commonly placed.

In co-articulation, articulatory features by definition spread across more than one segment. This is also precisely the major attribute of a 'setting' where a setting is characterized as an articulatory property shared by two or more segments which are either adjacent or in close proximity.

Settings are more fully discussed in chapter 13, but we can note here that the segmental domain of co-articulatory settings tends to vary with the type of setting involved. The hierarchy of co-articulatory effects in terms of typical span of influence is as follows: the co-articulatory setting with the smallest span is the adjustment of tongue position, which seems typically to exercise its chief effect within the syllable. Secondly, the velic setting of nasality can cross both syllable and word boundaries – Moll and Daniloff (1971) showed that in English the velum can lower in anticipation of a nasal consonant several segments earlier, across such boundaries, provided that the segments influenced are all vocoids. Lastly, a co-articulatory labial setting seems to have the longest potential segmental span. Kozhevnikov and Chistovich (1965) showed that when a string of consonants (whose phonological requirements for labial position are neutral) precede a lip-rounded vowel in Russian, then the onset of rounding can begin on the first consonant in the string, for up to three such consonants. This was shown to extend to four such consonants in English by Daniloff and Moll (1968), and up to six for French (Benguere and Cowan 1974). In Swedish, Lubker, McAllister and Carlson (1975) showed that the onset of lip-rounding in such a consonantal string can start up to 600 msec ahead of a rounded vowel, in terms of the onset of electrical activity in the lip muscles chiefly responsible for moving the lips to a rounded position.
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Within the category of co-articulatory influences that seem to operate over a small span of segments, certain effects such as palatalization and retroflexion seem to have interesting directional constraints. Palatal and palatalized contoids chiefly affect following segments, while retroflexed contoids affect mostly preceding segments (Bhat 1974: 235). According to Bhat, the perseverative effect of palatalization, namely fronting and raising following vocoids, is found in Russian, Marshallese, Yagua, Korean, Irish, Higi and Kannada.

The fact that retroflexion should exercise its influence chiefly in an anticipatory direction is perhaps transparent. The articulatory aspect of retroflexion involves the tongue tip/blade being curled upwards, and this action must be completed before the medial phase of the segment chiefly concerned. Any susceptible segment immediately preceding the retroflexed segment will therefore tend to suffer the consequences of this preparatory action. Bhat suggests that this finding is typical of languages such as Mundari, Konda, Tamil, Tulu, Marathi, Armenian, Pitta-Pitta, Mantjiltjara and Chrau.

A co-articulatory phenomenon complementarily related to that of retroflexion is the effect in certain languages of segments with a tapped aspect of articulation. In most tapped segments, the tongue hits the passive articulator at a perpendicular angle. In a minority of types of tapped stops, however, there is a tendency for the tongue tip/blade to strike the alveolar ridge on an oblique rather than a perpendicular angle, and to follow a retracting trajectory after making momentary closure. The consequence of this action is to inject a certain degree of retroflexion on the following segment. Bhat (1974: 235) states that in languages such as Sanskrit, Yidgha, Sanglechi, Pasha, Tiwi, Ngarluma, Burera, Kunjen, Norwegian, Swedish and Faroese, apical tapped stops (and trilled stops) have 'induced retroflexion on a following consonant'.

Co-articulatory settings may have important perceptual benefits. Anticipatory co-articulation may provide auditory cues which a listener can exploit to predict segments before the speaker has produced them, and perseverative co-articulation can give 'carry-over' cues which usefully add to the general perceptual redundancy of the speech signal (Lubker 1981: 129).

12.5.2 Feature copying in assimilation

The concept of assimilation was briefly introduced in chapter 3. It can now be discussed in more detail, as an example of co-ordination at the phonological level. Assimilation is seen here as an optional process consisting of one segment exercising a modifying influence on the articulatory or phonatory characteristics of another segment across a word-boundary, or across the boundary between the components of a compound word. The
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influence can be exercised in a forward direction along the chain of speech, from a segment at the end of one word to a segment at the beginning of the next, as an instance of perseverative assimilation. When the influence is exercised in the other direction, from a segment at the beginning of one word to a segment at the end of the preceding word, this is said to be an instance of anticipatory assimilation. The fact of assimilation is established by comparison with the form of the word when pronounced in isolation. The segments can be made more similar in terms of phonation, place of articulation, nasal aspect of articulation, or degree of stricture.

Examples of perseverative assimilation of voicelessness from English (RP) can be seen in the following pronunciations of *is* and *has*, where a preceding phonological process of elision has deleted vowel phonemes intervening between the assimilating and assimilated consonants (Jones 1962: 225):

*Perseverative assimilation of voicelessness in English*

/\wɒt iz  sæ tæm/ \= [\wɒt s sæ thæm] What is the time?
/\dæg (f)ɒp iz əʊpɪn/ \= [\dæg (f)ɒp s əʊpɪn] The shop is open
/\dʒæk haz bn hæ/ \= [\dʒæk s bn hæ] Jack has been here
/\wɒt haz hi dæn/ \= [\wɒt s hi dæn] What has he done

Examples of anticipatory assimilation of place of articulation, which is much more common, can be seen in the following English pronunciations of *that* and *this*:

*Anticipatory assimilations of place of articulation in English*

/\dæt mæn/ \= [\dæp mæn] that man
/\dæt gæl/ \= [\dæk gæl] that girl
/\dɪs ʃɒp/ \= [\dɪʃ ʃɒp] this shop
/\dɪs jə/ \= [\dɪʃ jə] this year

The last example is revealing, in that, unlike all the other examples cited above of assimilation, the assimilatory process here has resulted not in a complete copy of the place of articulation of the assimilating segment by the assimilated segment, but only in a partial adjustment of the place of articulation. The original alveolar fricative [s] has become a palato-alveolar fricative [ʃ], in response to the influence of the palatal approximant [j].

An example of an anticipatory assimilation in English involving a change from an oral to a nasal aspect of articulation is the pronunciation of *good morning* (canonically /gʊd mʌn ɜː/) as [gʊn mʌn].

A third type of assimilation is the case where both segments change their characteristics, under their mutual influence across the word boundary, which Gimson (1962: 271) refers to as ‘coalescence’. An example of this
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would be a more extreme assimilation of this year, being pronounced as [ðjə]. This coalescent assimilation would involve adjustments of phonation type, place of articulation and degree of stricture, in that the normal voiced palatal approximant [j] in year would be replaced by a voiceless palato-alveolar fricative, as well as the normal voiceless alveolar fricative [s] in this being replaced by a voiceless palato-alveolar fricative [ʃ]. Another coalescent assimilation would be the instance of the sequence [t j-] in hit you [hɪt ju] being jointly replaced by a voiceless palato-alveolar affricated stop in [hɪtʃu].

All the examples quoted above are of assimilations which are the outcome of optional phonological processes. Assimilations which are internal to compound words tend over time to become fixed patterns, and lose their optionality. Many compound words in English show such traces of historical assimilation (Jones 1962: 221). An example in transition is newspaper, which is more commonly heard as [njʊzˈpɜːpə], rather than [njuzˈpeɪpə], though both are heard. An example that has become fully institutionalized in the language is orchard, which has lost the signs of its historical origin as ort + yard, with the earlier sequence /-u + /j-/ coalescing to the modern /-ʃ-/, in the RP pronunciation [ɔʃəd].

Assimilation patterns are accent-specific and language-specific. Received Pronunciation of English shows no examples of anticipatory assimilation of voicing. In some accents of Scottish English, on the other hand, this is quite common, in assimilated forms such as [bɹðə] for birthday, in place of [bɹəðə]. Equally, anticipatory assimilation of voicing is not uncommonly heard in French, in assimilated forms such as [yɛ̃taζʒɔtɛ] for une tasse de thé ('a cup of tea'), in place of [yɛ̃taζʃɔtɛ].

12.5.3 Segmental harmony

Segment harmony is a phonological phenomenon where there is a phonotactic restriction of choice of the type of segments that can co-occur in a word, or sometimes in a morphological component of a word, such that the segments have to be chosen from either one or another of two entirely or largely exclusive sets. The segments of each set usually share one or more characterizing phonetic features. This phenomenon is usually called vowel harmony, or consonant harmony, though in fact co-articulatory constraints necessarily operate on neighbouring segments, resulting in the harmony process applying allophonically throughout all or most of the syllable concerned.

The general concept of segment harmony would normally perhaps be more appropriately treated in a textbook on phonology, rather than in one on phonetics as such. But discussion of segment harmony is included here as an illustration of the fact that it is in matters of co-ordination, whether this 384
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is at a subsegmental or intersegmental phonetic level, or at an intersegmental phonological level of word-construction, that some of the most interesting problems in phonetics and phonology tend to be found.

Vowel harmony is a phenomenon found in many different language areas of the world. Examples are found in languages as diverse as Efik, Igbo and Twi (Akan) from West Africa; Turkana from East Africa; Yaka from the Bantu area of central Africa; Palestinian Arabic from the Eastern Mediterranean; Telugu and Bengali from the Indian sub-continent; Finnish, Hungarian and Turkish from Europe; Kirghiz from the southernmost part of the CIS, near the Afghanistan-China border; Khalkha Mongolian from the area north of central China; and Chukchi from the north-eastern tip of Siberia.

In Igbo, one of the major languages of Nigeria, Ward (1936) suggested that eight vowel phonemes could be distinguished, and arranged and numbered as follows:

Igbo vowel phonemes
1. i 5. u
2. e 6. ø
3. e 7. o
4. a 8. ø

Ward suggested a vowel-harmony rule that applies to this organization to the effect that vowels within a polysyllabic word could be drawn from either the even-numbered set or the odd-numbered set, but, with few exceptions, not both. Carnochan (1960) illustrates this vowel-harmony principle in Igbo operating in trisyllabic verb forms (where the first segment represents a pronominal prefix). Tone is omitted in the following examples:

Vowel harmony in Igbo
/isiri/ ‘you cooked’ /esere/ ‘you said’
osie/ ‘he cooks’ osea/ ‘he says’
/isere/ ‘you quarrelled’ /esara/ ‘you washed’
/otee/ ‘he rubs’ osaa/ ‘he washes’
/izuru/ ‘you stole’ /ezoro/ ‘you bought’
ozuo/ ‘he steals’ ozoo/ ‘he buys’
/izoro/ ‘you hid’ /ezoro/ ‘you got up’
/ogoo/ ‘he buys’ ooo/ ‘he cuts up’

A second illustration of vowel harmony comes from Lyons (1962), writing here in a Firthian vein. He describes the phonological process of vowel
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harmony as it applies to Turkish in the following terms, which speak elo-
quently of the problems to which a phonemic monosystemic analysis gives
rise in such areas (vowel symbols are as in Lyons' original):

To illustrate the difference between the phonemic and the prosodic
approach to analysis, we may briefly consider what is generally called
'vowel harmony' in Turkish. It seems that any phonemically-based
analysis of Turkish must recognize eight vowels: viz., /i u e a o o/.
Any one of these vowels may occur in monosyllabic words: in words
of more than one syllable, however, there are systematic restrictions on the
cocurrence of the several vowel phonemes. Thus, in words of native
Turkish origin, front vowels /i u e o/, and back vowels /i u a o/, do not
occur together; nor do rounded vowels /ü ö u o/, and unrounded vowels
/i e i a/. Moreover, the phoneme /o/ occurs generally only in the first
syllable of a word (with the exception of certain verbal forms). A
phonemic representation of polysyllabic words is therefore very highly
redundant, since it represents each vowel in the structure as a selection
from eight contrasting units, whereas all but two of the eight vowel
phonemes are excluded from occurrence by the occurrence of any other
given vowel phoneme of the word. It is to be noticed, however, that the
redundancy is of (the analyst's) own making, and the corrective
distributional statement a consequence of the phonemic preconceptions
of the analysis in the first place. (Lyons 1962: 129)

Lyons goes on to give a 'prosodic' analysis of modern Standard Turkish, in
the Firthian tradition, which, although undoubtedly harder to read and
interpret, more succinctly captures the mutual phonological constraints at
work in this language - and which brings morphological facts more directly
into play, in that in this analysis 'stems and suffixes have everywhere the
same phonological form' (Lyons ibid.). An illustration from Lyons is given
in table 12.3, with a phonemic transcription for comparison, to give a
flavour of this Firthian approach. Space does not permit more extensive
illustration, and the interested reader is referred to the collections of articles
in the Firthian tradition cited in section 2.5.7.

The prosodic transcription in table 12.3 exploits 'two binary PROSODIC
contrasts of front/back and rounding/non-rounding, and ... only two con-
trasting segmental PHONEMATIC units, high/low ... For the phonemic con-
trast between the high vowel and the low vowel, i:a (is used); for the
prosodies of front/back and rounding/non-rounding F:B and R:N (is used)
respectively' (Lyons ibid.). The interest of the illustration should not be
diminished by Lyons' use of phonetically unorthodox symbols for his
phonemic transcription. The meanings of the individual items are due to H.
Kopkalli (personal communication).
### Table 12.3 Phonemic and prosodic (Firthian) analysis of modern Standard Turkish

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Word meaning</th>
<th>Phonemic transcription</th>
<th>Prosodic transcription</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>eyes (eye + pl. marker)</td>
<td>/gözler/</td>
<td>FRgazlar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>houses</td>
<td>/evler/</td>
<td>FNavlar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>arms</td>
<td>/kollar/</td>
<td>BRkollar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>men</td>
<td>/adamlar/</td>
<td>BNadamlar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>roses</td>
<td>/güller/</td>
<td>FRgillar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>matches</td>
<td>/kibritler/</td>
<td>FNkibritlar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>clouds</td>
<td>/bulutlar/</td>
<td>BRbilitar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>girls</td>
<td>/kızlar/</td>
<td>BNkizlar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>my eye (eye + poss. marker)</td>
<td>/gözüm/</td>
<td>FRgazim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>my house</td>
<td>/evim/</td>
<td>FNavim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>my arm</td>
<td>/kolum/</td>
<td>BRkalim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>my man</td>
<td>/adamım/</td>
<td>BNadamım</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>my rose</td>
<td>/gülüm/</td>
<td>FRgilim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>my matches</td>
<td>/kibritim/</td>
<td>FNkibritim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>my cloud</td>
<td>/bulutum/</td>
<td>BRbilitim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>my girl (daughter)</td>
<td>/kızım/</td>
<td>BNkizim</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Source: Based on Lyons (1962)*

Another ‘prosodic’ analysis of vowel harmony in Turkish is available in Waterson (1956), and a more conventional account is given in Kornfilt (1987). It should be noted that there are many loanwords in Turkish which violate the harmony rules (and thereby reveal themselves as not part of the native stock of the language). Instances of loanwords from languages such as Arabic and English, cited by Ringen (1980: 38), are:

*Violations of vowel harmony in loanwords in Turkish*

- /kitab/ ‘book’ /zafer/ ‘victory’
- /aruz/ ‘prosody’ /boksit/ ‘bauxite’
- /zijaret/ ‘visit’ /goril/ ‘gorilla’

The work of writers in the Firthian prosodic school is based on principles of analysis some of which are not dissimilar to those of the more modern school of autosegmental and metrical phonology. Indeed, Shibatani (1990: 179) goes as far as to suggest that, in separating specific phonological features from the segmental representation of a morpheme or word ‘The Firthian tradition of prosodic analysis has ... been resurrected in the name of autosegmental phonology’. Vowel harmony, which specifically involves a phonological domain larger than the individual segment, has attracted a
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substantial contribution from researchers in these perspectives, and interested readers are referred to articles on the topic listed under Further Reading at the end of the chapter.

Treatments of phonological harmony processes often concentrate on the harmonization of vowel phonemes within words or parts of words of vowel phonemes. It was pointed out above that allophonic co-ordination will also entail phonetic adjustments to the segments representing the consonantal elements of such words. In these circumstances, an alternative phonological solution is feasible, where the harmony process is analysed as being carried by the consonants rather than the vowels, with consequential statements having to be made about the allophonic adjustments applicable to the realizations of the vowels concerned. That most languages showing harmony are analysed as displaying vowel harmony rather than consonant harmony is possibly a consequence of the fact that the relevant phonetic distinctions are in some way perceptually more blatant for the differences between the segments representing vowels than for those representing consonants. Another reason for opting for a solution which is based on harmonic relations between vowel rather than consonant phonemes is often economy of presentation, in that vowel systems are usually smaller than consonant systems.

Some languages invite a treatment of consonant harmony, however, in that the harmonic realizations are perceptually more salient for the realizations of the consonants than for those of the vowels. One instance is the Aywele accent of Etsako, the Niger-Congo Kwa language spoken by some 9,000 speakers around the confluence of the Niger and Benue rivers in the mid-western part of Nigeria. It will be recalled that this language has been cited earlier as exploiting differences of muscular tension during the articulation of syllables as the basis for a phonological opposition. Laver (1967) suggests that a possible phonological solution for this language is to focus the harmony process on the consonants, and to posit three sets of consonants:

Consonant harmony sets in Etsako

\[
\begin{align*}
Tense & /w \ m \ v \ z \ r \ ë \ k \ g/ \\
Lax & /w h \ m h \ v h \ z h \ r h \ ë h \ k h \ g h/ \\
Neutral & /p \ b \ f \ t \ d \ s l \ n j \ u \ k p \ g b/ \\
\end{align*}
\]

The symbol ‘\(h\)’ is being used here solely as a phonological indicator that the consonant concerned is a member of the lax set of consonants, which are articulated with markedly less muscular tension than tense consonants, and with typically shorter duration. Consonant harmony operates in the sense
that, with a very small number of exceptions, 'in any morpheme consonants
from either the tense set or the lax set can occur, but no co-occurrence ...
possible. Consonants from the neutral set can occur in any morpheme with
the consonants from either the tense set or the lax set' (Laver 1967: 53).

There are seven monophthongal vowels in Etsako /i e a o u/, with pho-
netically long vowels and phonetic diphthongs all being treated as sequences
of two (tone-bearing) single vowels. Examples of words from Etsako obey-
ing the consonant-harmony rules are given in Table 12.4. Instances of words
in Etsako with mixed tense and lax consonants, which by violating the
consonant-harmony rules thereby show their morphologically well-
compound construction, are: /úkòkòrhè/ 'to gather' < /úkòkò/ 'to collect' + /-rhè/ 'away
from original position'; /úrèkhàá/ 'to accompany' < /úrè/ 'to use' + /-khàá/
'together, jointly'; and /ígwòghò/ 'dried stems of elephant grass' < /ígwà/
'bones' + /òghò/ 'elephant grass'.

Table 12.4 Consonant harmony in Etsako

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tense</th>
<th>Lax</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>/úmè/ 'camwood, ochre'</td>
<td>/úmhè/ 'salt'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/ívù/ 'kernels'</td>
<td>/ívhù/ 'boundaries'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/úzè/ 'antelope'</td>
<td>/úzhò/ 'animal trap'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/ákà/ 'maize'</td>
<td>/ákhà/ 'tooth'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/áqógò/ 'bell'</td>
<td>/ághòghò/ 'brains'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Based on Laver (1967: 56)

The availability of the option of treating Etsako as showing vowel har-
mony instead of consonant harmony can be judged from the following
description of allophonic interactions (Laver 1967: 55):

The allophones of /i e o u/ tend to be slightly closer and more
peripheral when they occur in tense morphemes, and slightly more
open and more central when they occur in lax morphemes. Inter-
consonantal allophones of all vowels are of longer duration after tense
consonants than after lax consonants. Utterance-final allophones tend
to be glottalised after tense consonants, and pronounced with breathy
voice after lax consonants; utterance-initial allophones before a tense
consonant are shorter than before a lax consonant.

Further reading

Docherty (1992) gives an account of co-ordinary features associated
with the production of stops and fricatives. Kohler (1984) considers
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the concepts of fortis and lenis sounds from a phonetic and a phonological viewpoint, as does Braun (1988).


13

Phonetic similarity and multisegmental settings

One of the most basic concepts in phonetics, and one of the least discussed, is that of phonetic similarity. An adequate general phonetic theory should permit any two phonetic events to be compared and rated on a scale of relative similarity, within a coherent account of the physiological, acoustic and perceptual ways in which the events are related to each other. Such a theory has not yet been completely developed. No explicit metric exists to date which would allow such a graded comparison to be carried out across the full range of phonetic entities with any great sensitivity of comparison, though the phonetic schemes for the descriptive featural classification of contoids and vocoids do enable a more limited comparison within each of those broad categories.

Part of the reason for the relative inadequacy of current phonetic theory in this area is possibly that, as noted earlier, the concept of phonetic quality itself is not concrete but abstract, and that the nature of this abstraction has not yet been fully explored. In addition, the detailed nature of the relationship between the phonetic and the organic contributions to speech events is still not well understood. Issues of phonetic similarity, though underlying many of the key concepts in phonetics, are hence often left tacit.

13.1 Phonetic similarity and segments

There are two different approaches to the notion of phonetic similarity in speech. The first is the relatively straightforward question of the degree to which any two segments under comparison are similar to each other, at the given level of comparison – articulatory, auditory or acoustic. This question can be addressed in scalar terms, such that one could for instance ask whether [p] is auditorily (say) more similar to [k] than it is to [t]. Equally, it would be hypothetically possible to locate all segment-types in multidimensional auditory space in such a way that a statement could be made of the nearest neighbours of any given segment-type, together with a description of their respective positions and mutual distances. The greater
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the phonetic similarity between any two segment-types, the greater their proximity in this multidimensional auditory space.

The number of different dimensions one might explore in such a model of auditory space is very large (Boves 1984), with many of them, such as 'bright/dark', 'rough/smooth', or 'clear/dull', being able to be identified only by means of metaphorical labels derived from other sensory modalities. The method to be followed here will use a phonetic model, though it should be noted that metaphorical elements are not completely absent from such a phonetic approach, when it is the auditory domain that is under discussion.

For convenience in the figures that follow, phonetic similarity is presented as its inverse – phonetic distance. Figure 13.1 is an initial attempt to give a global suggestion of auditory distance (and hence of acoustic dissimilarity) between segment-types representing the consonantal phonemes of English (RP). It is a simplistic statement, organizing the comparisons in a pair-wise matrix, with the convention that every comparison of distance is judged on a percentage scale, with 0 meaning 'identical' and 100 meaning 'with no

Figure 13.1 Auditory distances between segment-types representing the consonantal phonemes of English (Received Pronunciation)
auditory features in common. The information in figure 13.1 was developed by the author from subjective auditory impressions (supported by some theoretical assumptions). But it nevertheless has some potential objective usefulness. It is possible, for example, to make use of figure 13.1 as a hypothesized confusion-matrix which predicts the perceptual confusions that human subjects are likely to make when asked to identify segment-types presented as stimuli in perceptual labelling experiments. The smaller the distance between two segments, the greater the proposed phonetic similarity, and the more likely the subjects are to confuse the two segments, particularly when the stimuli are presented under conditions of masking noise, or at low intensities. The claims made about degrees and rankings of intersegmental phonetic similarity in figure 13.1 are thus directly open to experimental test.

Figure 13.1 can also serve as a confusion-matrix for use in the design of automatic speech recognition systems. When these computer-based systems attain a performance which is at all comparable to human performance, then the greatest number of false identifications made should be those of the acoustically nearest neighbours of the true segments. In the design of automatic speech recognition systems which exploit phonetic segments as basic units of recognition, it is hence important that the mistakes made by such systems should not be random, but related in a principled way to the properties of the segments concerned. The relationships of phonetic similarity indicated in figure 13.1 therefore effectively constitute a type of distance measure which can be exploited in the design process of such automatic recognition systems.

An example may make the above point clearer. If a recognition machine hypothesizes the presence of a [p] segment at some point in the stream of speech, then the possibility that the segment concerned is not actually a [p] but is really a [k] is greater, to the degree hypothesized by the values given in figure 13.1, than that it is actually a [t]. This allows the system to say to itself, in effect, 'I think I recognize a [p] here. But I have limited perceptual experience, and I may be wrong. I therefore will also hypothesize, at a slightly lower level of probability, that I am dealing with a [k], and at a slightly lower level of probability yet, with a [t]. I will take these different graded possibilities into account when I come to the stage of looking up in my dictionary the possible words in which these segment-types participate in order to choose the most probable word.'

The distance measure implied by figure 13.1 could help to seed the initial values for the probability gradings of such segment hypotheses in the development of an automatic speech recognition system, though clearly other factors (such as the relative frequency of occurrence of the segment-types in the
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vocabulary of the application concerned) would also have to play their part. It will be recalled that relative frequency of occurrence was mentioned in section 9.6 as a factor contributing to the response bias of subjects in the experiments reported on perceptual confusions of fricative segments sharing low auditory prominence (i.e. confusions by listeners between the members of a class of confusable and therefore phonetically similar segments).

Figure 13.2 shows the actual values for a confusion-matrix developed from these initial 'seedings' by an automatic speech recognition system built at the Centre for Speech Technology Research at the University of Edinburgh (F. McInnes, personal communication). The system was trained by exposure to a set of 200 sentences of about twenty words each, designed to give representative coverage of the distribution of diphones (effectively two-phoneme sequences) in British English (RP), read by each of four male speakers. The values are expressed in mean negative log probabilities, with large values truncated to 99. The entries in the matrices reflect the probability of confusion of recognition by the system based on the training material described. The results are asymmetric, in that the system's performance is not identical in recognizing [p] as [b] versus [b] as [p], for instance. Compared with the values in figure 13.1, the results for the automatic recognition system are non-linear, in that they are concentrated towards the ends of the scale. But the ranking of the acoustic scores is not too dissimilar to those of the auditory hypotheses. With considerably more exposure to known acoustic training material, the results of the automatic system would probably converge with the performance of human judges to a greater degree.

13.2 Phonetic similarity and settings

The above approach to the topic of phonetic similarity considered a comparison between any two segment-types, arbitrarily chosen. The second approach to phonetic similarity concerns the ways in which the segments of a given stretch of connected speech from a given speaker are phonetically related to each other. The phonetic realizations of the phonemic sequence of that stretch of speech can show gradations of phonetic similarity to each other that make them audibly different from the phonetic realizations of the same string of phonemes said by that speaker on different occasions in different tones of voice, or by a different speaker with a different voice quality. Any tendency towards phonetic similarity in the segmental realizations that make up a given stretch of speech is the basis of what, earlier in this book, has been called a phonetic setting.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Segment identity</th>
<th>Scored phoneme</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>p</td>
<td>2 3 3 11 9 13 18 11 15 99 16 19 14 5 10 7 17 18 26 18 58 18 17 15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t</td>
<td>6 2 4 9 8 10 15 10 12 99 11 16 12 9 6 8 16 14 20 16 41 16 14 12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k</td>
<td>4 3 2 9 9 12 15 10 13 99 14 17 13 8 9 6 17 15 23 15 84 16 16 12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f</td>
<td>9 4 6 1 4 8 11 11 9 99 9 17 14 13 19 18 17 20 17 30 17 15 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>θ</td>
<td>9 4 7 5 1 6 13 11 25 99 7 17 13 14 19 19 25 38 31 99 23 16 14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s</td>
<td>18 7 15 12 9 1 13 11 99 99 3 14 13 20 76 26 65 81 99 66 99 51 29 36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>j</td>
<td>17 9 11 11 14 10 1 3 75 99 13 8 5 20 98 22 46 82 99 61 99 64 36 33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ŋ</td>
<td>14 7 9 16 12 9 5 1 99 99 11 11 4 18 99 24 69 99 99 79 99 64 41 55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>v</td>
<td>8 6 8 8 8 10 14 17 15 2 16 11 18 15 8 5 9 10 9 16 12 17 14 10 11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ç</td>
<td>14 8 14 15 13 18 24 25 9 2 15 23 25 13 6 14 12 8 18 11 15 14 9 12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>z</td>
<td>16 5 13 11 9 4 13 12 39 99 1 12 12 18 30 18 35 38 51 37 55 33 25 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ñ</td>
<td>16 8 11 12 14 10 6 7 18 99 9 2 5 19 13 16 20 19 21 49 19 17 17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cões</td>
<td>13 6 9 13 13 10 7 3 21 99 10 8 1 16 23 14 19 34 45 23 99 27 17 24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b</td>
<td>4 5 6 14 13 15 19 15 9 75 16 19 15 2 5 6 12 18 12 28 17 16 16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d</td>
<td>8 5 8 13 13 15 18 15 8 21 12 18 14 7 2 8 11 9 16 14 19 16 12 13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>g</td>
<td>7 6 4 13 13 15 17 13 11 45 15 17 14 7 6 2 12 15 14 19 15 15 13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m</td>
<td>13 12 12 17 18 19 20 21 11 17 20 17 19 19 10 9 10 1 3 9 9 16 12 11 16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n</td>
<td>14 11 13 18 17 19 20 21 11 17 16 19 18 11 6 11 4 1 7 13 16 13 10 15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ng</td>
<td>16 13 11 19 19 20 21 22 15 20 19 20 20 14 11 7 5 4 1 3 13 15 17 14 17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>w</td>
<td>14 12 13 17 17 18 20 20 14 62 18 19 20 9 16 15 12 13 18 2 25 12 8 16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>j</td>
<td>18 14 14 18 19 19 20 17 52 18 18 17 18 15 13 16 13 14 17 2 15 12 15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r</td>
<td>17 15 16 18 18 19 20 21 26 17 29 19 20 17 15 15 14 12 18 13 17 1 14 17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>l</td>
<td>16 14 16 17 17 18 19 19 19 99 16 18 18 15 16 18 16 23 14 33 18 2 16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>h</td>
<td>10 6 7 9 11 14 16 16 12 24 16 18 17 13 10 11 15 13 17 13 16 13 12 1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 13.2 Acoustic distances between segment-types representing the consonantal phonemes of English (Received Pronunciation), as assessed by an automatic speech-recognition system (F. McInnes, personal communication)
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A close examination of the segmental make-up of most utterances in the speech of any speaker will reveal different densities of phonetic similarity between the segments concerned, both in the apparent degree of similarity and in the timespan of such relationships. The analysis of such fluctuating concentrations of phonetic similarity in utterances offers a fresh perspective on some particularly important areas in the description of speech. These include the description of linguistically relevant co-ordinatory phenomena such as co-articulation, assimilation and segment harmony, the phonetic specification of paralinguistic communication by tone of voice, and the characterization of individual speakers in terms of the phonetic component of their extralinguistic voice quality. The idea of a setting can be applied to the phonetic analysis of all these areas, from co-articulation to voice quality.

The function of the remainder of this chapter is to develop this notion of a phonetic setting, in the context of analysing phonetic similarity in the linguistic, paralinguistic and extralinguistic domains of speech. The discussion presented here is an extension of the analysis of settings published in Laver (1980, 1991), Laver and Hanson (1981) and Mackenzie Beck (1988). Laver (1980) is accompanied by a cassette recording which illustrates many of the settings discussed in this chapter.

13.2.1 Definition of a phonetic setting

A phonetic setting can be defined as any co-ordinatory tendency underlying the production of the chain of segments in speech towards maintaining a particular configuration or state of the vocal apparatus. More specifically, a setting consists of one or more featural properties held in common by two or more speech segments in close proximity in the stream of speech. The segments concerned can be regarded as carriers of the setting. Settings themselves are combinable, within physiological limitations. Any two segments displaying the effects of a given setting are by definition to that degree phonetically similar in terms of featural properties, and the greater the number of features shared between the two segments the greater the degree of their phonetic similarity.

13.2.2 The segmental span of phonetic settings

In assimilation, the minimum span of a setting extends over two segments, located on each side of a word-boundary. In the case of co-articulation, we have seen that the span of a setting in the chain of speech can range from a minimum of two adjacent segments up to six or seven segments. In segmental harmony, the span covers all the segments within a
word, or sometimes within a given morphological part of a word. In par- 
alinguistic communication, the span can extend over a whole utterance pro- 
nounced in a particular tone of voice. The maximum possibility for the span of a setting lies in the extralinguistic area, where every single utterance pro- 
duced by a particular speaker is phonetically coloured to some degree by his or her personal quality. It may be helpful, before going further, to review some brief examples of each of these possibilities.

In co-articulation, we can say that a setting finds its expression as an 
adjustment of the featural properties of one segment towards greater pho-
netic similarity to those of an adjacent segment within the word involved. It will be recalled that one instance of a co-articulatory (labial) setting is the tendency for \[k\] in \(\text{keep} \ [\text{kip}]\) in English to be pronounced with spread 
lips, as an adaptation to the lip-spread quality of the following vocoid. This 
can be contrasted with the instance of a different co-articulatory (labial) 
setting shown in the tendency of \([k^w]\) in \(\text{coop} \ [k^w\text{up}]\) to be pronounced with 
rounded lips, as an adaptation to the lip-rounded property of the following 
vocoid.

Comparable adaptive influences exercised across a word-boundary can be 
seen in assimilation. An example cited earlier was the adjustment of the \(/t/\) in 
the English word \(\text{that}\), normally realized as an alveolar \([t]\) when pronounced 
in isolation as \([\delta\text{at}]\), to a labial \([p]\) in the phrase \(\text{that man}\) pronounced as 
\([\delta\text{ap man}\)], under the influence of the following labial \([m]\) of \(\text{man}\). A different 
example is the adjustment of the \(/t/\) in \(\text{that}\) to a pronunciation as a velar \([k]\) 
in \(\text{that girl} \ [\delta\text{ak g}\text{əl}]\), under the influence of the following velar \([g]\) of \(\text{girl}\). We 
can say that the [-pm-] sequence in \(\text{that man}\) shows a labial assimilatory set-
ing, and the [-kp-] sequence in \(\text{that girl}\) shows a velar assimilatory setting.

The previous chapter discussed the role of settings in segment harmony, 
which tend to involve more complex strands of phonetic features being 
shared across corresponding segments in the successive syllables of a word 
or other linguistic unit. Similarly, in the phonetic analysis of paralinguistic 
communication through tone of voice, segments throughout a whole utter-
ance are pronounced in such a way as to give the impression of a common 
featural tendency towards maintaining a particular configuration or state of 
the vocal apparatus – that is, towards displaying a common setting. An 
example of this is the case of a speaker maintaining a smiling lip position 
throughout a particular utterance. Another is the case where a speaker pro-
nounces all the phonetically voiced segments in an utterance with whispery 
voice, marking the utterance as conspiratorially confidential.

It is in the case of the analysis of extralinguistic voice quality that the con-
cept of a phonetic setting perhaps displays its greatest descriptive potential.
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The sound of a person's voice was said in the Introduction to be an emblem of the speaker's personal identity. It is part of the general human experience of speech that listeners confidently identify their friends and acquaintances through the familiar consistency of their voices. One basis for such confidence is that the organic foundation of the speaker's vocal anatomy confers a distinctiveness on the voice which, while not approaching the uniqueness of fingerprints, is normally a fairly powerful index of identity. Another element of the identifiability of speakers' voices, however, lies in the fact that all speakers have acquired phonetic habits that confer a recognizably personal style on their production of speech. Part of this personal style lies in the way each speaker chooses to pronounce individual segments. But another part of the style lies in the settings that run through many of the individual segments, giving them a unifying quality that is to some degree particular to the speaker's accent-community, and to some degree idiosyncratic to the speaker.

One speaker might produce a habitually nasal quality of speech, so that vocoids representing vowels are all or mostly nasal rather than oral. Nasality of this sort is typical of very many regional accents, especially of Australian and New Zealand English, of many American accents, and to a smaller degree of British English spoken with an RP accent. Another speaker might adopt a habitually whispery voice as the preferred mode of phonation, so that all segments with phonetic voicing were perceptually coloured by the whispery effect. Whispers voice of this sort tends to act as an idiosyncratic marker of identity, rather than as a marker of membership of some regional or social accent-community. Another could tend to speak with a habitually spread lip position, so that the impression was given that the speaker had a permanent half-smile. This again would usually be a matter of personal style, rather than a marker of membership of some sociolinguistic community.

This last example of a labial setting being used to characterize trends in an individual's articulatory habits offers an opportunity to make an important comment on settings in general. The semiotic function of a setting, as between its potential linguistic, paralinguistic or extralinguistic role, is not dictated by the phonetic identity of the setting. We have seen that labial settings can be used for linguistic purposes, in co-articulation and assimilation, and for paralinguistic communication through tone of voice. We have also just seen an instance of their use for extralinguistic characterization of the speaker through voice quality. It is thus worth emphasis that, from a semiotic point of view, settings are able to fulfill both communicative and informative functions.
The structure of the main part of this chapter will be to consider first the phonetic description of settings of all types and the interactions of settings with segments, and then to explore some of the applications to which the notion of settings can be put.

13.3 The phonetic description of settings

The study of phonetic settings (mostly in their contribution to tone of voice and to voice quality) has had a very long history, from the time of Cicero and Quintilian onwards (Laver 1981). Honikman (1964) was the first to give them the name of 'settings', though Wallis (1653) and Wilkins (1668) described some of them in fair detail over three hundred years ago (Laver 1978). Laver (1980) includes detailed schematic presentations of the anatomy of the vocal apparatus and of the physiology of the muscle systems used for the adjustments which give rise to settings of the apparatus. The acoustic basis of settings has been initially explored by Laver (1980) and in more detail by Esling (1986), Esling and Dickson (1985) and Nolan (1983).

The idea of a setting as a constraining tendency imposing a discernible degree of phonetic similarity on the performance of individual segments is applicable at every level of phonetic analysis. Within the framework offered in this book, the following groups of settings will be considered: articulatory settings, phonatory settings, settings of overall muscular tension and prosodic settings. Their discussion will be prefaced by some comments on issues general to all four major groupings.

First, the notion of a neutral reference setting, as a baseline from which to measure deviation, is central to the ideas advanced in this chapter. Each group of settings can be related to its own neutral reference setting. The collected neutral reference settings will be described together in the next section.

Second, settings can be conceived in terms of one or more representative values of the trends underlying momentary segmental excursions. Relevant values are the mean, the range and the variability of the features concerned. The notion of a mean value is useful for all groups of settings, though the actual terms used to label any deviations from the mean will necessarily vary with the type of setting concerned. The idea of a range (from narrow range through neutral range to wide range) is most useful for application to prosodic settings of pitch and loudness, though it is also relevant to instances of different widths of excursion of articulatory movements. The concept of variability of a setting (from low variability through neutral variability to high variability) is probably most useful in the prosodic area,
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though it could also be applied to cases of articulatory and phonatory inconsistency.

Third, if a higher degree of resolution is needed for any descriptive purpose, then any deviation from neutral can be allocated some value in terms of three scalar degrees. 1 stands for a slight degree of deviation from neutral, 2 for a moderate degree, 3 for an extreme degree. The third scalar degree represents the limit of normal variation of settings in a sociolinguistic, accent-characterizing function. It would be necessary to create an extension of this scale when applications in speech pathology are considered, where more abnormal speech behaviour is sometimes encountered.

An illustration of these scalar degrees within the normal sociolinguistic range is that of a deviation from the neutral lip position in the case of a lip-rounded setting characterizing a speaker’s habitual voice quality. If the articulatory position that the speaker favours during continuous speech is that of a just noticeable degree of lip-rounding, the setting can be described as showing lip-rounding of scalar degree 1. Scalar degree 2 describes open rounding of the same degree as an open back rounded vocoid [ʊ], and scalar degree 3 a habitual posture of open rounding of a degree appropriate for a half-open back rounded vocoid [ɔ]. A greater degree of habitual lip-rounding than scalar degree 3, which would correspond to the rounding of the half-close back rounded vocoid [o], or to that for [u], would have to be considered somewhat unusual.

Fourth, settings differ in the amount of perceptual evidence necessary for their identification. The representative value of some settings can be decided on very limited evidence. An example is the fact and degree of whisperiness in the phonation of a person who speaks with a habitually whispery voice. This can often be identified on the basis of hearing only a few syllables of phonation.

In order to detect a setting in a speaker’s voice which exploits an articulatory bias on the shape of the vocoid area, habitually limiting the vocoid articulations to some restricted zone of the vocoid space, a listener would need more evidence, however, than simply a few syllables. An instance of this would be the voice of a speaker who biases all vocoid articulations forwards and upwards towards the hard palate, say, in what we shall later call palatalized voice. In order to conclude that this is the case, a listener would have to hear a sufficient number of vocoids to establish that a general trend exists, as a shift in the centre of gravity of the speaker’s vocoid area away from the neutral location, which would be the position for the central vocoid [ə]. Figure 13.3 shows two hypothetical vocoid charts illustrating the locations of a set of vocoids for a neutral setting (figure 13.3a) versus a palatalized setting (figure 13.3b).
The fifth general concept is that of segmental susceptibility to the effects of a setting. Some segments are not susceptible to the influence of a setting because of the physiological independence of the muscle systems responsible for their production. The articulatory contribution of the body of the tongue to the production of a segment is relatively unaffected by a lip-rounded setting, for instance – although the overall acoustic effect is of course a composite of the two elements. In some cases, phonological requirements over-ride the potential susceptibility of given segments to the effect of settings which could otherwise change their production – nasality as a setting is not normally allowed to make oral stops into nasal stops, for example. The consequence of allowing the change would be a major loss of linguistic intelligibility.

Some settings have a very pervasive effect on a wide range of susceptible segment-types. Settings which involve the mode of voicing, for example, affect
more than half of all segments in English. Settings of the body of the tongue where it might be biased towards taking up a long-term position towards the back wall of the pharynx, for instance, would have an impact on even more segments, affecting all segments made with the tongue as the active articulator.

Some segments are affected more than others by a given setting, in a gradient of susceptibility mostly dependent on the degree of shared muscular anatomy. Some segments will be maximally affected, and these can be considered to be key segments for an auditory analysis of settings, where the effect of the setting is most audible. The identification of these key segments will be used as a device for explaining the nature of individual settings in some of the groups discussed in detail below.

Whether the effect of a given setting is major or minor depends on the pervasiveness of its susceptibility relations with individual segments. It now becomes possible to be more precise about the definition of a setting. A setting can be abstracted from the chain of segmental performance in terms of featural properties shared by segments with a common susceptibility. Because segments vary in their susceptibility to the effect of given settings, any individual setting is only intermittently applicable in the stream of speech. This then means that such intermittency does not disqualify a phonetic feature from being the basis of a setting, and a setting does not need to be shared by segments which are necessarily adjacent in the stream of speech, so long as they are in reasonable proximity. Nasality is a good example of a setting which is typically intermittent, able to occur audibly only (in non-pathological speakers) on voiced segments in speech.

The sixth general concept is that settings co-occur, within limits of mutual physiological compatibility. The overall voice quality of every speaker is characterized by a constellation of co-occurrence settings (even though in many cases these may show neutral values). It is in this sense that Abercrombie may have intended his description of voice quality as 'those characteristics which are present more or less all the time that a person is talking: it is a quasi-permanent quality running through all the sound that issues from his mouth' (Abercrombie 1967: 91).

13.4 Neutral reference settings

The configuration that represents the neutral setting, by reference to which all other articulatory settings can be described, has already been introduced in chapter 5 as the neutral disposition of the vocal tract. This neutral disposition was described there in the following terms:

the vocal tract is as nearly as anatomy allows in a posture giving equal cross-section to the vocal tract along its full length;
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the tongue is in a regularly curved convex shape;
the velum is in a position of closure with the back wall of the pharynx, except for phonemically nasal segments;
the lower jaw is held slightly open;
the lips are held slightly open, without rounding or spreading.

Figure 5.12 illustrated this neutral configuration by means of a xeroradiographic picture of a vocal tract in sagittal cross-section, which represented the vocoid position for [ø], the central unrounded vocoid. This figure is repeated here as figure 13.4 for convenience.

The concept of a neutral setting can now be extended to that of a constellation of neutral reference settings which can act as the baseline for the description of articulatory settings, phonatory settings, settings of overall muscular tension and prosodic settings.

In order for the settings in the speech of a particular speaker to be describable as neutral in every respect, his or her production of speech must also show a number of other neutral characteristics:

- voicing must show modal phonation;
- the average muscular tension throughout the vocal apparatus must be moderate;
- the prosodic features of pitch and loudness must be set at moderate values for mean, range and variability.

A question is perhaps begged as to what might count as 'moderate' in the

Figure 13.4 The neutral configuration of the vocal tract, drawn from a xeroradiographic photograph
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cases of muscular tension and prosodic settings, but it is possible to be a little more precise about some of the details of a neutral articulatory setting and a neutral phonatory setting. In order to satisfy the conditions for a neutral articulatory setting, the following factors should apply to the average articulatory configuration of the segments concerned:

the length of the vocal tract must not be muscually distorted, in that the lips must not be protruded, and the larynx must be neither muscually raised nor lowered;
the vocal tract must not be muscually distorted at any point, by the action of the lips, the jaw, the tongue or the pharynx, and thereby prevented from approaching an optimally equal-cross-section configuration along its full length.

In order to satisfy the conditions for a neutral phonatory setting, the following factors should apply to the type of voicing characteristically displayed by the segments concerned, in order to produce modal phonation:

only the true vocal folds must be in vibration;
the vibration of the folds must be regularly periodic, without audible roughness arising from dysperiodicity;
the vibration of the folds must be efficient in air use, without audible friction;
the degree of muscle tension in all phonatory muscle systems must be moderate.

Virtually nobody speaks with a voice which is fully neutral in all categories of settings. Even if we disregard the fact that the presence of any nasal segments, other than ones which are phonemically nasal, will immediately disqualify the voice from fully neutral articulatory status, it seems to be the case that every speaker is characterized by some degree of deviation from one or another neutral setting. In any event, the concept of neutral settings should not be confused with any idea of 'normal' settings.

One reason for this is the way in which the phonology of the speaker's accent distributes the phonetic manifestations of vowels across the dimensions of vocoid space. In this respect, the speaker's articulatory setting is the joint outcome of the location in vocoid space of the different vocoids, and of their frequency of occurrence. These two factors combine to determine the centre of gravity of the speaker's vocoid distribution. Almost no language shows such symmetry of vocoid placements and their frequencies of occurrence such that the net result is a centre of gravity in
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Setting</th>
<th>Scalar degrees</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>neutral</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Longitudinal</td>
<td>Laryngeal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>raised larynx</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>lowered larynx</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Labial</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>labiodentalization</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>labial protrusion</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cross-sectional</td>
<td>Labial</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>lip-rounded</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>lip-spread</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mandibular</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>close jaw</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>open jaw</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lingual tip blade</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>advanced tip blade</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>retracted tip blade</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lingual body</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>advanced body</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>retracted body</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>raised body</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>lowered body</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lingual root</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>advanced root</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>retracted root</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Velopharyngeal</td>
<td>Velic coupling</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>nasal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>denasal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 13.5 Protocol for recording scalar degrees of longitudinal, cross-sectional and velopharyngeal settings

Vocoid space that falls exactly on the position for [ə], the central unrounded vocoid.

Deviations from the neutral specifications at the articulatory, phonatory, muscle tension or prosodic levels can be specifically labelled, and if necessary given a characterizing scalar degree of deviation from the neutral value. Comment here is confined to those settings that directly affect the quality of speech production. Descriptions of prosodic settings are discussed in chapter 405.
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15, where pitch and loudness settings are described in section 15.9. The different labels associated with the different articulatory, phonatory and muscle-tension categories of settings will be presented in the relevant sections below, together with comments about key segments, segmental susceptibility and inter-setting compatibilities. The settings will be described mostly in terms of their applicability to the segmental performance of English.

The presentation of the different types of settings directly influencing phonetic quality will be related to the categories of the overall protocol shown in figure 13.5. This protocol allows a written record to be made of the three groups of settings in any non-pathological voice, including an indication of the scalar degree of any non-neutral setting. Providing a written annotation of settings in this way gives the analyst a characterizing vocal profile of the voice of the speaker concerned. Conventions for transcribing settings will be described in section 13.9 after the presentation of the settings.

13.5 Articulatory settings

Deviations from the neutral reference setting at the articulatory level can be categorized in three groups, shown in figure 13.5. These are longitudinal settings, cross-sectional settings and velopharyngeal settings. They will partly be presented in the same general terminology as employed to describe secondary articulations, since the effect of a setting, from the point of view of segmental description, is usually that of a secondary, modifying influence.

13.5.1 Longitudinal settings

Longitudinal settings concern deviations from the requirement that the length of the vocal tract must remain undistorted by muscular bias on segmental articulations. The vocal tract can be shortened, either by the larynx being pulled upwards, or by the bottom lip being pulled inwards in the process of labiodentalization. The vocal tract can be lengthened by muscular adjustment, either by the larynx being pulled downwards, or by the lips being protruded. Comment can be made first on changes of larynx position, then on labial factors.

A raised larynx setting is achieved by muscular adjustments that also partly serve the function of raising the pitch of the voice. The higher level of mean pitch typically heard in raised larynx settings is also often associated with an increase in settings of overall muscular tension.

A lowered larynx setting, conversely, is achieved by muscular adjustments which can also partly serve the function of lowering the pitch of the voice. The impression of a somewhat sepulchral quality that is produced by the
lengthened vocal tract in lowered larynx voice is reinforced by this lower average pitch.

The decrease in length of the vocal tract effected by a labiodentalized setting is minimal, though audible. It normally involves retraction of the lower lip to the point where it comes into contact with the outer surfaces of the lower teeth, and approximation towards the biting edge of the upper teeth. The element of retraction affects the longitudinal axis of the vocal tract, and the element of approximation towards the upper teeth affects the cross-sectional axis. Both elements will be described in this section.

There are two main consequences of a labiodentalized setting for key contoid segments. The first is that, with an increasing scalar degree of labiodentalization, the onsets and offsets of what would otherwise be simple labial stops tend to become double stops, with a joint labial–labiodental closure. At abnormal degrees of labiodentalized settings beyond scalar degree 3, these become single labiodental stops. The second consequence is that the apparent ‘pitch’ of the friction audible during the production of the alveolar fricatives [s] and [z] is lowered progressively with the scalar degree of the labiodentalized setting, as the intrusion of the lower lip into the escape of the egressive jet of air beyond the alveolar constriction becomes more extreme.

Labial protrusion is very often accompanied by a lip-rounded setting. Key segments and segmental susceptibility conditions for labial protrusion will be presented in the discussion of lip-rounding below. Occasionally, labial protrusion without rounding occurs, especially when the speaker concerned is also characterized by a protruded jaw setting.

13.5.2  Cross-sectional settings

Cross-sectional settings concern deviations from the requirement that the vocal tract must not be subjected to any habitual articulatory constriction (or expansion) which prevents it from maintaining a neutral long-term configuration. Deviations of this sort can be imposed by labial, mandibular, lingual or pharyngeal action, and the different articulatory settings in this cross-sectional group can be classified on this basis.

13.5.2.1  Labial settings

The neutral labial setting requires the lips to be held slightly open, without rounding or spreading. Deviations from this long-term configuration gives rise to two main settings – a lip-rounded setting and a lip-spread setting. Although lip-rounding can be physiologically achieved without labial protrusion, this seems to be seldom used as a setting, and the
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comments on the lip-rounded setting will assume that a component of pro-
trusion is included.

Scalar degrees for lip-rounding have been described above: scalar degree 1
is defined as just noticeable rounding; scalar degree 2 corresponds to a set-
ing configuration comparable to the open rounding for an open back
rounded vocoid [o]; scalar degree 3 to that for [ɔ]. Key segments for a lip-
rounding setting at scalar degree 3 for English include /i/. Because the labial
component of the pronunciation of vowels such as /i/ is not mandated by
phonological requirements in English, in that lip-rounding on vocoids is not
distinctive, the rounded effect of the setting tends to over-ride the lip-
spreading more normally seen on this segment in other speakers. The result
for this key segment therefore tends to be an under-rounded close front
vocoid. Other key segments include [s] and [z], in which the apparent ‘pitch’
of the friction sounds lower when accompanied by lip-rounding than by lip-
spreading.

It is physically possible to produce a lip-spread setting with labial protrus-
ion. But this is very unusual, and it will be assumed here that a lip-spread
setting does not typically involve labial protrusion. Scalar degrees for a lip-
spread setting are as follows: scalar degree 1 is defined as just noticeable
spreading; scalar degree 2 is comparable to the labial position for [e]; and
scalar degree 3 to that for [i]. Key segments for a lip-spread setting in
English include those contoid segments where rounding is non-distinctive
but otherwise often present, in the pronunciation of /r/, /ʃ/, /ʒ/, /θ/ and /ð/.
Other key segments include [s] and [z], in which the ‘pitch’ of the
friction sounds higher when accompanied by lip-spread than by lip-
rounding.

All segments are susceptible to the effects of labial settings. In the case of
stop segments only, audible susceptibility is limited to the onset and offset
phases of the stops. Labial settings are also compatible with normal degrees
of all other types of settings, because of the physiological independence of
the labial musculature from that underlying all other setting mechanisms.
The one partial exception to this is the case of mandibular settings, where
more extreme degrees of adjustment of the jaw begin to constrain the setting
possibilities of labial adjustments.

13.5.2.2 Mandibular settings

The neutral setting for the jaw specifies that its long-term posi-
tion should be one where it is held slightly open. This can be interpreted to
mean that a small vertical gap should be just visible between the biting sur-
faces of the upper and lower teeth.
There is an asymmetry of adjustment in close jaw settings versus open jaw settings. In scalar degree 1 of a close jaw setting, the vertical gap between upper and lower teeth just disappears; in scalar degree 2 it closes a little more; and in scalar degree 3 a little more. A position with clenched teeth constitutes an abnormal degree of adjustment, though this is seen not too uncommonly, especially in individual speakers with unusual patterns of dentition. In settings with an open jaw, the intervals between the different scalar degrees have greater steps.

Given that the jaw is anatomically the carrier of the tongue and the lower lip, extreme adjustments of the jaw normally entail compensatory action by these other articulators if intelligibility is not to be endangered. A wide open jaw position thus typically entails rather large vertical articulatory movements of the tongue and lower lip. Key segments for an open jaw setting at scalar degree 3 show these compensatory actions. Instances are the diphthongs [au] and [au], which either show compensatory extensive vertical travel, or fail to reach the usual articulatory end-point targets. Equally, an expansion of the vertical dimension of the vocoid space tends to occur. Conversely, a close jaw position usually results in key segments such as these diphthongs showing minimized articulatory travel, together with a general reduction of the vertical axis of the vocoid space.

Other possibilities for mandibular adjustments exist, in other planes of movement than the vertical. Some individuals are characterized by lateral adjustments of the jaw to one side. In others, the jaw may be either protruded or retracted from its neutral position. Such adjustments are idiosyncratic only, and with the possible exception of slight adjustments of mandibular protrusion, do not seem to participate in settings which typify accent-communities. They do, however, figure to some extent in the range of conventional paralinguistic signals of attitude. Jaw protrusion, in the conventions of paralinguistic communication of many cultures, has a well-understood connotation of symbolic aggression, for instance.

13.5.2.3  Lingual settings

Lingual settings can be descriptively divided into three subgroups: settings of the tip/blade system; settings of the body of the tongue; and settings of the root of the tongue.

The neutral requirement for tip/blade settings is that relevant articulations should be performed by the active articulator that lies neutrally opposite the corresponding passive articulator. In this interpretation, dental segments should be performed by the tip of the tongue against or near the inner surfaces of the upper teeth, and alveolar segments by the blade articulating
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against or near the alveolar ridge. Deviations from this give rise to advanced versus retracted tip/blade settings.

In an advanced tip/blade setting, key susceptible segments such as [θ] and [ð] are made interdental rather than dental, in that the tip protrudes between the teeth, and the passive articulator is the biting edge rather than the inner surface of the upper teeth. Similarly, the blade of the tongue articulates /t, d, n, l/, and sometimes /s/ and /z/, at the denti-alveolar or dental place of articulation.

In a retracted tip/blade setting, [θ] and [ð] are made denti-alveolar rather than dental by the action of the tip of the tongue, and the pronunciations of /t, d, n, l/, and sometimes /s/ and /z/, are articulated at the post-alveolar place of articulation by the action of the blade of the tongue.

The neutral requirement for tongue-body settings is that its long-term position should correspond to that for the central vocoid [ə], in which the surface of the tongue body is convex and regularly curved, with the vocal tract as nearly as anatomy allows in equal cross-section along its full length. A great advantage of this specification of the neutral configuration is that, at an acoustic level of description, if the vocal tract is regarded as a tube of standard cross-section, then the ratio of the resonant frequencies (the formants) is such that the frequency of each successive formant is an odd multiple of that of the lowest formant (Fant 1960). For a vocal tract of 17.5 cm in length, this will give formant frequency values as follows: formant 1 = 500 Hz, formant 2 = 1500 Hz, formant 3 = 2500 Hz, and so on. This standard formant-ratio approach to the acoustic specification of the neutral setting means that an objective metric for comparing neutral settings in two speakers exists. This is true at least for adult male speakers. Female speakers and children tend to have vocal tracts in which the proportion of pharynx length to mouth length is different from that of typical males, such that direct comparability is made more complex (Fant 1973).

Taking the highest point of the tongue body as a point of location, settings of the body of the tongue can be described in terms of the movement of the long-term average position of this point away from its location in the neutral setting. This can be done in two dimensions, vertical and horizontal, so that the body of the tongue can show a fronted or a backed setting, or a raised or a lowered setting. All these will result in a manipulation of the vocoid space, as well as constraining the place of articulation of contoid segments for which the body of the tongue acts as an active articulator.

An advanced tongue-body setting compresses the vocoid space towards the front of the mouth, and results in fronting of the place of articulation of susceptible contoids such as [k], [g], [n], [l], [j], [w], [i], [ɪ], [s], [ʃ], [tʃ], [n], [s] and
[2]. Conversely, a **retracted tongue-body setting** compresses the vocoid space towards the pharynx, and results in retraction of the place of articulation of the same susceptible contoids. Raised and lowered tongue-body settings do not directly affect the place of articulation of the contoid segments mentioned above, but a **raised tongue-body setting** compresses the vocoid space towards the palate, and a **lowered tongue-body setting** expands the vocoid space downwards.

Tongue-body settings frequently co-occur with each other. A combination of advanced and raised tongue-body settings compresses the vocoid space towards the hard palate; a lowered and retracted tongue-body setting combination compresses the location of vocoids towards the back and open part of the vocoid space. The first can be called a **palatalized voice**, and the second a **pharyngealized voice**. These two combinations are the most common, but the other logical possibilities are also found. The combination of a raised with a retracted setting compresses the vocoid space towards the soft palate, and can be called a **velarized voice**. It is a major component of the Liverpool and Birmingham accents in Britain, of the Bronx accent in New York, and of some types of Houston accents in Texas (Esling and Dickson 1985).

One possibility of constricting the pharynx has just been mentioned, where the body of the tongue is retracted into the pharynx. This constricts the pharynx at a mid-pharynx level. The pharynx can also be constricted at a lower level, by adjustments of the root of the tongue. A **tongue-root retracted setting** is sometimes used in phonological contrast to a **tongue-root advanced setting** which expands the volume of the lower pharynx, in segmental harmony in languages such as Twi (Akan), spoken in Ghana (Lindau 1979: 176). Impressionistically, a setting which involves an advanced tongue root tends to sound rather ‘hollow’, whereas one with a retracted tongue root sounds rather ‘muffled’.

Any setting of the body of the tongue will tend to affect the settings of the other sub-parts of the tongue, namely the tip/blade sub-system and the tongue-root sub-system. This interaction is not confined to simple, unidirectional mechanical constraints, however. It is not uncommon for the body of the tongue to be retracted and slightly raised towards the uvular location, with a simultaneous resistance to a retracted tip/blade setting. The mechanical consequence of this is, however, that the surface of the front of the tongue tends to be lowered by the antagonistic action of these two opposing constraints. In Algerian Arabic, the phonological process of ‘emphasis’ referred to earlier is manifested by either secondary pharyngealization or secondary uvularization. When this is applied to dental segments,
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they nevertheless seem to maintain their dental place of articulation, but
with a lowering and retracting of associated vocoid segments. This is illus-
trated in the following pairs of words (Z. Chebchoub, personal communi-
cation):

Pharyngealization in Algerian Arabic
/sin/ \(\Rightarrow\) [siŋ] 'name of
the letter "s"
/but/ \(\Rightarrow\) [but] 'a house'
\(\text{a} u\text{a}\) \(\Rightarrow\) [\(\text{a}\text{u}\text{a}\)] 'a spider'

13.5.2.4 Pharyngeal settings
A final possibility for settings involving pharyngeal constriction
arises from sphincteric constriction of the pharynx by the muscles that sur-
round the pharynx itself. These are U-shaped muscles, with their arms run-
ning forwards from the back of the pharynx to insert in the sides of the root
and body of the tongue. When they contract, they constrict the aperture of
the pharynx, and unless opposed tend to pull the body and root of the
tongue backwards. Pharyngeal constriction of this sphincteric sort seems
often accompanied by a setting of increased overall muscular tension.
Impressionistically, constrictive and muscularly tense action of this sort
gives the voice a tense, 'strangulated' quality.

Pharyngealized voice can thus be achieved by three partly different means:
retraction of the body of the tongue to compress the mid-pharynx region;
retraction of the root of the tongue, constricting the lower pharyngeal
region; or sphincteric constriction of part of the pharynx involving both the
body and the root of the tongue. In all three types, a major result is to com-
press the vocoid space towards the pharynx, because the mass of the tongue
is drawn backwards in all cases. As a practical convention, therefore, all set-
tings involving pharyngealization are attributed to retraction of either the
body or the root of the tongue, or both; there is hence no separate category
of 'pharyngeal' settings in figure 13.5 separate from the lingual category.

13.5.3 Velopharyngeal settings
The neutral requirement for velopharyngeal settings is that the
velum should lie against the back wall of the nasopharynx, closing the entry
to the nasal cavity, for all segments except those for which nasality is a
phonologically contrastive requirement. This implies that a voice showing a
neutral velopharyngeal setting will display the physiologically minimum pos-
sible anticipatory nasality on vocoids before nasal contoids. In this respect,
French is closer to a neutral value than English, in that the typical onset of
Anticipatory nasality in vocoids before nasal contoids is later than in all native accents of English. To the extent that English shows a greater amount of anticipatory nasality than the neutral requirement, all native accents of English would have to be classified as showing a nasal setting to some degree.

There are two non-neutral velopharyngeal settings. The first is a nasal setting, and the second is a denasal setting. A nasal setting shows more than the physiological minimum of nasality on some susceptible segments. Since all segment-types are susceptible to nasality, with the sole exception of stops whose primary place of articulation is below the level of the velum, such as a glottal stop, scalar degrees of nasality can be assessed in terms of the number of segment-types made with a nasal aspect of articulation by the speaker concerned.

A nasal setting at scalar degree 1 shows nasality only on those segments where there is a contextual justification for the nasality in co-articulatory terms. Such segments either anticipate the phonologically distinctive nasality of the immediately following segment, or perseverate that of the preceding segment. If, in addition to contextually determined nasality, the speaker shows nasality on open vocoids without contextual motivation, then this can be regarded as an instance of nasality at scalar degree 2. RP accents of British English often demonstrate nasality at scalar degree 2. Nasality without contrastive or contextual motivation occurring on close vocoids and/or on contoids, can be classified as an instance of a nasal setting at scalar degree 3. Accents of English spoken in Australia and New Zealand sometimes show a nasal setting at this scalar degree.

A denasal setting of the velopharyngeal system is one where the audible nasality which normally characterizes contrastively nasal segments in the language concerned is absent, such that these nasal segments are made oral, mimicking the organic conditions brought about by a cold in the head. By definition, a denasal setting can only exist in relation to listeners' expectations about due nasality. In this regard, it is conceivable that a given utterance might be heard in two quite different ways by a listener, depending on the expectations brought to its perception. An English utterance which could be transcribed phonetically as [bad] might be taken to represent either /bad/ or /man/, depending on the assumptions about nasality or denasality brought to bear by the listener. Denasality is, however, a more complex phenomenon than this brief description suggests, and a slightly more extended discussion can be found in Laver (1980: 88–92). It is probably not profitable to suggest criteria for different scalar degrees of denasality, and judgements can simply be made about presence versus absence of this setting.
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13.6 Phonatory settings

The neutral phonatory setting in this framework is that of modal voicing, showing regular, efficient vibration of the true vocal folds, without audible friction. Any departure from these long-term conditions constitutes a non-neutral phonatory setting. Figure 13.6 shows the options for the annotation of the different phonatory settings involving modal voice, falsetto, creak or whisper. The phonetic description of how these modes of phonation are produced was given in chapter 7 above. Figure 13.7 repeats figure 7.7 from that chapter, to show the physiological compatibilities between the different phonation types involved. Susceptible segments for the phonatory settings included here are all segments which carry the phonetic feature of voicing.

Falsetto and modal voice show no scalar degree gradations on the protocol. This is because they should be regarded as simply present or absent, rather than graded. Since they are mutually incompatible modes of phonation, falsetto and voice cannot co-occur. But either can be modified by the presence of various degrees of whisperiness or creakiness. Whisper and creak can also occur by themselves, or can modify each other.

When whisper or creak combine in a compound phonatory setting, with either voice or falsetto, or with each other, conventions for judging the different scalar degrees of the components are based on the relative perceptual prominence of the ingredients involved. When any compound phonation includes whisperiness, then scalar degree 1 can be used to indicate a just noticeable presence of whisperiness. Scalar degree 2 is used when whisperiness is confidently audible, but where the vibratory component is still perceptually dominant. Scalar degree 3 can be used when it is judged that the whisperey component and the vibratory component are of equal perceptual prominence. A voice in which the whisperey component perceptually dominates the vibratory component can reasonably be judged to be somewhat

Figure 13.6 Protocol for recording scalar degrees of phonatory settings

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Setting</th>
<th>Scalar degrees</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phonatory</td>
<td>modal voice</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>falsetto</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>creak(y)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>whisper(y)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
abnormal. The same conventions can be followed for marking the relative contribution of creakiness in compound phonatory settings.

A phonatory setting of whispery voice is very common indeed as a personal characteristic, particularly among older speakers, and whispery creak or whispery creaky voice is not uncommon among older males. In many cases, the whispery component may not be strongly prominent, but in a recent perceptual study of over 200 normal adult speakers of both sexes conducted by the author and colleagues at the University of Edinburgh, less than 5 per cent of speakers were judged to be without at least some slight degree of audible whisperiness in their habitual phonatory setting.

13.7  **Settings of articulatory range**

The range of articulatory movements can be divided into three types of settings, depending on the articulators involved – settings of labial range, mandibular range and lingual range. A narrow range of labial arti-
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culations minimizes the extent of the visible excursions of the lips from a neutral position. A wide range of labial articulations shows substantial excursions of movement from the neutral position, with the outer surfaces of the upper and lower teeth frequently visible. Most speakers of Received Pronunciation of British English show a slightly narrow range of labial articulation. By contrast, many French speakers use a slightly wide range of labial articulation.

A narrow range of mandibular articulation shows a restricted amount of movement of the lower jaw away from the neutral position, with the upper and lower jaw seldom separating enough to allow the tongue to be visible. A wide range of mandibular articulation is characterized by substantial vertical movements of the lower jaw, with the mouth often opening sufficiently on open vocoids to allow the surface of the tip, blade and front of the tongue to be seen. Received Pronunciation tends to be spoken with a slightly narrow range of mandibular movement, while French typically exploits a wider range.

The range-setting of lingual movements is most evident in the performance of the vocoid segments, in terms of the distribution within vocoid space of the actual vocoid articulations performed by the speaker. In a narrow range-setting, the location of vocoids clusters in a relatively restricted space around the centre of the vocoid chart. In a wide range-setting, the body of the tongue moves within a substantially larger area of the vocoid chart, with radial excursions reaching out towards the periphery. Received Pronunciation tends to use a slightly narrow range of lingual articulation, while many accents of Scots English use a wider range. Similarly, French is typically spoken with a wider range of lingual articulation than Received Pronunciation.

Range settings of labial, mandibular and lingual articulation are presented in figure 13.8. For practical purposes outside speech pathology, it is probably necessary only to distinguish gross differences of articulatory range, and divisions into scalar degrees beyond merely 'non-neutral' are therefore omitted.

13.8 Settings of overall muscular tension

Settings have so far been described largely as if it were possible for the speaker to manipulate them in isolation from each other. In fact this is seldom the case, with strong interdependence between settings being the norm rather than the exception. The discussion of the next group of settings takes a more global view of the interdependence of settings, and considers the constellation of co-occurring settings that result from overall adjust-
ments of the degree of muscular tension exercised throughout the vocal apparatus. Seen globally, such overall adjustments would have repercussions at every level of performance from the respiratory level through to the articular level. Comment here will focus on two major sub-sets of such adjustments, at the supralaryngeal and laryngeal levels.

13.8.1 Overall tension modifications of supralaryngeal articulation

The neutral requirement for overall muscular tension was said earlier to be that a moderate degree of tension should characterize the long-term articular adjustment of the vocal apparatus. The effects on segmental performance of increasing or decreasing the degree of muscular tension from this neutral specification are reflected in the comments of many authors on the topic of lax versus tense segments. Lax vocoid segments are said to involve a smaller degree of deformation of the vocal tract from the position for [a], the central unrounded vocoid, than is the case for tense vocoid segments. In general, radial articulatory movements of the body of the tongue are said to be less extensive in lax voice than in tense voice. Correspondingly, lax segments are said to be shorter in duration, to be produced with less articulatory effort and less sub-glottal air pressure, than tense segments (Jakobson and Halle 1964: 97–100). They are also said to be characterized by greater acoustic attenuation, resulting from greater absorption of acoustic energy by the muscularly more lax walls of the vocal tract.

It is clear from these descriptions that one salient attribute of the performance of lax and tense segments is their susceptibility to narrow and wide settings of the range of lingual articulation. But range of lingual articulation
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is not the only typical attribute of lax and tense segmental performance. Since laxness and tenseness in the definitions adopted here are a matter of overall muscular tension, range-settings throughout the supralaryngeal vocal tract are likely to be involved. Lax segments are therefore likely to participate not only in a narrow range of lingual articulation, but also in narrow ranges of labial and mandibular articulation. Conversely, tense segments are likely to be associated with wide ranges of labial, mandibular and lingual articulation. Echoing the comments mentioned in the previous section on instances of languages showing different range-settings of articulatory action, we can also say that Received Pronunciation typically shows a slight degree of lax voice and French a slight degree of tense voice.

The link between overall muscular-tension settings and range-settings is, however, typical rather than obligatory. It is also possible, for example, to produce speech under conditions of high but antagonistic muscular tension which is characterized by narrow labial, mandibular and lingual articulatory ranges.

Tense and lax settings of overall muscular tension in the supralaryngeal part of the vocal apparatus are able to be perceptually differentiated only in a fairly gross way. Comment can therefore be confined, in non-pathological cases, to a three-way choice between lax, neutral or tense settings, without further specification of scalar degrees. Supralaryngeal settings of muscular tension are included in figure 13.9.

13.8.2 Overall tension modifications of phonation

Taking the production of modal voicing as neutral on a scale of muscular tension, progressive relaxation or tensing of the laryngeal system results in audible changes in the quality of phonation. Two types of phonation need to be discussed at this point to account for such adjustments of laryngeal tension, over and above the presentation in chapter 7 on phonation, namely breathy voice and harsh voice.

When the whole laryngeal musculature is substantially more relaxed than in modal voicing, in a lax setting, then the result is for the vibrating vocal folds not to be brought very close together, and at maximum constriction the glottis is left somewhat open. If the gap left between the folds is small, as it is if the degree of relaxation is not excessive, then slightly whispery voice will be the result. If the gap is larger, as it is in conditions of more extreme relaxation, then provided the transglottal pulmonic airflow is copious enough, a mode of phonation which can be called breathy voice occurs. This type of phonation is a very inefficient use of air, with the folds 'flapping in the breeze', as it were. Catford (1977a: 99) gives the figures of 900–1000 cc/s for the range of airflow. Flow-rates at the top end of this range are
produced in the breathy voice that results from speaking while sighing. Flow-rates towards the lower end of the range characterize the paralinguistic use of breathy voice in English, and in many other cultures, as a phona-
tory setting signalling intimacy.

Scalar degree 1 of a lax laryngeal tension setting is appropriate when whispery voice is the consequence of the muscular relaxation. Scalar degree 2 can be used when the phonation type becomes noticeably breathy, but where the voicing component is still perceptually dominant over the breathy component. Scalar degree 3 applies when the breathy component and the voicing component are of equal perceptual prominence. Perceptual dominance of the breathy component over the voicing component, where longer utterances cannot be sustained because the reservoir of pulmonic air is too rapidly exhausted, can be regarded as somewhat abnormal.

When the muscle tension of the laryngeal system is progressively boosted beyond the limits for normal voicing, as part of a tense setting, the result is first for the glottal aperture to be reduced in length, with the arytenoid cartil-
lages pressed tightly together along their full horizontal extent, and for the upper larynx to begin to be constricted, giving what Catford (1977a: 103) calls 'anterior voice'. This he says impressionistically has a 'tight', 'hard' quality, and is characteristic of many North German speakers, and of some accents of Northeast Scotland, particularly Aberdeenshire and Banff (Catford, ibid.). It also seems to be used as a language-characterizing setting in Tamil, a Dravidian language of South India and Sri Lanka. Impressionistically, a tense setting of this sort lends a 'metallic' auditory quality to the voice.
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When the whole larynx is subjected to extreme hypertension, the upper larynx becomes severely constricted, with the ventricular folds pressing down from above on the upper surfaces of the true vocal folds, making their vibration very inefficient. This hypertense inefficiency is reflected in the voice acquiring an audibly rough quality that is often called harsh voice (Laver 1980: 126–32). Harsh voice is used paralinguistically as a setting in English, and perhaps in all cultures, as a signal of anger and aggression, and is usually accompanied by heightened pitch and loudness.

Scalar degree 1 of a tense laryngeal tension setting is appropriate when a 'tight' phonatory quality of the sort described by Catford is the consequence of the increased muscular tension. Scalar degree 2 can be used when the phonation type becomes just noticeably harsh, but where the voicing component is still perceptually dominant over the harsh component. Scalar degree 3 applies when the harsh component and the voicing component are of equal perceptual prominence. Perceptual dominance of the harsh component over the voicing component can be regarded as abnormal. Such dominance can arise from extreme hypertension of the muscles responsible for adducting the vocal folds. This abuses the delicate tissues of the vocal-fold surfaces, and if habitual (shouting in a permanently noisy work environment, for instance) can lead to the development of vocal pathology such as nodules and polyps on the fold surfaces. The presence of these growths further perturbs the regularity of vocal-fold vibration, and exacerbates the auditory quality of harshness to a yet more extreme level.

Extremes of laryngeal tension are not used linguistically, so the concepts of breathy voice and harsh voice are not needed for linguistic description, though they are useful for both paralinguistic and extralinguistic purposes. It is true that many authors use the term 'breathy voice' in linguistic discussion, but the entity to which they are referring is more likely to be whispy voice, in the terms offered here, than breathy voice as defined above. Settings of laryngeal tension are included in figure 13.9.

13.9 Summary transcription conventions

There are two main methods of transcribing the effects of settings on segments. The first is simply to allow the phonetic similarities involved to be shown directly by the symbols and diacritics chosen for the segmental representation. It can be inferred from such a segmental transcription, for instance, that a nasal setting is running through susceptible vocoid segments of the following English phrase:

Orthographic version | Segmental transcription
---|---
An Englishman's home is his castle | [ən ɪŋɡliʃmənz həʊm ɪz h ɪz kəsl]
**Multisegmental settings**

The second method is more economical, but its interpretation puts a greater responsibility on the shoulders of the reader. This is the method where the identification of the setting is abstracted from the symbolization of the susceptible vocoid segments, and is written as a separate symbol, prefacing the segmental transcription (Laver 1980). Its applicability to susceptible segments is then tacit, and the writer relies on the reader’s memory for the phonetic conventions specifying the relationship between settings and susceptible (and non-susceptible) segments. An example of this method of separate symbolization of the setting component, introduced as an extension to IPA conventions in 1989 and using the generic symbol $V$ as the carrier for the setting within a pair of curly braces, is as follows:

**Orthographic version**  An Englishman’s home is his castle  
**Setting transcription**  \{$\bar{V}\,\text{en}\,\text{æŋlɪzmænz}\,\text{həʊm}\,\text{ɪz}\,\text{hʊz}\,\text{kəz}$\}

A small degree of resolution is potentially lost by this method of using prefacing symbols. For example, had the nasality setting been applicable at scalar degree 3, then only [a] would have been nasal amongst all the vocoids which were not followed by nasal segments, and [i] as a non-open vocoid would not have been nasal, in that nasality at scalar degree 3 applies in non-nasal-neighbour contexts only to open vocoids. Such details would have been lost in the generalization indicated by the prefacing setting symbol that ‘all susceptible segments are nasal’. This disadvantage can be overcome by including a scalar-degree value with the prefacing symbol, as in the following setting transcription (with the implied segmental transcription indicated below):

**Orthographic version**  An Englishman’s home is his castle  
**Setting transcription**  \{$\bar{V}3\,\text{en}\,\text{æŋlɪzmænz}\,\text{həʊm}\,\text{ɪz}\,\text{hʊz}\,\text{kəz}$\}  
**Segmental transcription**  \{$\text{en}\,\text{ɪŋlɪzmænz}\,\text{həʊm}\,\text{ɪz}\,\text{hʊz}\,\text{kəz}\,\text{l}$\}

This second method (of prefacing the transcription with a setting symbol and a scalar-degree value) remains more legible than the segmental transcription method. Some extensions of the second method are given below.

Multiple settings can be indicated on a single utterance. For instance, if the above phrase showed not only nasality but also whispery voice, the transcription (without scalar degrees indicated) would be as follows:

**Orthographic version**  An Englishman’s home is his castle  
**Setting transcription**  \{$\bar{V}\,\text{en}\,\text{æŋlɪzmænz}\,\text{həʊm}\,\text{ɪz}\,\text{hʊz}\,\text{kəz}$\}

If scalar degrees of multiple different settings need to be indicated, then separate prefacing symbols could be used, as below:

---
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Setting</th>
<th>Scalar degrees</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>neutral 1 2 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Longitudinal</td>
<td>Laryngeal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>raised larynx</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>lowered larynx</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Labial</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>labiodentalization</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>labial protrusion</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cross-sectional</td>
<td>Labial</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>lip-rounded</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>lip-spread</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mandibular</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>close jaw</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>open jaw</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lingual tip blade</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>advanced tip blade</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>retracted tip blade</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lingual body</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>advanced body</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>retracted body</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>raised body</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>lowered body</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lingual root</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>advanced root</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>retracted root</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Velopharyngeal</td>
<td>Velic coupling</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>nasal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>denasal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category</td>
<td>Setting</td>
<td>Scalar degrees</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>neutral 1 2 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supralaryngeal</td>
<td>tense</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tension</td>
<td>lax</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laryngeal tension</td>
<td>tense</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>slightly harsh</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>moderately harsh</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>lax</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>slightly breathy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>moderately breathy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phonatory</td>
<td>modal voice</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>falsetto</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>creak(y)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>whisper(y)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 13.10 Summary protocol for recording the scalar degrees of settings of articulation, phonation and overall muscular tension in any non-pathological speaker as a vocal profile.
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*Orthographic version*  An Englishman's home is his castle

*Setting transcription*  [[\( \tilde{V} \tilde{V} 2 \approx n \tilde{m} \tilde{l} i s \tilde{m} \tilde{a} n z \ \tilde{h} \tilde{o} \tilde{m} \ \tilde{i} z \ \tilde{h} \tilde{i} z \ \tilde{k} \tilde{a} s \tilde{l} \)]]

Figure 13.10 shows a composite protocol which allows the written annotation of all three groups of settings on the same form – articulatory, phonatory and tension settings, and figure 13.11 lists all the prefacing symbols for these settings.

### 13.10 Applications of setting-analysis

The protocols introduced above for annotating characteristic articulatory, phonatory, tension and prosodic settings in the speech of individuals can be used in a variety of applications in linguistic, paralinguistic and extralinguistic analysis.

Figure 13.11 Summary of the prefacing phonetic symbols for identifying settings of articulation, phonation and overall muscular tension

#### Articulatory settings

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>labial adjustments</th>
<th>labialization</th>
<th>V or V′</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>labiodentalization</td>
<td>V or V′</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tongue-body adjustments</td>
<td>advanced and raised</td>
<td>V or V1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>retracted and raised</td>
<td>V or V′</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>retracted and lowered</td>
<td>V or V′</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tongue-root adjustments</td>
<td>advanced tongue root</td>
<td>V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>retracted tongue root</td>
<td>V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>velopharyngeal adjustments</td>
<td>nasal</td>
<td>V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>denasal</td>
<td>V</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Tension settings

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>supralaryngeal tension</th>
<th>tense vocal tract</th>
<th>T</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>lax vocal tract</td>
<td>L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>laryngeal tension</td>
<td>tense phonation</td>
<td>V!!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>lax phonation</td>
<td>V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>harsh voice</td>
<td>V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>breathy voice</td>
<td>V</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Phonatory settings

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>simple phonation types</th>
<th>falsetto</th>
<th>F</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>creak</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>whisper</td>
<td>W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>compound phonation types</td>
<td>creaky voice</td>
<td>V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>whispery</td>
<td>V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>whispery creaky voice</td>
<td>V</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Linguistic applications already mentioned include the study of settings in co-articulation, assimilation and segment harmony. Other potential applications of linguistic relevance include the investigation of a number of sociolinguistic phenomena. One of these is the use of settings to characterize membership of a particular accent-community (Esling 1978; Trudgill 1974). Another is the involvement of settings in the phonetic and phonological characteristics of a given accent when they act as markers of prestige, status or power. Many of the sociolinguistic phenomena discussed in Labov (1972a), Milroy (1980) and Romaine (1982), for example, could potentially be analysed in this perspective.

A related application is the study of the way that settings participate in the evolution of the phonetic and phonological characteristics of one accent under the influence of another. This is of relevance not only in a study of the interaction of two accents within a single language, but also in analysing and resolving interference patterns in foreign-language learning. This is an area commented on at some length by Honikman (1964), where she found that teaching native-like English pronunciation to foreign speakers was very much facilitated by encouraging the students to learn appropriate 'postural' settings of the vocal organs as a foundation for the segmental pronunciations, rather than focusing on the articulatory patterns of the individual segments alone.

A further linguistic application lies in the area of speech therapy, where disordered speech patterns in acquisition or pathology can often be related to problems that are better approached at the co-ordinatory, integrative level of settings than at solely a segmental level. This interest focuses on the intelligibility of speech as a means of communication, rather than on the characterization of the speaker as an individual, which is an extralinguistic application.

Paralinguistic applications include the study of the contributions of settings to tone of voice in different cultures. This is an area still largely un researched, where pervasive ethnocentric assumptions tend to prevail in support of beliefs that the phonetic substance of paralinguistic communication through tone of voice is universally and accurately understandable by all human beings. It may be that some types of informative emotional behaviour, such as anger and fear, tend to have a universal basis in biochemical endocrinial and hormonal conditions. But many other types of communicative paralinguistic behaviour, particularly more socially conditioned activities such as pleading, sarcasm, humour, annoyance, teasing, whining, soothing and so forth, are much less likely to be communicated by uniform means across all human societies. They will tend to be culturally specific, and as such will be governed by convention.
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An objective analysis of the contribution of phonetic settings to the communication of such attitudes offers one thread towards unravelling the complexity of this paralinguistic topic. Success in such a study would have benefit not only in the understanding of mechanisms of social communication in general, but also in areas such as the nature of cues to deception and persuasion in both ordinary conversation and acting.

Extralinguistic applications of setting analysis include the study of social and psychological markers of personality and role in speech (Laver and Trudgill 1979). One such area is the investigation of gender-markers (not to be confused with the marking of speaker-sex, which concerns biological not social identity). Another is the marking of factors such as dominance and submissiveness as attributes of social and psychological identity.

A major area of extralinguistic application is in speech pathology, in the characterization of settings in the speech of individual speakers (where it is often necessary to extend the concept of scalar degrees of settings well beyond the normal range). One aspect of such an application is the use of vocal-profile analysis in a long-term monitoring function as a means of assessing improvement or deterioration of speech factors.

An example of this would be the measurement of progressive change in efficiency of vocal-fold vibration with radiotherapy for laryngeal cancer, with increasing or decreasing harshness as the condition deteriorated or improved with treatment. Another example would be assessment of the progressive reduction of perceived nasality in the speech of a child who had undergone late surgery for repair of a cleft palate, and who was benefiting from speech therapy. Another would be the progressive relaxation of overall muscle tension in the speech of a patient undergoing speech therapy to reduce the hypertensive phonatory habits that had given rise to vocal-fold nodules.

A different type of application in speech pathology, which is mentioned not least for the illumination it offers on the relationship between phonetic and organic facets of speech production, is that of characterizing the different consequences for speech that arise from normal and abnormal patterns of anatomy and physiology. One obvious example is the description of settings in the speech of hard-of-hearing and profoundly deaf speakers, where a prominent characteristic of speech is often abnormal nasality, and a reduced range of pitch and loudness, all of which can be the subject of remedial speech therapy in suitable cases.

A less obvious example is that of assessing the speech of individual speakers whose vocal-tract anatomy differs organically from that of the normal population for genetic reasons. A recent project was conducted by the
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author and colleagues into the typical voice quality associated with Down’s Syndrome. In that study, a perceptual evaluation of settings in the voices of subjects with Down’s Syndrome showed that a palatalized setting – that is, a pervasive tendency to constrict the vocal tract at the palatal location – was a very frequent component of their speech. One somewhat implausible explanation for this finding might be that speakers with Down’s Syndrome all tend to adopt a raised and fronted setting of the body of the tongue. A preferable explanation is that the genetic consequences for anatomical growth patterns in Down’s Syndrome equip such speakers with a specific tendency towards a particular type of vocal-tract geometry. There are frequent comments in the medical literature on Down’s Syndrome to the effect that such speakers tend to have unusually large tongues. This would explain the articulatory tendency to constrict the vocal tract at the palatal location. Mackenzie Beck (1988: 209–27) summarizes the medical literature investigating organic variability in Down’s Syndrome. In her account, biometric measurement of the tongues and jaws of speakers with Down’s Syndrome in fact shows no consistent tendency to over-large tongue volume, although unusual variability between speakers is found. What has been established, however, is that there is a strong genetically-based trend in speakers with Down’s Syndrome to show under-development of the mid-face, with relatively normal development of the mandible and tongue. This would have the same consequence of constricting the vocal tract at the palatal location.

The relevant conclusion for the purposes of this book is that a given perceptual effect can be produced by two different configurational influences, one phonetic and one organic. Such an equivalence might be called a configurational equivalence. A comparable equivalence could obtain at the phonatory level between two speakers producing whispery voice. In one speaker, this might be the result of a habitual adjustment of a normal laryngeal apparatus. In the other, it might be the consequence of one vocal fold being semi-paralysed in a half-open position, so that the glottis was unable to close completely. This equivalence might be called a phonatory equivalence.

It will be recalled from chapter 2 that the concept of phonetic equivalence was based on an idealizing assumption that organic differences between two speakers can be ignored in evaluating phonetic quality, ‘as if both speakers could be held to be producing their performance on the same notional vocal apparatus’. The ground for such an assumption is clearly restricted to those speakers with an anatomy that can be regarded as falling within normal limits. But even with this limitation, the abstract nature of the concept of phonetic quality perhaps becomes a little clearer. The auditory quality of every speaker’s voice arises from the balance in that speaker between on the one
hand organic effects of the dimensions and geometry of the vocal apparatus, and on the other the phonetic adjustments of that apparatus which the speaker habitually makes. The exact balance in any individual case is difficult to quantify. But we conceptualize the phonetic quality that results by pretending that every speaker is organically the same, and attributing the differences of perceived quality to the phonetic adjustments that the speaker in question would make if he or she were indeed equipped with this standard vocal apparatus.

The assumption of configurational equivalence holds of course not just for the speakers in the discussion above of the effects of Down's Syndrome, or of a semi-paralysed vocal fold, but as a matter of principle for all speakers treated by descriptive phonetic theory, no matter how apparently 'normal' their anatomy might actually be. The concept of phonetic quality, and the related concept of phonetic similarity, both need to be coloured by an appreciation that organic factors play a role in their definition that is only beginning to be understood.

Further reading

PART VI

Temporal, prosodic and metrical analysis
The temporal organization of speech: segmental duration

A statement was made in chapter 2 that there were only four perceptual domains available to the human auditory system for differentiating the elements of speech. These were the domains of perceptual quality, duration, pitch and loudness. The analysis offered in chapters 7–13 concentrated on those facets of the production of speech that modify the first of these domains – that of the perceived quality of speech at the subsegmental, segmental, intersegmental and suprasegmental levels. The present chapter will focus on the next of these domains, and will consider the temporal factor of segmental duration.

Chapter 15 will present an analysis of the third domain, discussing prosodic factors to do with the control of pitch and loudness, in speech melody and sonority respectively. Chapter 16 will then explore the question of how all four domains of quality, duration, pitch and loudness are integrated over a whole utterance, in which the interaction of syllabic, stress and rhythmic factors produce the metrical structure of speech. Chapter 17 will then consider the temporal organization of whole utterances, and will discuss matters of continuity and rate (or tempo) in speech.

14.1 The perception of duration

Duration itself is simply the amount of time taken up by a speech event, usually expressed in thousandths of a second (msec). Duration as such is thus a simple concept, though establishing adequate criteria for exactly where in time the start-point and end-point of an individual speech-segment might fall in an actual utterance, and therefore whether one segment is greater or less in duration than another, is often considerably more difficult. The discussion of the relative duration of sounds in speech should however be prefaced by some comment on the listener's perceptual ability to discriminate different durations. The human auditory system is psychophysically capable of registering very fine temporal differences of duration under favourable experimental conditions. In the perception of speech, and noting
that the duration of individual speech-segments ranges from about 30 msec to some 300 msec, the psychophysical threshold for just-noticeable differences in duration between two such sounds is of the order of 10–40 msec (Lehiste 1976: 226). This discriminability is affected by intensity and noise: making sounds softer and masking them by noise both diminish the listener's ability to discriminate small differences of duration (Lehiste 1970: 17). The acoustic frequency characteristics of the sounds concerned do not, however, seem to influence the listener's ability to discriminate their durations.

14.2 Intrinsic versus conditioned factors of duration

The duration of individual units in speech, from the segment upwards, is responsive to a number of conditioning factors. Some of these will be described in more detail in the sections below, and in chapter 16 on metrical structure, but they include such global factors as the language and accent of the speaker, the overall tempo and continuity of the utterance and the current paralinguistic state of the speaker. They also include the more local influences of the structural linguistic context in which linguistic units find themselves. The influence of local linguistic structure can be exercised on the segment in terms of the articulatory characteristics of its neighbouring segments, the segmental structure of the syllable in which the segment finds itself, the stressed/unstressed nature of that syllable, the place of the syllable in the overall utterance (initial, medial or final in the utterance), and the number and type of syllables making up the local rhythmic unit concerned.

These global and local influences are mentioned here to set the scene for an assertion that, despite this wealth of conditioning factors, there exist some intrinsic properties of duration that constrain the relative manipulations of timing to which the units of speech can be subjected. These intrinsic properties apply at the segmental level and below, and reflect requirements of either or both speech production and perception. A given type of segment or feature will often have some intrinsic duration which it must exhibit before it can be perceived as a segment or feature of that type.

One example of an intrinsic constraint in this area is the duration of the very short-lived audible fricative energy that characterizes the release of a stop-closure. If the duration is longer than a certain minimum, the friction will be heard as constituting the fricative portion of an affricated stop. If the duration is slightly longer again, then a separate fricative segment may be perceived.

The performance of a tapped stop is another example of intrinsic con-
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strains. A tapped stop requires a certain minimum duration to complete its rapid movement towards closure and away again, but must be completed within a certain maximum duration. Conversely, if the articulatory manoeuvre
takes a tangibly longer duration to complete than the maximum, the stop will be heard as a simple stop rather than as a tapped stop. In this case, aerodynamic, articulatory and perceptual factors are all involved.

This discussion of intrinsic constraints should not be taken to imply that the speech patterns of any accent directly reflect mechanically unavoidable limitations on phonetic performance. It would be unsafe for speech communication to depend on performance at the very limits of the physical possibilities of a speaker’s vocal apparatus. The relationship between absolute anthropophonic possibilities of speech performance on the one hand, and the phonetic selection by a language of some zone within those possibilities on the other, is not one which places phonetic performance at the very outer perimeter of anthropophonic space, as it were.

Languages seem characteristically to select zones of comfortable phonetic performance well within this anthropophonic space which allow both relative ease of articulation and security of perceptual distinctiveness, as discussed in chapter 4. To give one illustration of this principle, it might on first reflection appear that the typical duration of ejective fricatives is probably also their maximum duration, because of what one might conceive to be constraining physiological and aerodynamic reasons. It is however physiologically possible to maintain audible friction in an ejective fricative for a considerably longer maximum duration – about 2 seconds, with careful control of the size of the fricative stricture and the speed of the rising larynx (Catford 1977a: 196). It is therefore more appropriate to think of intrinsic constraints as setting boundary conditions within which an accent makes its communicative choice of comfortable phonetic performance.

The intrinsic constraints on the durations of segmental performance provide a background against which are set the contrastive and realizational patterns learned by speakers from their sociolinguistic accent-community during language acquisition. A further layer of constraint on realizational patterning is shown by the durational characteristics adopted by speakers as a matter of personal habit, which give their speech an idiosyncratic, individual flavour. Intrinsic limits and learned, volitional factors thus interact in a fine-grained way.

Realizational constraints set by a speaker’s sociolinguistic accent-community can be seen in the different timing choices made by British English accents to distinguish a syllabic vocoid and a non-syllabic approximant of otherwise more or less the same articulatory characteristics. If the [j] in an
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RP pronunciation of *year* [jə] were to be either abbreviated or prolonged to a significant degree, the listener would be thrown into doubt about whether the pronunciation was intended to represent *year* or *ear*. RP sets the phonetic boundary between the two percepts at a particular value. Some accents of Welsh English, however, while maintaining the same general distinction, set the phonetic boundary value at a longer duration for [j] (and, correspondingly, also for [w] versus [u]) than does RP. Part of a listener's ability to identify a speaker's accent as RP versus Welsh English is then based on this accent-distinguishing durational factor.

Finally, still at the most general level of discussion, the duration of any given segment in the speech of a given speaker, even when all conditioning circumstances are equal, will show quasi-random microvariability from one occasion to another. In the discussion that follows, such intra-speaker microvariability will be left aside, in order to concentrate on variabilities which can be attributed to a number of conditioning factors including the role of different accents and different languages. But it is included at this point to underline the fact that experimental observations of segmental timing are inevitably clouded by the mist of such intra-speaker microvariability of duration. Safe conclusions can be drawn only about general tendencies emerging from examination of adequate amounts of data gathered under sufficiently controlled experimental conditions.

The relative duration of segments has been the subject of much research. Good general summaries are available in Delattre (1965), Lehiste (1970, 1976), Ohala (1973) and Fletcher (1988). An influential theoretical and experimental account is given by Fowler (1980). Various authors will be cited in the text of the discussion, but relevant works on segmental duration in individual European languages which can be consulted are listed in Further Reading at the end of the chapter.

14.3 Intrinsic durations of contoids

Lehiste (1970: 27–30) offers some generalizations about the intrinsic factors in the durations of contoids, and the comments that follow are based in part on her summary. In the following discussion, however, it is important to be aware that disentangling the evidence for actual intrinsic constraints from language-specific influences is difficult, as indicated in section 14.1. The most sensible approach is perhaps to compare the typical durational values of different types of segments when pronounced at typical rates in connected speech, in comparable environments and structures.

With such a proviso, factors of place of articulation, voicing state and type of stricture all play a role. Other factors being held constant, within a
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language labial contoids are typically longer in duration than alveolars and velars, though the relationship between alveolars and velars is not stable across languages. In data from Danish, Fischer-Jørgensen (1964) showed that the duration of stop closures in monosyllabic words averaged 101 msecs for [b], whereas [d] and [g] averaged 92 and 94 msecs respectively. In other structures, labials maintained their value as the longest voiced stop, but the relationship between [d] and [g] was inconsistent. In Breton, Falc'hun (1951) showed that the closure for [b] in intervocalic position was longer than for [d] and [g], but that the stop closure of [p] was shorter than those of [t] and [k]. Falc'hun (1951) also showed that, after a stressed vowel in Breton, voiced stops were longer than voiced nasals and fricatives, while voiceless stops were shorter than voiceless fricatives. Fintoft (1961) was able to demonstrate that voiceless fricatives in Norwegian were longer than any other contoid. Using the symbols ‘>’ to mean ‘is of greater duration than’ and ‘=’ to mean ‘is approximately the same duration as’, the Norwegian series for the realizations of consonant phonemes in initial and medial position was as follows: /s, f/ > /r/ > /m, n/ > or = /l/ > /v/. For the realizations of consonants in final position, the series was: /s, f/ > /m, n/ = /v/ > or = /l/ > /r/.

14.4 Intrinsic durations of vocoids

Lehiste (1970: 18–27) summarizes findings on the intrinsic influences in the durations of vocoids with the generalization that, other factors being held constant, a close vocoid is shorter than an open vocoid. Amongst the authors cited in support of this generalization across a number of European languages are: Danish – Fischer-Jørgensen (1955); English – House and Fairbanks (1953), Peterson and Lehiste (1960); German – (Maack 1949); Lappish – Äimä (1918); Spanish – Navarro Tomás (1966); and Swedish – Eler (1964). The same phenomenon is evidenced in Thai (Abramson 1962).

The same caveat applies to considerations of intrinsic durations of vocoids as did in the section above on contoids. That intrinsic factors should contribute to variation in the typical durations of different types of vocoids is difficult to understand when thinking of the vocoid being performed in isolation. It perhaps becomes more readily understandable when one conceives of vocoid performance taking place in connected speech, as for example in a CVC syllable, where the vocoid is embedded in a contoidal context. Catford (1977a) explains the generalization that close vocoids are intrinsically shorter in duration than open vocoids by appeal to a contextual articulatory constraint of this sort. Implicitly taking a CVC structure as his
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illustration, he comments that 'the change of articulatory position from that of a consonant to that of an open vowel and back again involves a longer movement and hence requires more time than the movement to and from a less open vowel' (Catford 1977a:197). The consequences of this generalization for contextual allophonic constraints on vocoid duration are further explored in section 14.5.1 below.

### 14.5 Phonetic duration and phonological length

Over and above any contextual conditioning, segmental duration can itself be exploited as a contrastive phonological feature. The sections immediately below explore the phonological options of segmental length being available to languages for contrastive use. For clarity, a distinction will be maintained here between **duration** as a phonetic feature, and **length** as a phonological feature manifested by relative phonetic duration. Another term often used for phonological length is **quantity**. Daniel Jones (1944b) suggested that another terminology to express these concepts might include the terms **chroneme** to denote any particular degree of phonetic duration, and the term **chroneme** to denote a distinctive degree of phonological length: 'In this way we should have chronomes and chronemes parallel to phones (sound-qualities) and phonemes'.

After discussing contrastive segmental length, durational variation will then be described at the segmental allophonic level, in terms of differences of the co-ordinate adjustments of the timing of segments conditioned by different contextual and structural positions.

#### 14.5.1 Contrastive segment length

Contrastive length is utilized by many languages as a phonological property of either or both consonants and vowels. In order to function reliably as a contrastive phonological resource, durational differences between otherwise similar pairs of segments obviously have to be substantially greater than the minimum threshold of 10–40 msec described in the introductory section to this chapter. Allophonically conditioned durational differences need not be as great.

Contrastive vowel length is much more common in the languages of the world than consonant length, but there are some examples of languages that make use of contrastive length on both consonants and vowels. Examples of contrastive consonantal length are given here first, then of contrastive vowel length. Finally, examples are given of three languages (Finnish, Estonian and Maltese) that use both consonant- and vowel-length distinctions.
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14.5.2 **Contrastive consonantal length**

Jones (1950: 114–34) offers instances from Italian and Hungarian:

**Contrastive consonantal length in Italian**

[faː] 'fate'  
[faːtə] 'made'

(It will be recalled that the diacritic [:] in the above example is used as a marker of relatively greater length – in this case the medial, closure phase of the stop is prolonged perceptibly beyond that for the shorter stop.)

**Contrastive consonantal length in Hungarian**

[hal] 'fish'  
[hal] 'hears'

[lap] 'sheet of paper'  
[lap] 'Laplander'

An unusual example of consonantal length is given by Abramson (1986:9) from Pattani Malay, a Malay dialect spoken in Southeastern Thailand. Pattani Malay, according to Abramson, who cites Chaiyanara (1983), 'has a length distinction for all consonants in word-initial position'. Abramson gives the following illustrations:

**Contrastive length on initial consonants in Pattani Malay**

[labɔ] 'to make a profit'  
[l:abɔ] 'spider'

[make] 'to eat'  
[ma:kɛ] 'to be eaten'

[siku] 'elbow'  
[siku] 'hand-tool'

[bule] 'moon'  
[bule] 'many months'

[kato?] 'to strike'  
[kato?] 'frog'

Abramson comments that:

it is obvious that closure duration alone could be enough to differentiate the members of each pair in both production and perception. The first four pairs of examples are of that type, while the fifth pair, with voiceless unaspirated stops, is not. That is, in pairs of the last type, the difference in the closure durations appears only as shorter or longer medial silent gaps when the words are embedded in utterances. (Abramson 1986: 9)

Perceptual experiments confirmed the role of closure duration as a sufficient manifestation of the consonantal length distinction. Another language in which consonants in syllable-initial position participate in a quantity distinction is Pame, a language of central Mexico (Gibson 1956, cited by Abercrombie 1967: 82).

Nubian exploits a morphophonemic process which results in the realizations of certain consonants becoming **geminated** (being made long, across a
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syllable boundary), when an inflection meaning “and” is added to the stem of a noun. Ohala (1983), citing Bell (1971), describes the process resulting in the examples given below in the following terms: “In Nubian the noun inflection that means “and” involves the gemination of the stem-final consonant and the addition of the sequence /-on/. When a final /b/ is geminated it remains voiced; /d, q, f/, however, the stops (and affricate) with farther-back points of articulation, become devoiced to /t, f, k/” (Ohala 1983:198).

Long geminate consonants in Nubian (Nobiin accent)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Noun stem</th>
<th>Stem + ’and’</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>/fab/</td>
<td>/fab:ɔn/</td>
<td>‘father’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/segɛd/</td>
<td>/segɛt:ɔn/</td>
<td>‘scorpion’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/kaːq/</td>
<td>/kaːf:ɔn/</td>
<td>‘donkey’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/mug/</td>
<td>/muk:ɔn/</td>
<td>‘dog’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

When segments at the junction of two phonological syllables are judged to have an equal affiliation to both syllables, as in such geminate cases, they are said to be ambisyllabic segments.

Sounds made with phonetic differences of duration that could be analysed as representing either consonants of contrastively different length, or as single versus geminate consonants, occur in the Inuktitut (Pangnirtung) dialect of Inuit. This is an Eskimo-Aleut language spoken in the North Baffin area of the Canadian Arctic by some 15,000 people (Esling 1991):

Long consonants in Inuktitut (Inuit)

[tʰunuani] ‘behind’ [unuːqʰ] ‘night’
[tukuvosi] ‘you guys see
him/her/it/them’
[tʰi'kiqo'taujutʰ] ‘they arrive
together’
[qimɑq ‘imiqtoqʰ] ‘the dog drinks’
[nuliala] ‘my wife’

[aukɔni] ‘last year’

An unusual form of phonological lengthening creating geminate consonants occurs in Bengali and Marathi, where gemination of a word-medial consonant can act as a sign of pragmatic or semantic intensification. An example from Marathi is [aːtə] ‘now’ versus [aːtɔ] ‘now!’ (Masic 1991: 122, citing Kavadi and Southworth 1965: 20). A particularly interesting instance of this process in Bengali lengthens a voiced retroflex alveolar flapped stop [ɾ] to a long voiced retroflex palato-alveolar stop [ɾ], as in [bɔɾɔ] ‘large’ ver-
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sus [bɔds] 'enormous' (Masica ibid., citing a personal communication from C. Seely). This example is interesting not least for the light it throws on the perceptual and articulatory relationship between [t] and [d]. Even though the point of maximum stricture is different (alveolar versus palato-alveolar), the shared aspect of retroflexion plays a significant role in the phonetic basis of the phonological relationship between the two stops.

In some languages, affricated stops can participate in length distinctions. In such cases, it is usually the stop-closure component of the affricated stop that is phonetically lengthened. Prolongation of the stop component is indicated by placing the phonetic length diacritic after the affricate symbol, as in [tːf]. No change of relative duration in the fricative component is implied. This representation can also be used phonologically, giving /tʃː/, or alternatively the stop element of the symbol can be doubled, as /ttʃ/. Doubling of the composite affricate symbol is sometimes used, as for example by Arnott (1969a: 60) in the case of Fula, to indicate greater length of the affricates in words such as /daːce/ ⇒ [daːce] 'gum (from tree)' and /badɔːɾ/ ⇒ [badɔːɾ] 'only child'. However, length needs sometimes to be distinguished from repetition. Repeated affricates, for example, occur in Russian, in [jv][etni] 'vain' (Jones 1950: 81). In the very rare cases involving a phonologically long affricate in which it is the fricative element that is prolonged rather than the stop-closure element (such as in Akhwakh, the Caucasian language discussed in section 12.4.5.2), the phonetic transcription can double the fricative symbol, as in [ff].

When stops or fricatives with an aspirated relationship with their following context participate in phonological length distinctions, it is normally the medial phase of the stop or the fricative that is phonetically prolonged. Once again, while the phonetic transcription places a length diacritic after the composite symbol for the aspirated segment, as in [tʰʃ], a phonological representation can either do the same, as /tʰʃː/, or can double the stop element of the symbol, as in /ttʃː/.

14.5.3 Contrastive vowel length

Contrastive vowel length is a phenomenon found in a very wide range of languages. One example is Qatari Arabic, as in the following examples from Bukshaisha (1985: 40):

Contrastive vowel length in Qatari Arabic
[tir] 'beg!'  [tir] 'fly!'
[fuːl] 'Arabian jasmine'  [fuːl] 'broad beans'

Sinhalese, Japanese, Somali, Kikuyu and Luganda also use vowel length contrastively (Jones 1950: 114–34), in word-pairs such as:
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**Contrastive vowel length in a number of languages**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Example</th>
<th>Length</th>
<th>Example</th>
<th>Length</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sinhalese</td>
<td>[βeːla] ‘field’</td>
<td>[βeːla] ‘half-day’</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japanese</td>
<td>[ho] ‘sail’</td>
<td>[ho:] ‘law’</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Somali</td>
<td>[kul] ‘hot’</td>
<td>[ku:l] ‘necklace’</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kikuyu</td>
<td>[igoko] ‘bark of tree’</td>
<td>[igo:ko] ‘thick thatching grass’</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luganda</td>
<td>[okusona] ‘to sew’</td>
<td>[okusona] ‘to take by surprise’</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Tonal patterns on some of the examples above have been omitted.)

A little known language in which a contrastive difference of length exists on vowel phonemes is Rarotongan Maori. This is an East Polynesian language of the Malayo-Polynesian family spoken on the island of Rarotonga in the South Cook islands in the Pacific, related to Tahitian and to New Zealand Maori. Buse (1966: 52–3) gives the following examples of length differences:

**Contrastive vowel length in Rarotongan Maori**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Example</th>
<th>Length</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[poːi] ‘taro bed’</td>
<td>[poːi] ‘ship’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[paku] ‘dandruff’</td>
<td>[paku] ‘thump’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[tane] ‘a skin disease’</td>
<td>[tane] ‘male’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[toto] ‘blood’</td>
<td>[toto] ‘drag’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[keke:] ‘foreign’</td>
<td>[keke:] ‘armpit’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

An unusual use of vowel-length relationships is found in many southern dialects of Dutch, where the plural of nouns is signalled by the choice of a short vowel, and the singular by a lengthening of the vowel. The following illustrations come from the Weert dialect of Southern Dutch (J. Verhoeven, personal communication):

**Contrastive vowel length in the Weert dialect of Southern Dutch**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Example</th>
<th>Length</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[kœn] ‘rabbits’</td>
<td>[kœːn] ‘rabbit’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[bein] ‘legs’</td>
<td>[beːn] ‘leg’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[erm] ‘arms’</td>
<td>[ɛrm] ‘arm’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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A complex pattern of distributional relationships exists in Tigre, the Eritrean language studied by Palmer (1956), between short and long vowels and their mutual possibilities of occurrence. Palmer describes the relationships evidenced by the words below in the following terms:

(i) A short open front vowel is always followed, within the same word, by a long open front vowel, with no long vowel of any other quality between them;

(ii) a short half open central vowel is either followed, within the same word, by a long vowel other than open front, with no long open front vowel between them, or not followed, within the same word, by any long vowel;

(iii) neither short open front vowels nor short half open central vowels are found word finally. (Palmer 1956)

Long and short vowels in Tigre

[selselet] 'bracelet' [salsala:] 'her bracelet'
[nebit:] 'wine' [mankahu:] 'his spoon'
[ba:ldenge:] 'bean' [sembuka:] 'her boat'
[qobe:la:] 'he-goat' [teko:ba:] 'her mat'

In Fula, the language spoken in many countries in West Africa, Chad, Cameroon and Southern Mauritania, all vowels can be contrastively either short or long, giving a ten-vowel system. Figure 14.1 shows the phonetic distribution of the qualities of these vowels on a vocoid chart, as exemplified by the following words cited by Arnott (1969a: 63) – the phonemic transcription given by Arnott is included as an instance of the use of romanized cover-symbols (discussed in chapter 16) that are often a consideration in the development of legible phonological transcriptions:

Figure 14.1 Vocoid chart of the phonetic qualities of the ten vowel phonemes of Fula (adapted from Arnott 1969: 63)
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Long and short vowels in Fula
/kilikixde/ ⇒ [kilikixde] /didi/ ⇒ [didi] ‘two’
et ‘evening’
/dexi/ ⇒ [dexi] /defe/ ⇒ [defe] ‘leather
‘stomachs’
/pade/ ⇒ [pade] ‘shoes’ /boxe/ ⇒ [boxe] ‘ant-heaps’
/kodi/ ⇒ [kodi] ‘necklaces’ /joxe/ ⇒ [joxe] ‘herons’
/kudi/ ⇒ [kudi] ‘stalks’ /juki/ ⇒ [juki] ‘huts/rooms’
of grass’

A small number of languages make a triple length distinction in vowels, between short, long and over-long lengths. One example is Scottish Gaelic. The dialect of Applecross in Northwest Scotland distinguishes between three degrees of length on realization of vowels (Ternes 1973), as in the following examples, where the length diacritic [ː] is doubled to [ːː] to show an over-long (or extra-long) relative duration:

Three degrees of vowel length in Scottish Gaelic (Applecross)

Suárez (1983: 34) suggests that in Coatlan Mixe (Hoogshagen 1959) and San José El Paraíso Mixe (Van Haitsma and Van Haitsma 1976), two dialects of the Mesoamerican language Mixe, ‘extra long vowels correspond to the long aspirated nuclei of Totontepec Mixe. That is, in these Mixe languages we find the typologically uncommon contrast between short, long and extra long vowels’. The example Suárez cites is a triplet from San José El Paraíso Mixe, taken from data by Van Haitsma and Van Haitsma (1976), where the first part of a diphthong carries the phonetic realization of length. The transcription has been adjusted to the conventions of this book:

Three degrees of vowel length in San José El Paraíso Mixe
[ʔoːi] ‘although’ [ʔoːi] ‘he went’ [ʔoːi] ‘very’

Other languages where triple phonological length distinctions may be operating include Lappish (Ravila 1962) and Hopi (Whorf 1946). Catford (1977a: 199) also mentions the example of Nenets, a Samoyedic language, citing Tereščenko (1966), and the Amerindian languages Hopi and Mixe. A good general discussion of phonological considerations in length distinctions is available in Lehiste (1970).

The ratio of phonetic durations corresponding to short and long vowels (V/V: ) in a number of different languages is summarized by Lehiste (1970:34). The V/V: ratio in Danish is about 50 per cent (Fischer-Jørgensen 442
1955); in Finnish around 44 per cent (Wiik and Lehiste 1968); in Serbo-
Croatian roughly 67 per cent (Lehiste and Ivić 1963); in different accents of
Thai between 28 per cent and 50 per cent (Abramson 1962); in German
between about 90 per cent in the east to about 51 per cent in the west
(Zwirner 1959).

14.5.4 Length distinctions on both consonants and vowels

Swedish is usually thought of as having contrastive long and
short vowels. The allophones of consonants following short vowels are of
greater duration than those following long vowels. However, at least two
different phonemic solutions would be consistent with the Swedish data pre-
sented by Ladefoged (1975: 276). One would give allophonic status to 'long'
consonantal pronunciations after contrastively short vowels, and the other
allophonic status to the 'short' vowel pronunciations before contrastively
long consonants:

Allophonic duration and contrastive length in Swedish

[œ:ta] ‘draw’                            [œ:ta] ‘tease’
[œ:ta] ‘straighten’                      [œu:]= ‘here’
[œo:ta] ‘refuse’                         [œo:ta] ‘name of a valley’
[œt:] ‘ride (n.)’                        [œt:] ‘correct’
[œe:]= ‘hear!’                           [œæ:]= ‘Mr’
[œæt:] ‘steering wheel’                 [œæt:] ‘raw’
[œut:] ‘rowed’                           [œvta] ‘use (n.)’
[œæt:] ‘red’                             [œæt:] ‘route’

Finnish is an instance of a language that exploits contrastive length on
both consonants and vowels (T. Lauttamus, personal communication).
Examples of such contrasts can be seen in multiple sets as follows:

Contrastive length on consonants and vowels in Finnish

[r̥pɛ:] ‘a crease’                       [r̥pɛ:] ‘a drink’
[v̥aras] ‘a thief’                       [v̥aras] ‘a
                                            (roasting) spit’
[v̥eli] ‘a brother’                      [v̥eli] ‘a gruel’
[k̥isa] ‘a game’                         [k̥isa] ‘a cat’
[k̥at̥ɔ] ‘a crop’                         [k̥at̥ɔ] ‘a
                                            failure’
[t̥uma] ‘a cell nucleus’                 [t̥uma] ‘dark’
                                            [t̥uma] ‘an inch’
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[ˈtule] ‘come!’ [ˈtule:ə] ‘(he) comes’
[ˈtuleː] ‘it blows’ [ˈtuleːə] ‘(he) might come’

Another language that makes use of contrastive length on both consonants and vowels is Maltese. The following examples come from a speaker of Standard Maltese, from Gżira (M. Alexander, personal communication):

**Contrastive length on consonants and vowels in Maltese**

[ˈkises] ‘he broke (some body part/accidentally)’
[ˈkisesː] ‘he broke (something/deliberately)’
[ˈkesah] ‘he became cold’ [ˈkesah] ‘he cooled’

[ˈtəzət] ‘he fell asleep’
[ˈtəzət] ‘he put (someone) to sleep’
[ˈtəzət] ‘I put (someone) to sleep’
[ˈnɛzə] ‘he undressed (himself)’ [ˈnɛzəː] ‘he undressed (someone else)’

[ˈnizel] ‘he went downstairs/he got down’
[ˈnizel] ‘he brought (something) down’
[ˈnizel] ‘he is coming down’
[ˈniːʃəf] ‘he/it (became) dried’
[ˈniːʃəf] ‘(he/it is) dry’
[ˈniːʃəf] ‘he dried (something)’

[ˈwɛdʒa] ‘a hurt’ [ˈwɛdʒə] ‘he hurt himself/someone’

[ˈdɛzə] ‘he got used to (something)’
[ˈdɛzə] ‘he got someone used to something’
[ˈdɛzə] ‘appearance’

[ˈbot] ‘a tin’ [ˈbotː] ‘distance/far away’
[ˈtemː] ‘he ended (something)’ [ˈtemː] ‘he tasted’

[ˈaːtʃma] ‘he kneaded it’ [ˈaːtʃma] ‘pastry’

An unusual case amongst the small minority of languages that exploit contrastive length on both consonants and vowels is Estonian. This language is highly atypical in being said to make contrastive use of three degrees of length on both consonants and vowels, as illustrated in the following examples from Jones (1944b), citing the work of Krass (1944):

**Three degrees of consonant and vowel length in Estonian**

[ˈjama] ‘nonsense’ [ˈjamaː] ‘of the station’ [ˈjaːmaː] ‘to the station’
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In Jones' (1944b) terminology, 'in Estonian, there are three chronemes applicable to both vowels and consonants'. Lehiste (1970) cites Liiv (1962) as having shown that in the three degrees of vowel length in Estonian, in disyllabic words, the ratio of short vowels to long vowels is approximately 58 per cent, short to over-long vowels about 49 per cent, and long to over-long vowels around 85 per cent. The ratio of the absolute averages of the phonetic durations of short, long and over-long vowels in Estonian in the same study was 119:204:240 (msec).

14.6 Allophonic adaptations of duration

Part of the high degree of variability of speech lies in the principled ways that individual elements of speech are accommodated to their context and to their structural environment. Accommodations of duration contribute actively to this variability, and the next two sections will discuss adaptations of duration to factors first of segmental context, then of structural position.

14.6.1 Allophonic adaptations of duration to segmental context

A generalization about intrinsic constraints on articulation was quoted in section 14.4 above, to the effect that the longer the articulatory travel between a vocoid stricture and an adjacent contoid position, the longer the duration of the vocoid. Lehiste (1970) summarizes the results found for VC sequences by Fischer-Jørgensen (1964) in her study of segment duration and place of articulation in Danish, in the following terms:

The duration of a vowel depends on the extent of the movement of the speech organs required in order to come from the vowel position to the position of the following consonant. The greater the extent of the movement, the longer the vowel. This explains the fact that all vowels were shorter before /b/ than before /d/ or /g/: since two different articulators are involved in the sequence vowel + labial, there is no time delay in moving ... the tongue from vowel target to consonant target. On the other hand /u/ was particularly long before /d/. Before /g/, /u/ had an intermediate value; the movement involved is relatively small, but the back of the tongue is not so mobile as the tip of the tongue and the closing process takes more time. (Lehiste 1970: 20)

The data for Danish presented above is broadly matched by comparable data for American English, though the variation in the detailed differences does not unequivocally support the articulatory principle offered. In detail, the scale of relative durations of vocoids representing short vowels before different consonants was shown by Peterson and Lehiste (1960) to be
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longest before /t/ > /k/ > /p/; longest before /g/ > /d/ > /b/; longest before /f/ > /s/ > /l/; and longest before /z/ > /v/. A different order was shown for vocoids before nasal stop consonants, however, in that the realizations of short vowels were longest before /m/ > /n/ > /n/, which perturbs the articulatory principle mentioned. In the case of long vowels, their realizations were longest before /t/ > /k/ > /p/; longest before /d/ > /g/ > /b/; longest before /f/ > /s/ > /l/; longest before /z/ > /v/; and longest before /n/ > /n/ > /m/.

Considering comparisons of relative duration of vocoids before different types of contoids, House and Fairbanks (1953) showed that in American English vocoids were longest before voiced fricatives > voiced stops > nasal stops > voiceless fricatives > voiceless stops. As a very broad generalization, Peterson and Lehiste (1960) suggest that in American English the ratio of the duration of vocoids before voiceless consonants to the duration of vocoids before voiced consonants is typically 2:3. On average, the duration associated with a vowel before /t/ was 147 msec, before /d/ 206 msec; before /s/ it was 199 msec, before /z/ 262 msec. The size of these contextually determined differences is language-specific, however, rather than language-universal. Elert (1964), cited by Lehiste (1970: 27), showed that in Swedish the difference in duration associated with short vowels before /t/ was only 13 msec less than that associated with vocoids before /d/. Lehiste suggests (ibid.) that the size of this difference is more likely to be typical of the general majority of languages than the rather extreme differences which typify English.

It is worthy of note that in English, the adaptation of duration of the segments representing a vowel and a following consonant is reciprocal, and depends on the voicing state associated with the consonant. In considering the relative durations of the individual segments in pairs of English words such as sat /sat/ versus sad /sadj/, or beat /bit/ versus bead /bid/, the realization of the vowel is shorter before the voiceless consonant and longer before the voiced consonant, while the stop closure for the consonant is longer for the voiceless consonant and shorter for the voiced consonant. It is not clear how widespread this reciprocal durational adjustment conditioned by the voicing state of the consonant in a VC sequence within a syllable might be in the languages of the world.

As an example of contextual conditioning of duration at a subsegmental level, we can consider the duration of the delay in the onset of voicing in an aspirated relationship between a voiceless stop and a following vocoid. Lehiste (1970: 22–3) discusses experimental results found for American English by Peterson and Lehiste (1960) and Danish by Fischer-Jørgensen (1964). In the study on American English, the effect on the duration of the
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voice-onset delay of aspiration by place of articulation of the stop was studied. Peterson and Lehiste found that, for about eighty or so items each, the average duration of the delay for /p/ was 58 msec, for /t/ 69 msec and for /k/ 75 msec. Lehiste (1970: 22) comments that ‘These data suggest that aspiration may become progressively longer as the point of articulation shifts farther back in the mouth’, but goes on to say that this hypothesis was not sustained when a closer examination turned to consider the individual allophones of /k/. Peterson and Lehiste (1960) found here that the fronter allophones of /k/ showed longer voice onset delays for aspiration (78 msec on average over thirty-nine instances) than did the backer allophones (72 msec on average over forty-four tokens).

Fischer-Jørgensen’s (1964) data for Danish showed that both place of articulation of the consonant and the quality of the vocoid influence the duration of the voice-onset delay between them. In the context /Ci/, the average duration of the aspiration phase was 57 msec for /pi/, 74 msec for /ti/ and 77 msec for /ki/. For /pu/ it was 66 msec and for /ku/ 74 msec.

14.6.2 Allophonic adaptations of duration to structural position

Over and above the intrinsic and contextually conditioned influences on the duration of speech segments, structural factors also make a contribution. These include the segmental structure of the syllable of which the segment is a part, the place of that syllable in the rhythmic structures of the utterance, the position of the syllable in the overall utterance and the role of the syllable in the particular tempo and continuity of the paralinguistic colouring of the utterance. We can briefly explore each of these in turn.

The phonological syllable was proposed in chapter 4 as a construct which was useful for organizing the mutual incidence of vowel and consonant phonemes. A number of different types of syllable structures were defined. Syllables with zero final consonants (such as sea /si/ in English), making a CV∅ structure, were called open syllables, while syllables with a consonantal ending (such as seat /sit/), making a CVC structure, were called closed syllables. The duration associated with a vowel in an open syllable is typically longer than that associated with the same vowel in a closed syllable of otherwise the same segmental make-up. In closed syllables, other things being equal, the greater the number of segments making up the syllable the shorter the relative duration of each of the segments. Thus in the pronunciation of sting in English versus string, the duration associated with the vowel is slightly shorter in the latter word than the former.

The structural sequence in which the segment finds itself can also affect its duration. Tamil, the South Indian language which has a length distinction
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between short and long vowels, can be represented (allophonically) as having geminate plosive consonants of longer duration than their shorter-duration counterparts, in intervocalic contexts. Balasubramanian and Asher (1984), who comment that the duration of closure for a voiceless plosive is 'longer if it is preceded by a short vowel than if it is preceded by a long vowel ... these are represented in these transcriptions by the length mark [₁] and the half-length mark [ᵢ'], offer the following illustrations:

*Allophonic variation of duration of geminate intervocalic consonants in Tamil*

\[
\begin{align*}
[pəili] & \text{ 'milk'} & [qipɔi] & \text{ 'father'} & [kɔːpi] & \text{ 'bangle'} \\
[ɾale] & \text{ 'head'} & [tʃɛi] & \text{ 'aunt'} & [pɔːr̩i] & \text{ 'flower-bed'} \\
[tĩi] & \text{ 'tea'} & [pɔːt̪i] & \text{ 'silk'} & [pɔːt̪i] & \text{ 'grandmother'} \\
[kai] & \text{ 'hand'} & [akɔi] & \text{ 'elder sister'} & [pɔːk̪i] & \text{ 'areca nut'}
\end{align*}
\]

The place of a syllable in the rhythmic structures of speech influences its duration in many languages, and hence that of its constituent segments. When a syllable in English is in a stressed position in the utterance, its duration is longer than when it is unstressed in an otherwise comparable utterance, as discussed in chapter 16. Comparing two versions of the sentence *Tom can't do it but Sue can*, when the sentence stresses are placed as indicated by underlining in the following utterances, then in each case the underlined syllables are pronounced with longer durations than their unstressed counterparts:

**Tom** can't do it but **Sue** can
**Tom** can't do it but **Sue** can

The number of syllables in a word is another factor which controls the relative duration of a given syllable and its individual segments. Comparing the syllables representing *west* /west/ in the English words *west, western* and *westerly*, each instance becomes progressively shorter with the increasing number of syllables involved.

Finally, the overall rate of articulation of an utterance has an obvious effect on the relative duration of its parts, as has the temporal manipulation of an utterance for the regulative purposes of controlling speaker-turns in a conversation, as discussed in chapter 17.

**Further reading**

Details of experimental work on segmental duration in individual European languages can be found in the following publications: Danish – Fischer-Jørgensen (1964, 1979); Dutch – Nooteboom (1972), Nooteboom
The prosodic organization of speech: pitch and loudness

Syllables vary in their perceptual prominence. In the chain of continuous speech, the pronunciations of some syllables are made to stand out more strongly than others. As a very broad generalization, the more prominent the syllable to the listener, the greater the muscular effort that has been devoted by the speaker to the performance of its constituent segments. Other things being equal, one syllable is more prominent than another to the extent that its constituent segments display higher pitch, greater loudness, longer duration or greater articulatory excursion from the neutral disposition of the vocal tract.

The patterns of varying syllabic prominence that result from the interactions of these four elements – pitch, loudness, duration and articulatory quality – give each language a characteristic texture, over and above the segmental detail of the language. This texture is made up of the interweaving of three main patterns of suprasegmental organization. These three patterns are those of the prosodic, metrical and temporal organization of the speech material. Metrical organization will be described in chapter 16, and temporal organization in chapter 17. The function of the present chapter is to consider the contribution to the suprasegmental texture of speech of the patterns of prosodic organization of pitch and loudness, in the variations of melody and sonority in individual utterances. Matters of pitch will be discussed first, then matters of loudness.

15.1 The perception of pitch

The melody of an utterance is communicated chiefly by movements in time of the pitch of the voice. Pitch as such is a perceptual concept. The phonetic correlate of the pitch of the voice is the frequency (or rate) of vibration of the vocal folds during the voicing of segments. Its acoustic correlate is fundamental frequency, measured in cycles per second, for which the modern notation is Hz (Hertz), as was explained in chapter 7 on phonation. The phrase ‘fundamental frequency’ itself is sometimes abbreviated to ‘F₀’ (pronounced [f̩ ʃaʊ], for convenience.
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Average values for fundamental frequency in conversational speech in European languages are approximately 120 Hz for men, 220 Hz for women and about 330 Hz for children about ten years old (Fant 1956). The maximum range of fundamental frequency in ordinary conversation is about 50–250 Hz for men, and about 120–480 Hz for women. Within these limits, the typical range exploited by a single speaker within one utterance is normally of the order of one octave – that is, where the Hz value of the top frequency is double that of the lowest frequency (Fant 1956).

There are a number of different metrics for describing differences of perceived pitch as auditory phenomena, and it is worth mentioning that the psychoacoustic scales applicable to the perception of pitch are linear only at relatively low frequencies. However, in the low ranges of absolute frequency that are relevant for the perception of the pitch of the male and female speaking voice, we can assume that a linear correlation between pitch and fundamental frequency is valid. ‘Pitch’ in this chapter, if mentioned without further qualification, will therefore be treated as synonymous with the fundamental frequency of vibration of the vocal folds.

The perception of fundamental-frequency differences by the human auditory system is remarkably accurate when listening to stimuli in ideal conditions. The just-noticeable difference (the psychophysical threshold or limen) in pitch-discrimination between two notes, in the span of fundamental frequencies from 80 to 160 Hz, is of the order of +/- 1 Hz (Flanagan 1957: 534). Differences of less than about 1 Hz are imperceptible, or subliminal. Above these frequencies the limen becomes progressively greater. However, this does not tell us very much about the performance of the auditory system when listening to continuous speech in noisy conversational surroundings, where pitch discrimination is rather less acute. An excellent summary of the experimental work that has been carried out on the psychophysical limits of speech perception is available in 't Hart, Collier and Cohen (1990: 26–37). They report several decades of international work that indicates that the judgement of pitch equivalence or difference between two speech stimuli depends on the fundamental frequency of the stimuli, their duration and intensity, whether their frequency is steady or changing, and on whether there is any accompanying noise masking the audibility of the stimuli. It is also strongly likely that the linguistic expectation of the listener will exercise a substantial influence on the resolution with which meaningful speech stimuli can be discriminated.

Readers interested in the elements of acoustic analysis of the pitch and loudness of the voice can find good explanations of fundamental frequency, intensity and related topics in Baken (1987). The characteristics of the
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auditory system are well described by Moore (1982), who gives a comprehensive account of the perception of pitch and loudness, and the general field of the biology, psychology and acoustics of hearing. The standard work on computer-based automatic extraction of fundamental-frequency information from the acoustic speech waveform is Hess (1983).

One brief word of caution is relevant at this point. It is conventional to describe the pitch of voicing as 'higher' when the frequency of vibration of the vocal folds increases, and 'lower' when the frequency decreases. It is easy to forget that this convention exploits a solely metaphorical connection between a temporal dimension of frequency of vibration and a spatial dimension of height. There is nothing natural about such a connection, and it is not surprising that students sometimes have difficulty adopting the metaphor with accuracy, often unwittingly inverting the conventional relationship.

15.2 Inherent and overlaid features

The full discussion of prosodic phenomena needs to be prefaced by saying, following Lehiste (1970: 2), that there is a difference in kind between segmental features as such and suprasegmental features of prosodic organization. A segment is defined by the mutual co-presence of particular features which can be regarded as 'inherent' to the identification of the segment concerned. Suprasegmental prosodic features are 'overlaid' on segments, and are not inherent to the definition of segments. One example is the relationship between voicing and pitch: the voicing of a phonetically voiced segment is an inherent feature, in that it must by definition figure in the production of the segment in order for the segment to qualify as phonetically voiced. The pitch of that voicing can be perceptually high or low without affecting the identity of the segment as phonetically voiced, and can therefore act as an overlaid feature. A similar example is offered by the relationship between phonetic voicing and loudness. The segment, as a complex of defining inherent features, thus acts (within the framework of the syllable) as a carrier for overlaid suprasegmental features.

15.3 Perturbations of pitch and loudness due to segmental performance

Another prefacing comment that needs to be made is that although the analysis of prosodic organization will be treated in this chapter mostly as being concerned with properties of syllables and larger units, there remain of course lower-level interactions between segments and suprasegmental features. The effects mostly concern fine-grained perturbations of
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suprasegmental features by the muscular and aerodynamic requirements of momentary segments (Ladefoged 1971: 14–15; Lehiste 1970: 68–74; Ohala 1978: 25–30). Reversing the image of the segment as a carrier for suprasegmental features, one could think of these segmental perturbations as being momentarily superimposed on the general trend-line of the pitch or loudness movements characterizing the utterance. The next two sections expand on this relationship between segmental and suprasegmental aspects of pitch behaviour.

15.3.1 Microperturbation of pitch

There is no recurrent biomechanical activity whose repetition is perfectly regular in its timing. The fundamental frequency of even a prolonged vocoid pronounced on a seemingly level monotone in fact shows very small deviations (or excursions) from the local moving average frequency (or trend-line) running through the train of cyclic pulses of the vocal folds in voiced vibration. If the duration of a single cycle of vibration of the vocal folds is taken to last from the instant that the folds close until the moment that they close again, which we shall refer to as the period of the cycle, then close inspection shows that successive periods are very seldom perfectly identical (Laver, Hiller and Mackenzie Beck 1992).

Such excursions tend to vary in size on a quite unpredictable basis, but the deviation from the general trend-line in the voice of a healthy young adult using modal phonation will seldom be larger than about +/- 2 per cent to +/-5 per cent of the local value of that trend. In durational terms, what this means is that the scale of these quasi-random excursions is of the order only of a small number of thousandths of a second. However, there are some locations in speech where the deviations tend typically to be larger. These are the onset and offset margins of episodes of voicing. The probability that an individual period will be markedly erratic from the trend is highest at a point up to about five cycles after the onset or before the offset of voicing. If one considers the actual physiological and aerodynamic detail of laryngeal vibration that obtains in voicing, this is not so surprising. The adjustments in the laryngeal and respiratory muscles needed to bring the vocal folds into just the right condition to vibrate at a given fundamental frequency for a given subglottal pressure are complex, delicate and interactive, and unlikely to be achieved with a rapid and high degree of efficiency. Similarly, in the transition from voicing to voicelessness, a perfectly smooth change of muscular and aerodynamic adjustments is seldom produced. We can call these very small-scale perturbations of laryngeal periodicity micro-perturbations.
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The presence of these microperturbations in the train of individual pulses in a phonatory sequence is a reflection of the fact that virtually every act of voicing shows some minor dysperiodicity. Minor dysperiodicity of this sort is perceptible as a very slight ‘roughness’ in the audible quality of the phonation, rather than as a factor of perceived melody. (More extreme dysperiodicity is a characteristic of some types of laryngeal pathology, where growths on one of the vocal folds make the vibration yet more inefficient, and this is then audible as a ‘harsh’ or ‘hoarse’ perceptual quality (Mackenzie Beck 1988; Laver et al. 1986; Laver, Hiller and Mackenzie Beck 1992).

It is hence not quite accurate to say, as was suggested at the beginning of this chapter, that ‘The phonetic correlate of the pitch of the voice is the frequency (or rate) of vibration of the vocal folds during the voicing of segments.’ It would be more accurate to say that the phonetic correlate of perceived pitch is the general trend-line characterizing the frequency of vibration of the vocal folds during voicing.

This rather fine level of detail was introduced to dispel the impression that, even in ideal conditions of producing a sustained, monotone voiced vocoid, the larynx maintains a perfectly regular vibration in voicing. In the next two sections, discussion will concentrate on yet more substantial distortions imposed on the vibratory pattern of the larynx, with consequent effects on detailed pitch-movements, by the articulatory and aerodynamic transitions from one segment to the next. These more substantial segment-related distortions we shall call microprosodic perturbations, partly after Di Cristo and Chafcouloff (1976).

15.3.2 Microprosodic perturbatory effects of segmental performance on pitch

When sets of vocoids are pronounced by a given speaker in a standard context, measurements show that each vocoid is associated with a different average pitch. Ohala (1978: 29) states that ‘It has been noted for over 50 years that, other things being equal, the average pitch of vowels shows a systematic correlation with vowel height, that is, the higher the vowel, the higher the pitch (Crandall 1925, House and Fairbanks 1953, Lea 1972). The difference in pitch may be as much as 25 Hz.’ In an acoustic investigation of what they call intrinsic pitch, Lehiste and Peterson (1961) were able to show from data measured in over 1,200 different syllables from a single adult male speaker of American English that the following average pitches were found:
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*Intrinsic pitch on vocoids*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vowel</th>
<th>Average Hz</th>
<th>Vowel</th>
<th>Average Hz</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[i]</td>
<td>183 Hz</td>
<td>[u]</td>
<td>182 Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ɪ]</td>
<td>173 Hz</td>
<td>[ʊ]</td>
<td>171 Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[e]</td>
<td>166 Hz</td>
<td>[o]</td>
<td>170 Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ɔ]</td>
<td>164 Hz</td>
<td>[ɔ]</td>
<td>165 Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[æ]</td>
<td>162 Hz</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Lehiste (1976: 230) reports that similar results have been found for vocoids in languages as widely different as Serbo-Croatian and Itsekiri, a Nigerian language of West Africa. Hombert (1978) reports that the same correlation has been found in Danish (Petersen 1976), French (Di Cristo and Chafcouloff 1976) and Korean (Kim 1968). The reasons for intrinsic pitch differences on vocoids is therefore likely to be more a language-universal matter of the properties of the speech-production system than one which is language-dependent.

Ohala (1978: 29–30) advances two possible explanations for the correlation of vocoid height with pitch height. One is an acoustic explanation, to do with resonatory characteristics of the vocal tract in high vocoids favouring the fundamental frequency correlated with that particular articulatory configuration. This effect is calculated to be slight. The other is a physiological explanation, based on the muscular linkages between the tongue and the larynx. When the tongue is raised for the production of a high vocoid, it is hypothesized that the effect on the larynx is to pull it slightly upwards, and that this should tense the vocal folds, thus raising the frequency of their vibration and hence the pitch. This effect has had some support from experimental investigations by Lindblom and Sundberg (1971), and by Ohala and Eukel (1976). However, in the cases of some high vocoids, it has been noticed that the larynx actually tends to be lowered rather than raised (Ladefoged et al. 1972), so a full understanding of the intrinsic pitch effect on vocoids remains to be established.

Comparable microprosodic perturbations of pitch attributable to contoids also have their effect on neighbouring vocoids, most dominantly on following vocoids. Lehiste (1976: 230) states that ‘The influence of an initial consonant may counterbalance the influence of intrinsic pitch.’ In a study by Lehiste and Peterson (1961), the average pitch for [ka] sequences was found to be 171 Hz, as against 170 Hz for [gi] sequences. Lehiste also points out that the distribution of the pitch-contour over the syllable concerned will differ according to the perturbing contoid (1976: 230–1):
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Higher fundamental frequencies are associated with voiceless consonants ... After a voiceless consonant, and especially after a voiceless fricative, the highest peak will occur immediately after the consonant. However, after a voiced consonant, especially a voiced resonant, the fundamental frequency will tend to rise slowly and the peak may be expected to occur approximately in the middle of the test word.

Clark and Yallop (1990: 283) note that prenasal stops and breathy voiced stops have a greater lowering effect on the pitch of following vocoids than plain voiced stops do. These effects are further discussed in section 15.6.2.4 below. Good discussions of the complex and still unresolved factors affecting the pitch-behaviour of contoids, and their influence on neighbouring vocoids, are available in Hombert (1978), Jeel (1975) and Ohala (1978).

Substantial though the microprosodic distortions may be that are physically imposed by segmental adjustments of vocoids and contoids on the vibratory pattern of the vocal folds, it seems that the listener, while engaged on the perceptual task of tracking the prosodic relevance of a given pitch-contour, has learned to discount such distortions. At a prosodic level of analysis, it is hence possible to say that two utterances of quite different segmental composition uttered by the same speaker nevertheless show what counts as the same prosodic pitch-contour. This is despite the fact that an instrumental analysis of the actual fundamental-frequency contour will show detailed and characteristic differences attributable to the microprosodic perturbing effect of the individual segments on one scale of inspection, and at a greater magnification will show differences attributable to the quasi-random microperturbations inherent in all biomechanical vibratory systems.

15.4 The prosodic analysis of pitch

The remainder of this account of pitch will take a prosodic viewpoint, and concentrate on the melodic pattern of pitch-movement over the syllables, words and phrases of an utterance, discounting both microperturbations and microprosodic distortions. An initial distinction will be drawn between the range within which pitch-movements take place, versus the shape, height and direction of these movements.

15.4.1 Pitch-range and pitch-span

The melody of a speaker's voice on any given occasion is not a matter of the absolute values of pitch displayed by the voice from syllable to syllable. Pitch is relative in two senses. Firstly, the estimation of the pitch-
value of a single syllable as 'high' (or 'low', or 'mid' etc.), is a relative perceptual judgement made by the listener in terms of a hypothesized placement within the general range of pitch over which the speaker's voice is believed to move. The lowest pitches in the voice of a small child may be considerably higher, in terms of absolute frequency, than the highest pitches in the voice of a large man.

Secondly, the pitch-value of a given syllable in a train of syllables in connected speech is judged relative to the pitch-values of its immediate neighbours, as being the same, higher or lower. The melody of a speaker's voice on any given occasion is thus a matter of the train of relative pitch values that the listener perceives in the succession of syllables that make up the utterance, within the framework of the speaker's assumed pitch-range.

This definition of 'melody' leaves matters of rhythm largely out of account, to be considered in the next chapter. It also emphasizes the fact that the listener brings a number of assumptions to the assessment of the speaker's range of pitch. These assumptions bear on issues to do with different kinds of pitch-range typified by the particular speaker's voice. One is the organic range of the speaker's pitch, which is the maximum range of which the speaker's voice is physically capable, given the biologically determined factors of his or her laryngeal anatomy and physiology.

The second kind of pitch-range is the speaker's current paralinguistic range, which is the adjustment, within the organic range, of the range of pitch that is exploited for momentary paralinguistic purposes of signalling particular attitudinal information (such as, in any given utterance, surprise, anger, sorrow, impatience, concern etc.). Cultures vary in the way that they utilize pitch-settings as part of paralinguistic communication, and the relation between a given linguistic pitch-contour and the paralinguistic pitch-range will therefore differ not only with respect to the particular tone of voice overlaying the linguistic message, but also possibly with the specific culture of the speaker. Which pitch-phenomena count as linguistically significant cannot be dissociated from the complementary question of which pitch-phenomena count as paralinguistically communicative.

The third type is the linguistic range, which is the range within which the phonologically relevant pitch of the speaker's voice habitually varies in paralinguistically unmarked, attitudinally neutral conversation. Languages differ to some degree in the placement of this linguistic range within the organic range. Spanish is said to be spoken on a typically lower average range of pitch than French, for example (Brosnahan and Malmberg 1970: 148). Languages also differ in the width of the linguistic range. The typical range in Mandarin is said by Snippe and Wei (1984: 302) to be greater than in French.
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Another term that has sometimes been used to try to represent this linguistic range is the voice compass, defined as the range of pitch stretching one standard deviation on either side of the mean pitch (Eady 1982; Snepp and Wei 1984). An overall range of two standard deviations captures approximately 95 per cent of the different pitch values typically used by a speaker.

The fourth and for our purposes the most important type of pitch-range to be distinguished is the phonological pitch-span, which is the local range within which the speaker organizes relative values of pitch for prosodic purposes within the whole or part of a particular utterance (Brown, Currie and Kenworthy 1980: 23). This chapter will concentrate on the concept of the phonological pitch-span exploited by a speaker for organizing the limits of pitch-movement in particular utterances, and the placement of pitch-values for individual syllables within it.

Our perception as listeners of the linguistically relevant pitch-value of a given syllable on a single occasion from a particular speaker, in the terms introduced above, is thus highly relative, and very far from absolute. If we consider the linguistically relevant pitch-value as the figure in our perceptual attention, then the ground against which it is perceived is a perspective of several layers. Listeners have to have at least a (tacit) working hypothesis of the organic range of pitch that characterizes the speaker. They should also have an understanding of the current paralinguistic status of the speaker’s attitudinal state, as expressed in his or her paralinguistic range of pitch. Furthermore, an estimate of the normal width of the speaker’s linguistic range, and an assessment of the value of the speaker’s current pitch-span, are both required. Once all these factors are known (or at least hypothesized), then it becomes possible for the listener to form a well-founded estimate of the relative pitch-value of the individual syllable. By extension, two melodic sequences uttered by two different speakers will be judged to be phonetically the same (or similar, or dissimilar) on the basis of perceptual operations that will have taken into account the relationships between the melodic patterns concerned and the organic and paralinguistic ranges of pitch within which they occur, as well as relevant factors of linguistic range and pitch-span.

The question of how many different relative pitch-patterns might meaningfully be distinguished in a given accent, and of what type, is identical in form to the question of how many consonantal or vocalic distinctions are exploited at the segmental level. It is a phonological question, but at the suprasegmental level rather than the segmental. The standard phonological concepts of opposition, distinctiveness, system, structure, distribution and phonetic similarity can equally be brought to bear.

The phonetic transcription of pitch-phenomena is conventionally limited to
comment on relative pitch-movements within the linguistic range. Two parallel horizontal lines are usually drawn to act as a stave representing the upper and lower limits of the linguistic range. By annotating pitch as relative to the individual's own linguistic range, phonetic analysis thus chooses to ignore as linguistically irrelevant the absolute nature of organically influenced pitch differences between one speaker and the next. This procedure effectively normalizes the organically based differences between speakers. Figure 15.1 illustrates a typical English (RP) utterance within such a stave. In this case, the utterance ends with a falling pitch-pattern. The figure does not show typical temporal effects in English, such as the tendency to prolong the duration of syllables next to pauses at the beginning and end of utterances as indicated in figure 15.2 below.

Within the notion of a pitch-span, one can isolate two framing components, both exemplified in Figure 15.2. The first is the component contributed by the choice of the baseline, which is the series of pitch-values that is perceived as forming the floor of the current pitch-span. The second is the component contributed by the choice of plateau (Vaissière 1983: 55), or topline (Bruce and Gårding 1978), which is the series of pitch-values that is perceived as forming the ceiling of the current pitch-span. The interval between the baseline and the topline defines the width of the pitch-span.

An essential ingredient of the concepts of pitch-span, baseline and topline is that they are defined as trends over several syllables. One of the characteristic pitch-phenomena in many (but not all) languages is the downward slope of both the baseline and the topline, with a progressive narrowing of the pitch-span within the linguistic range, as illustrated in figure 15.2. This effect is usually called declination. The degree of any declination will condition and be conditioned by assumptions about the speaker's place in the present speaking-turn. In English, being willing to yield the floor is conventionally signalled partly by allowing final declination, and the placement of terminal falling intonation patterns within that declination, to reach an extra low pitch-value. However, not all speakers of English obey this rule in their idiolects, and not all languages behave exactly like English.
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Figure 15.2 The pitch-span as the range of pitch-values used by a speaker for organizing pitch for prosodic purposes within a given utterance (after Vaissière 1983: 55). The baseline and plateau (or topline) form the floor and the ceiling of the pitch-span.

Both the width of the pitch-span and the pitch-value of the baseline can be manipulated for phonological effect. The start of a new topic, for example, is often signalled in English by a sudden widening of the pitch-span, and/or by a step-like raising of the baseline. Equally, the parenthetic status of some remark embedded within the flow of the utterance can be identified in English by such devices as depressing the baseline and narrowing the width of the pitch-span for the duration of the parenthetic remark, then returning to the span and baseline values of the framing material. Figure 15.3 shows a sample transcription of the pitch-patterns used in the English utterance David (who is Welsh) broke into song to signal the parenthetic status of the phrase who is Welsh.

15.4.2 Pitch-height and pitch-contour

Within the constraints of the pitch-span and any declination, a distinction can be drawn between the relative height of the pitch of an individual syllable and the contour of any dynamic pitch-movement involved. We can deal first with the notion of pitch-height. This refers to the relative placement of the syllable within the values of the pitch-span. Different levels can be categorized as 'high', 'mid', 'low', 'mid-high' (meaning an intermedi-

Figure 15.3 Parenthetic intonation in an English (Received Pronunciation) utterance David, who is Welsh, broke into song

---

David (who is Welsh) broke into song
ate value between mid and high), 'mid-low' (meaning an intermediate value between mid and low) etc., as appropriate.

The concept of a pitch-contour refers to the shape and direction of the trajectory shown by any perceptible change in pitch-value through the duration of the syllable. Different contours can be referred to as 'level', 'rise', 'fall', 'rise-fall', 'fall-rise', 'rise-fall-rise' etc., as required. The question of placement of the pitch-values within the pitch-span is then a matter of combining relevant labels from the choices of pitch-height and pitch-contour, to give composite labels such as 'high level', 'high-to-low fall', 'low-to-high rise', 'low-to-mid rise', and so forth. Table 15.1 illustrates some pitch-values and their associated labels.

Within the general notion of a pitch-contour, one can informally distinguish a number of other physical features of such movements. These include the steepness of the changing contour ('gentle rise', 'steep fall' etc.), and the duration over which the pitch-change is distributed ('abrupt fall', 'extended rise' etc.). Languages do not seem to distinguish pitch-contours on the system-
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atic basis of positive or negative accelerations of pitch-contours. There seems therefore to be no need to posit characteristics of contours such as a ‘steepening fall’.

Another relevant characteristic of pitch-contours is their alignment with respect to the segmental strand of speech production. A given pitch-movement may begin its salient movement in the early, middle or late part of the syllable concerned (‘t Hart, Collier and Cohen 1990: 153). A different facet of alignment is the question of whether a given pitch-contour is distributed over only a syllable or more than a single syllable. When it is desirable to analyse the sequence of melodic movement as distributed patterns over stretches of speech greater than an individual syllable, the same names for pitch-contours as are used for single-syllable patterns (‘level’, ‘rise’, ‘fall’, ‘rise-fall’ etc.) can also be used for the pattern distributed over the longer domain. This brings out the point that a distributed contour labelled a ‘fall’, for example, may take the form of a relationship between two syllables of level but different pitch, where it is the difference of level that constitutes the linguistically relevant fact, rather than the existence of a continuously changing pitch-pattern as such. An illustration of this double possibility is shown in figure 15.21 later in this chapter.

15.5 The analysis of melody in language

Armed with these descriptive concepts, we can now come to a discussion of the phonological use of pitch-patterns to identify different units in the chain of language. A distinction will be drawn between two different phonological uses of pitch, on the basis of the linguistic domain over which pitch-patterns can be held to be serving contrastive functions. The first category is the use of pitch in \textit{tone systems}, where it serves to differentiate units at the level of individual words and individual syllables. The second is the use of pitch in \textit{intonation systems}, where it serves to identify linguistic entities at levels higher than the word, at the phrase and sentence level.

15.6 The analysis of pitch-patterns in tone systems

In \textit{tone systems}, where patterns of pitch contribute to the lexical identification of the individual words, one can draw a distinction between uses of lexical tone in two main types of tone system – those where the domain of linguistically significant pitch-behaviour is the whole word, versus those where the significant domain is the syllable.

15.6.1 Word-based tone systems

In the first type of tone system, a contour-pattern of pitch is associated with the entire word, over a variable number of syllables. This can be
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referred to as a word-based use of lexical tone. The use of word-based tones of this sort can be found in Slovenian, and possibly in the Lewis dialect of Scots Gaelic (Abercrombie 1967: 109). Swedish and Norwegian are the most-cited examples of the use of word-tones in this type of tonal system, where all dialects (except the Finnish dialects of Swedish and some of the northern dialects of Norwegian) are said to exploit two contrasting tonal patterns on many words of two or more syllables, of which the first syllable is stressed (Brosnahan and Malmberg 1970: 149–50). Monosyllabic words show no tonal contrast.

Typical Swedish (Stockholm accent) realizations of these word-tone patterns, which are usually called ‘accent I’ and ‘accent II’, are described by Fant and Kruckenber (1989) in the following terms:

The Swedish word accent is primarily encoded in a local F0 contour which includes the domain of the stressed syllable and to some extent a previous or a following unstressed syllable. In standard Swedish (Stockholm area), accent I, also referred to as acute, is realized by an essentially level or rising F0 in the syllable carrying primary stress, whereas accent II, the grave accent, is realized by a falling F0 in the primary syllable. Accent II is also associated with a domain of secondary or weak stress in the next or in a later syllable within the word, where a second F0 maximum may appear. It is apparent in compound words and is usually weak or absent in single words except under the influence of a sentence or focal stress, when it may equal or even override the primary accent II F0 maximum. Under such conditions of a higher level of stress, the main syllable of accent I words attain a clear rising contour. (Fant and Kruckenber 1989: 5)

Figure 15.4 is adapted from the figure Fant and Kruckenber give, originally published by Fant (1959), to illustrate the acoustic parameters of pitch and amplitude which serve to distinguish the representative Swedish word-pair anden ‘the duck’ (accent I) versus anden ‘the spirit’ (accent II). Also shown in figure 15.4 is the analysis of the acoustic parameter of amplitude when the word-pair is whispered (and hence when fundamental frequency, because of the absence of voicing, is absent). It can be seen that the contrast is maintained, though the distinctiveness now lies chiefly in the second syllable.

There are some 500 such pairs of words in Swedish which are distinguished by the use of accent I versus accent II (Cruttenden 1986: 11). Phonologically sophisticated analyses of Scandinavian word-tones can be found in Bruce and Gårding (1978) and Ladd (1983).

A detailed phonetic transcription of pairs of Swedish words differentiated by accent I versus accent II is given by J. Verhoeven (personal communication) of a female speaker from the north of Sweden. The over-low termina-
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Figure 15.4 Pitch and amplitude characteristics distinguishing accent 1 ('anden, 'duck') from accent 2 ('anden, 'spirit') in Swedish (from Fant and Kruckenber 1989, following Fant 1959)

...tion to the final part of the falling tone in accent I in these examples is shown as having a creaky phonation:

_word-tones in Northern Swedish_

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Accent I</th>
<th>Accent II</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>![Symbol] 'the well'</td>
<td>![Symbol] 'the pole'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>![Symbol] 'the Pole (from Poland)'</td>
<td>![Symbol] 'burnt'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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A sub-variety of the use of word-tone for lexical identification can be found in **partial tone** languages, which have significant pitch on some syllables only. Examples are Lithuanian and Serbo-Croatian (Fischer-Jörgensen 1975: 98). A discussion of Serbo-Croatian tonal phenomena can be found in Lehiste (1970: 85–105).

**15.6.2 Syllable-based tone systems**

In the second major type of tone system, every syllable is associated with a characteristic relative pitch-value. Pike (1948), in his seminal work on languages exploiting tone systems, defines these as having lexically significant, contrastive but relative pitch on each syllable. It is the pattern made up by the series of such tones on the syllables of the word that serve to identify the word. This can therefore be referred to as a syllable-based use of lexical tone.

The use of **syllable-based tones** of this sort is widespread in the languages of Central America, Africa and Southeast Asia, and languages using syllable-tone systems make up not only by far the larger part of the languages of the world known to make use of tone systems, but in fact the majority of all of the known languages of the world.

The claim that the domain of tone in languages in fact is using syllable-based tones the syllable is reinforced by the case of those languages where individual tone-bearing syllables are represented by single syllabic contoid segments, as in Efik [nsânà] 'I am walking' and [fákà] 'I am going' (Cook 1969: 39). Using the acute-accent diacritic above a segmental symbol to refer to a high level tone, as in [á], and the grave-accent diacritic to mark a low level tone, as in [ä], a word-pair in Bafang (the Bamileke language of Cameroon) such as [lɔx] 'sleep' and [lɔx] 'stone' are distinguished only by their tonal properties (Westermann and Bryan 1952: 130).

Pike (1948) suggested a typological division of languages using syllable-based tone systems into two categories, depending on what feature of the pitch behaviour was significant. He described the first type as ‘register tone languages’, and the second as ‘contour tone languages’, though it may be more appropriate to refer to ‘languages using register tone systems’ and ‘languages using contour tone systems’, to facilitate the analysis of other facets of pitch-use in both types of languages as exhibiting an ‘intonational’ function. The phrase **register tone system** can be taken to mean a system where the relevant feature of word-identifying pitch behaviour is the relative height of the syllabic pitches concerned within the speaker’s pitch-span. In such register tone systems, syllables may show only level pitches, only changing pitches (rises or falls), or a mixture of both level and changing pitches. In the case of changing

*Pitch and loudness*
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Figure 15.5 Ten tonal patterns in Tlapanec (from Suárez 1983: 48)

pitches, each of the end-points of the falls and rises are identified with one of the level pitches. This is exemplified in figure 15.5, which is adapted from Suárez (1983: 48), representing the ten tonal patterns of Tlapanec, an Otomanguean Mesoamerican Indian language of Central America.

The phrase contour tone system applies to the system of tones of a language where the relevant feature of word-identifying pitch behaviour is less the relative height of the syllabic pitch concerned, but more its shape as a trajectory, together with its general placement in the speaker's pitch-span. An example of this type of contour tone system can be seen in figure 15.6, adapted from Speck (1978, cited by Suárez 1983: 49), for the Texmelucan dialect of Zapotec, another Otomanguean language.

Figure 15.6 Contour tone system in Texmelucan Zapotec (from Suárez 1983: 49, following Speck 1978)

Finally, mixed register/contour tone systems are also found. Hollenbach (1977, cited by Suárez 1983: 49) gives the example of the Copala dialect of Trique, a Mixtecian Otomanguean language, whose pitch-patterns are shown in figure 15.7. In the case of the last two tone-patterns shown here, the end-points cannot be identified directly with any of the level tones, and their contrastive function is thus manifested more by their identity as rises, at two different general heights in the pitch-span.

Yoruba, a Kwa language spoken in Nigeria, is an example of a language making use of a register tone system (Bamgbose 1969: 168), in which there

Figure 15.7 Mixed register/contour tone system in Copala Trique (from Suárez 1983: 49, following Hollenbach 1977)
are three level tones – 'high', marked as ['], 'mid' (unmarked) and 'low' marked as ['], (and a contextually conditioned 'rise' to high):

**Register tones in Yoruba**

- High-high  [ó bɛ]  `he jumped`
- High-mid  [ó bɛ]  `he is forward`
- High-low  [ó bɛ]  `he asks for pardon`

Acoustic analysis reveals, not surprisingly, that in real speech the pitches of the so-called 'level' tones are seldom strictly level. Gandour (1978: 47–8), following Hombert (1976), showed that in the Yoruba triplet [wɔi] 'to come', [wɔ] 'to look' and [wɔ] 'to exist', speakers produce the pitch-patterns shown in figure 15.8.

Etsako is another Nigerian example of a language which exploits a register tone system. In the example below, the illustrations show two level tones (high and low), together with a fall from high to low – marked as ['] – (Laver 1969: 52–3):

**Register tones in Etsako**

-  
  [iɡbà]  `fences/thorns`
-  
  [iɡbà]  `chins`
-  
  [iɡbà]  `locust beans/gathering(s)`

The languages of Southeast Asia characteristically make use of **contour tone systems**. Examples of languages using such contour tone systems are Mandarin Chinese, Thai and Vietnamese. In Central Thai, for instance, five tones are used to distinguish monosyllabic words of CV structure with long vowels, when produced in isolation. They are often called 'mid', 'low', 'falling', 'rising' and 'high' (Abramson 1975; Davies 1979; Gandour 1975a), and are conventionally divided into three relatively level tones ('mid', 'low' and 'high'), and two more dynamically changing contour tones ('falling' and
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![Graph showing frequency changes over time for Yoruba tones: High, Mid, Low]

Figure 15.8 Tonal differences in Yoruba (from Gandour 1978: 47–8, following Hombert 1976)

'rising'). Illustrative words carrying these tonal contrasts are as follows (Abramson 1975: 3):

*Level and contour tones in Central Thai*

- **mid** [kha:] — ‘a grass (*Imperata cylindrica)*'
- **low** [kha:] — ‘galangal, a rhizome’
- **falling** [kha:] — ‘slave, servant’
- **high** [kha:] — ‘to engage in trade’
- **rising** [kha:] — ‘leg’
Tonal contrasts in Central Thai

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>F0 Range</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>mid falling</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>[na:] 'field'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>low falling</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>[nà:] 'a nickname'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>high falling</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>[nâ:] 'face'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>high rising</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>[ná:] 'aunt'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>low rising</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>[nâ:] 'thick'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Gandour (1978: 45–6), following Chuang et al. (1972), gives a summary acoustic analysis (shown in figure 15.10) of the four contrastive tonal patterns of monosyllables in the Beijing dialect of Mandarin, on the following set of words:
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Contour tones in Mandarin

- **high level (1)** [mä] 'mother'
- **high rising (2)** [mä] 'hemp'
- **low dipping (3)** [mä] 'horse'
- **high falling (4)** [mä] 'to scold'

15.6.2.1 Discrete-level and terraced-level tone systems

Welmers (1959), working in the Africanist tradition of tone-system analysis, described discrete-level tone systems as ones where the pitch-values of the different tones are maintained in approximately a standard relationship to each other. Connell and Ladd (1990: 3-4) characterize discrete-level tone systems as ones in which 'the realisations of the tone phonemes are not supposed to trespass on each other’s phonetic space, but are realised in discrete frequency bands that remain more or less fixed throughout the utterance'. An example of a language maintaining this continuing separation of syllabic pitch-heights is Navajo, according to Anderson (1978: 139), which has two level tones.

Welmers (1959) also introduced the notion of downstep, which is a lowering process in tonal phonology which can be applied to the second of two high-tone syllables. This means that the choice of tone after a low tone syllable is different from the choice after a high-tone syllable. After a low tone, the tone of the next syllable can only be low or high. After a high tone, however, the next tone can be low, high or downstepped high (i.e. a pitch...
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---
---
---
---

\[di'\theta^\prime-ko^\prime\,\,lu^\prime\,\,vi^\prime\,\,lu^\prime\,\,ku^\prime\ 'I\ want\ crazy\ cold\ paper'\]

Figure 15.11 Downstepped high tones in Coatzospán Mixtec
(after Suárez 1983: 50, following Pike and Small 1974)

slightly lower than the preceding high but not so low as it would need to be
to same as a low tone). A high tone after a downstepped high is on the
same level as that downstepped high. An illustration of a sequence of high
tones, with some of them downstepped, is given in figure 15.11. It is adapted
from Suárez (1983: 50, citing Pike and Small 1974), and cites a phrase
(invented for the purpose) from the Coatzospán dialect of the Otomanguean
language Mixtec meaning 'I want crazy cold paper'. The use of the diacritic
'\downleftarrow' is intended to indicate the application of the downstep process to the
high tone concerned.

Urhobo is a Nigerian example of a language making use of a register tone
system with two basic tones, one high and one low, with downstep able to
be applied to high tones (Kelly 1969: 158). Pairs of words such as [ɛβɛ]
'goat' versus [ɛβɛ] 'kola nut' are contrastively identified by their syllabic
tonal patterns alone (low–high versus low–low). The following examples
(phonetically transcribed) illustrate the application of downstep in phrasal
examples, with the '\downleftarrow' diacritic after the vocoid symbol again identifying the
downstepped tone (Kelly 1969: 159):

\[\text{Downstep tone in Urhobo}\]

---
---

[\text{i\ yo\downleftarrow kʊ\,b̥ɪ\,wɔ]} 'money and work'

---

[\text{gbɛxá\,k̥ä\,\,b̥ɛ\,ɛ\,ɛ}] 'dance for us!'

(In the above examples from Urhobo, [\theta] is a voiced nasal retroflex alveolar
flap, but with a lateral onset.) Downstep of the type described, where down-
stepping is a process applicable only to high tones (or rather to non-low
tones, strictly), is a phonological characteristic of many tone languages. But
in a very small number of languages, such as Zulu, a phonological feature
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called **upstep** has also been discovered (Schuh 1978), where successive high tones can spread upwards. In a similar vein, Anderson (1978: 140) cites an unpublished manuscript by Eunice Pike on tone systems in the Mesoamerican Indian languages of Central America, where she describes the tones of Acatlán Mixtec, in which:

the step-up tone contrasts with the three classical tones, high, mid, and low, but it differs structurally from these tones in that it is always higher than any preceding tone. It is not only higher than a preceding high, but is also higher than a preceding step-up tone. Therefore a sequence of step-up tones is a sequence of progressively higher tones. (E. Pike, n.d.)

Suárez (1983: 50) cites a publication by Eunice Pike and Wistrand (1974) on the same language, with an illustration of the upstep process being applied to high tones in the phrase 'he will not skin the deer the day after tomorrow', shown in adapted form in figure 15.12. Upstep is indicated by the diaeresis '†'.

A yet more elaborated system situation has been reported by Tadadjeu (1974) and Hyman (1985) for Bamileke-Dschang, a Bantu language of Cameroon, where the tonal choice after a low tone can include what one might call a high tone, a downstepped tone and an upstepped tone.

Downstep as a phonological feature is to be distinguished from a feature of many tone languages called **downdrift**. This is the process which results in high tones after low tones being phonetically less high than any preceding high tone in the utterance, which can be regarded as a type of tonal assimilation with the low tone influencing the height of the succeeding high tone (Hyman 1973: 154). To the extent that downdrift is a characteristic of potentially a whole utterance, it can be regarded as an intonational use of pitch. Schachter (1965) also showed that downdrift,

---

**Figure 15.12 Upstepped high tones in Coatzospan Mixtec**

(after Suárez 1983: 50, following E. Pike and Wistrand 1974)

---

ma'ne'te'↑↑sal↑↑ka'alt↑↑?i↑↑da↑

'he will not skin the deer the day after tomorrow'
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in a language such as Hausa, can be suspended to indicate emphasis. Downdrift and downstep give a language with a tone system a terraced-level effect (Welmers 1973). The repeated application of upstep adjustments similarly results in a terraced-level effect (Connell and Ladd 1990: 4).

Downdrift can result in several different types of intonational patterns. In Urhobo of Southeastern Nigeria, Kelly (1969:159) shows that successive high tones remain at the same pitch-height, and successive low tones maintain a common level. High tones interspersed with low tones drift downwards, but the low tones interspersed with the high tones are represented by Kelly as maintaining their standard baseline:

\[
\text{Tonal downdrift in Urhobo}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{[ôdibô] 'banana'} \\
\text{[úwékúgbéêg] 'a nose and an ear'} \\
\text{[5kááβářé] 'our guinea corn'}
\end{array}
\]

(In the above example from Urhobo, the pronunciation of [i] is in free variation with [r], or can be replaced in careful speech by [r] (Kelly 1969: 156).)

Etsako, the Edo language of Nigeria spoken around the confluence of the Niger and Benue rivers, also exploits downstep on high tones, but here the baseline constituted by the phonetic realizations of the low tones in such interspersed sequences also drifts downwards, as in the following example (Laver 1969: 53):

\[
\text{Tonal downdrift in Etsako}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{[5ÁjÁβéÁléÁβéÁxÁáÁmÁ] 'let another person follow me'}
\end{array}
\]

(In this Etsako example, the segments marked with a preceding superscript \[^{1}\] are articulated with lax articulation.)

The downdrift effect, as an intonational device, can be manipulated for
syntactic purposes. Schuh (1978: 239) reports that in Hausa, 'a downdrift pattern is used in statements, but downdrift is suspended when question intonation is used'. Schachter (1969: 80) confirms that 'Yes/No questions in Hausa lack downdrift' (though 'questions that include an interrogative word normally have a downdrift type of intonation').

Hombert (1974) and Schuh (1978) suggest that in most languages with downdrift, low tones drift down more slowly than do the intervening high tones. Hombert (1974) also states that in downdrift languages, while successive high tones typically maintain a standard pitch-level, successive low tones tend to drift downwards even if no high tones intervene. This may be a reflection of the declination process described earlier. But the detailed nature of possible phonetic, phonological and higher-level contributions to the interaction of declination and downdrift remains to be fully established (Connell and Ladd 1990: 3–5).

Tone itself can often be used for grammatical purposes. An example comes from Bini, an Edo language of Eastern Nigeria, where tone is exploited for signalling differences of tense (Ladefoged 1975: 227):

*Tonal distinctions of tense in Bini*

[ɨ mà] 'I show' (timeless)
[ɨ mà] 'I am showing' (continuous)
[i mà] 'I showed' (past)

15.6.2.2  *Tonal sandhi*

The patterns of tone on isolated citation forms of words often differ from their manifestations in different contextual positions in connected speech, under the influence of adjacent tones and other factors. There are close parallels between the analysis of the phonetic variants of tones due to such contextual influences of other tones, of intonation, and of structural position, and the analysis of the allophones of segmental phonemes. Indeed the closeness of the analogy between these is reflected in the invention of a parallel terminology: phoneme and *toneme*, phonemic and *tonemic*, allophone and *allotone*, phonetic and *tonetic*, phonology and *tonology*.

A revealing study of tonal phenomena in connected speech in the accent associated with the Chengtu Szechuanese dialect of Chinese was carried out by Nien-Chuang Chang (1958). Chang uses another useful method of annotating tone. This is the method called 'tone letters', designed by her father, Y.R. Chao (1930). It indicates the phonetic realization of pitch in individual syllables, by showing the pitch-movement relative to a vertical line representing the width of the pitch-span, instead of using a stave of
parallel horizontal lines. This is illustrated in figure 15.13, showing the tonal pattern for monosyllabic one-word utterances, called the 'naming tone' by Chang.

There are four such naming tones in the Chengtu Szechuanese dialect, and they can be taken here as reference patterns, representing the contextually unmodified realizations of the four tonemes. In Chang's terms, toneme 1 is characterized as 'high–rising', starting between mid-high and mid, and rising to high. Toneme 2 is 'low–falling', starting lower than mid and falling to between mid-low and low. Toneme 3 is 'high–falling', starting at mid-high and falling to a position just above low. Toneme 4 is 'low–falling–rising', starting at mid-low, falling to low, then rising to mid or a little higher. (Chang also points out that the pitch-value of toneme 4, at its lowest, 'often ... reaches so low a point that the voice is almost creaky' (Chang 1958).)

The four tonemes can distinguish a minimal quadruplet of words in Szechuanese (Chang 1958). Adopting a convention of placing the identifying number of the toneme before the tonemic bracket of the word's transcription, the minimal quadruplet is as follows:
Table 15.2 Allotonic sandhi in Szechuanese

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Toneme</th>
<th>Naming tone</th>
<th>Initial</th>
<th>Medial</th>
<th>Final</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Adapted from Chang 1958

Tonal contrasts in Chengtu Szechuanese
1/tʃin/ 'clear'
2/tʃin/ 'fine (weather)'
3/tʃin/ 'to invite'
4/tʃin/ 'to celebrate'

One particularly relevant facet of Chang’s study was the analysis of the allotonic variation in the phonetic realization of the tonemes in Szechuanese due to contextual effects exercised by neighbouring tonemes in the stream of speech. These variations are sometimes called tonal sandhi, after the term used by the Sanskrit grammarians. Table 15.2 shows the allotonic realizations of the four tonemes of Szechuanese when four syllable groups are produced.

15.6.2.3 Tone and intonation

Some of the simpler effects of intonational influence on tonal behaviour have been mentioned in the sections above. In some languages with both tonal and intonational systems, however, the interaction of these two systems can be quite complex. Luksaneeyanawin (1993: 289–91) describes this interaction in Thai, for which she posits three intonational patterns (generally falling, generally rising, and a mixed pattern which she calls the ‘Convolution’ pattern) superimposed on the five contrastive syllable tones (three of which, it will be recalled, are relatively static, or level, and
two dynamic, or changing in pitch). She states that ‘the system of tone and the system of intonation interplay and are systematically concerted to form the speech melody in spoken Thai. It is clear from the studies of intonation in Thai that each tone has its own behaviour when superimposed by different intonations’ (Luksaneeyanawin 1993: 289). She suggests that the Falling intonation pattern ‘conveys semantic finality, closedness, and definiteness’. The Rising pattern signals ‘semantic non-finality, openness, and non-definiteness’, and the Convolution pattern indicates ‘semantic contrariety, conflicts and emphasis’ (ibid.). The interaction of tone and intonation whose analysis she discusses is illustrated in table 15.3 on the next page.

15.6.2.4 Tones and phonation

The aerodynamic and physiological requirements of different phonation types have discernible repercussions on the manifestation of pitch-patterns, with the mode of phonation exercising a constraining influence on pitch height. The two examples to be considered in this section both concern a lowering influence on pitch. The first instance to be discussed is the effect of breathy voice on tonal realizations, and the second is the association between creaky voice and low tones in certain languages.

Breathy voice, whether used extralinguistically to characterize the speaker, paralinguistically to signal attitudinal or emotional information, or as the basis for linguistic contrasts, is almost invariably associated with lower values of both intensity and pitch than would be the case for a comparable utterance pronounced with normal (modal) voice (Fairbanks 1960: 179; Laver 1980: 133).

The breathy voiced nasal stops in Tsonga, the Bantu language of Mozambique and South Africa mentioned in section 8.7, are examples of what are sometimes called depressor consonants in the phonological analysis of languages with tonal systems. Traill and Jackson (1988: 387) give the following account:

The consonants of Tsonga may be divided into two classes according to their effect on a following high tone. Those that cause a high tone to become a rising tone are termed depressors (Louw 1968). The distinction between depressor and non-depressor nasals has always been described as involving a clear phonation type contrast. The [former] are breathy (the literature on Tsonga uses the term 'murmured') (Baumbach 1974; Louw 1968) and the [latter] have normal voice.

In the breathy voiced (murmured) nasal stops of Tsonga, the effect of
Table 15.3 *The interaction of tone and intonation in Thai*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Static Tones</th>
<th>Dynamic Tones</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>the high</td>
<td>the fall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the mid</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the low</td>
<td>the rise</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*The five tones with the Fall intonation*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Static Tones</th>
<th>Dynamic Tones</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>the high</td>
<td>the fall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the mid</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the low</td>
<td>the rise</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*The five tones with the Rise intonation*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Static Tones</th>
<th>Dynamic Tones</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>the high</td>
<td>the fall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the mid</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the low</td>
<td>the rise</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*The five tones with the Convolution intonation*

*Source: Adapted from Luksaneeyanawin 1993: 290–1*

Breathy voicing on high tones can be a lowering of fundamental frequency by as much as 35 Hz, and on low tones by as much as 22 Hz (Traill and Jackson 1988: 396). The acoustic effect of such depression of pitch-height in Tsonga can be regarded to some extent as a language-
specific exaggeration of the inherent pitch-lower tendency of breathy voice, in that it is more extreme than is found in some other languages. Maddieson and Hess (1986) report a pitch-lowering effect of lax breathy voice on high tones in Jingpho (a minority language of China) of some 12 Hz.

An association between low falling tones and syllable-final creaky phonation, often associated with a tendency to laryngealization, is common in the languages of Southeast Asia. Ramsey (1987: 45–6) describes the four tones of Standard Chinese (Mandarin) in the following terms:

The first tone is high and level. It is pitched near the top of the speaking range and is held on a steady, sustained note. The second tone is high and rising. It begins near the middle of the normal conversational range of the voice but quickly rises to the top. The third tone is low. When a word with this tone is pronounced in isolation, the voice starts off low, drops to the bottom, then rises to or above the middle of its range. When the word is not in isolation and is followed by another word, the voice stays down low. Either way, this tone goes down so low the voice often gets creaky. The fourth tone is high and falling. It begins on a pitch at the very top of the vocal range and falls immediately to the bottom. It is very short in duration.

The illustrations quoted by Ramsey (1987: 46) include the following minimal quadruplet, further to the examples cited in section 15.6.2:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tone 1</th>
<th>Tone 2</th>
<th>Tone 3</th>
<th>Tone 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[dá] ‘to put up’</td>
<td>[dá] ‘to answer’</td>
<td>[dá] ‘to beat’</td>
<td>[dá] ‘to be big’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In Khamti Shan, spoken in Assam and Northwest Burma, the Maan Chong Kham dialect shows a tendency to glottal constriction not only on the low falling tone, but also on a tone that begins at mid and rises. Khamti Shan has five lexical tones on open monosyllables (Harris 1976: 114):

Contour tones and glottal constriction in Khamti Shan

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mid falling</th>
<th>Low falling, with glottal constriction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[kau]</td>
<td>[kau]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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High falling

[kau] \(\rightarrow\) ‘to have bad luck’

High level

[kau] \(\rightarrow\) ‘old (of things)’

Mid rising, with glottal constriction

[kau'] \(\rightarrow\) ‘nine’

15.6.2.5 Tonogenesis

Since the form of any given language evolves with time, languages which were once atonal can develop tonal systems, in a process called tonogenesis. (Languages may also lose the use of tonal distinctions and become atonal.) One of the ways that a tonal system may arise springs from microprosodic influences on perception. The statement made in section 15.3.2 that the listener has learned to discount microprosodic distortions of pitch superimposed on the melody of the utterance by segmental constraints when tracking the prosodic melody of utterances should not be interpreted to mean that such distortions are not perceived at all. There is good evidence that, in the historical evolution of a language, the perception of distortions of this contextual sort can give rise to the development of tonal differentiations of words and other grammatical units. Ohala (1978: 25) discusses ‘the commonly observed phenomenon that voiceless oral obstruents produce high tone (or a higher variant of a tone) on the following vowel, whereas voiced oral obstruents produce low tone (or a lower variant) on the following vowel (Haudricourt 1961, Cheng 1973)’. (The term ‘obstruent’ here means stops and fricatives.)

Hombert gives a helpful summary of this area, where he looks at the particular case of the possible tonal consequences of a loss of the voiced/voiceless distinction in consonants represented by stops:

The historical development of tones ... can result from the reinterpretation by listeners of a previously intrinsic cue after the recession and disappearance of the main cue ... The development of contrastive tones on vowels due to the loss of a voicing distinction on obstruents in prevocalic position is probably the most well documented type of tonogenesis. When such a development occurs, a relatively lower pitch register develops on vowels following the previously voiced series, and a relatively higher pitch is found after the previously voiceless or voiceless aspirated series. The process can lead to a multiplication by two of the number of tones. If the language is atonal, it will have two tones after this development; an already existing two-
tone system can be transformed into a four-tone system, and so on. (Hombert 1978: 78)

Research by a number of authors cited by Hombert (1978: 78–9) attesting to historical developments of this type of tonogenesis is listed in the section on Further Reading at the end of the chapter.

Microprosodic factors constitute one type of contribution to the tonogenesis process. Another (often related) factor is phonation type. The allotonic lowering effect of breathy voice on high tones leading in time to tonal change is one plausible example of such an influence.

15.6.2.6 Communication of tonal patterns by whistling

Tonal patterns in languages with tone systems can make a sufficiently important contribution to lexical identification that in some cultures they can be abstracted for linguistic communication as a speech surrogate by whistling the tonal melody alone. Effective communication of quite extended linguistic messages has been observed to take place in this way in a number of Mesoamerican languages (Hymes 1964: 310; Suárez 1983: 54–5). Cowan (1948: 280) describes a conversation held solely by whistling in the Huautla dialect of the Mazatec language. This is a Popolocan-Mazatec Otomanguean language of Mexico spoken by some 60,000 speakers in the Oaxaca, Puebla and Vera Cruz regions of Mexico:

The Mazatecos frequently converse by whistling to one another. The whistles are not merely signals with limited semantic value arrived at by common agreement, but are parallel to spoken conversations as a means of communication. Eusebio Martínez was observed one day standing in front of his hut, whistling to a man a considerable distance away. The man was passing on the trail below, going to market to sell a load of corn leaves which he was carrying. The man answered Eusebio’s whistle with a whistle. The interchange was repeated several times with different whistles. Finally the man turned round, re-traced his steps a short way and came up the footpath to Eusebio’s hut. Without saying a word he dumped his load on the ground. Eusebio looked the load over, went into his hut, returned with some money, and paid the man his price. The man turned and left. Not a word had been spoken. They had talked, bargained over the price, and come to an agreement satisfactory to both parties – using only whistles as a medium of conversation.

Cowan (1948) makes the sociolinguistic comment that in the Huautla Mazatec culture only males whistle, though females understand the whistling equally well. He also reports that conversations begun by whistling
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at a distance may be carried on in normal speech when the whistlers come close enough to each other to speak, and that in large meetings conversations lateral to the main spoken conversation may be carried on by group members in subdued whistles. Ambiguities of lexical identification sometimes arise, especially with proper names as a limited lexical set, but in general the linguistic and situational context apparently sufficiently resolves such problems. From a phonetic point of view, Cowan (ibid.) describes the whistling, made with a lip-rounded labial whistle-structure, as preserving the rhythmic and syllabic structure of the spoken equivalents of the whistled phrases. The key of the whistle is set by the first whistler and copied by the second, and the height of the whistle-pitch is higher for longer distances.

Cowan (1948) refers to reports that speakers of other Otomanguean languages such as Chinantec and Zapotec use surrogate communication by whistling tonal patterns, but that the speakers of the Soyaltepec Mazatec language, although it too uses a lexical tonal system, do not. He quotes Gudschinsky (1958) to the effect that Soyaltepec Mazatec speakers 'do not focus on abstracted tone without teaching' (Cowan 1948: 286).

Hymes (1964: 310) describes a number of other languages which use whistling for surrogate communication. He cites Holmberg (1950) as stating that the Sirionô of Eastern Bolivia use whistling for communication while hunting, and Ritzenthaler and Peterson (1954) as describing the whistling of the Mexican Kickapoo Indians during courtship. He also cites Hasler (1960), as stating that whistling as a speech surrogate characterizes communication in cultures which live in mountainous terrain. This would be true of the whistled speech found in La Gomera, one of the Canary Islands (Classe 1957), in the Turkish of Kusköy (Busnel and Classe 1976), and in the French-Spanish dialect of Aas (now dying out) in the French Pyrenees (Busnel, Moles and Vallancien 1962). These latter three examples, however, are not languages which use tonal systems. In these cases, the pitch of the whistle is largely controlled by 'modulating a labial whistle by the articulatory tongue movements of the segments of normal speech, thus producing patterns of pitch variation which are distinctive and recognizable, though they have no connection with the speech melody of the language' (Abercrombie 1967: 107). This is also the basis for the whistled communication used by the speakers of Tepehua, a non-tonal Totonac-Tepehua Mesoamerican language, which Suárez (1983: 55) describes as producing whistles in which 'changes in tongue position, as well as changes in lip tension and contour, are used to reproduce, in modified form, vowels and consonants'.
15.6.2.7 *Communication of tonal patterns by drumming*

An analogue of imitating tonal patterns for surrogate speech communication by whistling is reproducing these pitch-patterns by the so-called ‘talking drums’ of Africa, which are usually instruments whose pitch can be changed at will by the drummer by tightening or slackening the tension of cords bracing the skin of the drum-head. Abercrombie (1967: 106) describes the ‘secret of the talking drums in Africa’ in the following way: ‘Drum signalling is not by means of a code: the signals are a direct transfer of linguistic pitch patterns and rhythm patterns to the drums. The advantages of this for long distance communication are obvious. Various other instruments are used in some tone-language communities for conveying the pitch patterns of words – flutes or horns, for instance.’

The relationship between linguistic features and drum-signalling can become quite elaborate. Herzog (1945) gives an account of drum-signalling in the Jabo culture of Eastern Liberia, where hollowed-out tree-trunks are used as slit-drums, rather than the variable-tension skin-drums of most of the rest of West Africa. Pitch is controlled by hitting on different places on the variable-thickness lips of the slit with sticks, or by holding the sticks differently. The relationship between pitch and rhythm in Jabo is quite complex, and the drums are mostly used in ceremonial functions. Partly because of the specialized aesthetic tradition that has arisen in such functions, and partly because of the complex interaction with features relevant to speech patterns, Herzog (1945) comments that ‘the bulk of signalling is apt to be practised and fully understood only by specialists’. The interested reader is referred to Herzog’s detailed article.

15.7 *The analysis of pitch-patterns in intonation systems*

Pitch is used phonologically in an intonational function when significant melodic patterns of pitch-movement are distributed over units larger than the single word. One such language is English. The pitch patterns of English intonation have received more detailed study than those of any other language, particularly by phonologists, and the section of Further Reading at the end of the chapter contains a list of recommended publications on this topic, as well as on the study of intonation in other languages.

15.7.1 *Basic concepts in intonational analysis*

The preliminary comments made in section 15.3, about the need in the prosodic analysis of pitch to discount both the inherent microperturbations of fundamental frequency in voiced laryngeal vibration, and the microprosodic effects due to the influence of segmental articulation, apply as
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much to the analysis of the phonetic basis of intonation as they do to that of lexical tone. The initial data for intonational analysis therefore consists of the fundamental-frequency contour of the speaker’s utterance, from which the microperturbatory and microprosodic disturbances have been smoothed. This contour is quasi-continuous, in the sense that the intermittent gaps caused by any stretches of voicelessness are left out of analytic account except for purposes of alignment. Also left out of account are any pitch-factors that are to be ascribed to organic influences from such sources as the size of the speaker’s larynx. In other words, the fundamental-frequency contour has to be speaker-normalized before further analysis, to allow comparability between the intonational patterns of different speakers. A further abstraction then has to be made, to allow for the exploitation of pitch for other linguistic uses than intonation. These include lexical stress and lexical tone. (The phonetic correlates of lexical stress are discussed in chapter 16 on the metrical organization of speech, as are those of rhythm.)

The object of attention in intonation analysis is hence a somewhat idealized contour of pitch movement over the full duration of the given utterance. There are several different ways in which the intonational pattern represented by such an idealized contour could be analysed. One (holistic) way would be to identify the whole ‘tune’ of the pitch sequence as one of a small set of intonational tunes recognized as associated with that language. The second (atomistic) way would be to apply the standard linguistic notions of structure and system to the intonation of the overall contour, in a perspective where the speaker exercised communicative options of choice at relevant points in the intonation of the utterance. The first of these can be called the tune-based approach to intonation, the second the tone-based approach to intonation. The next two sections will explore each of these approaches in turn.

15.7.1.1 Tune-based analysis of intonation

A long-established tradition of intonational analysis, particularly identified originally with Jones (1962) and Armstrong and Ward (1931) for English, and with Coustenoble and Armstrong (1934) for French, reduces the inventory of significant pitch-patterns in each of these languages to a very small number of options. The work by Jones and his colleagues on English specified the intonation of English in terms of two holistic tunes, ‘tune I’ and ‘tune II’, which differ chiefly in the pitch tendencies on the final syllable of the utterance. Couper-Kuhlen (1986: 69) characterizes these tunes as follows:

Whereas in Tune I the pitch of the voice falls to a low level at the end, in Tune II the voice rises on any unstressed syllables that follow the last stressed syllable. If there are none, then the rise occurs within the
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last stressed syllable ... Although admittedly ‘there are other varieties and greater wealth of detail than are here recorded’ (1931: 1) Armstrong and Ward claim that for all practical purposes, English intonation can be reduced to these two tunes, one with final falling, one with final rising pitch movement. Variations for emphatic sentences include increased stress as well as widened, or narrowed and lowered pitch range.

Couper-Kuhlen (1986: 69) gives the following illustrations of the two tunes (with dashes and dots representing the pitch of stressed syllables and unstressed syllables respectively):

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Tune I} & \quad \text{They 'came to 'call 'yesterday 'after'noon} \\
\text{Tune II} & \quad \text{I'm 'sorry to have 'kept you 'waiting} \\
\text{Tune II} & \quad \text{It 'won't 'take 'long}
\end{align*}
\]

The purpose of this tune-based approach was largely pedagogic, teaching English to foreign learners, and distinguishing between unemphatic declarative sentences and other types. Its controversial linguistic claim was to limit the location of relevant pitch-behaviour to the final part of each tune, effectively setting up a contrast between two terminal tendencies, falling versus rising. Within a constrained pedagogic objective, this use of holistic pitch-contours to characterize intonational retains a certain influence.

Leach (1988) characterizes the intonation of French in a way that consciously returns to the tune-based tradition of Coustenoble and Armstrong (1934). Leach suggests that:

the total configuration of simple one-group utterances in French can best be accounted for by an analysis in terms of tune. Although two or three major points are identified within the rhythmic group as being intonationally relevant (onset, (pre-final) and final syllable), the semantic contrasts discerned lie not in the differences of pitch at those points but rather in the overall contour of the tune section. Seven
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major tunes are identified on the basis of the relationship between onset, (pre-final) and final syllable, and of whether the final is pronounced on a glide, as in Tunes 1, 2, 3, and 4, or on a level pitch, in Tunes 1-2 and 4-; in the latter three, the pitch of the penultimate syllable is also relevant. (...) Pre-tune syllables within the group typically hover around a mid pitch but are attracted towards the onset pitch of the tune. (Leach 1988: 138)

Figure 15.14 shows six of Leach's tunes of French, given in stylized form from a recorded corpus of material. The six utterances are all of a standard phrase *c'est Marie-Jeanne* ('it's Marie-Jeanne'). In this figure, adapted from Leach (1988: 134–5), non-initial syllables are represented as dots indicating the pitch-height of the syllable concerned, and the final syllable (which is typically lengthened) is represented as a dash, indicating the terminal tendency of the pitch-movement.

Tranel (1987: 202–4) uses the concept of ‘phonological groups’ as a basis for analysing the finer detail within the overall intonational tune of French phrases. He shows that the overall contours of intonational patterns of French phrases (globally falling or rising–falling for declarative phrases, or rising for questions) are actually segmented into component stretches, whose boundaries conform more or less to those of grammatical phrase-structure. Figure 15.15a shows the components of a globally rising-falling tune on a complex declarative phrase, figure 15.15b the segmented pattern for a question whose intonation rises overall, and figure 15.16 the structure of a generally rising–falling tune on a yet more complex declarative phrase (analysed

Figure 15.14 Six tunes of French intonation (after Leach 1988: 134–5)
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Il s'enfuit en courant 'He runs away'

Figure 15.15a Components of a globally rising-falling tune on a complex declarative phrase in French (after Tranel 1987: 204)

Avez-vous vu le gros chien-loup du voisin? 'Did you see the neighbor's big German shepherd dog?'

Figure 15.15b Components of a globally rising tune on a question in French (after Tranel 1987: 204)

first at a global level, then into a finer level of detail, and finally into the lowest level of Tranel's analysis, which he calls 'phonological phrases').

The tune-based approach to intonation also characterizes much of the work that has been conducted on the intonation of Spanish. Cid Uribe and Roach (1990: 1) suggest that Spanish intonation has always been described in a global rather than in an atomistic way, in terms of intonation contours where the end of the contour is the

Figure 15.16 Successively detailed analyses of the intonation of a French declarative utterance (after Tranel 1987: 202)
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factor that bears the linguistic significance ... Navarro Tomás (1974)
and others after him (e.g. Canelada and Madsen 1987) claim that
Spanish intonation is to be described in terms of three different levels
at the end of an intonation contour which are manifested in five
inflexions: cadencia, a low fall (terminacion grave), which expresses
absolute finality; anticadencia, which constitutes the end of a
subordinate clause and is a high rise; semicadencia, which is a fall but
less complete than the cadencia and expresses non-finality, series of
elements or uncertainty; semianticadencia, which is a rise but less high
than that of the anticadencia reflecting oppositions and contrasts of a
secondary kind; and ‘level’ which ends at the same level as the body of
the group, reflecting the interruption of an idea.

Cid Uribe and Roach (1990: 1) go on to say that the five different pitch-pat-
terns, each with its final pitch-value, and intended to account for all intona-
tional patterns in Spanish, were claimed by Navarro Tomás to be reducible
to just two basic patterns, A and B. Figure 15.17 shows these two basic pat-
terns claimed to represent typical intonational patterns in Spanish.

The tune-based approach to intonation is also finding an application in
new developments in speech technology, where it is being used as a simpli-
fied teaching strategy in a computer-assisted system for teaching pronuncia-
tion to learners of foreign languages (Hiller et al. 1991). Figure 15.18 shows
some of the overall contours used in this system for neutral, unemphatic
utterances in English, French and Italian.

Finally, the tune-based approach to intonation has re-surfaced in the
work of a number of modern phonologists working on intonation. Couper-
Kuhlen (1986: 70) draws attention to the work of Liberman (1975) as the
source of a ‘[view of] English intonation as a lexicon whose words are holis-
tic contours, or tunes, which are associated with units of meaning. Among
the tunes which have been investigated so far are the “contradiction” con-
tour (Liberman and Sag 1974), the “surprise/redundancy” contour (Sag and
Liberman 1975) and the “warning/calling” contour (Liberman 1975).’ Figure
15.19 shows a representation of the overall contour that Liberman and Sag
(1974) associate with the function of ‘contradiction’. However, as Cutler
(1977) has pointed out, a one-to-one connection between contradiction and

Figure 15.17 Two tunes of Spanish intonation (after Cid Uribe and Roach
1990: 1, following Navarro Tomás 1974)
such a contour is not tenable in a strong form. Cutler suggests that it is possible to utter phrases such as Go and see what the fellow wants! (in a situation in which a father chides his son, who had persisted in ignoring a friend’s attempt to attract attention from outside the window), without any contradictory function being conveyed, with exactly the same intonational contour as shown in figure 15.19 (cited in Couper-Kuhlen 1986: 164).

15.7.1.2 Tone-based analysis of intonation

The remainder of this presentation of intonation will be couched in terms of a tone-based perspective. In order to introduce some basic concepts for the description of intonational phenomena in such a perspective, it will be helpful to begin with a brief discussion of some aspects of intonational phenomena in English (RP), and use this as the background for making comparative comments about tone-based intonational data in other accents of English and other languages. Cruttenden (1986: 59–60) illustrates five different patterns of pitch on an English ‘Yes/No’ question. In Cruttenden’s diagrams of these patterns, reproduced here in adapted form as figure 15.20, the upper and lower limits of the speaker’s pitch-span are depicted by parallel upper and lower horizontal lines. The pitch-pattern

Figure 15.19 A contour of American English intonation said to be associated with contradiction (Liberman and Sag 1974) and chiding remonstrance (Cutler 1977) (after Couper-Kuhlen 1986: 164)
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Are you going a’way?

\[ \begin{array}{c}
\cdot \\
\cdot \\
\cdot \\
\cdot \\
\cdot
\end{array} \]

Are you going away?

\[ \begin{array}{c}
\cdot \\
\cdot \\
\cdot \\
\cdot \\
\cdot
\end{array} \]

Are you going a’way?

\[ \begin{array}{c}
\cdot \\
\cdot \\
\cdot \\
\cdot \\
\cdot
\end{array} \]

Are you going a’way?

\[ \begin{array}{c}
\cdot \\
\cdot \\
\cdot \\
\cdot \\
\cdot
\end{array} \]

Are you going away?

\[ \begin{array}{c}
\cdot \\
\cdot \\
\cdot \\
\cdot \\
\cdot
\end{array} \]

Figure 15.20 Five possible intonation patterns on a ‘Yes/No’ question in English (Received Pronunciation) (after Cruttenden 1986: 59–60)

associated with each syllable is separately analysed, level pitch is shown by dots, the heavier dots represent syllables which are stressed, and moving pitch is indicated by a line of changing height. Declination effects are disregarded.

A number of properties of the pitch-patterns in figure 15.20 can be isolated which are relevant to possible linguistic functions, with the assumption that the analysis implicit in the diagrams reflects the broad consensus that exists at this level of observation between researchers investigating intonational phenomena from a tone-based perspective. First, the patterns of pitch are temporarily aligned with the segmental, syllabic and lexical units of the utterance, but are nevertheless also free to make their own distinctive contribution to the overall utterance. They are constrained in time by being co-terminous (by definition) with voiced segments, but they are free to vary in pitch-value. This partial independence of the phonetic phenomena of intonation from the segmental strand of performance raises issues of integration shared with other suprasegmental strands of phonology.

Second, the pitch-pattern for the first five syllables *Are you going a-* in each of the utterances is identical, and the intonational discrimination of the five utterances from each other rests on the pitch behaviour associated with the last syllable *-way*, with respect to the rest of the pattern. This suggests that intonational behaviour is analysable in structural terms, like many other phonological entities.
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Third, the diagram represents differences between the component syllables which are thought to correspond to their different grades of perceptual prominence for the listener, with unstressed syllables being the least prominent, stressed syllables being slightly greater in prominence, and the syllable marked as showing moving pitch being the most prominent. This suggests that one function of intonation may be to signal that particular parts of an intonational structure are in some way more pivotal for the interpretation of the meaning of the intended message than other less prominent parts. Another facet of the organization of graded prominence in speech is that the prominence signals relevant to intonation have to be co-ordinated with those relevant to the metrical organization of stress and rhythm. Since pitch is exploited by very many languages as a realization of word-stress, the local contribution of word-stress to a given pitch-contour has to be distinguished from the global role of the contour as a realization of a given intonational unit.

Fourth, although the five phrases are syntactically identical, their intonation is heard as conveying intended differences of interpretation. This suggests that syntax and intonation can be to some extent decoupled, and that each can make its own contribution to the overall interpretation of the composite message.

Finally, the actual patterns of pitch on the final most-prominent syllable vary. This is reminiscent of the way that a paradigm of minimally contrasting word-structures can vary by commutation of one element, and suggests that a categorial system of intonational choices can be made at this point in the intonational structure concerned. It also suggests that differences of interpretation can be attached to the different choices of pitch-pattern made at this most-prominent syllable.

Taken together, these five properties of pitch-patternning support the idea that intonation can be treated as a linguistic form of behaviour, capable of phonological analysis in structural and systemic terms, with a communicative role to play in association with (but partially independent of) lexical and syntactic levels of language. Couper-Kuhlen (1986: 118–19) suggests a partly different set of criteria for recognizing intonation as potentially linguistic in nature. With some reservations, she would regard intonation as linguistic to the extent that it is:

- systematic (displaying paradigmatic systems and syntagmatic structures);
- conventional (‘determined by cultural tradition rather than by human physiology alone’);
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purposive (used for conscious communication);
arbitrary (with a linkage between sign and meaning that is free of necessity);
discrete (with units that are categorial rather than gradient);
language-specific (differing in pattern and realization from one language to another).

Accepting intonation as linguistic in nature, the phonological unit of intonational structure will for convenience of reference be called an **intonational phrase**, and the most prominent syllable within the intonational phrase will be called the **intonational nucleus**. The phonological system of pitch-patterns operating at the nuclear place in the structure of the intonational phrase will be called the system of **nuclear tones**. Any legitimate utterance of English is made up of one or more intonational phrases, and each intonational phrase contains one intonational nucleus at which one of the possible nuclear tones is chosen. In English, the intonational phrase is often but not always co-terminous with the syntactic clause (Cruttenden 1986: 75). Any material in the intonational phrase before the nucleus can be called the **pre-nucleus**, and any after the nucleus can be described as the **post-nucleus**. Every utterance in English which can be regarded as intonationally complete must contain an intonational nucleus, but pre-nuclear and post-nuclear material are optional elements.

A question remains to be answered which is as much phonetic as phonological in nature: what properties of prominence achieved through modification of pitch qualify for nuclear intonational status? The answer will vary from language to language, but in English there are two properties of pitch that have to be taken into account in deciding on the intonationally relevant pitch-prominence of a stressed syllable. The first, which is visible in the examples in figure 15.20, is an intonationally significant dynamic change in pitch, giving either a **fall** or a **rise** in pitch, or a change which reverses direction either once, giving a **fall–rise**, or a **rise–fall**, or twice, giving a **rise–fall–rise**, or a **fall–rise–fall**. The use of the term ‘intonationally significant’ here means that the change in pitch must be more prominent than that produced by word-stress alone, since stressed syllables in English tend to be not only longer in duration and louder in intensity, but also generally more prominent in pitch than their unstressed counterparts, as indicated in the earlier comments in this section.

The second means of achieving intonationally significant prominence does not necessarily involve a dynamic change in pitch, but is based on a step in the relative pitch-difference between adjacent syllables. Figure 15.21 illus-
That man's name was Peter

That man's name was Peter

Figure 15.21 Two different types of pitch prominence in English (Received Pronunciation), showing a fall from high to low pitch versus a step down from a high-level pitch to a low-level pitch.

trates these two ways of making a syllable prominent. In the first utterance, the first syllable of Peter has a falling pitch from high to low in the pitch span. In the second utterance, the first syllable of Peter is said with a high level pitch, having stepped up from the low level pitch on the preceding material. The pitch then steps down to a low level on the second syllable of Peter.

This is a reflection of the more general principle that Bolinger (1958: 112) enunciated when he suggested that what is responsible for provoking the perception of intonational prominence is pitch obstruction – 'a rapid and relatively wide departure from a smooth or undulating contour' (obtruding in either direction from the local trend-line of pitch). Bolinger (1958) proposed the term 'pitch-accent' for the configurations of pitch that give rise to the impression of prominence. He also insisted that pitch and lexical stress collaborated in defining such prominence, neither alone being sufficient to make a syllable sound accented. Commenting on Bolinger's seminal work, Couper-Kuhlen (1986: 30) states that

[When] we learn the lexicon of our language, we learn that some syllables shun pitch accents. Consequently, when these 'unaccentables' do appear with pitch prominence, our foreknowledge prevents us from hearing them as accented. Thus it is the interaction of our knowledge of lexical stress patterns, stress being understood as potential for pitch accent, together with (primarily) pitch obstruction, which accounts for perception of accent.

We can adopt the term pitch-accent for any pitch configuration that makes a syllable prominent, whether the pitch obstruction involved is phonetically dynamic (rising, falling, rising-falling, falling-rising) or phonetically stepping (from or to a given pitch value) in nature.
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15.7.2 Linguistic functions of intonation

In any utterance in English, the prosodic structure of the utterance will reflect choices made by the speaker about how many intonational phrases the utterance should be divided into, where in each phrase the nuclear tone should be placed, and which nuclear tone should be selected at the nucleus of each intonational phrase. It is then legitimate in a general linguistic perspective to ask what the communicative function of such choices might be. This goes well beyond the limits of phonetic description, into phonological matters of discourse structure and pragmatics. But a very short discussion of the linguistic functions of intonation may be helpful, in order to give an indication in principle of how the phonological options of intonation allow speakers to communicate the intent of their messages to listeners. For a more extended discussion on the communicative function of intonation in English, the reader might consult Bolinger (1986, 1989), Couper-Kuhlen (1986) and Cruttenden (1986). Bolinger (1989) also discusses intonational functions in many other languages.

Two central concepts in considerations of these linguistic functions of intonation are those of ‘focus’ and ‘pre-supposition’. Couper-Kuhlen (1986: 42) cites Jackendoff (1972: 230) to the effect that focus ‘denotes “the information in the sentence that is assumed by the speaker not to be shared by him and the hearer”’, while pre-supposition ‘denotes “the information in the sentence that is assumed by the speaker to be shared by him and the hearer”’. The prime function of intonational focus will be taken below to signal the location of new information, and the chief pre-supposition assumed in intonational performance will be taken to concern the identification of given information.

The discussion that follows is founded on a simplified and abbreviated version of the tone-based phonological analysis of British English (RP) intonation proposed by Halliday (e.g. 1963, 1967, 1970). Halliday’s detailed approach (which is not uncontroversial in terms of more modern developments) is an integrative one, combining the phonological statement of intonational patterns with an account of rhythmic structure, but the involvement of rhythm in his model will be left out of account here.

We can say, following Halliday, that there are three different phonological systems at work in the intonation of English, namely ‘tonality’, ‘tonicity’ and ‘tone’, whose use enables the speaker to signal focus and pre-suppositions to the listener. Tonality is the system of options for dividing the utterance into units of intonational phrases. Halliday called the intonational phrase a ‘tone-group’. Tonicity is the system of options for the location within the intonational phrase of the intonational nucleus. Halliday called
the syllable carrying the intonational nucleus the ‘tonic syllable’. **Nuclear tone** is the system of choices of the type of pitch-pattern made on the intonational nucleus. Halliday’s term for the nuclear tone system was simply the ‘tone’ system.

It was said in section 15.7.1.2 above that every utterance in English must consist of at least one intonational phrase, which means that every intonationally complete utterance must make a selection from the system of nuclear tone on at least one syllable in the utterance. Halliday suggests that the nuclear tone system is made up of five principal tones. At an initial level of analysis (several of the nuclear tones having a number of sub-types), the pitch-patterns that make up the manifestations of these five tones are shown in table 15.4.

**Table 15.4 Pitch-patterns on tonic syllables in English**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of tone</th>
<th>Pitch pattern</th>
<th>Contour name</th>
<th>Terminal tendency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tone 1</td>
<td>/\</td>
<td>fall</td>
<td>low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tone 2</td>
<td>/\</td>
<td>rise or fall-rise</td>
<td>high</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tone 3</td>
<td>\</td>
<td>rise</td>
<td>mid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tone 4</td>
<td>/\</td>
<td>rise-fall-rise</td>
<td>mid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tone 5</td>
<td>/\</td>
<td>fall-rise-fall</td>
<td>low</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Using the symbol ‘//’ to signal the boundary of each intonational phrase, and underlining to identify the syllable carrying the intonational nucleus, then a typical contour for the pitch patterning over one intonational phrase might be:

**Orthographic**  // Why don’t you come to the cinema with me? //

**Pitch contour**

---

---

---

---

---

---

---
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In this illustration, Why don’t you come to the – is the intonational pre-nucleus. The nuclear tone has been selected on the ci- of cinema, and is identified as an instance of tone 1 by the prefacing ‘1’ symbol after the initial intonational phrase-boundary symbol. The remaining part of the utterance, -nema with me, is the intonational post-nucleus.

The choice of pitch-contour shown by the pre-nuclear stretch is contextually somewhat limited by the nature of the choice of nuclear tone. Tone 1 has the widest choice of different pre-nuclear patterns that can precede the nuclear tone. The post-nuclear choice of pitch-pattern however is completely mechanical in this accent of English, in that a choice of nuclear tone with a low terminal tendency can only be followed by a low level post-nuclear element, as in the above example. Any nuclear tone with a rising, non-low terminal tendency can only be followed within the same intonational phrase by a post-nuclear pattern that continues the rising tendency of the nuclear tone. An example of this is:

Orthographic //1 Why don’t you come to the cinema with me?//

Pitch contour ——— ——— ——— ——— ——— ——— ——— ——— —

The fully predictable nature of post-nuclear patterns in this accent means that no extra information is carried by this element in the structure of the intonational phrase, over and above the information conveyed by the nuclear tone.

The system of tonality, where a choice is made about the number and location of intonational phrase boundaries, is illustrated in table 15.5 (with the syllables bearing the nuclear tone being underlined in all three cases).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 15.5 Choices of tonality on an English utterance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Orthographic //1 Every diplomat is a skilled linguist//</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pitch contour ——— ——— ——— ——— ——— ——— ———</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orthographic //1 Every diplomat is a //1 skilled linguist//</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pitch contour ——— ——— ——— ——— ——— ——— ———</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orthographic //1 Every diplomat is a //1 skilled //1 linguist//</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pitch contour ——— ——— ——— ——— ——— ——— ———</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

One of the functions of tonality is to signal the number of ‘information points’ carried by the utterance, with one such information point per intonational phrase. It has been said that pitch prominence is a generalized ‘pay attention’ signal to the listener (Ladd and Cutler 1983: 7), and the choice of tonality is a demarcative indication of the informational ‘chunking’ of the utterance. In the above examples, each intonational phrase carries one major information point. But Halliday also allows the concept of an intonational phrase with a double intonational nucleus in certain cases of combined nuclear tones, with the second nucleus identifying information of importance which is seen by the speaker as subordinated to the information signalled by the first. In this case, both information points are new, but the first is of more major and the second of more minor importance. The two instances in RP English where this is possible are sequences of tone 1 followed by tone 3, and tone 5 followed by tone 3. An example is the major information point (there’s another one) and the minor information point (in the kitchen) carried by the following utterance:

Orthographic //1 There’s another one in the kitchen//

Pitch-contour

---

The system of tonicity, which chooses the placement of the nuclear tone within the intonational phrase, can signal either that information is thought to be new to the listener, or is pre-supposed to be knowledge already held by the listener, or is meant to be contrastive with such knowledge. This is analysed in the following way. Tonicity in English is held to be neutral, and to signal that the information in the intonational phrase is considered to be new information for the listener, if the nuclear tone is placed on the stressed syllable of the last lexical item in the intonational phrase. If the nuclear tone is ‘non-neutral’, by being placed elsewhere, then the information conveyed is held to be given – that is, already known by the listener, or is meant to be conveyed contrastively. These different possibilities can be seen in the following examples:

Orthographic //1 There’s another one in the kitchen//

Pitch-contour

---

Orthographic //1 There’s another one in the kitchen//

Pitch-contour

---
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The first example above is a case of neutral tonicity, and the information is assumed to be all new to the listener. In the second case, the intonational phrase carries non-neutral tonicity, and kitchen is thereby marked as given information that the listener is thought already to possess.

Halliday also cites a range of more narrowly linguistic functions fulfilled by intonation. They include the identification of the 'mood' of clauses – affirmative, interrogative, imperative and moodless – and the support of contextual sentence functions such as 'statement', 'question', 'command', 'answer' and 'exclamation'. More subtle functions are also supported, such as 'echo statements', as in:

Orthographic  //1 Jack's been here //2 has he?//

Pitch-contour

\_\_-\_\_\-

and 'answer with reservation', as in

Orthographic  //4 there was a Russian in the first one//

Pitch-contour

\_\_\_\_\_\_-\_\~

and 'committal answer', as in

Orthographic  //5 it's very interesting//

Pitch-contour

\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_

15.7.3 Contour interaction theories versus tone sequence theories of intonational description

Finally, it is necessary to say that the presentation offered above of intonational (and tonal) phenomena in language has stayed relatively close to matters of phonetic realization, whose description is after all the prime purpose of this book. The discussion so far has also been coloured by an attitude that it is reasonable to try to allocate functional uses of intonation (such as 'declarative statement') to the patterns discriminated, and that it is feasible to relate the description of the contours used to a concept of a 'neutral' pattern which is distinctively opposed to some 'contrastive' pattern. The reader should be aware that a considerably more abstract phonological perspective on tone and intonation has gathered pace in the last fifteen or so years, partly as a companion to advances in autosegmental and metrical phonology.

Ladd (1984), one of the significant scholars working in this more abstract
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perspective, suggests that in the approach taken by the authors mostly cited in the account of intonation in this book, they

assume a fairly traditional view of intonation, which we may call the contour interaction (CI) theory. In this view, the basic units of intonation (at least in the European languages) are taken to be phrase- or utterance-level contours: approximate over-all shapes that are correlated with grammatical meanings like 'declarative' and 'continuation'. Other factors affecting F₀ (such as emotional colouring, syntactic boundaries, accent, emphasis, and segment-related effects) are thought of as independent components overlaid on the phrase contour, generating their own local F₀ configurations which interact with the phrase contour's basic abstract shape. (Ladd 1984: 722)

Ladd criticizes the contour interaction (CI) approach as assuming too strict a division between grammatical and expressive uses of intonation, over-simplifying the possibility of a distinction between 'neutral' and 'contrastive' patterns of intonation (ibid.), and above all as being concerned with the communicative function of intonation, at the expense of specifying its phonological form.

Ladd (1984: 721–3) discusses the more phonological, more abstract approach as growing partly from the intonational work of the Dutch researcher 't Hart and his colleagues (e.g. Collier and 't Hart 1975; 't Hart and Cohen 1973; 't Hart and Collier 1975, 1979), of the Swedish researchers Bruce and Gårding (e.g. Bruce 1977, 1982; Bruce and Gårding 1978) and of the American researcher Pierrehumbert (e.g. 1980, 1981). He characterizes this approach as a tone sequence (TS) view, in the following terms:

Unlike the CI model, which treats 'sentence intonation' as a phonological primitive in itself, the TS theory treats intonational tunes as sequences of simpler tonal elements or pitch accents. The difference between the two views thus revolves around their conceptions of the relationship between accent and intonation. The CI model assumes that the individual accent-related pitch movements are specified by a separate component, and then interact with an overall tune; the TS view assumes that those pitch movements are simply concatenated to make up the tune, so that 'sentence intonation' is merely the sum of its accent-related parts. (Ladd 1984: 723)

Ladd refers to 't Hart and Collier (1975) and Pierrehumbert (1980) for 'well-developed arguments for the TS model, emphasizing in particular its formal simplicity and theoretical restrictiveness'. This foundational book on phonetics is not the place to say more about this phonologically very interesting and advanced perspective on intonation, which the reader is urged to
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explore. But one particular advantage that might be borne in mind by the reader in this exploration is that the TS model of intonation allows a better unification of treatment, at least at the phonological level, of both tonal and intonational prosodic phenomena. Further reading on the CI and TS models is specified at the end of this chapter.

15.7.4 Paralinguistic functions of pitch behaviour

The properties of intonation discussed above can perhaps all be defended as formal properties of language, but it is also the case that the phonetic substance of pitch behaviour, especially because of its gradient, scalar nature, lends itself to the service of paralinguistic communication as well. The details of how these features are actually taken up by the paralinguistic conventions of different cultures have so far received only a little research, except by pioneers such as Bolinger (1986, 1989) and Crystal (1969). Features such as the exact placement and interval of pitch-movement, and the width and mean of the pitch range involved, are all available for communicating attitudinal and emotional information paralinguistically through manipulation of tone of voice. Some of these features are, however, also used linguistically (e.g. the use of a change in pitch range to signal the parenthetic status of comment inserted in the main linguistic message). The absence of well-codified information about the contribution of paralinguistic functions to the control of pitch behaviour then makes the construction of adequate accounts of linguistic intonation particularly problematic. The boundary between linguistic and paralinguistic uses of pitch thus remains a somewhat undefined frontier (Couper-Kuhlen 1986: 184). The nebulous status of this borderland territory was well captured by Bolinger (1972: 19) in his comment that intonation is a phenomenon 'around the edge of language'.

15.8 The analysis of loudness

The loudness of the speech of any individual speaker will vary with a number of factors. First, the sociolinguistic accent-community of which he or she is a member will be characterized by a typical average loudness of speech. The speech of Gaelic communities in Scotland seems markedly less loud than the speech of urban Egyptian Arabic communities, for instance. Sometimes, the sociolinguistic community will tacitly prescribe different ranges of loudness for males and females, as a matter of social convention. Within such sociolinguistic constraints, a speaker's loudness will vary with factors with relatively direct linguistic relevance such as the place of the utterance in the speaking-turn, with paralinguistic factors such as the
tone of voice used, and extralinguistic factors such as the physical and social location in which the conversation is taking place, and the distance apart of the participants. Linguistic factors to do with the loudness of speaking-turns, of utterances, and of their constituent syllables, are explored in section 15.8.3 below. Paralinguistic details of loudness in speech are discussed in section 15.8.4.

The extreme possibilities of loudness obviously have a biological basis in the organic nature of the speech apparatus in every speaker, notably in the capacity of the respiratory system. But beyond saying that in general the speech of men is louder than that of women, possibly for organic reasons, it is not possible to associate habitual loudness of speech with physique, for instance, in any confident way. The organic possibilities of loudness in speech are overlaid by the way that the individual speaker has learned to control loudness phonetically. The phonetic capacity to produce loud speech is not merely a matter of the available power of the speaker's respiratory apparatus. Phonation types vary substantially in the loudness they can project. A tense modal phonation without the persistent air leakage of whisperiness will typically result in a louder voice than one which uses a breathy-voice phonation. Additionally, for any given input of voiced sound energy at the larynx, the intensity of the acoustic transmission that reaches the listener will be conditioned by other articulatory contributions such as the muscular tension of the vocal-tract walls and the amount of damping imposed by nasality.

The same considerations of the relationship between quasi-random variability, short-term segmental perturbations and the longer-term trend-line apply to loudness behaviour as did to pitch behaviour. The inherent effects which typify the performance of individual segments is discussed in section 15.8.2 below. Before embarking on that discussion, however, it will be helpful to explore some basic concepts in the perception of loudness.

15.8.1 The perception of loudness

Good descriptions of the perception of loudness can be found in the book by Moore (1982), which is particularly recommended. Other references are given in the suggestions for Further Reading at the end of the chapter.

We need first to distinguish between physical measures and their perceptual correlates in this area. Just as in the earlier discussion pitch was taken as the perceptual correlate of frequency as a physical measure, so we shall take loudness as the perceptual feature relating to the physical concept of intensity. Intensity is proportional to (the square of) the amplitude of oscillations of air molecules in sound-waves passing through the atmosphere. Intensity (or power) of a sound is usually measured in terms of a scale
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whose units are called decibels. The abbreviation for a decibel is dB. The decibel scale is a relative scale, with 0 dB corresponding to the sound-pressure level (SPL) of a reference sound, namely one close to the absolute limit of detectability by the average listener of a sound whose frequency is 1 kHz. A doubling of intensity corresponds to a difference of 3 dB. Moore (1982: 48) describes the early work of a pioneer in the field of hearing, S.S. Stevens (1957), where he suggested that the relationship between perceived loudness and physical intensity, is one where the 'loudness of a given sound will be proportional to its intensity raised to the power 0.3'. A doubling of loudness therefore corresponds to a rise in sound-level of approximately 10 dB (Moore ibid.).

The human auditory system is remarkably sensitive to the intensity of sounds, and can cope with an astonishing range of intensities. The minimum movement of the ear-drum that can be heard as an audible sound, in the ear’s most sensitive frequency zone (about 3 kHz), is about $4 \times 10^{-10}$ cm, or about 0.04 of a nanometre (Moore 1982: 43), which is about the diameter of a hydrogen molecule. Compared with such a minimum, the most intense sound we can hear without physical damage to the auditory apparatus has a power which is about 1,000 billion times greater (i.e. a ratio of $1,000,000,000,000$ to 1), at 120 dB SPL. Exposure to 120 dB SPL can be tolerated only for a very short time before grave risk of permanent damage.

Moore (1982: 8) gives some illustrations of different sources of sound which put the sound-levels of human speech into context. A Saturn rocket being launched 45 metres away would have a sound level of 180 dB SPL, far beyond the threshold of physical damage to the auditory apparatus. Amplified music at a rock concert is often played at about 140 dB SPL, still very substantially above the range of loudness which will cause long-lasting and often permanent damage to hearing. A speaker shouting with maximum strength at a listener at very close range will produce noise at about 100 dB SPL. Normal conversation is conducted at about 70 dB SPL, quiet conversation at about 50 dB, and a soft whisper at about 30 dB. The apparent silence of an area deep in the country late at night, which is probably the quietest environment most of us have experienced, produces a sound level of about 20 dB SPL.

Sensitivity to loudness varies with frequency. The most sensitive zone lies between about 1 kHz and 5 kHz (where much of the crucial acoustic information for speech is found). Below 1 kHz, loudness-sensitivity drops off steeply with descending frequency. Above 5 kHz, sensitivity also decreases, but slightly more slowly. Overall loudness sensitivity diminishes with age, just as sensitivity to pitch does. Young children can hear faint sounds of low
intensity at frequencies up to about 20 kHz, but the intensity thresholds for the perception of such sounds by adults tend to be considerably higher, if they can hear them at all, and typically increase with age.

A variety of scales of loudness have been suggested. One scale which has been suggested is the sone scale (S.S. Stevens 1957). In Stevens' scale, one sone is defined as the perceived loudness of a pure tone note at 40 dB SPL. The scale was constructed by asking listeners to adjust the level of the tone until it sounded half as loud as this reference. This level was then given the value of 0.5 sones, another heard as twice as loud a value of 2 sones, and so on. Intermediate values were assessed by interpolation between the experimental values. Other experimenters have found slightly different relations between such perceptual values and their physical correlates (Moore 1982: 48–50), and the exact nature of the psychoacoustic relationship between loudness and intensity remains a research area. Taking the viability of some such 'sonic' scale of comparison of perceptual loudness, we can now move on to consider the concept of 'sonority'. This concept has a pedigree of over a century in the phonetic and phonological literature, but the length of its lineage does not necessarily reflect the reliability of its character.

15.8.2 The sonority principle

Ladefoged (1975: 219) defines the sonority of a segment as 'its loudness relative to that of other sounds with the same length, stress, and pitch'. Goldsmith (1990: 110–11) describes sonority as 'roughly speaking, ... a ranking on a scale that reflects the degree of openness of the vocal apparatus during speech production, or the relative amount of energy produced during the sound – or perhaps it is a ranking that is motivated by, but distinct from, these notions'.

We shall see in a moment one of the reasons for Goldsmith's caveat in his last phrase of the above quotation. First, it can be noted that the organization of segment-types on a scale of intrinsic sonority, if perceptually valid, could open the door to a phonetically realistic definition of the syllable, which would be attractive to phoneticians and phonologists alike. The necessary conditions would be that the segment-types typically representing the syllabic nucleus should be intrinsically more sonorous than those representing the syllable margins, and that relative proximity to the nucleus should be reflected in relatively greater sonority. This would allow a sonority principle to operate, such that (in Goldsmith's own explicit formulation):

(i) the segmental material in the onset of the syllable must be arranged in a linear order of increasing sonority from the beginning of the syllable to the nucleus of the syllable; and (ii) conversely, the segmental
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material in the rhyme of the syllable must be arranged in a linear order of descending sonority from the nuclear vowel of the syllable to the final segment of the syllable. (Goldsmith 1990: 110)

The onset of the syllable is made up of all segments up to, but not including, the segment representing the syllabic nucleus, while the rhyme consists of all the segments from and including the nucleus to the end of the syllable. In the English word treats /trɪts/, the onset is made up of the cluster /tr-/, and the rhyme by the sequence /-ɪts/. These structural elements of the syllable are discussed further in chapter 16.

The sonority hierarchy that is generally accepted, in the phonologically oriented terminology used by Goldsmith (1990: 110), is the following:

most sonorous
vowels
low vowels
mid vowels
high vowels

glides
liquids
nasals
obstruents
fricatives
affricates
stops

least sonorous

There are some problems with such a sonority hierarchy. Equally, there are some promising avenues offered for future development. Restricting our discussion to English, the problems include the fact that while some syllables fit the pattern predicted by the sonority principle, others violate the principle. In yet other syllable types, the way that individual speakers produce the sound-types concerned may differ sufficiently to effect a re-ordering of the hierarchy. Thus the segments making up the syllables corresponding to the words elephant, compensation, liquidity obey the suggested sonority hierarchy. Those containing syllable onset-clusters beginning with [s], such spy, string, scrape do not obey it, in that [s] is normally thought by most people to be more perceptually salient than the [p], [t] or [k] that follows it, while nevertheless being more distant from the syllabic nucleus. In some speakers, especially with nuclear syllabic constituents such as [m] in words like prism /prɪzm/, the syllabic nasal stop may be less salient (sonorous) than the preceding syllable-initial /z/ (Ladefoged 1975: 220).

504
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One reason for Goldsmith's caveat in the quotation above, therefore, to the effect that perhaps the sonority hierarchy 'is a ranking that is motivated by, but distinct from', notions of precise perceptual salience, is that the motivation is essentially phonological in nature. As such, like so many other phonologically-motivated characterizations of speech, the truth it reflects is general rather than comprehensive, and sufficiently rich as a concept that a deeper exploration may reveal useful further phonological principles of organization at work. One such principle may be, as Goldsmith suggests (1990: 111), citing the work of Selkirk (1982), that the sonority hierarchy may be able to be used not only as a scale for organizing the segmental membership of syllable structures, but as a distance metric for asserting phonological constraints on the nature of segmental adjacency within those structures in a quantified way. Although the distance metric ultimately found to be useful may be quite complex, it would be of significant benefit to our attempt to understand the organizational principles of phonology to be able to 'characterize languages with respect to how much sonority distance they demand of successive segments' (Goldsmith 1990: 112).

Assuming that a relative sonority principle could be established for language-general rules governing privileges of segmental sequence within syllables, then two consequences follow. First, each syllable would be internally characterized by a sonority profile across its constituent segments, as explored above. Second, whole syllables would be able to be related to their neighbouring syllables in an utterance in a hierarchy of relative syllabic prominence. This second consideration will be seen in chapter 16 to contribute to a 'syllable-weight' approach to explaining the perceived rhythm of utterances.

15.8.3 Linguistic functions of loudness

Loudness seems to be exploited by linguistic communication to a much smaller degree than pitch. We shall see in the next chapter that differences of loudness can contribute to the perceived stress of a given syllable in particular languages. Beyond the syllable, the linguistic use of loudness as a prosodic feature is comparable to that of pitch in some limited respects. As with pitch, it is reasonable to think of an utterance as having a loudness contour. In most types of utterances in most languages, the loudness contour of the utterance shows a loudness declination not unlike that of pitch-declination, with a corresponding loudness baseline and topline. The concepts of loudness range and loudness span are also analogous to the corresponding concepts applied to pitch.
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Unlike pitch in either lexical tone systems or intonation systems, the trajectories of the loudness contour do not seem to be subjected in any versatile way to structured short-term manipulation within the utterance for communicative purposes. One limited exception in English (and in many languages with intonational systems) is a linguistic function of loudness correlated directly with that of intonational uses of pitch, in the re-setting of the loudness range to signal the start of a new topic within an utterance, or to indicate the parenthetic status of some intercalated material in an utterance. As with pitch, as indicated in section 15.4.1, the start of a new topic can be signalled by a widening of the loudness-span, and/or by a step-like raising of the baseline. Similarly, the parenthetic status of a remark inset within an utterance can be identified by depressing the baseline and narrowing the width of the loudness span for the duration of the parenthetic remark, then returning to the span and baseline values of the framing material.

15.8.4 Paralinguistic functions of loudness

The momentary loudness value of a speaker's utterance, as reflected in the loudness declination, disregarding the local influence of segmental material and the stressed or unstressed nature of the syllables concerned, has a regulative paralinguistic role to play in a participant's claiming the floor at the beginning of the speaking-turn. During continuing competition for the floor, with the other participant speaking simultaneously, loudness (and often pitch as well) is usually either boosted, or the loudness declination suspended, until the conflict is resolved. With the floor successfully claimed, normal loudness declination can proceed.

Manipulation of the loudness mean is a frequent ingredient of paralinguistic control of tone of voice. Many of the agonist emotions, such as anger, exasperation, irritation, grief and horror, tend to be expressed in very many cultures in a loud tone of voice. Exceptions exist in individual habits, and extreme anger, for instance, is signalled by some speakers (at least in English) by speaking more quietly, not more loudly. Tenderness is expressed in most cultures in a quiet voice.

15.9 Prosodic settings of pitch and loudness

Neutral references in prosodic settings of pitch and loudness are considerably less satisfactorily defined than in articulatory settings. In the articulatory case, the neutral reference settings were able to be defined in ways which were largely common to speakers in general. In the case of prosodic settings, this is more difficult. Trying to answer a question such as 'What is meant by “high” in the phrase “a high mean pitch-setting”?' for
example, one is obliged to choose between two possible answers. One is 'A high mean pitch-setting should be interpreted as "high with respect to pitch-values encountered in the population at large"'. The other is 'A high mean pitch-setting should be interpreted as "high with respect to the pitch-values that might be expected from a speaker of that age, sex, height and physique"'.

The first answer gives rise to difficulties of comparison between males and females, children and adults. The second, which will be the preferred answer here, gives rise to difficulties about the relationship between organic and phonetic facts. Listeners usually have confident views about the existence of a strong positive correlation between a speaker's age, sex, height and physique on the one hand, and the size of the speaker's larynx on the other. In the light of this confidence, they are often ready to draw conclusions about the mean pitch-setting in a particular speaker's voice in such terms as 'the mean pitch of this speaker's voice is high compared with what one would have expected from the visible physical characteristics of the speaker'.

The implication of such a conclusion is that, if a correlation of the sort described actually exists, then the speaker must be imposing a constraining setting on the activities of the larynx. No positive (or negative) correlation has yet been shown to exist by experimental investigation, and the basis for the confidence shown by listeners must remain somewhat tentative at best. Nevertheless, it will be taken here for practical purposes to be a valid assumption. Neutral prosodic reference settings will thus be taken to refer to organically based values specific to the individual speaker, rather than to values defined as standard for the whole population of speakers.

Figure 15.22 shows a protocol for written annotation of prosodic settings. Pitch-settings include high and low mean pitch, wide and narrow ranges of pitch, and high and low variability of pitch. Loudness settings are duplicates of this arrangement. Because of the tentative nature of the assumptions built into the definition of the neutral reference settings concerned, no scalar degrees of strength of the settings are included.

The settings for pitch mean and loudness mean should be understood to refer to the average pitch-value or loudness-value shown by the speaker relative to an assumption about what one would normally expect from a speaker of that particular age, sex, height and physique. Pitch-range or loudness-range settings are defined as the linguistic range within which the speaker's voice habitually varies in paralinguistically unmarked, attitudinally neutral conversation. When setting-analysis is used for paralinguistic investigation, then paralinguistic range can be substituted for linguistic range. Variability of pitch and variability of loudness concern the degree
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Setting</th>
<th>Scalar degrees</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>neutral 1 2 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prosodic</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pitch</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>mean</td>
<td>high</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>range</td>
<td>wide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>narrow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>variability</td>
<td>high</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Loudness</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>mean</td>
<td>high</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>range</td>
<td>wide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>narrow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>variability</td>
<td>high</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>low</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 15.22 Protocol for recording scalar degrees of prosodic settings.

to which pitch or loudness varies from moment to moment within the relevant range. Voices which tend to be monotonous with respect to pitch, or which tend to show nearly uniform loudness, can be scored as low in variability. Conversely, voices with a substantial amount of dynamic movement of pitch or loudness within the relevant range can be scored as high in variability.

Further reading

Recommended publications on the acoustics of speech and auditory perception are Borden and Harris (1980), Fry (1979), Ladefoged (1962, 1967), Lieberman and Blumstein (1988) and Pickett (1980). The anatomy, physiology, neurology and physics of hearing are well covered in Yost and Nielsen (1985), and Kuehn, Lemme and Baumgartner (1989) is an excellent edited summary of many topics in the neuroanatomy and neurophysiology of hearing. The biological bases of the sensory systems relevant to speech production are presented in Hardcastle (1976) and Kaplan (1960). The
psychophysical and biological characteristics of the full range of human perceptual systems are well described in Ludel (1978) and Uttal (1973).

A good general reference on tone is the book edited by Fromkin (1978), in which Hombert (1978: 78–9) cites the following research on historical developments of tonogenesis in languages in South Africa (Beach 1938), and the following languages and language groups in Southeast Asia: Chinese (Karlgren 1926, Maspero 1912); Karen (Burling 1969, Haudricourt 1946, 1961, Henderson 1973, Jones 1961); Miao-Yao (Chang 1973); Thai (Brown 1965, Gandour 1975b, Gedney 1973, Li 1954, Sarawit 1973); Tibeto-Burman (Matisoff 1971, 1972, 1973a, 1973b, Mazaudon 1977); and Vietnamese (Haudricourt 1954). A good general reference on the topic of the interaction of consonants and tone is the book edited by Hyman (1973). A general article on the use of drumming and whistling as speech surrogates is Stern (1957).
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The metrical organization of speech: stress, syllable weight, prominence and rhythm

The previous chapter described the prosodic structure of speech in terms of melody and loudness. Any musical phrase is characterized not only by these factors, however, but also by its metrical structure - the grouping, accentuation and rhythm of the delivery of its component parts. Continuing this musical metaphor, this chapter considers the metrical structure of speech in terms of the relationships between its syllables, stress and rhythm.

The *metrical organization* of speech is the most complex of all the different levels to analyse, in that its temporal structure integrates facets of all four basic dimensions of speech - quality, duration, loudness and pitch. In the previous chapter, it was said that 'Other things being equal, one syllable is more prominent than another to the extent that its constituent segments display higher pitch, greater loudness, longer duration or greater articulatory excursion from the neutral disposition of the vocal tract.' This description tacitly compares two syllables of the same phonological structure. Where one of two otherwise identical syllables is made more prominent than the other by an exaggeration of the value of one or more of the phonetic parameters of pitch, loudness, duration or quality in this way, the more prominent syllable can be said to receive more *stress*. In this definition, *phonetic stress* is a gradient phenomenon, and the phonetic realization of any syllable can be said to show a greater or less degree of stress relative to the manifestation of some other syllable.

Stress can also be regarded as a phonological property of the syllable, and a distinction can initially be drawn between stressed and unstressed syllables, using two degrees of *phonological stress*. The placement of phonological stress on a particular syllable within a word is a defining property of that word, and this can be referred to as *word-stress* or *lexical stress*. The term *accent* or *word-accent* is also used for the concept of lexical stress, which can be useful when one wants to distinguish between 'word-accent' as the potential for the normal syllabic location of stress in a word, and 'stress' as the actual placement on a given occasion.
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Using the diacritic "" before the first segment of the syllable concerned to indicate its stressed status, the two Pashto words [gʊa] 'knot' and [gʊ́a] 'pochard' (Shafeev 1964: 5) and the two Asmat words [e̞co] 'kind of frog' and [e'co] 'revenge' (Voorhoeve 1965: 26), both cited by Hyman (1977a: 39), are phonologically distinguished only by the different location of word-stress. (Asmat is one of the New Guinean languages, spoken in Irian Jaya).

The phonetic manifestation of stress varies from language to language, with some (such as English) exploiting all four parameters of pitch, loudness, duration and quality. The majority of languages with phonological stress seem to make use of only three parameters, however. Pitch, loudness and duration alone, without manipulation of phonetic quality, are the triplet of phonetic parameters used by most languages that exploit stress as a phonological device.

Manipulating the degree of stress is one way of differentiating the prominence of syllables. A second way in which syllables may differ in prominence is through syllable weight, which is partly a phonological concept based on the segmental constituency of the structure of syllables. Depending on their structural make-up, we shall see in section 16.2 that syllables can be regarded as metrically 'heavy' or 'light' in prominence. The third way that syllables can differ in prominence, within the general constraints of syllable weight, is in the sonority characteristics of the individual segmental members of the syllable, as discussed in section 15.8.2.

Utterances are generally perceived as being spoken with a certain rhythm. The perception of rhythm in speech is predicated on the listener's recognition of a quasi-periodic recurrence in time of a given type of speech unit, such as syllables carrying peaks of prominence (achieved through either or both syllable stress or syllable weight), or syllables themselves. The study of rhythm in speech is a highly controversial area of research, however, as we shall see in section 16.4.

The structure of this chapter will be to look first at prominence achieved through syllable stress. Then the nature of prominence achieved through syllable weight will be considered. Next, the typology of the different patterns of lexical stress found in the languages of the world will be explored. Finally, the relationship between syllabic prominence and the perceived rhythm of utterances will be discussed.

16.1 Prominence achieved through syllable stress

We can begin this section on prominence achieved through syllable stress by considering the nature of the mechanisms used to produce phonetic stress. A view of respiratory activity in speech was presented in chapter
6, where a pulmonic egressive airflow was provided by a smoothly controlled dynamic balance of expiratory and inspiratory effort. It was suggested that no good evidence had been found by modern experimental research to support Stetson's (1928, 1951) early contention that each syllable is produced on an individual pulse of egressive airflow created by a specific contraction of the muscles of the respiratory system. By investigating the electrical activity correlated with the contractions of the muscles involved in the activities of the respiratory system during speech, Ladefoged, Draper and Whitteridge (1958) showed that on some occasions an English utterance made up of two phonological syllables (such as pity) may be pronounced with only one major contraction of the expiratory muscles. Conversely, some single-syllable utterances such as sport showed a double burst of electrical activity in the respiratory muscles. In general, however, the realizations of at least the phonologically stressed syllables of an utterance of connected speech seem to correlate fairly closely with these bursts of electrical activity in the contracting respiratory muscles (Lehiste 1970: 109).

This broad correlation does not prove the necessity of pulsatile behaviour in the respiratory system for supporting stressed syllables. Lehiste (ibid.) cites work by Peterson (1956) with paralysed patients who could only breathe with the help of a respirator. Despite having to time their utterances to coincide with the perfectly regular outflow phase of the machine, their speech was apparently perceived as notably normal in its syllable and stress patterns (Lehiste ibid.). The implication of such findings is that a significant part of the phonetic control of syllabification and stress can lie downstream of the respiratory process, in the laryngeal and articulatory processes - for instance by control of the pitch correlates of stress by vocal fold tension rather than by subglottal pressure (Ohala 1977: 146).

Fry (1955, 1958, 1965) investigated the acoustic and perceptual correlates of lexical stress in English noun/verb word-pairs such as object/object, permit/permit, contract/contract etc. He was able to show very clearly the existence of a hierarchy of acoustic cues to the stressed status of a syllable in English. The perceptually most influential cue was (higher) pitch, especially when this was dynamically changing rather than level. The second most important cue in the hierarchy was (longer) duration, the third was (greater) intensity and the last was segmental quality (with stress being correlated with a more peripheral location in the vocoid space).

Lass comments that the phonetic realization of lexical stress in different languages can differ widely. In the English spoken in Southern England, the stressed syllables 'tend to be louder, longer and higher than [unstressed syllables]; in Northern Irish English and Danish they are louder, longer and
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lower. The only “universal” requirement is that [stressed syllables] be different from [weak syllables], and that this difference be perceived as a difference in prominence’ (Lass 1987: 108).

The dominant role of pitch in conveying stress patterns gives stress the most intimately interactive relationship with other linguistic and pragmatic uses of pitch, notably in intonation. We can conclude from the previous chapter, for example, that the placement of the nuclear intonational tone in all languages using an intonational system is always, except in very special circumstances, coincident with a lexically stressed syllable. When the intonational nuclear tone does fall on the lexically stressed syllable of a word, the pitch-pattern used for the manifestation of the tone will reinforce and exaggerate that used for the realization of lexical stress, if both involve a falling pitch-pattern. If the nuclear tone is rising, it will over-ride the falling pitch-pattern normally associated with the phonetic realization of lexical stress.

The term ‘stress’ occurs in many usages in the conventional vocabulary of phonetics and phonology in ways which involve intonation, and which can cause confusion if not well understood. These usages include ‘sentence stress’, ‘nuclear stress’ and ‘emphatic stress’. Sentence stress is simply another term for the placement of the nuclear intonational tone. Given the role of the nuclear tone in boosting the stressed syllable of a given word by ensuring that it is the most prominent of all the words in the intonational phrase, the use of a term like ‘sentence stress’ has an obvious interpretability. The interaction of lexical stress and sentence stress can be seen in the four different patterns of sentence stress (shown by underlined syllables), superimposed on an utterance with an unvarying pattern of lexical stress, illustrated below:

The pictures that are dis'played in the 'library are 'certainly 'competent
The pictures that are dis'played in the 'library are 'certainly 'competent
The pictures that are dis'played in the 'library are 'certainly 'competent
The pictures that are dis'played in the 'library are 'certainly 'competent

Nuclear stress is a term used by generative phonology (e.g. in Chomsky and Halle 1968) for the location of greatest syllabic prominence on phrases. As such it has implications for intonational structure. The ‘Nuclear Stress Rule’ in generative phonology, for example, is formulated to express the
requirement in English that ‘in a noun phrase primary stress is assigned to the last primary-stressed syllable (e.g. a black board, a big University)’ (Fischer-Jørgensen 1975: 246).

The function of emphatic stress is to call the listener’s attention to a given syllable or word with greater insistence than is afforded merely by neutral patterns of intonation or lexical stress. In the case where intonation and lexical stress are neutral, with a falling nuclear tone being placed on the lexically stressed syllable of the last content word in the utterance, as in the English utterance *The dog ate the biscuit*, emphatic stress can be used to give special emphasis to this syllable, as in *The dog ate the BIScuit*, with a wider pitch excursion, greater loudness and possibly a longer duration for the realization of the vowel. The effect on the listener is then to convey that there is a particular reason for insisting on the identification of the word receiving emphatic stress (for instance, implying that it was ‘not the bone’). A paralinguistic effect of emphatic stress can also be to signal the degree of intensity felt by the speaker about the topic under discussion, as in the French utterance *C’est aTROCE atrocius* (Tranel 1987: 201). This element of insistence on the part of the speaker in the function of emphatic stress is reflected in the French translation of the phrase ‘emphatic stress’ as ‘l’accent d’insistance’ (Tranel 1987: 194).

Emphatic stress can also be used to highlight a syllable not normally receiving lexical stress (i.e. on a syllable other than the normally word-accented syllable), in order to draw the listener’s attention to a choice made by the speaker between potentially competing forms. An example of emphatic stress in this function would be the pronunciations ENable and DISable instead of the normal en'table and dis'table, in the English utterance *I said ENable, not DISable*. Another example of placing stress on a syllable other than the normally word-accented syllable (in a compound word) would be the utterance *He lives in SOUTH Dakota*, insisting on an implied contrast with *North Dakota* (normally accented as ‘North Da’kota’). In such cases the placement of the nuclear tone is also non-neutral.

A French example of emphatic stress in this type of displacement of stress-location from the normal word-accented syllable for paralinguistic effect of increased intensity of feeling is the utterance *C’est éPOUvantable ‘It’s terrible’* (Tranel 1987: 202). The French example achieves part of its emphasis by virtue of the fact that stress in French is normally placed on the last syllable of the word (unless the vowel is /ə/). Normal word-stress patterns would have given *C’est épouvantable*.

An initial distinction was drawn above between two degrees of phonological stress, ‘stressed’ and ‘unstressed’. But many phonologists set up not just
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two categories of stress in the syllables of a single word, but three - primary stress, secondary stress and unstressed. They point to the graded differences of prominence that characterize individual syllables in words in English such as 'resignation', 'systematic', 'introductory', 'vejo' and 'anecdote' (using " and ", to indicate primary and secondary stress respectively). Differences in the distribution of primary and secondary stress can also typify different accents. Fromkin and Rodman (1974: 90) compare the word-stress patterns of American English laboratory, (/læbərətɔrɪ/) which shows both primary and secondary stress on the stressed syllables, with Received Pronunciation's laboratory (/ləˈbɔːrətɔrɪ/), which uses only primary stress.

The contribution of segmental quality to lexical stress in English can be seen in a diminution of the relative degree of stress on a syllable by a process called vowel reduction (Lindblom 1963). This phonological process replaces a peripheral vowel with a more central vowel in unstressed syllables. The most frequent type of vowel reduction in English and other languages making use of this phonological process such as Russian and Swedish is the replacement of a more peripheral vowel by /ə/. Possible pronunciations in English (RP) of the noun/verb pairs mentioned earlier, showing vowel reduction on the (unstressed) first syllable of the verb, would be:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Noun</th>
<th>Verb</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>/ˈobərəkt/ object</td>
<td>/əbərəkt/ object</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/ˈpɛmɪt/ permit</td>
<td>/pəˈmɪt/ perˈmit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/ˈkɔntrækt/ contract</td>
<td>/kənˈtrækt/ conˈtrækt</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Householder (1971: 268–9) investigated a very large corpus of everyday English, and found only 135 pairs of words of identical orthography which like these could occur either as nouns (with stress on the penultimate syllable) or as verbs (with stress on the final syllable). In a very small number of cases the location of lexical stress alone was the differentiating factor, as in import (noun) versus imˈport (verb), and insult (noun) versus insˈult (verb). In these cases, pitch, loudness and duration alone were the phonetic parameters used to make the distinction. The very large majority of word-pairs, however, used vowel reduction as a manipulation of quality together with differences of pitch, loudness and duration to signal the difference of word-stress location. A selection of the words in Householder’s list is given in table 16.1.
Table 16.1 Some orthographically identical word-pairs in English differentiated by word-stress as nouns (penultimate stress) or verbs (final stress)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>abstract</th>
<th>colleague</th>
<th>defect</th>
<th>exploit</th>
<th>insert</th>
<th>rebel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>accent</td>
<td>collect</td>
<td>detail</td>
<td>export</td>
<td>intern</td>
<td>recess</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>addict</td>
<td>combat</td>
<td>digest</td>
<td>extract</td>
<td>outrage</td>
<td>recoil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>address</td>
<td>combine</td>
<td>discard</td>
<td>ferment</td>
<td>perfume</td>
<td>record</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>affect</td>
<td>commerce</td>
<td>discharge</td>
<td>fragment</td>
<td>pervert</td>
<td>recount</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>affix</td>
<td>commune</td>
<td>discount</td>
<td>impact</td>
<td>present</td>
<td>refuse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ally</td>
<td>compound</td>
<td>discourse</td>
<td>impress</td>
<td>proceed</td>
<td>reject</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>alloy</td>
<td>compress</td>
<td>entrance</td>
<td>imprint</td>
<td>project</td>
<td>segment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>annex</td>
<td>concert</td>
<td>escort</td>
<td>incense</td>
<td>protest</td>
<td>survey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>assay</td>
<td>conscript</td>
<td>essay</td>
<td>incline</td>
<td>purport</td>
<td>torment</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Most words in most languages that use stress linguistically do not enjoy partnership in minimal pairs based on stress, and in this sense stress cannot properly be said to be used in a contrastive function. It is said rather to show a culminative function, being a characteristic property of the word without normally contributing to contrastive paradigms (Martinet 1954). As such, this culminative property is thought to help the listener to judge how many individual words the speaker has produced in a given utterance.

16.2 Prominence achieved through syllable weight

The notion of syllable weight is a phonological one, underpinning metrically-relevant rules of stress-placement. It will be helpful first to expand on the structure of the syllable, following the introduction in the previous chapter of the concepts of the onset and the rhyme of the syllable. It will be recalled that the overall syllable consists of an optional onset, followed by an obligatory rhyme. The rhyme is divided into the nucleus and the coda. The onset is defined as any consonant(s) preceding the nucleus, which is the structural place filled by the vowel of the syllable. The nucleus is the perceptually most prominent part of the syllable. The coda is made up of any consonant(s) following the nuclear vowel. The rhyme therefore comprises the (obligatory) nuclear vowel and any consonant(s) following it (Hogg and McCully 1987: 36). The rhyme is sometimes called the core, and the nuclear vowel the peak of the syllable. These relationships are summarized in figure 16.1.

Syllable weight encompasses two kinds of syllable: 'light' syllables and 'heavy' syllables. A light syllable is one whose rhyme is made up of a nucleus consisting of a short vowel, followed by a maximum of one short consonant. Light syllables are sometimes called weak syllables, and heavy syllables
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**Figure 16.1 Metrical structure of syllables**

**strong syllables** (Sloat, Taylor and Hoard 1978: 64). As a measure of **syllable quantity**, the phonological length of a light syllable has been called a **mora** (Trubetzkoj 1939). A **heavy syllable** is any other type of syllable, and its phonological length is greater than one mora. The structure of the rhyme in heavy syllables can hence take any of the following shapes:

- a long vowel, with or without a coda of any sort;
- a short vowel, with a coda made up of two or more consonants;
- a short vowel, followed by at least one long consonant.

The concepts set out above (onsets, nuclei, codas, light and heavy syllables, and moraic considerations) will be seen to be relevant in specifying the constraints for locating lexical stress in different languages. They also provide a suitable descriptive terminology for discussing the fluctuations of prominence in a train of syllables in connected speech. The phonetic realizations of heavy syllables, with their longer nuclear vowels and/or their more substantial codas, stand out more prominently in the perceived flow of speech than do light syllables. The mora has also been suggested as providing the basis for rhythmic organization in languages such as Japanese. Prominence achieved by syllable weight will be germane to the discussion below of the perceived rhythm of speech.

### 16.3 The typology of lexical stress

The typology of lexical stress in the languages of the world is a matter primarily of phonological interest. The limited discussion offered below is intended to provide sufficient background for the discussion to follow of the perception of rhythm, in which the location and recurrence of stressed syllables play a relevant part.

The most extensive survey to date of the incidence and distribution of stress as a linguistic phenomenon is given by Hyman (1977b), who considered data reported from 444 languages (taken partly from Ruhlen 1975). If a
language makes linguistic use of stress, then it will fall into one of two broad
types: locating the word-stress predominantly on a given syllabic location in
the word, or allowing much more freedom for placement of the stress. We
can call the first type a language which uses (predominantly) fixed lexical
stress, and the second type one which permits variable lexical stress. Out of
the set of 444 languages (which were drawn from every inhabited continent,
but were not completely balanced genetically as a sample), Hyman (1977a: 56) found 306 with fixed lexical stress versus 138 others. These others were
made up of sixteen languages which did not exploit stress (or tone either);
nine languages with stress-placement dominantly based on syllable weight,
which did not result in fixed stress-placement; and 113 languages for which
‘no statement can be made as to any dominant tendency in stress-place-
ment’. The following three sections illustrate the patterns that characterize
fixed and variable lexical stress in these and comparable languages.

16.3.1 Fixed lexical stress

The languages in Hyman’s survey which showed predominantly
fixed lexical stress location fall into strongly different proportions, depend-
ing on the syllable-placement chosen. The data show the following totals
(Hyman 1977a: 41, 56):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stress Location</th>
<th>Languages</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dominant initial syllable stress</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>37.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dominant second syllable stress</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>3.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dominant antepenultimate syllable</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dominant penultimate syllable</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>25.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dominant final syllable stress</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>31.7%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The relatively strong tendency (about 57 per cent) for languages to prefer
the trailing edge of words (final or penultimate syllable) for the location of
fixed lexical stress is to some extent explainable by suggesting that such
placement gives stress a demarcative function, indicating where the word-
boundaries are without making the listener expend too much cognitive
effort in calculating them. The same argument holds for initial syllable
stress-placement at the leading edge of the word. The final, penultimate and
initial syllable word-marginal positions together account for 94 per cent of
the 306 languages with fixed-stress systems.

A number of examples of words from languages with predominately fixed
lexical stress are given below. A case where the lexical stress obligatorily
falls on the final syllable is Tatar, the Altaic language spoken in the central
area of the Commonwealth of Independent States (Comrie 1981: 67), where
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it is the fifth largest language of the CIS. It is also spoken by some 4,000 speakers just across the border in the Xinjiang region of China. Ramsey (1987: 182–3), gives the following examples:

*Fixed lexical stress (final syllable) in Tatar*

[bala] ‘child’  [bala'lar] ‘children’
[balalarə] ‘child’s’  [balalarə'naŋ] ‘of his children’
[ur'man] ‘forest’  [urman'li] ‘forest hut’
[urman'li] ‘forested area’  [urman'li] ‘forestry’

French, as indicated earlier, is another language where word-stress is normally fixed on the last syllable (though normally this is chiefly audible only on the last syllable of the final word of the utterance, and therefore is a restricted instance of the use of lexical stress). Adding a suffix elongates the structure of the word and therefore requires word-stress to be shifted rightwards (Tranel 1987: 195):

*Fixed lexical stress (final syllable) in French*

[kyl'tyʁ] ‘culture’  [kyl'tyʁe] ‘cultural’  [kyl'tyʁe'mo] ‘culturally’

An instance of lexical stress being fixed on the penultimate syllable of words can be seen in the Texcoco dialect of Nahuatl, the Uto-Aztecan Mesoamerican Indian language mentioned in chapter 12, where suffix-addition similarly requires a stress-shift (Suárez 1983: 32):

*Fixed lexical stress (penultimate syllable) in Texcoco Nahuatl*

[ji'ilali] ‘sit down!’  [ji'mo'ilili'i'sino] ‘sit down please!’

Fixed lexical stress seems to be a fairly firm areal characteristic of Mesoamerican languages. Suárez (1983: 33) suggests that, although there are occasional languages in which lexical stress placement is variable within narrow limits, in that stress falls ‘unpredictably on either of the last two syllables in the word’ (such as in Cuitlatec, a language-isolate), ‘there are few languages in Mesoamerica in which the placement of stress is completely unpredictable’.

Hyman (1977a: 52) states that fixed final syllable stress is an areal characteristic of Turkic languages, Iranian languages and Armenian. Other examples of individual languages with fixed lexical stress are Finnish and Czech, both with initial syllable stress, some Macedonian dialects with antepenultimate syllable stress (Lehiste 1970: 148), and Polish and Swahili, both with penultimate syllable stress. For a much more extensive list of fixed lexical stress languages, the reader might like to consult Hyman (1977a).
16.3.1.1  *Lexical stress location governed by syllable weight*

The placement of lexical stress can sometimes be prescribed by rules based on considerations of syllable weight. Lehiste describes the stress-pattern of (modern) Classical Arabic as being one where stress normally falls on the ‘long syllable that is closest to the beginning of the word, and on the first syllable if the word consists only of short syllables’ (Lehiste 1970: 148).

The mora, as a concept related to that of syllable weight, is a useful concept in expressing the rules for stress location in a number of languages, for instance Northern and Southern Paiute, which are members of the Western and Southern branches of the Numic sub-group of the Uto-Aztecans language family spoken in western North America and central Mexico (Munro 1977: 305–6). Munro describes the participation of vowel length (and hence moraic considerations) in placing stress in these two languages as follows:

Vowel length is contrastive in most modern Uto-Aztecans languages ... In some cases, vowel length is important in determining the placement of stress. The term ‘second mora’ ... is used to describe a situation in which the first syllable of a word is stressed if it contains a long vowel or a diphthong, but the second syllable is stressed if the first vowel is short. If long vowels count as two moras, or vowel-units, and short vowels count as one mora, it is clear that in such languages stress always falls on the second mora of the word. (Munro 1977: 304)

A further regularity in various Uto-Aztecans languages discussed by Munro (1977: 308) is the use of an ‘alternating stress rule’, by which ‘after primary stress is placed, every second mora or syllable away from the primary stressed vowel receives a secondary stress’. She cites Sapir’s (1930) investigation of Southern Paiute, in which he analyses the word-complex meaning ‘even if he says it to me’ as [ájúfjāmpaːn̪ənt]. The second syllable, as an unstressed syllable, is devoiced, and the final syllable may not receive stress. Munro (*ibid.*) describes the application here of the stress-placement rule in Southern Paiute in the following terms: ‘Stress falls on the first syllable, a diphthong, since it contains the second mora of the word, and every second mora thereafter gets a secondary stress.’

16.3.2  *Variable lexical stress*

A relatively small proportion of the languages of the world allow a range of different locations of lexical stress. Examples of such languages using relatively free placement of stress include Assamese (Goswami 1966, cited in Masica 1991: 121, in a use of free lexical stress atypical of the other Indo-Aryan languages of the Indian subcontinent); Dutch (V. van
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Heuven, personal communication); English (as discussed earlier) and Greek (Jones 1944); Italian (Vincent 1988: 284); Rumanian (Mallinson 1988: 392); Russian (Brosnahan and Malmberg 1970: 157); Spanish (Green 1988: 87); Swedish (Brosnahan and Malmberg 1970: 157), where its use on the final syllable excludes the use of the tonal accent mentioned in the preceding chapter; and Uzbek (in a few word-pairs, mentioned by Comrie 1981: 66 as exceptions to its general fixed-stress pattern):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable lexical stress in a number of languages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Assamese</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>['bɔndʰɪ] ‘friend’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ˈpɪse] ‘he is drinking’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Dutch</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ˈkænɔn] ‘canon’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>English (Received Pronunciation)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[fɔˈbeə] ‘forbear (n.)’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Greek</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ˈpɔli] ‘city’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Italian</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ˈprɪŋtɪpi] ‘princes’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ˈkapiˈto] ‘I turn up’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Spanish</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ˈamplo] ‘ample’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[koŋˈɪŋwo] ‘I continue’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Swedish</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ˈjaːpɔn] ‘Japan’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Rumanian</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ˈʃintə] ‘he sings’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[əˈfele] ‘the needles’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Russian</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[pravˈda] ‘truth’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[dəˈroɡə] ‘road’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Uzbek</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ɔlˈma] ‘don’t take’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

522
16.3.3 Syntactic stress

A small number of languages use word-stress in a syntactic function, to distinguish between different grammatical roles taken up by words in sentences. Brosnahan and Malmberg (1970: 158) cite Bendor-Samuel's (1962) investigations of the Southwest Brazilian language Terena, where stress-placement is used:

to distinguish the subject from the object in a verb in an independent clause as kûtí otopíko 'who chopped?' but kútí otópíko 'what did he chop?'; to mark certain sequences of independent clauses in coordinative relationship as tokóponu namukónu 'he found me, took me' in comparison with tokóponu namúkonu 'he found and took me'; to mark the verb introduced by a sequence particle as ina aunkópovo 'then I returned home' in comparison with aünkópovo 'I returned home'; and so on.

16.4 Rhythm in speech

Phonetic theories of rhythmic phenomena in speech have persisted for centuries in suggesting that isochrony, as the regular recurrence in time of some given unit of speech rhythm, is a pervasive attribute of all spoken languages. Abercrombie (1967), who adopted the categories of speech rhythm introduced by Pike (1946), was a leading proponent of such a model. He distinguished between two types of isochronous recurrence of movement in rhythmic speech production:

As far as is known, every language in the world is spoken with one kind of rhythm or with the other. In the one kind, known as syllable-timed rhythm, the periodic recurrence of movement is supplied by the syllable-producing process: ... the syllables recur at equal intervals of time - they are isochronous. French, Telugu, Yoruba illustrate this mode ...: they are syllable-timed languages. In the other kind, known as a stress-timed rhythm, the periodic recurrence of movement is supplied by the stress-producing process: ... the stressed syllables are isochronous. English, Russian, Arabic illustrate this other mode: they are stress-timed languages. (Abercrombie 1967: 97)

Empirical investigations have unfortunately failed to show any such regularity, on any absolute basis. At best, the available empirical evidence could be said sometimes to have shown the existence of timing characteristics that fluctuate around a very approximately regular rhythm, with explanations usually being offered for the deviations by appeal to the varying structural identity of the constituent parts of the utterance.

Physical evidence from measurements of the actual timing of speech has
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therefore obliged these theories to retreat from 'objective isochrony', as it were, to 'subjective isochrony', where the physical regularity of isochrony is described as a 'tendency' (Beckman 1992: 458). The implication offered by such subjectively orientated theories is that true isochrony is an underlying constraint, the regularity of whose surface realization is perturbed by factors to do with the phonetic, phonological and grammatical structure of the utterance, in a patterning whose rule-based complexity remains to be fully explained.

Much more research is clearly needed, and the general area of metrical structure is one of the most active fields in modern phonology. Some key publications are listed in Further Reading at the end of the chapter. However, the concept of an approximately isochronous rhythm in speech has been so tenacious in the history of phonology and phonetics that it seems unlikely that it is completely without foundation. It will therefore be explored in somewhat more detail in the sections below.

16.5 The constructive perception of rhythm

A perception of rhythm appears to be a nearly ubiquitous element of our experience of sequences of events in the time domain (Nord 1991; Pöppel 1989). We can note first that the auditory system is extremely sensitive to phenomena that are genuinely rhythmic. Listeners seem particularly good at registering the regularity of the rhythmic beat in music, for example, and are just as good at noticing deviations from an established musical rhythm, as in syncopated phrasing. We notice such a deviation immediately, and can decide that a single syncopated beat was clearly out of step, as it were, with the rhythm of the rest of the phrase, before the resumption of the previous rhythm. It seems plausible that a prerequisite for noticing the rhythmic deviation of the single syncopated beat is that the listener has developed an expectation of rhythmic performance against which to judge such deviation.

The perception of rhythm is not only analytic and predictive, however. It can be constructive as well. The human cognitive system seems unable to resist the temptation to impose a constructed rhythm on suitable sensory material in the time domain. For instance, the regular ticking of a clock is often perceptually grouped into sequences of two (or more) ticks, with one tick heard as dominant over the other(s) in an arbitrary and reversible rhythmic grouping. A similar example is in the rhythm perceptually imposed on cyclic events like walking. In both of these examples, the stimuli available to the perceptual system are already regular in their successive timing, and the rhythmic grouping is superimposed by the cognitive system.
Speech offers a fairly clear illustration of the brain's predilection for constructively seeking out rhythmic interpretations of auditory material. A simple view of the perception of underlying rhythmicity in speech is that it depends on constructing a hypothesis about what the rhythm of an utterance might have been had it been free of the distorting accidents of the variety of individual lexical and other linguistic structures used. When asked to tap a pencil on a desk in time with rhythmic beats perceived in continuous speech, for instance, listeners tap at a more regular rhythm than is typically justified by the speech material (Allen 1975; Beckman 1992, Scott, Isard and de Boysson-Bardies 1985). One explanation for this is that the listeners discount momentary variations from a truly regular rhythm in the speech, through their knowledge of the perturbations of timing necessitated by the different phonological structures of the utterances involved. If such an explanation is acceptable, it would suggest that listeners have a cognitive readiness to impose a regularized temporal grouping on utterances they hear, as a construct organizing the perception of the component parts of those utterances.

An important consideration in developing an understanding of the perception of rhythm is to establish what the listener might be attending to as a relevant percept. In watching a conductor, the percept used by members of an orchestra to control their rhythmic performance is thought to be the moment of maximum acceleration of the conductor's baton. The movements of a conductor's baton, though complicated, are much more simple than the complex structures that are available for the perception of rhythmic timing in speech. The instant that is perceptually equivalent in speech to the perceived beat of the baton in music could be the leading edge of the first segment of a syllable, the beginning of the nuclear segment of the syllable, the moment of reaching the most steady state in the performance of the syllable-nuclear vowel, and so on.

One way of approaching this question experimentally is to establish how listeners perceptually synchronize two speech events. Morton, Marcus and Frankish (1976) and Marcus (1981) gave the term perceptual centre or P-centre to the perceptually relevant instant in speech material that listeners use for such alignment. Two problems arise which complicate the attempt to decide the identity of relevant percepts of this sort: one is that different individuals can employ different perceptual strategies; the other is that the same individual, on different occasions, can vary in the choice of perceptual strategy. In a task where Swedish subjects were asked to adjust the duration of a silent interval 'so as to make a string of synthetic syllables sound rhythmically steady' (Nord 1991: 109), subjects varied in their results. Nord explains this, in the cases where syllables such as /spa/ were involved, by suggesting
that subjects listened in different ways, 'either to let the rhythmic pulse agree
with the early consonantal percept or with the vowel percept' (ibid.).

The view of speech as typically rhythmic might be able to be defended if
the sole problem were the variable nature of perceptual strategies. Unfortu-
nately, there are indeed other problems. The view presented above
that speech production would be rhythmic were it not for the distorting but
predictable influences of the varying segmental make-up of the syllables of
speech is over-simplified. If the phonological structure of the constituents of
an utterance were the sole influence responsible for distorting the properly
rhythmic nature of the utterance, it is not unreasonable to think that pho-
nologists would by now have developed a fully successful rule-based account
of rhythm in speech, and that consequently the rhythm heard in the best
rule-based speech synthesis, for example, would be indistinguishable from
that of real speech. Neither situation obtains. It is the nature of speech pro-
duction itself that makes it difficult to maintain the position that real speech
is performed rhythmically. Over and above the variabilities in timing intro-
duced by the phonological structure of the linguistic units of the utterance,
the additional variabilities due to differences of speaker, accent, style, rate
and tone of voice, together with the inevitable and random microvariabili-
ties of timing from one occasion to another, will always ensure that the
actual material pronounced by a human speaker will bear a less than perfect
correspondence to prototypical norms.

The material of speech is hence never completely predictable. The lis-
tener's perceptual task is therefore to recover the linguistic intent of the
speaker from such temporally distributed evidence as can be discerned in the
speech signal. Language is made more efficient as a communicative system
by listeners being able to make a rapid transition from initial auditory per-
cepts to the symbolic linguistic levels of cognitive decoding. A readiness to
accept perceptual evidence that is suggestive rather than conclusive helps
such a process, and it is easy to understand that conversion processes of a
stereotyping nature might be involved in such categorial decoding. It seems
equally persuasive that an empathetic hypothesizing of the speaker's future
intent might play a useful anticipatory role in accelerating the progress of
the decoding of clues to structure. If analysis consists partly of grouping
such clues in our cognitive attention in order to examine their inter-rela-
tionships, it may then be that setting up rhythmic hypotheses functions as an
effective organizing principle for doing this. In this perspective, the forma-
tion of rhythmic hypotheses about speech is seen as part of the brain's cog-
nitive strategies for constructively imposing pattern on sensory material, in
order to make it available for further processing.
16.6 The typology of speech rhythm

Leaving on one side these detailed reservations springing from the variability inherent in speech, this section explores the phonetic basis of differences of rhythm perceived in different languages. Comparing two syllables for relative prominence, it was said at the beginning of this chapter that there are three chief ways they may differ. If they are made up of different segments, one syllable may be of heavier metrical weight than the other. Within the same category of metrical weight, one syllable may contain segments of greater sonority than the other. If the two syllables are made up of the same segments, one syllable may receive more overlaid stress than the other. These factors may combine, so that two syllables of different segmental make-up may differ in metrical weight, segmental sonority and the degree of lexical stress applied.

It was suggested in the preceding section that rhythm in speech is partly imposed, as an organizing construct of the cognitive system for speech perception. The following working assumption will therefore be adopted:

Perceived rhythm is a property of speech emerging from the coincidence of segmental sonority, syllabic weight and lexical stress in the lexicon of a language, and of the pragmatic use of the lexicon in the utterances of that language.

The latter part of this characterization needs to be offered in order to explain the fact that some utterances are (by the combined accident of their lexical and pragmatic construction) more regularly rhythmic than some other utterances of the same language, with intonational requirements of timing adding their influence.

It follows directly from this working assumption of rhythm as an emergent property that the perception of rhythm in steady-tempo utterances of a given language will be directly dependent on the way that the prominence of successive syllables is able to fluctuate. Given that relative prominence is seen as basically the combined product of segmental sonority, syllabic weight and lexical stress, we can explore the continuum of rhythmic possibilities that results from the permutations of their combination. To make the discussion sharper, we can invent two fictitious languages of maximally different metrical properties, as polar extremes of the continuum of possible types of linguistic rhythm.

At one extreme of the logical set of possibilities of speech rhythm would be a language with the following properties:

- only one syllable structure (say CV) is allowed;
- only a small set of consonants of broadly similar sonority is available;
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only a small set of vowels of the same phonological length, com-
parable phonetic durations and similar sonority are available;
words are typically composed of a standard number of syllables
(say two);
lexical stress is not exploited.

The result would be utterances made up of trains of syllables of nearly equal
duration, without notable fluctuations of prominence. It would be reason-
able to describe the patterns of prominence characterizing the rhythm of
such a language as 'syllable-timed', with its implication of a fairly strict
obedience to isochronous regularity.

As soon as any of the above conditions vary, the rhythm of the language
would necessarily depart from a fully syllable-timed classification. French
was said by Abercrombie (1967) in the quotation above to have a syllable-
timed rhythm. But it is immediately obvious that French departs in some
important ways from the strict syllable-timing template just described.
French syllable structure is much more varied, with at least the following
structures being used: V, CV, CCV, VC, VCC, CVC, CCVC, CCVCC.
Equally, the French consonant and vowel systems have numerous members,
and their sonority is highly variable. Unless speakers of French managed to
exercise a fully successful strategy of timing compensation to keep the syllab-
le duration relatively constant despite such structural variation, then the
frequency in the lexicon and usage of the language of these syllable types of
varying structure and weight will conspire to distort the rhythm of French
away from a fully syllable-timed model of the sort described above. It is
therefore preferable, in the perspective offered by this book, to use the more
general term **syllable-based**, rather than 'syllable-timed', to describe the per-
ceived rhythm of French and comparable languages. Other languages with
perceived rhythms said to be syllable-based in ways similar to French are
Italian, Greek, Hindi, Indonesian, Spanish and Tamil (Dauer 1983: 56).

At the other extreme of the logical set of possibilities of speech rhythm
would be a language with the following different set of properties:

many syllable structures are used;
a large set of consonants of widely differing sonority is available;
a large set of vowels of more than one phonological length,
widely varying phonetic durations and differing sonority is
available;
words are composed of a widely varying number of syllables;
lexical stress is relatively free in its location;
unstressed syllables exploit a vowel-reduction process.
Stress and rhythm

The result would be utterances made up of trains of syllables of widely varying duration, with significant fluctuations of prominence dominated by syllables of heavy metrical weight, syllables receiving lexical stress, or both, with unstressed syllables being made particularly non-prominent through vowel reduction. It would be reasonable to describe the rhythm of such a language as prominence-based rhythm. To the extent that metrically heavy syllables tend to receive phonologically secondary stress, when not receiving primary stress, one could describe the patterns of prominence characterizing the rhythm of such a language as stress-based rhythm. Once again, the more general term 'stress-based' is recommended for use to describe the perceived rhythm of languages such as English, rather than the more limiting term 'stress-timed'. Other languages with perceived rhythms which can be said to be stress-based are Brazilian Portuguese, German, Swedish and conversational Thai (Dauer 1983: 56).

As well as rhythms that might be said to be perceived as syllable-based and stress-based, a unit that has been suggested as influencing the perceived rhythmic organization of speech is the mora. The perceived rhythm of Japanese, as mentioned earlier, is said to be a mora-based rhythm (Beckman 1992: 458; Ladefoged 1975: 224; Port, Dalby and O'Dell 1987), though very few other languages have been claimed to show such a rhythm.

Intermediate between the two logical extremes of syllable-based and stress-based accounts of the fluctuations of prominence in languages is another hypothetical type, identical to the first syllable-based type except in that fixed lexical stress is exploited on every word (say on the first syllable of the two-syllable words characterizing this language). The only way that prominence could then fluctuate significantly (disregarding the effects of intonation) would be as a realization of this lexical stress. Because the placement of lexical stress in this hypothetical language is fixed, and the words of standard length, the realizations of word-stress would tend to recur at nearly equal intervals of time. If we assume that the unstressed syllables each lasted for approximately the same duration as other unstressed syllables, these too would tend to recur at approximately equal intervals of time, intermitting with the stressed syllables of greater duration.

There would thus be two trains of recurrent perceptual events, unstressed syllables and stressed syllables. Rather than hearing such trains as separate, listeners tend to hear the members of a stressed and an unstressed series as linked into groups which we can call feet, following Abercrombie (1967: 131). The internal organization of the foot can be categorized in terms of the relative prominence of the constituent syllables. If the individual foot (made up in this language of one stressed and one unstressed syllable) is heard as a
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pattern in which the stressed syllable is perceived as initial, the foot can be said to show leader-timing; if the unstressed syllable is heard as the initial syllable, the foot can be said to show trailer-timing (Wenk and Wioland 1982).

Discussion of a rhythm perceived as stress-based is mostly conducted in the phonetic and phonological literature in terms of the tendency towards isochrony of feet showing leader-timing, with the initial stressed syllables of the feet being said to recur at approximately equal intervals of time. We shall make no further appeal in the descriptive apparatus of this book to the notion of isochrony, but will rather follow Dauer (1983) in concentrating on the relationships of the constituent syllables within a foot. In her meticulous experimental investigations of English, Spanish, Italian and Greek, she was able to show that the mean duration between stressed syllables in all these languages is proportional to the number of syllables in that interval, and that 'there is no more of a tendency for interstress intervals to clump together in English than in the other languages' (Dauer 1983: 54). Dauer also concludes that the perceived rhythmic differences between languages such as English and Spanish, both using lexical stress, and traditionally considered as two languages representing stress-based and syllable-based rhythm respectively, have 'nothing to do with the durations of interstress intervals. Furthermore, stresses recur no more regularly in English than they do in any other language with clearly definable stress' (Dauer, ibid.).

Dauer looked elsewhere for the explanation of the perceived rhythmic differences between such languages, and turned to an examination of differences of syllable-structure and its consequences for speech rhythm. Restricting comment here to her comparison of English and Spanish, we can note that she established substantial differences between the most frequently occurring syllable structures in the two languages (Dauer 1983: 56):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Syllable type</th>
<th>English (%)</th>
<th>Spanish (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CV</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CVC</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VC</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CVCC</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Open syllables thus make up a minority of the total in English, compared with a majority in Spanish. Closed syllables make up a majority of the total in English, against a small minority in Spanish. Dauer notes that
in addition to the greater variety of syllable structures typically found in a
stress-timed language, there is also a strong tendency for 'heavy' syllables
(those containing many segments) to be stressed and 'light' syllables (those
containing few segments) to be unstressed. That is, syllable structure and
stress are more likely to reinforce each other in a stress-timed language
than in a syllable-timed language. (Dauер 1983: 55–6)

(Dauér is here using the traditional terms 'stress-timed' and 'syllable-timed'
in the same general senses as proposed in this book for 'stress-based' and
'syllable-based' rhythms.)

Gimson (1989: 149) cites the work of Fry (1947), who analysed the rela-
tive frequency of occurrence of English vowels in Received Pronunciation.
Vowels accounted for some 40 per cent of the occurrence of phonemes of all
types. Fry established that [ə] and [ɪ] contributed considerably more fre-
quently than any other vowels to this total. The values he found were as fol-
lovs:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vowel</th>
<th>Relative Frequency (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>/æ/</td>
<td>10.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/ɛ/</td>
<td>8.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/e/</td>
<td>2.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/a/</td>
<td>1.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/ʌ/</td>
<td>1.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/æ/</td>
<td>1.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/i/</td>
<td>1.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/o/</td>
<td>1.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/ʌ/</td>
<td>1.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/o/</td>
<td>1.37</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Short central vocoids are thus the most frequent of all English vowels in
running speech, and can be thought of as a continually present background
against which the less-frequently occurring longer stressed vowels can be
perceived as standing out more prominently. Dauér also observed that vow-
els in 92 per cent of the unstressed CV English syllables she analysed were
realized phonetically as relatively short central vocoids, while the nuclei of
90 per cent of the unstressed CV syllables in Spanish were manifested by
longer peripheral vocoids. Taken together, these observations suggest that
the perceived durational contrast between stressed and unstressed vowels is
likely to be less striking in Spanish than in English (Dauér 1983: 57).

Dauér also considers the contribution of the realizations of lexical stress
to perceived rhythm. She cites a finding by Delattre (1966) to the effect that
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stressed syllables in Spanish are typically about 1.3 times longer than unstressed syllables, while English stressed syllables are characteristically about 1.5 times longer. The differential effects in Spanish and English are especially noticeable in utterance-medial open syllables, where Spanish stressed syllables are only 1.1 times longer than unstressed syllables, while English stressed syllables are 1.6 times as long as unstressed syllables (Dauer 1983: 58). It is plausible that these relationships will combine with the effects described in the previous paragraph to support a perceptual impression of greater equality of the duration of individual syllables in Spanish versus English.

Conversely, we can note that one of the phenomena that characterize the rhythmic organization of a language such as English is foot-level shortening (Rakerd, Sennett and Fowler 1987). This is the phenomenon where adding an unstressed syllable to a foot shortens the duration of the stressed syllable, with the overall duration of the foot growing by less than the duration of the unstressed syllable. The fact that the syllables within a foot seem to contract interactive durational relations of this sort then supports the notion that the foot can be perceived as an integral unit of rhythmic performance in English.

Dauer's overall conclusion is that 'the rhythmic differences we feel to exist between languages such as English and Spanish are more a result of phonological, phonetic, lexical and syntactic facts about the language than any attempt on the part of the speaker to equalize interstress or intersyllable intervals' (Dauer 1983: 55). She ends her study with the following comment:

the differences summed up by the terms 'stress-timed' and 'syllable-timed' refer to what goes on within rhythmic groups, the characteristics of successive syllables and their interrelationships, which are ultimately a product of the entire linguistic system. As Classe (1939, p. 132), who carried out the first experimental study on isochrony in English, concluded, 'in ordinary speech and everyday prose ... the rhythmic effect is a purely automatic consequence of linguistic circumstances'. (Dauer 1983: 60)

16.7 Utterance-marginal lengthening

One of the assumptions in the discussion of speech rhythm above was that the speaking rate (to be discussed further in the next chapter) was held constant. In fact it is a characteristic of many languages including English that the onset and offset of utterances show an adjustment of tempo, especially on the utterance-initial and utterance-final syllables, compared with the utterance-medial rate of speech. Beckman (1992),
Delattre (1966) and Fletcher (1991) can be consulted for discussions of phrase-final lengthening of final syllables in French, and Campbell (1992) and Kaiki and Sagisaka (1992) for descriptions of the lengthening of the last mora in an utterance in Japanese.

**Further reading**


Good accounts of stress in English are given by Fudge (1984), Kingdon (1958b) and Poldauf (1984). Thompson (1980), on the interaction of stress and salience in (American) English, is also recommended.

Two interesting general works on the psychology of our experience of rhythm and time are Fraisse (1956) and Fraisse (1963) respectively. Good reviews of studies on rhythm in speech can be found in Allen (1973, 1975), Lehiste (1977) and Dauer (1983).
The temporal organization of speech: continuity and rate

The phonological length of individual segments, and the allophonic variation of duration of segments in response to their contextual and structural environment, were described in chapter 14 as part of the temporal structure of speech. At the other end of the scale of temporal organization lie the timing characteristics of whole utterances. This chapter discusses the continuity of utterances, in terms of fluency and hesitation, and the rate of speech, as a matter of overall tempo.

The continuity of speech and the rate of articulation of individual utterances are best thought of as non-linguistic in nature. To the degree that continuity and rate of speech are subject to conventional interpretation, reflecting the communication of such attitudinal or emotional states as impatience, deliberation, excitement, happiness, disappointment or sadness, for instance, then they are paralinguistic in nature. To the extent that continuity and rate are simply characteristic of the speaker as an individual, without culturally specific conventional paralinguistic interpretability, then they should be considered extralinguistic in nature.

A linkage exists between paralinguistic and extralinguistic attributions, however, in that the same speech phenomena may be involved in both cases. The momentary affective mood of the speaker may be perceived as exploiting a given phenomenon for short-term communicative purposes of paralinguistic communication, while habitual use of the same phenomenon may result in informative conclusions being drawn about the long-term marking of personality and identity. On first hearing a speaker produce a very hesitant utterance, for example, one might initially conclude that the speaker was uncertain about the message being expressed by the utterance. If further exposure to the speaker revealed that such hesitance was a characteristic trait, one might develop a view of the speaker's personality as tentative and unconfident. Similarly, on first hearing a speaker with a markedly slow rate of articulation, for instance, one might conclude that the speaker was depressed or sad. If it turned out that the speaker habitually spoke slowly,
compared with other speakers from the same sociolinguistic community, then one might build a picture of the speaker's personality as depressive or lugubrious. On longer acquaintance, one might eventually, of course, conclude that the speaker's slow speech was merely idiosyncratic, and had no reliable relevance in this case for judgements about personality.

Only familiarity with a given speaker's habitual performance allows a listener to make an accurate assessment on any given occasion of the paralinguistic versus extralinguistic status of that speaker's patterns of continuity and rate of speech. Given that paralinguistic patterns of continuity and rate are culturally specific, the most erratic conclusions by listeners in this area are likely to be found in unwitting misjudgements in cross-cultural conversations where the paralinguistic norms of the speaker's sociolinguistic community are not known.

The concept of a setting could conceivably be extended to the analysis of temporal organization, with settings of continuity being classified as neutral, continuous or non-continuous, and settings of rate divided into neutral, fast and slow. But the definition of 'neutral' in this context is yet more problematic than in the case of modifications of phonetic quality, pitch or loudness, and the phenomena of temporal organization will not be analysed here in setting terms.

17.1 Continuity of speech

A speaking-turn of spontaneous speech is very different from the idealized version usually reproduced in a written version of that utterance, say in a secretary's typed document corresponding to notes taken in shorthand. Unlike the continuous, heavily edited text of the written account, a speaking-turn in real spontaneous speech is normally replete with false starts, repetitions, silent pauses, gaps in the verbal content filled by articulations such as [ə], [æ] or [m], prolongations of parts of the utterance, and the occasional slip of the tongue and (sometimes) its subsequent correction. Also, in between the utterances which make up one speaker's speaking-turn, there are often silences of considerable duration. Whether the speaker feels safe from potential attempts by the other participant to take over the speaker-role during such silences will partly depend on how successfully the desire to maintain the role of speaker has been signalled. Such floor-protection signals depend partly on speech behaviour, particularly on intonational patterns, and partly on non-vocal behaviour such as avoidance of eye-contact.

The analysis of continuity in speech draws on two related distinctions, the first between continuous versus non-continuous speech, and the second between fluent versus interrupted speech. The first distinction requires the
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prior definition of the concept of a pause. Pauses can be either ‘silent’ or ‘filled’. A silent pause within a speaking-turn can be operationally defined as any silence which is of 200 msec or more in duration. The reason for setting a minimum threshold to the duration of a silent pause is that the silence associated with the closure phase of a voiceless stop segment can sometimes last for up to about 180 msec or so, depending on the overall rate of speech. A filled pause is any gap in the verbal structure of a speaking-turn filled by non-linguistic material, for example in English by articulations such as [ɔː], [ʉː] or [m]. Continuous speech can then be defined as a speaking-turn containing no silent or filled pauses, nor any non-linguistic prolongation of linguistic elements of its constituent utterances. Non-continuous speech is any speech showing one or more of these signals.

Continuous speech can be regarded as fluent speech. But whether a given instance of non-continuous speech can be regarded on a particular occasion of speaking as fluent rather than interrupted (or hesitant) speech, however, will depend in turn on the concept of hesitation. Hesitation can be signalled in many ways, including silent or filled pauses, or prolongations of parts of an utterance. Hesitation is the outcome of a speaker’s indecision about what to say next. In order to come closer to an understanding of whether some particular example of non-continuous speech is interrupted by hesitation we need to consider briefly the cognitive process of planning and performing utterances.

The cognitive process of planning speech is typically episodic. That is, an episode of speech is cognitively planned as a unitary entity, and uttered and perceived as an integrated act. Boomer (1965, 1978) argued that this entity was what he called a phonemic clause (after Trager and Smith 1951), which was sometimes but by no means always coincident with the syntactic clause. He suggested that

In spontaneous speech there are discernible 'chunks', sequences of a few syllables, usually from one to seven or eight, that seem to be spoken as a unit, ... speech is formulated in phonemic clauses, each of which is planned and executed as an organized speech act. ... We believe that the perception of speech is also based on a chunking strategy in which incoming phonemic clauses are processed as successive coherent packages of sound, syntax and sense. (Boomer 1978: 246–9)

Boomer used an illustration of an utterance consisting of two phonemic clauses (using ' | ' as an indication of phonemic clause boundaries) as follows:

| the man who called me yesterday | just telephoned again |

536
The phonemic clause is marked off by 'patterns of voice pitch, rhythm and loudness' (Boomer 1978: 246). Pitch is the most obvious of these parameters, and the pitch-patterns which correspond to the phonemic clause were discussed in chapter 15 under the heading of the 'intonational phrase'. Briefly, the pitch-pattern of the phonemic clause is hence intonationally marked by one and only one perceptually very prominent word, preceded and optionally succeeded by less prominent stretches of speech (Boomer and Laver 1968). In the structure of the phonemic clause, the stressed syllable of one informationally important word (the 'intonational nucleus', here the yes of yesterday in the first clause and the gain of again in the second clause of the example above) is made more intonationally prominent than the other syllables of the phonemic clause, usually by displaying a large movement in its pitch contour. Within the phonemic clause, the preceding and the succeeding material is subordinated in prominence to the intonational nucleus by having less dynamic pitch-movements associated with them.

If we can accept the argument that speech is produced in short episodes whose coherence is marked in part by intonational behaviour, then the way is open to characterizing fluent versus hesitant speech. When a speaking-turn composed of several phonemic clauses is produced without pauses, it was said above that this counted as continuous, fluent speech. When the speaking-turn is broken into individual utterances by the insertion of silent or filled pauses at the junctures between the phonemic clauses, it can be regarded as non-continuous but fluent, in that the linguistic material of the phonemic clauses is uninterrupted. When a silent or filled pause falls internally within a phonemic clause, breaking its coherent intonational structure, then the speaking-turn can be regarded as non-continuous and interrupted, or hesitant. If the clause-internal pause is silent, the effect of inserting the pause into the speaking-turn will be to multiply the number of separate utterances making up the speaking-turn.

A similar characterization can be applied to phonemic clauses whose tempo is altered by non-linguistic prolongations of the duration of one or more of their constituent syllables. The presence of such prolongations counts as a signal of hesitation, and interrupts the continuity and fluency of the speech concerned.

If we call pauses internal to phonemic clauses hesitation pauses, and those at the juncture between two phonemic clauses juncture pauses, then we can say that the conversational function of a pause seems to differ according to whether the pause is a hesitation pause or a juncture pause. While a speaker is talking, a listener will often make audible interjections such as uh huh, yes, I see, mm, really and visible gestures such as head-nods. These are not
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attempts to capture the speaker-role, but are rather signals that the listener is paying attention, and successfully decoding the utterances of the speaker. Boomer (1978: 256) describes how two of his colleagues, Dittmann and Llewellyn (1967), annotated 124 such listener-responses made in simulated telephone conversations. One hundred and ten of these listener-responses were synchronized with the speaker's juncture pauses. By contrast, listener-responses coincided with only four of 123 hesitation pauses made by the speaker. Dittmann and Llewellyn (1968) then looked at head-nods as listener-responses. The ratio of head-nods made during juncture pauses to those made within phonemic clauses was in excess of 50:1. Both these sets of findings support the notion that the phonemic clause (i.e. the intonational phrase) is a plausible candidate for a psycholinguistic unit of speech decoding, as well as for speech encoding.

Finally, we can consider the question of where in speech speakers tend to pause. In Butterworth’s (1980: 166) history of this research area, Lounsbury is described as having put forward the earliest cognitively oriented hypothesis about the illumination that pausing behaviour might shed on psycholinguistic operations of speech production, when he wrote that ‘hesitation pauses correspond to points of highest statistical uncertainty in the sequencing of units’ (Lounsbury 1954: 99). In other words, the larger the set of linguistic candidates for inclusion in the plan for an utterance, the more likely a speaker is to pause while considering the choice. This was supported to some extent by Maclay and Osgood (1959), who found that in a corpus of 50,000 words taken from tapes of conference discussions, hesitation pauses ‘were more likely to occur before content words than function words’ (Butterworth 1980: 167). Boomer (1965), however, showed that in a corpus of 1,593 phonemic clauses in spontaneous American English speech, containing a total of 1,127 hesitations, 749 pauses and 378 filled pauses, a strongly significant percentage of hesitations occurred after the first word in the clause (though it should be noted that Butterworth (1980: 169), in replicating the Boomer study, found a considerably lower incidence of hesitations after the first word).

There are several possible explanations for the tendency, if one truly exists, for speakers to pause after the first word of a phonemic clause. One is that speakers launch into the utterance of a phonemic clause while the planning for it is still incomplete. The articulation of the clause outruns the plan, and the speaker has to pause to clarify the plan. An alternative explanation lies in the conversational competition between the participants to occupy and maintain the role of speaker. One strategy for pre-empting any bid by the other participant is to launch an utterance while it is still only sketchily
planned, and thereby seize the floor. Having succeeded in gaining the floor, one can then resist attempts by the other participant to take over the speaker-role (by eye-contact avoidance etc.), while planning the fuller detail of the rest of the utterance. This is a very tentative explanation, however, and the issue of how speakers construct their psycholinguistic and neuromuscular plans for utterances, and how they execute and monitor the performance of such plans, remains very much a research topic. For interested readers, a number of relevant publications are listed in Further Reading at the end of the chapter.

Some of the hesitation phenomena discussed above, together with repetition, can be seen in the following transcript of part of an interview with an applicant for a job (Cheepen 1988: 37). The symbols used in the illustration to indicate hesitation behaviour are as follows: ‘.’ = short pause; ‘-’ = longer pause (of one second or more); [a, m, a] = phonetic quality of segments used for filled pause (adapted from Cheepen 1988: 8).

*Pausing behaviour in interview speech in English*

'the the panel here have got various things to [a] ask you obviously about this job . and [əm] – Mrs [ə] . Scott here will . [əm] take . you know . descr [əm] . y talk to you about the . [ə] the job . itself'

17.2  **Articulation rate and speaking rate**

Definitions of the tempo of speech need to distinguish between the speed with which an individual utterance is produced, versus the rate at which an overall multi-utterance speaking-turn is performed. The tempo with which an individual utterance is spoken can be called the ‘articulation rate’, and the overall tempo of a speaking-turn can be called the ‘speaking rate’.

**Articulation rate** describes the tempo of articulating an utterance, excluding any silent pauses, but including non-linguistic speech material such as filled pauses and prolongations of syllables. Articulation rate thus refers to the tempo of performance of all audible, ‘vocalized’ speech within an individual utterance, whether that speech consists of the manifestation of linguistic units or of paralinguistic signals of hesitation. **Speaking rate** refers to the overall tempo of performance not only of all the utterances in the particular speaking turn, including any filled pauses and prolongations of syllables within the utterances, but also the durations of any silent pauses between the utterances making up the speaking-turn.

The units in which articulation rate and speaking rate are expressed can be
syllables per second. (Equally, it could be segments per second or words per second, depending on the motivation of the analysis.) The consequence of choosing the syllable as a unit of measurement requires some explanation, however. The syllable has so far been defined in this book as a phonological concept, though in practice it has been convenient to allow a certain ambivalence, speaking of the phonetic realization of phonological syllables as 'syllables' also, without necessarily making their manifestatory role explicit in every instance. Hesitation behaviour has been analysed above as paralinguistic in nature, signalling in part the progress of the speaker in the mental planning of utterances. The question then emerges as to whether the concept of the syllable can be extended, by analogy with the concept of linguistic phonology, to what one might call the paraphonology of speech, including the production of paraphonological syllables of hesitant filled pauses. If so, then the calculation of articulation rate (and, by extension, speaking rate) is relatively straightforward. If not, then a situation arises where two utterances containing the same phonological syllables, where their syllabic duration was the same, might nevertheless not be regarded as having the same articulation rate, because of the duration of one of the two utterances being augmented by one or more filled pauses which would contribute to the overall duration but not to the number of qualifying syllables.

We have seen that the phonetic manifestations of filled pauses differ across sociolinguistic communities, though the communities are perhaps more tolerant of individual paraphonological eccentricity than in the case of the realizations of their phonological code. Their phonetic make-up does seem to be relatable to that of (rather simple) syllables of the speaker's phonology in most cases, and the practical step will be taken here of positing paraphonological syllables of the same potential structure and constituency as simple phonological syllables. When calculating the number of syllables per second in the articulation rate of a given utterance, therefore, the analyst would include not only the realizations of the phonological syllables produced, but also the manifestations of any paraphonological syllables of filled pauses. Prolongation of the duration of a phonological syllable, as a paraphonological signal of hesitation, would be factored into the calculation of the duration of the phonological syllable concerned.

One final point needs to be made about the methods of calculating the rate of speech production in terms of syllables or words per second. Such a definition cannot hope to be applicable in a fully language-general way, since the structural make-up of syllables or words in different languages is likely to be (often quite widely) different.

Speech can obviously be performed at a large number of different rates,
and these rates can be either steady or changing. But until circumstances oblige one to increase the number of categories, it is probably sufficient to distinguish only three steady tempos, medium, fast and slow rates, and two types of changes of tempo, accelerating and decelerating rates.

Several different relationships between articulation rate and speaking rate are possible, depending on the continuity of the speech. A fast articulation rate could be combined with a fast overall speaking rate if the speech is fluent, without frequent or long inter-utterance silent pauses. A fast articulation rate could be combined with a slower overall speaking rate if the speech is interrupted, with frequent or long inter-utterance silences. A relatively slow articulation rate could be part of an overall fast speaking rate, if combined with unusual fluency. There seems, at least in the English-speaking world, to be no necessary tendency for articulation rate and speaking rate to share the same tempo category. Goldman-Eisler (1968: 24), a pioneer in investigations of both continuity and rate, showed experimentally that while speaking rate is positively correlated with the proportional duration of silent pauses in the speech material, speaking rate and articulation rate have no significant correlation.

Goldman-Eisler (ibid.) represents the typical range of a medium rate of articulation (in English speakers) as being between 4.4 and 5.9 syllables per second, with a physiologically conditioned maximum somewhere between 6.7 and 8.2 syllables per second depending on the articulators involved (Miller 1951). For English, a medium speaking rate can be thought of as one where ‘An average syllable’s duration is 0.18 seconds, yielding about 5 to 5.5 syllables/second. Most adults read orally from 150 to 180 words/minute and produce 200 or more words/minute in conversational speech’ (Calvert 1986: 178). Lindblom (1983: 238) reports the average duration of syllables as ranging between 160 and 200 msec. Grosjean (1980: 309) mentions a figure of 224 words per minute for reading a standard text (the Goldilocks passage) at a medium rate. Ramsaran (1978), cited in Gimson (1989: 308, as revised by Ramsaran), found in a detailed study of twenty hours of tape-recorded spontaneous speech from six RP speakers that the range of speaking rates varied from 189 syllables per minute (3.1 syllables/sec, 7.6 segments/sec) at the slowest to 324 syllables per minute (5.4 syllables/sec, 13.4 segments/sec) at the fastest.

Data for the average range of syllables per second in the speaking rate characteristic of some other languages has been summarized by Gösy (1991b: 66)
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Average speaking rate in a number of languages

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Syllables/sec</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dutch</td>
<td>5.5–9.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>French</td>
<td>4.7–6.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spanish</td>
<td>4.6–7.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arabic</td>
<td>4.6–7.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italian</td>
<td>5.3–8.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This gives an approximate account of the differences of average speaking rate in these languages, but for an interpretation of what the figures mean for articulation rate, that is, the number of segments articulated per second, one would need to know details of the range of syllable structures used by each language, and their typical frequency of occurrence in utterances of the language.

In order to establish norms for speaking rate, one might conclude as a somewhat arbitrary rule of thumb that a speaking rate of more than 240 words per minute would count paralinguistically as a notably fast speaking rate, and fewer than 160 as a notably slow rate. A more considered approach would be to establish what counted as medium, fast or slow speaking rates for individual sociolinguistic communities, in terms of the paralinguistic conventions of their culture, without seeking to define universal values for the different speaking rates.

The analysis of phenomena such as rate is dangerously open to subjective bias. Most listeners seem willing to attach judgements of rate to utterances in their own language, and these tend to correlate reasonably well with experimental counts of the number of syllables uttered per unit time. But the perception of rate is strongly tied to expectations of segmental and suprasegmental temporal patterning typical of the listener's own phonological experience. This has the consequence that listeners' judgements rapidly begin to lose objectivity when the utterance concerned comes either from an unfamiliar accent, or (even worse) from an unfamiliar language.

As in many other domains of phonetic performance, the capacities of perception exceed those of production. Maximum rates of perception are faster than maximum rates of production. Calvert (1986: 178) describes this situation in the following terms:

[the] maximum rate of producing speech appears to be limited by articulatory control. With simple repetitive articulatory movements, speakers reach maximum rates of about 8 syllables/second but cannot exceed this even with practice. Although the time it takes to produce different speech sounds varies greatly, it is interesting to note that speakers average a rate of 10 sounds/second in conversation. At faster rates it is difficult to co-ordinate articulation and errors begin to occur.
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At the rate of 15 sounds/second, errors are frequent and speech is distorted. Comprehending speech, on the other hand, occurs much faster, as does silent reading and thinking in general. While we typically produce speech at 10 sounds/second, we can understand it at as much as 30 sounds/second when paying careful attention.

Comments about overall rate of articulation mask the underlying 'quasi-random microvariability from one occasion to another' that was mentioned in section 14.2 of segmental and syllabic durations in the production of speech, even at a notionally standard tempo. Figure 17.1 shows the results of an acoustic analysis by Kent (1983: 58) of the temporal patterns found in the speech of ten young adult speakers of American English, each repeating the sentence I took a spoon and a knife four times. Kent takes a number of anchor points amongst the seven utterance-internal segments [tukøspu], and measures the time distances between them on the four occasions of repeti-

Figure 17.1 Temporal patterns in four repetitions each of the American English phrase I took a spoon and a knife by ten young adult speakers, showing a number of acoustic anchor points amongst the seven utterance-internal segments [tukøspu] (after Kent 1983: 58)
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tion. It is clear from an inspection of the results that the segmental durations, within narrow limits, were quite variable for each speaker across the four repetitions of the phrase.

Leaving aside this reservation about inter-occasion variability of segments even when subjects try to maintain a standard tempo, languages differ in how they distribute the relative compressions and expansions of syllable durations to achieve variations of rate of articulation. Changing the rate of articulation of an utterance from medium to fast (for instance) can be achieved in either a linear or a non-linear way. In some languages, the decrease in duration of the overall utterance is proportionally distributed over the whole utterance, with the duration of individual segments and syllables being reduced in a linear fashion. In others, like English, non-linear changes are preferred, with the overall rate of articulation of the utterance being increased by preferentially shortening unstressed syllables or by re-organizing syllable structures, or by combining both (Lehiste 1970: 38).

The place of a syllable in the utterance can also influence its relative duration, as noted in section 16.7. A characteristic of English and many other languages is that utterance-finality is often signalled for regulative purposes of yielding the floor to the other participant by a deceleration of the rate of articulation on the last part of the utterance. Comparing the two pronunciations of the monosyllabic word car in the phrase the only reliable car is a new car shows that the duration of the last car is noticeably longer than the first. In some circumstances in English, the first syllable or two of an utterance can also be pronounced at a slower tempo than any syllables of otherwise comparable make-up which are medial in the utterance. These utterance-marginal effects apply to stretches of speech which are either isolated utterances or part of a speaking-turn broken up by pauses.

Speaking rate and formality of speech style seem to have no direct correlation, at least in English. In Ramsaran's (1978) study of spontaneous speech in RP, the style of speech was controlled by arranging conversations in social situations likely to provoke either formal or casual styles. A markedly formal style, for example, was achieved by recording 'an undergraduate in conversation with a professor who was a stranger to her', and a markedly casual style by recording 'a man in conversation with his wife' (Gimson 1989: 308, edited by Ramsaran). In all such formal and casual situations, Ramsaran found that the degree of formality and the rate of speaking were quite independent, with no necessary association between formality and slow tempo, or between a casual style and fast tempo. Ramsaran, in her edition of Gimson (1989: 286), does make the point, however, that the rate of speaking may be correlated with the mood of a speaker, in that 'a rapid
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rate of delivery, for instance, may express irritation or urgency, whereas a slower rate may show hesitancy, doubt, or boredom in statements, or sympathy or encouragement in questions and commands'.

Siptár (1991: 29), analysing speech style and tempo in Hungarian, reflects the same point of view as that of Ramsaran – that rate and style have no necessary correlation. He sets up three categories of speech style ('formal', 'neutral' and 'intimate'), and shows that any of these can be spoken at either a 'normal' or a 'fast' tempo. Siptár calls the intersections of the three categories of speech style with normal tempo 'guarded speech' (formal style), 'colloquial speech' (neutral style) and 'casual speech' (intimate style). The intersections of speech style with fast tempo he calls 'accelerated speech' (formal style), 'swift speech' (neutral style) and 'fast-casual speech' (intimate style).

Illustrations of these types of speech offered by Siptár (1991), showing different strategies of segment deletion and syllable re-organization, and a number of phonetic effects such as replacement of nasal contoids by nasalization of vocoids, are shown in table 17.1. (The symbol '+' in the 'guarded speech' example in the table represents a short silent pause, '·'.

Table 17.1 Combinations of different speech styles and tempos in Hungarian

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Meaning</th>
<th>Orthography</th>
<th>'I think we should go to the theatre at last'</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Guarded speech</td>
<td>[oṣ hisem + 'el kelene mar 'ecsér 'meni 'sinhazbo]</td>
<td>Azt hiszem, el kellene már egyszer menni színházba</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colloquial speech</td>
<td>[oṣi sem 'el kelene mar 'ecsér 'meni 'sfihzbo]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Casual speech</td>
<td>[oṣem okenem 'ecs éseni 'ñzbo]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swift speech</td>
<td>[oṣem okenem 'szeni 'ñzbo]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fast-casual speech</td>
<td>[oṣm okenem 'szeni 'ñzbo]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Based on Siptár (1991: 27-9)

stands for secondary stress and '·' for primary stress.) Siptár points out that this 'guarded speech' version can be uttered at a fast tempo (for example by a well-trained professional broadcaster) without necessarily undergoing the structural and phonetic changes that would classify it as 'colloquial' or 'casual' speech. A fast version of such 'guarded' speech would be classified as 'accelerated' speech in Siptár's terms. He also comments that, although to utter the 'fast-casual' example above would typically take less time than it would to pronounce any of the other versions given, 'all three varieties may occur in a protracted, extremely slow tempo as well' (Siptár 1991: 28).
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Further reading

Further reading on psycholinguistic and neuromuscular planning of speech programs can be found in Butterworth (1980), Cooper and Walker (1979), Fromkin (1973, 1980), Laver (1991) and Levelt (1989). The theoretical models discussed in these publications are usually thought to be examples of what has been called 'Translation Theory', in that their architecture consists of a series of stages, translating the representation of speech successively from one stage to the next. An alternative approach to modelling neuromuscular planning in speech is that of Action Theory, which is a model borrowed from the general physiological study of the muscular control of repetitive actions such as walking. Foundational articles on Action Theory applied to speech are Fowler (1980) and Fowler et al. (1980). Laver (1989) and Nolan (1982) discuss the differences of approach between Translation Theories and Action Theory.
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Types of transcription

Frequent comment has been made in passing in the chapters above on matters of transcription, and a variety of types of transcription have been used for different purposes. These different types of transcription can be classified on a principled basis. It would clearly be possible to classify different ways of notating units at all linguistic levels of analysis from phonetics and phonology to semantics and pragmatics, and to classify phonetic notation covering both segmental and suprasegmental effects. This chapter will address the question of the classification of transcription only at the levels of phonetics and phonology, and within those levels will consider issues of transcription related only to the segment. Furthermore, consideration will be confined to phonemic models of phonology. The classificatory criteria employed will be partly linguistic, reflecting a view of the relationship between phonetics and phonology, and partly typographical, reflecting a view of the relationship between the spoken medium and the written medium of language.

18.1 Phonological and phonetic transcriptions

The first classificatory division of types of transcription depends on whether the motivation for constructing the transcription is primarily phonological or directly phonetic. Phonologically motivated transcriptions include phonemic and allophonic transcription. In the case of both phonemic and allophonic transcriptions, the intention is to bring into the foreground of analytic attention comments on phonological abstractions about the utterances concerned. In the case of a phonemic transcription, the object of attention is the system of phonemic contrasts exploited by the accent of the language concerned, and the ways in which these are distributed over phonological and higher-level units of the language. In the case of an allophonic transcription, the focus is on the ways in which the spoken material of the accent reveals differences associated with structural and environmental context. In both cases, the transcriptions reflect generalizations about the
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typical habits of speakers of the accent in question, and are normally relevant to the speaker as an individual only in his or her capacity as a representative of the accent-community to which the accent marks the speaker's affiliation. Both phonemic and allophonic transcriptions are used to make explicit observations on rule-based generalizations about regular, patterned activities in the accent concerned. They can therefore both be regarded as types of systematic transcription.

Phonetically motivated transcriptions are usually called general phonetic transcriptions, or impressionistic transcriptions. They pay no attention to the phonological value of the material transcribed. The account of speech offered by a phonetic transcription is normally specific to the occasion of utterance and, within the framework of a general phonetic theory, specific to the performance of the individual speaker concerned.

18.2 Systematic phonemic and allophonic transcriptions

The choice of symbols in a phonemic transcription is limited to one symbol per phoneme. The symbol can be made up of one written character such as /a/, or two, in the case of a digraph symbol such as /tʃ/, (or more), so long as the given phoneme, in whatever context it occurs, is always and only transcribed by means of that particular symbol. Any transcription that represents the occurrences of even a single phoneme by different symbols when the phoneme appears in different structural or environmental contexts becomes by definition an allophonic transcription. From this point of view, transcriptions can be less or more allophonic (depending on how many phonemes in the accent's phonemic system are treated allophonically), but they can only be phonemic or not phonemic. An alternative to this practice would be to say that a given transcription was phonemic with respect to some sub-set (a sub-system) of the phonemic system of the accent, and allophonic with respect to the remainder of the phonemic system (the other sub-systems).

The following set of transcriptions of a single utterance from British English (RP) illustrates the possibility of changing a phonemic transcription of an utterance to an allophonic one by giving allophonic specifications of selected parts of the utterance. The orthographic version of the utterance is given first. The second version is a phonemic transcription. The third is an allophonic transcription where only the /p/ phoneme has been transcribed allophonically, with the remainder being transcribed phonemically. The allophonic specifications are of structurally governed details of aspiration (in pink and port) versus non-aspiration (in spot); with glottal-stopped reinforcement of utterance-final non-release (in top); and of contextually deter-
mined anticipatory co-articulation of labialization of the instances of /p/ before lip-rounded vowels (in *spot* and *port*):

**Orthographic**
A pink spot of port stained the clean table-top

**Phonemic**
/oʊ pɔŋk spot əv pɔt stɛmd əʊ klin tɛrbl tɔp /

**Allophonic (for /p/)**
[ɔ ʰpʰŋk spʰwɔt əv pʰwɔt stɛmd əʊ klin tɛrbl tɒfˈp/]

The salient objective of a phonemic transcription is to provide a unique identification for each separate linguistic unit of the language that is phonemically differentiated by the accent in question. It is assumed that supporting each phonemic symbol there is, notionally available from the analyst, a detailed statement of conventions about the specific pronunciation of the phoneme as appropriate to its contrastive and contextual characteristics. Using one symbol per phoneme is therefore adequate to the purpose. Furthermore, the function of the symbol chosen to represent the phoneme is to communicate the fact of distinctiveness, and to be broadly mnemonic in reminding the reader about the phonetic manifestation typically associated with the phoneme. It is therefore not normally necessary, in developing a phonemic transcription as such, to choose symbols whose purpose is to make highly specific comments on detailed subtleties of pronunciation. For these reasons, a phonemic transcription is sometimes called a **broad transcription**.

Phonological transcriptions (both phonemic and allophonic) constitute generalized, abstract statements about the pronunciational behaviour which typifies a given accent. The most general level of comment is perhaps represented by a form of transcription which indicates the pronunciations of the individual words of the utterance as if they had been spoken one word at a time, in isolation from the context of neighbouring words, and in a formal style. Such pronunciations can be thought of as **canonical forms**, and this type of transcription (phonemic or allophonic) can therefore be referred to as a **canonical transcription**. The transcriptions of the individual words in almost all pronouncing dictionaries are canonical phonemic transcriptions. An instance of a canonical phonemic transcription of an utterance in British English (RP) would be:

**Orthographic**
These sheep will actually bite the hands that feed them

**Canonical phonemic**
/ðɪz ʃɪp wɪl əkˈʃuəlt bæt ə handz ət fɪd əm/
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Phonological transcriptions (both phonemic and allophonic) can also be used, however, to comment on facts of pronunciation which are relevant to particular occasions or styles of utterance, provided that the comment is framed in terms of choices made from options which are part of the phonological repertoire of the accent concerned. It is thus possible to use phonemic or allophonic transcriptions to note occasion-specific choices of assimilation at word-boundaries, together with instances of syllable-reorganization specific to a particular style of informality, for example. Instances would be the following phonemic and allophonic transcriptions (with selected allophonic detail) of an informal utterance in British English (RP) of the sentence cited immediately above:

Orthographic  These sheep will actually bite the hands that feed them
Phonemic      /ðiʒ jɪp l əkʃɪt bæt ðə hænz ðət fɪd ðɪm/
Allophonic    [ðiʒ jɪp l əkʃɪt bæt ðə hænz ðət fɪd ðɪm]

Phonemic transcriptions are often required either to provide a writing system for a previously unwritten language, or to furnish an analysis of the segmental phonology of a given language on which to base further linguistic work in suprasegmental phonology, morphology, syntax and semantics. Fine phonetic detail is not often at a premium in such circumstances. In designing a phonemic transcription for these purposes, therefore, typographic criteria of legibility and printability are often relevant. A practical reflection of this is that the typographic shapes of the symbol inventory in phonemic transcriptions are most often drawn from the stock of letter-shapes familiar to us from the lower-case roman alphabet.

Abercrombie (1964) offers a distinction between transcriptions which relies on a criterion based on the shape of the symbols chosen to represent the sounds concerned. He introduces the notion of romanic attributes of a symbol, where a symbol is less or more romanic in terms of its degree of similarity to the shapes of orthographic symbols used in the roman alphabet. Abercrombie distinguishes between transcriptions utilizing the most 'romanic' possible choice of symbol in all cases, to which he gives the name simple transcriptions, and those which (in the interest, for instance, of drawing attention to phonetic facts of detailed pronunciation specific to the particular language or accent) choose more exotic symbols. To this latter type he gives the name comparative transcriptions. In order to qualify as a simple notation, a phonemic transcription has to prefer the most romanic symbol available wherever general phonetic theory allows a choice. This becomes a particular issue whenever cover-symbols exist for a group of phonetically
related sounds. If a transcription for any reason uses a less romanic symbol than is theoretically available, then that transcription becomes by definition a comparative transcription.

The symbols available from the roman alphabet are of course not selectable on some arbitrary basis: the phonetic conventions governing their selectability are formalized by the International Phonetic Association (IPA 1949 and appendix I in this book; Albright 1958; Pullum and Ladusaw 1986; Roach 1987), stating the range of possible associations between particular typographic symbols and specific phonetic values. These conventions tie individual symbols in many cases to phonetic interpretations of high specificity. But in the case of cover-symbols, one general symbol can stand for a whole class of different types of segments. An example is the symbol 'r', which can conventionally be used as a cover-symbol for all types of 'r-sounds' (which, it will be recalled, are normally referred to as a group as rhotic sounds) in different languages. These different members of the rhotic class of segments include [r, ð, ɹ, k, ʃ, ɾ, ɹ], their voiceless counterparts, and a number of other sounds.

There is a problem that arises from the existence of such cover-symbols, which often gives rise to misunderstanding in the minds of students. It is that, typographically, a single letter can act both as the superordinate cover-symbol for a phonetically defined class of sounds, and as a subordinate symbol specific to an individual member of that class. We have seen, for example, that the class of phonetic events called rhotic sounds is quite wide, and the symbol 'r' stands not only as the cover-symbol for rhotic sounds in general, but also for a voiced alveolar trilled stop (or 'trill'), as a specific phonetic pronunciation within this general class.

This example can be used to sharpen the distinction drawn between simple and comparative transcriptions. When one is dealing with an accent where the pronunciation of the 'r' sounds is typically not a trill, then a phonemic transcription of that accent which aspires to be considered a simple transcription would be obliged to select 'r' as the symbol for the /r/-phoneme in all its occurrences. The phrase three rabid rabbits spoken in an RP accent would therefore be transcribed as /ðri reɪbɪd ræbɪts/, for instance.

Attention might alternatively need to be drawn to the fact in a particular English accent that the 'r'-sounds are typically pronounced without trilling, technically as a voiced post-alveolar approximant [ɹ]. If /ɹ/ were then preferred to /r/ in the transcriptional stock of symbols for the phonemes of this accent, this would become a comparative transcription, and it would be necessary to transcribe the phrase three rabid rabbits as /θrɪ ɹɛɪbɪd ɹæbɪts/. It would be 'comparative' because (for motivations of making comments
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which compared the phonetic habits of different accents of English, or of
different languages) the analyst had chosen to prefer the symbol /ɻ/, as a less
romanic but phonetically more specific symbol, to the romanically more
familiar but phonetically more general /r/ symbol. The two transcriptions of
the phrase three rabid rabbits are equally phonemic, however, because they
both respect the criterion of consistently using only one symbol per phoneme.

The use of a simple transcription, as opposed to a comparative transcrip-
tion, does not diminish the phonetic specificity of the whole transcription, if
a transcription is considered to be made up of a visible part (the text), and
an invisible part, which consists of the interpretive conventions detailing the
phonetic values of the symbols concerned (Abercrombie 1964). To change
from a simple phonemic transcription to a comparative phonemic transcription merely changes the location of information from the inter-
pretive conventions to the visible text.

A simple phonemic transcription, therefore, would be one which in all
contexts consistently used one (single or digraph) symbol per phoneme, of
the most romanic typographic shape available under IPA conventions. It is
worth emphasizing that two different types of criterion are used in making
this classification. The criterion for classifying the transcription as phonemic
or allophonic, namely the number of symbols for representing a given
phoneme, is a linguistic criterion. The criterion for classifying the transcrip-
tion as simple or comparative, namely the shape of the letters used, is a
typographic criterion. The linguistic phonemic/allophonic dimension for clas-
sifying transcriptions is thus independent of the typographic simple/compar-
ative dimension of classification.

The above comments about the simple/comparative dimension of classifi-
cation of transcriptions apply to allophonic transcriptions as well as to
phonemic transcriptions. In practice, however, the usefulness of the typo-
graphic dimension for classifying allophonic transcriptions is somewhat
diluted by the progressive arbitrariness of the scale of 'romanicness' when
applied to the large numbers of highly specific phonetic symbols for subtly
different allophones. This is especially true in the area of detailed pronuncia-
tions of different allophones of vowel phonemes. How might one organize
the scale of romanicness of symbols in the general area of [a] and [o], such as
[a, a, o, o, æ]? The potential and somewhat unproductive intricacies of the
simple/comparative dimension of classification when applied to allophonic
transcription will therefore here be left aside.

A final (minor) classification of phonemic transcriptions arises from the
way that combined length and quality differences are handled. In many lan-
guages, including English, some pairs of vowel phonemes are phonetically
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categorized by differences both of relative duration and of phonetic quality. Examples of this in British English (RP) are:

Relative duration and articulatory quality as the phonetic basis for stressed monophthongal vowel distinctions in British English (RP)

\[
\begin{array}{ll}
[\text{biːt}] & \text{beat} \\
[\text{kʰaːt}] & \text{cart} \\
[\text{tʰaːt}] & \text{taut} \\
[\text{pʰuːl}] & \text{pool} \\
\end{array}
\]

Transcriptional issues arise in decisions about the phonemic representation of relative duration and articulatory quality relations of this sort. This is because the phonetic basis for the phonological contrast is not one single distinguishing feature, but two. Since both duration and articulatory quality are involved, either or both of the phonetic differences can be utilized as the basis for choosing an appropriate phonemic transcription. If phonetic duration alone is preferred, giving priority to the visible expression of the phonological feature of quantity, then the same vowel symbol differentiated by the presence versus the absence of a length mark, as in /biːt/ versus /biːt/, can be used. (Another way of representing exactly the same solution would be to double the vowel symbol and dispense with the length mark, as in /biːt/ versus /biːt/.) If articulatory quality alone is preferred, giving priority of visible expression to the phonological feature of quality, then different vowel symbols can be used without any appeal to a length mark, as in /biːt/ versus /biːt/.

The statement of the fully detailed nature of the phonetic manifestations of both quantity and quality would reside in each case in the conventions explaining the phonetic values of the transcriptional symbols. A less economical solution, which is nevertheless sometimes helpful for particular pedagogical applications in the teaching of English as a foreign language, is to combine both quantity and quality in the phonological representation, transcribing the above pair as /biːt/ versus /biːt/. All these solutions have been used at different times in the design of English pronouncing dictionaries for foreign learners.

All the transcriptions indicated immediately above would count as phonemic, provided that each phoneme were transcribed in all contexts with an unvarying choice of symbol. Taking the distinction between the vowels in beat and bit as representative, a transcription of Received Pronunciation which preferred a solution which used the symbols /ɪː/ versus /i/ (or /ɪː/ versus /i/) could be classified as a quantitative transcription. One which preferred to use the symbols /i/ versus /ɪ/ could be called a qualitative transcription.
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(Abercrombie 1964). One which preferred a solution with the symbols /i/ and /a/, could be termed a quantitative/qualitative transcription.

18.3 Allophonic and phonetic transcriptions

The transcription of both allophones and phones is conventionally enclosed in square brackets. The appearance of a transcription surrounded by square brackets is hence ambiguous between a transcription at the level of discriminable phones (a general phonetic transcription) and one at the level of somewhat more abstract allophones (an allophonic transcription). This is not normally a harmful ambiguity. General phonetic and allophonic transcriptions share the property of making more or less narrowly specific comment on phonetic details of pronunciation. For this reason, both of these types of transcription are sometimes called a narrow transcription.

There are two characteristics of general phonetic transcription, as distinct from phonological allophonic transcription, which are specially worth mentioning. The first is that observation of phonetic performance, as communicated in general phonetic transcription, is supposedly free of phonological motivation. This amounts to saying that the commentary on speech afforded by a transcription couched in terms of the descriptors of general phonetic theory is as language-neutral as possible. The second characteristic is that general phonetic transcription is especially suitable for occasion-specific observations of the speech of a particular speaker, where a commentary on phonetic performance at high resolution may be important. Allophonic transcription is more suited to commentaries on regularities about the typical phonetic performance of a given accent by the speech-community concerned, and this type of transcription is by definition dense with phonological assumptions of an accent-specific kind.

A phonetic transcription is often used, as mentioned above, in the very early stages of a phonological investigation of a language new to the analyst, when the phonemic and allophonic details are yet to be established. It is in this use of phonetic transcription that one of the most insidious problems faced by phoneticians can arise. Listeners are magnificently skilled at decoding utterances in their native language: they have, after all, invested a lifetime's effort in learning, using and maintaining this skill. The overlearned nature of the skill seems to result, however, in a petrification of their perceptual ability when it comes to listening to novel material from another language. Listeners tend to force the new material through the perceptual grid of the phonological categories of their own language. In the ideal case, a phonetician working on a new language should be able to exercise a language-independent perceptual skill, free of such categorical contamination.
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In reality, however, despite long training, phoneticians are rather unlikely fully to escape their status as listeners whose normal language-centred perceptual habits are as deeply ingrained as those of any other speakers of their own language. Learning to become as independent as possible of this prejudicial bias is a central part of the perceptual training of phoneticians. Conscious attention is often needed to avoid the risk of suffering native-language-centred perceptual bias when beginning to work on the analysis of an unfamiliar language.

Early in the exploratory phase of the investigation of a new language, with the possibility of language-centred personal bias borne in mind, the phonetician is likely to use a very detailed phonetic transcription, and to try to use a relatively high degree of resolution in order to differentiate the phonetic events presented. In addition, the type of symbols chosen is likely to vary, as one refines one's phonetic opinion about what one hears on different occasions of repetition by the consultant, and as one progressively settles to an understanding of the relationship between the voice quality of the consultant and the phonetic events being heard.

The following illustrative transcriptions reproduce the text of actual written notes of general phonetic analysis of utterances in a number of languages from consultants who were native speakers, made by the author (JL) and a colleague (SH) while teaching postgraduate courses in the use of general phonetic transcription for linguistic investigation. The pattern in a given session with an adult native consultant of the language in question was one where the consultant would first pronounce a selected word or phrase some ten to twelve times, at a normal rate and in a conversational style. Both transcribers would write down their initial analysis of the word or phrase, using the full potential repertoire of general phonetic symbols and diacritics. Then the consultant would repeat the item in the same way about six times. The transcribers would then amend their transcriptions if necessary. This process would be reiterated a number of times, until the transcribers reached the point of diminishing returns. The transcriptions would then be compared, but not changed. In a later session, the process would be repeated with a group of postgraduate students taking the role of transcribers, to allow them to experiment with their own transcriptional ability, and the staff transcriptions would finally be used as the basis for discussion and comparison.

It is worth emphasis that, as implied earlier, the most difficult language to transcribe in general phonetic terms, for native English-speaking analysts, is without question English itself. For a phonetician, the insidious prejudice of one's own phonologically-biased perceptual habits is at its most forceful, and least suspected, when one's own language is concerned.
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Single transcriptions in the illustrations represent these final transcriptions from one or other of the two staff transcribers. Multiple transcriptions in the Czech examples represent successive notations by a single transcriber of the same item repeated by the consultant, to show the progression of phonetic hypotheses. Parentheses ( ) denote uncertainty. Some symbols have been adjusted to match the conventions of this book, but no other changes have been introduced. In some cases, examples from more than one consultant have been included, and more than one accent may therefore be illustrated for a given language. Readers might like to try to perform the transcribed words, and this might also serve as a useful practical rehearsal of the phonetic meanings of some of the symbols introduced in this book.

A number of items in the list might have been transcribed slightly differently with the benefit of either greater familiarity with the phonetic characteristics of the languages in question, or of knowledge about the phonological value of some of the components. It should be noted that, apart from knowing that the utterances represented single words or sometimes phrases in the language concerned, no linguistic knowledge about such phonologically relevant details as word-boundaries, phonemic system, syllabic structure, assimilation, liaison or syllabic affiliation was taken into account. It should be clear, nevertheless, after reading this book, that a wealth of more or less inevitable assumptions at a general phonological level pervades the transcriptions.

Illustrations of detailed general phonetic transcriptions of words and phrases in a number of languages from native-speaker consultants

Australian English (Brisbane)

[p.2] principality
[kol/as] callisthenics

Czech

[vjeet'ski:] ‘scientific’
[prostii:] ‘simpler’
[sejeahtrimi:] ‘it is thundering loudly’
[jecze:] ‘children’
[kroc:snagawecze:] ‘beautiful children’
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[fiːktɔːmlia] ‘mist’
[k.ɪŋjioʊvna] ‘library’
[kwɔˈwɪdɔ] ‘chalk’
[dwɔˈgʊr] ‘wood’
[naʊrˈwɪpɪnɪŋ] ‘cemetery-like’
[brəŋəŋəŋə] ‘female citizen of Brno’
[rarqoʃək] ‘little devil’

Danish
[kwɔlpmhɔʔn.] ‘Copenhagen’
[əsˈwʊhɔʊjo] ‘cheese-slicer’

Dutch (Amsterdam)
[kʰəɾt] ‘calf’
[kˈʃɔt] ‘cold’

Finnish (Kouvola)
[padʒusuːte] ‘cloak’
[mɪwɔŋte] ‘to admit’

Scottish Gaelic (Skye)
[klaʃeʃ:] ‘of an old woman’
[kʰɪəʃjɪ] ‘accompanying him/along with him’
[niθəɾxtʃ] ‘(family) washing’

Scottish Gaelic (Islay)
[kwɛʁxwɪ] ‘cat’
[ʃəʔoʔ] ‘the day’

Scottish Gaelic (Harris)
[jɪəʃkʰ] ‘seven’
[ʃɛʁkʰ] ‘eight’
[kʃɛʔəɡ] ‘four’

Hindi
[nəɾənθəɾ] ‘continuously’
[pəræʃpəm] ‘labour, hard work’
[kʰəɾθəŋ] ‘reason (for doing something)’
[hwɔli] ‘a (particular) festival’
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[saftsjaʊkʰm] 'courageous person'

Icelandic

[hɔʊŋʰtəl] 'clothes peg'

[kʰəhpla:kʰwɑŋ] 'match (game)'

[ɡœðʰæftʰtʰɔ] 'shallow'

[lʰj œðʰsəmləj] 'camera'

Norwegian (Southeastern, Larvik)

[væzkræŋ] 'overalls'

[hvœfræcr] 'hair colours'

[sʰwʒlœŋ] 'as thin as an awl'

[sʰwʒlœŋ] 'sweet and sour'

Panjabi (Central-Southern)

[lʃkʰɔŋərə] 'a wooden cart'

[kʰlʃɡœkʰwɨj] 'the sourness of the sour-fruit'

[ɬɡʰwɜmbrɡəfɪɡə] 'whirlpool'

Polish

[préfʰɔŋ] 'please'

[préfʰɔŋ] 'pig'

[ʃvœðu] 'he took it'

[ʃpʰjɔna] 'swamp plant'

[ʃpʰjɔŋ] 'luck'

As soon as early phonological decisions are taken about systemic, structural, or contextual regularities that are hypothesized, a tentative stabilization of the transcription tends to take place. The degree of resolution of the transcription then often lowers drastically as the transcription changes function and character from a phonetic to a phonological mode. The phonemic analysis that characterizes the earliest stages gives way to allophonic interpretations, and information often begins to be transferred from the visible text to the tacit interpretive conventions. Once the allophonic basis of hypothesized phonemes is understood by the analyst, the complexity of using contextually and structurally specific symbols yields place to the convenience and legibility of a small stock of phonemic symbols. Where feasible, these phonemic symbols will tend to be romanic cover symbols, for reasons of legibility and printability.

A strong reduction thus occurs in the data explicitly represented by the
symbols used. One of the chief differences between phonetic and phonological transcriptions is that the former maximizes the amount of information explicit in the symbols that make up the text, while the latter maximizes the weight of information in the interpretive conventions that explain the symbols of the text. In this sense, an allophonic transcription is intermediate between a phonetic transcription and a phonemic one.

18.4 General phonetic transcription and the IPA

General phonetic transcription, as indicated earlier, typically uses the stock of symbols available in the alphabet of the IPA. The acronym 'IPA' strictly refers, as in this usage, to the 'International Phonetic Association'. But it is now such a common practice to use the acronym also to refer to the alphabet itself (from the phrase 'International Phonetic Alphabet') that resistance seems pedantic. Context usually serves to disambiguate the two usages.

The international community of phoneticians who constitute the membership of the International Phonetic Association expend considerable effort to ensure that the symbols of the IPA alphabet and their possible interpretations are well understood by the community, through articles in the Journal of the International Phonetic Association and elsewhere. Such revisions as are from time to time agreed are the subject of a good deal of preliminary discussion. The rescrutiny of the stock of IPA symbols that was conducted by the Association in 1989 at the Kiel Convention, coinciding with the centenary of the Association, has been mentioned a number of times earlier in the book. This book has followed the Kiel conventions of the IPA in matters of phonetic transcription wherever possible, unless some particular transcriptional point was being made, or unless innovations were being suggested because relevant symbols have not been satisfactorily established.

The virtues of a standardized approach to a topic as intricate as phonetic transcription cannot be overemphasized. Without standard interpretability, the plethora of symbols necessary for precise identification of the sounds exploited by the many thousands of different languages of the world threatens to become a written version of Babel. With international agreement on standard usage, relatively accurate communication becomes feasible, and the subject of phonetics itself is able to be coherent. The difficulty of maintaining such international standards, however, should not be underestimated. The only safe way to minimize confusion is to use a standard symbol for a standard description of a given phonetic event, in practice and theory. But this is a counsel of perfection, and some degree of confusion over symbols
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and interpretations will undoubtedly reign for as long as an adequate and widely accepted general phonetic theory eludes pursuit.

Further reading


Phonetic and phonological transcription, as well as having the status of types of observational notation, are also instances of writing systems. The history and analysis of the writing systems of the world have a mutual relevance, in most instances, for the study of the spoken language of the culture concerned. Recommended publications on writing systems are Chadwick (1958), Coulmas (1989), Diringer (1962, 1968), Gelb (1952), Healey (1990), Kemp (1981), Nakanishi (1980), Ong (1982), Sampson (1985) and Senner (1989).
PART VIII

Conclusion
Evaluating general phonetic theory

The study of speech was described in the Introduction as covering 'a remarkably wide domain, embracing aspects of the social sciences, the life sciences, the physical sciences, the engineering sciences and the information sciences'. As one might imagine in a field which attracts the interest of so diverse a range of disciplines, each of these specialisms has developed its own perspective on speech, coloured by the conceptual filter through which it views its own subject (Beckman 1988). One might then ask whether there is some common framework of understanding about how speech works and how it is used, which all these subjects share. To the extent that an answer exists, it is probably fair to say that the only well-developed model of speech description which commands really widespread international acceptance is the one represented by the International Phonetic Association's phonetic alphabet, with its attendant segmentally oriented assumptions.

It was suggested in section 5.2 that the classificatory architecture shaping the IPA alphabet has remained largely unchanged for over a hundred years, even after the adjustments made by the 1989 Kiel Convention. The IPA alphabet thus has the great strength of having withstood the test of time. Its prime virtue lies in offering a readily understandable, reasonably objective and above all internationally accepted and standard means of describing the substance of speech, usable by phonetic research of all varieties as a point of departure into more specialized and diversified territory. This is not at all to say that a segmentally oriented approach of the IPA variety is without problems, nor that theories built on other less segmental perspectives may not in principle provide equally usable foundations for future research into speech. The purpose of this chapter is to consider such issues in the evaluation of a general phonetic theory, and to take the opportunity to reflect on some of the strengths and weaknesses of the approach to phonetic description presented in this book.

The stated objective of this book was to equip beginning phoneticians, and those embarking on speech-related interests in other disciplines such as
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speech pathology, speech science, speech technology, foreign-language learning, psycholinguistics and sociolinguistics, with a systematic, comprehensive and workable foundation for independent research into the substance of speech. Readers will have developed their own views about whether this objective has been successfully reached, but some comments on the nature of the foundation presented here may be timely.

An emphasis throughout the book has been on the architectural structure of the general phonetic theory being offered. The design of any theory is systematic to the degree that the relations between its components show a structural coherence; it is comprehensive to the extent that it adequately covers all currently known phenomena in the field of interest; and it is workable to the point that researchers find it a useful tool for the operations to which they apply it. It is these three dimensions that shape the architecture of a descriptive model into a habitable mental environment for the researcher.

In such terms, many versions of general phonetic theory would find acceptability. One of the basic attitudes that this book has tried to communicate is that every serious approach to the study of speech has something in it of value. Each such approach will invariably also have limitations and disadvantages. The most valuable scientific attitude that the beginning phonetician can acquire is that an eclectic openness to the merits of different theories, provided it is coupled with a critical eye for the strengths and weaknesses of the theoretical architecture concerned, has more to commend it than the adoption of any doctrinaire approach. The theoretical model offered in this book is no less deserving of critical evaluation, not least for the exposure that might result of avenues of further necessary research.

19.1 General phonetic theory and the segment

In conventional scientific usage, a theory is supposed to be able to describe data, explain the relationships between them and enable the formulation of testable hypotheses predicting the nature of hitherto-uninvestigated phenomena within the general domain of the theory. We shall return to the testability of general phonetic theory in a later section. The descriptive responsibility of the theory is partly characterized in terms of comprehensiveness of coverage. We have seen that the theory offered here is largely but not entirely comprehensive. Some limitations have perhaps been visible – for example the relative inability of the theory to cope gracefully with subsegmental complexities such as those found in the complex oral/nasal stops discussed in chapter 8. Another example was the theory’s difficulty in maintaining both its phonetic definition of affrication and a plausible support for
phonology when faced with the prolongation of the fricative element in the ‘strong’ lateral affricates of Akhwakh described in chapter 12. Such limitations spring in part from the nature of the fundamental descriptive constructs adopted, especially that of the segment.

Problematic issues that derive from exploiting the essentially linear concept of the segment are discussed more fully below, but one might simply note here that these difficulties are the acknowledged price to be paid for the convenience of the segmental concept as a means of introducing data from a wealth of languages to the intended audience of this book, for whom no prior technical knowledge of speech was assumed. The segment has been, and continues to be, the descriptive vehicle for the overwhelming majority of the phonetic analysis of the languages of the world. We have seen that it is one of the longest-lived of all descriptive concepts applied to speech, and it has been a remarkably helpful enabling device for the discussion of speech over the centuries. While segment-based descriptions of the world’s languages abound, non-segmental descriptions of more than the most limited number of languages simply do not yet exist.

This book was written during a period in which the concept of the segment has been somewhat under attack as an unduly constraining unit in the descriptive theory of phonetics. Criticism has come particularly from phonologists concerned to develop effective means of relating the phonology of articulatory events to suprasegmental temporal, prosodic and metrical phenomena of word-stress, tone, intonation and rhythm. Recent publications produced under the banner of autosegmental and metrical phonology display some of the most perceptive and inventive work in modern phonology. Much has been achieved by these non-linear approaches to phonology, and more is anticipated. Their chief focus, however, has been mostly on the phonological level of analysis, rather than the phonetic level. An exception to this has been the parametrically oriented work in laboratory phonology by Browman and Goldstein, which has attempted to provide what they call articulatory phonology in an autosegmental vein (e.g. 1986, 1990). The reader is encouraged to consult the publications by Browman and Goldstein on this significant initiative, for which Steriade (1990) and Ladefoged (1990) provide an opposing critique, the first from the perspective of autosegmental phonology, the second from the viewpoint of phonetics.

Non-linear theories that try to dispense with a pivotal role for the phonetic segment are almost all theories whose prime motivation is the foregrounding of the distinctiveness of phonological relations, rather than the highlighting of details of phonetic realizations. In this phonological emphasis, non-linear models of phonology have much to recommend them. But
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few non-linear phonologies, from the prosodic approach of J.R. Firth to the
most recent developments in autosegmental and metrical phonology, could
yet claim to offer comprehensively developed schemes of phonetic descrip-
tion, since this has not been their priority.

It might be noted that even those non-linear theories that seek to dispense
with the idea of the segment tend to use it as a procedural entity in their ini-
tial approach to data-handling. Provided it is kept firmly in mind that the
concept of the segment is an imposed analytic construct, then the theoretical
architecture supporting the segment is perhaps not as intellectually con-
straining as is sometimes claimed. This book has tried to make it clear that
the concept of the segment is neither natural nor (in some ultimate analysis)
necessary. It is merely one rather convenient way of organizing our initial
analytic thinking about speech. It does not stand in the way of extending
that thinking to other correlateable approaches, linear or non-linear.

Since the principal focus of this book has been an attempt to give a com-
prehensive and principled picture of the phonetic substance underlying the
spoken languages of the world, it was felt preferable to present a theoretical
architecture which included a considered version of the concept of the seg-
ment. Whether the convenience of the segment as a descriptive unit of pho-
etic theory will continue to be acknowledged by the phoneticians of the
twenty-first century and beyond, only time will tell. But our alphabetic
inheritance predisposes us to a segmental view of speech, and with the bene-
fit of time-travel it would not be surprising to learn that the segment figured
as a basic descriptive concept in phonetic discussion well into the future.

19.2 The role of convenient fictions in theory-building

As a preliminary to the following discussion, it is perhaps impor-
tant to note the role that convenient fiction plays in the status of any units
proposed for the description of speech. If one accepts the metaphorical
function of convenient fictions in theory-building, then for every fiction
postulated, a compensating counter-fiction needs to be invented. We can take
the segment as the most obvious example of this. Proposing the notion of
the segment encourages us also to posit the compensating fiction of co-
articulation, to explain the properties which a given segment seems to acquire,
and which we construe as belonging to it, in different contexts. If we describe
a segment 'as if' it had an abiding identity in different contexts, then we have
to invent another concept (co-articulation) to compensate for the error we
have thereby introduced, as a deliberate step in the construction of theory.

A limited version of this approach has been adopted here, in that not all
units proposed for the description of speech are claimed to be convenient
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fictions. Some, such as the speaking-turn and the utterance itself, have been regarded as more natural units of analysis, given that both are objectively definable with respect to silence at their borders. The feature, the syllable and the setting, as well as the segment, must be said to be analytically imposed.

19.3 Linear and non-linear characteristics of speech units

The phonetic theory set out in this book was initially characterized in chapter 4 as a 'linear' approach. This is not completely accurate, and merits some discussion. It is worth pointing out that two different cross-cutting series of units are involved, in terms of the alignability in time of their respective boundaries. The speaking turn, the utterance, and the segment constitute one series, with all their boundaries being mutually aligned in time. They are chain-exhausting in the sense that at the relevant level, the chain of speech can be parsed without residue into a chained sequence of the units concerned. The feature and the setting (which is itself featurally defined) are in a different series, with mutually aligned boundaries within that series. This alignment does not necessarily extend to that of the other series (except trivially in that the marginal boundaries of the speaking-turn and the utterance as natural units coincide with the beginning and end of speaking). Phonetic features are chain-exhausting, but settings (being a secondary analysis of the mutual properties of features) are not necessarily so.

Because at least some phonetic features are independent of the alignment constraints of the segment/utterance series, the feature/setting series has to be regarded as being in a non-linear relationship with the segment/utterance series. A clear example of this is the feature of nasality, in anticipatory co-articulation in the medial phase of resonant segments. In its contextual occurrence in different languages this has different onset locations, as in English which shows an earlier onset of anticipatory nasality on vocoids than is the case in French. The freedom of this feature from phasal segmental constraints arises partly from the relative anatomical and physiological independence of the velopharyngeal system from the other organic structures of the vocal tract.

A similar organic explanation applies to the relative independence of labial action from that of other articulatory actions except those of the jaw. Equally, a general organic explanation applies to the relative independence, except in very fine detail, of all the laryngeal features (phonation, as well as pitch and loudness) from the articulatory features of performance. It also applies to the general non-linear relationship between the segment/utterance series and the feature/setting series.

We can now return again to the notion of the segment. In chapter 4, it
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was acknowledged that the origins of the idea of dividing speech into a train of segments (as theoretical constructs) lay in a linear rather than a parametric approach to the description of speech. The central task of theory-building is of course to engineer the best conceivable match between the constructs of the theory and the external 'reality' they are designed to describe. The responsibility of theorists, correspondingly, is to be critical about this goodness of fit, and to strive constantly to improve it. It has to be said that the fit between the segment as a theoretical construct and the 'reality' it addresses is not completely satisfactory, even within the linear approach in which it is set. A number of related concepts therefore needed to be recruited to mitigate, if not remedy, some of the deficiencies of a thorough-going segmental concept. One of these related concepts was the notion of the segment having internal structure, being made up of three articulatorily defined phases – the onset, medial and offset phases. Given that the two marginal phases are seen as overlapping with the marginal phases of neighbouring segments, or as being utterance-marginal transitions from or to utterance-external silence, the concept of a segment having a multiphasal internal structure enabled some problematic phenomena to be brought more comfortably within the descriptive ability of the model.

One such problem was the issue of the segmental affiliation of segmentally ambivalent events. Traditional phonetic theory tends to describe such events as primarily associated with one rather than the other of two adjacent segments. Examples are aspiration and affrication, which in chapter 12 were both identified explicitly as a matter of segmental co-ordination, and as a property of a relationship between two segments rather than a characteristic of a single segment. In this respect, aspiration and affrication are treated in this book in a non-linear rather than a linear fashion. A further example can be found in the treatment of different types of stop release as co-ordinary choices for the relationship between the stop and its segmental context.

An antidote of a different type to over-reliance on the concept of the segment was introduced in the idea of a setting as a phonetic property common to two or more segments, sometimes common to the majority of segments in a whole utterance. The availability of the notion of a setting also means that the theoretical mechanisms for describing linguistic phenomena in speech are able to be unified to some extent with the mechanisms for describing certain paralinguistic and extralinguistic phenomena.

19.4 Default assumptions and language statistics

This section will consider the empirical justification for the shape of the descriptive theory offered in this book by appeal to a major principle
of theory-building, that of architectural parsimony. The economy principle enshrined in Occam's Razor enjoins us not to complicate explanations before we must. Applying this principle to the construction of descriptive phonetic theory, a well-designed and efficient model would be one where the most basic theoretical structures offered the most comprehensive coverage of the data to be described. Another way of putting this is to say that maximal simplicity of theoretical structure in phonetic description should reflect the greatest frequency of occurrence in the languages of the world of the sounds described. The more elaborated the descriptive structure used, the more limited should be the incidence of the sound-types described.

In the philosophical view of scientific method as the construction of provisional truth promoted by Karl Popper, the testability of hypotheses means their potential for falsifiability. The claim that the structure of the descriptive theory offered here successfully reflects patterns of incidence of sound-types in the known languages of the world is clearly open to empirical test, provided that an acceptably representative sample of the world's languages is available. The section immediately below offers some preliminary comments about the typical size and content of the consonant systems exploited by the languages of the world. The claim about simplicity of theoretical description being directly correlated with frequency of occurrence of the sound-types concerned will then be assessed against the statistics of segmental take-up by the languages represented in the largest database for which systematic data is readily available – the UPSID database assembled by Maddieson and colleagues at UCLA (Maddieson 1984). The hypothesis to be tested about the architectural parsimony shown by the descriptive phonetic model will be the following:

_The more elaborated the phonetic description of a consonantal segment-type, the greater will be its articulatory complexity, and the less widespread will be its take-up by the languages of the world._

This hypothesis takes its point of departure from the discussion of phonetic universals in consonant systems in Lindblom and Maddieson (1988), who divide consonant realizations into three sets along a scale of articulatory complexity, 'basic', 'elaborated' and 'complex' articulations. The last of these is constituted by combinations of elaborated articulations. Elaborated articulations for Lindblom and Maddieson (1988: 67) involve departures from a _default mode of production_ in initiation, phonation or articulation, and include such segment-types as ejectives, implosives and clicks, breathy
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or creaky voiced segments, pre-nasalized stops, aspirated and pre-aspirated stops, and segments made with a secondary or displaced articulation. Examples of 'complex' articulations in their terms would include 'breathiness combined with [a] click airstream', as in !Xù, or 'retroflexion combined with breathy voice', as in Hindi (ibid.). 'Basic' articulations are then all types of segments other than such elaborated types.

We shall follow the interesting precedent set by Lindblom and Maddieson in describing elaborated segments as those which depart from a specified default mode of initiation, phonation, articulation or co-ordination characterizing basic segments. We shall not adopt their concept of 'complex' segment-types, however, but treat these as lying at the more extreme end of a scale of elaboration (and hence of a hypothesized scale of articulatory complexity). The term 'complex' will be reserved in this book for segments such as the complex oral/nasal stops discussed in chapter 8.

Section 19.4.2 specifies the conventions for characterizing the default cases of basic segments, and section 19.4.3 details the relevant statistics of the take-up by the languages of the UPSID database of segments of both basic and elaborated types. The discussion below will concentrate on segments representing consonants, but the reader interested in universal properties of vowel systems might like to consult the publications listed in the section on Further Reading at the end of the chapter.

19.4.1 The size of typical phonemic inventories in the languages of the world

Maddieson (1984: 7–9) discusses the overall size of the phonemic inventories in the 317 languages of the UPSID database. The inventories ranged in size from only 11 (6 consonants and 5 vowels) for Rotokas and 13 for Hawaiian (8 consonants and 5 vowels) to 141 (95 consonants and 46 vowels) for !Xù. Obviously, these figures revolve crucially on how one defines an individual segment, and Maddieson does not economize by abstracting common distinctive features such as nasality or length from multiple vowels as single phonemic entities. Nasality and length thus have the effect in these calculations of multiplying the numbers of vowels which they distinguish. Within his conventions, the typical size of a combined consonant and vowel inventory for a language is between 20 and 37 segments, with 70 per cent of the 317 languages falling in this range. The average number of segments used contrastively by the languages of the UPSID database is just over 31.

In general, a large inventory size is achieved by increased sizes of consonantal systems (Maddieson 1984: 9). Some consonants are more frequent in
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the languages of the UPSID database than others. Maddieson therefore explores the hypothesis that 'a smaller inventory has a greater probability of including a common segment than a larger one, and a larger inventory has a greater probability of including an unusual segment type than a smaller one' (p. 10). He defines a 'small' inventory as one with 20–24 consonants, and a 'large' one as having more than 40 consonants; he investigated the consonants in the languages of the database, and found the relationships shown in table 19.1.

Table 19.1 Percentage incidence of frequent and infrequent consonant-types in languages with small versus large consonant systems, compared with their incidence in 317 languages

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>% in small C-systems</th>
<th>% in 317 languages</th>
<th>% in large C-systems</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Group I: more likely</td>
<td>/p/</td>
<td>89.5</td>
<td>82.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>to occur in small systems</td>
<td>/k/</td>
<td>93.0</td>
<td>89.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>/h/</td>
<td>59.6</td>
<td>52.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group II: equally likely</td>
<td>/m/</td>
<td>94.7</td>
<td>94.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>in small or large systems</td>
<td>/w/</td>
<td>75.4</td>
<td>75.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group III: more likely</td>
<td>/s/</td>
<td>45.6</td>
<td>62.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>to occur in large systems</td>
<td>/g/</td>
<td>42.1</td>
<td>55.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>/l/</td>
<td>33.3</td>
<td>30.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>/l/</td>
<td>22.8</td>
<td>44.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>/l/</td>
<td>15.8</td>
<td>42.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>/l/</td>
<td>17.5</td>
<td>46.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>/l/</td>
<td>78.9</td>
<td>85.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>/l/</td>
<td>22.8</td>
<td>33.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: After Maddieson (1984: 11)

Maddieson investigated the statistical basis of these differences. The consonants in groups I and III show a very significant difference (p < 0.005) from the overall frequency of occurrence, while those in group II show no significant difference. There are already indicative clues in the phonetic nature of the differences between the segments in groups I and III for answering the hypothesis framed in section 19.4: the segments in group I are place-neutral contoids without elaborated co-ordinatory complexities, whereas the segments in group III include at least two elaborated segments – a segment with a displaced place of articulation (/l/), and one involving affricated co-ordination (/tʃ/).
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Maddieson (1984: 11) concludes from his examination of the data that 'the relationship between the size and the content of an inventory is a matter that concerns individual types of segments, rather than being amenable to broad generalizations'. Section 19.4.3 processes the consonantal data in Maddieson's (1984: 263–422) tables of characteristic segments occurring in the 317 languages of the database, to match directly against the hypothesis in section 19.4 above, after an account of default assumptions.

19.4.2 Default assumptions and label-structure conventions for segmental description

Segments were said in chapter 5 to be able to be classified by reference to their initiation, phonation, articulation and co-ordination. In the interests not only of characterizing the default cases of basic segments, but also of standardization of everyday usage in using phonetic terminology, it would be convenient to constrain the possible structure of the composite descriptive labels for segments by obeying a number of practical conventions.

It is already customary in phonetics to standardize the sequence of the individual elements of a composite label in four groups. The groups refer to different elements of speech production, and are ordered in the following way:

- airstream mechanism and airflow direction;
- phonation type;
- place of articulation;
- stricture type.

If we take the composite label for [θ] at the beginning of the English word thin [θm] as an instance, [θ] would customarily be called 'a pulmonic egressive voiceless dental fricative'. This is often shortened in practice to 'a voiceless dental fricative'. The choice of phonation type is made explicit in such labels, as are place-neutral or displaced choices of place of articulation. But it is clear from the discussion above that even the slightly longer label fails to make explicit a number of choices of speech-production possibilities that are involved in the pronunciation of [θ]. One is that [θ] is an oral not a nasal fricative. Another is that it is a central not a lateral fricative. Another is that it is assumed in this case that [θ] constitutes a segment made by a single stricture rather than by multiple strictures. Another is that the surface of the tongue as the active articulator does not depart from its neutral convex shape to show grooving, retroflexion or cupping. Another, finally, is that the production of the fricative is relatively steady-state, and during its medial phase shows no significant transitional tendencies to flapping, tapping or trilling.
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A more complete list of label-groups within which choices of individual labels are chosen to make up a full composite label would therefore be:

- airstream mechanism and airflow direction;
- phonation type;
- aspect of articulation;
- place of articulation;
- options of co-ordination;
- stricture type.

A more complete label for [θ] would then be 'a pulmonic egressive voiceless oral central single-stricture plain steady-state unaspirated dental fricative'. An alternative location for the label(s) referring to co-ordination could be before the label for the airstream mechanism, giving 'an unaspirated pulmonic egressive voiceless ...'.

Composite labels of this degree of comprehensiveness are useful only on the most limited number of occasions, even though the ability to be as explicit as this if needed is important from the point of view of theory. In order to marry convenient practice to sound theory, it is therefore helpful to set up the notion of default assumptions about segmental labelling, where certain segmental properties can be taken to be true if no specific mention is made to the contrary in the label concerned. These default assumptions will directly reflect the concept of neutral values of the descriptive architecture.

Firstly, a general default assumption can be adopted to the effect that, if no mention is made of different choices, the following properties will be held to be true of a segment of any stricture type:

- the airstream mechanism is pulmonic;
- the direction of airflow is egressive;
- the active articulator is the one which lies opposite the passive articulator in the neutral configuration;
- there is only a single stricture;
- the conformational routing for the airflow is oral and central;
- no relevant comment needs to be made about any co-ordinatory details of the segment's relationship to any contextual neighbours.

In addition, some more specific default assumptions can be made in the case of individual segment types:

- in a segment made with the tongue as the active articulator, the topographical aspect of articulation can be assumed to reflect a convex choice of shape of the tongue surface;
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in conoidal segments, the choice of transitional aspect of articulation can be taken to be one which reflects a relatively steady-state articulation during the medial phase, so that no flapping, tapping or trilling is involved;
in vocoidal segments, the choice of transitional aspect of articulation can be taken to reflect a monophthongal production, with no divergence during the medial phase from a relatively steady state;
in vocoidal segments, the phonation type can be assumed to be that of normal voicing.

These labelling conventions, in conformity with the default assumptions, allow the use of abbreviated labels such as the following:

‘a voiceless labial stop’;
‘a whispered dental fricative’;
‘a voiced velar approximant’;
‘a close front vocoid’.

When one or more departures from either the general or the specific default assumptions are made, these should be labelled explicitly, as in the following:

‘a voiceless alveolar grooved fricative’;
‘a whispered lamino-dental fricative’;
‘a voiced retroflex palato-alveolar stop’;
‘a voiced labialized alveolar nasal stop’;
‘a voiced alveolar lateral resonant’;
‘a voiced close front rounded vocoid’;
‘a voiceless close front vocoid’.

The structure of labels that obey the general or specific default conditions is intended to constitute the description of basic segments, and under the hypothesis to be tested should ideally offer a direct reflection of the relative frequency of the segment-types found in the languages of the world. But a moment’s thought is sufficient to show that the fit between the two is not completely perfect. For example, the voiceless alveolar grooved fricative [s], which is elaborated in that its topographical aspect is not neutral, seems much more common in the languages of the world (though possibly merely more familiar to phoneticians who speak European languages) than the non-grooved (i.e. basic) alveolar fricative.

A possible explanation for the apparent preponderance of the voiceless grooved alveolar fricative over its non-grooved counterpart may be that the
greater auditory salience which results from the aerodynamic and acoustic consequences of the narrow groove adds to the distinctiveness of this fricative, and to its perceptual robustness against background noise. Be that as it may, a practical by-product of the preponderance of the voiceless alveolar grooved fricative is the habitual abbreviation of the label ‘grooved alveolar fricative’ simply to ‘alveolar fricative’. By extension, the same treatment is given to the voiced alveolar grooved fricative [z]. For experienced users, this may be convenient. For the beginning phonetician, however, it is probably desirable initially to retain the more elaborate labels.

In general, except for the anomaly of the more elaborated grooved alveolar fricatives being more frequent than their more basic non-grooved counterparts, the basic segment-types which fit the default assumptions seem more frequent than their more elaborated counterparts. This is only an intuitive impression, however, and we can move now to the firmer ground of a quantified examination of the statistics of the UPSID database.

19.4.3 The statistical incidence of basic and elaborated segment-types in the languages of the world

Maddieson (1984) and his colleagues at UCLA gathered data for the UPSID database on 317 languages for which trustable phonetic description was available. A quota rule was applied, to the effect that only one language from any small family grouping could be included, and an effort was made to cover the principal language families of the world. The entries in the UPSID database are phonetic segments, constituting the ‘most representative’ allophones of the phonemes concerned. In making his selection of this most representative allophone, Maddieson (1984: 162–3) asked himself the following three questions:

Which allophone has the widest distribution (i.e. appears in the widest range of and/or most frequently occurring environments)?

Which allophone most appropriately represents the phonetic range of variation of all allophones?

Which allophone is the one from which other allophones can be most simply and naturally derived?

In cases of conflicting answers being yielded by these three considerations, Maddieson preferred the answer that ‘did least violence to all three considerations taken together’ (p. 163). These questions (especially the third, and to some extent the second) inevitably have a phonological colouring to their motivation. In addition, underlying the difficulty of any comparable
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terprise is the practical problem of deciding on the number of allophones per phoneme to be admitted into the arena of interest (which concerns the answers to both the first and the second question). The occurrence of a phoneme in different contextual environments generates a phonetically differentiable allophone of that phoneme in virtually every such environment, through the process of co-articulation. Different structural environments also often generate differentiable allophones of a phoneme, usually characterized by aspectual and co-ordinatory differences. The union of contextual and structural influences thus gives birth to a multitude of allophonic offspring, which make up the family of sounds representing a given phoneme in any language. Reaching a practical selection of such ‘most representative’ allophones, if the full power of descriptive phonetic theory were to be applied, would therefore have to appeal to very wide-ranging and often perhaps somewhat intuitive criteria.

In practice, Maddieson limited the resolution of the descriptive apparatus he used to specify the phonetic detail of the allophones to ‘that attained by the traditional 3-term label of phonetics, specifying voicing, place and manner for consonants, ... plus additional labels required for features [of] secondary articulations’ (p. 163). He uses some forty-five classificatory phonetic parameters for the description of segments representing consonants (Maddieson 1984: 164–7), which are in all cases either directly equivalent to or readily translatable into the phonetic dimensions described in this book. The UPSID database, and Maddieson’s (1984) analysis, is an immensely valuable source of raw data on which to test hypotheses about the statistical distribution of sound types, though one could hope for future expansion of the number of languages contained.

The following analysis of the UPSID data is suggestive rather than exhaustive. It gathers evidence to begin to help in answering two questions about the incidence of different types of segments in the languages of the world. The first question addresses the raw frequency of occurrence of individual types of segments in the set of 317 languages of the database:

*What is the frequency of occurrence in the 317 languages of the UPSID database of different categories of segments within a given manner of articulation?*

The second question addresses the depth of take-up by the consonantal phonemic systems of the different languages of the world of different manners of articulation:

*How many distinctions of place of articulation do the 317 languages of the UPSID database make within a given manner of articulation?*
The answers to the first question will give some indication of the degree of parsimony in the fit between the classificatory theory presented in this book and the data it seeks to describe. The answers to the second will speak to issues of phonetic and phonological 'universals', in giving some quantified probabilistic impression of what range of places of articulation might be expected to be found in the segment-types representing consonants in some hypothetical stereotypic language.

19.4.3.1 The frequency of occurrence in the languages of the world of different categories of segments

In addressing the first question, voiced and voiceless categories were calculated separately (except for lateral segments), and the total number of languages making use of each different place of articulation, aspect of articulation, mode of co-ordination and type of initiation within a given manner of articulation was established. This was done independently of the statistics offered by Maddieson (1984: 25-122), who gives a much more comprehensive treatment, often using different bases for calculation from those used in this book. For a more detailed account of the statistics to be found by examination of the UPSID database, Maddieson's version is recommended to the reader.

The following manners of articulation were selected for examination: oral stops, aspirated stops, affricated stops, ejective stops, implosive stops, nasal stops, pre-nasal and post-nasal complex stops, central oral fricatives, lateral and rhotic segments. Tables 19.2a-p show the totals and percentages for each of these categories of manner of articulation in turn, answering the first question in terms predominantly of data on place of articulation. For example, table 19.2a indicates that 255 of the 317 languages of the UPSID database (i.e. 80 per cent) make phonologically distinctive use in their consonant systems of a voiceless labial oral stop [p], and that 281 languages (89 per cent) use a voiceless velar oral stop [k]. Overall, 1,087 single voiceless oral stops figure in the consonant systems of the 317 languages.

To allow direct comparisons of categories within the focus of this chapter, the manners of articulation were interpreted strictly. Thus in Maddieson's general category of 'ejective stop', to take one example, he includes 'plain', 'labialized', 'palatalized' and 'pre-voiced' sub-categories in the overall calculation, making a total of 188 ejective stops by his own criteria, against only 157 in the investigation carried out for this book, which only considered 'plain' ejective stops. That this strictness of interpretation biased the overall results to a serious degree in favour of the hypothesis being tested is possible, and needs further research. It seems unlikely, though, that the rank-ordering of results was significantly affected.
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It should be noted that in tables 19.2a–p information about the segments in the dental and alveolar regions are difficult to disentangle. This is because the otherwise reliable sources of phonetic and phonological information used by Maddieson often failed to offer specific comment about the exact place of articulation concerned in this zone. It was not always clear whether the term ‘dental’, for example, was being used strictly to indicate that the passive articulator was the upper front teeth, or rather as a cover term of a phonological colouring for articulations that might have been phonetically either dental (strictly) or alveolar (strictly). A section has therefore been added to each table combining the results for ‘dental’, ‘dental or alveolar’ and ‘alveolar’.

Table 19.2a Numbers of languages exploiting differences of place of articulation and aspectual categories on single voiceless oral stops in 317 languages

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Labial</th>
<th>Dental</th>
<th>Dent/Al</th>
<th>Alveol</th>
<th>Post-al</th>
<th>R'flex</th>
<th>Palatal</th>
<th>Velar</th>
<th>Uvular</th>
<th>Glottal</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[p]</td>
<td>[t]</td>
<td>[t − t]</td>
<td>[t]</td>
<td>[t]</td>
<td></td>
<td>[t]</td>
<td>[k]</td>
<td>[q]</td>
<td>[?]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>255</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>281</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>136</td>
<td>1087</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80%</td>
<td>23%</td>
<td>41%</td>
<td>32%</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>12%</td>
<td>89%</td>
<td>12%</td>
<td>43%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Dental + Dnt/Al + Alveolar
307 97%

Source: Calculated from information in the UPSID database given in Maddieson (1984: 263–422)

Table 19.2b Numbers of languages exploiting differences of place of articulation and aspectual categories on single voiced oral stops in 317 languages

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Labial</th>
<th>Dental</th>
<th>Dent/Al</th>
<th>Alveol</th>
<th>Post-al</th>
<th>R'flex</th>
<th>Palatal</th>
<th>Velar</th>
<th>Uvular</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[b]</td>
<td>[d]</td>
<td>[d − d]</td>
<td>[d]</td>
<td>[d]</td>
<td>[d]</td>
<td>[j]</td>
<td>[g]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>195</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>166</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>610</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>62%</td>
<td>16%</td>
<td>23%</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>52%</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Dental + Dnt/Al + Alveolar
190 60%

Source: Calculated from information in the UPSID database given in Maddieson (1984: 263–422)
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### Table 19.2c Numbers of languages exploiting differences of place of articulation, aspectual and co-ordination categories on single post-aspirated voiceless oral stops in 317 languages

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Labial</th>
<th>Dental</th>
<th>Dnt/Al</th>
<th>Alveol</th>
<th>Post-al</th>
<th>R'flex</th>
<th>Palatal</th>
<th>Velar</th>
<th>Uvul</th>
<th>Glottal</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[pʰ]</td>
<td>[tʰ]</td>
<td>[tʰ]</td>
<td>[tʰ]</td>
<td>[tʰ]</td>
<td>[tʰ]</td>
<td>[tʰ]</td>
<td>[kʰ]</td>
<td>[qʰ]</td>
<td>[νʰ]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>81</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td>289</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26%</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>26%</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Dental + Dnt/Al + Alveolar
93 29%

**Source:** Calculated from information in the UPSID database given in Maddieson (1984: 263–422)

### Table 19.2d Numbers of languages exploiting differences of place of articulation, aspectual and co-ordination categories on single post-affricated voiceless oral stops in 317 languages

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Labial</th>
<th>Lab-dnt</th>
<th>Dental</th>
<th>Dnt/Al</th>
<th>Alveol</th>
<th>Post-al</th>
<th>R'flex</th>
<th>Palatal</th>
<th>Velar</th>
<th>Uvular</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[pʰ]</td>
<td>[bʰ]</td>
<td>[tʰ]</td>
<td>[tʰ]</td>
<td>[tʰ]</td>
<td>[tʰ]</td>
<td>[tʰ]</td>
<td>[kʰ]</td>
<td>[qʰ]</td>
<td>[νʰ]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>153</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>294</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0%</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>48%</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Dental + Dnt/Al + Alveolar
111 35%

**Source:** Calculated from information in the UPSID database given in Maddieson (1984: 263–422)

### Table 19.2e Numbers of languages exploiting differences of place of articulation, aspectual and co-ordination categories on single post-affricated voiced oral stops in 317 languages

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Labial</th>
<th>Lab-dnt</th>
<th>Dental</th>
<th>Dnt/Al</th>
<th>Alveol</th>
<th>Post-al</th>
<th>R'flex</th>
<th>Palatal</th>
<th>Velar</th>
<th>Uvular</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[bʰ]</td>
<td>[b̃]</td>
<td>[dʰ]</td>
<td>[dʰ~d̃]</td>
<td>[dʰ]</td>
<td>[dʰ]</td>
<td>[dʰ]</td>
<td>[lʰ]</td>
<td>[gʰ]</td>
<td>[ɛʰ]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>131</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0%</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>26%</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Dental + Dnt/Al + Alveolar
36 11%

**Source:** Calculated from information in Maddieson (1984: 263–422)
Table 19.2f *Numbers of languages exploiting differences of place of articulation, aspectual and initiatory categories on single voiceless ejective stops in 317 languages*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Labial</th>
<th>Dental</th>
<th>Dent/Al</th>
<th>Alveol</th>
<th>Post-al</th>
<th>R’flex</th>
<th>Palatal</th>
<th>Velar</th>
<th>Uvular</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[p']</td>
<td>t'</td>
<td>t’ ~ t’</td>
<td>t'</td>
<td>1'</td>
<td>t’</td>
<td>c’</td>
<td>k’</td>
<td>q’</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>157</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>16%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dental + Dnt/Al + Alveolar</td>
<td>49 15%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Source:* Calculated from information in the UPSID database given in Maddison (1984: 263-422)

Table 19.2g *Numbers of languages exploiting differences of place of articulation, aspectual and initiatory categories on single voiced implosive stops in 317 languages*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Labial</th>
<th>Dental</th>
<th>Dent/Al</th>
<th>Alveol</th>
<th>Post-al</th>
<th>R’flex</th>
<th>Palatal</th>
<th>Velar</th>
<th>Uvular</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[b]</td>
<td>q’</td>
<td>q’ ~ d’</td>
<td>d’</td>
<td>d’</td>
<td>q’</td>
<td>i’</td>
<td>g’</td>
<td>0’</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dental + Dnt/Al + Alveolar</td>
<td>28 9%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Source:* Calculated from information in the UPSID database given in Maddison (1984: 263-422)

Table 19.2h *Numbers of languages exploiting differences of place of articulation, aspectual and initiatory categories on single voiceless implosive stops in 317 languages*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Labial</th>
<th>Dental</th>
<th>Dent/Al</th>
<th>Alveol</th>
<th>Post-al</th>
<th>R’flex</th>
<th>Palatal</th>
<th>Velar</th>
<th>Uvular</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[b]</td>
<td>[f]</td>
<td>[f] ~ t’</td>
<td>f’</td>
<td>f’</td>
<td>f’</td>
<td>c’</td>
<td>k’</td>
<td>0’</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dental + Dnt/Al + Alveolar</td>
<td>2 1%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Source:* Calculated from information in the UPSID database given in Maddison (1984: 263-422)
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### Evaluating general phonetic theory

**Table 19.2i** Numbers of languages exploiting differences of place of articulation and aspectual categories on single voiced nasal stops in 317 languages

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Labial</th>
<th>Lab-dnt</th>
<th>Dental</th>
<th>Dent/Al</th>
<th>Alveol</th>
<th>Post-al</th>
<th>R'flex</th>
<th>Palatal</th>
<th>Velar</th>
<th>Uvular</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[m]</td>
<td>[ŋ]</td>
<td>[n]</td>
<td>[n]</td>
<td>[n]</td>
<td>[n]</td>
<td>[ŋ]</td>
<td>[p]</td>
<td>[ŋ]</td>
<td>[ŋ]</td>
<td>[m]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>298</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>151</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>107</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>916</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>94%</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>48%</td>
<td>33%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>34%</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td></td>
<td>916</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Source: Calculated from information in the UPSID database given in Maddieson (1984: 263-122)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 19.2j** Numbers of languages exploiting differences of place of articulation and aspectual categories on single voiceless nasal stops in 317 languages

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Labial</th>
<th>Lab-dnt</th>
<th>Dental</th>
<th>Dent/Al</th>
<th>Alveol</th>
<th>Post-al</th>
<th>R'flex</th>
<th>Palatal</th>
<th>Velar</th>
<th>Uvular</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[m]</td>
<td>[ŋ]</td>
<td>[n]</td>
<td>[n]</td>
<td>[n]</td>
<td>[n]</td>
<td>[ŋ]</td>
<td>[p]</td>
<td>[ŋ]</td>
<td>[ŋ]</td>
<td>[m]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>34</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>34</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Source: Calculated from information in the UPSID database given in Maddieson (1984: 263-422)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 19.2k** Numbers of languages exploiting differences of place of articulation, aspectual and phasal categories on complex voiced pre-nasal oral stops in 317 languages

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Labial</th>
<th>Dental</th>
<th>Dent/Al</th>
<th>Alveol</th>
<th>Post-al</th>
<th>R'flex</th>
<th>Palatal</th>
<th>Velar</th>
<th>Uvular</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[mb]</td>
<td>[ŋ]</td>
<td>[ŋ]</td>
<td>[ŋ]</td>
<td>[ŋ]</td>
<td>[ŋ]</td>
<td>[ŋ]</td>
<td>[ŋ]</td>
<td>[ŋ]</td>
<td>[m]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>57</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5%</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td></td>
<td>57</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Source: Calculated from information in the UPSID database given in Maddieson (1984: 263-422)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Conclusion**

Table 19.2d *Numbers of languages exploiting differences of place of articulation, aspectual and phasal categories on complex voiced post-nasal oral stops in 317 languages*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Labial</th>
<th>Dental</th>
<th>Dent/Al</th>
<th>Alveol</th>
<th>Post-al</th>
<th>R'flex</th>
<th>Palatal</th>
<th>Velar</th>
<th>Uvular</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 0</td>
<td>1 1</td>
<td>1 1</td>
<td>1 1</td>
<td>1 0</td>
<td>1 0</td>
<td>6 1%</td>
<td>0 1%</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Dental + Dnt/Al + Alveolar 2 1%

**Source:** Calculated from information in the UPSID database given in Maddieson (1984: 263–422)

Table 19.2m *Numbers of languages exploiting differences of place of articulation and aspectual categories on single voiceless central fricatives in 317 languages*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lab</th>
<th>Lab-dnt</th>
<th>Dent</th>
<th>Dent/Al</th>
<th>Alv</th>
<th>Pal-al</th>
<th>R'flex</th>
<th>Al-pal</th>
<th>Pal</th>
<th>Velar</th>
<th>Uv</th>
<th>Phar</th>
<th>Epigl</th>
<th>Gi</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>117</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>129</td>
<td>111</td>
<td>139</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>673</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Dental + Dnt/Al + Alveolar 257 81%

**Source:** Calculated from information in Maddieson (1984: 263–422)

Table 19.2n *Numbers of languages exploiting differences of place of articulation and aspectual categories on single voiced central fricatives in 317 languages*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lab</th>
<th>Lab-dnt</th>
<th>Dent</th>
<th>Dent/Al</th>
<th>Alv</th>
<th>Pal-al</th>
<th>R'flex</th>
<th>Al-pal</th>
<th>Pal</th>
<th>Velar</th>
<th>Uv</th>
<th>Phar</th>
<th>Epigl</th>
<th>Gi</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>311</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Dental + Dnt/Al + Alveolar 100 32%

**Source:** Calculated from information in the UPSID database given in Maddieson (1984: 263–422)
Table 19.2o Numbers of languages exploiting differences of place of articulation and aspectual categories on single voiced lateral resonant segments in 317 languages

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Labial</th>
<th>Dental</th>
<th>Dent/Al</th>
<th>Alveolar</th>
<th>R‘flex</th>
<th>Palatal</th>
<th>Velar</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
<td>l</td>
<td>l ~ l</td>
<td>l</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0%</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>290</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>43%</td>
<td>31%</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>243</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Dent + Dent/Al + Alveolar</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>84%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Calculated from information in the UPSID database given in Maddieson (1984: 263–422)

Table 19.2p Numbers of languages exploiting differences of place of articulation and aspectual categories on single rhotic segments in 317 languages

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>r</td>
<td>r</td>
<td>l</td>
<td>l</td>
<td>j</td>
<td>j</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>r</td>
<td>w</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1%</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>137</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>273</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Calculated from information in the UPSID database given in Maddieson (1984: 263–422)

For convenience of presentation, table 19.3 abstracts from tables 19.2a–p the combined total of segments contrastively exploited by the 317 languages of the UPSID database within each manner of articulation (i.e. segments sharing the same features of initiation, phonation, degree of stricture, aspect of articulation and co-ordination but differing by place of articulation), and presents them in rank order of implied frequency of occurrence in the languages of the world. (The difference between voicelessness and voicing will not be explicitly considered in the discussion below).

The information in table 19.3 can be related to the architectural-parsimony hypothesis that the segment-types described in the phonetic theory presented here as most neutral and most basic are more numerous in the languages of the world than the more elaborated types. The overall result is that the hypothesis is broadly upheld by these results, in that with one exception (voiced nasal stops in second position), basic segments are more frequent (ranks 1–5) than the more elaborated segments (ranks 6–16). Nasal stops are categorized in this book as elaborated articulations in that they involve a non-neutral choice of
Conclusion

Table 19.3 Total numbers of segments contrastively exploited by 317 languages within a given manner category

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank order</th>
<th>Manner category</th>
<th>Combined total of segments in 317 languages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Voiceless oral stops</td>
<td>1087</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Voiced nasal stops</td>
<td>916</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Voiceless central fricatives</td>
<td>673</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Voiced oral stops</td>
<td>610</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Voiced central fricatives</td>
<td>311</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Voiceless affricated oral stops</td>
<td>294</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Voiced lateral resonant segments</td>
<td>290</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Voiceless aspirated oral stops</td>
<td>289</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Voiced rhotic segments</td>
<td>273</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Voiceless ejective stops</td>
<td>157</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Voiced affricated nasal stops</td>
<td>131</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Voiced implosive stops</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Voice pre-nasal oral stops</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Voiceless nasal stops</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Voice post-nasal oral stops</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Voiceless implosive stops</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Calculated from information in the UPSID database given in Maddieson (1984: 263-422)

The conformational aspect of articulation. In this they are by definition more elaborate than the basic categories in third and fourth rank (voiceless central fricatives and voiced oral stops), which are both defined as making neutral choices as far as the conformational aspect of articulation is concerned.

The conventional descriptive phonetic theory adopted by the IPA phonetic alphabet gives 'nasals' the status of an independent category, and does not treat them in the way suggested in this book as a modified sub-category of 'stop'. The IPA treatment is also consistent with studies of infant speech acquisition which suggest that nasal stops such as [m] are amongst the very earliest anthropophonic sounds recruited for use in speech, which is perhaps not surprising from a biological point of view (S. Hutcheson, personal communication). To that extent, the data in table 19.3 suggest that the IPA assumptions better reflect both this biological priority and the principle of architectural simplicity than do the proposals in this book. However, the disadvantage of the IPA classification of nasal stops as an independent segment-type on a par with oral stops is that the commonality of nasality being applicable as a modifying feature to all three basic stricture types (stop, fricative and resonant), with oral versions of these counting as neutral, is then lost.
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19.4.3.2 The phonological take-up by the languages of the world of different manners of articulation

Table 19.4 gives the results for the second question, approaching the matter of phonetic and phonological universals. It calculates the percentage of the languages of the database exploiting a particular number of places of articulation within a given manner category for contrastive purposes. This percentage can be thought of as the take-up by languages of the contrastive opportunities within a given manner category.

Table 19.4 Numbers of languages in the UPSID database using zero, one or more phonetic segment-types within a manner category for contrastive purposes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SEGMENT TYPE</th>
<th>Number of segments used within a manner category per language for contrastive purposes</th>
<th>Percentage of languages using one or more segments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Voiced nasal stops</td>
<td>12 8 102 97 81 12 5 0</td>
<td>96.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voiceless oral stops</td>
<td>15 13 18 103 119 41 8 0</td>
<td>95.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voiceless fricatives</td>
<td>25 28 70 94 56 33 9 2</td>
<td>92.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voiced and voiceless lateral segments</td>
<td>69 190 44 10 3 1 0 0</td>
<td>78.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voiced rhotic segments</td>
<td>88 197 30 2 0 0 0 0</td>
<td>72.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voiceless affricated oral stops</td>
<td>116 132 58 10 1 0 0 0</td>
<td>63.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voiced oral stops</td>
<td>117 16 25 104 48 7 0 0</td>
<td>63.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voiced fricatives</td>
<td>158 62 43 36 12 6 0 0</td>
<td>50.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voiced affricated oral stops</td>
<td>210 88 16 3 0 0 0 0</td>
<td>33.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voiceless aspirated oral stops</td>
<td>225 6 7 53 20 6 0 0</td>
<td>29.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voiceless ejective stops</td>
<td>265 5 12 17 13 5 0 0</td>
<td>16.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voiced implosive stops</td>
<td>286 5 18 4 4 0 0 0</td>
<td>9.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voiced pre-nasal oral stops</td>
<td>298 1 1 11 4 1 0 0</td>
<td>6.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voiceless nasal stops</td>
<td>307 0 1 4 5 0 0 0</td>
<td>3.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voiceless implosive stops</td>
<td>315 0 1 1 0 0 0 0</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voiced post-nasal stops</td>
<td>316 0 0 0 0 0 1 0</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Calculated from data in Maddieson (1984: 263-422)
Conclusion

Some very clear patterns of segmental exploitation are visible from table 19.4, in terms of the take-up by languages of one or more instances of a given manner category. The results fall into five groups: nearly universal take-up, high, moderate, low and minority take-up. Virtually all 317 languages in the UPSID database exploit one or more voiceless oral stops (95.3 per cent), voiced nasal stops (96.2 per cent) and voiceless fricatives (92.1 per cent). Falling in the high range of take-up of one or more types of segment within the manner category concerned are the two categories of lateral segments (78.2 per cent) and rhotic segments (72.2 per cent). Moderate exploitation of one or more voiceless affricated stops (63.4 per cent), voiced oral stops (63.1 per cent) and voiced fricatives (50.2 per cent) is also a characteristic of the languages represented in the database. Falling in the low range, with less take-up than the moderate group but more than the minority group that follows, is the use of one or more voiced affricated stops (33.8 per cent) and voiceless aspirated stops (29.0 per cent). Minority usage of categories of manner of articulation is seen in the take-up of one or more voiceless ejective stops (16.4 per cent), voiced implosive stops (9.8 per cent), voiced pre-nasal stops (6.0 per cent), voiceless nasal stops (3.2 per cent), voiceless implosive stops (0.6 per cent) and voiced post-nasal stops (0.3 per cent).

The percentages given in table 19.4 can be thought of as an indication of the probability that any given manner of articulation will be represented by at least one phoneme in the consonant system of a given language. They give only a partial view of the segmental take-up by languages, however, since they summarize only the proportion of languages making contrastive use of one or more segments in a given manner category. Another way of analysing the information in table 19.4 is to look at the different depths of take-up by a language of a given manner category (i.e. the range of differentiations of place of articulation by the language within that manner of articulation). For example, the maximal depth of take-up is by the manner category of voiceless fricatives, which ranges from 28 languages using only one segment-type contrastively to 2 languages making use of seven, with a fairly flat distribution peaking at 94 languages exploiting three such segments. The depths of take-up of voiceless oral stops and voiced nasal stops are similar to each other in range, at six contrastive segments, but the distribution of voiced nasal stops has a broad though salient peak at two or three segments being contrasted by place of articulation, while the distribution of voiceless stops has a broad though salient peak of three or four. Voiceless affricates, on the other hand, range only up to four segments being used contrastively, with the very large majority of languages that exploit
voiceless affricates using only one. This is similar to the pattern for rhotic segments, which range up to three segments being used contrastively, with the large majority that use rhotic segments using only one.

19.4.3.3 *The phonological take-up by the languages of the world of different places of articulation*

Table 19.4 analyses segmental take-up at a rather coarse grain. For detail on place of articulation, tables 19.2a–p allow one to examine the relative frequencies within a manner category of single consonants in the phonemic systems of the 317 languages. We can consider the most frequently occurring segments, noting whether they are characterized by a neutral place of articulation (supporting the architectural-parsimony hypothesis) or by a non-neutral, displaced articulation (contradicting the hypothesis).

We have seen that voiceless oral stops dominate the consonant systems of the UPSID languages, in terms of raw frequency of occurrence (table 19.3). Within voiceless oral stops, table 19.2a shows that labial (80 per cent of languages), ‘dental + dental/alveolar + alveolar’ (97 per cent) and velar stops (89 per cent) are by far the most numerous. Voiced nasal stops (table 19.2i), as the next most frequent category, do not show quite the same pattern, with labial (94 per cent) and ‘dental + dental/alveolar + alveolar’ nasal stops (99 per cent) predominating, but with only 50 per cent of languages exploiting the velar place of articulation. Voiceless fricatives (table 19.2m), show yet a different pattern, with the dental/alveolar category most numerous. This category is hard to quantify, given the uncertainty of interpreting the original observations of the dental (flat) [θ] versus alveolar (grooved) [s] contribution to the ‘dental + dental/alveolar + alveolar’ collapsed category. But if we reasonably assume that the label ‘dental’ was used in the original sources for a (strictly) alveolar [s] only when [θ] was absent from the investigation of the language concerned, then a (phonetically strict) alveolar [s] probably accounts for about 241 languages out of the 257 listed for the ‘dental + dental/alveolar + alveolar’ category. If so, it would suggest that about 76 per cent of languages exploit an alveolar [s]. Palato-alveolar [ʃ] is next in frequency, being used by 44 per cent of languages. The frequency of usage of the non-neutral, displaced labiodental [f] is lower, though still highish, at 37 per cent of languages.

In lateral resonant segments (table 19.2o, which excludes lateral fricative segments), ‘dental + dental/alveolar + alveolar’ segments predominate at 84%, with no other place of articulation being taken up by even 10 per cent of languages. The membership of the rhotic class of segments is determined
Conclusion

by considerations of phonological function to a greater extent than by phonetic criteria, and is in any case a mixed category from a phonetic point of view, in that it includes stops made with various different aspects of articulation (taps, flaps and trills) as well as approximants. In rhotic segments (table 19.2p), the voiced alveolar trilled stop predominates (43 per cent of languages), but with retroflex alveolar flapped stops [r] being taken up by 25 per cent of languages. The retroflex alveolar flapped stop [r] does not count as displaced from the point of view of the place of articulation of its moment of greatest stricture (complete alveolar closure), though it does count as non-neutral in terms of its retroflex topographical aspect of articulation.

From the point of view of place of articulation, the most frequent sounds in the most frequently used manner-categories found in the UPSID database are therefore all place-neutral, far outweighing those with displaced articulations. The hypothesis of architectural parsimony therefore seems tenable as far as place of articulation is concerned.

19.4.3.4 The phonological take-up by the languages of the world of different aspects of articulation, co-ordination and initiation

Inspecting tables 19.2a–p for other potential violations of the hypothesis by elaborated segmental performance, we find that retroflexion (as a non-neutral topographic aspect of articulation), aspiration and affrication (as non-neutral choices of co-ordination), and ejective/implosive initiation (as a non-neutral option of type of airstream mechanism) all occur with substantially less frequency than the types of segments which can be regarded as basic. They thus support the hypothesis. Grooving of alveolar [s], as a non-neutral topographic aspect of articulation, in the voiceless central fricative probably used by about 76 per cent of languages, remains problematic for the architectural parsimony hypothesis, as noted above.

19.4.3.5 Conclusion

The issue that has been addressed in the sections immediately above is whether the structural principles underlying the design of the architecture of the descriptive phonetic model offered in this book bear a parsimonious relation to the major trends of segmental choice by the languages of the world. Much more research is needed to explore this hypothesis in detail, and to consider methods of subjecting the geometry of the descriptive model to a more graded, quantified and searching test against hierarchies of occurrence of segments and features. Whether the choice of languages in the UPSID database is fully representative of segmental usage by languages in
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general will also become clearer only when more languages are incorporated in the database. But with the exception of nasality on stops, and the anomalously high incidence of the non-neutrally grooved alveolar fricative [s], inspection of the statistics of segmental characterization offered in tables 19.2a–p, 19.3 and 19.4 seems to give preliminary support to the hypothesis suggested in section 19.4. As a broad conclusion, it thus seems a sustainable view that the architecture of the phonetic theory set up in this book bears a fairly parsimonious relationship to the sounds of the world’s languages that it seeks to describe.

Further reading


Greenberg (1978) edited a volume on phonological universals in the languages of the world (which contains the chapter by Crothers listed above). John Ohala was the chairman of an interesting symposium on phonetic universals in phonological systems held during the Ninth International Congress of Phonetic Sciences in Copenhagen (Fischer-Jørgensen 1979) and in his chairman’s remarks discusses the nature of these phonetic universals, the role they play in phonological systems, and how they might be explained (Ohala 1979). In a later publication, he goes on to explore the source of some types of sound patterning in constraints set by the way the vocal organs work (Ohala 1983).
Envoi

The objective of this book has been to offer the reader an analytic perspective on phonetics, as a foundation for research in speech. The Introduction began by saying that speech is our most human characteristic. To speak is to display the most open declaration of our social identity. Speaking is also our prime means of communicating cognitive, emotional and attitudinal information to other people. More personal and symbolic communication is conducted through spoken conversation than is ever achieved through writing. Speech thus has a most central place in our social, cognitive and affective lives.

It remains true, nevertheless, that although as speakers and listeners we all have a very well-developed operational understanding of the many-stranded messages transmitted every day through speech, not many people know very much about either the semiotic or the physical basis of how speech actually works. Nor do many people have more than the most fragmentary experience of the range and variety of patterns found in the speech of different language-communities around the world. It is the privilege and the pleasure of phoneticians, with their colleagues from related disciplines professionally concerned with speech, to engage themselves in the analysis of this most intricate of our communicative skills, in all its richness and variety.

I have tried to give an account of the full phonetic range of spoken language. Above all, as I said in the Introduction, I have tried to give the reader the opportunity to appreciate the paradox that underlying the apparently extraordinary diversity shown by the thousands of mutually incomprehensible languages of the world, there is a remarkable, elegant and principled unity in the way that these languages exploit the phonetic resources of speech. It is these principles of phonetics that I have tried to describe.
# APPENDIX I

The phonetic alphabet of the International Phonetic Association

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CONSONANTS</th>
<th>Bilabial</th>
<th>Labiodental</th>
<th>Dental</th>
<th>Alveolar</th>
<th>Postalveolar</th>
<th>Retracted</th>
<th>Palatal</th>
<th>Velar</th>
<th>Uvular</th>
<th>Pharyngeal</th>
<th>Glottal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Plosive</td>
<td>p b</td>
<td>t d</td>
<td>t  d</td>
<td>t  d</td>
<td>t  d</td>
<td>t  d</td>
<td>t  d</td>
<td>t  d</td>
<td>t  q</td>
<td>q g</td>
<td>q g</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nasal</td>
<td>m m</td>
<td>n n</td>
<td>n n</td>
<td>n n</td>
<td>n n</td>
<td>n n</td>
<td>n n</td>
<td>n n</td>
<td>n n</td>
<td>N N</td>
<td>N N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fricative</td>
<td>f s z</td>
<td>f s z</td>
<td>f s z</td>
<td>f s z</td>
<td>f s z</td>
<td>f s z</td>
<td>f s z</td>
<td>f s z</td>
<td>f s z</td>
<td>f s z</td>
<td>f s z</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Approximant</td>
<td>v j l</td>
<td>v j l</td>
<td>v j l</td>
<td>v j l</td>
<td>v j l</td>
<td>v j l</td>
<td>v j l</td>
<td>v j l</td>
<td>v j l</td>
<td>v j l</td>
<td>v j l</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lateral</td>
<td>l h l</td>
<td>l h l</td>
<td>l h l</td>
<td>l h l</td>
<td>l h l</td>
<td>l h l</td>
<td>l h l</td>
<td>l h l</td>
<td>l h l</td>
<td>l h l</td>
<td>l h l</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Where symbols appear in pairs, the one to the right represents a voiced consonant. Shaded areas denote articulations judged impossible.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DIACRITICS</th>
<th>Voiceless</th>
<th>Voiced</th>
<th>Aspirated</th>
<th>Breathy voiced</th>
<th>Creaky voiced</th>
<th>Lingualized</th>
<th>Dental</th>
<th>Apical</th>
<th>Laminal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ň ŉ</td>
<td>ŏ ū</td>
<td>ŏ ū</td>
<td>ŏ ū</td>
<td>ŏ ū</td>
<td>ŏ ū</td>
<td>ŏ ū</td>
<td>ŏ ū</td>
<td>ŏ ū</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ŭ ŕ</td>
<td>ņ ō</td>
<td>ņ ō</td>
<td>ņ ō</td>
<td>ņ ō</td>
<td>ņ ō</td>
<td>ņ ō</td>
<td>ņ ō</td>
<td>ņ ō</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ŏ Œ</td>
<td>Ő Ő</td>
<td>Ő Ő</td>
<td>Ő Ő</td>
<td>Ő Ő</td>
<td>Ő Ő</td>
<td>Ő Ő</td>
<td>Ő Ő</td>
<td>Ő Ő</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ŏ Œ</td>
<td>Ő Ő</td>
<td>Ő Ő</td>
<td>Ő Ő</td>
<td>Ő Ő</td>
<td>Ő Ő</td>
<td>Ő Ő</td>
<td>Ő Ő</td>
<td>Ő Ő</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ŏ Œ</td>
<td>Ő Ő</td>
<td>Ő Ő</td>
<td>Ő Ő</td>
<td>Ő Ő</td>
<td>Ő Ő</td>
<td>Ő Ő</td>
<td>Ő Ő</td>
<td>Ő Ő</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ŏ Œ</td>
<td>Ő Ő</td>
<td>Ő Ő</td>
<td>Ő Ő</td>
<td>Ő Ő</td>
<td>Ő Ő</td>
<td>Ő Ő</td>
<td>Ő Ő</td>
<td>Ő Ő</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**VOWELS**

Front | Central | Back
---|---------|-----
Close | y   | i   | u
Close-mid | o   | e   | o
Open-mid | e   | o   | o
Open | æ e | ð ð | æ æ

**OTHER SYMBOLS**

- Voiced labial-velar fricative
- Voiceless labial-velar approximant
- Voiced labial-palatal approximant
- Voiceless labial approximant
- Voiceless palatal approximant
- Voiced palatal approximant
- Voiceless alveolar fricative
- Voiceless alveolar approximant
- Voiceless alveolar click
- Voiceless palatal click
- Vowel epiglottal release
- Voiced epiglottal release
- Voiceless alveolo-palatal approximant
- Voiceless alveolo-palatal fricative
- Alveolar approximant
- Alveolar fricative
- Alveolar approximant
- Alveolar approximant

**SUPRASEGMENTALS**

- Primary stress
- Secondary stress
- Long
- Half-long
- Extra-short
- Syllable break
- Minor (front) group
- Major (front) group
- Linking (absence of a break)

**TONES & WORD ACCENTS**

- Tones
- Falling
- Rising
- Falling
- Rising
- Falling
- Falling
- Falling
- Falling
- Falling

**LEVEL CONTOUR**

- High
- Rising
- High
- Falling
- High
- Falling
- High
- Falling
- High
- Falling

- Extra high
- Extra low
- Extra low
The geographical distribution of the major language-families of the world (after Crystal 1987: 294-5)
APPENDIX II
Index of languages

This appendix was compiled partly by reference to publications by Bright (1992), Campbell (1991), Comrie (1987), Crystal (1987), Grimes (1988), Harris and Vincent (1988), Ruhlen (1987) and Voegelin and Voegelin (1977), which are recommended as authoritative sources on the genetic affiliation and geography of the world’s languages. Further reading on this topic is also listed at the end of chapter 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Alternative name</th>
<th>Language family</th>
<th>Geographical location</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Abaza</td>
<td>Abazin</td>
<td>Northwest Caucasian</td>
<td>Karachay-Cherkes Oblast, Dagestan (CIS), Turkey</td>
<td>322, 324</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abazin</td>
<td>see Abaza</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>324</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abdzakh</td>
<td>Adyghe</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>419</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aberdeen</td>
<td>English</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abkhaz</td>
<td>Abkhazian</td>
<td>Northwest Caucasian</td>
<td>Abkhaz (CIS), Georgia, Black Sea coast, Turkey</td>
<td>194, 316, 318, 322-3, 324, 328</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abkhazian</td>
<td>see Abkhaz</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acatlán</td>
<td>Mixtec</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>472</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acma</td>
<td>Western Keresan</td>
<td></td>
<td>New Mexico (USA)</td>
<td>369</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adyghe</td>
<td>Circassian</td>
<td>Northwest Caucasian</td>
<td>Adyget Oblast, Cherkes (CIS), Turkey, Jordan, Iraq, Syria, Israel</td>
<td>172, 248, 303, 322</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adynya-</td>
<td>see Wailpi</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mathanha</td>
<td>African</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English</td>
<td>a number of</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>dialects of</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>English</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Afrikaans</td>
<td>Indo-European</td>
<td></td>
<td>South Africa, Malawi, Namibia, Zimbabwe and in Southern Africa as a <em>lingua franca</em></td>
<td>61, 81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ainu</td>
<td><em>language</em></td>
<td></td>
<td>Hokkaido Island (Northern Japan)</td>
<td>86</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Alternative name</th>
<th>Language family</th>
<th>Geographical location</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Akan</td>
<td>see Twi</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Akhvakh</td>
<td>see Akhvakh</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Akhwakh</td>
<td>Akhvakh</td>
<td>Northeast Caucasian</td>
<td>Southern Dagestan (CIS)</td>
<td>370–2, 439,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alabama</td>
<td>see Alabama-Koasati</td>
<td>Alabama</td>
<td>Eastern Muskogean Australian</td>
<td>Louisiana, Texas (USA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alawna</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Roper River, Arnhem Land, Northern Territory (Australia)</td>
<td>231</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexandrian Arabic</td>
<td>dialect of Egyptian Arabic</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>328, 329</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Algerian Arabic</td>
<td>dialect of Arabic</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>411</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amahuaca</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American English</td>
<td>a number of dialects of English</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amharic</td>
<td>Amharik</td>
<td>Semitic</td>
<td>Ethiopia</td>
<td>266</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amuzgo</td>
<td></td>
<td>Otomanguean-Mexico</td>
<td></td>
<td>220, 231</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andalucian Spanish</td>
<td>dialect of Continental Spanish</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>358</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apinayé</td>
<td></td>
<td>Macro-Gé</td>
<td>Goiás State (Brazil)</td>
<td>231, 232</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Applecross Gaelic</td>
<td>dialect of Scottish Gaelic</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>295, 334, 442</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arabana</td>
<td>see Arapana</td>
<td>Semitic</td>
<td>from West Africa to Afghanistan, and as a lingua franca throughout this area</td>
<td>81, 83, 285–7, 327–8, 329, 333–4, 387, 411, 521, 523, 542</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arabic</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aranda</td>
<td></td>
<td>Pama-Nyungan</td>
<td>Alice Springs, Northern Territory (Australia)</td>
<td>362</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arapahoe</td>
<td>Arapahoe</td>
<td>Algonquian</td>
<td>Wyoming USA</td>
<td>89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arapana</td>
<td>see Arapaho</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arapani</td>
<td>Arapani, Arabana</td>
<td>Pama-Nyungan</td>
<td>South Australia</td>
<td>362</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arapani</td>
<td>see Arapana</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arbili Kurdish</td>
<td>dialect of Kurdish</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>253, 254</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Armenian</td>
<td></td>
<td>Indo-European (independent branch)</td>
<td>Armenia, Iran, Turkey, the countries of the Eastern Mediterranean, and many countries of emigration</td>
<td>382</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Alternative name</th>
<th>Language family</th>
<th>Geographical location</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Asian English</td>
<td>a number of</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>dialects of</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asmat</td>
<td>Papuan</td>
<td>Indo-European</td>
<td>Irian Jaya</td>
<td>512</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assamese</td>
<td>Indo-</td>
<td></td>
<td>Assam (India), Bangladesh, Bhutan</td>
<td>200, 22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>European</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>59, 61, 90, 398, 413, 558</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ateso</td>
<td>see Teso</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australian English</td>
<td>a number of</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>388</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>dialects of</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avar</td>
<td>North East</td>
<td></td>
<td>Southern Dagestan, Azerbaijan, Terek and Sulk Rivers area (CIS)</td>
<td>371–2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Caucasian</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aywele</td>
<td>Turkic</td>
<td></td>
<td>Azerbaijan, Nagorno-Karabakh Oblast (CIS), Iran, Iraq, Turkey, Syria, Afghanistan</td>
<td>294</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Etsako</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Azerbaijani</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aztec</td>
<td>see Nahuatl</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bafang</td>
<td>see Fe’Fe’</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>281</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bamileke</td>
<td>Niger-Congo</td>
<td></td>
<td>Cameroon</td>
<td>465, 472</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Banun</td>
<td>Niger-Congo</td>
<td></td>
<td>Cameroon</td>
<td>359</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Banff</td>
<td>dialect of</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>419</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Scottish English</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bangkok</td>
<td>dialect of</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>326</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thai</td>
<td>Thai</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Banjaling</td>
<td>Pama-Nyungan</td>
<td></td>
<td>New South Wales (Australia)</td>
<td>325</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>language isolate</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>disputed of</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>affiliation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basque</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Southeastern France and Northeastern Spain, and a language of emigration to the New World</td>
<td>86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beijing Chinese</td>
<td>see Mandarin</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Chinese</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belfast English</td>
<td>dialect of</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ulster English</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bella Coola</td>
<td>Salishan</td>
<td></td>
<td>British Columbia (Canada)</td>
<td>239, 240, 265</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>language isolate</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bengali</td>
<td>Indo-European</td>
<td></td>
<td>Bangladesh, India, Singapore and many other countries of emigration</td>
<td>172, 200, 295, 354, 385, 438</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berber</td>
<td>Afro-Asian</td>
<td></td>
<td>Morocco, Algeria</td>
<td>327–8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berta</td>
<td>Nilo-Saharan</td>
<td></td>
<td>Ethiopia, Sudan</td>
<td>231</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bhele</td>
<td>see Bili</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bhojpuri</td>
<td>Bihari</td>
<td>Indo-European</td>
<td>Bihar, Assam, Madhya, Prades, Uttar Pradesh (India), Nepal, and many countries of emigration</td>
<td>598</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language</td>
<td>Alternative name</td>
<td>Language family</td>
<td>Geographical location</td>
<td>Page</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------</td>
<td>------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bihari</td>
<td>see Bhojpuri</td>
<td>Niger-Congo</td>
<td>Kivu region (Zaire)</td>
<td>312</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bili</td>
<td>Bhele</td>
<td>Niger-Congo</td>
<td>Nigeria</td>
<td>474</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bini</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>411</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Birmingham English</td>
<td>dialect of English</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bisara Japanese</td>
<td>dialect of Japanese</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bishnupriya</td>
<td></td>
<td>Indo-European</td>
<td>Assam, Tripura (India), Bangladesh</td>
<td>172</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brazilian Portuguese</td>
<td>a number of dialects of Portuguese</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>212, 287–9, 292, 291–3, 329, 529</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breton</td>
<td></td>
<td>Indo-European</td>
<td>Brittany (France)</td>
<td>296, 435</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brisbane English</td>
<td>dialect of Australian English</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>558</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British English</td>
<td>a number of dialects of English</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bronx English</td>
<td>dialect of New York English</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>411</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bura</td>
<td>Burera, Bawera, Bureda see Burarra</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burarra</td>
<td></td>
<td>Afro-Asiatic</td>
<td>Nigeria</td>
<td>195, 316</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burera Burmese</td>
<td></td>
<td>Australian</td>
<td>Maningrida, Arnhem Land, Northern Territory (Australia)</td>
<td>382</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burushaski</td>
<td></td>
<td>Sino-Tibetan</td>
<td>Burma, Bangladesh</td>
<td>211, 311, 351, 509</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bushman</td>
<td></td>
<td>Mayan</td>
<td>Hunza-Nagir and Yasin areas of the Gilgit Agency (Pakistan), Northwest India</td>
<td>216, 217, 320</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bwe Karen</td>
<td>dialect of Karen</td>
<td>Khoisan</td>
<td>Southern Africa</td>
<td>174</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bzhedug Adyghe</td>
<td>dialect of Adyghe</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>322</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bzyb Abkhaz</td>
<td>dialect of Abkhaz</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>318, 328</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cakchiquel</td>
<td></td>
<td>Mayan</td>
<td>Guatemala</td>
<td>173, 181–2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Californian English</td>
<td>a number of dialects of American English</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canadian English</td>
<td>a number of dialects of English</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>59, 61, 72–3, 85–7, 225, 270</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Alternative name</th>
<th>Language family</th>
<th>Geographical location</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cantonese</td>
<td>Yue, dialect of Chinese</td>
<td></td>
<td>Kwantung, and southern part of Kwangsi, China</td>
<td>194</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carcha</td>
<td>K'ekchi</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>181–2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cardiff</td>
<td>English</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caribbean English</td>
<td>a number of dialects of</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catalán</td>
<td></td>
<td>Indo-European</td>
<td>Catalonia, Spain</td>
<td>86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cayapa</td>
<td>see Chachi</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>560</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central-Southern Punjabi</td>
<td>dialect of Punjabi</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central Thai</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>467–9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chachí</td>
<td>Cayapa</td>
<td>Macro-Chibchan</td>
<td>NorthWestern Ecuador</td>
<td>295</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chagga</td>
<td></td>
<td>Niger-Congo</td>
<td>Tanzania</td>
<td>215, 311</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chamoeco</td>
<td>K'ekchi</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>181–2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Changchow Chinese</td>
<td></td>
<td>Chinese</td>
<td></td>
<td>355</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chechen</td>
<td></td>
<td>North Caucasian</td>
<td>Chechen Ingush, Kazakh, Georgia, Northern Caucasus (CIS)</td>
<td>358</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chengdu</td>
<td>see Chengtu</td>
<td>Szechuanese</td>
<td></td>
<td>298, 349, 353, 474–6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Szechuanese</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chevelah Kalsipel</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>238</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cheyenne</td>
<td></td>
<td>Algonquian</td>
<td>Montana, Oklahoma (USA)</td>
<td>189, 296–7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chinantec Chinese</td>
<td></td>
<td>Otomangean</td>
<td>Mexico</td>
<td>241, 295, 482</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chinese</td>
<td></td>
<td>Sino-Tibetan</td>
<td>China, Taiwan, Singapore, Hongkong, Malaysia, Vietnam and many countries of emigration</td>
<td>252, 260, 285–6, 319, 509</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chinook Jargon</td>
<td>a pidgin</td>
<td></td>
<td>Pacific Northwest Coast of North America</td>
<td>84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chipewyan</td>
<td>Athabaskan</td>
<td></td>
<td>Northwest Territories, Saskatchewan, Alberta, Manitoba (Canada)</td>
<td>294, 368, 369</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chontal</td>
<td>Tequislatecan Hakan</td>
<td></td>
<td>Mexico</td>
<td>226, 310</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Alternative name</th>
<th>Language family</th>
<th>Geographical location</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chrau</td>
<td></td>
<td>Austro-Asiatic</td>
<td>Vietnam</td>
<td>382</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chuana</td>
<td><em>see Tswana</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chukchi</td>
<td></td>
<td>Chukotko-Kamchatic</td>
<td>Chukotka Peninsula, Siberia (CIS)</td>
<td>385</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Circassian</td>
<td><em>see Adyghe</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>521</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Classical</td>
<td>dialect of</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arabic</td>
<td>Arabic</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>368</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Classical</td>
<td>dialect of</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nahuatl</td>
<td>Nahuatl</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coastal</td>
<td>dialect of</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>226, 310</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chontal</td>
<td>Chontal</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coatlan</td>
<td>dialect of</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>442</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mixe</td>
<td>Mixe</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>471</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coatzospan</td>
<td>dialect of</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mixtec</td>
<td>Mixtec</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coban</td>
<td>dialect of</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>181-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K'ekchi</td>
<td>K'ekchi</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cockney</td>
<td>dialect of</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English</td>
<td>English</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coeur d'Alène</td>
<td></td>
<td>Salishan</td>
<td>Idaho (USA)</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Columbian</td>
<td>Wenatchee-Columbia</td>
<td></td>
<td>Washington State (USA)</td>
<td>241</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comanche</td>
<td></td>
<td>Uto-Aztec</td>
<td>Oklahoma (USA)</td>
<td>189, 296</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Continental</td>
<td>Portuguese a number of dialects of</td>
<td></td>
<td>Portugal</td>
<td>259, 347</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Continental</td>
<td>Portuguese a number of dialects of</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spanish</td>
<td>Spanish</td>
<td></td>
<td>Spain</td>
<td>225, 358</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Copsala</td>
<td>dialect of</td>
<td></td>
<td>Mexico</td>
<td>466-7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trique</td>
<td>Trique</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cree</td>
<td>Algonquian</td>
<td>Canada, Montana (USA)</td>
<td>Czechoslovakia and many countries of emigration</td>
<td>88, 264, 520</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cuitlatec</td>
<td>(Meso-American)</td>
<td>Mexico</td>
<td></td>
<td>520</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>now extinct</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>language isolate</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Czech</td>
<td>Indo-European</td>
<td>Czechoslovakia and many countries of emigration</td>
<td>264, 520, 560-1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dafla</td>
<td><em>see Nisi</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Damin</td>
<td>(Pama-Nyungan)</td>
<td>secret ritual language of the Lardil tribe, Northern Queensland (Australia)</td>
<td>170</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delaware</td>
<td>Algonquian</td>
<td>Ontario (Canada), Oklahoma (USA)</td>
<td></td>
<td>294</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dido</td>
<td>Tsez</td>
<td>North Caucasian</td>
<td>Southern Dagestan (CIS)</td>
<td>328</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Alternative name</th>
<th>Language family</th>
<th>Geographical location</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Diegueño</td>
<td>Digueño</td>
<td>Hokan</td>
<td>Baja California (Mexico), California (USA)</td>
<td>257</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ditidaht</td>
<td><em>see</em> Nitinaht</td>
<td>Indo-European</td>
<td>Jammu and Kashmir (India)</td>
<td>222</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dogri-Kangri</td>
<td></td>
<td>Indo-European</td>
<td>Netherland, Belgium, Suriname Netherlands, Antilles</td>
<td>83, 220, 281, 286, 440, 448, 509, 522, 542, 559</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dyirbal</td>
<td></td>
<td>Pama-Nyungan</td>
<td>Northern Queensland (Australia)</td>
<td>213</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastern English</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>a number of dialects of American English</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edinburgh English</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>dialect of Scottish English</td>
<td>60, 61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Efik</td>
<td></td>
<td>Niger-Congo</td>
<td>Nigeria, Cameroon</td>
<td>315, 360, 385</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Egyptian Arabic</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Papuan</td>
<td>328, 329, 500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ena</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Enga Province (Papua New Guinea)</td>
<td>296</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Alternative name</th>
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</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Erse</td>
<td>see Irish</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estonian</td>
<td></td>
<td>Uralic</td>
<td>Estonia, Latvia</td>
<td>436, 444-5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Etsako</td>
<td>Esako</td>
<td>Niger-Congo</td>
<td>Nigeria</td>
<td>35, 263, 371, 388-9, 467, 473</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ewe</td>
<td></td>
<td>Niger-Congo</td>
<td>Ghana, Togo</td>
<td>218, 253, 254</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Faroese</td>
<td></td>
<td>Indo-European</td>
<td>Faroe Islands, Denmark</td>
<td>356, 357, 382</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fe'Fe</td>
<td>Bafang</td>
<td>Niger-Congo</td>
<td>Cameroon</td>
<td>281, 465</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fijian</td>
<td></td>
<td>Oceanic</td>
<td>Fiji, Vanuatu, New Zealand</td>
<td>230</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finnish</td>
<td>dialect of</td>
<td>Uralic</td>
<td>Finland, Estonia</td>
<td>35, 151, 170, 356, 385, 436, 443-4, 520, 559</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swedish Fox</td>
<td>Swedish</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>463</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fula</td>
<td>Fulfulde, Pulaar, Pulle</td>
<td>Niger-Congo</td>
<td>Northern West Africa, and from Northern Sudan west to the Atlantic as a lingua franca</td>
<td>230, 238, 360, 439, 441-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gaelic Fula</td>
<td>see Fula</td>
<td>Indo-European</td>
<td>Scotland, Nova Scotia, Prince Edward Island (Canada)</td>
<td>73, 150, 151 see also Scottish Gaelic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gaididj</td>
<td>see Luganda</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ganda</td>
<td></td>
<td>see Kaitij</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gbaya</td>
<td>Gbeya</td>
<td></td>
<td>Sudan, Central African Republic, Cameroon, Northwestern Congo</td>
<td>224, 231</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gbeya</td>
<td>see Gbaya</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General American</td>
<td>a number of dialects of American English</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgian</td>
<td>South Caucasian</td>
<td></td>
<td>Georgia (CIS), Turkey</td>
<td>34, 172</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---
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### Appendix II

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Alternative name</th>
<th>Language family</th>
<th>Geographical location</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>German</td>
<td></td>
<td>Indo-European</td>
<td>Germany, Austria, Switzerland, Poland, CIS, Czechoslovakia, Hungary, Rumania, Liechtenstein, and many countries of emigration</td>
<td>77, 253, 254–5, 308–9, 362, 435, 443, 449, 509, 529</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gikuyu</td>
<td>see Kikuyu</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gilbertese</td>
<td>see Ikiribati</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glasgow</td>
<td>dialect of</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English</td>
<td>Scottish</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greek</td>
<td></td>
<td>Indo-European</td>
<td>Greece, Cyprus, Turkey, Rumania, Bulgaria, Albania, Egypt and many countries of emigration</td>
<td>86, 170, 189, 209, 253, 255, 297, 346–7, 509, 522, 528, 530</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greenlandic</td>
<td>see Inuit</td>
<td></td>
<td>Greenland</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guajirio</td>
<td>Arawakan</td>
<td></td>
<td>Colombia, Venezuela</td>
<td>358</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guéré</td>
<td>Niger-Congo</td>
<td></td>
<td>Ivory Coast</td>
<td>238</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gujarati</td>
<td>Gujerati</td>
<td>Indo-European</td>
<td>Gujarat, Maharashtra (India), Bangladesh, Pakistan, and many countries of emigration</td>
<td>172, 200, 222, 312, 353, 354</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gujarati</td>
<td>see Gujarati</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gujarit</td>
<td>Rajasthani</td>
<td>Indo-European</td>
<td>Himachal Pradesh, Madhya Pradesh, Uttar Pradesh, Rajasthan, Jammu and Kashmir (India), Pakistan, Afghanistan</td>
<td>222, 312</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gununa-Kena</td>
<td>Tehuelche</td>
<td>Patagon</td>
<td>Patagonia (Argentina)</td>
<td>369</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hadzapi</td>
<td>see Hatsa</td>
<td>Patagon</td>
<td>British Columbia (Canada), Alaska (USA)</td>
<td>257, 368</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haida</td>
<td>Na-Dené isolate</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hakka</td>
<td>see Kéjìa</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hanunóo</td>
<td>dialect of</td>
<td>Austronesian</td>
<td>Mindoro (Philippines)</td>
<td>170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harris Gaelic</td>
<td>Scottish Gaelic</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>356, 357, 374, 559</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hatsa</td>
<td>Hadzapi</td>
<td>Khoisan</td>
<td>Tanzania</td>
<td>174, 375</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hausa</td>
<td>Afro-Asiatic</td>
<td></td>
<td>Nigeria, Niger, Chad, Togo, Burkina Faso, Ghana, Cameroon and elsewhere in West Africa as a <em>lingua franca</em></td>
<td>35, 80, 180, 181, 195, 219, 222, 226, 237, 266, 286–7, 473, 474</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hawaiian</td>
<td>Austronesian</td>
<td></td>
<td>Hawaii (USA)</td>
<td>35, 248, 572</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haya</td>
<td>Benue-Congo</td>
<td></td>
<td>Uganda, Kenya, Tanzania, Zaire</td>
<td>311</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hebridean</td>
<td>a number of</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gaelic</td>
<td>dialects of</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Herero</td>
<td>Niger-Congo</td>
<td></td>
<td>Namibia</td>
<td>218</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Highland</td>
<td>dialect of</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>296</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Totonac</td>
<td>Totonac</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language</td>
<td>Alternative name</td>
<td>Language family</td>
<td>Geographical location</td>
<td>Page</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Higí</td>
<td></td>
<td>Afro-Asiatic</td>
<td>Nigeria</td>
<td>382</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hindi</td>
<td></td>
<td>Indo-European</td>
<td>India, Fiji, Guyana, Mauritius, East Africa, South Africa, Suriname, Trinidad</td>
<td>86, 200, 222, 291, 292, 528, 559–60, 572</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hmong</td>
<td>see Miao-Yao</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hmong-Mien</td>
<td>see Miao-Yao</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hopi</td>
<td>see Nama</td>
<td>Uto-Aztecan</td>
<td>Arizona (USA)</td>
<td>442</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hottentot</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>411</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Houston</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>481–2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Huautla</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mazatec</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Huichol</td>
<td></td>
<td>Uto-Aztecan</td>
<td>Mexico</td>
<td>198, 223</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hungarian</td>
<td></td>
<td>Uralic</td>
<td>Hungary, Rumania and parts of the Balkans</td>
<td>385, 437, 449, 509, 545</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hupa</td>
<td></td>
<td>Athabaskan</td>
<td>Northwestern California (USA)</td>
<td>257, 295</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Icelandic</td>
<td></td>
<td>Indo-European</td>
<td>Iceland</td>
<td>260, 356, 357, 358, 560</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Icúa Tupi</td>
<td>see Tupi</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idoma</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>314</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ijo</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ik</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ikiribati</td>
<td></td>
<td>Gilbertese</td>
<td></td>
<td>225, 238–9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indonésiam</td>
<td>Malay</td>
<td>Austronesian</td>
<td>Gilbert Islands, Solomon Islands, Nauru, Fiji, Vanuatu</td>
<td>296</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ingush</td>
<td></td>
<td>North Caucasian</td>
<td>Indonesia</td>
<td>528</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inuktitut</td>
<td>dialect of</td>
<td>Eskimo-Aleut</td>
<td>Chechen Ingush (CIS)</td>
<td>358</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inuit</td>
<td></td>
<td>Greenlandic</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iranian</td>
<td>Persian</td>
<td>Indo-European</td>
<td>Iran, Afghanistan, India, Oman, United Arab Emirates, CIS, Turkey</td>
<td>73, 356, 357, 358, 374, 382, 260, 513</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irish</td>
<td>Erse</td>
<td>Indo-European</td>
<td>Eire, Northern Ireland</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irish English</td>
<td>a number of</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isekiri</td>
<td>see Isekiri</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Alternative name</th>
<th>Language family</th>
<th>Geographical location</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Islay Gaelic</td>
<td>dialect of Scottish Gaelic</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>374, 559</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isoko</td>
<td></td>
<td>Niger-Congo</td>
<td>Nigeria</td>
<td>207, 253, 254, 304, 314</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isthmus Zapotec</td>
<td>dialect of Zapotec</td>
<td>Indo-European</td>
<td>Italy, Switzerland, France, San Marino, Yugoslavia and many countries of emigration</td>
<td>44, 46, 78, 86, 87, 219, 307, 360, 437, 489, 509, 522, 528, 530, 542</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italian</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>220</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Itsekiri Jamaican Creole</td>
<td></td>
<td>Niger-Congo creole based on English</td>
<td>Nigeria</td>
<td>455</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Caribbean</td>
<td>83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japanese</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>157, 189, 347–8, 353, 439, 440, 509, 518, 529, 533</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jaqaru</td>
<td>Jaqi</td>
<td>Austronesian</td>
<td>Peru</td>
<td>369</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Javanese</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Java (Republic of Indonesia)</td>
<td>212–13, 216, 355</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jibbali</td>
<td>Semitic</td>
<td></td>
<td>Dhofar</td>
<td>317</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jingpho Jordanian Arabic</td>
<td></td>
<td>Sino-Tibetan</td>
<td>Burma, China, India</td>
<td>479</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kabardian</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>North Caucasian Kabard-Balkar, Karachay Cherkess (CIS), Turkey, and a number of countries of emigration</td>
<td>327–8, 44, 266, 368, 369</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kagoshima Japanese</td>
<td>dialect of Japanese</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>348</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kaingang Kaitij</td>
<td></td>
<td>Macro-Gé Pama-Nyungan</td>
<td>Brazil, Northern Territory (Australia)</td>
<td>232, 233, 310</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kalabari Ijo Kalam</td>
<td>dialect of Ijo</td>
<td>Papuan</td>
<td>Madang Province and Western Highlands Province, East New Guinea Highlands (Papua New Guinea)</td>
<td>230–1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kalispel Kalispel-Flathead</td>
<td></td>
<td>Salishan</td>
<td>Washington State, Montana (USA)</td>
<td>238</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kamassian Kanite</td>
<td></td>
<td>Uralic Papuan</td>
<td>Siberia (recently became extinct), Eastern Highlands Province (Papua New Guinea)</td>
<td>51, 310</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kannada Karen Karok</td>
<td></td>
<td>Dravidian Sino-Tibetan</td>
<td>India, Burma, Thailand</td>
<td>382, 509</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karuk Kashmiri</td>
<td></td>
<td>Hakan Indo-European</td>
<td>California (USA), India, Pakistan</td>
<td>259, 222, 294</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Alternative name</th>
<th>Language family</th>
<th>Geographical location</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kejià</td>
<td>Hakka</td>
<td>Sino-Tibetan</td>
<td>Guangdong and south of Yellow River (China), Hong Kong, Taiwan, and as a language of emigration in Hawaii, Brunei, Malaysia, Suriname, Panama</td>
<td>231</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K'ekchi</td>
<td>Kele</td>
<td>Mayan Austronesian</td>
<td>Guatemala, Belize</td>
<td>172</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Manus Province (Papua New Guinea)</td>
<td>220, 235</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kentucky English</td>
<td>dialect of American English</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kewa</td>
<td>Papuan</td>
<td></td>
<td>Southern Highlands Province (Papua New Guinea)</td>
<td>231</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Khalkha</td>
<td>Mongolian dialect of Mongolian</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>385</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Khamti Shang</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Khwarshi</td>
<td>Khwarshi</td>
<td>Tai North Caucasian</td>
<td>Burma, India, China (possibly)</td>
<td>479</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Khvarshi</td>
<td>see Khvarshi</td>
<td>Niger-Congo Kenya</td>
<td></td>
<td>229, 253, 439, 440</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kikuyu</td>
<td>Gikuyu</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kirghiz</td>
<td>Kirgiz</td>
<td>Turkic CIS, China, Afghanistan, Turkey</td>
<td></td>
<td>385</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kiteke</td>
<td>see Kirghiz</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Konda</td>
<td>Konda-Dora</td>
<td>Dravidian Koraput district of Orissa (India)</td>
<td></td>
<td>382</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Korean</td>
<td></td>
<td>Altaic Korea, China, CIS, Japan and a number of countries of emigration</td>
<td></td>
<td>353, 382, 455</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kouvola</td>
<td>dialect of Finnish</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>559</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Krio</td>
<td></td>
<td>creole based on English Sierra Leone</td>
<td></td>
<td>83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kumamoto</td>
<td>dialect of Japanese</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>348</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kumauni</td>
<td></td>
<td>Indo-European India, Nepal</td>
<td></td>
<td>222, 312</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kunjen</td>
<td></td>
<td>Pama-European Queensland (Australia)</td>
<td></td>
<td>294, 382</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kurdish</td>
<td></td>
<td>Indo-European Iraq, Turkey, Iran, Syria, Armenia</td>
<td></td>
<td>209, 225, 253, 254, 282, 365</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kurux</td>
<td></td>
<td>Dravidian India, Bangladesh</td>
<td></td>
<td>294</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kwakiutl</td>
<td>Kwakw'ala</td>
<td>Wakashan Vancouver Island and mainland British Columbia (Canada)</td>
<td></td>
<td>84, 257, 368</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kwakw'ala</td>
<td>see Kwakiutl</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kwashi</td>
<td></td>
<td>North Caucasian Dagestan (CIS)</td>
<td></td>
<td>328</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kwoma</td>
<td>see Washkuk</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kyoto</td>
<td>dialect of Japanese</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>347</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Alternative name</th>
<th>Language family</th>
<th>Geographical location</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lak</td>
<td></td>
<td>North Caucasian</td>
<td>Southern Dagestan (CIS)</td>
<td>369</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lama-Lama</td>
<td><em>see</em> Lamu-Lamu</td>
<td>Pama-Nyungan</td>
<td>Queensland (Australia)</td>
<td>234</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lamu-Lamu</td>
<td>Lama-Lama, Lamalama</td>
<td>Malayo-Polynesian</td>
<td>Borneo, Sarawak (Malaysia), Kalimantan (Indonesia)</td>
<td>294</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Land Dayak</td>
<td></td>
<td>Nilo-Saharan</td>
<td>Sudan</td>
<td>195</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lango</td>
<td></td>
<td>Indo-European</td>
<td>Extinct language of central Italy, and the imperial language of the Roman Empire; language of administration, science, culture and international diplomacy until the seventeenth century, and of Catholic Christianity</td>
<td>86, 87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lappish</td>
<td><em>see</em> Lule Sami</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latin</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Léonais</td>
<td>dialect of Breton</td>
<td>Breton</td>
<td></td>
<td>295</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lewis Gaelic</td>
<td>dialect of Scottish Gaelic</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>226, 304, 356, 357, 358, 463</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lhasa</td>
<td>dialect of Tibetan</td>
<td>Tibetan</td>
<td></td>
<td>207, 281</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lingua Franca</td>
<td>Sabir a <em>pidgin</em> based on Italian, Provençal, French, Spanish, Portuguese</td>
<td>spoken from the time of the Crusades for some seven centuries in the countries of the Mediterranean and the Barbary Coast of North Africa</td>
<td>80</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lisbon Portuguese</td>
<td>dialect of Continental Portuguese</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>259, 347</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lithuanian</td>
<td>Indo-European</td>
<td>Lithuania, CIS, many countries of emigration</td>
<td>464</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liverpool English</td>
<td>dialect of English</td>
<td>English</td>
<td></td>
<td>411</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loma</td>
<td>Niger-Congo</td>
<td>Liberia, Guinea</td>
<td></td>
<td>294</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luganda</td>
<td>Ganda</td>
<td>Uganda</td>
<td></td>
<td>322, 439, 440</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luiseño</td>
<td>Uto-Aztecan</td>
<td>California (USA)</td>
<td></td>
<td>259</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lule Sami</td>
<td>Lappish</td>
<td>Lapland, Sweden, Norway</td>
<td>356, 357, 435, 442</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lushootshead</td>
<td><em>see</em> Puget Salish</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luvale</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maan Chong Kham</td>
<td>Khamti Shan</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Machiguenga</td>
<td>Arawakan</td>
<td>Urubamba River (Peru)</td>
<td></td>
<td>296</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maidu</td>
<td>Maidu</td>
<td>Penutian</td>
<td></td>
<td>180</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<thead>
<tr>
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<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Maithili</td>
<td></td>
<td>Indo-European</td>
<td>Bihar, Madhya Pradesh, Maharashtra, West Bengal (India), Nepal</td>
<td>222</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malaysian</td>
<td>Malaysian, Indonesian</td>
<td></td>
<td>Madagascar, Comoro Islands, Malaysia, Singapore, Indonesia, Brunei, Thailand and some countries of emigration</td>
<td>297</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malagasy</td>
<td>Malagasy Malay</td>
<td>Austronesian Malayo-Polynesian</td>
<td></td>
<td>80, 294, 437</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malay</td>
<td>Malay</td>
<td>Austronesian Malayo-Polynesian</td>
<td>Malaysia, Singapore, Indonesia, Brunei, Thailand and some countries of emigration</td>
<td>80, 294, 437</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malayalam</td>
<td>Malayalam</td>
<td>Dravidian</td>
<td>Kerala, Laccadive Islands (India), Fiji and a number of other countries of emigration</td>
<td>216, 220, 334</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maltese</td>
<td>Maltese</td>
<td>Semitic</td>
<td>Malta, and as a language of emigration in Australia, Canada, United States of America and United Kingdom</td>
<td>436, 444</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mandarin Chinese</td>
<td>Mandarin Chinese, dialect of Chinese</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>80, 252, 260, 285–6, 319, 457, 467, 469–70, 479</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mantjiltjara</td>
<td>Pama-Nyungan Polynesian</td>
<td>Jigalong area (Western Australia)</td>
<td></td>
<td>382</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maori</td>
<td>Maori</td>
<td>Indo-European African Polynesian</td>
<td>New Zealand and some Pacific islands</td>
<td>440</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marathi</td>
<td>Marathi</td>
<td>Indo-European European</td>
<td>Maharashtra and adjacent states (India)</td>
<td>200, 222, 314, 354, 382, 438</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Margary</td>
<td>Margary</td>
<td>Pama-Nyungan</td>
<td>Queensland (Australia)</td>
<td>218</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Margi</td>
<td>Margi</td>
<td>Afro-Asiatic</td>
<td>Nigeria</td>
<td>180, 196, 224, 236, 257, 304–5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marshallese</td>
<td>Marshallese</td>
<td>Austronesian</td>
<td>Marshall Islands, Nauru</td>
<td>327, 382</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marwari</td>
<td>Marwari</td>
<td>Indo-Aryan</td>
<td>Rajasthan, Pakistan and India</td>
<td>222, 314</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maung</td>
<td>Maung</td>
<td>Australian</td>
<td>Goulburn Island (Australia)</td>
<td>222</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maxakali</td>
<td>Maxakali</td>
<td>Macro-Gê</td>
<td>Minas Gerais State (Brazil)</td>
<td>233</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mayan</td>
<td>Mayan</td>
<td>group of languages</td>
<td>affiliation unclear</td>
<td>181–2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mazatec</td>
<td>Mazatec</td>
<td>Mazatec</td>
<td>Otomanguean</td>
<td>Mexico</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Melpa</td>
<td>Melpa</td>
<td>Medlpa</td>
<td>Papuan</td>
<td>Western Highlands Province (Papua New Guinea)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Menomini</td>
<td>Menomini</td>
<td>Hmong, Hmong-Mien, Miao</td>
<td>Aigonquan</td>
<td>Wisconsin (USA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miao-Yao</td>
<td>Miao-Yao</td>
<td>Sino-Tibetan</td>
<td>Southern China, Northern Vietnam, Laos, Thailand</td>
<td>509</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mid-West English</td>
<td>Mid-West English</td>
<td>a number of dialects of American English English</td>
<td></td>
<td>59, 64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miskito</td>
<td>Miskito</td>
<td>a creole based on English</td>
<td>Northeast coast of Honduras to the east coast of Nicaragua</td>
<td>83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mix</td>
<td>Mix</td>
<td>Penutian</td>
<td>Mexico</td>
<td>196, 200, 442</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mixtec</td>
<td>Mixtec</td>
<td>Otomanguean</td>
<td>Mexico</td>
<td>471, 472</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<thead>
<tr>
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</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mongolian</td>
<td></td>
<td>Altaic</td>
<td>Outer and Inner Mongolia, and adjacent provinces in China</td>
<td>385</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mooré</td>
<td>Mossi</td>
<td>Niger-Congo</td>
<td>Burkina Faso, Togo</td>
<td>253</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morelos Mooré</td>
<td>see Mossi</td>
<td>Niger-Congo</td>
<td>Burkina Faso, Togo</td>
<td>257–8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moscow Aztec</td>
<td>Nahuatl</td>
<td>Uto-Aztecan</td>
<td>Mexico</td>
<td>294, 368, 522</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russian Mossi</td>
<td>see Russian</td>
<td>Uto-Aztecan</td>
<td>Mexico</td>
<td>294, 368, 522</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mundari</td>
<td>Austro-ASIatic</td>
<td>Nahuat</td>
<td>Assam, Northeastern India, Andaman and Nicobar Islands, Nepal, Bangladesh</td>
<td>382</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mura</td>
<td>see Pirahá</td>
<td>Uto-Aztecan</td>
<td>Mexico</td>
<td>294, 368, 522</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Náhuatl</td>
<td>see Nahuatl</td>
<td>Khoisan</td>
<td>Namibia, South Africa</td>
<td>174, 177, 294, 375, 376</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nama</td>
<td>Hottentot, Khoikhoi</td>
<td>Navaho</td>
<td>Navajo, Arizona, Utah, New Mexico (USA)</td>
<td>257, 258, 368, 470</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nambakaengo</td>
<td>see Santa Cruz</td>
<td>Athabaskan</td>
<td>Arizona, Utah, New Mexico (USA)</td>
<td>257, 258, 368, 470</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Navaho</td>
<td>Navaho</td>
<td>Benue-Congo</td>
<td>Zimbabwe, Mozambique</td>
<td>350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Navajo</td>
<td>Benue-Congo</td>
<td>Benue-Congo</td>
<td>Zimbabwe, Botswana, South Africa, Swaziland, Lesotho from the mouth of the northern Dvina River to the delta of the Yenesei in Asia, Kola Peninsula (CIS)</td>
<td>200, 236, 354</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ndebele</td>
<td>Nde’bele</td>
<td>Uralic</td>
<td>Lebanon</td>
<td>366–7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nenets</td>
<td></td>
<td>Indo-European</td>
<td>Eastern Nepal, India, Bhutan</td>
<td>222</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neo-Aramaic</td>
<td>Semitic</td>
<td>Nahuatl</td>
<td>Lebanon</td>
<td>366–7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nepali</td>
<td></td>
<td>Uralic</td>
<td>Eastern Nepal, India, Bhutan</td>
<td>222</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New England</td>
<td></td>
<td>Indo-European</td>
<td>Eastern Nepal, India, Bhutan</td>
<td>222</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New England</td>
<td></td>
<td>Indo-European</td>
<td>Eastern Nepal, India, Bhutan</td>
<td>222</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New England</td>
<td></td>
<td>Indo-European</td>
<td>Eastern Nepal, India, Bhutan</td>
<td>222</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Zealand</td>
<td></td>
<td>Indo-European</td>
<td>Eastern Nepal, India, Bhutan</td>
<td>222</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Zealand</td>
<td></td>
<td>Indo-European</td>
<td>Eastern Nepal, India, Bhutan</td>
<td>222</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nez Perce</td>
<td>Penutian</td>
<td>Idaho (USA)</td>
<td>Idaho (USA)</td>
<td>240, 257, 265, 294</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language</td>
<td>Alternative name</td>
<td>Language family</td>
<td>Geographical location</td>
<td>Page</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ngarluma</td>
<td></td>
<td>Pama-Nyungan</td>
<td>Northwest coast of Western Australia</td>
<td>382</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ngembi Tikar</td>
<td>dialect of Tikar</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>298</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ngizim</td>
<td>see Sutu</td>
<td>Afro-Asiatic</td>
<td>Borno State, Nigeria</td>
<td>231</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ngoni</td>
<td></td>
<td>Bantoid</td>
<td>Cameroon</td>
<td>220, 281</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ngwe</td>
<td>Dafla</td>
<td>Sino-Tibetan</td>
<td>Assam, Arunachal Pradesh (India)</td>
<td>296</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nisi</td>
<td></td>
<td>Wakashan</td>
<td>British Columbia (Canada)</td>
<td>189, 370</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nitinaht</td>
<td>Nitinat, Ditidaht</td>
<td>Nitinat, Ditidaht</td>
<td></td>
<td>438</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nobiin</td>
<td>dialect of Nubian</td>
<td>Nubian</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nootka</td>
<td></td>
<td>Wakashan</td>
<td>Western British Columbia (Canada)</td>
<td>189, 257, 368</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northern English</td>
<td>dialect of English</td>
<td>English</td>
<td></td>
<td>74, 196</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northern Norwegian</td>
<td>dialect of Norwegian</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>463</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northern Paiute</td>
<td>see</td>
<td>Uto-Aztecian</td>
<td>California, Idaho, Nevada (USA)</td>
<td>521</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northern Puget Sound Salish</td>
<td>Puget Salish</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northern Sotho</td>
<td></td>
<td>Pedi</td>
<td>Transvaal (South Africa)</td>
<td>253, 254</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northern Swedish</td>
<td>dialect of Swedish</td>
<td>Swedish</td>
<td></td>
<td>463</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North German</td>
<td>a number of dialects of German</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>419</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Uist Gaelic</td>
<td>dialect of Hebridean Gaelic</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>356</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Welsh</td>
<td>dialect of Welsh</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>258, 286</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northwest Gaelic</td>
<td>dialect of Scottish Gaelic</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>357, 442</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norwegian</td>
<td></td>
<td>Indo-European</td>
<td>Norway</td>
<td>77, 169, 382, 435, 463, 560</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nubian</td>
<td></td>
<td>Nilo-Saharan</td>
<td>along the Nile, Southern Egypt, Northern Sudan Nigeria</td>
<td>437-8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nupe</td>
<td></td>
<td>Niger-Congo</td>
<td></td>
<td>364</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nyangumardia</td>
<td>see Nyangumardia</td>
<td>Nyangumardia</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nyangumarta</td>
<td>Nyangumardia</td>
<td>Pama-Nyungan</td>
<td>Western Australia</td>
<td>217, 296</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nyanja</td>
<td></td>
<td>Niger-Congo</td>
<td>Malawi, Zambia, Mozambique, Zimbabwe, Tanzania</td>
<td>230</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oaxaca Chontal</td>
<td>dialect of Chontal</td>
<td>Chontal</td>
<td></td>
<td>211</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Occitan</td>
<td>see Provençal</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ojibwa</td>
<td></td>
<td>Algonquian</td>
<td>Ontario, Saskatchewan, Manitoba, Ontario, Quebec (Canada), Montana, North Dakota, Minnesota, Wisconsin, Michigan (USA)</td>
<td>88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Olgolo</td>
<td></td>
<td>Pama-Nyungan</td>
<td>Cape York (Australia)</td>
<td>234</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Okinawa</td>
<td>Japanese</td>
<td></td>
<td>Orissa, Bihar, West Bengal, Assam, Andhra Pradesh (India), Bangladesh</td>
<td>312</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oriya</td>
<td></td>
<td>Indo-European</td>
<td></td>
<td>74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orkney</td>
<td>English</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ottawa</td>
<td>English</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pacific</td>
<td>English</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paez</td>
<td></td>
<td>Paezan</td>
<td>Central Andes Mountains (Colombia)</td>
<td>231, 294</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Páez</td>
<td></td>
<td>Paez</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Palantla</td>
<td>Chinantec</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>295</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Palestinian</td>
<td>Arabic</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>385</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panamanian</td>
<td>Spanish</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>437</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panjabi</td>
<td>Pasha</td>
<td>Indo-European</td>
<td>Afghanistan</td>
<td>382</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pashayi</td>
<td>Pasha</td>
<td>Indo-European</td>
<td>Afghanistan border with Pakistan, Northwest Frontier Province (Pakistan), and a number of countries of emigration</td>
<td>216</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pattani</td>
<td>dialect of Malay</td>
<td>Austronesian</td>
<td>East coast of South Thailand below Songkha</td>
<td>437</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pedi</td>
<td>see Northern Sotho</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peking</td>
<td>Chinese</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Persian</td>
<td>see Iranian</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pidgin English</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>81–2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Alternative name</th>
<th>Language family</th>
<th>Geographical location</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pirahã</td>
<td>Múra-Pirahã</td>
<td>language isolate</td>
<td>Maici River, Amazonas (Brazil)</td>
<td>215</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pitta-Pitta</td>
<td></td>
<td>Pama-Nyungan</td>
<td>Queensland (Australia)</td>
<td>382</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pocomchi</td>
<td>Pocomchi see Pocomchi</td>
<td>Mayan</td>
<td>Guatemala</td>
<td>181-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polish</td>
<td></td>
<td>Indo-European</td>
<td>Poland, CIS, Germany, and many countries of emigration</td>
<td>253, 291, 292, 520, 560</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Popoloca</td>
<td>Popoloc</td>
<td>Otomanguean</td>
<td>Mexico</td>
<td>367, 481</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portuguese</td>
<td></td>
<td>Indo-European</td>
<td>Portugal, Brazil, Angola, Mozambique, Guinea Bissau, Timor</td>
<td>83, 189, 212, 225, 250, 253, 255</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(Indonesia) and a number of countries of emigration</td>
<td>259, 297, 309, 347</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provençal</td>
<td>Occitan</td>
<td>Indo-European</td>
<td>Southeastern France</td>
<td>86, 220, 316</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Puget Salish</td>
<td>Lushootsheed,</td>
<td>Salishian</td>
<td>Puget Sound, Washington State (USA)</td>
<td>34, 211, 237, 257, 265</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Northern Puget</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sound Salish</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Puget Sound</td>
<td>see Puget Salish</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pulaar</td>
<td>see Fula</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pulle</td>
<td>see Fula</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Punjabi</td>
<td>Panjabi</td>
<td>Indo-European</td>
<td>Punjab State (Pakistan) and many countries of emigration</td>
<td>222, 312, 560</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qatari Arabic</td>
<td>dialect of Arabic</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>33, 189, 297, 327, 346, 361, 362, 439</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quechua</td>
<td>Quechua</td>
<td></td>
<td>Peru, Ecuador, Bolivia, Colombia, Argentina, Chile</td>
<td>207</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quiché</td>
<td>see Quiché</td>
<td></td>
<td>Guatemala</td>
<td>181-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quiché</td>
<td></td>
<td>Mayan unaffiliated</td>
<td>Olympic peninsula, Washington State (USA)</td>
<td>34, 211, 257, 265, 368</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quileute</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>241</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quiotepiec</td>
<td>dialect of Chinantec</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chinantec</td>
<td>see Marwari,</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rajasthani</td>
<td>Gujuri</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rarotongan</td>
<td>dialect of Maori; also called Cook Islands Maori</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>440</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maori</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reading</td>
<td>English</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>71, 90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Received Pronunciation</td>
<td>accent of English</td>
<td>English</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rotokas</td>
<td>Papuan</td>
<td>central mountains of Kiieta sub-province, North Solomons Province (Papua New Guinea)</td>
<td>211, 572</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rumanian</td>
<td>Indo-European</td>
<td>Rumania, Moldavia, Yugoslavia, Bulgaria, Greece, Albania and many countries of emigration</td>
<td>522</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russian</td>
<td>Indo-European</td>
<td>Russia, CIS and many countries of influence</td>
<td>86, 194, 297, 324, 325, 333–4, 345–6, 353, 381, 382, 439, 509, 516, 522, 523</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sabir</td>
<td>see Lingua Franca</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>181–2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Cristobal</td>
<td>dialect of Pocomchi</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sandawe</td>
<td>Khoisan language isolate</td>
<td>Tanzania</td>
<td></td>
<td>174, 375</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sanglechi</td>
<td>Indo-European</td>
<td>Afghanistan, Tajikistan (CIS)</td>
<td></td>
<td>382</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San José El Paraíso Mixe</td>
<td>dialect of Mixe</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>442</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sanskrit</td>
<td>Indo-European</td>
<td>(ancient language of North India)</td>
<td></td>
<td>86, 382</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Santa Cruz</td>
<td>Nambakaengo</td>
<td>Papuan</td>
<td>Santa Cruz Islands, Eastern Solomon Islands</td>
<td>231</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Vicente Coyotepec Popoloca</td>
<td>dialect of Popoloca</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>367–8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>São Paolo Portuguese</td>
<td>dialect of Brazilian Portuguese</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>212, 287–9, 309</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sara</td>
<td>Nilo-Saharan</td>
<td>Central African Republic</td>
<td></td>
<td>231</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language</td>
<td>Alternative name</td>
<td>Language family</td>
<td>Geographical location</td>
<td>Page</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scottish English</td>
<td>a number of dialects of English</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>60, 61, 62, 63, 64, 65, 73, 225, 299, 384, 416, 419</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scottish Gaelic</td>
<td>a number of dialects of Gaelic</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>73, 150, 151, 226, 295, 304, 334, 356, 357, 358, 374, 442, 463, 500, 561</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sedang</td>
<td></td>
<td>Austro-Asiatic Papuan</td>
<td>Vietnam</td>
<td>231</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Selepet</td>
<td></td>
<td>Indo-European</td>
<td>Morobe Province (Papua New Guinea)</td>
<td>231</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serbo-Croatian</td>
<td></td>
<td>Indo-European</td>
<td>Yugoslavia, Hungary, Austria, Turkey, Rumania, Greece, Czechoslovakia and many countries of emigration</td>
<td>33–4, 443, 455, 464</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shapsugh Adyghe</td>
<td>dialect of Adyghe</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>248, 303</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sherpa Shetland English</td>
<td>dialect of Scottish English</td>
<td>Sino-Tibetan</td>
<td>Nepal, Sikkim, India, China</td>
<td>150, 367</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shina</td>
<td>Indo-European</td>
<td></td>
<td>Gilgit Agency, Kashmir (Pakistan)</td>
<td>222</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shona</td>
<td>Niger-Congo</td>
<td></td>
<td>Zimbabwe, Mozambique, Zambia</td>
<td>22, 198, 200, 224, 252, 317, 318, 354</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sindhi</td>
<td>Indo-European</td>
<td></td>
<td>Sindh (Pakistan), India</td>
<td>150, 180, 181, 200, 222, 282, 354–5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sinhalese</td>
<td>Indo-European</td>
<td></td>
<td>Sri Lanka</td>
<td>229</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sioux</td>
<td>language group</td>
<td>Amerindian</td>
<td>Central North America from the plains of Canada south to the southern Mississippi valley</td>
<td>291, 292</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sirionó</td>
<td></td>
<td>Tupian</td>
<td>Bolivia</td>
<td>231, 482</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skagit</td>
<td>dialect of Puget Salish</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>238</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skåne Skye Gaelic</td>
<td>dialect of Scottish Gaelic</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>316–17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swedish</td>
<td>Swedish</td>
<td>Indo-European</td>
<td>Slovene Republic of Yugoslavia, Italy, Austria, Hungary and a number of countries of emigration</td>
<td>559</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slovenian</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>463</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solomon Islands Pidgin</td>
<td>a pidgin/creole based on English</td>
<td></td>
<td>Solomon Islands</td>
<td>82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Somali</td>
<td>Afro-Asiatic</td>
<td></td>
<td>Somalia, Ethiopia, Djibouti, South Yemen, United Arab Emirates, Kenya</td>
<td>253, 254, 439, 440</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Alternative name</th>
<th>Language family</th>
<th>Geographical location</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S. African English</td>
<td>a number of dialects of English</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S. American Spanish</td>
<td>a number of dialects of Spanish</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>81, 358</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southeastern Norwegian</td>
<td>dialect of Norwegian</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>560</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southern English</td>
<td>a number of dialects of English</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>42-3, 75-6, 513</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southern English</td>
<td>a number of dialects of American English</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>58, 250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southern Paiute</td>
<td></td>
<td>Uto-Aztecan</td>
<td>California, Arizona (USA)</td>
<td>521</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southwestern English</td>
<td>a number of dialects of English</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>299</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soyaltepec Mazatec</td>
<td>dialect of Mazatec</td>
<td>Indo-European</td>
<td>Spain, Equatorial Guinea, 19 countries in North, Central and South America from the United States of America to Cape Horn, and many countries of emigration</td>
<td>46, 78, 81, 83, 86, 87, 156, 219, 225, 302, 307-9, 358, 360, 379-80, 435, 457, 487-8, 510, 522, 530, 531-2, 542, 237</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spokane Kalispel Squamish</td>
<td>dialect of Kalispel</td>
<td>Salishan</td>
<td>Southwestern British Columbia (Canada)</td>
<td>368, 369</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard Chinese</td>
<td>dialect of Chinese</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>252, 260, 319, 479</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard English</td>
<td>dialect of English</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>56-9, 60, 61, 89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St John's English</td>
<td>dialect of Newfoundland</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stockholm Swedish</td>
<td>dialect of Swedish</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>320, 463-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suleimaniya Kurdish</td>
<td>dialect of Kurdish</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>209, 226, 365</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sundanese</td>
<td>Sunda</td>
<td>Malay-</td>
<td>Western third of Java</td>
<td>213, 220, 282, 294, 364, 379</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suto</td>
<td>see Sutu</td>
<td>Polynesian</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suto</td>
<td>Suto, Ngoni</td>
<td>Niger-Congo</td>
<td>Tanzania, Mozambique, Malawi</td>
<td>350, 351</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Alternative name</th>
<th>Language family</th>
<th>Geographical location</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Swahili</td>
<td>Niger-Congo</td>
<td>Niger-Congo</td>
<td>Zanzibar, Tanzania, Kenya, Oman, United Arab Emirates, Uganda, Rwanda, Burundi, Somalia and throughout East Africa as a <em>lingua franca</em></td>
<td>80, 83, 350, 510, 520</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swiss</td>
<td>a number of</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swiss German</td>
<td>dialects of</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sydney English</td>
<td>dialect of</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Szechuanese</td>
<td>dialect of</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>319, 367, 474–6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tabasaran</td>
<td>see Tabassaran</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tabassaran</td>
<td>Tabasaran</td>
<td></td>
<td>North Caucasian</td>
<td>322, 323</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tactic</td>
<td>dialect of</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>181–2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pocomchi</td>
<td>Pocomchi</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tagalog</td>
<td>Malayo-Polynesian</td>
<td>(language isolate</td>
<td>Malayo-Polynesian and many countries of emigration</td>
<td>294</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>within the Central Philippine group)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tahitian</td>
<td>Polynesian</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>440</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tamazight Berber</td>
<td>dialect of</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>327</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tamil</td>
<td>Berber</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tamazight Berber</td>
<td>Berber</td>
<td>Dravidian</td>
<td>Tamil Nadu (India), Sri Lanka, Vietnam, South Africa, Malaysia, Fiji, Singapore, Mauritius, United Arab Emirates and many other countries of emigration</td>
<td>216–17, 282, 283, 299, 309, 382, 419, 447–8, 528</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tarascan</td>
<td>Mesoamerican</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>224</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>language isolate</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tarawa Gilbertese</td>
<td>dialect of</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>326</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tatar</td>
<td>Ikiribati</td>
<td>Dravidian</td>
<td>Tatar (CIS), Turkey, Afghanistan, China and a number of countries of emigration</td>
<td>520</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tehuelche</td>
<td><em>see</em> Gununa-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teke</td>
<td>Kiteke</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>215</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Telegu</td>
<td>see Telugu</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Alternative name</th>
<th>Language family</th>
<th>Geographical location</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Telugu</td>
<td>Telegu</td>
<td>Dravidian</td>
<td>Andhra Pradesh (India), Fiji, United Arab Emirates, Singapore and other countries of emigration</td>
<td>385, 525</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tepehuán</td>
<td>Tereno</td>
<td>Uto-Aztecian</td>
<td>Mexico</td>
<td>220, 482</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tereno</td>
<td>see Terena</td>
<td>Arawakan</td>
<td>Brazil</td>
<td>212, 256, 305, 525</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teso</td>
<td>Ateso</td>
<td>East Sudanic</td>
<td>Kenya, Uganda</td>
<td>195</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tewa</td>
<td></td>
<td>Timor-Alor-Pantar</td>
<td>Pantar Island (Indonesia)</td>
<td>294</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texan English</td>
<td>a number of dialects of American English</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>90, 411</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texcoco Nahuatl</td>
<td></td>
<td>dialect of Nahuatl</td>
<td></td>
<td>368, 520</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texmelucan Zapotec</td>
<td></td>
<td>dialect of Zapotec</td>
<td></td>
<td>466</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tfuea Pungu Tsou</td>
<td></td>
<td>dialect of Tsou</td>
<td></td>
<td>168</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thai</td>
<td>Siamese</td>
<td>Tai</td>
<td>Central Thailand, Singapore, and many countries of emigration</td>
<td>53, 326, 349-50, 352, 367, 435, 467-9, 478-9, 510, 529</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thompson</td>
<td>Salishan</td>
<td>Sino-Tibetan</td>
<td>South Central British Columbia (Canada)</td>
<td>322</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tibetan</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Tibet, Ladakh, Lahul, Baltistan, India, Nepal, Sikkim, Bhutan, China</td>
<td>207, 281, 509</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ticuna</td>
<td></td>
<td>South American</td>
<td>Northeastern Amazon River area, Brazil, Peru, Colombia</td>
<td>294</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tigre</td>
<td></td>
<td>Semitic</td>
<td>Eritrea, Ethiopia, Northern Sudan</td>
<td>54, 209, 213, 219, 237, 250, 253, 254, 368-9, 441</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tikali</td>
<td>see Tikar</td>
<td>Niger-Congo</td>
<td>Western Cameroon</td>
<td>298</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tikar</td>
<td>Tikali</td>
<td>Oceanic</td>
<td>Manus Province (Papua New Guinea)</td>
<td>219, 230</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Titan</td>
<td></td>
<td>Niger-Congo</td>
<td>Nigeria and Cameroon</td>
<td>230</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tiv</td>
<td></td>
<td>Kiowa-Tanoan</td>
<td>New Mexico (USA)</td>
<td>257</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tiwa</td>
<td></td>
<td>Australian</td>
<td>Northern Territory (Australia)</td>
<td>382</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tiwi</td>
<td></td>
<td>language isolate</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tlapanece</td>
<td>see Tlapanece</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tlapanece</td>
<td></td>
<td>Hakan</td>
<td>Mexico</td>
<td>466</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tlingit</td>
<td></td>
<td>Na-Dené</td>
<td>Southeastern Alaska (USA), British Columbia (Canada)</td>
<td>257, 296, 368, 369</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tojolabal</td>
<td></td>
<td>Mayan</td>
<td>Mexico</td>
<td>173</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language</td>
<td>Alternative name</td>
<td>Language family</td>
<td>Geographical location</td>
<td>Page</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tok Pisin</td>
<td>a <em>pidgin</em> based on English</td>
<td></td>
<td>Papua New Guinea</td>
<td>81–2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tokyo Japanese</td>
<td>dialect of Japanese</td>
<td></td>
<td>North Central California (USA)</td>
<td>347</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tolowa</td>
<td>Athabaskan</td>
<td></td>
<td>Northwestern California (USA)</td>
<td>257, 294, 369</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Totonac</td>
<td>Penutian</td>
<td></td>
<td>Mexico</td>
<td>296, 482</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Totontepec Mixe</td>
<td>dialect of Mixe</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>196, 200, 442</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trique</td>
<td>Otomanguean</td>
<td></td>
<td>Mexico</td>
<td>466</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>North</td>
<td></td>
<td>Southern Dagestan, Azerbaijan</td>
<td>328</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Caucasian</td>
<td></td>
<td>(CIS)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tsez</td>
<td>see Did</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tsonga</td>
<td>Niger-Congo</td>
<td></td>
<td>Transvaal (South Africa), Mozambique, Swaziland</td>
<td>200, 237, 354, 477–9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tsou</td>
<td>Austronesian</td>
<td></td>
<td>Taiwan</td>
<td>168–9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tzutuji</td>
<td>see Tzutuji Chuana</td>
<td></td>
<td>Botswana, Namibia, South Africa, Zimbabwe</td>
<td>253, 254</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tswana</td>
<td>Niger-Congo</td>
<td></td>
<td>Karnataka (India) and adjacent areas</td>
<td>382</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tulu</td>
<td>Dravidian</td>
<td></td>
<td>lower Mississippi valley (USA)</td>
<td>294</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tunica</td>
<td>North American language isolate</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tupi</td>
<td>Andean-Equatorial</td>
<td></td>
<td>Eastern Brazil</td>
<td>232</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turkana</td>
<td>Nilo-Saharan</td>
<td></td>
<td>Kenya, Sudan, Ethiopia</td>
<td>189, 297, 385</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turkish</td>
<td>Altaic</td>
<td></td>
<td>Turkey, Bulgaria, Yugoslavia, Greece, Cyprus, Rumania, CIS and many countries of emigration</td>
<td>36, 209, 364, 365–6, 385, 386–7, 483</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Twi</td>
<td>Akan</td>
<td></td>
<td>Southeast Ghana</td>
<td>289, 291, 322, 385, 411</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tzeltal</td>
<td>Mayan</td>
<td></td>
<td>Mexico</td>
<td>22, 196, 198, 369</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tzutuji</td>
<td>Mayan</td>
<td></td>
<td>Guatemala</td>
<td>181</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ubykhy</td>
<td>North Caucasian</td>
<td></td>
<td>Turkey</td>
<td>316, 322, 328</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uduk</td>
<td>Nilo-Saharan</td>
<td></td>
<td>Sudan</td>
<td>180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uist Gaelic</td>
<td>dialect of Hebridean Gaelic</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>356, 357</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ulster English</td>
<td>a number of dialects of English</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>90, 513</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uzbek</td>
<td>Altaic</td>
<td></td>
<td>Northern Uzbekistan, Russia, China, North Afghanistan, Pakistan and a number of countries of emigration</td>
<td>522</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vancouver English</td>
<td>dialect of Canadian English</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Alternative name</th>
<th>Language family</th>
<th>Geographical location</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>V'enen Taut</td>
<td></td>
<td>Austronesian</td>
<td>Vanuatu (Pacific)</td>
<td>215, 250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vietnamese</td>
<td></td>
<td>Austro-Asian</td>
<td>Vietnam, Cambodia, Laos, Thailand, and many countries of emigration</td>
<td>216, 467, 509</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waalubal</td>
<td>dialect of Banjalang</td>
<td>Papuan</td>
<td>Morobe Province (Papua New Guinea)</td>
<td>325</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waffa</td>
<td></td>
<td>Papuan</td>
<td>Morobe Province (Papua New Guinea)</td>
<td>256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wailbi</td>
<td>see Wailpi</td>
<td>Wailpi, Adnya-mathanha</td>
<td>South Australia</td>
<td>362</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wailpi</td>
<td></td>
<td>Pama-Nyungan</td>
<td>Fitzroy Crossing area (Western Australia)</td>
<td>214</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walmatjari</td>
<td></td>
<td>Pama-Nyungan</td>
<td>Morobe Province (Papua New Guinea)</td>
<td>231</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wantoot</td>
<td></td>
<td>Papuan</td>
<td>Fitzroy Crossing area (Western Australia)</td>
<td>214</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warja</td>
<td>see Warji</td>
<td>Warja</td>
<td>Nigeria</td>
<td>257</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warji</td>
<td>Warja</td>
<td>Afro-Asian</td>
<td>Northern Territory (Australia)</td>
<td>222</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warlpiri</td>
<td></td>
<td>Pama-Nyungan</td>
<td>Sepik River area in East Sepik Province (Papua New Guinea)</td>
<td>231</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washkuk</td>
<td>Kwoma</td>
<td>Papuan</td>
<td>Sepik River area in East Sepik Province (Papua New Guinea)</td>
<td>231</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Watjari</td>
<td>see Watjarri</td>
<td>Pama-Nyungan</td>
<td>Western Australia</td>
<td>310</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Watjarri</td>
<td>Watjari</td>
<td>Pama-Nyungan</td>
<td>Western Australia</td>
<td>310</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Welsh</td>
<td></td>
<td>Indo-European</td>
<td>Wales, Patagonia (Argentina) and a number of other countries of emigration</td>
<td>258, 286</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Welsh English</td>
<td>a number of dialects of English</td>
<td>Papuan</td>
<td></td>
<td>73, 434</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wenatchee-Columbia</td>
<td>dialect of Columbian</td>
<td>Papuan</td>
<td></td>
<td>241, 265, 370</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Aranda</td>
<td>Aranda</td>
<td>Papuan</td>
<td></td>
<td>362</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Keresan</td>
<td>see Acoma</td>
<td>Papuan</td>
<td></td>
<td>362</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western English</td>
<td>a number of dialects of American English</td>
<td>Papuan</td>
<td></td>
<td>58, 64, 300–1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Norwegian English</td>
<td>dialect of Norwegian</td>
<td>Penutian</td>
<td>California (USA)</td>
<td>368</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wintu</td>
<td></td>
<td>Algonkic</td>
<td>Northeastern California (USA)</td>
<td>257</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wiyot (extinct)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Niger-Congo</td>
<td>Mauritania, the Gambia, Senegal</td>
<td>294, 362</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wolof</td>
<td>see Changchow</td>
<td>Chinese</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Xhosa</td>
<td></td>
<td>Niger-Congo</td>
<td>Cape Province (South Africa), the Transkei</td>
<td>61, 174, 237, 238-9, 257, 266, 375</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>!Xóõ</td>
<td></td>
<td>Khoisan</td>
<td>Botswana, Angola</td>
<td>174, 177-9, 375</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>!Xũ</td>
<td></td>
<td>Khoisan</td>
<td>Angola, Namibia</td>
<td>174, 369-70, 375, 572</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yagua</td>
<td></td>
<td>Macro-Carib</td>
<td>Peru</td>
<td>382</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yaka</td>
<td></td>
<td>Niger-Congo</td>
<td>Zaire, Angola</td>
<td>385</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yanuwa</td>
<td>see Yanyuwa</td>
<td>Niger-Congo</td>
<td>Zaire, Angola</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yanyuwa</td>
<td>Yanuwa</td>
<td>Australian</td>
<td>Northern Territory, Queensland (Australia)</td>
<td>214</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yidgha</td>
<td></td>
<td>Indo-European</td>
<td>Pakistan</td>
<td>382</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yoruba</td>
<td></td>
<td>Niger-Congo</td>
<td>Nigeria, Benin, Togo, Benin, Sierra Leone</td>
<td>86, 225-6, 227, 291, 292, 314, 466, 467, 468, 523</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yuchi</td>
<td>Yuchi</td>
<td></td>
<td>East Central Oklahoma, Tennessee (USA)</td>
<td>257, 291, 292, 294</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yulu</td>
<td>dialect of</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>231</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Yulu-Binga</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yulu-Binga</td>
<td></td>
<td>Niger-Congo</td>
<td>Zaire, Southern Sudan, Central African Republic</td>
<td>221, 256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zande</td>
<td></td>
<td>Nilo-Saharan</td>
<td>Sudan</td>
<td>231</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zapotec</td>
<td>dialect of</td>
<td>Otomanguean</td>
<td>Mexico</td>
<td>221, 256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zulu</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>257</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zuni</td>
<td>Aztec-Tanoan</td>
<td></td>
<td>New Mexico (USA)</td>
<td>257</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>'Cardinal Vowel' system (Jones)</td>
<td>273-5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>categories of phonetic features</td>
<td>107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>central aspects of articulation</td>
<td>140, 144</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>central fricative articulation</td>
<td>144, 257</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>central plosion</td>
<td>361</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>central release</td>
<td>361</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>central resonant articulation</td>
<td>144, 269</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>central routing of the airflow</td>
<td>245</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>central stop release</td>
<td>149</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>central vocoid articulation</td>
<td>276</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Centre for Speech Recognition Research,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Edinburgh</td>
<td>394</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>centring diphthong articulation</td>
<td>284</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chain-exhausting</td>
<td>569</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chroneme</td>
<td>436</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>classification by place and manner of articulation</td>
<td>130, 158-9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cleft palate</td>
<td>425</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>click accompaniment</td>
<td>375</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>click articulation</td>
<td>131, 174, 183, 237, 239-40, 243</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>click releases, co-ordinary features in</td>
<td>375-6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>close approximation</td>
<td>134, 244</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>close jaw setting</td>
<td>409</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>close rounding</td>
<td>278, 280</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>close vocoid articulation</td>
<td>276</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>close-mid vocoid articulation</td>
<td>276</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>closed phase</td>
<td>205</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>closed syllable</td>
<td>32, 35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>closing diphthong articulation</td>
<td>284</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>closing phase</td>
<td>205</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>closure</td>
<td>134</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>co-articulation</td>
<td>151, 153, 378-9, 390, 397, 568</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>co-ordination</td>
<td>130, 132, 149-51, 337-428, 570</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>feature spreading in</td>
<td>376-82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>between adjacent segments</td>
<td>149-51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>between multiple segments</td>
<td>151</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>of the marginal phases of stop segments</td>
<td>358-76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>phonological take-up by the languages of the</td>
<td>590</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>world of different</td>
<td>590</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>coalescent assimilation</td>
<td>384</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>coda of syllable</td>
<td>517</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>code</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and medium</td>
<td>20-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cognate languages</td>
<td>86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>combinatorial constraint</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>communicative behaviour</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>communicative competence</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>commutation test</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>commutative relationship</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>comparative dialectology</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Subject index

comparative method 84-5
comparative philology 85
comparative transcription 552, 553
compatibility 154, 402
'competence' (Chomsky) 49-50, 51
complementary distribution 38
complex oral/nasal stop articulation 227, 243
compound phonation types 198-200
computer coding of phonetic characters 562
configurational equivalence 426
conformational aspects of articulation 140-1
fricatives 255-8
confusables 262-3
consonant, use of term 148
consonant harmony 376, 384, 388-9
consonant systems 62
of the languages of the world 572-91
consonants as marginal elements 114
traditional design of classificatory model 129

verbal function 16
contact languages 89
context 36
contextual axis 39; see also syntagmatic axis
continuity of speech 152, 158, 537-41
continuous speech 158, 536
contoid articulation 146-7
contoids, intrinsic duration of 434-5
contour interaction (CI) approach to
intonation 499-500, 510
contour tone system 466, 467
contrastive consonantal length 437-9
contrastive function 30
contrastive opposition see paradigmatic opposition
contrastive segment length 436
contrastive vowel length 439-43
conversational interaction 24
convex tongue shape 247
core of the syllable 517
coronal vowels 319
cover-symbol 553
cps 193
creak phonation 132, 189, 194-6, 200
creaky voice phonation 132, 195-6

Creole language 83, 91
creolization 83, 91
cricoid cartilage 185
cross-sectional settings 407-12
culminating function 517
cupped tongue shape 142
decelerating rate of speech 158, 543
decibels 502
decoration of loudness 156
decoration of pitch 155, 459
decoding 20
default assumptions 575
and label-structure conventions for
segmental description 574-7
and language statistics 570-2
default mode of production 571
defective distribution 47
degree of stricture 130, 133-5
demarcative function 519
denasal setting 413-14
dental 136
dental lateral resonant articulation 311
denti-alveolar fricatives 259
denti-alveolar place of articulation 136
depressor consonants 477-9
descriptive mode 56
deovery 149, 339-48
as an allophonic process 345-8
diachronic description 85
dialect 55, 55-91
differences between speakers 60-1
dialect geography 72
and dialectology 71-7
dialectology 72
and dialect geography 71-7
dictionaries 90

Dictionary of American Regional English (DARE) 73
diphthong articulation 143, 146, 285-8
diphthongization 144
direction of the airstream 131
discrete-level tone systems 470
displaced articulation 137, 248
fricatives 248-52
distinctive feature 110
distinctive pattern 19
distribution, phonological see phonological distribution
distributional equivalence 38
dorsal 138
dorsum of the tongue 138
double articulation 138, 175, 270
symbol for 335
double fricative articulation 316-18
double stop articulation 230, 314-16
double structure see linguistic code, dual-level structure
downdrift 472
Down's Syndrome 426
downstep 470
drumming, communication of tonal patterns by 483
dual structure 18-19
Subject index

duration 27, 128, 151-2, 431-9, 448-9
allophonic adaptations of 445-8
intrinsic versus conditioned factors of 432-4
perception of 431-2
as a phonetic feature 436-45
dynamic pitch movement 493
dynamic pitch obtrusion 493
dysperiodicity 454

early onset of voicing 349
gressive airflow 131, 161, 245
ejective affricate articulation 172, 368-72
ejective articulation 131, 171, 183
ejective fricative articulation 172
ejective stop articulation 172, 237
ejective syllabic trilled stops 241
elaborated segments 572

statistical incidence in languages of the world 577-91

ELT (English Language Teaching) 79
embodiment 20
emphatic consonants 327
emphatic stress 16, 156, 515
encoding 20

English Language Teaching (ELT) 79
environment 36-7
environment bar 45-6
environmental context 36-7
epiglottal 136
epiglottis 120, 121
esophagus 123
evidential information 14-15
excursion 453
expiratory reserve volume 164
extension of the tongue tip 141
extralinguistic behaviour 22-3

extreme scalar degree 400

facial expression 25
fall in pitch 155, 492
fall-rise in pitch 155, 492
fall-rise-fall in pitch 155, 492
falsetto-fall 132, 189, 197-8, 200

paralinguistic use 22
fast rate of speech 158, 541
faucal pillars 126
feature 110-12, 376-89
feature geometry 111
feature-based representation, theory of 111

feet 529
filled pause 158, 538
final devoicing 149
finally devoiced articulation 340
first language 78
fixed lexical stress 519-21
flapped fricative articulation 263
flapped lateral resonant articulation 311-12
flapped stop articulation 221-4, 263
flapping 130, 142, 144, 145-6
release requirements 362-3
flat fricative articulation 258
fluent speech 158, 536
focus 494
foot 529
foot-level shortening 532
foreign language 78
foreign language teaching 79, 424, 488
form, and substance 19-20
formality of speech style 67-9
and speaking rate 545-6
formant 103, 410
formulaic phonological rule notation 45-7
fortis articulation 344, 390
free variation 69
frequency 502
fricative articulation 130, 134, 244-68
auditory characteristics 260-3
central versus lateral airflow in 257-8
conformational aspects 248-52
and non-pulmonic airstreams 266
and phonation types 265-6
place-neutral 245-8
symbols for 266, 267
topographical aspects of the shape of the tongue in 258-60
transitional aspects 263-4
fricative segments, examples 253-5
fricative trill articulation 264
frictionless consonant see approximant
front of the tongue 121
front vowel articulation 276
full voicing 342
fully devoiced articulation 343
functional residual lung capacity 164
fundamental frequency 450
geminate articulation 437-8
gender-markers 425
General American accent 58-9, 90
general default assumption 575
general linguistics 24
general phonetic theory 29
evaluation 566-91
and general phonological theory 95-8
role of 95
and the segment 566-68
general phonetic transcription 550
and the International Phonetic Association 561
general phonological theory and general phonetic theory 95-8
scope of 98
generative linguistics 50-1
generative phonology 514-15
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initially devoiced articulation 340
initiation of airflow 116-18, 131, 159-83
categories of 131, 132
phonological take-up by the languages of the world of different 590
initiator of airflow 161
inspiratory capacity of lungs 164
inspiratory reserve volume of lungs 163
intensity 501
interdental fricative articulation 250-1
interdental place of articulation 138
interlabial space 278
interlanguage 79
intermediate vocoids 280-1
International Phonetic Association and general phonetic transcription 561
phonetic alphabet 4, 174, 553, 565, 593-5
(App. 1)
vowel zoning 274, 275, 276
interpretive convention 554
interrupted speech 158, 536
intersegmental co-ordination 339-90
intonation 194, 509
linguistic functions of 494-500
non-verbal element 16
and tone 477-80
intonation systems 462
analysis of pitch-patterns in 483-500
intonational analysis 483-500
basic concepts in 483-93
intonational description, contour interaction theories versus tone sequence theories 498-500
intonational function 155
intonational nucleus 492
intonational phrase 492
intra-oral pressure 163, 205
intrinsic duration 432
of contoids 434-5
of vocoids 435-6
intrinsic pitch 454
intrinsic properties of duration 432
intrinsic sonority 503
isochrony 156-7, 523-4
isogloss 73-4
-ization labels 138-0, 334-5
jaw 121
juncture pause 537
key susceptible segments 154, 402
label-structure conventions for segmental description, and default assumptions 574-7
Subject index

labial alveolar place of articulation 139
labial palatal place of articulation 139
labial place of articulation 135
labial protrusion 407
labial settings 407-8
labial velar place of articulation 139
labialization 321-2
labialized articulation 37, 139, 321-2
labiodental fricative articulation 250
labiodental place of articulation 137
labiodentalization 322-3
labiodentalized articulation 140
labiodentalized setting 407
laboratory phonology 567
lamina of tongue 138
laminal articulation 251
laminal dorsal vocoid 319
laminar 138
lamino-alveolar 138
lamino-dental articulation 138
language 55-6
accent and dialect 55-91
and linguistic behaviour 21
language differences between speakers 77-84
language isolate 86
language statistics, and default assumptions 572-3
language sub-group 86
language-behaviour, and language-system 48-53
language-dependent 455
language-family 86, 91
language-group 86
language-system, and language-behaviour 48-53
language-universal 455
languages, genetic relationship between 84-9
langue (Saussure) 49, 50
laryngeal cancer 425
laryngeal pathology 454
laryngealization 195-6, 331-4
laryngealized articulation 139
larynx 121, 123, 171
biological function 184
function in man 99-100
positions of 406-7
late onset of voicing 349
lateral affricate articulation 368
lateral fricative articulation 144, 257
lateral plosion 150, 361
lateral release 149, 361
lateral resonant articulation 144, 269, 306-12
lateral routing of the airflow 130, 140, 144
lax articulation 417
lax setting 418-19
lax vocoid articulation 417
lax voiced alveolar tapped stop 263
leader-timing 530
lect 70
mixed and ‘fudged’ 76-7
left-context 36-7
length 151
distinctions on both consonants and vowels 443-5
as a phonological feature 436
lenis articulation 344, 390
level pitch 155
lexical differences between dialects 61
lexical stress 156, 511
location governed by syllable weight 521
typology of 518-23
see also word-accent; word-stress
lexical tone 155
lexical unit 30
lexical word-stress 156
lexicostatistics 86
light syllable 156, 517
limen 451
linear approach to speech segmentation 106-10, 203-335
characteristics of speech unit 569-70
units of phonetic organization 110-16
lingua franca 80-1
lingual airstream 180
lingual settings 409-12
Linguistic Atlas of England 73
Linguistic Atlas of Scotland 73
Linguistic Atlas of the United States and Canada (LAUSC) 72-3
linguistic behaviour 21
linguistic code, dual-level structure 18-19
linguistic criterion for classifying transcription 556
linguistic loudness range 156
linguistic pitch range 155, 457
Linguistic Survey of Scotland 73
linguistics 2
linguo-labial place of articulation 137
linking-r 265
lip-rounded setting 407
lip-rounding 37; see also labialization
lip-spread setting 407
lips 121
listener 13
loanword 35
local accent 56
long vowel length 442
longitudinal topographical aspect of articulation 141, 406
loudness 27, 128, 152, 156, 501
analysis of 500-6
linguistic functions of 505-6
paralinguistic functions of 506
Subject index

- perception of perturbations due to segmental performance
- prosodic settings of loudness baseline loudness contour loudness declination loudness mean loudness range loudness range setting loudness span loudness topline loudness value
- low pitch low variability lowered larynx setting lowered tongue-body setting
- lungs volumes and capacities
- mandible manifestation of pattern manner of articulation phonological take-up by the languages of the world of different markers masking maxilla mean meaning, pragmatic medium phase medium, and code medium rate of speech melody of speech analysis of metrical level metrical organization of speech
- metrical phonology metrical structure of speech microperturbation of pitch microprosodic perturbation microvariability of duration mid pitch mid-low pitch mimicry minimal pair definition mixed register/contour tone system modal voice phonation moderate scalar degree molar teeth molar-rooted monoglot
- monophthong articulation monosyllabic words monosystemic words to phonology mora mora-based rhythm morphological difference between dialects mother tongue MRPA (Machine Readable Phonemic Alphabet) multilingualism multiple articulations murmur phonation muscular tension overall mutual intelligibility, between dialects narrow range narrow transcription nasal approximants nasal aspect of articulation nasal cavity nasal click articulation nasal fricative articulation nasal plosion nasal release nasal setting nasal stop articulation nasal system nasal voicoid articulation
- nasal system neologization neutral configuration neutral lip position neutral reference setting neutralization
- new information nil phonation non-attested form non-continuous speech non-contoid articulation non-linear approaches to phonology characteristics of speech units non-pulmonic affricated stops, symbols for
- non-pulmonic airstreams and fricative articulations phonological use of and stop articulations non-regional accent non-released stop articulation non-rhotic accent
non-syllabic 114
non-syllabic approximant articulation 269, 297, 297-305; see also approximants
non-syllabic contoid articulation 147
non-syllabic non-contoid segments see approximants
non-verbal behaviour 16
non-vocal behaviour 16
normal voice quality 426-7, 427
normal voicing phonation 132
normalization 459
nuclear stress 514-15
Nuclear Stress Rule 514-15
nuclear tone 492, 494-515
nucleus of syllable 34, 517

offset phase 112, 133
onomatopoeic signs 17
onset phase 112, 133
onset of syllable 519
open approximation 135, 276
open jaw setting 409
open rounding 278, 280
open syllable 32, 35
open vocoid articulation 276
open-mid vocoid articulation 276
opposition 30,32
oral airstream mechanism see velaric airstream mechanism
oral articulation 126, 140, 144-5
oral cavity 121
oral closure 205
oral plosion 150, 361
oral release of stop articulation 149, 361
oral routing of airflow 245
oral stop articulation 205, 209-14
organic level 27-8, 53
organic loudness range 156
organic pitch range 155, 457
over-long vowel length 442
overall muscular tension of articulation 153
modifications of phonation 418-20
modifications of supralaryngeal articulation 418-19
set of 416-20
overlaid feature 452
overlapping distribution 38
overlapping phase 112, 134, 149
Oxford English Dictionary 85

P-centre (perceptual centre) 525
palatal place of articulation 136
palatalization 323-5
palatalized articulation 139
palatalized voice 153, 400, 411
palato-alveolar place of articulation 136
paradigm 32
paradigmatic axis 39; see also systemic axis
paradigmatic opposition 32
paralinguistic behaviour 21-2, 24-5
paralinguistic loudness range 156
paralinguistic pitch range 155, 457
parallel distribution 38
parallel segmentation 101
parametric approach to speech segmentation 101-6
paraphonological syllable 540
paraphonology 540
parent-language 86
parole (Saussure) 49
partial devoicing 149
partial tone languages 465
partial voicing 342
partially devoiced articulation 340
passive articulator 136
pathological voice quality 425-7
pattern 19-20
pause 536, 537-9, 546
peak of the syllable 517
perception
of loudness 501-3
of pitch 450-2
perceptual centre (P-centre) 525
perceptual level, of phonetics 26-7
'performance' (Chomsky) 49-50, 51
period 453
perseverative assimilation 383
perseverative co-articulation 151, 379
perseveratory nasalization 294
pharyngeal airstream mechanism see glottalic airstream mechanism
pharyngeal place of articulation 136
pharyngeal settings 412
pharyngealization 326-30
pharyngealized articulation 139
pharyngealized voice 411, 412
pharynx 121
phase difference 192
phases of articulation 133-5
phonation 116-18, 130-3, 153, 184-201
overall tension modifications of 418-20
and tones 477-80
phonation types 132
and fricative articulations 265-6
and stop segments 235-7
symbols for 200
phonatory action of larynx 116, 126-9
phonatory equivalence 426
phonatory settings 414-16
phone 29
phoneme 38*15
definition 41-2
phonemic alphabet, for RP 103-5

Subject index
Subject index

phonemic clause 536-7
phonemic inventories, size of typical in languages of the world 572-4
phonemic re-organization 67
phonemic transcription 41, 549, 550
phonetic, use of term 28
phonetic alphabet see International Phonetic Association, phonetic alphabet
phonetic analysis of speech 95-118, 98-9
phonetic classification, architecture of 119-58
phonetic distance 392-3
phonetic drift 85
phonetic duration, and phonological length 436-45
phonetic equivalence 29
phonetic feature 107, 110-12
phonetic level 28-9
phonetic notation 29
phonetic quality 427
phonetic sameness 28-9
phonetic segment 112-13
phonetic setting 115-16, 337-27
definition of 396
segmental span of 396-9
phonetic similarity 29, 153, 391-427
and segments 391-1
and settings 394-9
phonetic stress 511
phonetic syllable 114
phonetic transcription 29, 549-50
and allophonic transcription 556-61
typology of 562
phonetic universal 587, 593
phoneticists, perceptual bias in 556-8
phonetics
definition 2-3
descriptive theory 3-5, 52-3
domain of 23
relationship with phonology 26-54
as study of substance of spoken language 20
phonological context 36-7
phonological distribution 38
phonological feature 110-12
label for 112
phonological length, and phonetic duration 436-45
phonological level 18, 30-1
phonological reconstruction 87-8
phonological rule notation, formulaic 45-7
phonological stress 511
phonological structure 32-3
and the phonological syllable 32-6
phonological syllable 32-3, 114-15, 118
and phonological structure 32-6
phonological system 31-2
phonological transcription 31, 41, 549-50
phonological universal 587, 591
phonology
polysystemic and monosystemic approaches to 47-8
relationship with phonetics 26-54
as study of form of spoken language 20, 53
phonotactic range 38
physical marker 14
pidgin language 81-2, 84
pitch 27, 128, 152, 155, 194, 450-500
perception of 450-2
perturbations due to segmental performance 452-6
prosodic analysis of 456-62
prosodic settings of 506-7
pitch behaviour, paralinguistic functions of 500
pitch mean 507
pitch obstruction 493
pitch value 155
pitch-accent 493
pitch-contour 155, 461-2
pitch-height 107, 155, 460-1
 correlation with vocoid height 454-5
pitch-melody see intonation
pitch-patterns, analysis in intonation systems 484-500
pitch-range 456-7
pitch-range setting 507
pitch-setting 156
pitch-span 155, 456-60
place of articulation 130, 133, 135-40, 158, 276, 579-86
phonological take-up by the languages of the world of different 589-90
place-neutral articulation 137, 206-9, 245-8
plateau of pitch 489
plosion 149-50, 205
plosive articulation 205
polyglot 78
polysystemic approach to phonology 47, 48
post- 136
post-alveolar place of articulation 136
post-nasal oral stop articulation 227
post-nuclear 492
post-occluded nasal stop articulation 227, 231
pragmatic meaning 14
pragmatics 14, 24
pre- 136
pre-affrication 150-1
of stop segments 373-4
pre-aspiration 150, 356-8
pre-glottalization 332
pre-nasal fricative articulation 256
pre-nasal oral stop articulation 227
pre-nasal post-trilled stop articulation 234
Subject index

pre-nuclear 492
pre-occluded nasal stop articulation 227
pre-palatal place of articulation 136
pre-supposition 494
pre-velar place of articulation 136
pre-voicing 370
prescriptive attitude 56, 89
primary stress 156, 516
primary stricture 138, 321
prominence 156, 450
achieved through syllable stress 512-17
achieved through syllable weight 517-18
prominence-based rhythm 529
pronounceability 97-8
pronunciation teaching 79-80, 91
prosodic analysis
of pitch 456-62
of speech 155-6
Prosodic Analysis (Firth) 48, 53, 386-7, 568
prosodic organization of speech 27, 117, 129, 450-510
prosodic settings of pitch and loudness 506-8
prosody 153
proto-language 87
protocol 154
psycholinguistics 52, 54, 538, 546
psychological marker 14
pulmonic affricated stops, symbols for 373
pulmonic airstream 131
pulmonic airstream mechanism 161, 162-71, 245
combined with glottalic airstream mechanism 179-81
pulmonic egressive system, segmental use 170-1
pulmonic flow, pulsatile variations (Hixon) 167-8
pulmonic ingressive airstream 168-70
paralinguistic use 169-70
pulmonic pressure 163
pulsed input of acoustic energy 191
qualitative transcription 555
quality 27, 555
quantal properties of speech 97, 118
quantitative marker 555
quantitative/qualitative transcription 556
quantity 436, 555
quiet tidal breathing 163
r-colouring 270
radical 138
radix of the tongue 138
raised larynx setting 406
raised tongue-body setting 411
range 399, 415-17
rate of articulation 152, 539-46
rate of speaking 158, 534-46
realization 20
realizational differences between accents 65-6
Received Pronunciation (RP) 57-8, 89
reconstruction 87-8
referent, of sign 17
regional accent 56, 89
regional dialectology 72, 90
register tone system 465-6
regressive assimilation 294
regulative information 15
relaxation pressure 165-6
release 42, 205
release phase 205
released stops 149
residual volume of lungs 164
resonance 193
resonant articulation 135, 269-313
with multiple structures 318-21
respiratory action 126-9
respiratory cycle 163
respiratory support, for syllables, stress and loudness 167-8
respiratory system see airstream mechanisms
resting expiratory level 163
retracted place of articulation 329, 378
retracted tip/blade setting 410
retracted tongue-body setting 411
retroflexion of the tongue tip 141, 216-18
rhotacization 270
rhotic accent 64
rhotic articulation 141, 270
rhotic phonological role 218
rhotic speech sounds 553
rhyme of syllable 517
rhythm of speech 152, 156-7, 523-4, 533
constructive perception of 524-6
typology of 527-32
right-context 37
rise in pitch 155, 492
rise-fall in pitch 155, 492
rise-fall-rise in pitch 155, 492
rolled r see trill
Romance languages 86
romantic properties of symbols 554
roof of the mouth 121-2
root of the tongue 121
rounded lip position 278
sagittal plane 124
sagittal section 120
scalar degrees of settings 153, 400, 405
schwa 281
second language 78
secondary articulation 138, 320-33
phonological patterns of 333-4
symbols for 335
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secondary stress 156, 516
secondary structure 138, 321
segment 112-13, 227
frequency of occurrence of different categories in languages of the world 579-89
and general phonetic theory 565-8, 569
internal structure 570
and phonetic similarity 391-4
as a phonetic unit of description 113
segment harmony 376, 397
segmental classification
by initiation, phonation, articulation and coordination 130-3
major categories 130-3
segmental feature 112
segmental harmony 384-9
segmental susceptibility 153-4, 401-2
segmentation 101-10
linear approach 106-10
linear compared with parametric approaches 107-10
parametric approach 101-6
seizing the floor 116
selectional differences between accents 65
semantic differences between dialects 60-1
semantic information 14
semi-vowel see approximant
semiotics 13-14, 13-25, 99
definition 17
use of term 13
sentence stress 514
serial approach to speech segmentation 106
setting 115-16, 152-5, 406-17, 427
of articulatory range 415-16
definition 402
of overall muscular tension 416-20
phonetic description of 399-402
and phonetic similarity 394-9
setting analysis
applications of 423-7
extralinguistic applications 425-6
linguistic applications 424-5
paralinguistic applications 425
short vowel length 442
sibilance 260, 261-3, 268
signs 13-14
general theory of 13-14
and symbols 17-18
see also onomatopoetic signs; symbolic signs
silent pause 158, 536
simple phonemic transcription 552, 554
simple transcription 552, 553
simplex nasal stop articulation 227
simplex oral stop articulation 227
simplex stop articulation 227
simultaneous onset of voicing 349
single major articulatory stricture 247
slant brackets 31
slight scalar degree 400
slow rate of speech 158, 543
social marker 14
sociolect 70
sociolinguistics 15, 24, 70-1, 75-6, 90, 424
sociology of language 15
soft palate 121, 122
son e 503
sonority 156, 503
sonority hierarchy 504
sonority principle 503-5
sonority profile 505
sound-change 87
sound-correspondence 86-7, 88-9
sound-shift 87
source-language 89
source/filter theory of speech production
(Fant) 194, 201
speaker 13
speaker-normalization 484
speaking rate 158, 541
speaking-turn 116, 157, 535, 569
specific default assumption 575-6
spectrogram 103
speech 1-2
as an overlaid function (Sapir) 100-1
evidential information 14-15
phonetic analysis 95-118
regulative information 15
semantic information 14
speech community 49-50
speech defect 66
speech pathology 51, 106, 400
setting-analysis in 425-6
speech production
elements of 116-18
frame of reference for 119-29
speech rhythm, typology of 527-33
speech style see style of speaking
speech surrogate 481, 509
speech technology 51, 53, 488
parametric approach and 103-6
speech therapy 424-5
speech-sound 17-18
spoken communication 13-25; see also speech
spread lip position 278
square brackets 29
Standard English 56, 89
and non-regional and regional accents 56-9
starred form 87
steady state articulation 247
stepping pitch obstruction 493
stop articulation 130, 134, 205-42
Subject index

complex oral/nasal 227-35
displaced 214-15
and non-pulmonic airstreams 237-40
oral versus nasal aspects 209-14
place-neutral 206-11
symbols for 243
topographical aspects 215-18
transitionals 218-27
stop burst 205
stop release 149, 359-62
stop segments 205
affrication of 363-73
co-ordination of the marginal phases of 358-76
lateral and central release of oral 360-1
oral and nasal release of oral 361-2
and phonation types 235-7
pre-affrication 373-4
release and non-release of 359-60
syllabic 240-3
stress 156, 511-24
in English 533
see also emphatic stress; word-stress
stress-based rhythm 157, 529
stricture 133
stridency 260, 261
strong syllable 518
structural context 36
structural differences between accents 64
structure, concept of 18-19, 33, 62
style of speaking 67
formality and informality 67-9
and rate of speaking 544-5
sub-glottal pressure 163
sub-laminar retroflex articulation 252
subliminal 451
subsegmental feature 112
substance, and form 19-20
Summer Institute of Linguistics 9
supralaryngeal articulation, overall tension
modifications of 417-18
suprasegmental feature 112, 152-8
Survey of English Dialects 74-5
susceptibility of segments 153-5, 401-2
syllabic contoid articulation 147
syllabic fricatives 264-5
syllabic non-contoids see vocoids
syllabic segments 115
syllabic stop segments 239-43
syllabic vocoid articulation 269, 270-2
syllable 32, 113-15, 540
syllable quantity 518
syllable re-organization 157
syllable stress 156
prominence achieved through 512-17
syllable weight 156, 512
prominence achieved through 517-18
syllable-based rhythm 156-7, 528
syllable-based tone 155, 465, 465-83
symbol
defined 17
and sign 17-18
symbolic sign 17
symptom, of speaker's individual
characteristics 14
synchronic description 85
syntactic difference between dialects 60
syntactic stress 525
syntagma (Saussure) 39-40
syntagmatic axis 39-40; see also contextual axis
system, concept of 62
systematic transcription 550, 550-6
systemic axis 39; see also paradigmatic axis
systemic contrast 32
systemic differences between accents 62
'talking drums' 483
tap, release requirements 362-3
tapped fricative articulation 145, 263
tapped lateral resonant articulation 145
tapped stop articulation 145, 224, 225-7
tapping 142, 144, 145
target configurations, and timing 108-10
Teaching English as a Foreign Language (TEFL) 79
Teaching English as a Second Language (TESL) 79
Teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages (TESOL) 79
teaching of languages 79-80
teeth 121
TEFL (Teaching English as a Foreign Language) 79
tempo of speech 158, 532, 539
temporal organization of speech 27, 129, 157-8, 431-49, 534-46
tense articulation 417
tense setting 417-18, 419
tense vocoid articulation 417
tense voiceless tapped alveolar fricative 263
terraced-level tone system 473
TESL (Teaching English as a Second Language) 79
TESOL (Teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages) 79
text 554
theory-building, role of convenient fictions in 568-9
thyroid cartilage 185
tidal volume of lungs 163
time-course of speech 107
tip of tongue 121
tip/blade setting 409
Subject index

tonal function 155
 tonal sandhi 476
 tonality 494, 496
tone
  and intonation 476-8
  and phonation 477-80
 'tone letter' method (Chao) 474-6
tone sequence (TS) approach to intonation 499, 510
tone systems 462, 508
  analysis of pitch-patterns in 462-84
  syllable-based 155, 465-84
  word-based 155, 463-5
tone of voice 25, 153, 397-8
  non-linguistic process 16-17
  as psychological marker 14
tone-based approach to intonation 484, 489-93
toneme 474
tonem 474
tonetic 474
tongue 121
  displaced articulations 137-8
  parts of the 121, 123-4
  in pronunciation of vocoids 271-2
  tongue-body setting 410-11
tongue-root advanced setting 141-2, 289, 411
tongue-root position, in vocoid articulations 291
tongue-root retracted setting 411
tonic 495
tonicity 494, 497
tonogenesis 480-1, 509
tonology 474
topline of pitch 459
topographical aspects of articulation 141-2
  total lung capacity 164
  trachea 123, 124
  trailer-timing 530
transcription 4
  principles of 547-62
  summary of conventions 420-3
  types of 549-62
transglottal airflow 187-8
transitional aspects of articulation 142-3, 145-6
Translation Theories 548; see also Action Theory
  transverse plane 124
  transverse topographical aspects 142
  transverse view 125-6
  trend-line 453
trill 218
  release requirements 362-3
  trill articulation 130
  trilled fricative articulation 264
trilled stop articulation 218-21
trilling 142, 144, 146
triphthong articulation 143, 146, 286-9
triphthongization 144
tune 484-5
tune-based approach to intonation 484-9
typographic criterion for classifying
  transcription 554
unaspirated articulation 37
unexploded articulation 359
unreleased articulation 42, 359
unstressed syllable 156, 516
upper jaw 122
UPSID (Phonological Segment Inventory) database 243, 266, 571^1, 577-91
upstep 472
utterance 116, 569
utterance-marginal lengthening 532-3
uvula 122
uvular place of articulation 136
values 111
variability 19, 399
  of loudness 507
  of pitch 507
variable lexical stress 519, 521-3
velar lateral resonant articulation 310
velar place of articulation 136
velar airstream 131
velar airstream mechanism 131, 161, 173-9
velarization 325-6
velarized articulation 139
velarized voice 411
velic closure 145, 205
velic opening 145
velopharyngeal settings 412-13
velum 122, 144
venturi tube 192
verbal behaviour 16-17
vital capacity of lungs 164
vocal apparatus 99
  anatomy of 120-6
vocal behaviour 15-16
vocal effort 163
vocal folds 185
vocal fry see creak phonation
vocal profile 155, 406
  analysis 425
vocal tract 121
vocoid, use of term 270
vocoid articulation 147, 270
  intrinsic duration of 435-6
  labial elements of 278-80
  nasal 291-5
  phonetic symbols for 277-8, 281^1, 313
  tongue-root position in 289-91
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Subject index

vocoid chart 272-7
vocoid height, correlation with pitch height 454-6
vocoid production, transitional aspects 282-9
vocoid space 272
  Catford's system 275-6
  charts of the 272-7
voice 14-16, 153
voice compass 458
voice onset delay 348
voice quality 25, 153, 397, 402-3
  normal and pathological 425-7
  as physical marker 14
voiced alveolar click articulation 178
voiced alveolar lateral resonant articulation 307
voiced articulation 128
voiced aspiration 150, 353-5
  unification with voiceless aspiration 355
voiced click articulation 131, 178-9
voiced dental click 178
voiced dental lateral resonant articulation 307
voiced flat post-alveolar fricative articulation 251
voiced implosive articulation 131, 173, 179-80
voiced implosive stop articulation 237
voiced labial palatal approximant articulation 298
voiced labial pre-velar approximant with tongue-tip retraction 302
voiced labial velar approximant articulation 298
voiced labiodental approximant articulation 299
voiced nasal click articulation 178-9
voiced palatal approximant articulation 297
voiced phonation 188, 191-4
voiced post-alveolar approximant articulation 299
voiced post-alveolar fricative articulation 251
voiced retroflex alveolar flapped stop articulation 222
voiced retroflex fricative articulation 252
voiced retroflex palato-alveolar approximant articulation 299
voiced velar approximant articulation 298
voiceless alveolar click articulation 175-6
voiceless alveolar lateral click articulation 177
voiceless articulation 127
voiceless aspiration, unification with voiced aspiration 355
voiceless bidental approximant articulation 303
voiceless dental click articulation 175
voiceless flat post-alveolar fricative articulation 251
voiceless labial click articulation 175
voiceless lateral resonant articulation 311
voiceless nasal click articulation 178
voiceless palatal click 177
voiceless palato-alveolar click 177
voiceless palato-alveolar retroflex click articulation 177
voiceless phonation 189-90
voiceless post-alveolar click articulation 176
voiceless post-alveolar fricative articulation 251
voiceless retroflex fricative articulation 252
voiceless vocoids 295-7
voicelessness 132, 189
  breath phonation 189-90
  nil phonation 187-9
voicing 42, 128, 132, 191
  ratio to voicelessness 194
voiceless flat post-alveolar fricatives 251
vowel
  as nuclear element 114
  as nucleus of phonological syllable 34
  use of term 148, 270
  verbal function 16
vowel harmony 142, 291, 376, 384-5, 390
vowel reduction 157, 516
vowel system 62, 593
weak syllable 517
whisper phonation 132, 188, 190-2
whispered approximant articulation 304
whispered vocoids 296-8
whispery creak phonation 198
whispery creaky falsetto phonation 132, 198
whispery creaky voice phonation 198
whispery falsetto phonation 198
whispery voice phonation 132, 198, 200, 418
whispery voiced approximant articulation 305
whistled fricatives 252-3
whistling, communication of tonal patterns by 481-2
wide loudness range 399
wide pitch range 399
withdrawn tongue tip 141
word-accent 511
word-based tone 155, 462-4
word-stress 156, 511
  verbal function 16
writing systems 107, 110, 562
yielding the floor 116, 544